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I sense the world might be more dreamlike, metaphorical, 
and poetic than we currently believe— but just as irrational 
as sympathetic magic when looked at in a typically scientific 
way. I wouldn’t be surprised if poetry— poetry in the 
broadest sense, in the sense of a world filled with metaphor, 
rhyme, and recurring patterns, shapes, and designs— is how 
the world works. The world isn’t logical, it’s a song.

—DaviD Byrne (2009)
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Rex Kline has assembled a fourth edition that retains all the wonderful features of his 
bestselling earlier editions, and he seamlessly integrates recent advances in structural 
equation modeling (SEM). Rex is a scholar of SEM and has a special gift—of being able 
to communicate complex statistical concepts in language that all readers can grasp. The 
accessible style of writing and the many pedagogical features of the book (e.g., chapter-
end annotated reading lists, exercises with answers) make it a “must have” for any user 
of SEM. It is a resource that keeps improving and expanding with each new edition and 
is the resource I recommend first on this subject—whether the question comes from a 
beginner or an experienced user.

As a scholar of modern statistical practice and techniques, Rex has studied the 
developments and advances in the world of SEM generally, and he has covered “hot” 
topics, such as Pearl’s structural causal modeling. His coverage of Pearl’s graph theory 
approach to causal reasoning, as many of the reviewers of prepublication drafts of the 
fourth edition have also noted, is both easy to understand and comprehensive. It’s so 
good, he ought to get a prize for best in presentation! In this new edition, he takes us 
through causal mediation analysis, conditional process modeling, and confirmatory fac-
tor analysis with categorical indicators. Other additions to this masterpiece of pedagogy 
include insightful discussions of significance testing, the use of bootstrap estimation, 
and the principles of measurement theory.

Although Rex suggests in his Introduction that no single book can cover all of 
SEM, his book is about as thorough as they come. His didactic approach is refreshing 
and engaging, and the breadth and depth of material covered is simply impressive. As 
he notes and you will feel, Rex is a researcher talking to you as a fellow researcher, 
carefully explaining in conceptually driven terms the logic and principles that underlie 
the world of SEM. The wealth of examples provide entry points for researchers across a 
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broad array of disciplines. This book will speak to you regardless of your field or specific 
area of expertise.

As always, the support materials that Rex provides are thorough: he covers now 
six different SEM software packages (Amos, EQS, lavaan for R, LISREL, Mplus, and 
Stata)! The Appendix material is a treasure trove of useful building blocks, from the ele-
ments of LISREL notation, to practical advice, to didactic presentation of complex ideas 
and procedures. Rex has assembled real-world examples of troublesome data to demon-
strate how to handle the analysis problems that inevitably pop up. These features have 
always been a mainstay of earlier editions, but they have now been expanded to cover 
even more topics. Rex bookends all this material with an introductory chapter that truly 
sets the stage for the journey through the land of SEM and a concluding chapter that 
covers very practical best-practice advice for every step along the way.

Enjoy Rex Kline’s classic for a fourth time!

Todd d. LiTTLe 
At 28,000 feet 
On my way to Wit’s End 
Lakeside, Montana
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It is an honor to present the fourth edition of this book. Like the previous editions, this 
one introduces structural equation modeling (SEM) in a clear, accessible way for readers 
without strong quantitative backgrounds. New examples of the application of SEM are 
included in this edition, and all the examples cover a wide range of disciplines, includ-
ing education, psychometrics, human resources, and psychology, among others. Some 
examples were selected owing to technical problems in the analysis, but such examples 
give a context for discussing how to handle problems that can crop up in SEM. So not 
all applications of SEM described in this book are picture perfect, but neither are actual 
research problems.

The many changes in this edition are intended to enhance the pedagogical presen-
tation and cover recent developments. The biggest changes are as follows.

1. This is one of the first introductory books to introduce Judea Pearl’s structural 
causal model (SCM), an approach that offers unique perspectives on causal modeling. It 
is also part of new developments in causal mediation analysis.

2. Computer files for all detailed examples are now available for a total of six widely 
used SEM computer tools, including Amos, EQS, lavaan for R, LISREL, Mplus, and 
Stata. Computer tools for the SCM are also described.

3. Presentations on model specification, identification, and estimation are reorga-
nized to separate coverage of observed variable (path) models from that of latent vari-
able models. The specification and identification of path models are covered before these 
topics are dealt with for latent variable models. Later chapters that introduce estimation 
and hypothesis testing do not assume knowledge of latent variable models. This organi-
zation makes it easier for instructors who prefer to cover the specification, identification, 
and analysis of path models before doing so for latent variable models.

Introduction
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4. Two changes concern the technique of confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). The 
analysis of ordinal data in CFA is covered in more detail with two new examples, one of 
which concerns the topic of measurement invariance. The topic just mentioned is now 
covered in its own chapter in this edition.

BOOk WEBSITE

The address for this book’s website is www.guilford.com/kline. From the site, you can 
freely access or download the following resources:

•	 Computer files—data, syntax, and output— for all detailed examples in this book.

•	 Links to related web pages, including sites for computer programs and calculat-
ing webpages that perform certain types of analyses.

The website promotes a learning- by-doing approach. The availability of both syntax 
and data files means that you can reproduce the analyses in this book using the cor-
responding software program. Even without access to a particular program, such as 
Mplus, you can still download and open on your own computer the Mplus output files 
for a particular example and view the results. This is because all computer files on the 
website are either plain text (ASCII) files that require nothing more than a basic text 
editor to view their contents or they are PDF (Portable Document Format) files that 
can be viewed with the freely available Adobe Reader. Even if you use a particular SEM 
computer tool, it is still worthwhile to review the files on the website generated by other 
programs. This is because it can be helpful to consider the same analysis from some-
what different perspectives. Some of the exercises for this book involve extensions of 
the analyses for these examples, so there are plenty of opportunities for practice with 
real data sets.

PEdaGOGICaL aPPROaCh

You may be reading this book while participating in a course or seminar on SEM. This 
context offers the potential advantage of the structure and support available in a class-
room setting, but formal coursework is not the only way to learn about SEM. Another 
is self-study, a method through which many researchers learn about what is, for them, 
a new statistical technique. (This is how I first learned about SEM, not in classes.) I 
assume that most readers are relative newcomers to SEM or that they already have some 
knowledge but wish to hone their skills.

Consequently, I will speak to you (through my author’s voice) as one researcher to 
another, not as a statistician to the quantitatively naïve. For example, the instructional 
language of statisticians is matrix algebra, which conveys a lot of information in a rela-
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tively short amount of space, but you must already be familiar with linear algebra to 
decode the message. There are other, more advanced works about SEM that emphasize 
matrix representations (Bollen, 1989; Kaplan, 2009; Mulaik, 2009b), and these works 
can be consulted when you are ready. Instead, fundamental concepts about SEM are pre-
sented here using the language of researchers: words and figures, not matrix equations. 
I will not shelter you from some of the more technical aspects of SEM, but I aim to cover 
requisite concepts in an accessible way that supports continued learning.

PRINCIPLES OVER COMPUTER TOOLS

You may be relieved to know that you are not at a disadvantage at present if you have no 
experience using an SEM computer tool. This is because the presentation in this book 
is not based on the symbolism or syntax associated with a particular software package. 
In contrast, some other books are linked to specific SEM computer tools. They can be 
invaluable for users of a particular program, but perhaps less so for others. Instead, key 
principles of SEM that users of any computer tool must understand are emphasized 
here. In this way, this book is more like a guide to writing style than a handbook about 
how to use a particular word processor. Besides, becoming proficient with a particular 
software package is just a matter of practice. But without strong conceptual knowledge, 
the output one gets from a computer tool for statistical analyses— including SEM—may 
be meaningless or, even worse, misleading.

SyMBOLS aNd NOTaTION

As with other statistical techniques, there is no gold standard for notation in SEM, but 
the symbol set associated with the original syntax of LISREL is probably the most widely 
used in advanced works. For this reason, this edition introduces LISREL symbolism, but 
these presentations are optional; that is, I do not force readers to memorize LISREL sym-
bols in order to get something out of this book. This is appropriate because the LISREL 
notational system can be confusing unless you have memorized the whole system. I 
use a few key symbols in the main text, but the rest of LISREL notation is described in 
chapter appendices.

LIFE’S a JOURNEy, NOT a dESTINaTION

Learning to use a new set of statistical techniques is also a kind of journey, one through 
a strange land, at least at the beginning. Such journeys require a commitment of time 
and the willingness to tolerate the frustration of trial and error, but this is one journey 
that you do not have to make alone. Think of this book as a travel atlas or even someone 
to advise you about language and customs, what to see and pitfalls to avoid, and what 
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lies just over the horizon. I hope that the combination of a conceptually based approach, 
many examples, and the occasional bit of sage advice presented in this book will help to 
make the statistical journey a little easier, maybe even enjoyable. (Imagine that!)

PLaN OF ThE BOOk

The topic of SEM is very broad, and not every aspect of it can be covered in a single 
volume. With this reality in mind, I will now describe the topics covered in this book. 
Part I introduces fundamental concepts and computer tools. Chapter 1 lays out the basic 
features of SEM. It also deals with myths about SEM and outlines its relation to other 
causal inference frameworks. Chapters 2 and 3 review basic statistical principles and 
techniques that form a groundwork for learning about SEM. These topics include regres-
sion analysis, statistical significance testing, and bootstrapping. How to prepare data for 
analysis in SEM and select good measures is covered in Chapter 4, and computer tools 
for SEM and the SCM are described in Chapter 5.

Part II consists of chapters about the specification and identification phases in SEM. 
Chapters 6 and 7 cover observed variable models, or path models. Chapter 8 deals with 
path analysis from the perspective of the SCM and causal graph theory. Chapters 9 and 
10 are about, respectively, CFA models and structural regression (SR) models. The lat-
ter (SR models) have features of both path models and measurement models. Part III 
is devoted to the analysis. Chapters 11 and 12 deal with principles of estimation and 
hypothesis testing that apply to any type of structural equation model. The analysis 
of CFA models is considered in Chapter 13, and analyzing SR models is the subject of 
Chapter 14. Actual research problems are considered in these presentations.

Part IV is about advanced techniques and best practices. The analysis of means in 
SEM is introduced in Chapter 15, which also covers latent growth models. How to ana-
lyze a structural equation model with data from multiple samples is considered in Chap-
ter 16, which also deals with the topic of measurement invariance in CFA. Estimation 
of the interactive effects of latent variables, conditional process analysis, causal media-
tion analysis, and the relation between multilevel modeling and SEM are all covered in 
Chapter 17. Chapter 18 offers best practice recommendations in SEM. This chapter also 
mentions common mistakes with the aim of helping you to avoid them.
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This book is your guide to the principles, assumptions, strengths, limitations, and applica-
tion of structural equation modeling (SEM) for researchers and students without extensive 
quantitative backgrounds. Accordingly, the presentation is conceptually rather than math-
ematically oriented, the use of formulas and symbols is kept to a minimum, and many 
examples are offered of the application of SEM to research problems in various disciplines, 
including psychology, education, health sciences, and other areas. When you finish read-
ing this book, I hope that you will have acquired the skills to begin to use SEM in your 
own research in an informed, principled way. The following observation attributed to the 
playwright George Bernard Shaw is relevant here: Life isn’t about finding yourself, life is 
about creating yourself. Let’s go create something together.

PREPaRING TO LEaRN SEM

Listed next are recommendations for the best ways to get ready to learn about SEM. I 
offer these suggestions in the spirit of giving you a healthy perspective at the beginning 
of this task, one that empowers your sense of being a researcher.

know your area

Strong familiarity with the theoretical and empirical literature in your research area is 
the single most important thing you could bring to SEM. This is because everything, 
from the specification of your initial model to modification of that model in subsequent 
reanalyses to interpretation of the results, must be guided by your domain knowledge. 
So you need first and foremost to be a researcher, not a statistician or a computer geek. 
This is true for most kinds of statistical analysis in that the value of the product (numeri-

1
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cal results) depends on the quality of the ideas (your hypotheses) on which the analysis 
is based. Otherwise, that familiar expression about computer data analysis, garbage in- 
garbage out, may apply.

know your Measures

Kühnel (2001) reminds us that learning about SEM has the by- product that research-
ers must deal with fundamental issues of measurement. Specifically, the analysis of 
measures with strong psychometric characteristics, such as good score reliability and 
validity, is essential in SEM. For example, it is impossible to analyze a structural equa-
tion model with latent variables that represent hypothetical constructs without think-
ing about how to measure those constructs. When you have just a single measure of a 
construct, it is especially critical for this single indicator to have good psychometric 
properties. Similarly, the analysis of measures with deficient psychometrics could bias 
the results.

Review Fundamental Statistical Concepts and Techniques

Before learning about SEM, you should have a good understanding of (1) principles 
of regression techniques, including multiple regression, logistic regression, and probit 
regression; (2) the correct interpretation of results from tests of statistical significance; 
and (3) data screening and measure selection. These topics are reviewed over the next 
few chapters, but it may help to know now why they are so important.

Some kinds of statistical estimates in SEM are interpreted exactly as regression 
coefficients. The values of these coefficients are adjusted for correlated predictors just as 
they are in standard regression techniques. The potential for bias due to omitted predic-
tors that covary with measured predictors is basically the same in SEM as in regression 
analysis. Results of significance tests are widely misunderstood in perhaps most analy-
ses, including SEM, and you need to know how to avoid making common mistakes. 
Preparing the data for analysis in SEM requires doing a thorough preparation, screening 
for potential problems, and taking remedial action, if needed.

Use the Best Research Computer in the World . . .

Which is the human brain; specifically—yours. At the end of the analysis in SEM—or 
any type of statistical analysis— it is you as the researcher who must evaluate the degree 
of support for the hypotheses, explain any unexpected findings, relate the results to 
those of previous studies, and reflect on implications of the findings for future research. 
These are all matters of judgment. A statistician or computer geek could help you to 
select data analysis tools or write program syntax, but not the rest without your content 
expertise. As aptly stated by Pedhazur and Schmelkin (1991), “no amount of proficiency 
will do you any good, if you do not think” (p. 2).
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Get a Computer Tool for SEM

Obviously, you need a computer program to conduct the analysis. In SEM, many choices 
of computer tools are now available, some for no cost. Examples of free computer pro-
grams or procedures include Wnyx, a graphical environment for creating and testing 
structural equation models, and various SEM packages such as lavaan or sem for R, 
which is an open- source language and environment for statistical computing and graph-
ics. Commercial options for SEM include Amos, EQS, LISREL, and Mplus, which are all 
free- standing programs that do not require a larger computing environment. Procedures 
for SEM that require the corresponding environment include the CALIS procedure of 
SAS/STAT, the sem and gsem commands in Stata, the RAMONA procedure of Systat, 
and the SEPATH procedure in STATISTICA. All the computer tools just mentioned and 
others are described in Chapter 5. The website for this book has links to home pages for 
SEM computer tools (see the Introduction).

Join the Community

An Internet electronic mail network called SEMNET is dedicated to SEM.1 It serves as 
an open forum for discussion and debate about the whole range of issues associated 
with SEM. It also provides a place to ask questions about analyses or about more gen-
eral issues, including philosophical ones (e.g., the nature of causality, causal inference). 
Subscribers to SEMNET come from various disciplines, and they range from newcomers 
to seasoned veterans, including authors of many works cited in this book. Sometimes 
the discussion gets a little lively (sparks can fly), but so it goes in scientific discourse. 
Whether you participate as a lurker, or someone who mainly reads posts, or as an active 
poster, SEMNET offers opportunities to learn something new. There is even a theme 
song for SEM, the hilarious Ballad of the Casual Modeler, by David Rogosa (1988). You 
can blame me if the tune gets stuck in your head.

dEFINITION OF SEM

The term structural equation modeling (SEM) does not designate a single statistical 
technique but instead refers to a family of related procedures. Other terms such as cova-
riance structure analysis, covariance structure modeling, or analysis of covariance 
structures are also used in the literature to classify these techniques under a single 
label. These terms are essentially interchangeable, but only structural equation model-
ing is used throughout this book.

Pearl (2012) defines SEM as a causal inference method that takes three inputs (I) 
and generates three outputs (O). The inputs are

1 www2.gsu.edu/~mkteer/semnet.html
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I-1. A set of qualitative causal hypotheses based on theory or results of empirical 
studies that are represented in a structural equation model. The hypotheses 
are typically based on assumptions, only some of which can actually be veri-
fied or tested with the data.

I-2. A set of queries or questions about causal relations among variables of interest 
such as, what is the magnitude of the direct effect of X on Y (represented as  
X  Y), controlling for all other presumed causes of Y? All queries follow 
from model specification.

I-3. Most applications of SEM are in nonexperimental designs, but data from 
experimental or quasi- experimental designs can be analyzed, too—see 
Bergsma, Croon, and Hagenaars (2009) for more information.

The outputs of SEM are

O-1. Numeric estimates of model parameters for hypothesized effects including, 
for example, X  Y, given the data.

O-2. A set of logical implications of the model that may not directly correspond 
to a specific parameter but that still can be tested in the data. For example, a 
model may imply that variables W and Y are unrelated, controlling for certain 
other variables in the model.

O-3. The degree to which the testable implications of the model are supported by 
the data.

The next few sections elaborate on the inputs and outputs of SEM.

IMPORTaNCE OF ThEORy

As in other statistical techniques, the quality of the outputs of SEM depend on the 
validity of the researcher’s ideas (the first input, I-1). Thus, the point of SEM is to test a 
theory by specifying a model that represents predictions of that theory among plausible 
constructs measured with appropriate observed variables (Hayduk, Cummings, Boadu, 
Pazderka- Robinson, & Boulianne, 2007). If such a model does not ultimately fit the 
data, this outcome is interesting because there is value in reporting models that chal-
lenge or debunk theories.

Beginners sometimes mistakenly believe that the point of SEM is to find a model that 
fits the data, but this outcome by itself is not very impressive. This is because any model, 
even one that is grossly wrong (misspecified), can be made to fit the data by making it 
more complicated (adding parameters). In fact, if a structural equation model is speci-
fied to be as complex as possible, it will perfectly fit the data. This is a general charac-
teristic of statistical modeling, not just of SEM. But the point is that “success” in SEM is 
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determined by whether the analysis deals with substantive theoretical issues regardless 
of whether or not a model is retained. In contrast, whether or not a scientifically mean-
ingless model fits the data is irrelevant (Millsap, 2007).

a PRIORI, BUT NOT ExCLUSIVELy CONFIRMaTORy

Computer tools for SEM require you to provide a lot of information about things such as 
the directionalities of causal effects among variables (e.g., X  Y vs. Y  X). These a 
priori specifications reflect your hypotheses, and in total they make up the model to be 
analyzed. In this sense, SEM can be viewed as confirmatory. But as often happens, the 
data may be inconsistent with the model, which means that you must either abandon 
your model or modify the hypotheses on which it is based. In a strictly confirmatory 
application, the researcher has a single model that is either retained or rejected based on 
its correspondence to the data (Jöreskog, 1993), and that’s it. But on few occasions will 
the scope of model testing be so narrow.

A second, somewhat less restrictive context involves the testing of alternative 
models, and it refers to situations in which more than one a priori model is available 
(Jöreskog, 1993). Alternative models usually include the same observed variables but 
represent different patterns of effects among them. This context requires sufficient bases 
to specify more than one model; the particular model with acceptable correspondence to 
data may be retained, but the rest will be rejected. A third context, model generation, is 
probably the most common and occurs when an initial model does not fit the data and 
is subsequently modified. The respecified model is then tested again with the same data 
(Jöreskog, 1993). The goal of this process is to “discover” a model with three attributes: 
It makes theoretical sense, it is reasonably parsimonious, and it has acceptably close 
correspondence to the data.

PROBaBILISTIC CaUSaTION

Models analyzed in SEM generally assume probabilistic causality, not deterministic 
causality. The latter means that given a change in a causal variable, the same con-
sequence is observed in all cases on the outcome variable. In contrast, probabilistic 
causality allows for changes to occur in outcomes at some probability < 1.0. Estimation 
of these probabilities (effects) with sample data are typically based on specific distribu-
tional assumptions, such as normality. Causality as a functional relation between two 
quantitative variables is preserved in this viewpoint, but causal effects are assumed to 
shift a probability distribution (Mulaik, 2009b).

An example of a probabilistic causal model is presented in Figure 1.1. The specific 
functional relation between the two variables depicted in the figure is

 2ˆ .05 .50 10.00Y X X= − +  (1.1)
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where Ŷ  is the predicted average score, given X, in normal distributions where observed 
scores on Y vary around Ŷ . In the figure, as X increases, the predictive distribution for Y 
increases in both curvilinear and linear ways, but there is error variance at every point 
in a probabilistic causal relation.

OBSERVEd VaRIaBLES aNd LaTENT VaRIaBLES

A key feature of SEM is the explicit distinction between observed (manifest) variables 
and latent variables. Observed variables represent your data—that is, variables for which 
you have collected scores and entered in a data file. These variables can be categorical 
or continuous, but all latent variables in SEM are continuous. There are other statistical 
methods for analyzing categorical latent variables, but SEM deals with continuous latent 
variables only.

Latent variables in SEM generally correspond to hypothetical constructs, or 
explanatory entities presumed to reflect a continuum that is not directly observable. An 
example is the construct of intelligence. There is no single, definitive measure of intel-
ligence. Instead, researchers use different types of observed variables, such as tasks of 
verbal reasoning or memory capacity, to assess facets of intelligence. Latent variables 
in SEM can represent a wide range of phenomena. For example, constructs about attri-
butes of people (e.g., intelligence, anxiety); higher- level units of analysis (e.g., groups, 
neighborhoods, geographic regions); measures, such as method effects (e.g., self- report 
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vs. observational); or sources of information (e.g., teachers vs. students) can all be rep-
resented as latent variables in SEM.

An observed variable used as an indirect measure of a construct is an indicator, and 
the statistical realization of a construct based on analyzing scores from its indicators is 
a factor. The explicit distinction between indicators and factors in SEM allows one to 
test a wide variety of hypotheses about measurement. Suppose that a researcher believes 
that variables X1–X3 tap a common domain that is distinct from the one measured by 
X4–X5. In SEM, it is relatively easy to specify a model where X1–X3 are indicators of one 
factor and X4–X5 are indicators of a different factor. If the fit of the model just described 
to the data is poor, the hypothesis behind its specification will be rejected. The ability to 
analyze both observed and latent variables distinguishes SEM from more standard sta-
tistical techniques, such as the analysis of variance (ANOVA) and multiple regression, 
which analyze observed variables only.

Another latent variable category in SEM corresponds to residual or error terms, 
which can be associated with either observed variables or factors specified as outcomes 
(dependent variables). In the case of indicators, a residual term represents variance 
not explained by the factor that the corresponding indicator is supposed to measure. 
Part of this unexplained variance is due to random measurement error or score unreli-
ability. The explicit representation of measurement error is a special characteristic of 
SEM. This is not to say that SEM can compensate for gross psychometric flaws—no 
technique can—but this property lends a more realistic quality to the analysis. Some 
more conventional statistical techniques make unreasonable assumptions in this area. 
For example, it is assumed in multiple regression that all predictors are measured 
without error. This assumption is routinely violated in practice. In diagrams of struc-
tural equation models, residual terms may be represented using the same symbols as 
for substantive latent variables. This is because error variance must be estimated, given 
the model and data. In this sense error, variance is not directly observable in the raw 
data and is thus latent.

The capability to analyze in SEM observed or latent variables as either causes or 
outcomes permits great flexibility in the types of hypotheses that can be tested. But 
models in SEM are not required to have substantive latent variables. (Most structural 
equation models have error terms represented as latent variables.) That is, the evalua-
tion of models that concern effects among only observed variables is certainly possible 
in SEM. This describes the technique of path analysis, the original member of the SEM 
family.

daTa aNaLyzEd IN SEM

The basic datum of SEM is the covariance, which is defined for two observed continuous 
variables X and Y as follows:

 covXY = rXY SDX SDY (1.2)
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where rXY is the Pearson correlation and SDX and SDY are their standard deviations.2 A 
covariance thus represents the strength of the linear association between X and Y and 
their variabilities, albeit with a single number. Because the covariance is an unstandard-
ized statistic, its value has no fixed lower or upper bound. For example, covariances of, 
say, –1,003.26 or 13.58 are possible, given the scales of the original scores. In any event, 
covXY expresses more information than rXY, which says something about association in 
a standardized metric only.

To say that the covariance is the basic statistic of SEM implies that the analysis has 
two goals: (1) to understand patterns of covariances among a set of observed variables 
and (2) to explain as much of their variance as possible with the researcher’s model. 
The part of a structural equation model that represents hypotheses about variances and 
covariances is the covariance structure. The next several chapters outline the rationale 
of analyzing covariance structures, but essentially all models in SEM have covariance 
structures.

Some researchers, especially those who use ANOVA as their main analytical tool, 
have the impression that SEM is concerned solely with covariances. This view is too nar-
row because means can be analyzed in SEM, too. But what really distinguishes SEM is 
that means of latent variables can also be estimated. In contrast, ANOVA is concerned 
with means of observed variables only. It is also possible to estimate in SEM effects tra-
ditionally associated with ANOVA, including between- groups and within- groups (e.g., 
repeated measures) mean contrasts. For example, in SEM one can estimate the magni-
tude of group mean differences on latent variables, something that is not really feasible 
in ANOVA. When means are analyzed along with covariances in SEM, the model has 
both a covariance structure and a mean structure, and the mean structure often repre-
sents the estimation of means on latent variables. Means are not analyzed in most SEM 
studies— that is, a mean structure is not required— but the option to do so provides 
additional flexibility.

SEM REqUIRES LaRGE SaMPLES

Attempts have been made to adapt SEM techniques to work in smaller samples (Jung, 
2013), but it is still generally true that SEM is a large- sample technique. Implications 
of this property are considered throughout the book, but certain types of estimates in 
SEM, such as standard errors for effects of latent variables, may be inaccurate when the 
sample size is not large. The risk for technical problems in the analysis is greater, too.

Because sample size is such an important issue, let us now consider the bottom- line 
question: What is a “large enough” sample size in SEM? It is impossible to give a single 
answer because several factors affect sample size requirements:

2 The covariance of a variable with itself is just its variance, such as covXX = 2
xs .
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1. More complex models, or those with more parameters, require bigger sample 
sizes than simpler models with fewer parameters. This is because models with more 
parameters require more estimates, and larger samples are necessary in order for the 
computer to estimate the additional parameters with reasonable precision.

2. Analyses in which all outcome variables are continuous and normally distrib-
uted, all effects are linear, and there are no interactions require smaller sample sizes 
compared with analyses in which some outcomes are not continuous or have severely 
non- normal distributions or there are curvilinear or interactive effects. This issue also 
speaks to the availability of different estimation methods in SEM, some of which need 
very large samples because of assumptions they make—or do not make—about the data.

3. Larger sample sizes are needed if score reliability is low; that is, less precise data 
requires larger samples in order to offset the potential distorting effects of measure-
ment error. Latent variable models can control measurement error better than observed 
variable models, so fewer cases may be needed when there are multiple indicators for 
constructs of interest. The amount of missing data also affects sample size requirements. 
As expected, higher levels of missing data require larger sample sizes in order to com-
pensate for loss of information.

4. There are also special sample size considerations for particular kinds of struc-
tural equation models. In factor analysis, for example, larger samples may be needed if 
there are relatively few indicators per factor, the factors explain unequal proportions 
of the variance across the indicators, some indicators covary appreciably with multiple 
factors, the number of factors is increased, or covariances between factors are relatively 
low.

Given all of these influences, there is no simple rule of thumb about sample size 
that works across all studies. Also, sample size requirements in SEM can be considered 
from at least two different perspectives, (1) the number of cases required in order for the 
results to have adequate statistical precision versus (2) minimum sample sizes needed 
in order for significance tests in SEM to have reasonable power. Recall that power is the 
probability of rejecting the null hypothesis in significance testing when the alternative 
hypothesis is true in the population. Power > .85 or so may be an adequate minimum, 
but even higher levels may be needed if the consequences of a Type II error, or the fail-
ure to reject a false null hypothesis, are serious. Depending on the model and analysis, 
sample size requirements for adequate statistical power in SEM can be much greater than 
those for adequate statistical precision.

Results of a recent computer simulation (Monte Carlo) study by Wolf, Harrington, 
Clark, and Miller (2013) illustrate the difficulty with “one-size-fits-all” heuristics about 
sample size requirements in SEM. These authors studied a relatively small range of 
structural equation models, including factor analysis models, observed- variable versus 
latent- variable models of mediation, and single- indicator versus multiple- indicator mea-
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surement models. Minimum sample sizes for both precision and power varied widely 
across the different models and extent of missing data. For example, minimum sample 
sizes for factor analysis models ranged from 30 to 460 cases, depending on the num-
ber of factors (1–3), the number of indicators per factor (3–8), the average correlation 
between indicators and factors (.50–.80), the magnitude of factor correlations (.30–.50), 
and the extent of missing data (2–20% per indicator).

In a later chapter I will show you how to estimate minimum sample sizes in power 
analysis for SEM, but now I want to suggest at least a few rough guidelines about sample 
size requirements for statistical precision. For latent variable models where all outcomes 
are continuous and normally distributed and where the estimation method is maxi-
mum likelihood— the default method in most SEM computer tools— Jackson (2003) 
describes the N:q rule. In this heuristic, Jackson suggested that researchers think about 
minimum sample sizes in terms of the ratio of the number of cases (N) to the number 
of model parameters that require statistical estimates (q). A recommended sample- size-
to- parameters ratio would be 20:1. For example, if a total of q = 10 parameters require 
estimates, then a minimum sample size would be 20q, or N = 200. Less ideal would be 
an N:q ratio of 10:1, which for the example just given for q = 10 would be a minimum 
sample size of 10q, or N = 100. As the N:q ratio falls below 10:1 (e.g., N = 50 for q = 10 for 
a 5:1 ratio), so does the trustworthiness of the results. The risk for technical problems 
in the analysis is also greater.

It is even more difficult to suggest a meaningful absolute minimum sample size, but 
it helps to consider typical sample sizes in SEM studies. A median sample size may be 
about 200 cases based on reviews of studies in different research areas, including opera-
tions management (Shah & Goldstein, 2006) and education and psychology (MacCal-
lum & Austin, 2000). But N = 200 may be too small when analyzing a complex model or 
outcomes with non- normal distributions, using an estimation method other than maxi-
mum likelihood, or finding that there are missing data. With N < 100, almost any type 
of SEM may be untenable unless a very simple model is analyzed, but models so basic 
may be uninteresting. Barrett (2007) suggested that reviewers of journal submissions 
routinely reject for publication any SEM analysis where N < 200 unless the population 
studied is restricted in size. This recommendation is not standard practice, but it high-
lights the fact that analyzing small samples in SEM is problematic.

Most published SEM studies are probably based on samples that are too small. For 
example, Loehlin (2004) said that the results of power analyses in SEM are “frequently 
sobering” because researchers often learn that their sample sizes are too small for ade-
quate statistical power. Westland (2010) reviewed a total of 74 SEM studies published in 
four different journals in management information systems. He estimated that (1) the 
average sample size across these studies, about N = 375, was only 50% of the minimum 
size needed to support the conclusions; (2) the median sample size, about N = 260, 
was only 38% of the minimum required and also reflected substantial negative skew in 
undersampling; and (3) results in about 80% of all studies were based on insufficient 
sample sizes. We revisit sample size requirements in later chapters, but many, if not 
most, published SEM studies are based on samples that are too small.
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LESS EMPhaSIS ON SIGNIFICaNCE TESTING

A proper role for significance testing in SEM is much smaller compared with more stan-
dard techniques such as ANOVA and multiple regression. One reason is that SEM fea-
tures the evaluation of entire models, which brings a higher- level perspective to the 
analysis. Results of significance testing of individual effects represented in the model 
may be of interest in some studies, but at some point the researcher must make a deci-
sion about the whole model: Should it be rejected?—modified?—if so, how? Thus, there 
is a sense in SEM that the view of the entire model takes precedence over that of specific 
effects represented in the model.

Another reason is the large- sample requirement in SEM. It can happen in large 
samples that a result is “highly significant” (e.g., p < .0001) but trivial in effect size. By 
the same token, virtually all effects that are not zero will be significant in a sufficiently 
large sample. In fact, if the sample size is large, then a significant result just basically 
confirms a large sample, which is a tautology, or a needless repetition of the same sense 
in different words. But if sample size is too small—which is true in many SEM studies— 
the power of significance tests may be so low that it is impossible to correctly interpret 
certain results from significance testing.

A third reason for limiting the role of significance testing in SEM is that observed 
statistical significance, or p values, for effects of latent variables are estimated by the 
computer, but this estimate could change if, say, a different estimation method is used or 
sometimes across different computer programs for the same model and data. Differences 
in estimated p values across different software packages are not usually great, but slight 
differences in p can make big differences in hypothesis testing, such as p = .051 versus p 
= .049 for the same effect when testing at the .05 level.

A fourth reason is not specific to SEM, but concerns statistical data analysis in 
general: Researchers should be more concerned with estimating effect sizes and their 
precisions than with the outcomes of significance testing (Kline, 2013a). Also, SEM 
gives better estimates of effect size than traditional techniques for observed variables, 
including ANOVA and multiple regression. For all these reasons, I agree with the view 
of Rodgers (2010) that SEM is part of a “quiet methodological revolution” that involves 
the shift from significance testing about individual effects to the evaluation of whole 
statistical models.

SEM aNd OThER STaTISTICaL TEChNIqUES

You may know that ANOVA is just a special case of multiple regression. The two tech-
niques are based on the same underlying mathematical model that belongs to a larger 
family known as the general linear model (GLM). The multivariate techniques of 
MANOVA (i.e., multivariate ANOVA) and canonical variate analysis (canonical correla-
tion), among others, are also part of the GLM. The whole of the GLM can be seen as just 
a restricted case of SEM for analyzing observed variables (Fan, 1997). So learning about 
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SEM really means extending your repertoire of data analysis skills to the next level, one 
that offers even more flexibility than the GLM.

Latent variables analyzed in SEM are assumed to be continuous. Other statistical 
techniques analyze categorical latent variables, or classes, which represent subpopula-
tions where membership is not known but is inferred from the data. Thus, a goal of the 
analysis is to identify the number and nature of latent classes. The technique of latent 
class analysis is a type of factor analysis but for categorical indicators and latent vari-
ables (Hagenaars & McCutcheon, 2002). A special kind of latent class model that repre-
sents the shift from one of two different states, such as from nonmastery to mastery of a 
skill, is a latent transition model. In latent class regression, a criterion is predicted by 
estimated class membership and other variables that covary with class membership. In 
contrast to standard regression analysis of observed variables, it is not assumed in latent 
class regression that the prediction equation holds for all cases.

Until recently, SEM was generally viewed as a relatively distinct family of tech-
niques from those just mentioned for analyzing categorical latent variables. But this 
view is changing because of attempts to express latent variable models within a common 
mathematical framework (Bartholomew, 2002). For example, Muthén (2001) describes 
the analysis of mixture models with latent variables that may be continuous or cat-
egorical. When both are present in the same model, the analysis is basically SEM con-
ducted across different inferred subpopulations (classes). Skrondal and Rabe- Hesketh 
(2004) outline generalized linear latent and mixed models (GLAMM), which feature 
(1) a response model that associates different types of observed variables (continuous, 
dichotomous, etc.) with latent variables; (2) a structural model where observed or latent 
variables can be predictors or outcomes; and (3) a distribution model for continuous or 
discrete latent variables, including nonparametric models. This framework also includes 
multilevel models for hierarchical data sets.

It is also true that modern SEM computer tools can analyze a greater variety of 
latent variable models. For example, the Mplus program can analyze all basic kinds of 
SEM models and mixture models, too. Both kinds of analyses just mentioned can be 
combined with a multilevel analysis in Mplus. The gsem (generalized SEM) command 
in Stata can analyze models based on the GLAMM framework. Both Mplus and LISREL 
have capabilities for analyzing item characteristic curves of the type generated in item 
response theory (IRT). Computer tools or procedures like those just mentioned blur the 
distinction between SEM, latent class analysis, multilevel modeling, mixture models 
analysis, and IRT analysis.

SEM and OthEr CauSal InfErEnCE fraMEwOrkS

The SEM family is related to two other approaches to causal inference, the potential 
outcomes model (POM)—also called the Neyman–Rubin model after Jerzy Neyman 
and Donald Rubin—and Judea Pearl’s structural causal model (SCM). Briefly, the POM 
elaborates on the role of counterfactuals in causal inference (Rubin, 2005). A counter-
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factual is a hypothetical or conditional statement that expresses not what has happened 
but what could or might happen under different conditions (e.g., “I would not have been 
late, if I had correctly set the alarm”). There are two basic counterfactuals in treatment 
outcome studies: (1) what would be the outcomes of control cases, if they were treated; 
and (2) what would be the outcomes of treated cases, if they were not treated? If each 
case was either treated or not treated, these potential outcomes are not observed. This 
means that the observed data— outcomes for treated versus control cases—is a subset 
of all possible combinations.

The POM is concerned with conditions under which causal effects may be esti-
mated from data that do not include all potential outcomes. In experimental designs, 
random assignment guarantees over replications the equivalence of the treated and con-
trol groups. Thus, any observed difference in outcome over replication studies can be 
attributed to the treatment. But things are more complicated in quasi- experimental or 
nonexperimental designs where the assignment mechanism is both nonrandom and 
unknown. In this case, the average observed difference may be a confounded estimator 
of treatment effects versus selection factors. In such designs, the POM distinguishes 
between equations for the observed data versus those for causal parameters. This helps 
to clarify how estimators based on the data may differ from estimators based on the 
causal model (MacKinnon, 2008). The POM has been applied many times in random-
ized clinical trials and in mediation analysis, a topic covered later in this book.

Some authors describe the POM as a more disciplined method for causal inference 
than SEM (Rubin, 2009), but such claims are problematic for two reasons (Bollen & 
Pearl, 2013). First, it is possible to express counterfactuals in SEM as predicted values for 
outcome variables, once we fix values of its causal variables to constants that represent 
the conditions in counterfactual statements (Kenny, 2014b). This means that various 
alternative estimators in the POM are available in SEM, too. Second, the POM and SEM 
are logically equivalent in that a theorem in one framework can be expressed as a theo-
rem in the other. That the two systems encode causal hypotheses in different ways—in 
SEM as functional relations among observed or latent variables and in the POM as sta-
tistical relations among counterfactual (latent) variables— is just a superficial difference 
(Pearl, 2012).

The SCM is based on graph theory for causal modeling. It originated in the com-
puter science literature with Pearl’s work on Bayesian networks and machine learning. It 
has been elaborated by Pearl since the 1980s as a method for causal inference that inte-
grates both the POM and SEM into a single comprehensive framework that also extends 
the capabilities of both (Pearl, 2009b). This is why Hayduk et al. (2003) described the 
SCM as the future of SEM and also why I introduce readers to it in this book. The SCM 
is well known in disciplines such as epidemiology, but it is less familiar in areas such as 
psychology and education. This is unfortunate because the SCM has features described 
next that make it worthwhile to learn about it.

The SCM is graphical in nature; specifically, causal hypotheses are represented in 
directed graphs where either observed or latent variables can be depicted. Unlike graphs 
(model diagrams) in SEM, which are basically static entities that require data in order to 
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be analyzed, there are special computer tools in the SCM for analyzing directed graphs 
without data. This capability permits the researcher to test his or her ideas before collect-
ing the data. For example, the analysis of a directed graph may indicate that particular 
causal effects cannot be estimated unless additional variables are measured. It is easier 
to deal with this problem when the study is being planned than after the data are col-
lected. Computer tools for the SCM also help the researcher to find testable implications 
of the causal hypotheses represented in the graph. No special software is required to 
analyze the data. This is because testable implications for continuous variables can be 
evaluated using partial correlations, which can be estimated with standard computer 
tools for statistical analysis.

The SCM is described in some works using the notation and semantics of math-
ematics, including theorems, lemmas, and proofs (Pearl, 2009b). This style adds rigor 
to the presentation, but it can be challenging for beginners. Readers are helped to learn 
about the SCM in the same pedagogical style used in the rest of this book (i.e., concepts 
over equations).

MyThS aBOUT SEM

Two myths about SEM have already been stated, notably the false belief that SEM ana-
lyzes only covariances and the idea that SEM is relevant only in nonexperimental stud-
ies. Bollen and Pearl (2013) describe some additional myths that are also easily dis-
missed. One is the incorrect perception that curvilinear or interactive effects cannot 
be analyzed in SEM. It is actually no problem to analyze such effects in SEM for either 
observed or latent variables, but the researcher must make the appropriate specifica-
tions (e.g., Equation 1.1) so that the computer can estimate such effects. Another myth 
is that only continuous outcomes in linear causal models can be analyzed in SEM. There 
are special estimation methods in contemporary SEM computer programs that analyze 
noncontinuous outcomes, such as binary or ordinal variables, in models where causal 
relations are linear or nonlinear. These capabilities are described in later chapters.

Bollen and Pearl (2013) consider other myths about the role of SEM in causal 
inference. Some of these myths are overly pessimistic evaluations of SEM, such as the 
view that the POM is inherently superior to SEM for causal inference. Other myths 
are too optimistic. For example, it is a myth that SEM somehow permits research-
ers to infer causation from associations (covariances) alone. Nothing could be further 
from the truth; specifically, SEM is not some magical statistical method that allows 
researchers to specify a causal model, collect data, tinker with the model until its 
correspondence with the data is acceptable, and then conclude that the model cor-
responds to reality. Yes, it is true that some researchers misuse SEM in this way, but 
inferring causation from correlation requires a principled, disciplined approach that 
takes account of theory, design, data, replication, and causal assumptions, only some 
of which are empirically verifiable.
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The most that could be concluded in SEM is that the model is consistent with the 
data, but we cannot generally claim that our model is proven. In this way, SEM is a 
disconfirmatory procedure that can help us to reject false models (those with poor 
fit to the data), but it does not confirm the veracity of the researcher’s model. The pres-
ence of equivalent or near- equivalent models that explain the data just as well as the 
researcher’s preferred model is one reason. Another is the possibility of specification 
error, or the representation in the model of false hypotheses. Bollen (1989) put it like 
this (emphasis in original):

If a model is consistent with reality, then the data should be consistent with the model. But if the 
data are consistent with the model, this does not imply that the model corresponds to reality. 
(p. 68)

Retaining a model in SEM makes causal assumptions more tentatively plausible, but any 
such conclusions must withstand replication and the criticism of other researchers who 
suggest alternative models for the same data (Bollen & Pearl, 2013).

A related myth is that SEM and regression techniques are equivalent. There are 
superficial resemblances in the equations analyzed, but Bollen and Pearl (2013) remind 
us that SEM and regression are fundamentally different. In regression, the roles of pre-
dictor and criterion are theoretically interchangeable. For example, there is no special 
problem in bivariate regression with specifying X as a predictor of Y in one analysis (Y 
is regressed on X) and then in a second analysis with regressing X on Y. There is no 
such ambiguity in SEM, where the specification that X affects Y and not the reverse is a 
causal link that reflects theory and also depends on other assumptions in the analysis. 
Thus, the semantics of SEM and regression are distinct. Yes, there are certain types of 
models in SEM, such as path models, where standard regression techniques can be used 
to estimate presumed causal effects, but the context of SEM is causal modeling, not mere 
statistical prediction.

WIdESPREad ENThUSIaSM, BUT WITh a CaUTIONaRy TaLE

One cannot deny that SEM is increasingly “popular” among researchers. This is evident 
by the growing numbers of computer tools for SEM, formal courses at the graduate 
level, continuing education seminars, and journal articles in which authors describe the 
results of SEM analyses. It is also difficult to look through an issue of a research journal 
in psychology, education, or other areas and not find at least one article that concerns 
SEM.

It is not hard to understand enthusiasm for SEM. As described by David Kenny in 
the Series Editor Note in the second edition of this book, researchers love SEM because 
it addresses questions they want answered and it “thinks” about research problems 
the way that researchers do. But there is evidence that many—if not most— published 
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reports of the application of SEM have at least one flaw so severe that it compromises the 
scientific value of the article.

MacCallum and Austin (2000) reviewed about 500 SEM studies in 16 different psy-
chology research journals, and they found problems with the reporting in most stud-
ies. For example, in about 50% of the articles, the reporting of parameter estimates 
was incomplete (e.g., unstandardized estimates omitted); in about 25% the type of data 
matrix analyzed (e.g., correlation vs. covariance matrix) was not described; and in about 
10% the model specified or the indicators of factors were not clearly specified. Shah and 
Goldstein (2006) reviewed 93 articles in four operations management research journals. 
In most articles, they found that it was hard to determine the model actually tested or 
the complete set of observed variables. They also found that the estimation method used 
was not mentioned in about half of the articles, and in 31 out of 143 studies they reported 
that the model described in the text did not match the statistical results reported in text 
or tables.

Nothing in SEM protects against equivalent models, which explain the data just as 
well as the researcher’s preferred model but make differing causal claims. The problem 
of equivalent models is relevant in probably most SEM applications, but most authors of 
SEM studies do not even mention it (MacCallum & Austin, 2000). Ignoring equivalent 
models is a serious kind of confirmation bias whereby researchers test a single model, 
give an overly positive evaluation of the model, and fail to consider other explanations 
of the data (Shah & Goldstein, 2006). The potential for confirmation bias is further 
strengthened by the lack of replication, a point considered next.

It is rare when SEM analyses are replicated across independent samples either by 
the same researchers who collected the original data (internal replication) or by other 
researchers who did not (external replication). The need for large samples in SEM com-
plicates replication, but most of the SEM research literature is made up of one-shot 
studies that are never replicated. It is critical to eventually replicate a structural equa-
tion model if it is ever to represent anything beyond a mere statistical exercise. Kaplan 
(2009) notes that despite over 40 years of application of SEM in the behavioral sciences, 
it is rare that results from SEM analyses are used for policy or clinically relevant predic-
tion studies.

The ultimate goal of SEM—or any other type of method for statistical modeling— 
should be to attain what I call statistical beauty, which means that the final retained 
model (if any)

1. has a clear theoretical rationale (i.e., it makes sense);

2. differentiates between what is known and what is unknown— that is, what is 
the model’s range of convenience, or limits to its generality?—and

3. sets conditions for posing new questions.

That most applications of SEM fall short of these goals should be taken as an incentive 
by all of us to do better.
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FaMILy hISTORy

Because SEM is a collection of related techniques, it does not have a single source. Part 
of its origins date to the early years of the 20th century with the development of what we 
now call exploratory factor analysis, usually credited to Charles Spearman (1904). A few 
years later, the biogeneticist Sewell Wright (e.g., 1921, 1934) developed the basics of path 
analysis. Wright demonstrated how observed covariances could be related to the param-
eters of both direct and indirect effects among a set of observed variables. In doing so, 
he showed how these effects could be estimated from sample data. Wright also invented 
path diagrams, or graphical representations of causal hypotheses that we still use to 
this day. The technique of path analysis was subsequently introduced to the behavioral 
sciences by various authors, including H. M. Blalock (1961) and O. D. Duncan (1966) in 
sociology, among others (see Wolfle, 2003).

The measurement (factor analysis) and structural (path analysis) approaches were 
integrated in the early 1970s in the work of basically three authors: K. G. Jöreskog, 
J. W. Keesling, and D. Wiley, into a framework that Bentler (1980) called the JWK model. 
One of the first widely available computer programs able to analyze models based on 
the JWK framework— now called SEM—was LISREL, developed by K. G. Jöreskog and 
D. Sörbom in the 1970s. The first publicly available version for mainframe computers, 
LISREL III, was published in 1974, and LISREL has been subsequently updated many 
times.

The 1980s and 1990s witnessed the development of more computer programs and a 
rapid expansion of the use of SEM techniques in many different areas of the behavioral 
sciences. Examples from this time include works about latent variable models of growth 
and change over time (Duncan, Duncan, Strycker, Li, & Alpert, 1999) and also about 
the estimation of the curvilinear and interactive effects of latent variables (Schumaker 
& Marcoulides, 1998). Muthén’s (1984) descriptions of methods for ordinal data further 
extended the range of application of SEM. Another major development concerned the 
convergence of SEM and techniques for multilevel modeling (Muthén, 1994).

Since the 2000s, there has been a surge of interest in Bayesian methods in the 
behavioral sciences. Bayesian statistics are a set of methods for the orderly expression 
and revision of support for hypotheses as new evidence is gathered and combined with 
extant knowledge. Unlike traditional significance testing, which estimates the probabil-
ities of data under null hypotheses, Bayesian methods can generate estimated probabili-
ties of hypotheses, given the data. They also generally require the researcher to specify 
the exact forms of the distributions for hypothesized effects (parameters) both prior to 
synthesizing new data (prior distributions) and after (posterior distributions). Methods 
in SEM based on Bayesian information criteria, used to compare two different (compet-
ing) models for the same observed variables, are covered later in the book. Bayesian 
capabilities are available in some SEM computer tools, such as Amos and Mplus. See 
Kaplan and Depaoli (2012) for more information about Bayesian SEM.

Given the history just reviewed, it is safe to say that SEM has come of age; that is, it 
is a mature set of techniques. And with maturity should come awareness of one’s limita-
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tions, the motivation to compensate for them, and openness to new perspectives. This 
is why in later chapters we deal with topics, such as Pearl’s SCM, that are not covered 
in most introductions to SEM. Just as life is a process of continual learning, so is causal 
modeling.

Summary

The SEM family of techniques has its origins in regression analyses of observed vari-
ables and in factor analyses of latent variables. Essential features include its a priori 
nature, the potential to explicitly distinguish between observed and latent variables, 
and the capacity to analyze covariances or means in experimental or nonexperimental 
designs. More and more researchers are using SEM, but in too many studies there are 
serious problems with the way SEM is applied or with how the analysis is described or 
the results are reported. How to avoid getting into trouble with SEM is a major theme in 
later chapters. Pearl’s structural causal model unifies SEM with the potential outcomes 
model and extends the capabilities of both. It also brings new rigor to causal inference in 
the behavioral sciences. The ideas introduced in this chapter set the stage for reviewing 
fundamental principles of regression that underlie SEM in the next chapter.

Learn more

A concise history of SEM is given in the chapter by Matsueda (2012), and Bollen and Pearl 
(2013) describe various myths about SEM. Wolfle (2003) traces the introduction of path 
analysis to the social sciences.

Bollen, K. A., & Pearl, J. (2013). Eight myths about causality and structural equation models. 
In S. L. Morgan (Ed.), Handbook of causal analysis for social research (pp. 301–328). 
New York: Springer.

Matsueda, R. L. (2012). Key advances in structural equation modeling. In R. H. Hoyle (Ed.), 
Handbook of structural equation modeling (pp. 3–16). New York: Guilford Press.

Wolfle, L. M. (2003). The introduction of path analysis to the social sciences, and some 
emergent themes: An annotated bibliography. Structural Equation Modeling, 10, 1–34.
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Knowing about regression analysis will help you to learn about SEM. Although the tech-
niques considered next analyze observed variables only, their basic principles make up 
a core part of SEM. This includes the dependence of the results on not only what is 
measured (the data), but also on what is not measured, or omitted relevant variables, a 
kind of specification error. Some advice: Even if you think that you already know a lot 
about regression, you should nevertheless read this chapter carefully. This is because 
many readers tell me that they learned something new after hearing about the issues 
outlined here. Next I assume that standard deviations (SD ) for continuous variables are 
calculated as the square root of the sample variance s2 = SS/df, where SS refers to the 
sum of squared deviations from the mean and the overall degrees of freedom are df = 
N – 1. Standardized scores, or normal deviates, are calculated as z = (X – M )/SD for a 
continuous variable X.

BIVaRIaTE REGRESSION

Presented in Table 2.1 are scores on three continuous variables. Considered next is 
bivariate regression for variables X and Y, but later we deal with the multiple regression 
analysis that also includes variable W. The unstandardized bivariate regression equation 
for predicting Y from X—also called regressing Y on X—takes the form

  ˆ
X XY B X A= +  (2.1)

where Ŷ  refers to predicted scores. Equation 2.1 describes a straight line where BX, the 
unstandardized regression coefficient for predictor X, is the slope of the line, and AX is 
the constant or intercept term, or the value of Ŷ , if X = 0. For the data in Table 2.1,

2

Regression Fundamentals
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 ˆ 2.479 61.054Y X= +

which says that a 1-point increase in X predicts an increase in Y of 2.479 points and that 
Ŷ  = 61.054, given X = 0. Exercise 1 asks you to calculate these coefficients for the data 
in Table 2.1.

The predicted scores defined by Equation 2.1 make up a composite, or a weighted 
linear combination of the predictor and the intercept. The values of BX and AX in Equa-
tion 2.1 are generally estimated with the method of ordinary least squares (OLS) so 
that the least squares criterion is satisfied. The latter means that the sum of squared 
residuals, or 2ˆ( )Y YΣ − , is as small as possible in a particular sample. Consequently, OLS 
estimation capitalizes on chance variation, which implies that values of BX and AX will 
vary over samples. As we will see later, capitalization on chance is a greater problem in 
smaller versus larger samples.

Coefficient BX in Equation 2.1 is related to the Pearson correlation rXY and the stan-
dard deviations of X and Y as follows:

 Y
X XY

X

SD
B r

SD

 
=   

 (2.2)

A formula for rXY is presented later, but for now we can see in Equation 2.2 that BX is 
just a rearrangement of the expression for the covariance between X and Y, or covXY = 
rXYSDXSDY. Thus, BX corresponds to the covariance structure of Equation 2.1. Because BX 
reflects the original metrics of X and Y, its value will change if the scale of either variable 
is altered (e.g., X is measured in centimeters instead of inches). For the same reason, val-
ues of BX are not limited to a particular range. For example, it may be possible to derive 

TaBLE 2.1. Example data Set for Bivariate Regression 
and Multiple Regression

Case X W Y Case X W Y

A 16 48 100 K 18 50 102

B 14 47  92 L 19 51 115

C 16 45  88 M 16 52  92

D 12 45  95 N 16 52 102

E 18 46  98 O 22 50 104

F 18 46 101 P 12 51  85

G 13 47  97 Q 20 54 118

H 16 48  98 R 14 53 105

I 18 49 110 S 21 52 111

J 22 49 124 T 17 53 122

Note. MX = 16.900, SDX = 3.007; MW = 49.400, SDW = 2.817; MY = 102.950, SDY 
= 10.870; rXY = .686, rXW = .272, rWY = .499.
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values of BX such as –7.50 or 1,225.80, depending on the raw score metrics of X and Y. 
Consequently, a numerical value of BX that appears large does not necessarily mean that 
X is an important or strong predictor of Y.

The intercept AX of Equation 2.1 is related to both BX and the means of both vari-
ables:

 AX = MY – BXMX (2.3)

The term AX represents the mean structure of Equation 2.1 because it conveys informa-
tion about the means of both variables albeit with a single number. As stated, Ŷ  = AX 
when X = 0, but sometimes scores of zero are impossible on certain predictors (e.g., there 
is no IQ score of zero in conventional metrics for such scores). If so, scores on X may be 
centered, or converted to mean deviations x = X – MX, before analyzing the data. (Scores 
on Y are not centered.) Once centered, x = 0 corresponds to a score that equals the mean 
in the original (uncentered) scores, or X = MX. When regressing Y on x, the value of the 
intercept Ax equals Ŷ  when x = 0; that is, the intercept is the predicted score on Y when X 
takes its average value. Although centering generally changes the value of the intercept 
(AX ≠ Ax), centering does not affect the value of the unstandardized regression coefficient 
(BX = Bx). Exercise 2 asks you to prove this point for the data in Table 2.1.

Regression residuals, or Y – Ŷ , sum to zero and are uncorrelated with the predictor, 
or

 ˆ( )
0

X Y Y
r − =  (2.4)

The equality represented in Equation 2.4 is required in order for the computer to cal-
culate unique values of the regression coefficient and intercept in a particular sample. 
Conceptually, assuming independence of residuals and predictors, or the regression 
rule (Kenny & Milan, 2012), permits estimation of the explanatory power of the latter 
(e.g., BX for X in Equation 2.1) controlling for omitted (unmeasured) predictors. Bollen 
(1989) referred to this assumption as pseudo- isolation of the measured predictor X 
from all other unmeasured predictors of Y. This term describes the essence of statisti-
cal control where BX is estimated, assuming that X is unrelated to all other measured or 
unmeasured predictors of Y.

The predictor and criterion in bivariate regression are theoretically interchange-
able; that is, it is possible to regress Y on X or to regress X on Y in two separate analyses. 
Regressing X on Y would make less sense if X were measured before Y or if X is known to 
cause Y. Otherwise, the roles of predictor and criterion are not fixed in regression. The 
unstandardized regression equation for regressing X on Y is

 ˆ
Y YX B Y A= +  (2.5)

where the regression coefficient and intercept in Equation 2.5 are defined, respectively 
as follows:
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Y XY

Y

SD
B r

SD

 
=   

 and AY = MX – BY MY (2.6)

The expression for BY is nothing more than a different rearrangement of the same covari-
ance, or covXY = rXYSDXSDY, compared with the expression for BX (see Equation 2.2). For 
the data in Table 2.1, the unstandardized regression equation for predicting X from Y is

 ˆ .190 2.631X Y= −

which says that a 1-point increase in Y predicts an increase in X of .190 points and that 
X̂  = –2.631, given Y = 0. Presented in Figure 2.1 are the unstandardized equations for 
regressing Y on X and for regressing X on Y for the data in Table 2.1. In general, the two 
possible unstandardized prediction equations in bivariate regression are not identical. 
This is because the Y-on-X equation minimizes residuals on Y, but the X-on-Y equation 
minimizes residuals on X.

The equation for regressing Y on X when both variables are standardized (i.e., their 
scores are normal deviates, z) is

 ˆ
Y XY Xz r z=  (2.7)

where ˆ
Yz  is the predicted standardized score on Y and the Pearson correlation rXY is the 

standardized regression coefficient. There is no intercept or constant term in Equation 
2.7 because the means of standardized variables equal zero. (Variances of standardized 

FIGURE 2.1. Unstandardized prediction lines for regressing Y on X and for regressing X on 
Y for the data in Table 2.1.
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variables are 1.0.) For the data in Table 2.1, rXY = .686. Given zX = 1.0 and rXY = .686, 
then ˆ

Yz  = .686 (1.0), or .686; that is, a score one standard deviation above the mean on 
X predicts a score almost seven- tenths of a standard deviation above the mean on Y. A 
standardized regression coefficient thus equals the expected difference on Y in stan-
dard deviation units, given an increase on X of one full standard deviation. Unlike the 
unstandardized regression coefficient BX (see Equation 2.2), the value of the standard-
ized regression coefficient (rXY) is unaffected by the scale on either X or Y. It is true that 
(1) rXY = .686 is also the standardized coefficient when regressing zX on zY, and (2) the 
standardized prediction equation in this case is ˆ

Xz  = rXY zY.
There is a special relation between rXY and the unstandardized predicted scores. If 

Y is regressed on X, for example, then

1. ˆXY YY
r r= ; that is, the bivariate correlation between X and Y equals the bivariate 
correlation between Y and Ŷ ;

2. the observed variance in Y can be represented as the exact sum of the variances 
of the predicted scores and the residuals, or 2

Ys  = 2
Ŷ

s  + 2
ˆY Y

s − ; and

3. 2
XYr  = 2

Ŷ
s / 2

Ys , which says that the squared correlation between X and Y equals the 
ratio of the variance of the predicted scores over the variance of the observed 
scores on Y.

The equality just stated is the basis for interpreting squared correlations as proportions 
of explained variance, and a squared correlation is the coefficient of determination. 
For the data in Table 2.1, 2

XYr  = .6862 = .470, so we can say that X explains about 47.0% 
of the variance in Y, and vice versa. Exercise 3 asks you to verify the second and third 
equalities just described for the data in Table 2.1.

When replication data are available, it is actually better to compare unstandardized 
regression coefficients, such as BX, across different samples than to compare standard-
ized regression coefficients, such as rXY. This is especially true if those samples have dif-
ferent variances on X or Y. This is because the correlation rXY is standardized based on 
the variability in a particular sample. If variances in a second sample are not the same, 
then the basis of standardization is not constant over the first and second samples. In 
contrast, the metric of BX is that of the raw scores for variables X and Y, and these metrics 
are constant over samples.

Unstandardized regression coefficients are also better when the scales of all vari-
ables are meaningful rather than arbitrary. Suppose that Y is the time to complete an 
athletic event and X is the number of hours spent in training. Assuming a negative 
covariance, the value of BX would indicate the predicted decrease in performance time 
for every additional hour of training. In contrast, standardized coefficients describe 
the effect of training on performance in standard deviation units, which discard the 
original— and meaningful— scales of X and Y. The assumptions of bivariate regression 
are essentially the same as those of multiple regression. They are considered in the next 
section.
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MULTIPLE REGRESSION

The logic of multiple regression is considered next for the case of two continuous predic-
tors, X and W, and a continuous criterion Y, but the same ideas apply if there are three 
or more predictors. The form of the unstandardized equation for regressing Y on both 
X and W is

 ,
ˆ

X W X WY B X B W A= + +  (2.8)

where BX and BW are the unstandardized partial regression coefficients and AX,W is 
the intercept. The coefficient BX estimates the change in Y, given a 1-point change in 
X while controlling for W. The coefficient BW has the analogous meaning for the other 
predictor. The intercept AX,W equals the predicted score on Y when the scores on both 
predictors are zero, or X = W = 0. If zero is not a valid score on either predictor, then Y 
can be regressed on centered scores (x = X – MX, w = W – MW) instead of the original 
scores. If so, then Ŷ  = Ax,w, given X = MX and W = MW. As in bivariate regression, center-
ing does not affect the values of the regression coefficients for each predictor in Equation 
2.8 (i.e., BX = Bx, BW = Bw).

The overall multiple correlation is actually just the Pearson correlation between the 
observed and predicted scores on the criterion, or RY·X,W = ˆYY

r . Unlike bivariate correla-
tions, though, the range of R is 0–1.0. The statistic R2 equals the proportion of variance 
explained in Y by both predictors X and W, controlling for their intercorrelation. For the 
data in Table 2.1, the unstandardized regression equation is

 ˆ 2.147 1.302 2.340Y X W= + +

and the multiple correlation equals .759. Given these results, we can say that

1. a 1-point change in X predicts an increase in Y of 2.147 points, controlling for W;

2. a 1-point change in W predicts an increase in Y of 1.302 points, controlling for X;

3. Ŷ  = 2.340, given X = W = 0; and

4. the predictors explain .7592 = .576, or about 57.6% of the total variance in Y, after 
taking account of their intercorrelation (rXW = .272; Table 2.1).

The regression equation just described defines a plane in three dimensions where the 
slope along the X-axis is 2.147, the slope along the W-axis is 1.302, and the Y-intercept 
for X = W = 0 is 2.340. This regression surface is plotted in Figure 2.2 over the range of 
scores in Table 2.1.

Equations for the unstandardized partial regression coefficients for each of two 
continuous predictors are

 X
X X

Y

SD
B b

SD

 
=   

 and W
W W

Y

SD
B b

SD

 
=   

 (2.9)
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where bX and bW for X and W are, respectively, their standardized partial regression 
coefficients, also known as beta weights. Their formulas are listed next:
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 (2.10)

In the numerators of Equation 2.10, the bivariate correlation of each predictor with the 
criterion is adjusted for the correlation of the other predictor with the criterion and for 
correlation between the two predictors. The denominators in Equation 2.10 adjust the 
total standardized variance by removing the proportion shared by the two predictors. If 
the values of rXY, rWY, and rXW vary over samples, then values of coefficients in Equations 
2.8–2.10 will also change.

Given three or more predictors, the formulas for the regression coefficients are more 
complicated but follow the same principles (see Cohen et al., 2003, pp. 636–642). If 
there is just a single predictor X, then bX = rXY. The intercept in Equation 2.8 can be 
expressed as a function of the unstandardized partial regression coefficients and the 
means of all three variables as follows:

 ,X W Y X X W WA M B M B M= − −  (2.11)

The regression equation for standardized variables is

 ˆ
Y X XY W WYz b r b r= +  (2.12)

For the data in Table 2.1, bX = .594, which says that the difference on Y is expected to be 
about .60 standard deviations large, given a difference on X of one full standard devia-
tion, while we are controlling for W. The result bW = .337 has the analogous meaning 
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FIGURE 2.2. Unstandardized regression surface for predicting Y from X and W for the data 
in Table 2.1.
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except that X is now statistically controlled. Because all variables have the same metric 
in the standardized solution, we can directly compare values of bX with bW and correctly 
infer that the relative predictive power of X is about 1.75 times that of W because the 
ratio .594/.337 = 1.76. In general, values of b can be directly compared across different 
predictors within the same sample, but unstandardized coefficients (B) are preferred for 
comparing results for the same predictor over different samples.

The statistic 2
,Y X WR ⋅  can also be expressed as a function of the beta weights and 

bivariate correlations of the predictors with the criterion. With two predictors,

 2
,Y X W X XY W WYR b r b r⋅ = +  (2.13)

The role of beta weights as corrections for predictor overlap is also apparent in this equa-
tion. Specifically, if rXW = 0 (the predictors are independent), then bX = rXY and bW = rWY 
(Equation 2.10). This means that 2

,Y X WR ⋅  is just the sum of 2
XYr  and 2

WYr . But if rXW ≠ 0 (the 
predictors covary), then bX and bW do not equal the corresponding bivariate correlations 
and 2

,Y X WR ⋅  is not the simple sum of 2
XYr  and 2

WYr  (it is less). Exercise 4 asks you to verify 
some of the facts about multiple regression just stated for the data in Table 2.1.

Standard regression analyses do not require raw data files. This is because regres-
sion equations and values of R2 can be calculated from summary statistics (e.g., Equa-
tion 2.13), and many regression computer procedures read summary statistics as the 
input data. For example, the SPSS syntax listed next reads the summary statistics in 
Table 2.1 and specifies the regression of Y on X and W. Four- decimal accuracy is recom-
mended for matrix input:

comment table 2.1, regress y on x, w.
matrix data variables=x w y/contents=mean sd n corr
 /format=lower nodiagonal.
begin data
16.9000 49.4000 102.9500
3.0070 2.8172 10.8699
20 20 20
.2721
.6858 .4991
end data.
regression matrix=in(*)/variables=x w y/dependent=y
 /enter.

A drawback to conducting regression analyses with summaries statistics is that residu-
als cannot be calculated for individual cases.

Corrections for Bias

The statistic R2 is a positively biased estimator of r2 (rho- squared), the population pro-
portion of explained variance. The degree of bias is greater in smaller samples or when 
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the number of predictors is large relative to the number of cases. For example, if N = 2 in 
bivariate regression and there are no tied scores on X or Y, then r2 must equal 1.0. Now 
suppose that N = 100 and k = 99, where k is the number of predictor variables. With 
so many predictors— in fact, the maximum number for N = 100—the value of R2 must 
equal 1.0 because there can be no error variance with so many predictors, and this is 
true even for random numbers.

There are many corrections that downward adjust R2 as a function of N and k. Per-
haps the most familiar is Wherry’s (1931) equation:

 2 2 1ˆ 1 (1 )
1

N
R R

N k

− = − −   − −
 (2.14)

where 2R̂  is the shrinkage- corrected estimate of r2. In small samples it can happen 
that 2R̂  < 0; if so, then 2R̂  is interpreted as though its value were zero. As the sample 
size increases for a constant number of predictors, values of 2R̂  and R2 are increasingly 
similar, and in very large samples they are essentially equal; that is, it is unnecessary to 
correct for positive bias in very large samples. Exercise 5 asks you to apply the Wherry 
correction to the data in Table 2.1.

assumptions

The statistical and conceptual assumptions of regression are strict, probably more so 
than many researchers realize. They are summarized next:

1. Regression coefficients reflect unconditional linear relations only. The estimate for 
BX in Equation 2.8 assumes that the linear relation between X and Y remains constant 
over all levels of (a) X itself, (b) the other measured predictor, W, and (c) all unmeasured 
predictors. But if the relation between X and Y is appreciably curvilinear or conditional, 
the value of BX could misrepresent predictive power. A conditional relation implies 
interaction, where the covariance between X and Y changes over the levels of at least 
one other predictor, measured or unmeasured. A curvilinear relation of X to Y is also 
conditional in the sense that the shape of the regression surface changes over the levels 
of X (e.g., Figure 1.1). How to represent curvilinear or interactive effects in regression 
analysis and SEM is considered in Chapter 17.

2. All predictors are perfectly reliable (no measurement error). This very strong 
assumption is necessary because there is no direct way in standard regression analysis 
to represent less-than- perfect score reliability for the predictors. Consequences of minor 
violations of this requirement may not be critical, but more serious ones can result in 
substantial bias. This bias can affect not only the regression weights of predictors mea-
sured with error but also those of other predictors. It is difficult to anticipate the direc-
tion of this propagation of measurement error. Depending on sample intercorrelations, 
some absolute regression weights may be biased upward (too large), but others may be 
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biased in the other direction (too small), or attenuation bias. There is no requirement 
that the criterion be measured without error, but the use of a psychometrically deficient 
measure of it can reduce the value of R2. Note that measurement error in the criterion 
only affects the standardized regression coefficients, not the unstandardized ones. If the 
predictors are also measured with error, too, then these effects for the criterion could be 
amplified, diminished, or canceled out, but it is best not to hope for the absence of bias; 
see McDonald, Behson, and Seifert (2005) for more information about measurement 
error in regression analysis.

3. Significance tests in regression assume that the residuals are normally distributed 
and homoscedastic. The homoscedastic characteristic means that the residuals have 
constant variance across all levels of the predictors. Distributions of residuals can be 
heteroscedastic (the opposite of homoscedastic) or non- normal due to outliers, severe 
non- normality in the observed scores, more measurement error at some levels of the 
criterion or predictors, or a specification error. The residuals should always be inspected 
in regression analyses (see Cohen, Cohen, West, & Aiken, 2003, chap. 4). Reports of 
regression analyses without comment on the residuals are inadequate. Exercise 6 asks 
you to inspect the residuals for the multiple regression analysis of the data in Table 2.1. 
Although there is no requirement in regression for normal distributions of the original 
scores, values of multiple correlations and absolute partial regression coefficients are 
reduced if the distributions for a predictor and the criterion have very different shapes, 
such as very positively skewed on one versus very negatively skewed on the other.

4. There are no causal effects among the predictors (i.e., there is a single equation). 
Because predictors and criteria are theoretically interchangeable in regression, such 
analyses can be viewed as strictly predictive. But sometimes the analysis is explicitly 
or implicitly motivated by causal hypotheses, where a researcher views the regression 
equation as a prototypical causal model with the predictors as causes and the criterion 
as their outcome (Cohen et al., 2003). If predictors in standard regression analyses are 
viewed as causal, then we must assume there are no causal effects between them. Spe-
cifically, standard regression analyses do not allow for indirect causal effects where one 
predictor, such as X, affects another, such as W, which in turn affects the criterion, Y. 
The indirect effect just described would be represented in SEM by the presumed causal 
order

 X  W  Y

From a regression perspective, (1) variable W is both a predictor (of Y) and an outcome 
(of X), and (2) there are actually two equations, one for W another for Y. But standard 
regression techniques analyze a single equation at a time, in this case for just Y, and thus 
yield estimates of direct effects only. If there are appreciable indirect effects but such 
effects are not estimated, then estimates of direct effects in standard regression analy-
ses can be very wrong (Achen, 2005). The idea behind this type of bias is elaborated in 
Chapter 8 which discusses graph theory in causal inference.
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5. There is no specification error. A few different kinds of potential mistakes involve 
specification error. These include the failure to estimate the correct functional form of 
relations between predictors and the criterion, such as assuming unconditional linear 
effects only when there are sizable curvilinear or interactive effects. Use of the incorrect 
estimation method is another kind of error. For example, OLS estimation is for con-
tinuous criteria, but dichotomous outcomes (e.g., pass–fail) require different methods, 
such as those used in logistic regression. Including predictors that are irrelevant in the 
population is a specification error. The concern is that an irrelevant predictor could 
in a particular sample relate to the criterion by sampling error alone, and this chance 
covariance may distort values of regression coefficients for other predictors. Omitting 
from the regression equation predictors that (1) account for some unique proportion of 
criterion variance and (2) covary with measured predictors is left-out variables error, 
described next.

LEFT‑OUT VaRIaBLES ERROR

—or more lightheartedly described as the “heartbreak of L.O.V.E.” (Mauro, 1990), this 
is a potentially serious specification error. As covariances between measured (included) 
and unmeasured (excluded) predictors increase, results based on the included predic-
tors only tend to become progressively more biased. Suppose that rXY = .40 and rWY = .60 
for, respectively, predictors X and W. A researcher measures only X and specifies it as the 
sole predictor of Y in a bivariate regression. In this analysis for the included predictor, 
the standardized regression coefficient is rXY = .40. But if the researcher had the foresight 
to also measure W, the omitted predictor, and specify it along with X as predictors in a 
multiple regression analysis (e.g., Equation 2.8), the beta weight for X in this analysis, bX, 
may not equal .40. If not, then rXY as a standardized regression coefficient with X as the 
sole predictor does not reflect the true relation of X to Y compared with bX derived with 
both predictors in the equation.

The difference between rXY and bX varies with rXW, the correlation between the 
included and omitted predictors. Specifically, if the included and omitted predictors are 
unrelated (rXW = 0), there is no difference, or rXY = bX = .40 in this example because there 
is no correction for correlated predictors. Specifically, given

 rXY = .40, rWY = .60, and rXW = 0

you can verify, using Equations 2.10 and 2.13, that the multiple regression results with 
both predictors are

 bX = .40, bW = .60, and 2
,Y X WR ⋅  = .52

So we conclude that rXY = bX = .40 regardless of whether or not W is included in the 
regression equation, given rXW = 0.
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Now suppose that

 rXY = .40, rWY = .60, and rXW = .60

Now we assume that the correlation between the included predictor X and the omitted 
predictor W is .60, not zero. In the bivariate analysis with X as the sole predictor, rXY = 
.40 (the same as before), but now the results of the multiple regression analysis are

 bX = .06, bW = .56, and 2
,Y X WR ⋅  = .36

Here the value of bX is much lower than that of rXY, respectively, .06 versus .40. This 
happens because coefficient bX controls for rXW = .60, whereas rXY does not; thus, rXY 
overestimates the relation between X and Y compared with bX.

Omitting a predictor correlated with others in the equation does not always result 
in overestimation of the predictive power of an included predictor. For example, if X is 
the included predictor and W is the omitted predictor, it is also possible for the absolute 
value of rXY in the bivariate analysis to be less than that of bX when both predictors are 
included in the equation; that is, rXY underestimates the relation indicated by bX. It is 
also possible for rXY and bX to have different signs. Both cases just mentioned indicate 
suppression. But overestimation due to omission of a predictor may occur more often 
than underestimation (suppression). Also, the pattern of bias may be more complicated 
when there are several omitted variables (e.g., overestimation for some measured predic-
tors, underestimation for others).

Predictors are typically excluded because they are not measured. This means that 
it is difficult to actually know by how much and in what direction(s) regression coeffi-
cients may be biased relative to what their values would be if all relevant predictors were 
included. But it is unrealistic to expect the researcher to know and be able to measure 
all relevant predictors. In this sense, all regression equations are probably misspecified 
to some degree. If omitted predictors are uncorrelated with included predictors, the 
consequences of left-out variables error may be slight; otherwise, the consequences may 
be more serious. Careful review of theory and research is the main way to avoid serious 
specification error by decreasing the potential number of left-out variables.

SUPPRESSION

Perhaps the most general definition is that suppression occurs when either (1) the 
absolute value of a predictor’s beta weight is greater than that of its bivariate correla-
tion with the criterion or (2) the two have different signs (see also Shieh, 2006). So 
defined, suppression implies that the estimated relation between a predictor and a 
criterion while controlling for other predictors is a “surprise,” given the bivariate cor-
relations. Suppose that X is the amount of psychotherapy, W is the degree of depres-
sion, and Y is the number of prior suicide attempts. The bivariate correlations in a 
hypothetical sample are
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 rXY = .19, rWY = .49, and rXW = .70

Based on these results, it might seem that psychotherapy is harmful because of its posi-
tive association with suicide attempts (rXY = .19). When both predictors (psychotherapy 
and depression) are analyzed in multiple regression, however, the results are

 bX = –.30, bW = .70, and 2
,Y X WR ⋅  = .29

The beta weight for psychotherapy (–.30) has the opposite sign of its bivariate correla-
tion (.19), and the beta weight for depression (.70) exceeds its bivariate correlation (.49).

The results just described are due to controlling for other predictors. Here, people 
who are more depressed are more likely to be in psychotherapy (rXW = .70) and also more 
likely to try to harm themselves (rWY = .49). Correcting for these associations in multiple 
regression indicates that the relation of psychotherapy to suicide attempts is actually 
negative once depression is controlled. It is also true that the relation of depression to 
suicide is even stronger once psychotherapy is controlled. Omit either psychotherapy or 
depression from the analysis— a left-out variables error—and the bivariate results with 
the remaining predictor are misleading.

The example just described concerns negative suppression, where the predic-
tors have positive bivariate correlations with the criterion and with each other, but one 
receives a negative beta weight in the multiple regression analysis. A second type is clas-
sical suppression, where one predictor is uncorrelated with the criterion but receives a 
nonzero beta weight controlling for another predictor. For example, given the following 
correlations in a hypothetical sample,

 rXY = 0, rWY = .60, and rXW = .50

the results of a multiple regression analysis are

 bX = –.40, bW = .80, and 2
,Y X WR ⋅  = .48

This example of classical suppression (i.e., rXY = 0, bX = –.40) demonstrates that bivari-
ate correlations of zero can mask true predictive relations once other variables are con-
trolled. There is also reciprocal suppression, which can occur when two variables 
correlate positively with the criterion but negatively with each other. Some cases of 
suppression can be modeled in SEM as the result of inconsistent direct versus indirect 
effects of causally prior variables on outcome variables. These possibilities are explored 
later in the book.

PREdICTOR SELECTION aNd ENTRy

An implication of suppression is that predictors should not be selected based on values 
of bivariate correlations with the criterion. These zero-order associations do not con-
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trol for other predictors, so their values can be misleading compared with partial regres-
sion coefficients for the same variables. For the same reason, whether or not bivariate 
correlations with the criterion are statistically significant is also irrelevant concerning 
predictor selection. Although regression computer procedures make it easy to do so, 
researchers should avoid mindlessly dumping long lists of explanatory variables into 
regression equations in order to control for their effects (Achen, 2005). The risk is that 
even small but undetected nonlinearities or indirect effects among predictors can seri-
ously bias partial regression coefficients. It is better to judiciously select the smallest 
number of predictors— those deemed essential based on extant theory or results of prior 
empirical studies.

Once selected, there are two basic ways to enter predictors into the equation: One 
is to enter all predictors at once, or simultaneous (direct) entry. The other is to enter 
them over a series of steps, or sequential entry. Entry order can be determined accord-
ing to one of two different standards, theoretical (rational) or empirical (statistical). The 
rational standard corresponds to hierarchical regression, where you tell the computer 
a fixed order for entering the predictors. For example, sometimes demographic variables 
are entered at the first step, and then entered at the second step is a psychological vari-
able of interest. This order not only controls for the demographic variables but also per-
mits evaluation of the predictive power of the psychological variable, over and beyond 
that of the simple demographic variables. The latter can be estimated as the increase in 
the squared multiple correlation, or DR2, from that of step 1 with demographic predic-
tors only to that of step 2 with all predictors in the equation.

An example of the statistical standard is stepwise regression, where the computer 
selects predictors for entry based solely on statistical significance; that is, which predic-
tor, if entered into the equation, would have the smallest p value for the test of its partial 
regression coefficient? After selection, predictors at a later step can be removed from the 
equation according to p values (e.g., if p ≥ .05 for a predictor in the equation at a particu-
lar step). The stepwise process stops when there could be no statistically significant DR2 
by adding more predictors. Variations on stepwise regression include forward inclu-
sion, where selected predictors are not later removed from the equation, and backward 
elimination, which begins with all predictors in the equation and then automatically 
removes them, but such methods are directed by the computer, not you.

Problems of stepwise and related methods are so severe that they are actually 
banned in some journals (Thompson, 1995), and for good reasons, too. One problem is 
extreme capitalization on chance. Because every result in these methods is determined 
by p values in a particular sample, the findings are unlikely to replicate. Another prob-
lem is that not all stepwise regression procedures report p values that are corrected for 
the total number of variables that were considered for inclusion. Consequently, p values 
in stepwise computer output are generally too low, and absolute values of test statistics 
are too high; that is, the computer’s choices could actually be wrong. Even worse, such 
methods give the false impression that the researcher does not have to think about 
predictor selection. Stepwise and related methods are anachronisms in modern data 
analysis. Said more plainly, death to stepwise regression, think for yourself— see Whit-
tingham, Stephens, Bradbury, and Freckleton (2006) for more information.
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Once a final set of rationally selected predictors has been entered into the equation, 
they should not be subsequently removed if their regression coefficients are not statisti-
cally significant. To paraphrase Loehlin (2004), the researcher should not feel compelled 
to drop every predictor that is not significant. In smaller samples, the power of signifi-
cance tests may be low, and removing a nonsignificant predictor can substantially alter 
the solution. If you had good reason for including a predictor, then it is better to leave it 
in the equation until replication indicates that the predictor does not appreciably relate 
to the criterion.

PaRTIaL aNd PaRT CORRELaTION

The concept of partial correlation concerns the idea of spuriousness: If the observed 
relation between two variables is wholly due to one or more common cause(s), their asso-
ciation is spurious. Consider these bivariate correlations between vocabulary breadth 
(Y), foot length (X), and age (W) in a hypothetical sample of elementary school children:

 rXY = .50, rWY = .60, and rXW = .80

Although the correlation between foot length X and vocabulary breadth Y is fairly sub-
stantial (.50), it is hardly surprising because both are caused by a third variable, age W 
(i.e., maturation).

The first-order partial correlation rXY·W removes the influence of a third variable 
W from both X and Y. The formula is
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Applied to the hypothetical correlations just listed, the partial correlation between foot 
length and vocabulary breadth controlling for age is rXY·W = .043. (You should verify this 
result.) Because the association between X and Y disappears when W is controlled, their 
bivariate relation may be spurious. Presumed spurious associations due to common 
causes are readily represented in SEM.

Equation 2.15 for partial correlation can be extended to control for two or more 
external variables. For example, the second- order partial correlation rXY·WZ estimates 
the association between X and Y controlling for both W and Z. There is a related coeffi-
cient called part correlation or semipartial correlation that controls for external vari-
ables out of either of two other variables, but not both. The formula for the first-order 
part correlation rY(X·W), for which the association between X and W is controlled but not 
for the association between Y and W, is
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Given the same bivariate correlations among these three variables reported earlier, the 
part correlation between vocabulary breadth (Y) and foot length (X) controlling only 
foot length for age (W) is rY(X·W) = .033. This result (.033) is somewhat smaller than the 
partial correlation for these data, or rXY·W = .043. In general, rXY·W ≥ rY(X·W); if rXW = 0, then 
rXY·W = rY(X·W).

Relations among the squares of the various correlations just described can be illus-
trated with a Venn-type diagram like the one in Figure 2.3. The circles represent total 
standardized variances of the criterion Y and predictors X and W. The regions in the 
figure labeled a–d make up the total standardized variance of Y, so

 a + b + c + d = 1.0

Areas a and b represent the proportions of variance in Y uniquely explained by, respec-
tively, X and W, but area c represents the simultaneous overlap (redundancy) of the 
predictors with the criterion.1 Area d represents the proportion of unexplained variance. 
The squared bivariate correlations of the predictors with the criterion and the overall 
squared multiple correlation can be expressed as sums of the areas a, b, c, or d in Figure 
2.3, as follows:

 2
XYr  = a + c and 2

WYr  = b + c

 2
,Y X WR ⋅  = a + b + c = 1.0 – d

1 Note that interpretation of the area c in Figure 2.3 as a proportion of variance generally holds when all 
bivariate correlations are positive and there is no suppression. Otherwise, the value c can be a negative, but 
there is no such thing as a negative proportion of variance.

FIGURE 2.3. Venn diagram for the standardized variances of predictors X and W and crite-
rion Y.

X

W

Y

a
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The squared part correlations match up directly with the unique areas a and b 
in Figure 2.3. Each of these areas also equals the increase in the total proportion of 
explained variance that occurs by adding a second predictor to the equation (i.e., DR2); 
that is,

 2 2 2
( ) ,Y X W Y X W WYr a R r⋅ ⋅= = −  (2.17)

 2 2 2
(W ) ,Y X Y X W XYr b R r⋅ ⋅= = −

The squared partial correlations correspond to areas a, b, and d in Figure 2.3, and each 
estimates the proportion of variance in the criterion explained by one predictor but not 
the other. The formulas are
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For the data in Table 2.1, 2
( )Y X Wr ⋅  = .327 and 2

XY Wr ⋅  = .435. In words, predictor X 
uniquely explains .327, or 32.7% of the total variance of Y (squared part correlation). 
Of the variance in Y not already explained by W, predictor X accounts for .435, or 
43.5% of the remaining variance (squared partial correlation). Exercise 7 asks you to 
calculate and interpret the corresponding results for the other predictor, W, and the 
same data.

When predictors are correlated— which is just about always— beta weights, par-
tial correlations, and part correlations are alternative ways to describe in standardized 
terms the relative explanatory power of each predictor controlling for the rest. None is 
more “correct” than the others because each gives a different perspective on the same 
data. Note that unstandardized regression coefficients (B) are preferred when compar-
ing results for the same predictors and criterion across different samples.

OBSERVEd VERSUS ESTIMaTEd CORRELaTIONS

The Pearson correlation estimates the degree of linear association between two continu-
ous variables. Its equation is
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where df = N – 1. Rodgers and Nicewander (1988) described a total of 11 other formulas, 
each of which represents a different conceptual or computational definition of r, but all 
of which yield the same result for the same data.

A continuous variable is one for which, theoretically, any value is possible within 
the limits of its score range. This includes values with decimals, such as 3.75 seconds 
or 13.60 kilograms. In practice, variables with a range of at least 15 points or so are 
usually considered as continuous even if their scores are discrete, or integers only (e.g., 
scores of 10, 11, 12, etc.). For example, the PRELIS program of LISREL—used for data 
preparation— automatically classifies a variable with less than 16 levels as ordinal.

The statistic r has a theoretical maximum absolute value of 1.0. But the practical 
upper limit for | r | is < 1.0 if the relation between X and Y is not unconditionally linear, 
there is measurement error in either X or Y, or distributions for X versus Y have differ-
ent shapes. The amount of variation in samples (i.e., SDX and SDY in Equation 2.19) also 
affects the value of r. In general, restriction of range on either X or Y through sampling or 
case selection (e.g., only cases with higher scores on X are studied) tends to reduce val-
ues of | r |, but not always (see Huck, 1992). The presence of outliers, or extreme scores, 
can also distort the value of r; see Goodwin and Leech (2006) for more information.

There are other forms of the Pearson correlation for observed variables that are 
either natural dichotomies, such as male versus female for chromosomal sex, or ordinal 
(ranks). For example:

1. The point- biserial correlation (rpb) estimates the association between a dichot-
omy and a continuous variable (e.g., treatment vs. control, weight).

2. The phi coefficient (ϕ̂) is for two dichotomies (e.g., treatment vs. control, sur-
vived vs. died).

3. Spearman’s rank order correlation or Spearman’s rho (r̂) is for two ranked 
variables (e.g., finish order in a race, rank by amount of training time).

Computational formulas for all these special forms are just rearrangements of Equation 
2.19 for r (e.g., Kline, 2013a, pp. 138, 166).

All forms of the Pearson correlation estimate associations between observed (mea-
sured) variables. Other, non- Pearson correlations assume that the underlying, or latent, 
variables are continuous and normally distributed. For example:

1. The biserial correlation (rbis) is for a naturally continuous variable, such as 
weight, and a dichotomy, such as recovered– not recovered, that theoretically 
represents a dichotomized continuous latent variable. For example, presumably 
degrees of recovery were collapsed when the observed dichotomy was created. 
The value of rbis estimates what the Pearson r would be if the dichotomized vari-
able were continuous and normally distributed.

2. The polyserial correlation is the generalization of rbis that does basically the 
same thing for a naturally continuous variable and a theoretically continuous- 
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but- polytomized variable (i.e., categorized into three or more levels). Likert-type 
response scales for survey or questionnaire items, such as agree, undecided, or 
disagree, are examples of a polytomized response continuum about the degree 
of agreement.

3. The tetrachoric correlation (rtet) for two dichotomized variables estimates 
what r would be if both measured variables were continuous and normally dis-
tributed.

4. The polychoric coefficient is the generalization of the tetrachoric correlation 
that estimates r but for ordinal observed variables with two or more levels.

Computing polyserial or polychoric correlations is complicated and requires special 
software, such as PRELIS in LISREL. These programs generally use a form of maximum 
likelihood estimation that assumes normality of the latent continuous variables, and 
error variance tends to increase rapidly as the number of categories on the observed 
variables decreases from about five to two; that is, dichotomized continuous variables 
generate the greatest imprecision.

The PRELIS program can also analyze censored variables, for which values occur 
outside of the range of measurement. Suppose that a scale registers values of weight 
between 1 and 300 pounds only. For objects that weigh either less than 1 pound or 
more than 300 pounds, the scale tells us only that the measured weight is, respectively, 
at most 1 pound or at least 300 pounds. In this example, the hypothetical scale is both 
left censored and right censored because the values less than 1 or more than 300 are 
not registered on the scale. There are other possibilities for censoring, but scores on 
censored variables are either exactly known (e.g., weight = 250) or partially known in 
that they fall within an interval (e.g., weight ≥ 300). The technique of censored regres-
sion, better known in economics than in the behavioral sciences, analyzes censored 
outcomes.

In SEM, Pearson correlations are normally analyzed as part of analyzing covari-
ances when outcome variables are continuous. But noncontinuous outcome variables 
can be analyzed in SEM, too. One option is to calculate polyserial or polychoric correla-
tions from the raw data and then fit the model to these predicted Pearson correlations. 
Special methods for analyzing noncontinuous variables in SEM are considered later in 
Chapters 13 and 16.

In both regression and SEM, it is generally a bad idea to categorize predictors or 
outcomes that are continuous in order to form pseudo- groups (e.g., “low” vs. “high” 
based on a mean split). Categorization not only discards numerical information about 
individual differences in the original distribution but it also tends to reduce absolute 
values of sample correlations when population distributions are normal. The degree of 
this reduction is greater as the cutting point moves further away from the mean. But if 
population correlations are low and the sample size is small, then categorization can 
actually increase absolute sample correlations. Categorization can also create artifactual 
main or interactive effects, especially when cutting points are arbitrary. In general, it is 
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better to analyze continuous variables as they are and without categorizing them—see 
Royston, Altman, and Sauerbrei (2006) for more information.

LOGISTIC REGRESSION aNd PROBIT REGRESSION

Some options to analyze dichotomous outcomes in SEM are based on logistic regres-
sion. Just as in standard multiple regression, the predictors in logistic regression can be 
either continuous or categorical. But the prediction equation in logistic regression is a 
logistic function, or a sigmoid function with an “S” shape. It is a type of link function, 
or a transformation that relates the observed outcomes to the predicted outcomes in a 
regression analysis. Each method of regression has its own special kind of link func-
tion. In standard multiple regression with continuous variables, the link function is the 
identity link, which says that observed scores on the criterion Y are in the same units as 
Ŷ , the predicted scores (e.g., Figure 2.1). For noncontinuous outcomes, though, original 
and predicted scores are in different metrics.

Suppose that a total of 32 patients with the same disorder are administered a daily 
treatment for a varying number of days (5–60). After treatment, the patients are rated as 
recovered (1) or not recovered (0). Presented in Table 2.2 are the hypothetical raw data 
for this example. I used Statgraphics Centurion (StatPoint Technologies, 1982–2013)2 
to plot the logistic function with 95% confidence limits for these data that is presented 
in Figure 2.4. This function generates π̂ , the predicted probability of recovery, given 
the number of days treated, X. The confidence limits for these predictions are so wide 
because the sample size is small (see the figure). Because predicted probabilities are esti-
mated from the data, they correspond to a latent continuous variable, and in this sense 
logistic regression (and probit regression, too) can be seen as a latent variable technique.

The estimation method in logistic regression is not OLS. Instead, it is usually a 
form of maximum likelihood estimation that is applied after transforming the dichoto-
mous outcome variable into a logit, which is the natural logarithm (i.e., natural base e, 
or about 2.7183) of the odds of the target outcome, ω̂ . The quantity ω̂  is the ratio of 
the probability for the target event, such as recovered, over the probability for the other 
event, such as not recovered. Suppose that 60% of patients recover after treatment, but 
the rest, or 40%, do not recover, or

 π̂  = .60 and 1 – π̂  = .40

The odds of recovery are thus ω̂  = .60/.40, or 1.50; that is, the odds are 3:2 in favor of 
recovery. Odds are converted back to probabilities by dividing the odds by 1.0 plus the 
odds. For example, ω̂  = 1.50, so π̂  = 1.50/2.50 = .60, which is the probability of recovery.

Coefficients for predictors in logistic regression are calculated by the computer in 
a log metric, but each coefficient can be converted to an odds ratio, which estimates 

2 www.statgraphics.com/downloads.htm
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the difference in the odds of the target outcome, given a 1-point increase in the predic-
tor, controlling for all other predictors. I submitted the data in Table 2.2 to the Logistic 
Regression procedure in Statgraphics Centurion. The prediction equation in a log metric 
is

 ( )ˆ
ˆˆlogit ( ) ln ln .455 13.701

ˆ1
X

π π = = ω = −  − π

where .455 is the coefficient for the predictor X, number of treatment days, and –13.701 
is the intercept. Taking the antilogarithm of the coefficient for days in treatment, or

 ln–1 (.455) = e.455 = 1.576

gives us the odds ratio, or 1.576. This result says that for each additional day of treat-
ment, the odds for recovery increase by 57.6%. But this rate of increase is not linear; 
instead, the rate at which a logistic curve ascends or descends changes according to 

TaBLE 2.2. Example data Set for Logistic Regression 
and Probit Regression

Status n Number of days in treatment (X)

Not recovered (Y = 0) 16 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15, 16, 18, 19, 23, 25, 26, 28, 30, 32

Recovered (Y = 1) 16 27, 30, 33, 35, 36, 39, 41, 42, 44, 46, 47, 49, 51, 53, 55, 56

FIGURE 2.4. Predicted probability of recovery with 95% confidence limits for the data in 
Table 2.2.
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values of the predictor. For these data, the greatest rate of change in predicted recovery 
occurs between 30 and 40 days of treatment. But at the extremes (X < 30 or X > 40), the 
rate of change in the probability of recovery is much less—see Figure 2.4. The inverse 
logit function presented next generates the logistic curve plotted in the figure:

 
.455 13.701

1
.455 13.701

ˆ logit (.455 13.701)
1

X

X

e
X

e

−
−

−π = − =
+

An alternative method is probit regression, which analyzes binary outcomes in 
terms of a probit function, where probit stands for “probability unit.” A probit model 
assumes that the observed dichotomy Y = 1 for the target outcome versus Y = 0 for other 
events is determined by a normal continuous latent variable Y* with a mean of zero and 
variance of 1.0 such that

 
1 if * 0

0 if * 0

Y
Y

Y

≥
=  <

 (2.20)

The equation in probit regression generates ˆ*Y  in the metric of normal deviates (z 
scores). Next, the computer uses the equation for the cumulative distribution function 
of the normal curve (F) to calculate predicted probabilities of the target outcome π̂  from 
values of ˆ*Y  for each case:

 ˆˆ ( *)Yπ = F  (2.21)

Equation 2.21 is known as the normal ogive model.3

I analyzed the data in Table 2.2 using the Probit Analysis procedure in Statgraphics 
Centurion. The prediction equation is

 ˆ*Y  = .268X – 8.072

The coefficient for X, .268, estimates in standard deviation units the amount of change 
in recovery, given a one-day increase in treatment. That is, the z-score for recovery 
increases by .268 for each additional day of treatment. Again, this rate of change is not 
constant because the overall relation is nonlinear (Figure 2.4). Predicted probabilities of 
recovery for this example are generated by the probit function

 ˆ (.268 8.072)Xπ = F −

The 95% confidence limits for the probit function are somewhat different than those for 
the logistic function for the data in Table 2.2—see Figure 2.4.

3 You can see the equation for F at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Normal_distribution
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Logistic regression and probit regression applied in the same large samples tend to 
give similar results but in different metrics for the coefficients. The scaling factor that 
converts results from the logistic model to the same metric as the normal ogive (probit) 
model is approximately 1.7. For example, the ratio of the coefficients for the predictor 
in, respectively, the logistic and probit analyses of the data in Table 2.2 is .455/.268 = 
1.698, or 1.7 at single- decimal accuracy. The two procedures may generate appreciably 
different results if there are many cases at the extremes (predicted probabilities are close 
to either 0 to 1.0) or if the sample is small. Probit regression is more computationally 
intensive than logistic regression, but this difference is relatively unimportant for mod-
ern microcomputers with fast processors and ample memory. It can happen that com-
puter procedures for probit regression may fail to generate a solution in smaller samples. 
Agresti (2007) describes additional techniques for categorical data.

SUMMaRy

You should know about regression analysis before learning the basics of SEM. For both 
sets of techniques, the results are affected not only by what is measured (i.e., the data) 
but also by what is not measured, especially if omitted predictors covary with included 
predictors, which is a specification error. Accordingly, you should carefully select pre-
dictors after review of theory and results of prior studies in the area. In regression, 
those predictors should have adequate psychometric characteristics because there is no 
allowance for measurement error. The same restriction does not apply in SEM, but use 
of grossly inadequate measures in SEM can seriously bias the results, too. When select-
ing predictors, the role of judgment should be greater than that of significance testing, 
which capitalizes on sample- specific variation. The role of significance testing and the 
technique of bootstrapping in SEM are considered in the next chapter.

LEaRN MORE

The book by Cohen, Cohen, West, and Aiken (2003) is considered by many as a kind of 
“bible” for multiple regression. Royston, Altman, and Sauerbrei (2006) explain why categoriz-
ing predictor or outcome variables is a bad idea. Shieh (2006) describes suppression in more 
detail.

Cohen, J., Cohen, P., West, S. G., & Aiken, L. S. (2003). Applied multiple regression/correla-
tion analysis for the behavioral sciences (3rd ed.). New York: Routledge.

Royston, P., Altman, D. G., & Sauerbrei, W. (2006). Dichotomizing continuous predictors in 
multiple regression: A bad idea. Statistics in Medicine, 25, 127–141.

Shieh, G. (2006). Suppression situations in multiple linear regression. Educational and Psy-
chological Measurement, 66, 435–447.
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ExERCISES

All questions concern the data in Table 2.1.

1. Calculate the unstandardized regression equation for predicting Y from X based on 
the descriptive statistics.

2. Show that centering scores on X does not change the value of the unstandardized 
regression coefficient for predicting Y but does affect the value of the intercept.

3. Show that 2
Ys  = 2

Ŷ
s  + 2

ˆY Y
s −  and 2

XYr  = 2
Ŷ

s / 2
Ys  when X is the only predictor of Y.

4. Calculate the unstandardized regression equation and the standardized regression 
equation for predicting Y from both X and W. Also calculate 2

,Y X WR ⋅ .

5. Calculate 2
,

ˆ
Y X WR ⋅ .

6. Construct a histogram of the residuals for the regression of Y on both X and W.

7. Compute and interpret 2
WY Xr ⋅  and 2

( )Y X Wr ⋅ .
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This chapter addresses statistical significance testing and the technique of bootstrapping, 
with special attention to their roles in SEM. Significance testing has become increasingly 
controversial over the years. This is due both to the inherent limitations of significance test-
ing and to the failure of most researchers to understand what statistical significance means. 
Estimation of confidence intervals (interval estimation) as an alternative to significance 
testing is described. Two different methods for calculating confidence intervals for statistics 
with complex distributions are outlined: noncentrality interval estimation and bootstrapping. 
Some types of fit statistics in SEM are distributed as noncentral test distributions, and boot-
strapping is a computer- based resampling procedure with application in SEM.

STaNdaRd ERRORS

The standard error is a standard deviation in a sampling distribution, the probability 
distribution for a sample statistic based on all possible random samples selected from 
the same population and each based on the same N. The standard error estimates sam-
pling error, or the difference between sample statistics and the corresponding popula-
tion parameter. Given constant variability among cases, standard error varies inversely 
with N. This means that distributions of statistics from larger samples are generally 
narrower (less variable) than distributions of the same statistic from smaller samples.

There are textbook formulas for standard errors of statistics with simple distribu-
tions. By “simple” I mean that (1) the statistic estimates a single parameter and (2) the 
basic shape of its distribution does not change as a function of that parameter. For 
example, means have simple distributions, and the equation for their standard error is

3

Significance Testing  
and Bootstrapping
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 M N

ss =  (3.1)

where s is the population standard deviation among cases. Given s, the value of sM 
decreases as N increases (see Figure 3.1). An original normal distribution along with 
two different sampling distributions of means for N = 5 and N = 25 are depicted. There is 
greater variation of sample means around the population mean m when the sample size 
is smaller. The value of sM must be estimated, if s is unknown. The estimator is

 M

SD
SE

N
=  (3.2)

Note that SEM itself has a standard error. This is because the value of SEM will vary over 
random samples drawn from the same population.

Standard errors for statistics from observed variables estimate sampling error under 
the exacting assumptions stated next:

1. The method of sampling is random, or at least haphazard enough to generate 
representative samples over replications.

2. There is no other source of error besides sampling error.

3. Standard errors for parametric statistics often assume normality or homosce-
dasticity.

The problem with the assumptions just stated is that they are false in most stud-
ies. For example, true random sampling requires a list of all members in a popula-
tion, but such lists are rare. Most samples in human research are ad hoc (convenience) 
samples made up of participants who happen to be available. What standard errors 
measure in such samples is generally unknown. Scores are affected by multiple types 
of error, including sampling error, measurement error, and, in treatment outcome stud-
ies, implementation error, or deviations from a treatment protocol, such as due to poor 

FIGURE 3.1. An original distribution of scores and two distributions of random sample means 
each based on different sample sizes, N = 5 and N = 25.

μ

N = 25

N = 5

Original
distribution
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patient or therapist compliance. Other types of error include specification error, such 
as left-out variables error, and a host of threats to internal validity (e.g., confounding), 
external validity (e.g., interference due to multiple treatments), and construct validity 
(e.g., scores are not reliable) (Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, 2001). But standard errors 
generally assume that the scores are perfect in every way except for the vagaries of ran-
dom sampling.

The normality assumption refers to population distributions, but normal distribu-
tions in actual studies are rare. Many, if not most, empirical distributions are not even 
symmetrical, much less normal, and departures from normality are often strikingly 
large (Micceri, 1989). Geary (1947, p. 214) suggested that the disclaimer, “Normality 
is a myth; there never was, and never will be, a normal distribution,” should appear in 
all statistics textbooks. Ratios across different groups of largest to smallest variances 
as large as 8:1 are not uncommon (Keselman et al., 1998), so perhaps homoscedasticity 
is a myth, too. Even small departures from distributional assumptions can appreciably 
distort standard errors in small or unrepresentative samples. There are robust estima-
tors with fewer distributional assumptions (Erceg-Hurn & Mirosevich, 2008), but their 
standard errors assume random sampling, too.

CRITICaL RaTIOS

The basic form of a significance test is the critical ratio, the ratio of a statistic over its 
standard error. Assuming large samples and normality, a critical ratio is interpreted as a 
deviate in a normal curve (z) with a mean of zero and a standard deviation that equals 
the standard error. A heuristic is that if | z | > 2.00, the null hypothesis (H0) that the 
corresponding parameter is zero is rejected at the .05 level (p < .05) for a two- tailed test 
(H1). The precise value of | z | for the .05 level is 1.96, and for the .01 level it is 2.58. For 
example, given

 M = 5.00, SD = 25.00, N = 100, H0: m = 0, and H1: m ≠ 0,

 
25.00

2.50
100MSE = =  and 

5.00
2.00

2.50
z = =

For z = 2.00 and assuming random sampling and no other error besides sampling error, 
p = .046, so the null hypothesis that the population mean is zero is rejected at the .05 
level.

In small samples, the ratio M/SEM approximates a t distribution, which necessitates 
the use of special tables to determine the critical values of t for the .05 or .01 levels.1 
These distributions are central t distributions where the null hypothesis is assumed to 
be true. Such distributions have a single parameter, df, the degrees of freedom, which are 

1 Within large samples, t and z for the same statistic are essentially equal, and their values are asymptotic 
in very large samples.
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N – 1 for a single mean. Other forms of the t test for means have different df values. For 
instance, df = N – 2, where N is the total number of cases when means from two indepen-
dent samples are compared, but all central t distributions assume a true null hypothesis. 
There are central distributions for other test statistics, such as F or c2, and tables of 
critical values for these familiar test statistics can be found in many statistics textbooks.

In some SEM computer programs, standard errors are calculated for the unstan-
dardized solution only. You can see this fact when you look through the computer 
output and find no standard errors printed for standardized estimates. This means that 
results of significance tests (z) are available only for the unstandardized estimates. 
Researchers often assume that p values for unstandardized estimates also apply to the 
corresponding standardized estimates. For samples that are large and representative, 
this assumption may not be unreasonable. But you should know that the p value for 
an unstandardized estimate does not automatically apply to its standardized counter-
part. This is because standardized estimates have their own standard errors, and their 
critical ratios may not correspond to the same probabilities as the critical ratios for 
the corresponding unstandardized results. This explains why you should (1) always 
report the unstandardized solution including the standard errors and (2) not associate 
p values for unstandardized estimates with the corresponding standardized estimates. 
An example follows.

Suppose that the values of an unstandardized estimate, its standard error, and 
the standardized estimate are, respectively, 4.20, 2.00, and .60. In a large sample, the 
unstandardized estimate would be significant at the .05 level because z = 4.20/2.00, or 
2.10, which exceeds the critical value (1.96) at p < .05. Whether the standardized esti-
mate of .60 is also significant at the same level is unknown because it has no standard 
error. Consequently, it would be inappropriate to report the standardized coefficient as

  .60*

where the asterisk designates p < .05. It is better to report both the unstandardized and 
standardized estimates and also the standard error of the former, like this:

  4.20* (2.10) .60

where the asterisk is associated with the unstandardized estimate (4.20), not the stan-
dardized one (.60).

POWER aNd TyPES OF NULL hyPOThESES

The failure to reject a null hypothesis, such as p ≥ .05 when testing at the .05 level, is 
meaningful only if (1) the power of the test is adequate and (2) the null hypothesis is 
at least plausible to some degree. Power is the probability of getting statistically signifi-
cant results over random samples when the null hypothesis is false. Power is also the 
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complement of probability of a Type II error (failing to reject H0 when it is false), often 
designated as b, so 1 – b = power. Whatever increases power decreases b, and vice versa. 
Power varies directly with the magnitude of the population effect size and your sample 
size. Other factors that affect power include:

1. The level of statistical significance a (e.g., .05 vs. .01) and the directionality of 
H1 (i.e., one- or two- tailed tests).

2. Whether samples are independent or dependent (i.e., between- subjects or 
within- subjects design).

3. The particular test statistic used.

4. The reliability of the scores.

The following combination generally leads to the greatest power: a large sample, speci-
fication of a = .05, a one- tailed (directional) H1, a within- subjects design, a parametric 
test statistic (e.g., t) rather than a nonparametric statistic (e.g., Mann– Whitney U), and 
scores that are very reliable.

Power should be estimated when the study is planned but before the data are col-
lected. Some granting agencies require such a priori estimates of power in applications 
for funds. If power is low, there is little point in carrying out the study, if outcomes of 
significance testing are important. For example, if power is only about .50, then the 
likelihood over random samples of rejecting a false null hypothesis is no greater than 
guessing the outcome of a coin toss. In this case, tossing a coin instead of conducting 
the study would be just as likely to give the correct decision in the long run and would 
save time and money, too.

Unfortunately, only about 10% of researchers report the a priori power of their 
analyses (Ellis, 2010). This is a problem because without knowing power estimates, one 
is unable to correctly interpret results that are not statistically significant. That is, do 
such results indicate lack of support for the researcher’s hypothesis or just the expected 
consequence of inadequate power? There is free software for power analysis, so the 
widespread failure to estimate and report power is bewildering.2 How to estimate power 
in SEM is described in Chapter 12, but power for certain kinds of significance tests in 
SEM is often quite low even in large samples.

The type of null hypothesis tested most often is a nil hypothesis, which says that 
the value of a parameter or the difference between two or more parameters is zero. A nil 
hypothesis for the t test of a mean contrast is

 H0: m1 – m2 = 0

which predicts that two population means are exactly equal. The problem with nil 
hypotheses is that it is unlikely that the value of any parameter (or difference between 

2 www.gpower.hhu.de/en.html
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two parameters) is exactly zero, especially if zero means the total absence of an effect or 
association. It is possible for the t test to specify a non-nil hypothesis, such as

 H0: m1 – m2 = 5.0

but doing so is rare in practice. As the name suggests, a non-nil hypothesis predicts that 
a population effect or association is not zero.

It is more difficult to specify and test non-nil hypotheses for other test statistics, 
such as F when comparing three or more means. This is because computer programs 
almost always assume a nil hypothesis. Nil hypotheses may be appropriate in new 
research areas where it is unknown whether effects exist at all, but such hypotheses are 
less suitable in more established areas where it is already known that certain effects are 
not zero. If so, then (1) an implausible nil hypothesis is an uninteresting “straw man” 
argument (a fallacy) that is easily rejected, and (2) p values in significance testing are 
too low. This happens because the data seem more exceptional than they really are com-
pared with evaluating the same data under a more realistic non-nil hypothesis.

SIGNIFICaNCE TESTING CONTROVERSy

Until recently, significance testing was both routine and expected (i.e., everybody did 
it). But significance testing has been increasingly criticized as unscientific and unem-
pirical (Kline, 2013a; Lambdin, 2012). Some authors in statistics reform suggest that 
overreliance on significance testing can lead to trained incapacity, or the inability of 
researchers to understand their own results due to inherent limitations of significance 
tests and myriad associated cognitive distortions (Ziliak & McCloskey, 2008). Essential 
criticisms of significance testing are listed next:

1. Outcomes of significance tests—p values— are wrong in most studies.

2. Researchers do not understand p values.

3. Most applications of significance testing are incorrect.

4. Significance tests do not tell researchers what they want to know.

The fact that p values are calculated under implausible assumptions (e.g., random 
sampling, normality, no measurement error) was mentioned earlier in the section on 
standard errors. Distributional assumptions are rarely verified because researchers mis-
takenly believe that significance tests are robust even in small, unrepresentative samples 
(Hoekstra, Kiers, & Johnson, 2013). If assumptions are checked, the wrong methods are 
used, including significance tests that supposedly verify distributional assumptions of 
other significance tests, such as Levene’s test for homoscedasticity. The problem with 
such tests is that their results are often wrong due in part to their own unrealistic 
assumptions (Erceg-Hurn & Mirosevich, 2008).
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Most researchers misinterpret statistical significance. For example, about 80–90% 
of psychology professors endorse false beliefs about statistical significance, no better 
than psychology undergraduate students in introductory statistics courses (Haller & 
Krauss, 2002). These comparably high rates of misinterpretation suggest an ongoing 
cycle of misinformation, where instructors transmit false information to students, who 
then perpetuate the myths to the next generation. Most false beliefs about p values 
involve overinterpretation that favor the researcher’s hypotheses, which is a form of 
confirmation bias—see Topic Box 3.1 for a review of the “Big Five” misinterpretations 
of statistical significance. Exercises 1–3 ask you to comment on examples of incorrect 
definitions of p values.

TOPIC BOx 3.1

Cognitive Errors in Significance Testing

First, we consider the correct interpretation of p values, which is actually quite nar-
row in scope. They represent the conditional probability:

  
 

0 true, random sampling,Result or 
more extreme all other assumptions

Hp

which is the likelihood of a sample result or one even more extreme assuming ran-
dom sampling under a true null hypothesis and where all other assumptions are met 
(distributional requirements, no error other than sampling error, independent scores, 
etc.). Most of what contributes to a p value are those even more extreme results that 
were not actually observed; that is, p values are only partially empirical. Two cor-
rect interpretations for the case p < .05 are given next. Other correct definitions are 
probably just variations of the ones that follow:

1. Suppose the study were repeated by drawing many random samples from 
the same population(s) where the null hypothesis is true (i.e., every result 
happens by chance). Less than 5% of these hypothetical results would be 
even more inconsistent with H0 than the actual result.

2. Less than 5% of test statistics from many random samples are further away 
from the mean of the sampling distribution under H0 than the one for the 
observed result. In other words, the odds are less than 1 to 19 of getting a 
result from a random sample even more extreme than the observed one.

Described next are what I call the “Big Five” misinterpretations of p values. The 
odds against chance fallacy is the false belief that p indicates the probability 
that a particular result happened by chance (i.e., due to sampling error). Remember 
that p is calculated for a range of results, most unobserved, and not for any single 
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Most researchers fail to report the power of their significance tests. Another mis-
use comes from treating the conventional levels of statistical significance, .05 or .01, 
as golden rules that apply to all studies and disciplines. The value of a sets the risk of 
Type I error, or the probability over random samples that a true null hypothesis will be 
rejected, but Type II error is often more serious. An example is when a nil hypothesis 
is known to be false before even collecting the data. In this case, the effective level of 
a is zero, and Type II error is the only possible kind of error. Another example is when 
a treatment for an illness is beneficial, but the results are not significant at p < .05, the 
highest conventional level of a. Type II error in this context means that a beneficial 
treatment is not detected. There is actually no requirement to specify an arbitrary level 

result. Also, p is calculated assuming that H0 is already true, so the probability that 
sampling error is the only explanation is already taken to be 1.0. Thus, it is illogical 
to view p as measuring the likelihood of sampling error. Besides, the probability 
that sample results are affected by error of some kind— sampling, measurement, or 
specification error, among others— is virtually 1.0. From this perspective, virtually all 
sample results are wrong (Ioannidis, 2005). That is, our data routinely lie, they lie 
through multiple types of error, and it is only when results are averaged over studies, 
such as in the technique of meta- analysis, that some of these errors begin to cancel 
out. Significance testing in individual studies in no way helps in this process.

The local Type I error fallacy for the case where p < .05 and a = .05 (i.e., 
H0 is rejected) says that the likelihood that the decision just taken to reject the null 
hypothesis is a Type I error is less than 5%. This belief is false because any particu-
lar decision to reject H0 is either correct or incorrect, so no probability (error other 
than 0 or 1.0) is associated with it. Only with sufficient replication could we deter-
mine whether or not the decision to reject H0 in a particular study was correct. The 
inverse probability fallacy is the false belief that p is the probability that the 
null hypothesis is true. This error stems from forgetting that p values are probabilities 
of data under the null hypothesis, not the other way around.

Two other fallacies concern the complements of p values, or 1 – p. The valid 
research hypothesis fallacy is the false belief that 1 – p is the probability that 
the alternative hypothesis is true. The quantity 1 – p is a probability, but it is just 
the likelihood of getting a result even less extreme under H0 than the one actually 
found. The replicability fallacy is that 1 – p is the likelihood of finding the same 
result in another random sample. If this fallacy were true, knowing the likelihood of 
replication would be very useful. Unfortunately, p is just the probability of data in a 
particular sample under a specific null hypothesis. In general, replication is a matter 
of experimental design and whether some effect actually exists in the population 
(i.e., it is an empirical question). Kline (2013a, chap. 4) describes additional false 
beliefs about p values.
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of a (i.e., .05 or .01) that does not properly balance the risk of Type I error against that 
of Type II error (Hurlbert & Lombardi, 2009).

Armstrong (2007) argued that significance testing does not foster progress in sci-
ence even if such tests are properly conducted. This is because their results do not tell 
researchers what they wish to know, including the likelihood that some hypothesis is 
true, given the data; the probability that a Type I error has occurred, given that the null 
hypothesis was just rejected; the prospects for replication; and whether the findings are 
actually important. An alternative is to describe replicated results in terms of their effect 
sizes and precisions (confidence intervals) and interpret their substantive significance 
using language relevant to stakeholders in a particular research context (Aguinis et al., 
2010). Given all the problems just considered, significance testing is actually banned in 
some research journals such as Basic and Applied Social Psychology (Trafimow & Marks, 
2015).

CONFIdENCE INTERVaLS aNd NONCENTRaL TEST dISTRIBUTIONS

Interval estimation is an alternative to significance testing. It involves reporting effect 
sizes with confidence intervals (error bars, margins of error) that indicate a range of 
results considered equivalent within the limits of sampling error to the specific result 
found (i.e., the point estimate). For statistics with simple distributions, the width of 
either side of a

 100 × (1 – a) %

confidence interval is determined by the product of the standard error and the critical 
value of a central test statistic at the a level of statistical significance for a two- tailed 
alternative hypothesis. For example, given

 M = 100.00, SD = 9.00, N = 25, and SEM = 1.80

the 95% confidence interval is

 100.00 ± (1.80) t2-tail, a = .05 (24)

where t2-tail, a = .05 (24) is the positive two- tailed critical value in a central t distribution at 
the .05 level of statistical significance, which for df = 24 is 2.064.3 The 95% confidence 
interval is thus

 100.00 ± 1.80 (2.064), or 100.00 ± 3.72

3 See the calculating webpage at www.usablestats.com/calcs/tinv
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which defines the interval [96.28, 103.72]. This interval specifies a range of values con-
sidered equivalent to the observed mean within the limits of sampling error at the 95% 
confidence level. The point estimate of 100.00 falls at the exact center of the interval, 
and the whole interval explicitly conveys the idea that a margin of error is associated 
with the corresponding statistic (100.00). Note that the interval [96.28, 103.72] is based 
on a single estimate of sM, or SEM = 1.80. But this quantity (1.80) is itself just a point 
estimate, and the value of SEM in a different sample will almost certainly not be 1.80. 
This means that the interval [96.28, 103.72] is actually too narrow (i.e., more precise 
than it seems), if we also consider sampling error in SEM.

Because confidence intervals are based on the same standard errors as significance 
tests—and rely on the same unrealistic assumptions— researchers should not overinter-
pret their lower or upper bounds. Suppose a 95% confidence interval based on M = 
2.50 is [0, 5.00], which includes zero. This fact can be misinterpreted, such as wrongly 
concluding that m = 0. But zero is only one value within a range of estimates, so it has 
no special status. This means that the hypothesis that m = 0 is not favored any more 
than the hypothesis that m = 5.00 (or that m equals any other value in the range 0–5.0). 
Confidence intervals are subject to sampling error, too, so zero may not fall within the 
95% confidence interval in a replication sample. Do not believe that confidence intervals 
are just significance tests in disguise (Thompson, 2006). This is because null hypoth-
eses are required for significance tests, but not for confidence intervals, and many null 
hypotheses have little scientific value.

Statistics with complex distributions may not follow central distributions. For 
example, if r2 = 0, then distributions of R2 follow central F distributions with k and 
N – k – 1 degrees of freedom, where k is the number of predictors. Central F distribu-
tions assume r2 = 0 and provide the critical values for the familiar F test in multiple 
regression or ANOVA. But if r2 > 0, the sampling distribution for R2 is defined by non-
central F distributions, which have an additional parameter, called the noncentrality 
parameter. This parameter indicates the degree to which the null hypothesis that r2 = 0 
is false. Noncentral F distributions take the form

 F (k, N – k – 1, l) (3.3)

where l is the noncentrality parameter. The latter is related to r2 and the sample size, or

 
2

21
N

 rl =  − r 
 (3.4)

If r2 = 0, then l = 0, which indicates no departure from the nil hypothesis. Equation 3.4 
can be rearranged to express r2 as a function of l and the sample size:

 2

N

lr =
+ l

 (3.5)
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Presented in Figure 3.2 are two F distributions where the degrees of freedom are 5 
and 20. For the central F distribution in the left part of the figure, l = 0. But l = 10.0 for 
the noncentral F distribution in the right side of the figure. Note in the figure that (1) 
both distributions are positively skewed, but the central F distribution has greater skew 
than the noncentral F distribution. Also, (2) the noncentral F distribution has a greater 
expected value—the weighted average of all possible values— than the central F distri-
bution. This is because the noncentral F distribution in the figure assumes that r2 > 0, 
but the central F distribution is for r2 = 0.

Steiger and Fouladi (1997) showed that if we can obtain a confidence interval for l, 
we can also obtain a confidence based on R2 (which estimates r2) using Equation 3.5. To 
do so, we use a computer tool that finds lL, the lower bound of the confidence interval 
for l. For the 95% level, the lower bound lL equals the value of l for the noncentral F 
distribution in which the observed F falls at the 97.5th percentile. The upper bound lU 
equals the value of l for the noncentral F distribution in which the observed F falls at 
the 2.5th percentile. But we need to find which particular noncentral F distributions are 
the most consistent with the data, and this is the problem solved with the right com-
puter tool. An example follows.

I used J. Steiger’s Noncentral Distributional Calculator (NDC), a freely available 
Windows application for noncentrality interval estimation.4 For the data in Table 2.1,

 2
,Y X WR ⋅  = .576, N = 20, and F (2, 17) = 11.536

We can say the observed F of 11.536 falls at the

1. 97.5th percentile in the noncentral F (2, 17, 4.190) distribution; and the same 
observed F falls at the

2. 2.5th percentile in the noncentral F (2, 17, 52.047) distribution.

4 www.statpower.net/Software.html
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FIGURE 3.2. Distributions of central F and noncentral F for 5 and 20 degrees and where the 
noncentrality parameter (l) equals 0 for central F and l = 10.0 for noncentral F.
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For these data, the 95% confidence interval for l is [4.190, 52.047]. Using Equation 3.5 
to convert the lower and upper bounds of this interval to r2 units for N = 20 gives us the 
noncentral 95% confidence interval based on R2 = .576, which is [.173, .722]. (You should 
verify these results.) The interval just reported is not symmetrical about R2 = .576, but 
this is expected in noncentrality interval estimation. Exercise 4 asks you to calculate the 
95% noncentral confidence interval based on the same value of R2 but in a larger sample.

There are noncentral distributions for other test statistics, such as t and c2, and they 
all assume that the null hypothesis is false by the degree indicated by the value of the 
noncentrality parameter. The latter equals zero in central test distributions, so central 
test distributions are just special cases of noncentral test distributions (i.e., they belong 
to the same distribution family). Noncentral test distributions play an important role in 
certain types of statistical analyses. Computer programs that estimate the power of sig-
nificance tests as a function of study characteristics and the predicted effect size analyze 
noncentral distributions. This is because the concept of power assumes that the null 
hypothesis is false, and it is false by the degree indicated by a nonzero effect size. The lat-
ter generally corresponds to a value of the noncentrality parameter that is also not zero.

Another application is the estimation of confidence intervals based on sample sta-
tistics that measure effect size besides R2. For example, distributions of standardized 
mean differences (d), or the ratio of a mean contrast over the standard deviation, gener-
ally follow central t distributions when the corresponding parameter is zero; otherwise, 
d statistics are distributed as noncentral t distributions. There are special computer 
programs for noncentrality interval estimation based on d statistics (Cumming, 2012). 
Effect size estimation also assumes that the null hypothesis— especially when it is a nil 
hypothesis— is false.

Some measures of model fit in SEM are based on noncentral c2 distributions. These 
statistics measure the degree of approximate (close) fit, which allow for an “acceptable” 
amount of departure from exact (perfect) fit. What is considered “acceptable” depar-
ture from perfection is related to the value of the noncentrality parameter for the c2 that 
the computer calculates for the model and data. Other fit statistics in SEM measure the 
departure from exact fit, and these statistics are generally described by central c2 dis-
tributions, where the null hypothesis that the model has perfect fit in the population is 
assumed to be true. But the null hypothesis just stated is assumed to be false by statis-
tics that measure approximate fit. Assessment of model fit against these two standards, 
approximate versus exact, is covered later in Chapter 12.

BOOTSTRaPPING

The technique of bootstrapping was developed by the statistician B. Efron in the 1970s 
(e.g., 1979). It is a computer- based method of resampling that combines the cases in a 
data set in different ways to estimate statistical precision. Perhaps the best known form 
is nonparametric bootstrapping, which generally makes no assumptions other than 
that the distribution in the sample reflects the basic shape of that in the population. 
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This method treats your sample (i.e., data file) as a pseudo- population in that cases are 
randomly selected with replacement to generate other data sets, usually of the same size 
as the original. Because of sampling with replacement, (1) the same case can be selected 
in more than one generated data set or at least twice in the same generated sample, and 
(2) the composition of cases will vary slightly across the generated samples.

When repeated many times (e.g., 500) by the computer, bootstrapping simulates 
random sampling with replacement. It also constructs an empirical sampling distri-
bution, the frequency distribution of the values of a statistic across generated samples. 
Nonparametric bootstrapped confidence intervals are calculated in the empirical dis-
tribution. For example, the lower and upper bounds of a 95% bootstrapped confidence 
interval correspond to, respectively, the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles in the empirical 
sampling distribution. These limits contain 95% of the bootstrapped values of the sta-
tistic. This method is potentially useful for statistics with complex distributions. An 
example follows.

I used the nonparametric Bootstrap procedure of SimStat for Windows (Version 
2.6.1) (Provalis Research, 1995–2011) to resample from the data in Table 2.1 in order to 
generate a total of 500 bootstrapped samples each with 20 cases.5 Presented in Figure 
3.3 is the empirical sampling distribution of R2 across all generated samples. SimStat 
reported that the mean of this distribution is .626, the median is .630, and the standard 
deviation is .102. The first result (.626) is close to the observed value of R2 = .576 for 
these data, which is expected.

The nonparametric bootstrapped 95% confidence interval in the empirical sam-
pling distribution for this example is [.425, .813]. This result from bootstrapping is quite 
different from the noncentral 95% confidence interval we calculated earlier for the same 
data, or [.173, .722], but bootstrapped results in small samples can be very inaccurate. 
This is because bootstrapping can magnify the effects of unusual features in a small data 

5 http://provalisresearch.com
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set. Note that the computer will generate a different empirical sampling distribution for 
the same data, if each time it is given a different seed, or a long number (vector) used to 
initiate simulated random sampling. Consequently, any result in a single application of 
nonparametric bootstrapping is not generally unique.

A raw data file is needed for nonparametric bootstrapping. This is not true in para-
metric bootstrapping, where the computer randomly samples from a theoretical prob-
ability density function specified by the researcher. When repeated many times by the 
computer, values of statistics in synthesized samples vary randomly about the speci-
fied parameters, which simulates sampling error. Parametric bootstrapping is a kind of 
Monte Carlo method that is used in computer simulation studies of the properties of 
estimators. Distributional assumptions can be added incrementally in parametric boot-
strapping or successively relaxed over the generation of synthetic data sets.

Several SEM computer tools, including Amos, EQS, LISREL, Mplus, Stata, and 
lavaan for R, feature bootstrap methods. Some of these methods can estimate stan-
dard errors or generate confidence intervals based on certain estimators, such as sta-
tistics that measure model–data correspondence or indirect causal effects (Hancock & 
Liu, 2012). Parametric bootstrapping methods are used in SEM to conduct simulation 
studies, such as for power analysis, sample size determination, and hypothesis testing 
(Bandalos & Gagné, 2012).

SUMMaRy

Statistical significance is not a gold standard, and thinking about data analysis as a 
search for whether results are “significant” or “not significant” may be fruitless. This is 
because the presence of statistical significance does not reliably signal that results are 
noteworthy or even of mild interest, just as the failure to find statistical significance 
does not indicate that nothing of interest was found. It does not help that many, and 
perhaps most, researchers do not understand what statistical significance really means. 
Researchers should instead think more about whether observed effect sizes are precise 
and large enough to be of substantive interest. Keeping a skeptical view of significance 
testing will help you in SEM—and in other kinds of complex multivariate analyses, 
too—to avoid getting lost in a blizzard of asterisks. Also reviewed in this chapter was 
the logic of noncentrality interval estimation and bootstrapping, both of which can be 
used to calculate confidence intervals for statistics with complex distributions, includ-
ing some that are used in SEM. Preparation of your data for analysis in SEM is consid-
ered in the next chapter.

LEaRN MORE

Kline (2013a, chap. 4) describes additional cognitive errors about statistical significance, and 
Lambdin (2012) and Ziliak and McCloskey (2008) offer strong critiques of significance testing.
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Kline, R. B. (2013a). Beyond significance testing: Statistics reform in the behavioral sciences. 
Washington, DC: American Psychological Association.

Lambdin, C. (2012). Significance tests as sorcery: Science is empirical— significance tests are 
not. Theory and Psychology, 22, 67–90.

Ziliak, S., & McCloskey, D. N. (2008). The cult of statistical significance: How the standard 
error costs us jobs, justice, and lives. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press.

ExERCISES

Explain what is wrong versus right in each definition of statistical significance listed 
next. These quotes are not from academic sources, but you can easily find similar kinds 
of errors in academic works, too.

1. The statistical significance of a result is an estimated measure of the degree to which 
it is “true” (in the sense of “representative of the population”). More technically, the 
value of the p level represents a decreasing index of the reliability of a result. The 
higher the p level, the less we can believe that the observed relation between vari-
ables in the sample is a reliable indicator of the relation between the respective vari-
ables in the population. Specifically, the p-level represents the probability of error 
that is involved in accepting our observed result as valid, that is, as “representative 
of the population.”6

2. This is a very important and common term in psychology, but one that many people 
have problems with. Technically, statistical significance is the probability of some 
result from a statistical test occurring by chance. . . . Most often, psychologists look 
for a probability of 5% or less that the results are due to chance, which means a 95% 
chance the results are “not” due to chance.7

3. The calculation of statistical significance . . . is subject to a certain degree of error. 
The researcher must define in advance the probability of a sampling error. . . . Sample 
size is an important component of statistical significance in that larger samples are 
less prone to flukes. Only random, representative samples should be used in signifi-
cance testing.8

4. Calculate the 95% noncentral confidence interval for 2
,Y X WR ⋅  = .576, F (2, 47) = 31.925, 

and N = 50 using a computer tool for noncentrality interval estimation.

6 http://dictionary.babylon.com/statistical%20significance
7 www.alleydog.com/glossary/definition.php?term=Statistical%20Significance
8 www.investopedia.com/terms/s/statistical- significance.asp
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Just as in other types of statistical analyses, data preparation is critical in SEM for three 
reasons. First, it is easy to make a mistake entering data into computer files. Second, the 
most widely used estimation methods in SEM make specific distributional assumptions 
about the data. These assumptions must be taken seriously because violation of them could 
result in bias. Third, data- related problems can make SEM computer tools fail to yield a 
logical solution. A researcher who has not carefully prepared and screened the data 
could mistakenly believe that the model is at fault, and confusion ensues. How to select 
good measures is also considered along with review of basic psychometric issues, includ-
ing the evaluation of score reliability and validity. It is not possible to cover all aspects of 
data screening or psychometrics in a single chapter, but more advanced works are cited 
throughout, and they should be consulted for more information. This adage attributed to 
Abraham Lincoln sets the tone for this chapter: If I had eight hours to chop a tree, I’d spend 
six sharpening my axe.

FORMS OF INPUT daTa

Most primary researchers— those who conduct original studies— input raw data files for 
analysis with SEM computer programs. Just as in multiple regression, raw data them-
selves are not necessary for many—and perhaps most—types of SEM. For example, 
when analyzing continuous outcomes with default maximum likelihood estimation, a 
matrix of summary statistics instead can be the input to an SEM computer tool instead 
of a raw data file. In fact, you can replicate most of the analyses described in this book 
using the data matrix summaries that accompany them—see the website for this book. 
This is a great way to learn because you can make mistakes using someone else’s data 
before analyzing your own. Many journal articles about the results of SEM contain 
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enough information, such as correlations and standard deviations, to create a matrix 
summary of the data, which can then be submitted to a computer program for analysis. 
Thus, readers of these works can, with no access to the raw data, replicate the original 
analyses or estimate alternative models not considered in the original work.

Basically, all SEM computer tools accept either a raw data file or a matrix summary 
of the data. If a raw data file is submitted, the program will create its own matrix, which 
is then analyzed. You should consider the following issues when choosing between a 
raw data file and a matrix summary as program input:

1. Some special types of analyses require raw data files. There are three basic kinds. 
One is when continuous outcomes have severely non- normal distributions and the data 
are analyzed with a method that assumes normality, but test statistics and standard 
errors are calculated that adjust for non- normality. A second situation concerns miss-
ing data. You should know that default maximum likelihood estimation does not han-
dle incomplete raw data files. But special versions of the maximum likelihood method 
are available in many SEM computer tools that analyze incomplete data sets. The third 
case is when outcome variables are not continuous, that is, they are ordinal or nominal 
variables. Such outcomes can be analyzed in SEM, but raw data files are needed. For 
analyses that do not involve any of these applications, either the raw data or a matrix 
summary of them can be analyzed.

2. Matrix input offers a potential economy over raw data files. Suppose that 1,000 
cases are measured on 10 continuous variables. The data file may be 1,000 lines (or 
more) in length, but a matrix summary for the same data might be only 10 lines long.

3. Sometimes a researcher might “make up” a data matrix using theory or results from 
a meta- analysis, so there are no raw data, only a matrix summary. A made-up data matrix 
can be submitted to an SEM computer tool for analysis. This is also a way to diagnose 
certain kinds of technical problems that can crop up in SEM. This point is elaborated in 
later chapters.

If means are not analyzed, there are two basic summaries of raw data— correlation 
matrices with standard deviations and covariance matrices. For example, presented in 
the top part of Table 4.1 are the correlation matrix with standard deviations (left) and 
the covariance matrix (right) for the raw data in Table 2.1 on three continuous variables. 
Whenever possible, at least four- decimal accuracy is recommended for matrix input. 
Precision at this level helps to minimize rounding error in the analysis. All summary 
matrices in Table 4.1 are in lower diagonal form where only the unique values of cor-
relations or covariances are reported in the lower-left-hand side of the matrix. Most SEM 
computer tools accept lower diagonal matrices as alternatives to full ones, with redun-
dant entries above and below the diagonal, and can “assemble” a covariance matrix 
given the correlations and standard deviations. Exercise 1 asks you to reproduce the 
covariance matrix in the upper right part of Table 4.1 from the correlations and standard 
deviations in the upper left part of the table.
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It may be problematic to submit for analysis just a correlation matrix without 
standard deviations, specify that all standard deviations equal 1.0 (which standardizes 
everything), or convert the raw scores to normal deviates (z scores) and then submit for 
analysis the data file of standardized scores. This is because most estimation methods in 
SEM, including default maximum likelihood estimation, assume that the variables are 
unstandardized. This implies that if a correlation matrix without the original standard 
deviations is analyzed, the results may not be correct. Potential problems include the 
derivation of incorrect standard errors for standardized estimates if special methods for 
standardized variables are not used. Some SEM computer programs give warning mes-
sages or terminate the run if the researcher requests the analysis of a correlation matrix 
only with default maximum likelihood estimation. Thus, it is generally safer to analyze 
a covariance matrix (or a correlation matrix with standard deviations). Accordingly, 
covariances are analyzed for most examples in this book. When a correlation matrix 
is analyzed, I use a special estimation method for standardized variables described in 
Chapter 11. The issues just discussed about the pitfalls of analyzing correlation matrices 
without standard deviations explain why you must clearly state in written reports the 
specific kind of data matrix analyzed and the estimation method used.

Matrix summaries of raw data must consist of the covariances and means whenever 
means are analyzed in SEM. Presented in the lower part of Table 4.1 are matrix summa-
ries of the data in Table 2.1 that include the correlations, standard deviations, and means 
(left) and the covariances and means (right). Both matrices convey the same informa-
tion. Even if your analyses do not concern means, you should nevertheless report the 
means of all variables. You may not be interested in analyzing means, but someone else 

TaBLE 4.1. Matrix Summaries of the data in Table 2.1

X W Y X W Y

Summaries without means

r, SD cov

 1.0000  9.0421

  .2721  1.0000  2.3053  7.9368

  .6858   .4991   1.0000 22.4158 15.2842 118.1553

 3.0070  2.8172  10.8699

Summaries with means

r, SD, M cov, M

 1.0000  9.0421

  .2721  1.0000  2.3053  7.9368

  .6858   .4991   1.0000 22.4158 15.2842 118.1553

 3.0070  2.8172  10.8699 16.9000 49.4000 102.9500

16.9000 49.4000 102.9500
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may be. Always report sufficient descriptive statistics (including the means) so that oth-
ers can reproduce your results.

POSITIVE dEFINITENESS

The data matrix that you submit— or the one calculated by the computer from your raw 
data—to an SEM computer program should be positive definite, which is required for 
most estimation methods. A matrix that lacks this characteristic is nonpositive defi-
nite; therefore, attempts to analyze such a data matrix would probably fail. A positive 
definite data matrix has the properties summarized next and then discussed:

1. The matrix is nonsingular or has an inverse. A matrix with no inverse is singu-
lar.

2. All eigenvalues of the matrix are positive (> 0), which also says that the matrix 
determinant is positive.

3. There are no out-of- bounds correlations or covariances.

In most kinds of multivariate analyses (SEM included), the computer needs to 
derive the inverse of the data matrix as part of its linear algebra operations. If the matrix 
has no inverse, these operations fail. An eigenvalue is the variance of an eigenvector, 
and both are from a principal components analysis of the data matrix, or eigendecom-
position, that creates a total of v orthogonal linear combinations, or eigenvectors, of 
the observed variables, where v is the total number of those variables. The maximum 
number of eigenvectors for a data matrix equals v, and the set of all possible eigenvectors 
explains all the variance of the original variables.

If any eigenvalue equals zero, then (1) the matrix is singular, and (2) there is some 
pattern of perfect collinearity that involves at least two variables (e.g., rXY = 1.0) or three 
or more variables in a more complex configuration (e.g., RY·X,W = 1.0). Perfect collinearity 
means that some denominators in matrix calculations will be zero, which results in ille-
gal (undefined) fractions (estimation fails). Near- perfect collinearity, such as rXY = .95, 
manifested as near-zero eigenvalues, can also cause this problem.

Negative eigenvalues (< 0) may indicate a data matrix element— a correlation or 
covariance— that is out of bounds. Such an element would be mathematically impos-
sible to derive if all elements were calculated from the same cases with no missing data. 
For example, the value of the Pearson correlation between two variables X and Y is lim-
ited by the correlations between these variables and a third variable W. Specifically, the 
value of rXY must fall within the range defined next:

 2 2( ) (1 )(1 )XW WY XW WYr r r r× ± − −  (4.1)

Given rXW = .60 and rWY = .40, for example, the value of rXY must fall within the range
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 .24 ± .73, or from –.49 to .97

Any other value of rXY would be out of bounds. (You should verify this result using Equa-
tion 4.1.) Another way to view Equation 4.1 is that it specifies a triangle inequality for 
values of correlations among three variables measured in the same sample.1

In a positive definite data matrix, the maximum absolute value of covXY, the covari-
ance between X and Y, must respect the limit defined next:

 ≤ ×2 2max covXY X Ys s  (4.2)

where 2
Xs  and 2

Ys  are, respectively, the sample variances of X and Y. In words, the maxi-
mum absolute value for the covariance between two variables is less than or equal to 
the square root of the product of their variances; otherwise, the value of covXY is out of 
bounds. For example, given

 covXY = 13.00, 2
Xs  = 12.00, and 2

Ys  = 10.00

the covariance between X and Y is out of bounds because

 13.00 12.00 10.00 10.95> × =

which violates Equation 4.2. The value of rXY for this example is also out of bounds 
because it equals 1.19 (an impossible result), given these variances and covariance. 
Exercise 2 asks you to verify this fact.

The determinant of the data matrix is the serial product (the first times the second 
times the third, and so on) of the eigenvalues. Assuming that all eigenvalues are posi-
tive, the determinant is a kind of matrix variance. Specifically, it is the volume of the 
multivariate space “mapped” by the set of observed variables.2 If any eigenvalue equals 
zero, then the determinant is zero; in this case, the matrix has no inverse (it is singular). 
A close-to-zero eigenvalue will probably make the determinant be close to zero, which 
signals the potential inability of the computer to derive the inverse. If some odd number 
of the eigenvalues (1 or 3 or 5, etc.) is negative, then the determinant will be negative, 
too. A data matrix with a negative determinant may have an inverse, but the whole 
matrix is still nonpositive definite, perhaps due to out-of- bounds correlations or covari-
ances. See Topic Box 4.1 for more information about causes of nonpositive definiteness 
in the data matrix and possible solutions.

Before analyzing in SEM either a raw data file or a matrix summary, the original 
data file should be screened for the problems considered next. Some of these potential 

1 In a geometric triangle, the length of a given side must be less than the sum of the lengths of the other two 
sides but greater than the difference between the lengths of the two sides.
2 For diagrams, see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Determinant
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TOPIC BOx 4.1

Causes of Nonpositive definiteness and Solutions

Many points summarized here are from Wothke (1993) and Rigdon (1997). Some 
causes of nonpositive definite data matrices are listed next. Most can be detected 
through data screening.

1. Extreme bivariate or multivariate collinearity among the observed variables.

2. The presence of outliers that force the values of correlations to be extremely 
high.

3. Pairwise deletion of cases with missing data.

4. Making a typing mistake when transcribing a data matrix from one source, 
such as a table in a journal article, to another, such as a command file 
for computer analysis, can result in a nonpositive definite data matrix. For 
example, if the value of a covariance in the original matrix is 15.00, then 
mistakenly typing 150.00 in the transcribed matrix could generate a non-
positive definite matrix.

5. Plain old sampling error can generate nonpositive definite data matrices, 
especially in small or unrepresentative samples.

6. Sometimes matrices of estimated Pearson correlations, such as polyserial or 
polychoric correlations derived for noncontinuous observed variables, can 
be nonpositive definite.

Here are some tips about diagnosing whether a data matrix is positive defi-
nite before submitting it for analysis to an SEM computer tool: Copy the full matrix 
(with redundant entries above and below the diagonal) into a text (ASCII) file, 
such as Microsoft Windows Notepad. Next, point your Internet browser to a free, 
online matrix calculator and then copy the data matrix into the proper window 
on the calculating webpage. Finally, select options on the calculating webpage 
to derive the determinant and eigenvalues with the corresponding eigenvectors. 
Look for outcomes that indicate nonpositive definiteness, such as near-zero, zero, 
or negative eigenvalues. A handy matrix calculator is available at www.bluebit.gr/
matrix- calculator.

Suppose that the covariances among continuous variables X, W, and Y, respec-
tively, are

1.00 (I)

 .30 2.00

 .65 1.15  .90
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The eigenvalues for this matrix (I) derived using the online matrix calculator just 
mentioned are

(2.918, .982, 0)

The third eigenvalue is zero, so let us inspect the weights for the third eigenvector, 
which for X, W, and Y, respectively, are

(–.408, –.408, .816)

Some other online matrix calculators report the eigenvector weights as –1, –1, 2, but 
these values are proportional to the weights just reported. None of these weights 
equals zero, so all three variables are involved in perfect collinearity. The pattern 
for these data is

RY·X, W = RW·X, Y = RX·Y, W = 1.0

To verify this pattern, I used the SPPS syntax listed next to automatically convert the 
covariance matrix for this example to a correlation matrix:

 comment convert covariance matrix to correlation matrix.

 matrix data variables=rowtype_ x w y/format=full.

 begin data

 cov 1.00 .30 .65

 cov .30 2.00 1.15

 cov .65 1.15 .90

 end data.

 mconvert.

The correlation matrix (II) for X, W, and Y, respectively, in lower diagonal form is

1.0 (II)

.2121 1.0

.6852 .8572 1.0

Given these correlations, you should verify that RY·X, W = RW·X, Y = RX·Y, W = 1.0.
The LISREL program offers an option for ridge adjustment, which multiplies 

the diagonal entries by a constant > 1.0 until negative eigenvalues disappear (the 
matrix becomes positive definite). These adjustments increase the variances until 
they are large enough to exceed any out-of- bounds covariance entry in the off- 
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difficulties are causes of nonpositive definite data matrices, but others concern distribu-
tional assumptions for continuous outcomes.

ExTREME COLLINEaRITy

Extreme collinearity can occur because what appear to be separate variables actually 
measure the same thing. Suppose that X measures accuracy and Y measures speed. If 
rXY = .95, for instance, then X and Y are redundant notwithstanding their different labels 
(speed is accuracy, and vice versa). Either one or the other could be included in the same 
analysis, but not both. Researchers can inadvertently cause extreme collinearity when 
composites and their constituents are analyzed together. Suppose that a questionnaire 
has 10 items and the total score is summed across the items. Although the bivariate 
correlation between the total score and each of the individual items may not be high, 
the multiple correlation between the total score and the items must equal 1.0, which is 
multivariate collinearity in its most extreme.

Methods to detect collinearity among three or more continuous variables are sum-
marized next. Most of these methods are available in regression diagnostics procedures 
of computer programs for general statistical analyses:

1. Calculate R2 between each variable and all the rest. The observation that R2 > .90 
for a particular variable analyzed as the criterion suggests extreme multivariate 
collinearity.

2. A related statistic is tolerance, or 1 – R2, which indicates the proportion of 
total standardized variance that is unique. Tolerance values < .10 may indicate 
extreme multivariate collinearity.

3. Another statistic is the variance inflation factor (VIF), or 1/(1 – R2), the ratio 
of the total standardized variance over the proportion of unique variance (toler-
ance). The variable in question may be redundant, if VIF > 10.0.

diagonal part of the matrix. This technique “fixes up” a data matrix so that necessary 
algebraic operations can be performed (Wothke, 1993), but parameter estimates, 
standard errors, and fit statistics are biased after ridge adjustment. A better solution 
is to try to solve the problem of nonpositive definiteness through data screening.

There are other contexts where you may encounter nonpositive definite matri-
ces in SEM, but these generally concern (1) matrices of parameter estimates for your 
model or (2) matrices of correlations or covariances predicted from your model. A 
problem is indicated if any of these matrices is nonpositive definite. We will deal 
with these contexts in later chapters.
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There are two basic options for dealing with extreme collinearity: eliminate vari-
ables or combine redundant ones into a composite. For example, if X and Y are highly 
correlated, one could be dropped or their scores could be averaged or summed to form 
a single new variable, but note that this new variable must replace both X and Y in the 
analysis. Extreme collinearity can also happen between latent variables when their esti-
mated correlation is so high that they are not distinct. Later we will consider this type 
of extreme collinearity in the technique of confirmatory factor analysis (CFA).

OUTLIERS

Outliers are scores that are very different from the rest. A univariate outlier is a score 
that is extreme on a single variable. There is no single definition of “extreme,” but one 
heuristic is that scores more than three standard deviations beyond the mean may be 
outliers. Univariate outliers are easy to find by inspecting frequency distributions of z 
scores (e.g., | z | > 3.0 indicates an outlier). But this method is susceptible to distortion 
by the very outliers that it is supposed to detect; that is, it is not robust. Suppose that 
scores for five cases are

 19, 25, 28, 32, and 10,000

The last score (10,000) is obviously an outlier, but it so distorts the mean and standard 
deviation for all scores that the | z | > 3.0 rule fails, also called masking:

 M = 2,020.80 SD = 4,460.51 and 
10,000 2,020.8

4,460.51

0
1.79z

−= =

A more robust decision rule for detecting univariate outliers is

 2.24
1.483 (MAD)

X Mdn−
>  (4.3)

where Mdn designates the sample median— which is more robust against outliers than 
the mean—and MAD is the median absolute deviation (MAD) of all scores from the 
sample median. The quantity MAD does not estimate the population standard deviation 
s, but the product of MAD and the scale factor 1.43 is an unbiased estimator of s in a 
normal distribution. The value of the ratio in Equation 4.3 is the distance between a 
score and the median expressed in robust standard deviation units. The constant 2.24 
in Equation 4.3 is the square root of the approximate 97.5th percentile in a central c2 
distribution with a single degree of freedom. A potential outlier thus has a score on the 
ratio in Equation 4.3 that exceeds 2.24. For the five scores in the example, Mdn = 28.00, 
and the absolute values of median deviations are, respectively,

 9.00, 3.00, 0, 4.00, and 9,972.00
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The median of the deviations just listed is MAD = 4.00, and so for X = 10,000 we calcu-
late

 
9,972.00

1,681.05 2.24
1.483 (4.00)

= >

which obviously detects the score of 10,000 as an outlier. Wilcox (2012) describes addi-
tional robust outlier detection methods.

A multivariate outlier has extreme scores on two or more variables, or a pattern 
of scores that is atypical. For example, a case may have scores between two and three 
standard deviations above the mean on all variables. Although no individual score might 
be considered extreme, the case could be a multivariate outlier if this pattern is unusual. 
Here are some options for detecting multivariate outliers without extreme individual 
scores:

1. Some SEM computer programs, such as Amos and EQS, identify cases that con-
tribute the most to multivariate non- normality, and such cases may be multi-
variate outliers.

2. Calculate for each case its squared Mahalanobis distance, 2
MD , which indicates 

the distance in variance units between the profile of scores for that case and the 
vector of sample means, or centroid, correcting for intercorrelations.

In large samples with normal distributions, 2
MD  is distributed as central c2 with degrees 

of freedom equal to the number of variables, or v. A relatively high 2
MD  with a low p value 

in the corresponding c2(v) distribution may lead to the rejection of the null hypothesis 
that the case comes from the same population as the rest. A conservative level of sta-
tistical significance is usually recommended for this test, such as .001. Some standard 
computer procedures for multiple regression can automatically calculate and save 2

MD  
values to the raw data file.

Let us assume that an outlier is not due to a data entry error (e.g., 99 was entered 
instead of 9) or the failure to specify a missing data code (e.g., –9) in the data editor 
of a statistics computer program; that is, the outlier is a valid score. Now, what to do 
with the outlier? One possibility is that the case does not belong to the population from 
which the researcher intended to sample. Suppose that a senior graduate student audits 
an undergraduate class in which a questionnaire is administered. The auditing student 
is from a different population, and his or her questionnaire responses may be extreme 
compared with those of classmates. If it is determined that a case with outliers is not 
from the same population, then it is best to delete that case; otherwise, there are ways 
to reduce the influence of extreme- but-valid scores if they are retained. One option is to 
convert extreme scores to a value that equals the next most extreme score that is within 
three standard deviations of the mean. Another is to apply a mathematical transforma-
tion to a variable with outliers. Transformations are considered later in this chapter.
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NORMaLITy

The default estimation method in SEM, maximum likelihood, assumes multivariate 
normality (multinormality) for continuous outcome variables. This means that

1. all the individual univariate distributions are normal;

2. all joint distributions of any pair of variables is bivariate normal; that is, each 
variable is normally distributed for each value of every other variable; and

3. all bivariate scatterplots are linear with homoscedastic residuals.

Because it is often impractical to examine all joint frequency distributions, it can be dif-
ficult to assess all aspects of multivariate normality. There are significance tests intended 
to detect violation of multivariate normality, including Mardia’s (1985) test, but all such 
tests have limited usefulness. One reason is that slight departures from multivariate 
normality could be significant in large samples, and power in small samples may be 
low, so larger departures could be missed. Fortunately, many instances of multivariate 
non- normality are detectable through inspection of univariate frequency distributions.

Skew and kurtosis are two ways that a univariate distribution can be non- normal, 
and they can occur either separately or together in the same variable. Skew implies that 
the shape of a unimodal distribution is asymmetrical about its mean. Positive skew 
indicates that most of the scores are below the mean, and negative skew indicates just 
the opposite. Presented in Figure 4.1(a) are examples of distributions with either posi-
tive skew or negative skew compared with a normal curve. For a unimodal, symmetric 
distribution, positive kurtosis indicates heavier tails and a higher peak and negative 
kurtosis indicates just the opposite, both relative to a normal curve with the same vari-
ance. A distribution with positive kurtosis is described as leptokurtic, and a distribu-
tion with negative kurtosis is described as platykurtic. Presented in Figure 4.1(b) are 
examples of distributions with either positive kurtosis or negative kurtosis compared 
with a normal curve. Skewed distributions are generally leptokurtic, which means that 
remedies for skew also may fix kurtosis. Blest (2003) describes a kurtosis measure that 
adjusts for skewness.

Extreme skew is easy to detect through inspection of frequency distributions or 
histograms. Two other types of displays helpful for spotting skew are stem-and-leaf 
plots and box plots (box-and- whisker plots). For example, presented in the left side of 
Figure 4.2 is a stem-and-leaf plot for N = 64 scores. The lowest and highest scores are, 
respectively, 10 and 27. The latter score is an outlier (z > 5.0). In the stem-and-leaf plot, 
the numbers to the left side of the vertical line (“stems”) represent the “tens” digit of 
each score, and each number to the right (“leaf”) represents the “ones” digit. The shape 
of the stem-and-leaf plot indicates positive skew.

Presented in the right side of Figure 4.2 is a box plot for the same scores. The bot-
tom and top borders of the rectangle in a box plot correspond to, respectively, the 25th 
percentile (1st quartile) and the 75th percentile (3rd quartile). The line inside the rect-
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FIGURE 4.1. Distributions with (a) positive skew or negative skew and with (b) positive kurto-
sis or negative kurtosis relative to a normal curve.
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FIGURE 4.2. A stem-and-leaf plot (left) and a box plot (right) for the same distribution (N = 
64).
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angle of a box plot represents the median (50th percentile, or 2nd quartile). The “whis-
kers” are the vertical lines that connect the first and third quartiles with, respectively, 
the lowest and highest scores that are not extremes, or outliers. The length of the whis-
kers shows how far nonextreme scores spread away from the median. Skew is indicated 
in a box plot if the median line does not fall within the center of the rectangle or if the 
“whiskers” have unequal lengths. In the box plot of Figure 4.2, the high score of 27 is 
extreme and thus is represented in the box plot as a single open circle above the upper 
“whisker.” The box plot in the figure indicates positive skew because there is greater 
spread of scores above the median than below the median.

Kurtosis is harder to spot by eye when inspecting frequency distributions, stem-
and-leaf plots, or box plots, especially in distributions that are more or less symmetri-
cal. Departures from normality due to skew or kurtosis may be apparent in normal 
probability plots, in which data are plotted against a theoretical normal distribution in 
such a way that points should approximate a straight line. The distribution is otherwise 
non- normal, but it is hard to discern the degree of non- normality due to skew or kur-
tosis apparent in normal probability plots. An example of a normal probability plot is 
presented later in this chapter.

Fortunately, there are more precise measures of skew and kurtosis. Perhaps the best 
known standardized measures of these characteristics that permit comparison of differ-
ent distributions to the normal curve are the skew index ( 1ĝ ) and kurtosis index ( 2ĝ ), 
which are calculated as follows:
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where S2, S3, and S4 are, respectively, the second through fourth moments about the 
mean:
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The sign of 1ĝ  indicates the direction of the skew, positive or negative, and a value 
of zero indicates a symmetrical distribution. The value of 2ĝ  in a normal distribution 
equals zero, and its sign indicates the type of kurtosis, positive or negative.

The ratio of either 1ĝ  or 2ĝ  over its standard error is interpreted in large samples as 
a z test of the null hypothesis that there is no population skew or kurtosis. These tests 
may not be helpful in large samples because even slight departures from normality could 
be statistically significant, and low power in small samples means that appreciable skew 
or kurtosis can go undetected. Significance testing with 1ĝ  or 2ĝ  is not generally helpful 
in data screening. An alternative is to interpret absolute values of 1ĝ  or 2ĝ , but there are 
few clear-cut standards for doing so. Some guidelines can be offered based on computa-
tion simulation studies of estimation methods used in SEM (e.g., Nevitt & Hancock, 
2000). Variables where | 1ĝ | > 3.0 are described as “severely” skewed by some authors of 
these studies. There is less consensus about 2ĝ , for which absolute values from about 
8.0 to 20.0 have been described as indicating “severe” kurtosis. A conservative rule of 
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thumb, then, seems to be that | 2ĝ | > 10.0 suggests a problem and | 2ĝ | > 20.0 indicates a 
more serious one. For the data in Figure 4.2, 1ĝ  = 3.10 and 2ĝ  = 15.73, so the distribution 
is severely non- normal by the standards just suggested. Do not conclude that a distribu-
tion is normal, if | 1ĝ | ≤ 3.0 and | 2ĝ | ≤ 10.0. This is because 1ĝ  =  2ĝ  = 0 in a true normal 
distribution; otherwise, the only thing that can be reasonably said is that the shape of 
the distribution may not be severely non- normal.

TRaNSFORMaTIONS

In a normalizing transformation, the original scores are converted with a mathemati-
cal operation to new ones that may be more normally distributed. The effect of apply-
ing such a transformation is to compress one part of a distribution more than another, 
thereby changing its shape but not the rank of the scores. This describes a monotonic 
transformation. There are basically two situations in SEM when normalizing transfor-
mations might be considered:

1. The researcher plans to use a normal theory method, such as default maximum 
likelihood, that requires normal distributions, but distributions of continuous 
outcomes are severely non- normal.

2. There are multiple observed measures, or indicators, of the same theoretical 
construct, but some of their relations with each other are curvilinear. Trans-
formations that normalize distributions also tend to linearize relations among 
multiple indicators.

Before applying a normalizing transformation, you should think about the variables 
of interest and whether the expectation of normality is reasonable. Some variables are 
expected to have non- normal distributions, such as reports of alcohol or drug use and 
certain personality characteristics (Bentler, 1987). If so, then transforming an inher-
ently non- normal variable to force a normal distribution may fundamentally alter it (the 
target variable is not actually studied). In this case, it would be better to use a different 
estimation method for continuous outcomes in SEM, one that does not assume normal-
ity, such as robust maximum likelihood. Another consideration is whether the metric of 
outcome variables is meaningful, such as athletic performance in seconds or postopera-
tive survival time in years. Applying a transformation means that the original meaning-
ful metric is lost, which could be a sacrifice.

Normalizing transformations may be more useful when there is no expectation of 
normality or metrics of outcome variables are arbitrary. An example is the total score for 
a set of true–false items. Because responses can be coded using any two different num-
bers, the total score is arbitrary. Standard scores such as percentiles and normal devi-
ates are arbitrary, too, because one standardized metric can be substituted for another. 
Described in Topic Box 4.2 are types of normalizing transformations that may work in 
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different situations with practical suggestions for using them—see Osborne (2002) for 
more information. Exercise 3 asks you to find a normalizing transformation for the data 
in Figure 4.2.

Sometimes normalizing transformations can linearize relations between indicators 
of the same construct. For example, Budtz-Jørgensen, Keiding, Grandjean, and Weihe 
(2002) studied the effect of prenatal methylmercury exposure, through maternal con-
sumption of contaminated pilot whale meat, on child neurobehavioral status among 

Topic Box 4.2

Normalizing Transformations

Three kinds of normalizing transformation are described next with suggestions for 
their use:

1. Positive skew. Before applying these transformations, add a constant to the 
scores so that the lowest value is 1.0. A basic transformation is the square root 
transformation, or X 1/2. It works by compressing the differences between scores in 
the upper end of the distribution more than the differences between lower scores. 
Logarithmic transformations are another option. A logarithm is the power (exponent) 
to which a base number must be raised in order to get the original number, such as 
102 = 100, so the logarithm of 100 in base 10 is 2.0. Distributions with extremely 
high scores may require a transformation with a higher base, such as log10 X, but a 
lower base may suffice for less extreme cases, such as the natural base e (approxi-
mately 2.7183) for the transformation loge X = ln X. The inverse function 1/X is an 
option for even more severe positive skew. Because inverting the scores reverses 
their order, (1) reflect (reverse) the original scores (multiply them by –1.0) and (2) 
add a constant to the reflected scores so that the maximum score is at least 1.0 
before taking the inverse.

2. Negative skew. All the transformations just mentioned also work for nega-
tive skew when they are applied as follows: First, reflect the scores, and then add 
a constant so that the lowest score equals 1.0. Next, apply the transformation, and 
reflect the scores again to restore their original ordering.

3. Other types of non- normality. Odd-root functions (e.g., X1/3) and sine func-
tions tend to bring in outliers from both tails of the distribution toward the mean. 
Odd- powered polynomial transformations, such as X 3, may help for negative kurto-
sis. If the scores are proportions, the arcsine square root transformation function, or 
arcsin X 1/2, may normalize the distribution.

There are other kinds of normalizing transformations, and this is one of their 
potential problems: It can be difficult to find a transformation that works with a 
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residents in the Farose Islands. Two biological markers were mercury concentration in 
cord blood and maternal hair, and the third measure was the amount of self- reported 
monthly consumption of whale meat. Blood or hair concentration scores can be so high 
that they have curvilinear relations with questionnaire data, so Budtz-Jørgensen et al. 
(2002) applied logarithmic transformations to the blood and hair concentrations before 
analyzing them.

Some distributions can be so severely non- normal that no transformation will 
work. Count variables are an example. A count variable is the number of times a dis-
crete event happens over a period of time such as the number of serious automobile 
accidents over the past 5 years. Distributions of such variables tend to be positively 
skewed, and many cases may have scores of zero. Count variables generally follow non- 
normal distributions known as Poisson distributions, where the mean and variance are 
approximately equal. Some SEM computer tools, such as Mplus, offer special methods 
for analyzing count variables. These methods are related to the technique of Poisson 
regression, which also analyzes log linear models for count data (Agresti, 2007).

Little (2013) described percentage or proportion of maximum scoring (POMS) 
transformations for rescaling questionnaire items that measure a common domain but 
where responses are recorded on different Likert scales. After transformation, all items 
will have the same metric. Suppose that items with a 5-point Likert scale are adminis-
tered to participants at time 1 but at time 2 the same items have a 7-point Likert scale. 
To compare responses over time, a transformation is needed. One option is to convert 
the narrower scale in this example (1-5) to the wider scale (1-7), as follows:

 
5 1

7 6 1
4

O
R

− = × +  
 (4.6)

where R7 is the rescaled item with a 1-7 response format and O5 is the original item with 
a 1–5 scale. In Equation 4.6, the term O5 – 1 transforms the original 1–5 scale to a 0–4 

particular set of scores. The Box–Cox transformations (Box & Cox, 1964) may 
require less trial and error. The most basic form is defined next only for positive 
scores:
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where the exponent l is a constant that normalizes the scores. There are computer 
algorithms for finding the value of l that maximizes the correlation between original 
and transformed scores (Friendly, 2006). There are other variations of the Box–Cox 
transformation (Osborne, 2010), some of which can be applied in regression analy-
ses to deal with heteroscedasticity.
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scale; dividing by 4 then converts the scale to 0–1; then multiplying by 6 yields a 0–6 
scale; and finally adding 1 generates the final 0–7 Likert scale.

Linearity and homoscedasticity

Linear relations between continuous outcomes and homoscedastic residuals are part of 
multivariate normality. Curvilinear relations are easy to detect by looking at bivariate 
scatterplots. Heteroscedastic residuals may be caused by non- normality in either vari-
able, greater measurement error at some levels of either variable than others, or outli-

FIGURE 4.3. (a) Score scatterplot with outlier (N = 18) and the linear regression lines with 
and without the outlier (N = 17). (b) A normal probability plot of the regression standardized 
residuals. (c) A histogram of the regression standardized residuals. (d) Residual scatterplot.
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ers. For example, presented in Figure 4.3(a) is a scatterplot for N = 18 scores. One score 
(40) on Y is > 3 standard deviations above the mean. For these data, rXY = –.074, and the 
bivariate regression line is nearly horizontal, but these results are affected by the outlier. 
After removing the outlier (N = 17), then rXY = –.772, and the new regression line better 
fits the remaining data—see Figure 4.3(a).

The regression standardized residuals for all the data (N = 18) in Figure 4.3(a) are 
plotted in various ways over Figures 4.3(b)–4.3(d). Figure 4.3(b) is a normal probability 
plot of the expected versus observed cumulative probabilities, which do not fall among a 
diagonal line. The histogram of the residuals with a superimposed normal curve is pre-
sented in Figure 4.3(c). The residuals are not normally distributed. A scatterplot of the 
residuals and standardized predicted scores is presented in Figure 4.3(d). The residuals 
are heteroscedastic because they are not evenly distributed about zero throughout the 
entire length of this scatterplot.

RELaTIVE VaRIaNCES

In an ill- scaled covariance matrix, the ratio of the largest to smallest variance is greater 
than say, 100.0. Analysis of such a matrix in SEM can cause problems. Most estimation 
methods in SEM are iterative, which means that initial estimates are derived by the com-
puter and then modified through subsequent cycles of calculation. The goal is to derive 
better estimates at each stage, estimates that improve the overall fit of the model to the 
data. When improvements from step to step become sufficiently small—that is, they 
fall below the convergence criterion—iterative estimation stops because the solution 
is stable. But if the estimates do not settle down to stable values, the process may fail. 
One cause is variances of observed variables that are very different in magnitude. When 
the computer adjusts the estimates from one step to the next in an iterative method for 
an ill- scaled matrix, the sizes of these changes may be huge for variables with small 
variances but trivial for others with large variances. Consequently, the entire set of esti-
mates may head toward worse rather than better fit.

To prevent this problem, variables with extremely low or high variances can be 
 rescaled by multiplying their scores by a constant, which changes the variance by a fac-
tor that equals the squared constant. For example,

 2
Xs  = 12.0 and 2

Ys  = .12

so their variances differ by a factor of 100.0. Using the constant .10, we can rescale X as 
follows:

 2 2
.10 .10 12.0 .12Xs × = × =

so now variables X × .10 and Y have the same variance, or .12. Now we rescale Y so that 
it has the same variance as X, or 12.0, by applying the constant 10.0, or
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 2 2
10.0 10 .12 12.0Ys × = × =

Rescaling a variable in this way changes its average and variance but not its correlation 
with other variables. This is because multiplying a variable by a constant is just a linear 
transformation that does not affect relative differences among the scores. An example 
with real data follows.

Roth, Wiebe, Fillingham, and Shay (1989) administered measures of exercise, har-
diness (resiliency, tough mindedness), fitness, stress, and level of illness in a sample of 
university students. Reported in Table 4.2 is a summary matrix of these data (correla-
tions, means, and variances). The largest and smallest variances in this matrix (see the 
table) differ by a factor of more than 27,000, so the covariance matrix is ill- scaled. I have 
seen some SEM computer programs fail to analyze this matrix due to this characteristic. 
To prevent this problem, I multiplied the original variables by the constants listed in 
the table in order to make their variances more homogeneous (the constant 1.0 means 
no change). Among the rescaled variables, the largest variance is only about 13 times 
greater than the smallest variance. The rescaled matrix is not ill- scaled.

MISSING daTa

The topic of how to analyze data sets with missing observations is complicated. Entire 
books are devoted to it (Enders, 2010; McKnight, McKnight, Sidani, & Figueredo, 2007); 
there are also articles or chapters about methods for dealing with missing data in SEM 
(Allison, 2003; Graham & Coffman, 2012; Peters & Enders, 2002). This is fortunate 

TaBLE 4.2. Example of an Ill‑Scaled data Matrix

Variable 1 2 3 4 5

1. Exercise —

2. Hardiness –.03 —

3. Fitness  .39  .07 —

4. Stress –.05 –.23 –.13 —

5. Illness –.08 –.16 –.29 .34 —

M 40.90 0.0 67.10 4.80 716.70

Original s2 4,422.25 14.44 338.56 44.89 390,375.04

Constant 1.00 10.00 1.00 5.00 .10

Rescaled s2 4,422.25 1,440.00 338.56 1,122.25 3,903.75

Rescaled SD 66.50 38.00 18.40 33.50 62.48

Note. These data (correlations, means, and variances) are from Roth et al. (1989); N = 373. Note that 
low scores on the hardiness measure used by these authors indicate greater hardiness. In order to avoid 
confusion due to negative correlations, the signs of the correlations that involve the hardiness measure 
were reversed before they were recorded in this table.
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because it is not possible here to give a comprehensive account of the topic. The goal 
instead is to give you a sense of basic analysis options and to explain the relevance of 
these options for SEM.

Ideally, researchers would always work with complete data sets, ones with no 
missing values; otherwise, prevention is the best strategy. For example, questionnaire 
items that are clear and unambiguous may prevent missing responses, and completed 
forms should be reviewed for missing responses before participants submit a computer- 
administered survey or leave the laboratory. In the real world, missing values occur in 
many, if not most, data sets, despite the best efforts at prevention. Missing data occur 
for many reasons, including hardware failure, missed appointments, and item nonre-
sponse. A few missing values, such as < 5% in the total data set, may be of little concern. 
This is because selection among methods to deal with missing data is arbitrary in that 
the method used tends not to make much difference. Higher rates of data loss present 
more challenges, especially if the data loss mechanism is not truly random (or at least 
predictable). In this case, the choice of method can appreciably affect the results. This is 
why researchers should always explain how missing data were handled in the analysis.

data Loss Mechanisms

There are basically three data loss mechanisms. All can operate within the same data set 
because each can affect different subsets of variables. Also, it is not always clear which 
pattern holds for a particular variable with missing values. The most optimistic case—
and probably the most unrealistic in actual data—is when data are missing completely 
at random (MCAR). For variable Y, this means that (1) missing observations differ from 
the observed scores only by chance; that is, whether scores on Y are missing or not miss-
ing is unrelated to Y itself. (2) The presence versus absence of data on Y is unrelated to 
all other variables in the data set. In this case, the observed (nonmissing) data are just 
a random sample of scores that the researcher would have analyzed had the data been 
complete (Enders, 2010). Results based on the complete cases only should not be biased, 
although power may be reduced due to a smaller effective sample size. An example of 
haphazard missing data is when questionnaire responses to items about mental health 
are lost due to sporadic computer problems that have nothing to do with either respon-
dents’ true mental health status or their responses to questions about other topics.

A second data loss mechanism is indicated when the property of missingness on 
Y is unrelated to Y itself but is correlated with other variables in the data set; that is, 
missing data arise from a process that is both measured and predictable in a particular 
sample (Little, 2013). This process is called missing at random (MAR), which is an odd 
term because the data loss mechanism depends on other variables, and thus is not ran-
dom. An example of an MAR process would be when men are less likely to respond to 
questions about mental health than women, but among men the probability of respond-
ing is unrelated to their true mental health status.

Information lost due to an MAR process is potentially recoverable through impu-
tation, where missing scores are replaced by predicted scores. The predicted scores 
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are generated from other variables in the data set that predict missingness on Y. If the 
strength of that prediction is reasonably strong, then results on Y after imputation may 
be relatively unbiased. In this sense, the MAR pattern is described as ignorable con-
cerning potential bias. Note that both the MAR and MCAR patterns of data loss can 
affect the same variable.

A strategy that anticipates the MAR pattern is to measure auxiliary variables. Such 
variables may not be of substantive interest, but they predict missingness on other vari-
ables in the data set. For example, gender, socioeconomic status, and parental involve-
ment are potential auxiliary variables in longitudinal studies of children, and inclusion 
of these predictors when imputing scores on other variables may decrease bias (Little, 
2013). Auxiliary variables require care in their selection. This is because the inclusion 
of too many auxiliary variables in smaller samples can increase imprecision by so much 
that more sophisticated methods for imputation can fail. This is especially true if less 
than about 10% or so of the variance in missingness on Y is explained by auxiliary vari-
ables (R2 < .10) (Hardt, Herke, & Leonhart, 2012).

When data are missing not at random (MNAR), the data loss mechanism is non-
ignorable, which means that the presence versus absence of scores on Y depends on 
Y itself. An example from medicine occurs when patients drop out of a study when a 
particular treatment causes unpleasant side effects. Because that discomfort is not mea-
sured, however, the data are missing due to a process that is unknown in a particular 
data set. Results based on the complete cases only can be severely biased when the data 
loss pattern is MNAR. For example, a treatment may look more beneficial than it really 
is if data from patients who were unable to tolerate the treatment are lost. Some bias may 
be reduced if other measured variables happen to covary with unmeasured causes of 
data loss, but whether this is true in a particular sample is usually unknown. The choice 
of method to deal with the incomplete records can make a difference in the results when 
the MNAR pattern holds.

diagnosing Missing data

It is not easy in practice to determine whether the data loss mechanism is random or 
systematic, especially when each variable is measured only once. Specifically, there are 
ways to determine whether the assumption of MCAR is reasonable, but there is no defin-
itive test that provides direct evidence of either MAR or MNAR if the former hypoth-
esis is rejected. Little and Rubin (2002) describe a multivariate statistical test of the 
MCAR assumption that simultaneously compares complete versus incomplete cases on 
Y across all other variables. If this comparison is significant, then the MCAR hypothesis 
is rejected. Plausibility of the MCAR assumption can also be examined through a series 
of univariate comparisons of the t test of cases that have missing scores on Y with cases 
that have complete records on other variables. The problems with these significance 
tests are that they can have low power in smaller samples and they can flag trivial dif-
ferences as significant in larger samples.
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A related tactic involves creating a dummy-coded variable that indicates whether a 
score is missing and then examining cross tabulations with other categorical variables, 
such as gender or treatment condition. Some computer programs for general statistical 
analysis have special commands or procedures for analyzing missing data patterns. An 
example is the Missing Values procedure of SPSS, which can conduct all the diagnostic 
tests just mentioned. The PRELIS program of LISREL also has extensive capabilities for 
analyzing missing data patterns.

If the assumption of MCAR is rejected, then we cannot ever really be sure whether 
the data loss mechanism is MAR or MNAR. This is because variables may be omitted 
that account for data loss on Y that are related to Y itself. Because these variables are 
unmeasured, the true extent of nonrandom, systematic data loss will not be known. 
It helps if other, measured variables in the data set predict missingness on Y, but only 
some of the information on Y may be recovered in an imputation process based on these 
predictors. For this reason it is prudent to ascertain potential auxiliary variables when 
planning a study.

There is no magical statistical “fix” that will eliminate bias due to systematic data 
loss. About the best that can be done is to understand the nature of the underlying data 
loss pattern and accordingly modify your interpretation of the results. If the selection 
of one option for dealing with missing data instead of another makes a difference in the 
results and it is unclear which option is best, then you should report both sets of find-
ings. This approach makes it plain that the results depend on how missing observations 
were handled. This tactic is a kind of sensitivity analysis in which data are reanalyzed 
under different assumptions— here, using alternative missing data techniques— and the 
results are compared with the original findings.

Classical Methods

Classical techniques for handling incomplete cases have been around for a long time and 
are available as options in many computer programs for general statistical analysis, but 
they are increasingly considered obsolete. One reason is that such methods generally 
assume that the missing value mechanism is MCAR, which is often unrealistic. Such 
methods tend to yield biased estimates under the less strict assumption of MAR, and 
even more so when the data loss mechanism is MNAR. They also take relatively little 
advantage of the structure in the data. Classical methods are briefly reviewed next, but 
there are better, more modern methods, which will also be discussed in this chapter.

There are two general kinds of classical methods: available case methods, which 
analyze data available through deletion of incomplete cases, and single- imputation 
methods, which replace each missing score with a single calculated (imputed) score. 
Available case methods include listwise deletion in which cases with missing scores 
on any variable are excluded from all analyses. The effective sample size with listwise 
deletion includes only cases with complete records. This number can be much smaller 
than the original sample size if missing observations are scattered across many records. 
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In regression analyses, listwise deletion of incomplete cases generates reasonably good 
estimates when the data loss mechanism depends on the predictors but not on the cri-
terion (Little & Rubin, 2002).

An advantage of listwise deletion is that all analyses are conducted with the same 
cases. This is not so with pairwise deletion, in which cases are excluded only if they 
have missing data on variables involved in a particular analysis. Suppose that N = 300 
for an incomplete data set. If 250 cases have no missing scores on variables X and Y, 
then the effective sample size for covXY is this number. If fewer or more cases have valid 
scores on X and W, however, the effective sample size for covXW will not be 250. It is this 
property of the method that can give rise to out-of- bounds correlations or covariances. 
Presented in Table 4.3 is a small data set with missing scores on all three variables. The 
covariance matrix generated by pairwise deletion for these data is nonpositive definite. 
Exercise 4 asks you to verify this statement.

The most basic single- imputation method is mean substitution, which involves 
replacing a missing score with the overall sample mean. A variation is group-mean 
substitution, in which a missing score in a particular group (e.g., women) is replaced 
by the group mean. This variation may be preferred when group membership is a pre-
dictor in the analysis or when a model in SEM is analyzed over multiple groups. Both 
methods are simple, but they can distort the distribution of the data by reducing vari-
ability. Suppose in a data set where N = 75 that 15 cases have missing values on some 
variable. Substituting the mean of the 60 valid cases does not change the mean for N = 
75 after imputation compared with the mean for N = 60 before imputation. But the vari-
ance for the N = 60 scores before substitution will be greater than the variance for the N 
= 75 scores after substitution. Mean substitution also tends to make distributions more 
peaked at the mean, too, which further distorts the underlying distribution of the data 
(Vriens & Melton, 2002).

Regression substitution is somewhat more sophisticated. In this method, each 
missing score is replaced by a predicted score using multiple regression based on non-
missing scores on other variables. Regression substitution uses more information than 
mean substitution, but it assumes that variables with missing observations can be pre-
dicted reasonably well from other variables in the same data set; otherwise, there is little 

TaBLE 4.3. Example of an Incomplete data Set

Case X W Y

A 42 13 8

B 34 12 10

C 22 — 12

D — 8 14

E 24 7 16

F 16 10 —

G 30 10 —
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point in imputing missing scores with predicted scores. A variation is stochastic regres-
sion imputation, in which the computer adds a randomly sampled error term from the 
normal distribution or other user- specified distribution to each predicted score, which 
reflects uncertainty in the score. This capability is implemented in the Missing Values 
procedure in SPSS.

A more sophisticated single- imputation method is pattern matching, in which the 
computer replaces a missing observation with a score from a case with the most simi-
lar profile on other variables. Pattern matching is available in the PRELIS program of 
LISREL. Another option is random hot-deck imputation, which separates complete 
from incomplete cases; sorts both sets of records so that cases with similar profiles on 
background variables are grouped together; randomly interleaves the incomplete cases 
and complete ones; and replaces missing scores with those on the same variable from 
the nearest complete record. Myers (2011) describes a macro that performs random hot-
deck imputation in SPSS. All single- imputation methods tend to underestimate error 
variance, especially if the proportion of missing observations is relatively high (Vriens 
& Melton, 2002).

Modern Methods

Contemporary methods generally assume a data loss pattern that is MAR, not MCAR. 
When the pattern is not random (MNAR), these more sophisticated techniques will also 
yield biased estimates, but probably less so compared with classical techniques (Peters 
& Enders, 2002).

There are two basic kinds of modern methods for analyses with missing data. A 
model-based method takes the researcher’s model as the starting point. Next, the pro-
cedure partitions the cases in a raw data file into subsets, each with the same pattern 
of missing observations, including none (complete cases). Relevant statistical informa-
tion, including the means and the variances, is extracted from each subset, so all cases 
are retained in the analysis. The parameters of the researcher’s model are then esti-
mated after combining all available information over the subsets of cases. Thus, param-
eter estimates and their standard errors are calculated directly from the available data 
without deletion or imputation of missing values. Some SEM computer tools, including 
Amos, LISREL, and Mplus, offer a special version of the maximum likelihood method— 
sometimes called full information maximum likelihood (FIML)—for incomplete data 
files that works in the way just described. Some FIML procedures for incomplete data 
allow the specification of auxiliary variables (see Graham & Coffman, 2012).

Multiple imputation is a data-based method that typically works with the whole 
raw data file, not just with the observed variables that comprise the researcher’s model. 
As the name suggests, multiple imputation can generally replace a missing score with 
multiple estimated (imputed) values from a predictive distribution that models the data 
loss mechanism. In nontechnical terms, a model for both the complete and incomplete 
data is defined under these methods. The computer then estimates means and vari-
ances in the whole sample that satisfy a statistical criterion. The process of imputation 
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is repeated so that the analysis is actually conducted with multiple versions of imputed 
data sets. In large data sets, a relatively high number of imputed data sets may need 
to be generated (e.g., 100) in order for the results to have reasonable precision (Little, 
2013). The final set of estimates comes after the computer synthesizes the results from 
all replications.

Some methods for multiple imputation are based on the expectation- maximization 
(EM) algorithm, which has two steps. In the E (expectation) step, missing observations 
are imputed by predicted scores in a series of regressions in which each incomplete vari-
able is regressed on the remaining variables for a particular case. In the M (maximiza-
tion) step, the whole imputed data set is submitted for maximum likelihood estimation. 
These two steps are repeated until a stable solution is reached across the M steps. The 
EM algorithm for multiple imputation is available in EQS and LISREL, among other 
SEM computer tools. In addition, some methods are based on the Markov Chain Monte 
Carlo (MCMC) approach, which is a class of methods for random sampling from a theo-
retical probability distribution. The MCMC method is used to draw from a predictive 
distribution for the missing data, and these draws become the imputed scores. Multiple 
imputation in Mplus is based on the MCMC method.

There may be times in SEM when multiple imputation is favored over the FIML 
method (Graham & Coffman, 2012). Not all SEM computer programs feature FIML 
estimation for incomplete data files. In this case, the researcher could use procedures for 
multiple imputation in computer tools for general statistical analyses. For example, the 
MI procedure in SAS/STAT could be used to impute the data, and later the MIANALYZE 
procedure could combine results from the imputed data sets after they have been ana-
lyzed with a computer tool for SEM. It is also generally easier to incorporate auxiliary 
variables in multiple imputation than in the FIML method. But if the FIML method is 
available in your SEM computer tool, it is a reasonable option for conducting the analy-
sis with an incomplete data set.

SELECTING GOOd MEaSURES aNd REPORTING aBOUT ThEM

It is just as critical in SEM as in other types of analyses to (1) select measures with strong 
psychometric properties and (2) report these characteristics in written summaries. This 
is because the product of measures, or scores, is what is analyzed. If the scores do not 
have good psychometrics, then the results can be meaningless.

Presented in Table 4.4 is a checklist of descriptive, practical, and technical informa-
tion that should be considered before selecting a measure. Not all of these points may 
be relevant in a particular study, and some types of research have special measurement 
needs that may not be represented in the table. If so, just modify the checklist to better 
reflect a particular situation. The Mental Measurements Yearbook (Carlson, Geisinger, & 
Jonson, 2014) is a good source of information about commercial tests. It is also avail-
able as a searchable electronic database in many university libraries. Maddox (2008) 
describes measures in psychology, education, and business. A directory of noncommer-
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cial measures from articles in psychology, sociology, or education journals is available 
in Goldman and Mitchell (2007). These measures are not protected by copyright, but as 
a professional courtesy you should ask the author’s permission before using or adapting 
a particular test. There is also the freely accessible Measurement Instrument Database 
for the Social Sciences, an online test database.3

Readers who have already taken a measurement course are at some advantage when 
it comes to selecting a test because they can critically evaluate candidate measures. 
They should also know how to evaluate whether those scores in their own samples are 
reliable and valid. Readers without this background are encouraged to fill in this gap. 
Formal coursework is not the only way to learn more about measurement. Just like 
learning about SEM, more informal ways to learn measurement theory include partici-

3 www.midss.org

TaBLE 4.4. Checklist for Evaluating Potential Measures

General

Stated purpose of the measure
Attribute(s) claimed to be measured
Characteristics of samples in which measure was developed (e.g., normative sample)
Language of test materials
Costs (manuals, forms, software, etc.)
Limitations of the measure
Academic or professional affiliation(s) of author(s) consistent with test development
Publication date and publisher

Administration

Test length and testing time
Measurement method (e.g., self-report, interview, unobtrusive)
Response format (e.g., multiple choice, free response)
Availability of alternative forms (versions)
Individual or group administration
Paper-and-pencil or computer administration
Scoring method, requirements, and options
Materials or testing facilities needed (e.g., computer, quiet testing room)
Training requirements for test administrators or scorers (e.g., test user qualifications)
Accommodations for test takers with physical or sensory disabilities

Test documentation

Test manual available
Manual’s description of how to correctly derive and interpret scores
Evidence for score reliability and characteristics of samples (e.g., reliability induction)
Evidence for score validity and characteristics of samples
Evidence for test fairness (e.g., lack of gender, race, or age bias)
Results of independent reviews of the measure
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pation in seminars or workshops and self-study. A good undergraduate- level book that 
emphasizes classical measurement theory in psychology and education is Thorndike 
and Thorndike- Christ (2010), and the graduate- level work by Raykov (2011) deals with 
modern measurement theory.

Unfortunately, the state of practice about reporting on the psychometric charac-
teristics of scores analyzed is too often poor. For example, Vacha-Haase and Thomp-
son (2011) found that 55% of authors did not even mention score reliability in over 
13,000 primary studies from a total of 47 meta- analyses of reliability generalization in 
the behavioral sciences. Authors mentioned reliability in about 16% of the studies, but 
they merely inducted values reported in other sources, such as test manuals. Such reli-
ability induction, or inferring from particular coefficients calculated in other samples 
to a different population, requires explicit justification. But researchers rarely compare 
characteristics of their sample with those from cited studies of score reliability. For 
example, scores from a computer- based task of reaction time developed in samples of 
young adults may not be as precise for elderly adults. A better practice is for research-
ers to report estimates of score reliability from their own samples. They should also 
cite reliability coefficients reported in published sources (reliability induction) but with 
comment on similarities between samples described in those other sources and the 
researcher’s sample.

Thompson and Vacha-Haase (2000) speculated that another cause of poor report-
ing practices is the apparently widespread but false belief that it is tests that are reliable 
or unreliable, not scores in a particular sample. In other words, if researchers believe that 
reliability, once established, is an immutable property of tests, then they may put little 
effort into estimating reliability in their own samples. They may also adopt a “black box” 
mentality that assumes that reliability can be established by others, such as a select few 
academics who conduct measurement- related research. The truth is that reliability and 
validity are attributes of scores in particular samples where the intended uses of those 
scores must also be considered.

Measurement is a broad topic, so it is impossible to succinctly cover all its aspects, 
but familiarity with the issues considered next should help you to select good measures 
and report necessary information about scores generated from them. This presenta-
tion will also help you to better understand certain analysis options in CFA, the factor- 
analytic technique in SEM.

SCORE RELIaBILITy

Score reliability is the degree to which scores in a particular sample are precise. It is 
estimated as one minus the proportion of total observed variance due to random error. 
These estimates are reliability coefficients, which for measure X are often designated 
with the symbol rXX. Because rXX is a proportion of variance, its theoretical range is 
0–1.0. For example, if rXX = .80, then 1 – .80 = .20, or 20% of total variance is unsys-
tematic. But the remaining standardized variance, or 80%, may not all be systematic. 
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This is because a particular type of reliability coefficient may estimate a single source of 
random error, and scores can be affected by multiple sources of error. As rXX approaches 
zero, the scores are increasingly more like random numbers, and random numbers mea-
sure nothing. It can happen that an empirical reliability coefficient is less than zero. A 
negative reliability coefficient is interpreted as though its value were zero, but such a 
result (rXX < 0) indicates a serious problem with the scores.

The type of reliability coefficient reported most often in the literature is coefficient 
alpha, also called Cronbach’s alpha. It measures internal consistency reliability, or 
the degree to which responses are consistent across the items of a measure. If internal 
consistency is low, then the content of the items may be so heterogeneous that the total 
score is not the best possible unit of analysis. A conceptual equation is

 C 1 ( 1)
i ij
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where ni is the number of items, not cases, and ijr  is the average Pearson correlation 
between all pairs of items. For example, given ni = 20 with a mean interitem correlation 
of .30, then
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Internal consistency reliability is higher as there are more items or the average interitem 
correlation increases. In observed variable analyses, it is best to analyze scores from 
measures that are internally consistent. This is also generally good advice for latent 
variable analyses, including SEM, but see Little, Lindenberger, and Nesselroade (1999) 
about exceptions. Exercise 5 asks you to calculate and interpret aC for a small set of 
items.

An older method of estimating internal consistency is that of split-half reliability, 
where a single test is split into two parts, such as an odd–even item split, and scores from 
two halves are correlated. The observed correlation is then corrected for test length, and 
the corrected result is the split-half reliability coefficient. For a particular set of items, 
the value of aC is the average of all possible split-half coefficients (e.g., odd vs. even 
items, first-half vs. second- half items, etc.), so in this sense aC is a more general estimate 
of internal consistency than any split-half coefficient.

A drawback of aC is that it is actually not a very good indicator of whether a set 
of items measures a single factor. This is because lower values of ijr  can be offset by 
greater numbers of items, ni. Suppose that ijr  = .01 for 1,000 items. The average cor-
relation across the items is practically zero, so they clearly do not measure a common 
domain. But with so many items in this example, aC = .91. (You should verify this state-
ment.) In this example, the large number of items overwhelms the near-zero value of  

ijr . This means that a high value of aC does not guarantee internal consistency because 
long, multidimensional scales will also have high values of aC (Streiner, 2003). At the 
other extreme, very high values of aC can suggest redundancy in a small item set. For 
example, given aC = .95 for ni = 2 items, then ijr  = .90, which indicates that the two items 
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are not distinct (they are extremely collinear). Better ways to estimate the reliability of 
construct measurement in SEM are described in Chapter 13.

Estimation of other kinds of score reliability may require multiple occasions, test 
forms, or examiners. Test– retest reliability involves the readministration of a measure 
to the same group on a second occasion. If the two sets of scores are highly correlated, 
error due to temporal factors may be minimal. Alternate- (parallel-) forms reliability 
involves the evaluation of score precision across different versions of a test. This method 
estimates whether variation in items drawn from the same domain leads to changes in 
rank order between the two forms. If so, then scores are unstable across different ver-
sions, which raises doubts that a common domain is measured. Interrater reliability is 
relevant for subjectively scored tests: If independent raters do not agree in scoring, then 
examiner- specific factors may contribute unduly to score variability.

In observed variable analyses, there is no gold standard as to how high coefficients 
should be in order to conclude that score reliability is satisfactory, but here are some 
guidelines: Generally, coefficients around .90 are considered “excellent,” values around 
.80 as “very good,” and values about .70 as “adequate.” Note that somewhat lower levels 
of score reliability can be tolerated in latent variable methods compared with observed 
variable methods, if the sample size is sufficiently large (Little et al., 1999).

Low score reliability has detrimental effects in observed variable analyses. Poor 
reliability reduces statistical power; it also generally reduces effect sizes below their true 
(population) values. Unreliability in scores of two different variables, X or Y, attenuates 
their observed correlation. This formula from classical measurement theory shows the 
exact relation:

 ˆmax XY XX XXr r r= ×  (4.8)

where max ˆ
XYr  is the theoretical (estimated) maximum absolute value of the correla-

tion. In other words, the absolute correlation between X and Y can equal 1.0 only if 
scores on both variables are perfectly reliable. Suppose that rXX = .10 and rYY = .90. Given 
this information, the theoretical maximum absolute value of rXY can be no higher than

 ˆmax .10 .90 .30XYr = × =

A variation of Equation 4.8 is the correction for attenuation:
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where ˆ
XYr  is the estimated validity coefficient if scores on both measures were perfectly 

reliable. In general, ˆ
XYr  is greater in absolute value than rXY, the observed correlation. 

For example, given

 rXY = .30, rXX = .90, and rYY = .40
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then ˆ
XYr  = .50; that is, we expect that the “true” correlation between X and Y would be 

.50, controlling for measurement error. Because disattenuated correlations are only esti-
mates, it can happen that their absolute values exceed 1.0. A better way to control for 
measurement error is to use SEM where constructs are specified as latent variables, each 
measured by multiple indicators. In fact, SEM is more accurate at estimating correla-
tions between factors or between indicators and factors than observed- variable methods 
(Little et al., 1999).

SCORE VaLIdITy

Score validity concerns the soundness of inferences based on the scores, and infor-
mation about score validity conveys to the researcher whether applying a test is capa-
ble of achieving certain aims. Kane (2013) elaborated on this theme by describing 
interpretation– use arguments, an approach to validity that concerns the plausibility 
and appropriateness of both the interpretation and the proposed uses of scores. In this 
view, validity is not a fixed property of tests; rather, it involves the proposed interpreta-
tion and intended uses of the scores. As the range of potential generalizations from test 
scores increases, such as from an observed sample of performances (test data) to pre-
dicted performances in other settings, more evidence is needed. Messick (1995) empha-
sized the qualities of relevance, utility, value implications, and social consequences of 
test use and interpretation in validation. An example of the social consequences of test-
ing includes the fair and accurate assessment of cognitive abilities among minority chil-
dren.

Construct validity involves whether scores measure a target hypothetical con-
struct, which is latent and thus can be measured only indirectly through its indicators. 
There is no single, definitive test of construct validity, nor is it established in a single 
study. Instead, measurement- based research usually concerns a particular aspect of con-
struct validity. For instance, criterion- related validity concerns whether test scores 
(X) relate to a criterion (Y) against which the scores can be evaluated. Specifically, are 
sample values of rXY large enough to support the claim that a test explains an apprecia-
ble amount of the variability in the criterion? Whether an admissions test for graduate 
school predicts eventual program completion is a question of criterion- related validity.

Convergent validity and discriminant validity involve the evaluation of measures 
against each other instead of against an external standard. Variables presumed to mea-
sure the same construct show convergent validity if their intercorrelations are apprecia-
ble in magnitude. But if measures that supposedly reflect the same construct also share 
the same measurement method, their intercorrelations could be inflated by common 
method variance. Thus, the best case for convergent validity occurs when measures of 
the same presumed trait are each based on a different measurement method (Campbell 
& Fiske, 1959). Likewise, discriminant validity is supported if the intercorrelations 
among a set of variables presumed to measure different constructs are not too high, but 
this evidence is stronger when the measures are not based on the same method. If rXY 
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= .90 and these two variables are each based on a different measurement method, one 
cannot claim that X and Y assess distinct constructs. Hypotheses about convergent and 
discriminant validity are routinely tested in CFA.

Content validity deals with whether test items are representative of the domain(s) 
they are supposed to measure. Content validity is often critical for scholastic achieve-
ment measures, such as tests that should assess specific skills at a particular grade level 
(e.g., Grade 4 math). It is important for other kinds of tests, too, such as symptom rating 
scales. The items of a depression rating scale, for example, should represent the symp-
tom areas thought to reflect clinical depression. Expert opinion is the basis for establish-
ing content validity, not statistical analysis.

As in other kinds of statistical methods, SEM requires the analysis of scores with 
good evidence for validity. Because score reliability is generally required for score 
validity— but does not guarantee it—this requirement includes good score reliability, 
too (see Little et al., 1999, for exceptions). Otherwise, the accuracy of the interpretation 
of the results is doubtful. So using SEM does not free researchers from having to think 
about measurement (just the opposite is true).

ITEM RESPONSE ThEORy aNd ITEM ChaRaCTERISTIC CURVES

For two reasons, it is worthwhile to know about item response theory (IRT), also known 
as latent trait theory. First, techniques in IRT permit more sophisticated estimation of 
item psychometrics than is possible in classical measurement theory. Methods in IRT 
can be used to equate scores from one test to another, evaluate the extent of item bias 
over different populations, and construct individualized tests for examinees of different 
ability levels, or tailored testing, among other possibilities. Second, it is an alternative 
to CFA for analyzing ordinal data. In the past, researchers who analyzed IRT models 
used specialized software, but now some SEM computer programs such as LISREL and 
Mplus can analyze at least basic kinds of IRT models. How to analyze ordinal data in 
CFA is considered later in the book, but part of the logic for doing so is related to that 
of IRT.

The body of IRT consists of mathematical models that relate responses on indi-
vidual items to a continuous latent variable q. Assume for this discussion that items are 
dichotomously scored (0 = incorrect, 1 = correct) and that q is an ability dimension with 
a normal deviate (z) metric. Presented in Figure 4.4 is an item characteristic curve 
(ICC), or a sigmoid function that relates q to the probability of a correct answer. This 
ICC depicts a two- parameter IRT model, where the parameters are item difficulty and 
item discrimination. Difficulty is the level of ability that corresponds to a 50% chance 
of getting the item correct, and discrimination is the slope of the tangent line to the ICC 
at that point. In the figure, difficulty is q = 0 (i.e., the mean) because this level of ability 
predicts that 50% of examinees will pass the item, and discrimination is the slope of the 
tangent line at this point. The steeper the slope, the more discriminating the item, and 
the stronger its relation with q. Three- parameter IRT models also include a guessing 
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parameter, and it indicates the probability that an examinee of low ability would cor-
rectly guess the answer. A Rasch model has a single parameter, item difficulty. Uniform 
discrimination for all items implies a constant construct, one that can be measured 
in the same way for all examinees regardless of ability level. In this way, evaluation of 
Rasch models can be viewed as more confirmatory than fitting more complex IRT mod-
els to the data.

Figure 4.4 might look familiar. This is because the shape of an ICC and the sigmoid 
functions analyzed in logistic regression and probit regression are similar (see Figure 
2.4). Shared among all these techniques is the analysis of a continuous latent variable 
that underlies responses to categorical observed variables. Parameter estimates in IRT 
can be scaled in either logistic units or probit units, and we will see later in the book that 
estimates in CFA can be mathematically transformed to estimates of the type generated 
in IRT. Baylor et al. (2011) gives a clear introduction to IRT.

SUMMaRy

The most widely used methods for continuous outcomes in SEM require screening the 
data for multivariate normality. It is critical to select appropriate methods for handling 
missing data. Such methods generally assume that the data loss mechanism is random 
or at least predictable. Modern options, such as multiple imputation or a special maxi-
mum likelihood method for incomplete data files, are generally better choices than clas-
sical methods, such as case deletion or single imputation. Computer tools for SEM can 
analyze either raw data files or matrix summaries. Most estimation methods in SEM 
assume unstandardized variables, so a covariance matrix is preferred over a correlation 

FIGURE 4.4. Item characteristic curve (ICC) for the predicted probability of a correct response 
for a dichotomously scored item in a two- parameter item response theory model. Item difficulty 
is q = 0, and item discrimination is the slope of the tangent line at q = 0.
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matrix without standard deviations when a matrix summary is the input and means 
are not analyzed. In written reports, researchers should provide information about the 
psychometrics of their scores. Analysis of scores with poor reliability or validity can 
jeopardize the results. Computer tools for SEM are described in the next chapter.

LEaRN MORE

The description of modern methods for analyses with missing values by Enders (2010) is excep-
tionally clear, and Graham and Coffman (2012) discuss specific options in SEM. Malone and 
Lubansky (2012) consider data screening in SEM with several examples.

Enders, C. K. (2010). Applied missing data analysis. New York: Guilford Press.

Graham, J. W., & Coffman, D. L. (2012). Structural equation modeling with missing data. In 
R. H. Hoyle (Ed.), Handbook of structural equation modeling (pp. 277–295). New York: 
Guilford Press.

Malone, P. S., & Lubansky, J. B. (2012). Preparing data for structural equation modeling: 
Doing your homework. In R. H. Hoyle (Ed.), Handbook of structural equation modeling 
(pp. 263–276). New York: Guilford Press.

ExERCISES

1. Reproduce the covariance matrix in the upper right part of Table 4.1 from the cor-
relations and standard deviations in the upper left part of the table.

2. Given covXY = 13.00, 2
Xs  = 12.00, and 2

Ys  = 10.00, show that the corresponding correla-
tion is out of bounds.

3. Find a normalizing transformation for the data in Figure 4.2.

4. Calculate the covariance matrix for the incomplete data in Table 4.3 using pairwise 
deletion. Show that the corresponding correlation matrix has an element that is out 
of bounds.

5. Presented next are scores on five dichotomously- scored items (0 = wrong, 1 = cor-
rect) for eight cases (A–H). Calculate the internal consistency reliability aC for these 
data using Equation 4.7. If a reliability procedure is available in your computer pro-
gram for general statistical analyses, use it to verify your calculations:

A: 1, 1, 0, 1, 1    B: 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

C: 1, 1, 1, 1, 0    D: 1, 1, 1, 0, 1

E: 1, 0, 1, 1, 1    F: 0, 1, 1, 1, 1

G: 1, 1, 1, 1, 1    H: 1, 1, 0, 1, 1
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Described in this chapter are two categories of SEM computer tools, (1) stand-alone pro-
grams that do not require a larger software environment and (2) procedures, packages, 
or commands that are part of larger computing environments. Some of these computer 
programs are commercial products, but others are freely available. Options for interacting 
with SEM computer tools are outlined, and pros and cons of different methods are consid-
ered. Computer tools for analyzing directed causal graphs are also described. The relative 
ease of use of modern computer tools should not lull researchers into thinking that SEM is 
easy or requires minimal conceptual understanding. This adage attributed to the Canadian 
communications theorist Herbert Marshall McLuhan is appropriate: We shape our tools 
and afterwards our tools shape us. I hope that computer use sharpens, rather than dulls, 
your ability to think critically about SEM.

EaSE OF USE, NOT SUSPENSION OF JUdGMENT

Computers are necessary for SEM analyses. Just over 40 years ago, LISREL was the only 
widely available SEM program. At that time, LISREL and related programs were rather 
difficult to use because they required the generation of rather arcane code for the analy-
sis, and were available only on mainframe computers with stark command- line user 
interfaces. The abundance of relatively inexpensive, yet capable, personal computers 
has changed things. Statistical software for personal computers with a graphical user 
interface is easier to use than their character- based predecessors. User friendliness in 
modern SEM computer tools—and others for general statistical analyses— is a near- 
revolution compared with older programs.

Most SEM computer tools still permit the user to write code in that application’s 
native syntax. Some programs offer the alternative to use a graphical editor to specify 

5

Computer Tools
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the model by drawing it on the screen with geometric symbols such as boxes, circles, 
and arrows. The program then translates the model graphic into lines of code, which 
are then used to generate the output. Thus, (1) the user need not know very much (if 
anything) about how to write syntax in order to run a sophisticated type of multivari-
ate analysis, and (2) the role for technical programming skills is likely to diminish even 
further. For researchers who understand the fundamental concepts of SEM, this devel-
opment can only be a bonus— anything that reduces the drudgery and gets one to the 
results quicker is a plus.

But there are potential drawbacks to push- button modeling. For example, no- or 
low- effort programming could encourage use of SEM in uninformed or careless ways. 
This is why it is more important than ever to be familiar with the conceptual and statis-
tical bases of SEM. Computer programs, however easy to use, should be only the tools 
of your knowledge and not its master. Steiger (2001) notes that emphasis on ease of use 
of statistical computer tools can give beginners the false impression that SEM is easy. To 
be sure, some SEM computer tools with drawing editors are advertised with the tagline 
“SEM made easy!” This message implies that all one has to do is draw the model on the 
screen and let the computer do the rest.

The reality is that things can and do go wrong in SEM. Beginners often quickly 
discover that analyses fail because of technical problems, including a terminated pro-
gram run with cryptic error messages or uninterpretable output (Steiger, 2001). These 
things happen because actual research problems can be technical, and the availability of 
user- friendly software does not change this fact. This is why this book places so much 
emphasis on conceptual knowledge instead of teaching you how to use a particular com-
puter tool: In order to deal with problems in the analysis when—not if—they occur, you must 
understand what went wrong and why.

hUMaN–COMPUTER INTERaCTION

There are three basic ways to interact with SEM computer tools:

1. Batch mode processing where the user writes syntax that specifies the model, 
data, analysis, and output. Next, the syntax is executed through a “run” com-
mand.

2. Through interaction with “wizards” (templates) that automatically build the 
model and analysis as the user clicks with the mouse cursor on elements in 
graphical dialog boxes such as text fields, check boxes, or radio buttons. Next, 
the corresponding syntax is automatically generated by the computer, which is 
then executed.

3. By drawing the model on screen in a graphical editor. When the diagram is fin-
ished, the analysis is run in the graphical user interface.
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Batch mode is for users who know the programming language for an SEM computer tool. 
Syntax files are usually saved as plain-text (ASCII) files, which can later be opened with 
any basic text editor. Knowledge of program syntax may be unnecessary when using a 
“wizard” or a drawing editor. Some drawing editors automatically write the correspond-
ing syntax, which can be saved as a text file, but others analyze the model and data with-
out generating a syntax file. Although drawing editors are popular with beginners, there 
are potential drawbacks— see Topic Box 5.1. The hassles described in the box explain 
why some researchers switch from a drawing editor when first learning about SEM to 
working in batch mode as they gain experience.

TOPIC BOx 5.1

Graphical Isn’t always Better

The potential disadvantages of graphical editors in SEM computer tools are outlined 
next:

1. It can be tedious to draw onscreen a complex model with many variables, 
such as numerous repeated measures variables in a longitudinal design. This is 
because the screen quickly fills up with graphical objects. The resulting visual clutter 
can make it difficult to keep track of what you are doing.

2. Specifying analyses where models are simultaneously fitted to data from 
two or more samples can be difficult. This is because it may be necessary to look 
through several different screens or windows in order to find the information about 
data or model specification for each sample.

3. Standard graphical symbols for model diagrams in SEM do not “translate” 
well for doing a multilevel analysis. In fact, there is sometimes more than a single 
way to represent the same multilevel analysis using symbols for model diagrams 
from SEM. But some computer tools, such as Stata, allow for basic types of multi-
level SEM analyses in a drawing editor.

4. It is easier to annotate the analysis by putting comments in a syntax file 
compared with working in a drawing editor, which may not support user- supplied 
comments. It is so easy to lose track of what you have done without detailed com-
ments. Thus, using a drawing editor that does not allow annotations can engender 
carelessness in record keeping (Little, 2013).

5. It seems that it would be easy to produce a publication- quality diagram in a 
drawing editor, but this is not exactly true. Drawing editors may use a fixed symbol 
set that does not include special symbols that you want to appear in the diagram. 
There may be limited options for adjusting the appearance of the diagram (e.g., 
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TIPS FOR SEM PROGRaMMING

Listed next are suggestions for using SEM computer tools; see also Little (2013, 
pp. 27–29):

1. Readers can download from the book’s website syntax, data, and output files 
for Amos, EQS, LISREL, Mplus, Stata, and the lavaan package in R for each detailed 
example. Readers can open these files on their own computers without installing any of 
these programs. Learn from these examples.

2. Annotate your syntax files with comments, which are usually designated in code 
by a special symbol, such as *, !, or /. The computer ignores code so designated when the 
syntax file is executed. Use comments to document the history of the analysis, including 
the exact form of the model specified, the data, and requested output. Such information 
is useful for research collaborators who did not conduct the analysis, but who should 

changing line widths). Graphs generated by drawing editors may be rendered in a 
relatively low resolution that is fine for the computer monitor but not for display in a 
printed document. To tell the truth, it takes a lot of time to make a publication- quality 
diagram in any graphical computer tool. But once you make a few examples, you 
can reuse graphical elements, such as those for error terms, in future diagrams.

Here is a trade secret I’ll share with you: All model diagrams in this book 
were created using nothing other than Microsoft Word shapes (rectangles, ovals, 
arrows, etc.) that are grouped together. Maybe I am a little biased, but I think these 
diagrams are not too bad. Sometimes you can do a lot with a simple but flexible 
tool. In this case, you do not need a professional- grade drawing program to create 
publication- quality model diagrams.

As many researchers become more experienced using SEM computer tools, 
they tend to stop using a drawing editor to specify their models. For example, they 
may discover that it can be easier to specify a complex model through a wizard 
that presents a series of templates. Other researchers eventually learn the syntax of 
their SEM computer tool and start working in batch mode. There are advantages 
to this approach. The capability to document the analysis through the insertion of 
comments in the syntax file was mentioned. Another is that it is often possible to 
work faster in batch mode than by using a drawing editor. All of the syntax for a 
complex analysis may fit within a single screen of a text editor. Yes, working in syn-
tax is tedious because every character and line must be correct, but the same is true 
about drawing editors: Every graphical detail must be correct, or the analysis might 
fail. So don’t fear the prospect of working in batch mode for your SEM analyses. 
Instead, batch mode is probably in your future, too.
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later understand the analysis. Comments also help researchers to remember just what 
they did in a particular analysis days, weeks, months, or even years later. Without suf-
ficient comments one quickly forgets.

3. In analyses where models are progressively simplified (trimmed), the researcher 
can “comment out” part of the syntax, or deactivate it, by designating those commands 
as comments in the next analysis. This method preserves the original code as a record 
of the changes.

4. Beginners sometimes try to analyze models that are overly complicated, and 
analyses of complex models are more likely to fail. Because the syntax is longer, there 
are more possibilities for making a mistake. Another reason is that as a model gets big-
ger, it may be harder to tell whether it is identified. If the researcher does not know that 
a complex model is actually not identified, then the failure of the analysis may be falsely 
attributed to a syntax error.

5. Begin instead with a simpler model that you know is identified. Try to get the 
analysis of that initial model to successfully run. Then build up the model by adding 
parameters that reflect your hypotheses until the whole target model is eventually speci-
fied. If the analysis fails after adding a particular parameter, the reason may be identi-
fication.

6. Sometimes iterative estimation fails because the computer needs better start 
values, or initial estimates of the model’s parameters, in order to find a converged solu-
tion. (Iterative estimation can also fail due to an ill- scaled data matrix or extreme col-
linearity.) Some SEM computer tools automatically generate their own start values, but 
computer- derived values do not always lead to converged solutions. Although the com-
puter’s “guesses” about start values are usually pretty good, sometimes it is necessary 
for you to provide better ones in order for the solution to converge, especially for more 
complex models. Suggestions for specifying start values for different types of models are 
offered later in the book.

7. Analysis of measurement models in CFA may converge better if all indicators 
of each factor have roughly the same metric. Little’s (2013) method of POMS transfor-
mation may be useful if the indicators are Likert-scale items. Variances of continuous 
indicators in an ill- scaled matrix can be made more similar by multiplying their scores 
by the appropriate constants.

SEM COMPUTER TOOLS

Listed in Table 5.1 are the computer programs or procedures described next. They are 
classified in the table by whether the tool is free, whether it operates as a stand-alone 
software package, and available modes of interacting with the program. Among com-
puter tools available at no cost are a stand-alone graphical program (Wnyx) and pack-
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ages for SEM in R, which is itself free. The rest of the computer programs listed in the 
table are commercial products.

The computer tools in Table 5.1 can analyze all of the structural equation mod-
els covered in Parts II and III of this book. Most of these programs can also analyze 
means or models across multiple samples, and several support sampling (probabil-
ity, frequency) weights. These weights correct for departures in samplings of groups 
that depart appreciably from populations base rates. That is, such weights correct for 
potential bias due to imperfect sampling. The descriptions that follow emphasize major 
features of each program; see the websites listed next for the most current information. 
These links are also available on this book’s website.

amos

The IBM SPSS Amos (Analysis of Moment Structures) program (Amos Development 
Corporation, 1983–2013) is for Windows platform computers.1 It does not need the 
SPSS environment to run. It has two main parts, Amos Graphics and a separate Pro-
gram Editor for working in Amos syntax. Using Amos Graphics does not require 
knowledge of Amos syntax. The model is specified by drawing it onscreen, and the 
analysis is controlled in the drawing editor, too. Amos Graphics does not translate 

1 www.ibm.com/software/products/spss-amos

TaBLE 5.1. Characteristics of Computer Tools for Structural Equation Modeling

Computer tool Free
Environment 

needed

Interaction modes

Batch 
(syntax)

Wizard 
(template)

Drawing 
editor

Stand-alone programs

Amos   

EQS   

LISREL   

Mplus   

Wnyx  

Packages, procedures, or commands in larger environments

sem, lavaan, lava, systemfit  R 

OpenMx  R 

CALIS SAS/STAT 

Builder, sem, gsem Stata   

SEPATH STATISTICA  

RAMONA SYSTAT 
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the diagram into syntax, so there is no plain-text archive of the analysis. A set of tem-
plates can automatically draw a latent growth model, among other predefined model 
elements. Through the Specification Search toolbar, individual paths in the model can 
be designated as optional. Next, the computer tests models with all possible subsets of 
the designated paths. Values of fit statistics for all tested models appear in a summary 
table, and the corresponding diagram can be viewed by clicking with the mouse cur-
sor in the table.

The Amos Program Editor works in batch mode. Its syntax does not use a fixed 
set of keywords for variable names; instead, such names are specified by the user. The 
Program Editor is also a language interpreter and debugger for Microsoft Visual Studio 
VB.NET or C♯ (“C-sharp”), and Amos syntax is based on object- oriented programming 
constructs in these languages. Users with programming experience can write VB.NET 
or C♯ scripts that modify the functionality of Amos Graphics. Other utilities that are 
part of Amos include a file manager, a seed manager for recording seed values in simu-
lations of random sampling (e.g., bootstrapping), a data file viewer, and an output file 
viewer.

Special features of Amos include the capability to generate bootstrapped estimates 
of standard errors and confidence intervals for all parameter estimates. A version of 
maximum likelihood estimation for incomplete raw data files is available, and there are 
other options for analyzing censored or ordinal data. Amos has extensive capabilities 
for Bayesian estimation, including the generation of graphical posterior distributions, 
but their correct use requires knowledge of Bayesian statistics. Amos can also analyze 
mixture models with latent categorical variables either with training data, where some 
cases are already classified but not the rest, or without training data. Books by Blunch 
(2013) and Byrne (2010) are resources for Amos users.

EqS

The EQS (Equations) program (Bentler, 2006) is for Windows platform computers.2 
It can be used for all stages of the analysis from data entry and screening to explor-
atory analyses to SEM. The EQS data editor has many capabilities of a general statistical 
program, including case selection, variable transformation, and analyses that include 
regression, ANOVA, and exploratory factor analysis. There are options for analyzing 
missing data patterns and multiple imputation with the EM algorithm. The user can 
interact with EQS in three different ways: through batch mode, templates that collect 
information about the model and data and automatically write syntax, or a drawing edi-
tor. The last two ways do not require knowledge of EQS syntax. Available tools in the 
drawing editor, Diagrammer, can automatically draw onscreen an entire path, factor, or 
latent growth curve model after the user completes a few templates about variables and 
effects. It automatically writes EQS syntax into a background window that can be saved 
as a plain-text file.

2 www.mvsoft.com
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The syntax of EQS is based on the Bentler– Weeks representational system, in 
which the parameters are regression coefficients for effects on dependent variables and 
the variances and covariances of independent variables when means are not analyzed. 
All types of models are thus set up in a consistent way. When specifying a model in 
syntax, the researcher can use either the original, equations- based EQS syntax where 
the user must explicitly specify error terms or a paragraph- based syntax where error 
terms are automatically specified by the computer. Special strengths of EQS include the 
availability of various estimation methods for non- normal outcome variables, includ-
ing methods that estimate the degree of skew or kurtosis in the data and then accord-
ingly adjust the estimates. Other features include model-based bootstrapping, the abil-
ity to correctly analyze a correlation matrix without standard deviations (raw data are 
required), and special syntax and estimation methods for multilevel analyses. The cur-
rent version of EQS is 6.2, but a version 7 is planned.3 Byrne (2006) gives examples of 
EQS analyses. Mair, Wu, and Bentler (2010) describe the REQS package, which reads 
EQS syntax and data files and then imports the results into R after computation in EQS.4

LISREL

The senior SEM computer tool, LISREL (Linear Structural Relations) for Windows, has 
capabilities that range from data entry and management to exploratory data analysis to 
SEM.5 Included with LISREL is PRELIS, which prepares raw data files for analysis. It 
also has capabilities for diagnosing missing data patterns, pattern matching, bootstrap-
ping, and simulation. As of Version 9.1 (Scientific Software International, 2013), there 
is closer integration of PRELIS and LISREL. For example, it is no longer necessary to 
estimate Pearson correlations in PRELIS and then read the estimates into LISREL. These 
estimations can now be computed directly in LISREL. Multiple imputation can now be 
performed directly in LISREL, too.

Interactive LISREL consists of a series of templates that prompt the user for infor-
mation about the model and data and then automatically write command syntax in a 
separate window. It also allows the user to specify the model by drawing it onscreen 
through the Path Diagram functionality. When the diagram is run, LISREL automati-
cally writes the corresponding syntax which is then executed. Users already familiar 
with one of two different LISREL programming languages can, as an alternative, directly 
enter code into the LISREL syntax editor. If the command “Path Diagram” is placed near 
the end of the syntax file, LISREL will automatically draw the diagram for the analysis. 
This allows the user to verify whether the model specified in syntax is actually the one 
that he or she intended to analyze.

The original LISREL syntax is based on matrix algebra. It is not easy to use until 
after one has memorized the whole system. An advantage is efficiency: One can often 

3 Eric Wu, Multivariate Software (personal communication, January 14, 2015).
4 http://cran.r- project.org/web/packages/REQS
5 www.ssicentral.com
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specify a complex model in relatively few lines of code. The other LISREL programming 
language is SIMPLIS (“simple LISREL”), which is not based on matrix algebra, nor does 
it require familiarity with the classic syntax. Programming in SIMPLIS requires little 
more than naming the observed and latent variables (but not error terms) and specify-
ing paths with equation- type statements. Certain types of analyses cannot be performed 
in SIMPLIS, such as those that require imposing nonlinear constraints on parameter 
estimates. This type of constraint is required by some methods that estimate the curvi-
linear or interactive effects of latent variables.

The LISREL program has extensive features for analyzing ordinal data, including 
the option to specify various link functions (e.g., logit, probit, log linear). A special, full- 
information version of maximum likelihood estimation for ordinal data is also available. 
Multilevel analyses for up to five levels are supported for models with continuous out-
come variables and for up to three levels for models with dichotomous, ordinal, nomi-
nal, or count variables. A free student edition of LISREL is available.6 It makes for a good 
learning tool because it can analyze many of the models and data sets described in this 
book. Books by Diamantopoulos and Siguaw (2000) and Vieira (2011) are for LISREL 
users.

Mplus

The Mplus program (Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2014) for Windows, Macintosh, and 
Linux platform computers is divided into a base program and three optional add-on 
modules for analyzing additional kinds of latent variable models.7 The Base Program 
for SEM can analyze models with outcomes that are any combination of continuous, 
dichotomous, nominal, ordinal, censored, or count variables. It can also analyze dis-
crete- and continuous- time survival models. There are also capabilities for conducting 
exploratory factor analysis, multiple imputation, and Monte Carlo simulation studies. 
The Mplus program can also estimate interactive effects of latent variables, generate 
bootstrapped standard errors or confidence intervals, and perform Bayesian estimation. 
Special syntax supports the specification of probability weights in complex sampling 
designs, latent growth models, and CFA models tested over multiple samples (invari-
ance testing). Capabilities for additional kinds of advanced SEM analyses are described 
in later chapters.

The user interacts with the Mplus Base Program in one of three different ways, in 
batch mode by writing programs in the Mplus language that specify the model and data; 
this is done through a language generator (wizard) that prepares files for batch analysis, 
or through Diagrammer, the Mplus drawing editor. Through the Mplus language genera-
tor, the user completes templates about analysis details, such as where the data file is to 
be found and variable names. The user’s responses are then automatically converted to 
Mplus syntax that is written to an editor window, but the user must write the syntax 

6 www.ssicentral.com/lisrel/student.html
7 www.statmodel.com
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that specifies the model. As the model is drawn onscreen in the Diagrammer, the cor-
responding Mplus command syntax is automatically written to a syntax editor window. 
After the whole model is drawn, the user executes (runs) the syntax. Another option is 
to specify the model in syntax, and Mplus will automatically generate the model dia-
gram with parameter estimates after the user runs the syntax.

Mplus syntax includes keywords for associating indicators with underlying factors, 
relating predictor variables to outcome variables (observed or latent), and analyzing 
means. There is also special, compact syntax for specifying latent growth models and 
interactive or curvilinear effects of latent variables. The Multilevel Add-On to the base 
program estimates multilevel versions of models for regression analysis, path analy-
sis, factor analysis, SEM, and continuous- time survival analysis. The Mixture Model 
Add-On analyzes models with categorical latent variables (classes), including regression 
mixture models, path analysis mixture models, survival mixture models, latent class 
analysis with multiple categorical latent variables, and finite mixture models, among 
others. The third optional module is the Combination Add-On, which contains all the 
features of the multilevel and mixture model add-ons. The MplusAutomation pack-
age (Hallquist & Wiley, 2015) exports data and results from Mplus to R.8 Books by 
Byrne (2012b), Geiser (2013), and Wang and Wang (2012) support Mplus users.

Wnyx

The Wnyx (pronounced “onix”) program (von Oertzen, Brandmaier, & Tsang, 2015) 
runs under the Java Runtime Environment (version 1.6 or later) on Windows, Macin-
tosh, or Linux platform computers. It is a graphical software environment for creating 
and analyzing structural equation models that can be freely downloaded over the Inter-
net.9 There is no option for specifying the model in native Wnyx syntax. Instead, the 
researcher draws the model onscreen. After the diagram is complete, the Wnyx program 
can automatically generate a script that specifies the model in Mplus syntax or in the 
native syntax of SEM packages for R (lavaan, OpenMx, or sem). These scripts can be 
saved as text files. The Wnyx program can also read syntax written for OpenMx and then 
automatically draw the model onscreen.

The Wnyx program can also automatically generate the representation of the 
researcher’s model in the matrix notation of LISREL or the McArdle and McDonald 
(1984) reticular action model (RAM). Structural equation models are represented in 
RAM notation with three different matrices: S (symmetric) for covariances, A (asym-
metric) for effects of one variable on another, and F (filter) for specifying the observed 
variables. The RAM notational system also includes a set of graphical symbols for model 
diagrams. This symbolism for model diagrams is used in this book and is introduced in 
the next chapter.

8 http://cran.r- project.org/web/packages/MplusAutomation
9 http://onyx.brandmaier.de
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Another option is to analyze the model in Wnyx using its maximum likelihood 
method. The program reads raw data files in tab- separated (.dat), comma- separated 
(.csv), or SPSS (.sav) formats; a summary covariance matrix can also be submitted to 
Wnyx as the data file. Data are associated with diagrams in Wnyx by dragging vari-
able names from the window for the data file and dropping them in their proper places 
in the window for the model. After observed variables are linked to the diagram, the 
estimation of model parameters automatically begins. If a converged solution is found, 
the results are displayed in their own window. Any changes to the model diagram are 
reflected by near- simultaneous changes in the corresponding results window.

R (sem, lavaan, lava, systemfit, OpenMx)

The R programming language and environment for statistical computing, data min-
ing, and graphics is part of the GNU Project, a free software collaborative.10 It runs on 
Unix, Windows, and Macintosh platform computers and can be freely downloaded.11 
A basic R installation has about the same capabilities as commercial programs for 
general statistical analyses, but there are now thousands of freely available packages 
that further extend R’s statistical repertoire.12 The SEM’n’R group supports training in 
R and SEM.13

The SEM packages described next work only in batch mode processing (see Table 
5.1). This means that the researcher writes R syntax that specifies the data and then 
writes the native syntax for a particular SEM package that specifies the model and anal-
ysis. Both the R environment in general and SEM packages for R in particular support 
object- oriented programming. This means that data, models, and analyses results can all 
be defined as classes with attributes (properties) and methods (functions) for manipu-
lating class content. Researchers with no programming experience whatsoever may find 
working in R to be austere, but others should be able to adapt without great difficulty.

One of the first SEM packages for R is Fox’s (2006) sem, which has been updated 
(Fox 2012).14 This package can analyze most of the models described in this book, 
including those with mean structures. Models are specified using McArdle–McDonald 
RAM notation. The sem package has capabilities for calculating robust standard errors 
and bootstrapping. A version of maximum likelihood estimation for incomplete raw 
data files is also available. Rosseel’s (2012) lavaan (latent variable analysis) package 
can analyze models with ordinal or continuous outcomes.15 A website devoted to sup-

10 www.gnu.org/gnu/thegnuproject.html
11 www.r- project.org
12 http://cran.r- project.org
13 www.sem-n-r.com
14 http://cran.r- project.org/web/packages/sem
15 http://cran.r- project.org/web/packages/lavaan
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porting lavaan includes analysis examples and links to related Internet resources.16 
Models are specified in a text- and equations- based language for defining regression 
models and measurement models. The lavaan package can analyze ordinal data, con-
tinuous outcomes with severely non- normal distributions, and incomplete data files. 
There are also options for bootstrapping. Beaujean (2014) gives examples of latent vari-
able analyses in lavaan.

The lava (linear latent variables) package by Holsta and Budtz-Jørgensena (2012) 
analyzes structural equation models for both continuous outcomes and censored or 
binary outcomes.17 Its syntax is designed to separate definition of the data from speci-
fication of the model. This makes it easier to add or remove parts of the model (i.e., 
respecify it) without changing data definitions. There are also capabilities for analyzing 
incomplete raw data files with a special version of maximum likelihood estimation, 
imposing nonlinear constraints in hypothesis testing, fitting models to data from mul-
tiple samples, and conducting Monte Carlo-type simulations. The systemfit pack-
age (Henningsen & Hamann, 2007) estimates systems of simultaneous linear equations 
for observed variables.18 In contrast to standard multiple regression, which analyzes 
a single equation at a time and assumes that the error variances of multiple criteria 
are pairwise uncorrelated, equations for multiple criteria are simultaneously analyzed 
by systemfit while allowing for overlapping error variance. This type of analysis is 
called seemingly uncorrelated regressions, which is actually a misnomer because the 
regressions are correlated due to overlapping error terms. There are also options for test-
ing whether regression coefficients are equal or not equal.

The OpenMx package (Boker et al., 2011) is a rewrite of an older program known 
as Mx (Neale, Boker, Xie, & Maes, 2004), which is a matrix processor and a numerical 
optimizer that can analyze structural equation models. An installation of Mx with a 
visual editor for specifying a model by drawing it onscreen is called MxGraph, but this 
program may not install on 64-bit computers or run under modern operating systems. 
The OpenMx package implements the capabilities of Mx in R using object- oriented pro-
gramming.19 It can be used with multicore computers or across large grids of networked 
computers when analyzing extremely large data sets. The OpenMx package analyzes the 
full range of structural equation models plus factor mixture models, latent class models, 
multivariate ordinal models, and genetic epidemiological models, among others. Mod-
els are specified in syntax using equations- based notation, matrix algebra notation, or 
a combination of the two in the same analysis. A special feature is MxModel objects, 
which can represent an entire model, the data, postestimation hypothesis tests, and 
analysis output all in a single programming construct. These objects permit greater 
flexibility in the analysis when comparing alternative models all fitted to the same data. 

16 http://lavaan.org
17 http://cran.r- project.org/web/packages/lava
18 http://cran.r- project.org/web/packages/systemfit
19 http://openmx.psyc.virginia.edu
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Multiple models can also be analyzed together in a single application of bootstrapping 
or Monte Carlo simulation.

Other R packages offer statistical tools for SEM analyses conducted in sem, lavaan 
or OpenMx, among others. For example, semTools (Pornprasertmanit et al., 2014) 
supports testing for measurement invariance in CFA.20 It can also estimate the power 
of certain types of significance tests in SEM. The simsem package (Pornprasertmanit, 
Miller, Schoemann, Quick, & Jorgensen, 2014) is for creating simulated data sets in the 
SEM framework.21 The semPlot package (Epskamp, 2014) is for generating path dia-
grams; it can also create model syntax for one program, such as lavaan, based on the 
output of another program, such as sem.22 There are other SEM-related packages for R, 
and more are being developed all the time. This is an active area of computer program 
development, and I expect R-based analysis to play an ever larger role in SEM.

SaS/STaT (CaLIS)

A brief history of the CALIS (Covariance Analysis of Linear Structural Equations) pro-
cedure for SEM in SAS/STAT (SAS Institute, 2014) for Windows and Unix platform 
computers is needed.23 This procedure was added to Version 6 of SAS statistical soft-
ware in 1989. Through the next few versions, CALIS was a syntax- based procedure for 
analyzing observed or latent- variable models that lacked the capability to directly test 
models across multiple samples or to estimate models with mean structures. In 2008, 
the TCALIS module appeared in SAS/STAT Version 9.2 as an experimental procedure 
with the functionalities just mentioned. The TCALIS procedure also allowed users to 
specify models using a few different representational systems, including an EQS-type 
equations syntax, a LISREL-type matrix syntax, or a RAM-type matrix notation, among 
others. The new capabilities of TCALIS were subsequently incorporated into CALIS for 
SAS/STAT Version 9.22, and the updated CALIS procedure replaced the experimental 
 TCALIS procedure.

In the most recent version, users still specify their models in CALIS using a syntax 
model of choice, but the procedure now has the capability to draw the analyzed model 
onscreen. Graphical features of the diagram are specified in syntax. A model diagram 
created in CALIS can be further edited in the ODS (output delivery system) Graph-
ics Editor of SAS/STAT. Other noteworthy features of CALIS include the capability to 
analyze severely non- normal continuous outcomes or incomplete raw data files with a 
special version of maximum likelihood estimation. The method that the computer will 
use to generate start values can also be selected. Results from an analysis in CALIS can 
be automatically saved for a new analysis with either CALIS or a different procedure. 
O’Rourke and Hatcher (2013) describe SEM analyses in CALIS.

20 http://semtools.r-forge.r- project.org
21 http://simsem.org
22 http://sachaepskamp.com/semPlot
23 www.sas.com/en_us/software/analytics/stat.html
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Stata (Builder, sem, gsem)

Stata (StataCorp, 1985–2015) is an integrated computing environment for data manage-
ment, statistical analysis, graphics, programming, and simulation for Windows, Macin-
tosh, and Unix platform computers.24 It also has extensive capabilities for SEM. There 
are two main commands for specifying the model in syntax, sem and gsem (gener-
alized SEM). The sem command analyzes models with continuous outcomes that are 
observed or latent variables, and the gsem command analyzes observed outcomes that 
are continuous, binary, ordinal, multinomial, count, or censored variables. Just the sem 
command can analyze models across multiple samples. Statistical models estimated 
using the gsem command include logistic regression, probit regression, and Poisson 
regression. It also has capabilities for multilevel modeling in a SEM framework and for 
analyzing models based on item response theory. Both commands have special syntax 
for hypothesis testing, residuals diagnostics, output control, calculation of robust stan-
dard errors, and bootstrapping.

The Builder does not require knowledge of Stata syntax. It allows the user to specify 
the model by drawing it onscreen. Stata automatically generates for Builder diagrams 
the corresponding syntax, which can be annotated and saved as a text file. Special draw-
ing tools in the Builder automatically generate a measurement component (a factor with 
its indicators) or a regression component (an outcome variable with multiple predic-
tors). Special symbols are used for observed variables in generalized SEM analyses that 
indicate the underlying distribution (e.g., Gaussian for continuous variables, Poisson for 
count variables) and the corresponding link function (e.g., logit, probit). There is also 
a special symbol in the Builder for specifying a basic multilevel analysis. Acock (2013) 
describes SEM analyses in Stata.

STaTISTICa (SEPaTh)

J. Steiger’s SEPATH (Structural Equation Modeling and Path Analysis) is the SEM pro-
cedure in STATISTICA Advanced (StatSoft, 2013), an integrated environment for data 
visualization, simulation, and statistical analysis in Windows platform computers.25 
Models are specified using the PATH1 programming language that mimics the appear-
ance of diagrams in McArdle–McDonald RAM symbolism. Users who already know the 
PATH1 language can enter syntax directly into a dialog box. Two other methods do not 
require PATH1 knowledge. One is a graphical path template in which the user specifies 
variables and direct effects or covariance by clicking with the mouse cursor in graphical 
dialogs. The other method is a graphical template for specifying measurement models. 
Both methods automatically write syntax to a separate window.

Special features of SEPATH include the capabilities to correctly analyze a correla-
tion matrix without standard deviations in summary form (i.e., the raw data are not 

24 www.stata.com
25 www.statsoft.com
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required) and generate simulated random samples in Monte Carlo studies. The SEPATH 
procedure offers options to precisely control parameter estimation, but their effective 
use requires technical knowledge of nonlinear optimization. In addition, a power anal-
ysis procedure in STATISTICA Advanced (also by J. Steiger) estimates the power of 
various significance tests in SEM. A researcher can also use this procedure to estimate 
minimum sample sizes needed in order to obtain a target level of power, such as ≥ .90. 
Power analysis in SEM is described in Chapter 12.

SySTaT (RaMONa)

M. Browne’s RAMONA (Reticular Action Model or Near Approximation) is the SEM pro-
cedure in SYSTAT (Systat Software, 2009), a comprehensive program for general statisti-
cal analysis in Windows computers.26 The user interacts with RAMONA in the general 
SYSTAT environment by submitting a batch file for interactive sessions. An alternative 
method is to use a wizard with graphical dialogs for naming variables and defining the 
type of data to be analyzed, but syntax that specifies the model must be typed directly 
in a text window by the user.

Syntax for RAMONA is straightforward and involves only two parameter matri-
ces, one for direct effects and the other for covariances between independent variables. 
Special features of RAMONA include the ability to correctly fit a model to a correlation 
matrix only. There is also a “Restart” command that automatically takes parameter esti-
mates from a prior analysis as start values in a new analysis. This capability is handy 
when evaluating whether a complex model is actually identified. The RAMONA pro-
cedure cannot analyze a model across multiple samples, and there is no direct way to 
analyze models with a mean structure.

OThER COMPUTER RESOURCES FOR SEM

The MATLAB program (MathWorks, 2013) is a commercial computing environment and 
programming language for data analysis, visualization, and simulation.27 It has many 
built-in functionalities for linear algebra, curve fitting, and optimization and numerical 
integration, among others. There are also optional add-ons that support more special-
ized kinds of analyses, including those for multivariate statistical techniques. Widely 
known in engineering and the natural sciences, MATLAB is increasingly used by behav-
ioral science researchers, too. There are some MATLAB routines for SEM. For example, 
MATLAB code for SEM analyses in functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) stud-
ies is described by Choi, Song, Chun, Lee, and Song (2013). Goldstein, Bonnet, and 
Rocher (2007) describe a MATLAB routine for multilevel SEM analyses of comparative 
data on educational performance across different campuses.

26 www.systat.com
27 www.mathworks.com
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COMPUTER TOOLS FOR ThE SCM

There are also computer tools for Pearl’s structural causal model (SCM). They do not 
analyze data. Instead, these programs analyze causal models that correspond to directed 
acyclic graphs, which assume unidirectional causal effects. Textor, Hardt, and Knüp-
pel (2011) describe DAGitty, a freely accessible, Internet browser- based graphical envi-
ronment for drawing, editing, and analyzing directed acyclic graphs.28 As the graph is 
drawn onscreen, DAGitty automatically lists in text windows the testable implications of 
the graph. It can generate a list of covariates that will minimize bias in estimating causal 
effects after the researcher, using the mouse cursor, designates an exposure variable and 
an outcome variable. The program automatically writes syntax that describes the dia-
gram, and the syntax file can be saved. The user can also specify the model in DAGitty’s 
native syntax before it automatically draws the corresponding graph onscreen.

The Belief and Decision Network Tool (Porter et al., 1999–2009) is a freely available 
Java applet for learning about directed acyclic graphs.29 After drawing a graph onscreen, 
this program can then be optionally run in quiz mode, where it poses true–false ques-
tions about whether pairs of variables are conditionally independent, controlling for 
other variables in the graph. The correct answer is shown after the user enters his or 
her response. In “ask the applet” mode, the user clicks on two focal variables and a set 
of covariates, and the program automatically indicates whether the focal variables are 
independent, given those covariates. These capabilities provide tutorials for learning 
about concepts in graph theory.

The freely available DAG (directed acyclic graph) Program by Knüppel and Stang 
(2010) is for Windows platform computers.30 The user specifies the graph by entering 
syntax that describes the variables and presumed causal effects among them in a series 
of templates that make up the user interface. Model specifications are summarized in 
text fields that enumerate covariates as well as exposure, outcome, and unmeasured 
(latent) confounders, but the DAG Program does not draw the corresponding diagram. 
Sets of covariates that minimize bias in estimating causal effects are also automatically 
listed.

The dagR package for R (Breitling, 2010) provides a set of functions for drawing, 
manipulating, and analyzing directed acyclic graphs and also simulating data consistent 
with the corresponding diagram.31 It is intended for epidemiological studies but can be 
used by researchers in other disciplines, too. The dagR package also allows researchers 
to evaluate the effects of analyzing different subsets of covariates when analyzing the 
presumed causal effects of exposure variables on outcome variables and also for finding 
spurious associations. Models are specified in syntax, but the corresponding graph of 

28 www.dagitty.net
29 http://aispace.org/bayes
30 http://epi.dife.de/dag
31 http://cran.r- project.org/web/packages/dagR
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the model can be manipulated in the R environment. A model specified in dagR can 
be saved as an R programming object that can be transferred to another researcher for 
analysis in R.

SUMMaRy

Most contemporary SEM computer tools are no more difficult to use than other com-
puter programs for general statistical analysis. Ideally, this situation should allow you to 
be more concerned with the logic and rationale of the analysis than with the mechan-
ics of carrying it out. The capability to specify a structural equation model by drawing 
it onscreen helps beginners to be productive right away. But with experience you may 
find that specifying models in syntax and working in batch mode are actually faster 
and more efficient, and thus easier. Problems can be expected in the analysis of com-
plex models, and no amount of user friendliness in the interface of a computer tool can 
negate this fact. When (not if) things in the analysis go wrong, you need, first, to have 
a good conceptual understanding of the nature of the problem and, second, basic com-
puter skills in order to correct the problem. You should also not let ease of computer tool 
use lead you to carry out unnecessary analyses or select analytical methods that you do 
not really understand. The concepts and tools considered in Part I of this book set the 
stage for considering the specification and identification phases of SEM in Part II.

LEaRN MORE

Byrne (2012a) and Narayanan (2012) describe a total of eight different SEM computer tools 
and also more general considerations in choosing what type of software package to use.

Byrne, B. M. (2012a). Choosing structural equation modeling computer software: Snapshots 
of LISREL, EQS, Amos, and Mplus. In R. H. Hoyle (Ed.), Handbook of structural equation 
modeling (pp. 307–324). New York: Guilford Press.

Narayanan, A. (2012). A review of eight software packages for structural equation model-
ing. American Statistician, 66, 129–138.
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The specification of structural models of observed variables— path models— is the topic of 
this chapter. Outlined first are the basic steps of SEM and graphical symbols used in model 
diagrams. Some straightforward rules are suggested for counting the number of observa-
tions (which is not the sample size) and the number of model parameters. Both of these 
quantities are needed for checking model identification (see the next chapter). Causal 
inference in research is also considered. Central to this discussion is the idea that causal 
inference depends on assumptions regardless of study design, and some assumptions— 
including directionality specifications— are not verifiable with the data. Thus, clear articula-
tion of assumptions and communication of their rationale are essential in written reports of 
SEM analyses.

STEPS OF SEM

Six basic steps in most SEM analyses, and two additional optional steps in a perfect 
world, would be carried out in every analysis. Review of the basic steps will help you 
to understand the relation of specification to later steps of SEM and to recognize the 
utmost importance of specification.

Basic Steps

The basic steps (see the flowchart in Figure 6.1) are actually iterative because problems 
at a later step may require a return to an earlier step. Also note in the figure that retain-
ing no model is a possible— and perfectly acceptable— outcome, if there is no justifiable 

6
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respecification that fits the data. Later chapters elaborate specific issues at each step 
beyond specification for particular SEM techniques:

1. Specify the model.

2. Evaluate model identification (if not identified, go back to step 1).

3. Select the measures (operationalize the constructs) and collect, prepare, and 
screen the data.

4. Estimate the model:

a. Evaluate model fit; if poor, respecify the model, but only if doing so is justifi-
able (skip to step 5); otherwise, retain no model (skip to step 6).

b. Assuming a model is retained, interpret the parameter estimates.

c. Consider equivalent or near- equivalent models (skip to step 6).

5. Respecify the model, which is assumed to be identified (return to step 4).

6. Report the results.

no

yes

4a.  Model fit 
       adequate? 

6.  Report 
     results 

4c.  Consider 
       equivalent or 
       near-equivalent 
       models

4b.  Interpret 
       estimates 

yes 

Justifiable 
respecification? 

no

5.  Respecify model 

no yes 2.  Model 
     identified? 

3.  Select measures, 
     collect data 

1.  Specify model 

FIGURE 6.1. Flowchart of the basic steps of structural equation modeling. A justifiable 
respecification has a basis in theory or prior empirical results. Step 5 assumes that the respeci-
fied model is identified.
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Specification

Researchers often express their hypotheses with graphical conceptual models, which 
provide a visual representation of theoretical variables of interest and expected relations 
among them. Outcome (dependent) variables in SEM are referred to as endogenous 
variables. The word “endogenous” means “from within,” and every endogenous variable 
has at least one cause, which are usually placed in the left side of the diagram. Some of 
these causes are independent variables, which in SEM are called exogenous variables. 
The word “exogenous” means “from without (the outside),” and whatever causes exog-
enous variables are not represented in the model; that is, their causes are unknown as 
far as the model is concerned.

Specification is the most important step. This statement is true because results from 
later steps assume that the model—the researcher’s hypotheses— are basically correct. 
I also suggest that researchers make a list of possible changes to the initial model that 
would be justified according to theory or empirical results; that is, prioritize the hypoth-
eses, and represent just the most critical ones in the initial model. This is because it is 
often necessary to respecify models (step 5), and respecification should respect the same 
principles as specification.

Identification

Although graphical conceptual models are useful heuristics for organizing knowl-
edge and representing hypotheses, they must eventually be translated into a statisti-
cal model that can actually be analyzed. A statistical model can be described by a 
series of equations. These equations define the model parameters, which correspond 
to presumed relations among variables that the computer eventually analyzes with the 
sample data.

Statistical models must generally respect certain rules or restrictions. One require-
ment is that of identification. A model is identified if it is theoretically possible for the 
computer to derive a unique estimate of every model parameter. A model is not identi-
fied if this property does not hold. The word “theoretically” emphasizes identification 
as a property of the model and not the data. For example, if a model is not identified, it 
remains so regardless of the sample size (N = 100, 1,000, etc.). Therefore, models that 
are not identified should be respecified (return to step 1); otherwise, attempts to analyze 
them may be fruitless.

Suppose that a researcher specifies a model that is true to a particular theory, but 
the resulting model is not identified. In this case, there is little choice in SEM but to 
respecify the model so that it is identified, but respecifying the original model can be 
akin to making an intentional specification error from the perspective of the theory. 
We will see in a later chapter that Pearl’s structural causal model (SCM) better sup-
ports the analysis of models where some, but not all, causal parameters are identified. 
This is because the SCM provides some relatively straightforward ways to graphically 
determine whether a particular causal effect is identified or not identified. Determining 
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whether particular causal effects are identified can be harder in SEM. In this way, the 
SCM is more flexible concerning identification than SEM.

Measure Selection and Data Collection

The various activities for these steps— select good measures, collect the data, and screen 
them—were discussed in Chapter 4.

Estimation

This step involves using an SEM computer tool to conduct the analysis. Several things 
take place at this step: (1) Evaluate model fit, which means determine how well the 
model explains the data. Perhaps more often than not, an initial structural equation 
model does not fit the data very well. When (not if) this happens to you, skip the rest of 
this step and consider the question, Can a respecification of the original model be justi-
fied, given relevant theory and results of prior empirical studies?

Assuming that the answer to the question is “yes” and given satisfactory fit of the 
respecified model, then (2) interpret the parameter estimates. Next, (3) consider equiva-
lent or near- equivalent models. Recall that equivalent models explain the same data just 
as well as the researcher’s preferred model but with a contradictory pattern of causal 
effects among the same variables. For a given model, there may be many—and in some 
cases infinitely many— equivalent versions. Thus, the researcher should explain why his 
or her favorite model should not be rejected in favor of equivalent ones. There may also 
be near- equivalent models that fit the same data just about as well as the researcher’s 
preferred model, but not exactly so. Near- equivalent models are often just as critical a 
validity threat as equivalent models, if not even more so.

Respecification

A researcher usually arrives at this step because the fit of his or her initial model is 
poor. In the context of model generation, now is the time to refer to that list of theoreti-
cally justifiable possible changes I suggested when you specified the initial model. We 
will deal with respecification in more detail later in the book, but a bottom line of that 
discussion is that a model’s respecification should be guided more by rational consider-
ations than by purely statistical ones. Any respecified model must be identified; other-
wise, you will be “stuck” at this step until you have an estimable model.

Reporting the Results

The final step is to accurately and completely describe the analysis in written reports. 
The fact that so many published articles that concern SEM are seriously flawed in this 
regard was discussed earlier. These blatant shortcomings are surprising considering 
that there are published guidelines for reporting results in SEM (Boomsma, Hoyle, & 
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Panter, 2012). Best practice recommendations for SEM are outlined in the last chapter 
of this book.

Optional Steps

Two optional steps in SEM could be added to the basic ones just described:

7. Replicate the results.

8. Apply the results.

It was mentioned earlier that most of the empirical SEM literature is made up of one-shot 
studies that are never replicated and that there are few examples of the application of 
results from SEM analyses. Neglecting to properly carry out the basic steps (1–6) may 
be part of the problem.

MOdEL dIaGRaM SyMBOLS

Model diagrams are represented in this book by using symbols from the McArdle–
McDonald reticular action model (RAM). The RAM symbolism explicitly represents 
every type of model parameter with its own graphical symbol. This property has peda-
gogical value for learning about SEM. It also helps you to avoid mistakes when you are 
translating a diagram to the syntax of a particular computer tool. Part of RAM symbol-
ism is universal in SEM. This includes the representation in diagrams of

1. Observed variables with squares or rectangles.

2. Latent variables (including error terms) with circles or ellipses.

3. Hypothesized directional causal effects, or direct effects, on endogenous vari-
ables with a line with a single arrowhead (e.g., ).

4. Covariances (in the unstandardized solution) or correlations (in the standard-
ized solution) between exogenous variables with a curved line with two arrow-
heads ( ).

The symbol described in (4) designates an unanalyzed association (covariance) 
between two exogenous variables. Although such associations are estimated by the 
computer, they are unanalyzed in the sense that no prediction is put forward about 
why the two exogenous variables covary (e.g., does one cause another?—do they have 
a common cause?). In RAM symbolism (this next symbol is not universal), two- headed 
curved arrows that exit and reenter the same variable ( ) represent the variance of an 
exogenous variable. Because causes of exogenous variables are not represented in model 
diagrams, the exogenous variables are considered free to both vary and covary. The 
symbols  and , respectively, reflect these assumptions. Specifically, the symbol 
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 will usually connect every pair of observed exogenous variables in path models, 
and the symbol  will connect every observed or latent exogenous variable to itself in 
RAM notation.

This is not so for endogenous variables in model diagrams. Unlike exogenous vari-
ables, the presumed causes of endogenous variables are explicitly represented in the 
model. Accordingly, endogenous variables are not free to vary or covary. This means in 
model diagrams that the symbol for an unanalyzed association, , does not directly 
connect any pair of endogenous variables, and the symbol for a variance  will never 
originate from and end with any endogenous variable in RAM symbolism. Instead, the 
model as a whole represents the researcher’s account about why endogenous variables 
vary and covary with each other and also with the exogenous variables. During the 
analysis, this “explanation” is compared with the sample covariances (the data). If the 
observed covariances and those predicted by the model are similar, the model is said to 
fit the data; otherwise, the “explanation” is rejected.

Model parameters in RAM symbolism are represented with only three symbols: ,  
, and . The following rule for defining parameters in words parallels these sym-

bols and is consistent with the Bentler– Weeks representational system for SEM:

Parameters of structural equation models when means are not (Rule 6.1) 
analyzed include

1. direct effects on endogenous variables from other variables; and

2. variances and covariances of the exogenous variables.

That’s it. The simple rule just stated applies to all core structural equation models 
described in Parts II and III of this book. These models have covariance structures 
only. An advantage of RAM symbolism is that you can quickly determine the number of 
model parameters by counting the number of , , and  symbols in the diagram, 
so what you see is what you get. Outlined in Appendix 6.A is LISREL matrix notation 
for path models.

Causal InferenCe

Causal inference in research depends on design, assumptions, and, to a lesser extent, 
statistical analysis. This is because analysis by itself is rarely sufficient to establish cau-
sation. With a strong research design that supports causal inference, fewer assumptions 
may be required but, as Pearl (2000) reminds us, “causal assumptions are prerequisite 
for validating any causal conclusion” (p. 136). This statement echoes that of Wright 
(1923) from nearly 80 years earlier when he said that “prior knowledge of the causal 
relations is assumed as prerequisite in the theory of path coefficients” (p. 240). Some 
causal assumptions can be checked against the data, but others are not empirically test-
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able. Whether unverifiable assumptions are tenable is thus a matter of argument, not sta-
tistics. Accordingly, the researcher should explicitly articulate such assumptions while 
reassuring his or her audience that untestable assumptions are reasonable.

Experimental designs in which cases are randomly assigned to conditions are a 
gold standard for causal inference in the behavioral sciences. Such studies have design 
elements that bolster internal validity, or the approximate truth about causality discern-
ible in the results.1 These design elements (E) are summarized next along with corre-
sponding logical requirements for inferring causation from covariation (Mulaik, 2009b, 
chap. 3):

E-1. Random assignment satisfies temporal precedence, or the requirement that 
presumed causes must occur before presumed effects.2 In this case, the exper-
imental manipulation, or independent variable, happens before the outcome, 
or dependent variable, is measured.

E-2. The control group serves as a counterfactual for the experimental (treat-
ment) group. This counterfactual is imperfect because the same case cannot 
be simultaneously exposed to treatment and not exposed to treatment. But 
randomization over replications guarantees that the mean difference between 
experimental and control groups correctly approximates the true causal 
effect.

E-3. Randomization over replications also ensures that the independent variable 
is uncorrelated with all other potential causes of the outcome. This prop-
erty concerns isolation, or the absence of other plausible explanations (con-
founders) that explain the observed covariation between the independent and 
dependent variables.

Some necessary assumptions (A) for causal inference in experimental designs are 
summarized next:

A-1. The stable unit treatment value assumption (Rubin, 2005) has two com-
ponents: (a) the treatment status of any case does not affect the potential 
outcomes of any other case, and (b) treatment for all cases is equal; that is, 
there is no hidden variation in treatment. This assumption is stronger than 
the usual requirement for independent scores.

A-2. The treatment effect is causally homogeneous, which means that the causal 
effect is of the same functional relation for every case (there are no interac-

1 External validity concerns whether causal inferences hold over variations in cases, treatments, settings, 
or measures.
2 See Rosenberg (1998) for a discussion of Immanuel Kant’s arguments about the possibility of simultaneous 
causation. The idea of entanglement in quantum mechanics also seems to allow for simultaneous causation 
over great distances at the quantum level.
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tions). It is also assumed that the treatment is correctly administered and that 
treated cases are all compliant to the same degree.

A-3. The distributional form and parameters of the corresponding probability dis-
tributions (including those for error variances) are correctly specified (e.g., 
Figure 1.1).

A-4. Any unmeasured variables that mediate the treatment effect are free from 
interference; that is, there are no interruptions in mediating pathways 
between the independent and dependent variables. For measured variables 
presumed to mediate treatment effects, all such hypotheses are assumed to be 
correct (Mulaik, 2009b, pp. 95–100).

A-5. The hypothesis of mediation requires the assumption of modularity. This 
means that the causal process consists of a number of components that are 
potentially isolatable and thus can be analyzed as separate entities; that is, the 
causal process is not organic or holistic (Knight & Winship, 2013), and thus 
inseparable into parts.

A-6. The outcome is measured at the correct time delay, or lag, among treated 
cases. This means that treatment effects have had time to appear but also 
have not yet dissipated (Little, 2013, p. 47). A related assumption is that of 
equilibrium, where the causal effects have settled down after manipulation 
of the independent variable.

A-7. There are no obvious threats to internal validity, such as differential effects 
of maturation, history, or regression to the mean, that confound treatment 
effects (Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, 2001).

A-8. All hypothetical constructs are properly operationalized and measured, the 
scores are reliable, and the appropriate statistical technique is used (respec-
tively, construct validity, conclusion validity).

It should be apparent that even the gold standard— an experimental design— 
requires many assumptions. Dependence on assumptions in causal inference is even 
greater in quasi- experimental designs where either (1) cases are not randomly assigned 
to treatment versus control groups or (2) there is no control group but there is a treat-
ment group. This is because the absence of randomization or counterfactuals in such 
studies makes it more difficult to reject alternative explanations of the results compared 
with experimental designs. One of the greatest internal validity threats in such designs 
is selection bias, which happens when treatment and control groups differ systemati-
cally before the treatment is administered. The estimate of the treatment effect can be 
very biased, if not corrected for initial group differences.

In nonexperimental (passive observational) designs, few, if any, design elements may 
support causal inference. This is especially true if all variables are concurrently measured, 
such as when a set of questionnaires is completed during a single test session. Concur-
rent measurement provides no temporal precedence; thus, study design cannot establish 
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which of two variables, a presumed cause and a presumed effect, occurred first. There-
fore, the sole basis for causal inference in such designs is assumption, one supported by 
a convincing, substantive rationale for specifying that X causes Y instead of the reverse 
or that X and Y mutually cause each other when all variables are measured at once. This 
process relies heavily on the researcher to rule out alternative explanations of the associa-
tion between X and Y and also to measure other presumed causes of Y. Both require strong 
knowledge about the phenomenon under study. If the researcher cannot give a cogent 
account of directionality specifications, then causal inference in studies with concurrent 
measurement may be unwarranted. This explains why many researchers are skeptical 
about inferring causation in nonexperimental designs. An example follows.

Lynam, Moffitt, and Stouthamer- Loeber (1993) hypothesized that poor verbal skills 
cause delinquency among boys, but both variables just mentioned were simultaneously 
measured in their sample. This hypothesis raises some questions: Why this particular 
direction of causation? Is it not also plausible that certain behaviors associated with 
delinquency, such as truancy or neurological compromise due to drug use, could impair 
verbal skills? What about other causes of delinquency? In Lynam et al. (1993), the study 
participants were about 12 years old, which may preclude delinquent careers long 
enough to affect verbal skills. They cited results of prospective studies which indicated 
that low verbal ability precedes antisocial behavior. Lynam et al. (1993) measured other 
presumed causes of delinquency, such as social class, and controlled for them in the 
analysis. These arguments are not beyond criticism (Block, 1995), but they exemplify 
the type of rationale needed to justify directionality specifications. Regrettably, too few 
authors of nonexperimental studies give such detailed explanations.

A researcher has basically three options in SEM if he or she is uncertain about 
directionality in designs without temporal precedence:

1. Specify a model but without directionality specifications between key variables.

2. Specify and test alternative models, each with different directionality specifica-
tions.

3. Include reciprocal causal effects in the model as a way to cover both possibili-
ties.

The specification of unanalyzed associations between exogenous variables is consistent 
with the first option just mentioned. A problem with the second option is that in SEM 
different models, such as model 1 with Y1  Y2 and model 2 with Y2  Y1, may fit the 
same data equally well, or nearly so. When this happens, there is no statistical basis 
for choosing one model over another. The third option concerns causal loops, such as  
Y1  Y2, but the specification of such effects is not a simple matter, a point elaborated 
later in this chapter. So there are potential costs to the specification of causal loops as a 
hedge against uncertainty about directionality.

Measurement of variables at different times in longitudinal designs provides time 
precedence: The hypothesis that X causes Y would be bolstered if X were actually mea-
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sured before Y. But time precedence is no guarantee. This is because the covariance 
between X and Y could still be relatively large even if Y causes X and the effect (X) is 
measured before the cause (Y) (Bollen, 1989, pp. 61–65). This could happen because X 
would have been affected by Y before either variable was actually measured in a longi-
tudinal study. Even if X actually causes Y, the magnitude of their association may be 
low if the interval between their measurements is either too short (effects take time to 
materialize) or too long (temporary effects have dissipated). Longitudinal designs pose 
other challenges, such as case attrition. This is probably why most SEM studies feature 
concurrent rather than longitudinal measurement.

Some researchers take the view that causal inference is infeasible unless the design 
is experimental; that is, there is no causation without manipulation (Holland, 1986). 
This strong position poses some problems (Bollen & Pearl, 2013). It would preclude 
causal inference with demographic variables because they are not manipulable. But we 
know that variables such as age and gender have effects in many different areas, and it 
makes sense to view some of these effects as causal. Manipulation is not required to infer 
causation. The moon causes tides, for example, and we know so based on pure observa-
tion. Many questions in human studies are not amenable to experimental manipulation, 
but questions of causality are still relevant (e.g., what is the earnings return for univer-
sity graduates? Does marriage lower the poverty rate?).

It is possible to correctly infer causation in nonexperimental designs, but the hur-
dles are certainly much greater. For example, a few decades ago it was an open question 
whether cigarettes cause lung cancer in humans. It was only with the accumulation 
of evidence across multiple samples and settings, which corroborated evidence from 
empirical studies where variables are manipulable (e.g., animal studies about the health 
effects of nicotine) and with the accurate prediction of the effects of interventions (e.g., 
bans on smoking in public places) that the modern consensus was reached that, yes, 
smoking does cause lung cancer in humans.

SPECIFICaTION CONCEPTS

Considered next are key issues in specification.

What to Include

A basic specification issue revolves around what variables cause a target outcome. 
Because the literature for newer research areas can be limited, decisions about what to 
include in the model must sometimes be guided more by the researcher’s expertise than 
by published reports. Consulting with experts in the field about possible specifications 
may also help. In more established areas, sometimes there is too much information; that 
is, so many potential causal variables may be mentioned in the literature that it is virtu-
ally impossible to include them all. To cope, the researcher must again rely on his or her 
judgment about the most crucial variables.
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It is unrealistic to expect all causal variables to be measured. Given that most struc-
tural equation models may be misspecified in this regard, the best way to minimize 
potential bias is preventive: Make an omitted variable an included one through careful 
review of extant theory and research. If the sample is archival, then mention should be 
made of possible specification errors due to the omission of causal variables because 
they were not measured in the previous study for which the data were collected.

how to Measure the hypothetical Construct

Selection of measures is a recurrent research problem. Score reliability is especially 
important in path analysis, which is characterized by single- indicator measurement. 
This means that there is only one observed measure of each hypothetical construct. 
Therefore, it is critical that each measure have good psychometrics; otherwise, prob-
lems can arise, including over- or underestimation of causal effects and reduction of 
statistical power that prevents rejection of false models, among other issues described 
by Cole and Preacher (2014). These problems are magnified as path models become more 
complex. Disattenuating correlations is one way to control for score reliability (Equation 
4.9), but it is not a standard part of path analysis.

Another approach is multiple- indicator measurement, where two or more 
observed variables are used to measure the same construct. Each indicator may reflect a 
somewhat different facet of the construct, and if multiple indicators are not all based on 
the same measurement method, there is less concern about common method variance. 
Having multiple indicators also tends to increase the reliability of factor measurement 
compared with single- indicator measurement. Path analysis does not directly accom-
modate multiple- indicator measurement, but the latter is a cardinal characteristic of 
latent- variable models in SEM, such as CFA models.

Model Complexity

The potential complexity of any kind of structural equation model is limited by the 
total number of parameters that can be estimated. This total is limited by the number 
of observations, which is not the sample size (N). Instead, it is literally the number of 
entries in the sample covariance matrix in lower diagonal form.3 This number can be 
calculated with a simple rule:

If v is the number of observed variables in the model, the number (Rule 6.2) 
of observations equals v (v + 1)/2 when means are not analyzed.

If v = 4 observed variables are represented in a model, then the number of observations 
is 4(5)/2, or 10. This count (10) equals the total number of variances (4) and unique 

3 The term number of observations is confusingly used in some SEM computer tools to refer to N.
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covariances (below the main diagonal, or 6) in the data matrix. With v = 4, the greatest 
number of parameters that could be estimated by the computer is 10. Fewer parameters 
can be estimated in a simpler model, but not more than 10. The number of observations 
has nothing to do with sample size. If four variables are measured for 100 or 1,000 cases, 
the number of observations is still 10. Adding cases does not increase the number of 
observations; only adding variables can do so.

The difference between the number of observations and the number of parameters 
is the model degrees of freedom, or

 dfM = p – q (6.1)

where p is the number of observations (Rule 6.2) and q is the number of estimated 
parameters (Rule 6.1). The condition that there be at least as many observations as 
parameters can be expressed as the requirement that dfM ≥ 0.

A model with more estimated parameters than observations (dfM < 0) is not ame-
nable to empirical analysis in SEM because such a model is not identified. If you tried 
to estimate a model with negative degrees of freedom, an SEM computer tool would 
likely terminate its run with error messages. Most models with zero degrees of freedom 
(dfM = 0) perfectly fit the data and thus test no particular hypothesis.4 Models with 
positive degrees of freedom generally do not have perfect fit. This is because dfM > 0 
allows for the possibility of model–data discrepancies. Raykov and Marcoulides (2000) 
describe each degree of freedom as a dimension along which the model can potentially 
be rejected. Thus, retained models with greater degrees of freedom have withstood a 
greater potential for rejection. This idea underlies the parsimony principle: Given two 
models with similar fit to the data, the simpler model is preferred, assuming that the 
simpler model is theoretically plausible.

Parameter Status

Each model parameter can be free, fixed, or constrained depending on its specification. 
A free parameter is to be estimated by the computer with the data. In contrast, a fixed 
parameter is specified to equal a constant. The computer “accepts” this constant as 
the estimate regardless of the data. For example, the hypothesis that X has no direct 
effect on Y corresponds to the specification that the coefficient for the path X  Y is 
fixed to zero. It is common in SEM to test hypotheses by specifying that a previously 
fixed-to-zero parameter becomes a free parameter, or vice versa. Results of such analy-
ses may indicate whether to respecify a model by making it more complex (an effect is 
added—a fixed parameter becomes a free parameter) or more parsimonious (an effect is 
dropped— a free parameter becomes a fixed parameter).

4 Pearl (2012) noted that estimates of particular effects in models where dfM = 0 can be of substantive value. 
For example, it may be worthwhile to know that the magnitude of the direct effect of X1 on Y is three times 
that of the direct effect of X2 on the same endogenous variable.
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A constrained parameter is estimated by the computer within some restriction, 
but it is not fixed to equal a constant. The restriction typically concerns the relative val-
ues of other constrained parameters. An equality constraint means that the estimates 
of two or more parameters are forced to be equal. Suppose that an equality constraint 
is imposed on two direct effects, X1  Y and X2  Y. This constraint simplifies the 
analysis because only one coefficient is needed rather than two. In a multiple- samples 
SEM analysis, a cross-group equality constraint forces the computer to derive equal 
estimates of the same parameter across all groups. This specification corresponds to the 
null hypothesis that the parameter is equal in all populations from which the samples 
are drawn.

A proportionality constraint forces one parameter estimate to be some fraction of 
the other. For instance, the coefficient for one direct effect in a reciprocal relation may 
be forced to be three times the value of the other coefficient. An inequality constraint 
forces an estimate to be either less than or greater than the value of a specified constant. 
The requirement that the value of an unstandardized coefficient must be over 5.0 is an 
example of an inequality constraint. The imposition of proportionality or inequality 
constraints generally requires knowledge about the relative magnitudes of effects, but 
such knowledge is rare. A nonlinear constraint imposes a nonlinear relation between 
two parameter estimates. For example, the value of one estimate may be forced to equal 
the square of another. Some methods for estimating curvilinear or interactive effects of 
latent variables described in Chapter 17 rely on nonlinear constraints.

PaTh aNaLySIS MOdELS

Path analysis is the oldest member of the SEM family, but it is not obsolete. About 25% 
of articles reviewed by MacCallum and Austin (2000) concern path models, so path 
analysis is still widely used. There are also times when there is just a single observed 
measure of each construct, and path analysis is a single- indicator technique. Finally, if 
you master the principles of path analysis, you will be better able to understand and critique 
a wider variety of structural equation models. So read this section carefully even if you are 
more interested in latent variable models.

Building Blocks

Presented in Figure 6.2(a) is RAM symbolism for two observed continuous variables, 
X1 and X2, specified as exogenous. Each variable is designated as free to vary, and they 
are assumed to covary, too. Whatever causes X1 or X2 is outside of the model, a property 
called exogeneity. Exogenous variables are presumed to cause endogenous variables, 
which are not shown in the figure. Exercise 1 asks you how a nominal exogenous vari-
able with k ≥ 2 categories, such as membership in one of three different groups (k = 3), 
would be represented in a model. Hint: Think of dummy, effect, or contrast codes in 
multiple regression.
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Presented in Figure 6.2(b) is a continuous endogenous variable Y. It is assumed 
to be caused by at least one other measured variable, exogenous or endogenous (not 
shown). Every endogenous variable has a disturbance, which is designated as D in the 
figure. A disturbance represents residual (unexplained) variation. Disturbances signal 
the assumption of probabilistic causality. They are also considered as latent variables, 
specifically, as unmeasured exogenous variables. This is because a disturbance repre-
sents all omitted causes of the endogenous variable plus measurement error. This is why 
disturbances are represented in RAM symbolism with circles and the symbol for the 
variance of an exogenous variable. Error variances must be estimated by the computer, 
so they count as a free model parameter (Rule 6.1).

The path D  Y in Figure 6.2(b) represents the direct effect of all unmeasured 
causes. The numeral value (1) that appears in the figure next to the path is a scaling 
constant that assigns a metric to the disturbance. This is necessary because error vari-
ance is latent, and latent variables need scales before the computer can estimate any-
thing about them. The scaling constant is also called an unstandardized residual path 
coefficient. It forces the computer to estimate the disturbance variance as some fraction 
of the total observed variance of the corresponding endogenous variable; that is, 2

Ds  ≤ 2
Ys .

Two different (non-RAM), abbreviated ways to represent disturbances in diagrams 
are shown in the bottom part of Figure 6.2. Both compact versions omit the scaling 
constant and the symbol for the disturbance as a latent variable. The representation 
in Figure 6.2(c) also omits the symbol for the variance. It shows only the direct effect 
of omitted causes on Y. The compact representation in Figure 6.2(d) includes only the 
symbol for the error variance attached directly to the symbol for Y. This representation 
does not imply that endogenous variable Y is free to vary. Either compact representation 

FIGURE 6.2. McArdle–McDonald reticular action model (RAM) symbolism for (a) exogenous 
variables and (b) an endogenous variable in a path model. Compact, non-RAM symbolism 
for disturbances depicting (c) only the direct effect of omitted causes or (d) only error (unex-
plained) variance.
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for disturbances just described is acceptable— and they save space in the diagram— but 
remember that disturbance variances are free parameters.

Do not think that disturbances in path models are equivalent to residuals in mul-
tiple regression. To do so would be to confuse a causal model (path analysis) with a 
statistical model (regression analysis). Regression residuals are artifacts of least squares 
estimation such that those residuals, by definition, are uncorrelated with the predictors. 
But disturbances are not analysis artifacts; instead, they are determined by physical real-
ity, including social or genetic factors that affect the corresponding endogenous variable 
but are unmeasured (Pearl, 2012).

A conceptual partition of the standardized variance for a continuous endogenous 
variable is presented in Figure 6.3. The proportion of explained variance is R2, the 
squared multiple correlation between Y and all the observed variables specified to cause 
Y. The proportion of unexplained variance is 1 – R2, which can be decomposed into mea-
surement error and systematic variance due to omitted causes. The measurement error 
is estimated by 1 – rYY, where rYY is a reliability coefficient. Exercise 2 asks you to state 
the expected consequences of decreasing score reliability for the endogenous variable 
depicted in the figure.

Elemental Models and assumptions

Next we consider elemental path models from which all of the more complex models can 
be constructed. The path model in Figure 6.4(a) assumes that (1) X is a cause of Y, and 
(2) all unmeasured causes of Y are uncorrelated with X; that is, D and X are indepen-
dent. The hypothesis that X causes Y is a weak causal assumption that excludes all but 
one value for the direct effect X  Y. The excluded value is zero (i.e., no causal effect), 
but without further restriction, the estimate of this effect could theoretically assume an 
infinite number of values ≠ 0. A strong causal assumption reflects the prediction that 
the direct effect is exactly zero, which is represented in a model diagram by the absence 
of the symbol for a direct effect between two variables.

FIGURE 6.3. Partition of standardized variance for a continuous endogenous variable Y in a 
path model. rYY, score reliability coefficient; R2, proportion of variance explained by all mea-
sured variables with direct effects on the corresponding endogenous variable.
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The assumption that X and D are independent is necessary for Figure 6.4(a) because 
the path coefficient—the statistical estimate of X  Y that is represented by a in the 
figure that could be in either unstandardized or standardized form—is calculated hold-
ing constant all omitted causes (pseudo- isolation). Path models in SEM are parametric, 
so this direct effect is assumed to be linear, if both X and Y are continuous. Because 
exogenous variables have no error terms (see the figure), scores on X are assumed to be 
perfectly reliable (rXX = 1.00). Measurement error in Y would be manifested in its distur-
bance, so it is not assumed that rYY = 1.00.

The situation in which a putative exogenous variable X actually covaries with D is 
endogeneity. This means that exogeneity does not hold and X is not really exogenous. 
Misspecification of directionality can lead to endogeneity. For example, if Y causes X 
instead of the reverse, then X cannot be exogenous. This situation (Y  X) is illustrated 
in Figure 6.4(b), which is an equivalent version of Figure 6.4(a) where X  Y is speci-
fied. Although the two models make contradictory assumptions about directionality, 
they would have exactly the same fit to the data. Exercise 3 asks you to prove this asser-
tion by comparing path coefficient a in Figure 6.4(a) with path coefficient b in Figure 
6.4(b), assuming that both X and Y are continuous, their relation is linear, and the coef-
ficient is estimated in bivariate regression. Endogeneity can also occur if X and Y recip-
rocally cause each other, or X  Y. Antonakis, Bendahan, Jacquart, and Lalive (2010) 
give an example: Suppose that more police are hired in order to reduce crime. But if an 
increase in crime leads to the decision to hire more police, the hiring of more police is 
not exogenous because the two variables reciprocally affect each other.

FIGURE 6.4. Model of a single direct effect (a) and an equivalent version (b). Noncausal 
models that predict an association between X and Y due to an omitted common cause (c) or 
to an unanalyzed association between X and an omitted cause of Y (d).
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Variables X and Y can also covary for reasons that have nothing to do with causa-
tion. In Figure 6.4(c), the association between X and Y is spurious due to a common 
but unmeasured cause. Consequently, both variables are endogenous. In Figure 6.4(d), 
variables X and Y are expected to covary due to the relation between X and an unmea-
sured cause of Y, but X itself has no causal effect on Y. Looking at all four models in 
Figure 6.4, we find that the whole “trick” in path analysis (and SEM) is deciding which 
model (among others not shown in the figure) best explains the observed covariance. 
But this decision is a matter of specification, not analysis. This is because different sets of 
structural equations can be equally consistent with the same data (e.g., Figures 6.4(a) 
and 6.4(b)). In this sense, directional specifications are not generally “tested” in SEM; 
instead, they are assumed, and the overall fit of the model to the data is evaluated under 
such assumptions. But there is usually no direct “test” of whether a particular direction-
ality specification is correct or incorrect. This fact highlights the importance of untest-
able assumptions in causal modeling.

Figure 6.5(a) represents correlated causes (X1, X2) of the same outcome, Y. Path 
coefficients for the direct effects (a, b) are each estimated controlling for the covariation 
X1 and X2, just as in regression analysis. This model assumes that (1) there is no mea-
surement error in both X1 and X2; and (2) all unmeasured causes of Y are independent of 
both X1 and X2. Also, (3) there is no moderation between X1 and X2. This means that the 
causal effect of X1 on Y does not depend on X2, and vice versa. The same assumption also 
says that coefficients a and b in the figure each remains constant over the levels of the 
other cause. The term moderation describes effects that are causally heterogeneous, 
or conditional. An example would be if the causal effect of X1 on Y were positive for 
cases with relatively low scores on X2 but the same causal effect was negative for cases 
with relatively high scores on X2. Because moderation is always symmetrical, it would 
also be true that the causal effect of X2 on Y depends on the level of X1. In this example, 
moderation is also a joint effect that requires the measurement of both X1 and X2 in 
order to detect their interaction.5 It is possible to estimate moderation in path analysis, 
but models of conditional causation must be specified in a very particular way (i.e., not 
Figure 6.5(a)). We will return to this topic in Chapter 17.

In Figure 6.5(b) there are two direct effects on Y2 from other measured variables, 
the exogenous variable X and the endogenous variable Y1. The former (X1) is also speci-
fied as cause of the latter Y1. These specifications give Y1 a dual role as both a cause (of 
Y2) and an outcome (of X). The pathway

X  Y1  Y2

represents the indirect effect of X on Y2 through the intervening variable Y1. In words, 
X causes some change in Y1, which in turn leads to change in Y2. The model in Figure 
6.5(b) also assumes that (1) rXX = 1.00; (2) there is no interaction between the causes 

5 Some authors use the term interaction to describe joint effects that are not necessarily causal and reserve 
use of the term moderation for conditional causal effects, but this practice is not universal.
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of Y2, X and Y1; (3) omitted causes of both Y1 and Y2 are unrelated to X; and (4) omitted 
causes of Y1 and omitted causes of Y2 are unrelated.

Assuming continuous variables in a linear model and no interaction, path coeffi-
cients c–e in Figure 6.5(b) estimate, respectively, the direct effects

X  Y1 Y1  Y2 and X  Y2

Coefficients d and e control for the effects of, respectively, X and Y1 on Y2. The term cd, or 
the product of the coefficients for the paths X  Y1 and Y1  Y2, estimates the indirect 
effect of X on Y2 controlling for the direct effect of X on Y2. The idea behind product 
estimators, such as cd, of indirect effects among continuous variables is elaborated in 
later chapters, but for now we can say that indirect effects are routinely estimated in 
path analysis (and in other SEM techniques, too). The total effect of X on Y2 is defined 
as e + cd, which is the sum of the direct and indirect effects of X in Figure 6.5(b).

Indirect Effects versus Mediation

Indirect effects are always part of mediation, but they are not synonymous. This is 
because mediation refers to the causal hypothesis that one variable causes changes in 
another variable, which in turn leads to changes in the outcome variable (Little, 2013). 
The intervening variable in this definition is the mediator, and it transmits part of the 
effect of a causally prior variable to a third variable affected by the mediator. Thus, 
mediation refers to a causal pathway through which effects are conducted from a source 
through a conduit— the mediator— to the final outcome.

The emphasis on changes in the above definition of mediation is because without evi-
dence for change, the only effects that could be supported are indirect effects, not media-
tion. In other words, mediation always involves indirect effects, but not all indirect effects 
automatically signal mediation. This is especially true in nonexperimental designs with 
no time precedence. Such designs are also called cross- sectional designs. Look back at 

FIGURE 6.5. Models with (a) correlated causes and (b) direct effects and an indirect effect. 
The latter is estimated as the product cd for continuous variables.
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Figure 6.5(b). If variables X, Y1, and Y2 are simultaneously measured, then it is impossible 
to estimate changes among these components of the indirect pathway from X to Y2. In 
their arguments for designs with time precedence, Maxwell and Cole (2007) note that 
conditions under which mediation would be correctly analyzed with cross- sectional data 
are very rare and that parameter estimates are almost always biased. A minimal design 
that corresponds to Figure 6.5(b) is one where X is an experimental variable with two 
conditions (e.g., drug vs. placebo), Y1 is a presumed mediator (e.g., compliance) measured 
on a second occasion, and Y2 is the outcome (e.g., health status) measured on a third occa-
sion. Longitudinal designs for estimating mediation are described in a later section of 
this chapter, and experimental mediation designs are described in Chapter 8. In general, 
use of the term mediation should be reserved for designs that feature time precedence; 
otherwise, use of the term indirect effect is more realistic.

RECURSIVE aNd NONRECURSIVE MOdELS

There are two kinds of path models. Recursive models are the most straightforward and 
have two basic features: their disturbances are uncorrelated, and all causal effects are 
strictly unidirectional. The models in Figures 6.4–6.5 are all recursive. Nonrecursive 
models have causal (feedback) loops or may have correlated disturbances. The model 
in Figure 6.6(a) is nonrecursive because it has a direct feedback loop in which Y1 and 
Y2 are specified as direct causes of each other (Y1  Y2). Each of these variables is mea-
sured only once and also simultaneously; that is, feedback is estimated with data from a 
cross- sectional design, not a longitudinal design.

Indirect feedback loops involve at least three variables connected by direct effects 
that eventually point back to earlier variables. In a path diagram, an indirect feedback 
loop with Y1, Y2, and Y3 would be represented as a “triangle” with paths that connect 
them in the order specified by the researcher. Presented without disturbances or other 
variables in the model, an example of an indirect feedback loop with three variables is 
shown next:

 
 
 
 

Y1 

Y2 Y3 

Because each variable in the feedback loop just illustrated is involved in an indirect 
effect, such as Y2 in the indirect pathway

Y1  Y2  Y3

feedback is thus indirect.
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The model of Figure 6.6(a) also has a disturbance covariance (for unstandardized 
variables) or a disturbance correlation (for standardized variables). The term distur-
bance correlation is used from this point on regardless of whether or not the variables 
are standardized. A disturbance correlation, such as D1  D2, reflects the assumption 
that the corresponding endogenous variables (Y1, Y2) share at least one unmeasured 
cause. Unlike unanalyzed associations between measured exogenous variables, such as  
X1  X2, the specification of correlated disturbances in the model is not routine. Why 
this is true is explained momentarily.

There is another type of path model, one that has unidirectional effects and cor-
related disturbances; two examples of this type are presented in Figures 6.6(b) and 
6.6(c). The classification of such models is not consistent. Some authors call these mod-
els nonrecursive, whereas others use the term partially recursive. But more important 
than the label for these models is the distinction made in the figure: Partially recursive 
models with a bow-free pattern of disturbance correlations can be treated in the analy-
sis just like recursive models. A bow-free pattern means that correlated disturbances 
are restricted to pairs of endogenous variables without direct effects between them—see 
Figure 6.6(b). In contrast, partially recursive models with a bow pattern of disturbance 
correlations must be treated in the analysis as nonrecursive models. A bow pattern 
means that a disturbance correlation occurs with a direct effect between that pair of 
endogenous variables— see Figure 6.6(c) (Brito & Pearl, 2003). All ensuing references to 
nonrecursive and recursive path models include, respectively, partially recursive models 
with and without a bow pattern of disturbances.

Before we continue, let’s apply the rules for counting observations, parameters, and 
degrees of freedom to the nonrecursive model in Figure 6.6(a). Because there are v = 4 
observed variables in this model, the number of observations is 4(5)/2 = 10. There are a 
total of four exogenous variables, two measured (X1, X2) and two unmeasured (D1, D2). 
The variances (4) and covariances (2) (i.e., X1  X2, D1  D2) of these exogenous vari-

FIGURE 6.6. Examples of nonrecursive and partially recursive path models.
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ables are free parameters. There are a total of four direct effects on endogenous variables 
from other measured variables, including

X1  Y1 X2  Y2 Y1  Y2 and Y2  Y1

Because the total number of observations and free parameters for this model are equal 
(10), the model degrees of freedom are zero (dfM = 0). Exercise 4 asks you to count 
the number of free parameters in Figures 6.6(b) and 6.6(c), and Exercise 5 asks you to 
describe in words the hypotheses about the relations between Y1 and Y2 that are repre-
sented in Figure 6.6(c).

Implications of the distinction between Recursive 
and Nonrecursive Models

The assumptions of recursive models that all causal effects are unidirectional and that 
the disturbances are independent simplify the statistical demands for the analysis. For 
example, multiple regression can be used to estimate path coefficients and disturbance 
variances in recursive path models. The occurrence of a technical problem in the analy-
sis is less likely for recursive models. It is also true that recursive structural models are 
identified, given that necessary requirements for identification are satisfied (Chapter 
7). The same assumptions of recursive models that ease the analytical burden are also 
restrictive. For example, neither causal loops nor correlated disturbances in a bow pat-
tern can be represented in a recursive model.

The kinds of effects just mentioned can be represented in nonrecursive models, 
but such models require special assumptions. Estimation of causal loops with cross- 
sectional data assumes equilibrium, or that changes in the system underlying reciprocal 
causation have already manifested their effects and that the system is in a steady state. 
Kaplan, Harik, and Hotchkiss (2001) remind us that there is generally no statistical way 
to directly evaluate the equilibrium assumption; that is, it must be substantively argued. 
But this assumption is rarely acknowledged in studies where feedback effects are esti-
mated with cross- sectional data. This is unfortunate because the results of computer 
simulation studies by Kaplan et al. (2001) indicate that violation of the equilibrium 
assumption can lead to severely biased estimates. Another assumption is that of station-
arity, the requirement that the basic causal structure does not change over time.

Controversy has arisen over estimating reciprocal causation in designs with con-
current measurement (Wong & Law, 1999). The main reason for the controversy is the 
absence of temporal precedence in such designs. This implies that the two-way paths 
that make up a direct feedback loop, such as Y1  Y2 in Figure 6.6(a), represent an 
instantaneous cycling process, but in reality there may be no such causal mechanism 
(Hunter & Gerbing, 1982). In this sense, the measurement occasions in designs without 
temporal precedence are always wrong.

But the absence of temporal precedence may not always be a liability when esti-
mating reciprocal causation. Finkel (1995) argued that the lag for some causal effects 
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is so short that it would be impractical to measure them over time. Examples are the 
reciprocal effects of the moods of spouses on each other. Although the causal lags in 
this example are not zero, they may be so short as to be virtually synchronous. If so, the 
assumption of instantaneous cycling for feedback loops in nonrecursive models would 
be more defensible. In this case, it may be more appropriate to estimate reciprocal effects 
with very short lags in cross- sectional designs even when panel data are available (Wong 
& Law, 1999). This is because the true length of causal lags is not always known. In this 
case, longitudinal data collected according to some particular temporal measurement 
schedule are not automatically superior to cross- sectional data.

Disturbances of variables that make up a feedback loop are often assumed to covary. 
This specification makes sense because if variables mutually cause each other, then it is 
plausible that they may share unmeasured causes. Some of the error in predicting one 
variable in a causal loop, such as Y1 in Figure 6.6(a), may be due to the other variable in 
that loop, or Y2 in the figure, and vice versa. Studies with repeated measures are another 
context for specifying correlated disturbances. This is because the error variances of 
such variables may overlap, which is described as autocorrelated errors. The degree of 
shared error variance may be greater if the test– retest interval is relatively short (e.g., 
back-to-back learning trials). The capability to test hypotheses about error covariance 
structures is a relative strength of SEM.

The addition of each disturbance correlation to the model “costs” one degree of 
freedom and thus makes the model more complex (and also improves fit). If there are 
substantive reasons for specifying disturbance correlations, then it is probably better to 
analyze the model with these terms than without them. The constraint that a distur-
bance correlation is zero when there are common unmeasured causes tends to redistrib-
ute this association toward the exogenous end of the model, which can result in biased 
estimates of direct effects. In general, disturbances should be specified as correlated if 
there are good reasons for doing so; otherwise, one should be wary of making the model 
overly complex by adding parameters without a good reason.

Another complication of nonrecursive models is identification. There are some 
straightforward ways to determine whether some, but not all, types of nonrecursive 
path models are identified. These procedures are described in the next chapter, but it is 
worthwhile to make this point now: Adding exogenous variables is one way to remedy 
an identification problem of a nonrecursive model. But this typically can be done before 
the data are collected. Thus it is critical to evaluate whether a nonrecursive path model is 
identified right after it is specified and before the study is conducted.

PaTh MOdELS FOR LONGITUdINaL daTa

There are many kinds of path models for repeated measures data, so just a few major 
types are described next; see Little (2013) and Newsom (2015) for more information. 
Presented in Figure 6.7 is a panel model for endogenous variables Y1 and Y2, each mea-
sured at two different occasions. This model also includes exogenous variables, X1 and 
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X2, both measured at time 1 only. Coefficients a and b in the figure correspond to, 
respectively, the autoregressive paths

Y11  Y12 and Y21  Y22

The coefficient for each path just listed estimates the direct effect of the variables on 
itself, or the stability of Y1 and Y2 over time. Coefficients c and d in Figure 6.7 correspond 
to, respectively, the cross- lagged paths

Y11  Y22 and Y21  Y12

Coefficients for these paths estimate the direct effects of Y1 and Y2 on each other over 
time. Autoregressive and cross- lagged effects are each estimated controlling for the 
other. For example, coefficient c in the figure estimates the effect of Y1 at time 1 on Y2 at 
time 2, controlling for the autoregressive effects of Y2 from time 1. Exercise 6 asks you 
to count the numbers of observations and free parameters for the panel model in Figure 
6.7.

Cross- lagged and autoregressive effects in panel models concern influences over 
time. Within-time associations in panel models are typically specified as unanalyzed, 
either between covariates, such as X1  X2 in Figure 6.7, or between the disturbances of 
endogenous variables measured at the same time, such as D11  D21 at time 1. Because 
the pattern of disturbance correlations in the figure is bow-free, the whole model is 
recursive. The complexity of panel models can increase rapidly as more variables are 
added to the model. They can also be nonrecursive, if disturbance correlations are in a 
bow pattern (there are direct effects between the corresponding endogenous variables). 
See Frees (2004) for examples.

FIGURE 6.7. A cross- lagged panel model for Y1 and Y2. The second subscript indicates the 
time of measurement.
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The model in Figure 6.8(a), shown using compact symbolism for disturbances, cor-
responds to a half longitudinal design for estimating mediation (Cole & Maxwell, 
2003). In this model, X1 designates the causal variable, M1 the mediator, and Y1 the 
outcome variable. In such designs, the mediator and outcome are each measured at 
times 1 and 2, but the cause is measured only at time 1 (see the figure). At time 2, the 
disturbances of the mediator and outcome are assumed to covary, but this disturbance 
correlation is not shown in the figure to save space. Coefficient a in the figure model 
estimates the direct effect of the cause at time 1 on the mediator at time 2, controlling 
for the previous level of the mediator at time 1. Similarly, coefficient b in the figure 
estimates the direct effect of the mediator at time 1 on outcome at time 2, controlling 
for the previous level of the outcome. If all variables are continuous and assuming no 
interaction, the indirect effect of X on Y through M is estimated as the product ab. This 
estimator controls for autoregressive effects of both the mediator and outcome.

In a full longitudinal design (Cole & Maxwell, 2003), the cause, mediator, and out-
come are each measured over at least three different times. This design is represented in 

FIGURE 6.8. A half longitudinal model of mediation (a). A full longitudinal model of media-
tion (b). Compact symbolism is used for the disturbances. All pairwise disturbance correlations 
within each measurement occasion are assumed but are not shown. The second subscript 
indicates the time of measurement.
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Figure 6.8(b) using compact symbolism. This model assumes that disturbances within 
the second and third measurement occasions are all pairwise correlated, but, to save 
space, they are not shown in the figure. Assuming no interactions and continuous vari-
ables, we estimate mediation in Figure 6.8(b) as the product of coefficients c and d, or cd. 
Coefficient c estimates the direct effect of the cause at time 1 on the mediator at time 2, 
controlling for the previous level of the mediator, and coefficient d estimates the direct 
effect of the mediator at time 2 on the outcome at time 3, controlling for the prior level 
of the outcome. Little (2013) notes that coefficients c and d correspond to the sole con-
tiguous pathway in this model through which changes in the initial cause can indirectly 
affect the outcome, or

X11  M12  Y13

The model for the full longitudinal design in Figure 6.8(b) contains two replica-
tions of the half longitudinal design. Specifically, (1) the product cd′ for the paths

X11  M12 and M11  Y12

is a proxy of the “real” estimator of mediation, cd. Likewise, (2) the product c′d for the 
paths

X12  M13 and M12  Y13

estimates a different proxy. The values of these two proxy estimators just mentioned and 
that of cd should all be similar under the assumption of stationary, which also predicts 
all the equivalences (within the limits of sampling error) listed next for the model in 
Figure 6.8(b):

c = c′  d = d′  e = e′  f = f ′
g = g′  h = h′  and  i = i′

Selig and Preacher (2009) describe additional longitudinal designs for estimating medi-
ation.

SUMMaRy

Considered in this chapter was the specification of path models, or structural models 
of observed variables. Such models reflect hypotheses about spurious (noncausal) asso-
ciations and direct or indirect causal effects among measured variables. Path models 
feature single- indicator measurement where each hypothetical construct is measured 
with a single manifest variable. Consequently, it is critical that single indicators have 
good psychometric properties. There is an emerging consensus that mediation analysis 
requires data from designs with time precedence, such as experimental or longitudinal 
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designs. Such designs guarantee that causes are measured before mediators, which are 
in turn measured before outcomes. Mediation always involves indirect effects, but indi-
rect effects, estimated in cross- sectional designs where all variables are concurrently 
measured, do not automatically imply mediation. Rules that apply to all kinds of struc-
tural equation models without mean structures for counting the number of observations 
and the number of free model parameters were also presented. These rules are used to 
check whether a path model is identified, which is the topic of the next chapter.

LEaRN MORE

Antonakis et al. (2010) address causal inference from the perspectives of both design and 
analysis. Hoyle (2012) describes specification of models in SEM with observed or latent vari-
ables, and Kline (2012) outlines assumptions of different types of structural equation models.

Antonakis, J., Bendahan, S., Jacquart, P., & Lalive, R. (2010). On making causal claims: A 
review and recommendations. The Leadership Quarterly, 21, 1086–1120.

Hoyle, R. H. (2012). Model specification in structural equation modeling. In R. H. Hoyle 
(Ed.), Handbook of structural equation modeling (pp. 126–144). New York: Guilford 
Press.

Kline, R. B. (2012). Assumptions in structural equation modeling. In R. H. Hoyle (Ed.), Hand-
book of structural equation modeling (pp. 111–125). New York: Guilford Press.

ExERCISES

1. How would you represent membership in one of three different groups (i.e., a nomi-
nal variable) as a predictor in a path model?

2. Describe the consequences of increasing measurement error for the endogenous 
variable represented in Figure 6.3.

3. For the equivalent path models in Figures 6.4(a) and 6.4(b), compare path coef-
ficients a and b, assuming that both X and Y are continuous, their relation is linear, 
and the estimation method is bivariate regression (i.e., OLS).

4. Use Rule 6.1 to count the number of free parameters for the path models in Figures 
6.6(b) and 6.6(c).

5. Describe the hypotheses represented in Figure 6.6(c) about variables Y1 and Y2.

6. Count the number of observations and free parameters for the panel model in Figure 
6.7.
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Described next is LISREL notation for path models when means are not analyzed. Measured 
exogenous variables are designated as X and measured endogenous variables as Y. Lowercase 
Greek letters in this notation include b (beta), g (gamma), z (zeta), f (phi), and y (psi); uppercase 
letters include B (beta), G (gamma), F (phi), and Y (psi). Symbols for variables, parameters, and 
disturbances appear in their proper places in the nonrecursive path model shown next:
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Structural equations for the endogenous variables are listed next:

 Y1 = g11 X1 + b12 Y2 + z1 (6.2)
 Y2 = g22 X2 + b21 Y1 + z2

The equations for Y1 and Y2 can also be expressed in matrix algebra terms as follows:

 
 1 11 1 12 1 1

2 22 2 21 2 2

0 0

0 0

Y X Y

Y X Y

g b z           
= + +           g b z           

 (6.3)

	 =	G X + B Y + z

where G is the parameter matrix for direct effects of measured exogenous variables on the endog-
enous variables, X is the matrix of measured exogenous variables, B is the matrix for direct 

Appendix 6.A

LISREL Notation for Path Models
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effects of endogenous variables on each other, Y is the matrix of endogenous variables, and z is 
the matrix of disturbances. Other parameter matrices include

 F = 
f 

 f f 
11

21 22

 and Y = 11

21 22

y 
Y =  y y 

 (6.4)

where F is the covariance matrix of the measured exogenous variables and Y is the covariance 
matrix of the disturbances. The four LISREL parameter matrices for manifest variable path mod-
els are thus

	 G, B, F, and Y
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The topic of this chapter corresponds to the second step in SEM: the evaluation of iden-
tification, or whether it is theoretically possible for the computer to derive a unique set of 
model parameter estimates. This chapter shows you how to evaluate the identification 
status of path models estimated in single samples when means are not analyzed. A set of 
identification rules or heuristics that are relatively straightforward to apply is presented, and 
a research example dealt with in a later chapter is also introduced. Some of the topics 
discussed next are rather abstract, but many examples are offered, and chapter exercises 
provide more opportunities for practice. A Chinese proverb states that learning is a treasure 
that will follow you everywhere. After mastering the concepts in this chapter, you will be 
better prepared to apply SEM in your own studies.

GENERaL REqUIREMENTS

There are two general— necessary, but insufficient— requirements for identifying any 
type of model in SEM. They are listed next and discussed afterward:

1. The model degrees of freedom must be at least zero (dfM ≥ 0).

2. Every latent variable— including disturbances or error terms—must be assigned 
a scale.

Minimum degrees of Freedom

The requirement for dfM ≥ 0 is the counting rule. For models that satisfy it, there are 
at least as many observations (Rule 6.2) as there are free model parameters (Rule 6.1). 

7

Identification of Observed-Variable 
(Path) Models
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Models that violate the counting rule are underidentified or underdetermined. As an 
example of how a deficit of observations leads to nonidentification, consider the follow-
ing equation:

 a + b = 6 (7.1)

Look at this expression as a model, the 6 as an observation, and a and b as free param-
eters (unknowns). Because Equation 7.1 has more free parameters than observations, it 
is impossible to find a set of unique estimates. In fact, there are an infinite number of 
solutions, including

 (a = 4, b = 2), (a = 8, b = –2), and (a = 2.5, b = 3.5)

and so on. A similar thing happens when a computer tries to derive unique estimates for 
an underidentified structural equation model: It is impossible to do so, and the attempt 
fails.

This next example shows that having equal numbers of observations and param-
eters does not guarantee identification. Consider the following set of formulas:

 a + b = 6 (7.2)

 3a + 3b = 18

Although this model has two observations (6, 18) and two free parameters (a, b), 
it does not have a unique solution. Actually, an infinite number of solutions satisfy 
Equation 7.2, such as (a = 4, b = 2), and so on. This happens because the second 
formula in Equation 7.2 is linearly dependent on the first formula: It is simply three 
times the first formula, so it cannot narrow the range of solutions that satisfy the first 
formula.

Now consider the following set of formulas with two observations and two free 
parameters where the second equation is not linearly dependent on the first:

 a + b = 6 (7.3)

 2a + b = 10

This two- observation, two- parameter model has a unique solution; it is (a = 4, b = 2). 
Thus, the model defined by Equation 7.3 is just- identified or just- determined. Also, 
given estimates of its parameters, the equation can perfectly reproduce the observations 
(6, 10). Recall that most structural equation models with zero degrees of freedom that 
are also identified can perfectly reproduce the data (sample covariances), but such mod-
els test no particular hypothesis.

A statistical model can also have fewer parameters than observations. Consider the 
following set of formulas with three observations and two parameters:
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 a + b = 6 (7.4)

 2a + b = 10

 3a + b = 12

There is no single solution that satisfies all three formulas. For example, the solution (a = 
4, b = 2) works only for the first two formulas in Equation 7.4, and the solution (a = 2, 
b = 6) works only for the last two formulas. But there is a way to find a unique solution: 
Impose a statistical criterion that leads to an overidentified or overdetermined model 
with more observations than free parameters. An example for Equation 7.4 is the least 
squares criterion from regression analysis but with no intercept (constant) in the predic-
tion equation. Expressed in words:

Find values of a and b that yield total scores such that the sum of squared 
differences between the observations (6, 10, 12) and these total scores is as small 
as possible.

Applying the criterion just stated to the estimation of a and b in a regression analysis 
yields a solution that not only gives the smallest possible squared difference (.67) but 
that is also unique, or (a = 3.00, b = 3.33). This solution does not perfectly reproduce the 
observations (6, 10, 12): the predicted scores obtained from Equation 7.4 for the solu-
tion just stated are 6.33, 9.33, and 12.33. The fact that an overidentified model may not 
perfectly reproduce the data has an important role in model testing that is explored in 
later chapters.

The terms just- identified and overidentified do not automatically apply unless a 
model meets both of the necessary requirements mentioned at the beginning of this sec-
tion and additional, sufficient requirements for that particular type of model described 
later. That is:

1. A just- identified structural equation model is identified and has the same 
number of observations as free parameters (dfM = 0).

2. An overidentified structural equation model is identified and has more obser-
vations than free parameters (dfM > 0).

A structural equation model can be underidentified in two ways. The first case occurs 
when there are more free parameters than observations (dfM < 0), and thus the model 
fails the counting rule. The second case happens when some model parameters are 
underidentified because there is not enough information to estimate them but others are 
identified. In the second case, the whole model is considered nonidentified, even though 
dfM ≥ 0. A general definition by Kenny (2011b) that covers both cases is

3. An underidentified structural equation model is one for which it is not pos-
sible to uniquely estimate all of its free parameters.
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For overidentified path models, the value of dfM equals the number of “missing” 
paths,  or . But if all fixed-to-zero paths were added as free parameters for recur-
sive models, the respecified path model would be just- identified (dfM = 0). Deleted paths 
reflect strong causal assumptions and thus are more interesting than the specified 
(freely estimated) paths, which reflect weak hypotheses. This is because deleted paths 
can potentially falsify the model (Kenny & Milan, 2012). Fixing some paths to zero can 
also identify a nonrecursive path model, as we shall see.

Models with dfM > 0 have overidentifying restrictions, which means that at least 
one free parameter has multiple estimates. These restrictions can be detected by resolv-
ing equations for the free parameters in terms of the covariances among the observed 
variables (Kenny & Milan, 2012, p. 148). Each overidentifying restriction corresponds 
to a particular test of local fit, but finding overidentifying restrictions in SEM can be 
tedious in larger models (i.e., it is impractical). Overidentifying restrictions are more 
transparent in graph theory (see Chapter 8), where it is not necessary to resolve equa-
tions in order to determine whether multiple estimators of a particular causal effect are 
available (i.e., there are overidentifying restrictions).

Scaling disturbances

In RAM symbolism, disturbances (D) in structural models are represented as latent 
exogenous variables, and each D term requires a scale in order for the computer to esti-
mate the error variance. Disturbance variances are usually scaled by imposing a unit 
loading identification (ULI) constraint. This means that the coefficient for the unstan-
dardized residual path coefficient is fixed to 1.0 (i.e., a scaling constant). In diagrams, 
a ULI constraint is represented by the numeral “1” that appears next to the path from a 
disturbance to an endogenous variable. For example, the specification

 D  Y = 1.0

in Figure 6.2(b) assigns to D a scale that is related to the unexplained variance in Y. The 
implication is that the sum of the explained and unexplained variances in Y must equal 
the total observed variance (see Figure 6.3). The specification of any other scaling con-
stant > 0, such as 17.3, would also scale the disturbance variance, but the equality just 
mentioned may not hold. Computer programs for SEM that automatically scale error 
terms impose ULI constraints as just described.

UNIqUE ESTIMaTES

The penultimate property of identification is that it must be possible to express each and 
every free model parameter as a unique function of elements in the population covari-
ance matrix while satisfying the statistical criterion to be minimized. Because we typi-
cally estimate the population matrix with the sample matrix, this facet of identification 
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can be described by saying that there is a unique set of parameter estimates, given the 
data, model, and statistical criterion.

Determining whether the free parameters can be expressed as unique functions 
of the data is not an empirical question. Instead, it is a theoretical problem that can be 
evaluated by resolving equations for parameters in terms of symbols for elements of 
the data matrix. This process is basically a mathematical proof, so no actual numerical 
values are needed, just symbolic representations (Kenny & Milan, 2012, pp. 147–148). 
This means that model identification can—and should— be evaluated before the data are col-
lected. As Kenny and Milan (2012) put it, what researcher wants to find out that his or 
her model is not identified after putting in the effort to collect the data?

You may have seen formal proofs for showing that formulas for regression coef-
ficients and intercepts (e.g., Equations 2.2, 2.3) are, in fact, those that satisfy the least 
squares criterion. The derivation of a proof for a simple regression analysis would be 
a fairly daunting task for those without strong quantitative backgrounds, and models 
analyzed in SEM are often much more complicated than simple regression models. The 
statistical criterion minimized in maximum likelihood estimation is also more compli-
cated than that minimized in the method of OLS estimation.

Unfortunately, SEM computer tools are of little help in determining whether a par-
ticular model is identified. Most programs perform rudimentary checks, such as apply-
ing the counting rule, but these checks do not generally involve sufficient conditions. 
It may surprise you to learn that SEM computer tools are rather helpless in this way, 
but there is a simple explanation: Computers are good at numerical processing, but it is 
symbolic processing that is needed for determining identification status. Computer lan-
guages for symbolic processing, such as Prolog (programming logic), form the basis of 
some applications in artificial intelligence. But contemporary SEM computer tools lack 
any real capability for symbolic processing of the kind needed to prove identification for 
a wide range of models.

Fortunately, one does not need to be a mathematician to deal with identification. 
This is because the rest of us can apply identification heuristics. These rules cover 
most of the structural equation models considered in this book. Kenny and Milan (2012) 
note that there may never be a single set of heuristics that cover all possible types of 
models; that is, the identification problem may be undecidable. But you can build a 
“toolbox” of heuristics that should work most of the time, beginning with the methods 
described next for path models. Graph theory (see Chapter 8) offers additional ways to 
evaluate identification, and related computer tools can analyze model diagrams in order 
to determine which causal effects are identified. These discussions assume that the two 
general requirements for identification are met.

RULE FOR RECURSIVE MOdELS

Because of their particular characteristics, recursive path models are identified (Bol-
len, 1989, pp. 95–98). This property is even more general: Recursive structural models 
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are identified, whether that model is a path model or the structural part of a structural 
regression (SR) model with latent variables. Note that whether the measurement part of 
an SR model with a recursive structural component is also identified is a separate ques-
tion. The facts just reviewed explain the following sufficient condition for identification:

Recursive structural models are identified. (Rule 7.1)

IdENTIFICaTION OF NONRECURSIVE MOdELS

The situation concerning identification for nonrecursive structural models is more com-
plicated because nonrecursive models that meet the general requirements may not be 
identified. There are algebraic methods to determine whether parameters of nonrecur-
sive models can be expressed as unique functions of the observations (Berry, 1984, 
pp. 27–35), but these techniques are practical only for very simple models. Fortunately, 
there are special identification heuristics for nonrecursive models. Some of these heuris-
tics concern necessary requirements, which do not guarantee identification, but others 
involve sufficient requirements that, if satisfied, prove identification. These heuristics 
are described next for nonrecursive path models, but the same principles apply to SR 
models with nonrecursive structural components.

The nature and number of conditions for identification that a nonrecursive model 
must satisfy depend on its pattern of disturbance correlations. Considered next are iden-
tification heuristics for models with feedback loops and correlations between all pairs of 
disturbances either for the whole model or within blocks of recursively related endog-
enous variables.

MOdELS WITh FEEdBaCk LOOPS aNd aLL POSSIBLE 
dISTURBaNCE CORRELaTIONS

Presented in Figure 7.1(a) is the smallest identified model with all possible disturbance 
correlations (1 in total) and with no equality constraints for estimating direct feedback. 
Shown in Figure 7.1(b) is the corresponding model with all possible disturbance cor-
relations (3 in total) and no equality constraints for estimating indirect feedback. Figure 
7.1(a) is just- identified because dfM = 0, and Figure 7.1(b) is overidentified because dfM = 
3. Exercise 1 asks you to verify these statements.

Instrumental Variables

The direct feedback loop in Figure 7.1(a) consists of Y1  Y2 and D1  D2, a bow- 
pattern disturbance correlation. These specifications imply that (1) causal variable Y1 
covaries with the disturbance of its outcome, or D2; and (2) causal variable Y2 covaries 
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with the disturbance of its outcome, or D1. Thus, the requirement for pseudo- isolation 
in regression analysis is violated.

Nevertheless, Figure 7.1(a) is identifi ed because each endogenous variable in a non-
recursive relation has a unique instrument or instrumental variable that identifi es this 
relation. For example, the instrument for Y1  Y2 is variable X1, and variable X2 is the 
instrument for Y2 Y1. An instrument is unrelated to the disturbance of the outcome 
variable in a nonrecursive relation, whereas at the same time it has a direct or indirect 
effect on the causal variable in that relation. If the instrument has an indirect effect on 
the causal variable, then any intervening variable in that indirect pathway has no direct 
effect on the outcome variable. A variable that is predicted by the model to simply covary 
with the causal variable could also be an instrument if the candidate instrument has 
the other properties just mentioned. Finally, neither the causal nor outcome variable 
in a nonrecursive relation has a direct or indirect effect on the instrument; nor does 
any other variable in the model affect both the instrument and the outcome variable 
(Mulaik, 2009b). Graph theory offers a simpler defi nition of instruments as we will see 
in the next chapter.

In Figure 7.1(b), there are two instruments for each of Y1–Y3, the endogenous vari-
ables that make up the indirect feedback loop. Specifi cally, variables

1. X1 and X3 are the instruments for Y1 Y2;

2. X1 and X2 are the instruments for Y2 Y3; and

3. X2 and X3 are the instruments for Y3 Y1.

Instruments are defi ned by the model’s specifi cation (i.e., theory), not statistical analy-
sis. Specifi cally, the coeffi cient for the direct effect of the instrument on the endogenous 
outcome variable is fi xed to zero in the model. For example, do not regress Y2 on X1 and 
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FIGURE 7.1. Two examples of nonrecursive models with feedback loops and all possible 
disturbance correlations.
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X2 in Figure 7.1(a) in order to fi nd which predictor has a coeffi cient that is not statisti-
cally signifi cant, and then use that exogenous variable as an instrument (Kenny, 2011a).

In bigger models, instruments can be exogenous or endogenous. Consider Figure 7.2 
with two direct feedback loops and a disturbance correlation pattern described as block 
recursive. One can partition the endogenous variables of this model into two blocks, 
one with Y1 and Y2 and the other made up of Y3 and Y4. Direct effects within each block 
are nonrecursive, but effects between the blocks are unidirectional (recursive). Each 
block contains all possible disturbance correlations (1 in total), but the disturbances 
across the blocks are independent. In the fi gure, variables X1 and X2 are the instru-
ments for, respectively, Y1 and Y2 in the fi rst block, and Y1 and Y2 are the instruments 
for, respectively, Y3 and Y4 in the second block. It is not too hard to locate instruments 
in smaller nonrecursive models with feedback loops, but doing so in larger models can 
be challenging. Fortunately, there are identifi cation heuristics that are easier to apply.

Order Condition

The order condition is a counting rule applied to each endogenous variable involved in 
a feedback loop in a model that has all possible disturbance correlations or that is block 
recursive. If the order condition is failed, the equation for that endogenous variable is 
underidentifi ed. The order condition is necessary but insuffi cient, so failing it says that 
the model is not identifi ed, but passing it does not guarantee that the model is actually 
identifi ed.

The order condition is evaluated by counting the number of variables (except dis-
turbances) that have direct effects on each endogenous variable versus the number that 
do not. Let’s call the latter excluded variables. The condition is stated next:

The order condition requires that the number of excluded variables  (Rule 7.2)
for each endogenous variable equals or exceeds the total number 
of endogenous variables minus 1.

FIGURE 7.2. A block recursive model with two recursively related blocks of direct feedback 
and all possible disturbance correlations within each block. The whole model is nonrecursive.
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For nonrecursive models with all possible disturbance correlations, the total number 
of endogenous variables equals that for the whole model. For example, there are three 
endogenous variables in Figure 7.1(b). This means that at least 3 – 1 = 2 variables must 
be excluded from the equation of each endogenous variable, which is here true. For 
example, variables X2, X3, and Y2 are excluded from the equation for Y1, which exceeds 
the minimum number (2). Because the equations for Y2 and Y3 also meet the order condi-
tion, the model passes the order condition.

For block recursive models, the total number of endogenous variables is counted 
separately for each block when the order condition is evaluated. For example, there are 
two blocks in Figure 7.2. Each block has two endogenous variables, so to satisfy the 
order condition, at least 2 – 1 = 1 variables must be excluded from the equation of each 
endogenous variable in both blocks, which is here true: One variable is excluded from 
each equation for Y1 and Y2 in the first block (e.g., X2 for Y1), and three variables are 
excluded from each equation in the second block (e.g., X1, X2, and Y2 for Y3). This block 
recursive model passes the order condition.

Rank Condition

The rank condition for identification is necessary and sufficient; thus:

Nonrecursive models that satisfy the rank condition are identified. (Rule 7.3)

This condition is usually described in matrix algebra terms (Bollen, 1989, pp. 101–103). 
One such definition is that at least one nonzero determinant must be associated with 
the matrix of coefficients for variables excluded from the equation of each endogenous 
variable involved in a feedback loop but included in the equations of other endogenous 
variables in the model.

The definition of the rank condition just stated is fine for those already familiar 
with matrix algebra. Berry (1984) devised a method for checking the rank condition that 
does not require detailed knowledge of matrix operations, a simpler version of which is 
described in Appendix 7.A. After applying this method, we can prove that the nonrecur-
sive models in Figures 7.1(b) and 7.2 are actually identified (see the appendix). Exercise 
2 asks you to evaluate the order condition and rank condition for Figure 7.1(a).

GRaPhICaL RULES FOR OThER TyPES OF NONRECURSIVE MOdELS

The order and rank conditions assume feedback loops and all possible disturbance cor-
relations across the whole model or within recursively related blocks. If disturbance 
correlations are in any other pattern, the order condition is no longer necessary and the 
rank condition is no longer necessary and sufficient. Also, a structural model can be 
nonrecursive, yet have no feedback loops. Such models have disturbance correlations in 
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a bow pattern; that is, there is a direct effect between the corresponding pair of endog-
enous variables (e.g., Figure 6.6(c)).

Rigdon (1995) described a set of necessary and suffi cient graphical rules for evalu-
ating the identifi cation status of nonrecursive models where the endogenous variables 
can be partitioned into sets of recursively related blocks. Each block contains either 
one or two variables. Blocks with two variables are reserved for pairs of variables in a 
nonrecursive relation (direct feedback or bow- pattern disturbance correlations). Blocks 
with a single variable are reserved for variables with strictly recursive relations to other 
variables. Exogenous variables are ignored when partitioning the endogenous variables.

Any single- variable block in Rigdon’s graphical method is identifi ed because it is 
recursive. Any two- variable nonrecursive block falls into one of eight patterns described 
by Rigdon (1995, p. 370), some of which correspond to identifi ed blocks, but other pat-
terns describe blocks that are not identifi ed. Presented in Figure 7.3 are abstractions 
from Rigdon’s types that represent the minimum required specifi cations for identifying 
blocks of two nonrecursively related variables, Y1 and Y2. All other specifi cations beyond 
these minimum requirements are irrelevant (have no bearing on whether the nonrecur-
sive block is identifi ed or not identifi ed). The requirements concern unique instruments, 
which are represented in the fi gure as unlabeled variables that could be exogenous or 
endogenous. All other variables in the model can be ignored, including those with direct 
effects on both Y1 and Y2. This is because such variables cannot be instruments.

Figure 7.3(a) depicts a bow- pattern disturbance correlation. This nonrecursive rela-
tion is identifi ed if the causal variable Y1 has a unique instrument. The outcome vari-
able, Y2, requires no instrument. This specifi cation also provides a way to identify the 
direct effect of a putative exogenous variable on an outcome where the two variables 
share a disturbance correlation, which is a type of endogeneity. In the respecifi ed model 
with an instrument, the formerly exogenous variable is now endogenous because it is 
regressed on the instrument. Shown in Figure 7.3(b) is a block with a direct feedback 

FIGURE 7.3. Minimum required specifi cations for identifying blocks of two nonrecursively 
related endogenous variables, Y1 and Y2, based on Rigdon’s (1995) graphical classifi cation 
system. Symbols for unlabeled variables represent unique instrumental variables; xor, exclusive 
or (either Y1 or Y2, but not both).
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loop between Y1 and Y2 that is identified if (1) there is only one unique instrument and 
(2) the disturbance correlation is fixed to zero. But if the disturbance correlation is a free 
parameter, then a unique instrument is needed for both variables in the feedback loop. 
This requirement is illustrated in Figure 7.3(c). Remember that the patterns in Figure 7.3 
depict minimum identification requirements. Thus, any direct effects on Y1 or Y2 from 
variables that are not unique instruments have no bearing on the block’s identification 
status.

Let’s apply the patterns in Figure 7.3 to determine the identification status of the 
two nonrecursive models in Figure 7.4. Duncan (1975, pp. 84–86) algebraically proved 
that Figure 7.4(a) is not identified. To graphically demonstrate this fact, we partition the 
endogenous variables into two blocks. Block 1 is nonrecursive and includes variables Y1 
and Y2 plus their disturbance correlation. Block 2 has a single variable, Y3, which makes 
this block recursive and, thus, identified. But block 1 is not identified because neither Y1 
nor Y2 has a unique instrument. Variable X1 is a common cause of Y1 and Y2, but shared 
causes contribute nothing to the identification of a nonrecursive block. This means that 
Figure 7.4(a) is not identified because one of its two blocks is not identified.

Figure 7.4(b) is identified because the sole block in this model matches the pattern 
in Figure 7.3(b). Specifically, this model with a feedback loop but no disturbance corre-
lation requires a unique instrument for either Y1 or Y2, but not both. Exercise 3 asks you 
to verify that Figure 7.4(b) fails both the order and the rank conditions. In this case, the 
order condition is no longer necessary, and the rank condition is no longer necessary nor 
sufficient for this model with a feedback loop but no disturbance correlation. Exercise 4 
asks how a researcher could respecify Figure 7.4(b) in order to test the assumption that 
the disturbance correlation equals zero.

RESPECIFICaTION OF NONRECURSIVE MOdELS  
ThaT aRE NOT IdENTIFIEd

Suppose that the specification of Figure 7.4(a) faithfully reflects the hypotheses of a 
particular theory but, too bad, the model is not identified. (You should verify this state-
ment.) What does the researcher do now? There are basically three options. One way 
is to simplify the model by dropping paths, which increases the value of dfM by one for 
each omitted path. For example, if the paths

 X1  Y2 and D1  D2

were dropped from Figure 7.4(a), the respecified model with a feedback loop and a 
unique instrument, X1 for Y1 but no disturbance correlation would be identified. A dif-
ferent respecification is to drop the paths

 Y2  Y1 and D1  D2
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from the original model, which results in a respecifi ed model that is recursive, and thus 
identifi ed. Both respecifi cations just described (among others not considered here) would 
fundamentally change the predictions represented in the original model of Figure 7.4(a).

A second way to effectively reduce the number of free parameters is to impose an 
equality constraint on the direct effects in a feedback loop. For example, the specifi ca-
tion that both direct effects of Y1 Y2 are equal implies that only one path coeffi cient 
is needed rather than two. A drawback of equality constraints is that they preclude the 
detection of unequal mutual infl uence. In contrast, a proportionality constraint allows 
for unequal mutual infl uence but on an a priori basis. Suppose that the value of the 
coeffi cient for Y1 Y2 must be at least three times that of the coeffi cient for Y2 Y1. 
Again, only one path coeffi cient is needed instead of two because one coeffi cient is just 
a multiple of the other. But imposition of proportionality constraints generally requires 
knowledge about relative effect sizes.

FIGURE 7.4. Application of Rigdon’s (1995) visual rules to nonrecursive models that are not 
identifi ed (a) or identifi ed (b).
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The third option for respecifying a nonrecursive model that is not identified is to 
add unique instruments, one for each endogenous cause involved in a nonrecursive rela-
tion. Because exogenous variables are assumed to be uncorrelated with all disturbances, 
such variables are good candidates for instruments. Suppose that exogenous variables 
X3 and X4 were added to the model in Figure 7.4(a) along with the new paths

 X3  Y1 and X4  Y2

plus unanalyzed associations between every pair of measured exogenous variables in 
the revised model (X1–X4). This respecified model would be identified— Exercise 5 asks 
you to verify this claim—and it includes the feedback loop and disturbance correlation 
from the original model. Any respecification for the sake of identification requires theoreti-
cal justification; see Paxton, Hipp, and Marquart- Pyatt (2011) for more information.

a hEaLThy PERSPECTIVE ON IdENTIFICaTION

Respecification of a model so that it is identified can at first seem like a shell game: 
Add this path, drop another, switch an error correlation, and—voilà!—the model is 
identified or— curses!—it is not. Although the researcher needs an identified model in 
SEM, it is critical to respecify models in a judicious manner. Any change to the original 
model for the sake of identification should therefore be guided by your hypotheses, not 
by empirical reasons. For example, one cannot estimate an equation, find that a path is 
close to zero, and then eliminate the path in order to identify the model (Kenny, Kashy, 
& Bolger, 1998). Don’t lose sight of the ideas that motivated the analysis in the first place 
through haphazard specification.

EMPIRICaL UNdERIdENTIFICaTION

Although it is theoretically possible (that word again) for the computer to derive a unique 
set of estimates for the parameters of identified models, their analysis can still be foiled 
by other types of problems. Data- related problems are one such difficulty. For example, 
extreme collinearity can result in what Kenny (1979) referred to as empirical under-
identification. If the correlation between two variables is very high (e.g., rXY = .95), then, 
practically speaking, they are the same variable. This reduces the effective number of 
observations below the value of v (v +1)/2 (the counting rule). An effective reduction in 
the number of observations can also shrink the effective value of dfM, perhaps to less 
than zero. The good news about this kind of empirical underidentification is that it can 
be detected through data screening.

Other types of empirical underidentification can be more difficult to spot, such as 
when estimates of certain key direct effects in a nonrecursive model equal a very small 
or a very high value. Suppose that the coefficient for the path X2  Y2 in Figure 7.2 is 
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about zero. The virtual absence of this path means that Y2 has no unique instrument, 
which violates the rank condition. Other possible causes of empirical underidentifi-
cation include (1) violation of normality or linearity assumptions when using normal 
theory estimation methods and (2) specification errors (Rindskopf, 1984).

MaNaGING IdENTIFICaTION PROBLEMS

The best advice for avoiding problems was given earlier but is worth repeating: Evaluate 
whether a model is identified right after it is specified but before the data are collected 
(prevention is better than cure). If you know that your model is in fact identified and 
yet the analysis fails, the source of the problem may be a mistake in computer syntax or 
empirical underidentification. If a program error message indicates a failure of iterative 
estimation, another possible diagnosis is poor start values. How to specify better start 
values is described later in the book.

Perhaps the most challenging problems occur when analyzing a complex model 
for which no clear identification heuristic exists. This means that whether the model 
is actually identified is unknown. If the analysis fails in this case, it may be unclear 
whether the model is at fault (it is not really identified), the data are to blame (e.g., 
empirical underidentification), or the researcher made a mistake (e.g., syntax error). 
Ruling out a mistake does not solve the basic ambiguity. Here are some tips about how 
to cope:

1. A necessary but insufficient condition for the identification of a structural equa-
tion model is that the computer can generate a converged solution with no evidence of 
technical problems in the analysis. This empirical check can be applied to the actual 
data. Instead, you can use an SEM computer program as a diagnostic tool with made-up 
data in the form of a summary matrix that are anticipated to approximate actual values. 
This suggestion assumes that the data are not yet collected. Care must be taken not to 
generate hypothetical correlations or covariances that are out of bounds or that may 
result in empirical underidentification. If you are unsure about a particular made-up 
data matrix, then others with somewhat different but still plausible values can be con-
structed. If a computer program is unable to generate a proper solution, the model may 
not be identified; otherwise, it may be identified, but this is not a guarantee.

2. A common beginner’s mistake is to specify a complex model of ambiguous iden-
tification status and then attempt to analyze it. If the analysis fails (likely), it may not be 
clear what caused the problem. Begin instead with a simpler model that is a subset of the 
target model and is also one for which the application of heuristics can prove identifica-
tion. If the analysis fails, the problem is not identification; otherwise, add parameters 
to the simpler model one at a time. If the analysis fails after adding a particular effect, 
try a different order. If these analyses also fail at the same point, then adding the corre-
sponding parameter may cause underidentification. If no combination of adding effects 
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to a basic identifi ed model gets you to the target model, think about how to respecify the 
target model in order to identify it and yet still respect your hypotheses.

PaTh aNaLySIS RESEaRCh ExaMPLE

The data for this example were introduced earlier (see Table 4.2). Roth et al. (1989) 
administered measures of exercise, hardiness, fi tness, stress, and illness. Because all 
variables were concurrently measured, we will refer to indirect effects, not mediation. 
The recursive path model in Figure 7.5 represents the hypotheses that the effects of 
exercise and hardiness on illness are purely indirect and that each effect is transmitted 
through a single intermediary, fi tness for exercise and stress for hardiness. You should 
verify that dfM = 5. Detailed analysis of this model is described in Chapters 11–12.

SUMMaRy

It is easy to determine whether a recursive path model is identifi ed. About all that is 
needed is to check whether the model degrees of freedom are at least zero and every dis-
turbance is scaled. But the identifi cation status of nonrecursive models is not always so 
clear. There are heuristics (order condition, rank condition) for models with all possible 
disturbance correlations either for the whole model or within recursively related blocks. 
There are also graphical criteria such that endogenous variables are partitioned into 
blocks of one or two variables, where the variables are nonrecursively related and instru-
ments identify their effects. It is best to avoid analyzing a complex model of ambiguous 

FIGURE 7.5. A recursive path model of illness.
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identification status as your initial model. Instead, first analyze simpler models that you 
know are identified before adding parameters. The next chapter introduces graph theory 
for causal inference. It also offers some unique insights about the identification of path 
models.

LEaRN MORE

Kenny and Milan (2012) discuss identification of both structural models and measurement 
models, Paxton et al. (2011) describe the analysis of nonrecursive path models, and Rigdon 
(1995) outlines graphical identification criteria.

Kenny, D. A., & Milan, S. (2012). Identification: A nontechnical discussion of a technical 
issue. In R. H. Hoyle (Ed.), Handbook of structural equation modeling (pp. 145–163). 
New York: Guilford Press.

Paxton, P., Hipp, J. R., & Marquart- Pyatt, S. T. (2011). Nonrecursive models: Endogeneity, 
reciprocal relationships, and feedback loops. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.

Rigdon, E. E. (1995). A necessary and sufficient identification rule for structural models esti-
mated in practice. Multivariate Behavioral Research, 30, 359–383.

ExERCISES

1. Determine the value of dfM for each of the two nonrecursive models in Figure 7.1.

2. Evaluate the rank condition for the model in Figure 7.1(a).

3. Verify that the identified model in Figure 7.4(b) fails both the order and rank condi-
tions.

4. Respecify Figure 7.4(b) to test the assumption that the disturbance correlation is 
zero.

5. Verify that Figure 7.4(a) is identified after adding X3  Y1 and X4  Y2 plus unana-
lyzed associations between every pair of measured exogenous variables in the revised 
model.
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Begin by constructing a system matrix, where the endogenous variables are represented in the 
rows and all variables are represented in the columns. In each row, a 0 or 1 appears in the column 
that corresponds to that row. A 1 indicates that the variable represented by the column has a 
direct effect on the endogenous variable represented by that row. A 1 also appears in the column 
that corresponds to the endogenous variable represented by that row. The remaining entries are 
0’s, and they indicate excluded variables. The matrix for Figure 7.1(b) is (I):

X1 X2 X3 Y1 Y2 Y3 (I)

Y1 1 0 0 1 0 1

Y2 0 1 0 1 1 0

Y3 0 0 1 0 1 1

“Reading” this matrix for Y1 indicates three 1’s in its row, one in the column for Y1 itself, and the 
others in the columns of variables that directly affect it, X1 and Y3. Because X2, X3, and Y2 are 
excluded from Y1’s equation, the entries in the columns for these variables are all 0’s. Entries in 
the rows for Y2 and Y3 are specified in a similar way.

The rank condition is applied to the equation of each endogenous variable by working with 
the system matrix. The steps for models with all possible disturbance correlations are:

1. Begin with the first row of the system matrix. Cross out all entries in that row. Also cross 
out any column in the system matrix with a 1 in that same row. Save the entries that remain to 
form a reduced matrix. Variable labels are not needed in the reduced matrix.

2. Simplify the reduced matrix further by deleting any row with entries that are all zeros. 
Also delete any row that is an exact duplicate of another or can be reproduced by adding other 
rows (i.e., it is a linear combination of other rows). The number of remaining rows is the rank. 
For example, consider the following reduced matrix (II):

1 0 (II)

0 1

1 1

Appendix 7.A

Evaluation of the Rank Condition
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The third row can be formed by adding the corresponding elements of the first and second 
rows, so it should be deleted. Therefore, the rank of this matrix (II) is 2, not 3. The rank con-
dition is met for the equation of this endogenous variable if the rank of the reduced matrix is 
greater than or equal to the total number of endogenous variables minus 1.

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for every endogenous variable. If the rank condition is satisfied for 
every endogenous variable, then the model is identified.

Steps 1 and 2 applied to the system matrix for the model of Figure 7.1(b) are outlined here 
(III). Note that we are beginning with Y1:

X1 X2 X3 Y1 Y2 Y3 (III)

 Y1 1 0 0 1 0 1

Y2 0 1 0 1 1 0
→

1 0 1
→ Rank = 2

Y3 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1

For step 1, all entries in the first row are crossed out. Also crossed out are three columns with a 
1 in this row (i.e., those with column headings X1, Y1, and Y3). The resulting reduced matrix has 
two rows. Neither row has entries that are all zero or can be reproduced by adding other rows 
together, so the reduced matrix cannot be simplified further. The rank of the equation for Y1 is 
2, which equals the required minimum value, or one less than the total number of endogenous 
variables in the whole model. The rank condition is satisfied for Y1.

The steps for the remaining endogenous variables in Figure 7.1(b) are summarized next:

Evaluation for Y2 (IV):

X1 X2 X3 Y1 Y2 Y3 (IV)

Y1 1 0 0 1 0 1

 Y2 0 1 0 1 1 0
→

1 0 1
→ Rank = 2

Y3 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1

Evaluation for Y3 (V):

X1 X2 X3 Y1 Y2 Y3 (V)

Y1 1 0 0 1 0 1

Y2 0 1 0 1 1 0
→

1 0 1
→ Rank = 2

 Y3 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1

The rank of the equations for each of Y2 and Y3 is 2, which exactly equals the minimum required 
value. Because the rank condition is satisfied for all three endogenous variables of this model, we 
conclude that it is identified.

The rank condition is evaluated separately for each block in Figure 7.2. First, construct a 
system matrix for each block. For example, the system matrix for the block that contains Y1 and 
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Y2 lists only these variables plus prior variables X1 and X2. Variables of the second block are not 
included in the matrix for the first block. The system matrix for the second block lists only Y3 
and Y4 in its rows, but all variables are represented in its columns. Next, apply the rank condition 
to each system matrix of each block. The steps are outlined next. Evaluation for block 1 (VI):

X1 X2 Y1 Y2 (VI)

 Y1 1 0 1 1

Y2 0 1 1 1 → 1 → Rank = 1

X1 X2 Y1 Y2

Y1 1 0 1 1

 Y2 0 1 1 1 → 1 → Rank = 1

Evaluation for block 2 (VII):

X1 X2 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 (VII)

 Y3 0 0 1 0 1 1

Y4 0 0 0 1 1 1 → 0 0 1 → Rank = 1

X1 X2 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4

Y3 0 0 1 0 1 1

 Y4 0 0 0 1 1 1 → 0 0 1 → Rank = 1

Because the rank of every equation is equal to or greater than the number of endogenous vari-
ables in each block minus 1 (i.e., 2 – 1), the rank condition is passed, so the block recursive model 
in Figure 7.2 is identified.
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Basic concepts in graph theory and the structural causal model (SCM) are introduced 
in this chapter.1 Many of these ideas build on what you already know and will help to 
extend your repertoire of skills. A vocabulary for causal graphs is presented next, and the 
concept of d- separation is explained. The d- separation concept is key to understanding the 
implications of causal hypotheses for model testing and whether particular causal effects 
are identified or not identified. This concept also provides a way to locate instruments in 
a causal graph. Causal mediation analysis, which is based on counterfactual definitions 
of direct and indirect effects and allows for interaction between the cause and mediator, 
is also introduced. Chapter exercises will help you to apply lessons learned from graph 
theory.

INTROdUCTION TO GRaPh ThEORy

Graph theory for causal modeling originated in Judea Pearl’s work in the 1980s about 
Bayesian networks, or probabilistic graphical models that represent dependences 
among sets of random variables. They are represented in computer memory as graph-
type structures, which are then virtually navigated by the computer in order to update 
conditional probabilities of events. Initially applied to discrete variables with multino-
mial distributions, graphical models can also represent dependence relations among 
other types of variables, including continuous ones with joint multivariate distributions.

During the 1980–1990s and still ongoing, the ideas behind Bayesian networks and 
causal graphs have been extended to the broader problem of causal inference in research 
(Pearl 2000, 2009b). This framework, now known as the SCM, is becoming well known 

1 I thank Judea Pearl and Bryant Chen for comments on earlier drafts of this chapter.
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in epidemiology (Rothman, Greenland, & Lash, 2008), but less so in psychology, educa-
tion, and related areas. This is unfortunate because the SCM has the features listed next 
that address fundamental challenges in causal inference (Pearl, 2009a):

1. Causal hypotheses are represented both graphically and in expressions that are 
a kind of mathematical language subject to theorems, lemmas, and proofs.

2. The SCM provides a precise language for communicating the assumptions 
behind causal questions to be answered.

3. The SCM explicitly distinguishes between questions that can be empirically 
tested versus those that are unanswerable, given the model. It also provides 
ways to determine what new measurements would be needed to address an 
“unanswerable” question.

4. Finally, the SCM subsumes other useful theories or methods for causal infer-
ence, including the potential outcomes model and SEM.

Causal hypotheses are represented in either a directed acyclic graph (DAG) with 
no causal loops or a directed cyclic graph (DCG) with causal loops. The former (DAG) 
is the nonparametric generalization of recursive path models with unidirectional effects 
regardless of the pattern of correlated disturbances (if any), and the latter (DCG) is 
the nonparametric analog of nonrecursive path models with feedback loops. Because 
graphical models in the SCM are nonparametric, the researcher makes no commit-
ment to distributional assumptions for any individual variable. A direct causal effect is 
also nonparametric because it represents all forms of the functional relation between 
cause and effect. If variables X and Y are both continuous, for example, the specification  
X  Y in a directed graph represents the linear and all curvilinear trends of the causal 
effect of X on Y. But in parametric path models, the specification X  Y represents just 
the linear trend for continuous variables.

Graph Vocabulary

We need a basic vocabulary for directed graphs. Variables are also referred to as nodes 
or vertices. Some variables in directed graphs are connected by arcs, also known as 
edges or links (i.e., paths). Arcs may designate either functional or statistical depen-
dences between variables in the graph. A pair of vertices is adjacent if they are con-
nected by an edge; otherwise, that pair is nonadjacent. The weak hypothesis of a direct 
causal effect is represented by a directional edge, or arrow ( ), that points from cause 
to effect. The absence of an arrow between a pair of variables reflects the strong hypoth-
esis of no direct causal effect between them. A pair of variables connected by the symbol 
for bidirectional edge, , is assumed to share an unmeasured (latent) cause. The cor-
responding symbol in SEM, , also allows for unmodeled causal effects between pairs 
of exogenous variables or even a more complex structure, such as a latent common cause 
plus a direct effect (Hayduk et al., 2003).
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The direct causes of a variable are its parents, and all direct and indirect causes of 
a variable are its ancestors. In addition, all variables directly caused by a given variable 
are its children, and its descendants include all variables directly or indirectly caused 
by that same variable. All parents in a directed graph are ancestors just as all children 
are descendants. A variable with no parents is exogenous, and a variable with at least 
one parent is endogenous, just as in path models. Disturbances are not usually shown in 
directed graphs, if they are assumed to be independent; otherwise, a pair of endogenous 
variables presumed to share error variance (i.e., ≥ 1 omitted confounder) is directly con-
nected by the symbol for a bidirectional edge.

A path is a sequence of adjacent edges that connects two variables regardless of 
the directions of those edges. It passes through any variable along the path just once. 
In a directed path, all edges are arrows that point away from a cause toward an effect. 
Such paths convey causal information from the beginning of the path to the end. All 
other paths are undirected paths that may convey statistical association— but not 
causation— between the variables at either end. The goal of specifying a directed graph 
is the same as that for a path model: The graph represents all hypothesized connections, 
causal or noncausal, between any pair of variables.

ELEMENTaRy dIRECTEd GRaPhS 
aNd CONdITIONaL INdEPENdENCES

Three elementary structures make up directed graphs: chains, forks, and inverted forks. 
These structures correspond to, respectively, causation, confounding, and colliders 
(Elwert, 2013). A contracted chain, such as X  Y, is the smallest causal structure. The 
two variables in a contracted chain are unconditionally dependent because there are no 
intervening variables that could disrupt or block the causal coordination between par-
ent and child.

A larger chain has at least three variables, such as the directed path

 X  W  Y

which is also shown in Figure 8.1(a). This DAG represents the indirect causal effect of X 
on Y through the intermediary W. The direct effect of X on Y is assumed to equal zero. 
The whole chain is also a front-door path that starts with an arrow pointing away from 
X toward the end of the path. Both contracted chains in the figure, X  W and W  Y, 
are also front-door paths.

Figure 8.1(a) depicts a simple Markov chain where only adjacent variables, such as 
X and W, have direct causal dependences. The nonadjacent pair X and Y is dependent 
due to the directed path that runs through W, but this dependence can be broken, if the 
intermediary W is deactivated. One way to do so is to estimate the association between 
X and Y conditioning on (controlling for) W. For example, regressing Y on both X and W 
would render X and Y statistically independent. This is because W is the sole interven-
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ing variable between X and Y, and deactivating W blocks causal coordination between 
this pair of variables.2 The statistical independence of X and Y, given W, is represented 
by the expression

 X ^ Y | W

Another way to describe this conditional independence is to say that controlling for W 
blocks the directed path between X and Y previously opened by W.

The conditional independence just described relies on the Markov assumption 
that every variable in a DAG is independent of all its nondescendants conditional on its 
parents. In Figure 8.1(a), variables X and Y are unrelated, given W, the parent of Y. As 
a nonparametric causal model, the same independence is expected to hold even if the 
variables are non- normally distributed and even if the causal effects are nonlinear (Hay-
duk et al., 2003). But when not conditioning on W, the same model also predicts that X 
and Y are dependent, or

 X ^ Y

That is, the marginal association between X and Y in the population is not zero, if we 
ignore W.

The smallest undirected path with a common ancestor of two other variables, such 
as

 X  W  Y

and also shown in Figure 8.1(b), includes a fork, where W is specified as a direct cause 
of both X and Y. This fork is a back-door path that starts with an arrow pointing toward 

2 Other ways to condition on a variable include stratification, subgroup analysis, or sampling from popula-
tions with certain values on key variables (e.g., a survey of employed mothers). Conditioning can also hap-
pen inadvertently due to missing data (Elwert, 2013).

(c) Inverted fork
X ┴ Y
X ┴Y | W

W

Y

X

X W Y

(a) Chain
X ┴ Y
X ┴ Y | W

X

Y

W

(b) Fork
X ┴Y
X ┴ Y | W

FIGURE 8.1. Elementary structures in directed acyclic graphs with three variables and cor-
responding implied dependences and independences. (a) Chain, (b) fork, and (c) inverted 
fork with a collider.
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X (  X). A back-door path may convey a spurious association between variables at 
either end, but never causation. The graph in the figure implies that X and Y are inde-
pendent, given their common cause W. Thus, conditioning on W blocks the back-door 
path between X and Y, rendering them unrelated. The same graph also implies that any 
observed association between X and Y ignoring W is spurious. These same predictions 
can be summarized as

 X ^ Y | W and X ^ Y

Because Figures 8.1(a) and 8.1(b) make the same predictions about conditional indepen-
dences, they are equivalent. Exercise 1 asks you to find a third DAG for the same three 
variables that is equivalent to the two graphs just mentioned.

The smallest graph with an undirected path that includes an inverted fork is

 X  W  Y

which is also depicted in Figure 8.1(c). Here, variable W is a collider, or common out-
come, because it lies along an undirected path with two arrows pointing into it. Note 
that a variable can be a collider along one path but not a collider along a different path 
in the same graph, but it is common to refer to variables with at least two parents as 
colliders. The term collider suggests a pileup of causal forces. Any path with a col-
lider is blocked, closed, or inactive. This is because a collider blocks any association 
(including causal effects) between variables at either end of a path with a collider. A 
path with no collider is open, active, or unblocked, and thus potentially conveys statis-
tical association through the path. For example, the paths between X and Y in Figures 
8.1(a) and 8.1(b) are open because they have no collider, but the path between the 
same pair of variables in Figure 8.1(c) is blocked by the collider W (the path between 
X and Y is closed).

The presence of colliders in causal graphs has a special significance that may be 
overlooked in regression analysis. Consider Figure 8.1(c), where X and Y are specified as 
independent causes of W. One prediction of this graph is

 X ^ Y

which says that X and Y are independent without controlling for any other variables 
(i.e., the conditioning set is ∅, the empty set). But if we condition on their common 
outcome— the collider— the same graph also predicts

 X ^ Y | W

That is, controlling for a common outcome of two unrelated causes induces a spurious 
association between them. Even if two causes are correlated, controlling for their com-
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mon outcome adds a spurious component to their observed association. It does so by 
unblocking the path between them previously closed by the collider.

Here is an intuitive example: Suppose that students in a private school were selected 
because of musical giftedness or athletic prowess, which we assume are unrelated. If we 
know that a student has no musical talent, then by default we can say that the student 
is an athlete, and vice versa; that is, refutation of one cause of an outcome confirms 
the action of the other cause. Likewise, given confirmation of one cause eliminates the 
need to invoke the other cause, which is described as the explaining away effect in 
the artificial intelligence literature and as Berkson’s paradox in the statistical litera-
ture (Pearl, 2009b). In this example, musical and athletic abilities would be negatively 
related among students enrolled in the school. The composition of the sample is a col-
lider independently caused by musicality and athleticism, and conditioning on that col-
lider induces a negative correlation between its independent causes.

Another way to condition on a collider is through statistical control. Suppose that 
all variables in Figure 8.1(c) are continuous and all causal effects are linear. Given

 rXW = .30, rYW = .40, and rXY = 0

the partial correlation between X and Y controlling for W is ⋅rXY W  = –.137 (Equation 
2.15); see Hayduk et al. (2003, pp. 309–311) for a graphical illustration.

That conditioning on a collider imparts spurious association between its causes is 
not intuitive, but it is a real phenomenon. Perhaps even less intuitive but just as pro-
found is the fact that conditioning on the descendent of a collider also induces spurious 
association. For example, if variable A were added to Figure 8.1(c) as a child of the col-
lider (i.e., W  A), the revised graph would also predict

 X ^ Y | A

Although variable A in the revised graph does not lie along a path between X and Y, 
conditioning on A will nevertheless open a path between them, where A is a descendant 
of the collider W. Epidemiologists are generally familiar with this concept mainly due to 
Pearl’s formalization of causal models as directed graphs, but researchers in other areas 
may be less familiar with these issues.

Because causal graphs in the SCM are nonparametric, they allow for the possibility 
that two causes of the same outcome may interact. Interaction (moderation) means for 
the graph in Figure 8.1(c) that the effect of X on W varies across the levels of Y. Because 
moderation is symmetrical, the effect of Y on W would also vary as a function of X. In 
contrast, the hypothesis of moderation must be explicitly represented in a parametric 
causal model, such as a traditional path model. The assumption that causes and media-
tors interact is also part of causal mediation analysis, a topic covered in a later section 
of this chapter.
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ImplIcatIons for regressIon analysIs

The concepts just reviewed have implications for covariate selection in regression analy-
sis, given a causal model for the problem. It is appropriate to control for the confound-
ing effects of a common cause (e.g., Figure 8.1(b)); otherwise, confounding bias may 
occur. This idea is well known among most researchers. Inadvertently controlling for a 
mediator when regressing an outcome on an indirect cause can lead to overcontrol bias 
(Elwert, 2013), which eliminates some or all of the causal pathway (e.g., Figure 8.1(a)). 
This is why multiple regression assumes no causal effects among the predictors; that is, 
there is a single equation, that of the criterion.

Again assuming a causal model, controlling for a collider— or for the descendant of 
a collider— can lead to collider bias (Rothman et al., 2008) or endogenous selection 
bias (Elwert, 2013), where spurious associations are induced that may be falsely inter-
preted as evidence for causation (e.g., Figure 8.1(c)). This problem is especially critical 
when researchers control for what they believe to be background (causal) variables that 
are really outcomes with two or more parents.

d‑separatIon

Pearl’s (2009b) d- separation criterion (d is for “directional”) locates conditional inde-
pendences in the data; that is, it tells us which pairs of variables are made independent 
by conditioning on certain other variables in the graph. These control variables block 
the flow of information between a focal pair of variables due to indirect causal effects or 
common causes (Hayduk et al., 2003). The same criterion also warns against inducing 
spurious association by conditioning on colliders or on their descendants. It relies on 
the Markov assumption that every omitted common cause is represented by the symbol 
for a bidirectional edge. The additional assumption of faithfulness states that direct 
versus indirect effects of one variable on another do not exactly cancel each other out 
(sum to zero). In other words, the graph only implies the conditional independences 
generated by the d- separation criterion (Elwert, 2013).

The d- separation criterion is defined next for a pair of variables (Glymour, 2006, 
p. 394), but it applies to sets of variables, too:

A pair of variables in a DAG is d- separated by a set of covariates Z (Rule 8.1) 
if either

1. one of the noncolliders on the path is in Z; or

2. there is a collider on the path, but neither the collider nor any of its 
descendants is in Z.

A pair of variables X and Y is d- separated by Z if and only if Z blocks every path 
from X to Y.
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A pair of variables is d- connected (unblocked, open), if not every path between 
them is d- separated. If the DAG is faithful, d- connectedness implies statistical depen-
dence. Pairs of variables in parent– child relations are inherently d- connected. In graphs 
where every pair of variables is connected by an edge, there are no d- separated sets of 
variables. Because such graphs imply no conditional independences, they have no sta-
tistical implications that can be refuted with data. The analogous case in path analysis 
is when dfM = 0. In fact, a necessary condition for dfM = 0 is that the graph implies no 
d- separations.

Let’s try two examples. You can use the freely available Belief and Decision Network 
Tool (Porter et al., 1999–2009) to verify each example. Three nonadjacent pairs of vari-
ables in Figure 8.2(a) can be d- separated, including (X, Y), (X, B), and (A, Y). Variables 
X and Y at the ends of the directed path

 X  A  B  Y

are rendered independent by conditioning on any combination of the intervening vari-
ables, A or B. Doing so closes the directed path between this pair. Thus, the graph implies

 X ^ Y | A X ^ Y | B and X ^ Y | (A, B)

The pair (X, B) are independent, given A, the sole intermediary between them. Variable 
Y is the child of B, and so it contributes nothing to the association between X and B. 
Thus, the graph implies

 X ^ B | A and X ^ B | (A, Y)

Finally, the nonadjacent pair (A, Y) is independent, given B. The same pair is also unre-
lated, given both B and X, which follows from the Markov assumption that controlling 
for the parent of Y, or B, shields Y from the influence of any other ancestor, or X. Thus, 
the graph also implies

 A ^ Y | B and A ^ Y | (B, X)

Altogether, Figure 8.2(a) implies the seven conditional independences just listed.

FIGURE 8.2. Larger directed acyclic graphs.

(a)

BA YX

(b)
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Now let’s consider the larger graph in Figure 8.2(b). There are five nonadjacent pairs 
of variables that can be d- separated, including

 (X, Y), (X, B), (X, C), (B, C), and (A, Y)

Listed in Table 8.1 are all conditional independences located in this graph by the 
d- separation criterion. Briefly, the pair (X, Y) is marginally independent with no covari-
ates. This is because every path that connects X and Y, or

 X  A  B  Y

 X  A  C  Y

is blocked by a collider, B or C. The same pair remains independent if A is the sole 
covariate. This is because controlling for A does not open any path between X and Y that 
is already closed by a collider. Conditioning on any combination of B or C without also 
controlling for A would open at least one path between X and Y and thus induce a spuri-
ous association. But including A in a conditioning set that includes B or C would close 
the path again. All five conditional independences just mentioned for the pair X and Y 
are listed in Table 8.1.

The logic for generating conditional independences for the pairs (X, B) and (X, C) 
in Figure 8.2(b) is similar, so only the first pair of variables just mentioned is considered 
next. Two paths connect this pair:

 X  A  B

 X  A  C  Y  B

TaBLE 8.1. Conditional Independences Located 
by the d‑Separation Criterion in Figure 8.2(b)

Nonadjacent pair Conditional independences

X, Y X ^ Y X ^ Y | A

X ^ Y | (A, B) X ^ Y | (B, C)

X ^ Y | (A, B, C)

X, B X ^ B | A X ^ B | (A, C)

X ^ B | (A, Y) X ^ B | (A, C, Y)

X, C X ^ C | A X ^ C | (A, B)

X ^ C | (A, Y) X ^ C | (A, B, Y)

B, C B ^ C | (A, Y) B ^ C | (A, X, Y)

A, Y A ^ Y A ^ Y | X
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The first (directed) path just listed is unblocked, but the second (undirected) path is 
blocked by the collider C. Conditioning on A alone blocks the directed path between X 
and B while at the same time leaving the undirected path between them blocked. Thus, 
variables X and B are independent, given A. For the same reasons, conditioning on both 
A and Y also d- separates the pair (X, B). Including the collider C in a conditioning set 
would open the undirected path between X and B, but controlling for A would close the 
path again. Variable Y along with both C and X also d- separate the pair X and B. The four 
conditional independences for the pair (X, B) are listed in Table 8.1 along with the four 
conditional independences for the pair (X, C).

The common causes of the pair (B, C) in Figure 8(b) are both A and Y; the paths are

 B  A  C

 B  Y  C

Thus, conditioning on both A and Y renders the pair (B, C) independent. The same pair 
will also be independent controlling for A, Y, and X because controlling for the parent 
of B, or A, isolates B from its only other ancestor, or X. Finally, both paths that connect 
the pair (A, Y) are blocked:

 A  B  Y

 A  C  Y

Thus, the pair (A, Y) is marginally independent. The same pair is also independent 
given X, the parent of A. All four conditional independences just described for the pairs 
(B, C) and (A, Y) are listed in Table 8.1. Altogether Figure 8.2(b) implies a total of 17 
conditional independences. Exercise 2 asks you to find the conditional independences 
implied by Figure 8.2(c).

Finding conditional independences in directed cyclic graphs with causal loops 
requires a little adaptation. One reason is that graphical computer tools that locate con-
ditional independences generally analyze only directed acyclic graphs. The procedure 
described in Appendix 8.A transforms a DCG to a special kind of DAG known as a col-
lapsed graph, which implies all the essential conditional independences of the original 
DCG.

BaSIS SET

The basis set for a DAG includes the smallest number of conditional independences 
that imply all others (if any) located by the d- separation criterion. The size of the basis 
set equals the number of pairs of nonadjacent variables that can be d- separated. Any 
conditional independences beyond this number are implied by the basis set; that is, they 
are redundant, so there is no need to test them all. For example, there are three pairs of 
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nonadjacent variables in Figure 8.2(a) that can be d- separated, so the size of the basis set 
is 3. This graph implies the 7 conditional independences listed in the previous section, 
but not all of them are logically independent. A basis set of 3 for this graph will explain 
all the rest. Figure 8.2(b) generates the 17 conditional independences listed in Table 8.1, 
but the size of the basis set is 5, or the number of nonadjacent variables in the graph that 
can be d- separated. Thus, a smaller set of only 5 conditional independences— the basis 
set—will generate all 17 conditional independences listed in the table for this graph.

A basis set for a DAG may not be unique because there is more than one way to 
generate a basis set, but any such set predicts all conditional independences implied by 
the graph. Defined next is a straightforward method by Pearl and Meshkat (1999) and 
Shipley (2000):

List each unique pair of nonadjacent variables in the graph that  (Rule 8.2)  
can be d- separated. Next, condition on the parents of both variables  
in each pair. The corresponding set of conditional independences is  
a basis set.

Let’s apply Rule 8.2 to Figure 8.2(a). Three pairs of nonadjacent variables can be 
d- separated, so the size of the basis set is 3. The parents of endogenous variables A, B, 
and Y are, respectively, X, A, and B. Thus, a basis set for the graph is

 X ^ B | A

 A ^ Y | (X, B)

 X ^ Y | B

The basis set just listed explains all 7 conditional independences implied by Figure 
8.2(a). A researcher would need to test only the smaller basis set for this graph.

Now let’s find a basis set for Figure 8.2(b). A total of five pairs of nonadjacent vari-
ables can be d- separated, so the size of the basis set is 5. Each nonadjacent pair of 
variables is listed in Table 8.2. Also reported in the table are the parents of both non-
adjacent variables (the conditioning set) and the corresponding d- separation statement. 
The 17 conditional independences implied by the graph and listed in Table 8.1 can all 
be derived from the 5 conditional independences that make up a basis set listed in Table 
8.2. Exercise 3 asks you to find a basis set for Figure 8.2(c).

CaUSaL dIRECTEd GRaPhS

A causal directed graph includes, for any pair of variables, all common causes, whether 
measured or unmeasured. The unmeasured causes correspond to hypothetical left-out 
variables and thus are latent. It is not required that all the causes of every endogenous 
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variable be included in a causal graph, but any common cause must be specified or 
else the graph is not truly causal. The specification error of omitting an edge (e.g., )  
does not make a graph noncausal. This is because the absence of an edge reflects an 
assumption (e.g., a direct causal effect is zero), and omitting it makes the causal graph 
misspecified.

A presumed latent common cause is represented in a directed graph by connecting a 
pair of measured variables with the symbol for a bidirectional edge. Consider the causal 
DAG in Figure 8.3(a). The bidirectional edge between variables Y1 and Y2 in this graph 
corresponds to a disturbance correlation, and the bidirectional edge that connects the 
two exogenous variables, X1 and X2, assumes that they covary. The third bidirectional 
edge in the figure connects variables X1 and Y1, where X, is specified to directly cause Y. 
The specification just mentioned says that any part of their statistical association beyond 
that due to the causal effect of X1 on Y1 is spurious due to an unmeasured common cause.

Omitted confounders implied in Figure 8.3(a) are explicitly shown as the unmea-
sured variables U1–U3 in Figure 8.3(b). The d- separation criterion is applied to the latter 
graph in the normal way except that U1–U3 are never in the covariate set because they 
are latent and thus not measured. There are six pairs of nonadjacent measured variables, 
including

 (X1, Y3), (X1, Y2), (X2, Y3), (X1, X2), (Y1, Y2), and (X2, Y1)

TaBLE 8.2. a Basis Set for Figure 8.2(b)

Nonadjacent pair Parents of both variables Conditional independence

X, Y None X ^ Y

X, B A, Y X ^ B | (A, Y)

X, C A, Y X ^ B | (A, Y)

B, C A, Y B ^ C | (A, Y)

A, Y X A ^ Y | X

(b)  Explicit omitted causes 
 

X2 

X1 

Y2 

Y1 

Y3 U1 U3 

U2 

(a)  Implied omitted causes 

X2 

X1 

Y2 

Y1 

Y3 

FIGURE 8.3. Causal graph with bidirectional edges that imply unmeasured common causes 
(a). Same graph but with explicit omitted causes U1–U3 (b).
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but the last three pairs just listed cannot be d- separated because some common causes 
are latent. For example, the pair (X1, X2) shares U1 as common cause, or

 X1  U1  X2

but U1 is unmeasured, so the pair (X1, X2) cannot be d- separated. Similarly, the path

 Y1  U3  Y2

for the pair (Y1, Y2) cannot be blocked by conditioning because U3 is latent. Exercise 4 
asks you to prove that the pair (X2, Y1) in Figure 8.3(b) cannot be d- separated. Listed 
next is a set of conditional independences for the remaining three pairs of nonadjacent 
measured variables that can be d- separated:

 X1 ^ Y3 | (Y1, Y2) and X1 ^ Y3 | (Y1, Y2, X2)

 X1 ^ Y2 | X2

 X2 ^ Y3 | (Y1, Y2) and X2 ^ Y3 | (Y1, Y2, X1)

A smaller basis set for this graph is

 X1 ^ Y3 | (Y1, Y2)

 X1 ^ Y2 | X2

 X2 ^ Y3 | (Y1, Y2)

TESTaBLE IMPLICaTIONS

Each d- separation statement in a causal directed graph corresponds to a prediction that 
is potentially testable in sample data. If all variables are continuous in a linear model, 
each conditional independence matches up with a partial correlation that should equal 
zero. In models with independent error terms, the whole set of “vanishing” partial cor-
relations represents all testable implications of the model. For example, the basis set for 
Figure 8.3(b) given in the previous section implies for continuous variables the vanish-
ing partial correlations listed next:

 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅r = r = r =
1 3 1 2 1 2 2 2 3 1 2

0X Y Y Y X Y X X Y Y Y

If any of these predictions are inconsistent with the data, the associated conditional 
independence is not supported. This outcome may help to diagnose misspecification 
in a particular part of the graph. Suppose we observe in a sample that ⋅1 2 2X Y Xr  = .40, 
which contradicts the prediction of zero. This result suggests that there may be addi-
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tional omitted direct or indirect causes of X1 and Y2 besides U1, among other pos-
sibilities for specification error in Figure 8.3(b). A benefit of local fit testing for this 
example is that ⋅1 2 2X Y Xr  cannot be distorted by measurement error in Y1 or Y3. Shipley 
(2000) describes local fit testing in path analysis based on conditional independences. 
We will apply some of these methods to the analysis of a path model with actual data 
in Chapter 11.

GRaPhICaL IdENTIFICaTION CRITERIa

Identification means basically the same thing in SEM and the SCM: whether a causal 
characteristic of a model can be uniquely determined by the data, but the emphasis in 
the two methods is somewhat different. In SEM, identification is attached to parameters 
of parametric models, and there is a “heavyweight” process for evaluating identification 
that involves manipulating equations or applying heuristics (e.g., the rank condition). In 
the SCM, there are graphical identification criteria for finding a sufficient set of covari-
ates that identifies a particular causal effect. Controlling for a sufficient set removes 
spurious components (back-door paths), leaving just the causal relation. If there is no 
sufficient set, the corresponding causal effect may be identified by other methods, such 
as the specification of instruments for variables in nonrecursive relations.

Graphical identification criteria in the SCM are based on the concept of d- separation. 
This helps the researcher to avoid selecting inappropriate covariates that fail to remove 
common cause confounding or that introduce new biases such as that due to condition-
ing on a collider. The main idea is that a sufficient set of covariates blocks all noncausal 
(back-door) paths between X and Y while not blocking any causal (directed) paths. Next 
we assume a causal DAG. The graphical identification criteria described next do not 
apply to a collapsed graph based on a DCG.

Back‑door Criterion

A set of covariates Z (which may consist of ∅) is sufficient for identifying the total causal 
effect (the sum of all direct and indirect effects) of X on Y, if that set meets the back-door 
criterion (Pearl, 2009b, 79–80):

A set of covariates Z satisfies the back-door criterion relative  (Rule 8.3)  
to the total causal effect of X on Y if

1. no variable in Z is a descendant of X; and

2. Z blocks all back-door paths between X and Y.

If Z meets the back-door criterion, then Z is sufficient to identify the total effect of X 
on Y.
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Shown in Figure 8.4(a) are a total of three back-door paths between X and Y. They 
are

 X  C  Y

 X  A  D  Y

 X  A  D  E  Y

Two sufficient sets that block all the back-door paths just listed and thus identify the 
total causal effect of X on Y are (A, C) and (C, D). Each set just listed is also a mini-
mally sufficient set for which no proper subset is itself a sufficient set. (A proper subset 
does not include the original set.) This means that both covariates in each of the two 
minimally sufficient sets just listed are needed to block all back-door paths between X 
and Y. The larger set (A, C, D) is also sufficient, but it is not minimally sufficient. This 
is because two of its proper subsets include the minimally sufficient sets (A, C) and  
(C, D). This example shows that there can be multiple sets of sufficient covariates, each 
of which identifies the same causal effect. This is a kind of overidentifying restriction in 
that estimates based on using different sufficient sets should all be equal, if the graph is 
correct. Exercise 5 asks you to prove that (A) and (X, C) are each minimally sufficient 
sets that identify the total effect of D on Y in Figure 8.4(a).

(a)  Original graph

X

C

A

YE

D

(b)  Modified graph

X

C

A

YE

D

Covariate adjustment

Conditional instrument

(c)  Original graph

X

U1

Y

BA

(d)  Modified graph

X

U1

Y

BA

FIGURE 8.4. An original directed acyclic graph (a). The graph modified by deleting the 
direct effect from D to Y in the original graph (b). An original directed acyclic graph with 
omitted confounder U1 (c). The graph modified by deleting the direct effect from X to Y in the 
original graph (d).
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Because exogenous variables have no ancestors, there are no back-door paths when 
the causal variable is exogenous. In this case, the sufficient set is ∅ (i.e., no covariates). 
For example, variable A in Figure 8.4(a) is exogenous and has several indirect effects on 
Y through variables D, X, and E. There are no back-door paths between A and Y, so the 
sufficient set is ∅. Thus, regressing Y on A with no covariates would estimate the total 
effect. Because the back-door criterion is sufficient to identify a total effect, there is no 
need to identify parameters along all the separate paths from A to Y in the figure.

In a smaller graph, it is not too difficult to spot sufficient sets that block back-door 
paths (if any), but it can be challenging in bigger graphs. This is where a freely avail-
able computer tool for analyzing directed acyclic graphs comes in handy. For example,  
DIGitty (Textor et al., 2011) and the DAG Program (Knüppel & Stang, 2010) each auto-
matically list minimally sufficient sets (if any) that identify the total effect between a 
pair of variables selected by the user. Both programs also allow the specification of omit-
ted confounders when analyzing a causal DAG. These capabilities allow the researcher 
to explicitly assess whether unmeasured confounders preclude the identification of any 
total causal effect through covariate adjustment.

As an exercise, specify the causal DAG in Figure 8.3(b) with confounders U1–U3 in 
either computer tool just mentioned. You will see that some total effects in this graph 
cannot be identified through covariate adjustment, including the total effects of

 X1 on Y1, X1 on Y3, and X2 on Y3

all due to omitted confounders. The observation that some causal effects are not identi-
fied should motivate the researcher to find approximate measures of omitted causes— or 
add instrumental variables to the model as another option— in order to identify those 
causal effects.

Other total effects in Figure 8.3(a) are identified through covariate adjustment. For 
example, the total effect of X2 on Y2 (which is also a direct effect) is identified because 
there are no unblocked back-door paths in Figure 8.3(b) between this pair of variables. 
Thus, (1) the sufficient set is ∅ (i.e., no covariates are needed) and (2) regressing Y2 on 
X2 estimates their causal relation. You should also verify for the figure that the total 
effects of Y1 on Y3 and of Y2 on Y3 are identified by, respectively, the sufficient sets (Y2) 
and (Y1). This example shows that it may be possible in the SCM to “test the testable” 
(estimate identified causal effects) for graphs in which some, but not all, causal effects 
are identified (Pearl, 2009b, pp. 144–145).

Single‑door Criterion

In a recursive linear model with continuous variables, the single- door criterion tells 
us whether the coefficient for a particular direct effect ( ) is identified by covariate 
adjustment, and what variables should serve as the conditioning set (Pearl, 2009b, 
pp. 150–152):
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A set of variables Z satisfies the single- door criterion relative  (Rule 8.4)  
to the pair variables X and Y if

1. no variable in Z is a descendant of Y; and

2. Z d- separates X and Y in the modified graph formed by deleting  
the edge X  Y from the original graph.

If Z meets the single- door criterion, the coefficient for the direct effect of X  
on Y is identified.

Look back at Figure 8.4(a). We proved earlier that the total effect of D on Y is identi-
fied through covariate adjustment. This total effect consists of a direct effect and an indi-
rect effect through variable E. Is the direct effect of D on Y also identified? Assuming a 
linear model and continuous variables, we can apply the single- door criterion. First, we 
delete the path D  Y from the original model. Presented in Figure 8.4(b) is the graph 
so modified. There are no descendants of Y. Two minimally sufficient sets d- separate D 
and Y in the modified graph, (C, E) and (A, X, E); that is, both

 D ^ Y | (C, E) and D ^ Y | (A, X, E)

are true in the modified graph. This means that the coefficient for the path D  Y is 
identified in the original graph (Figure 8.4(a)). Exercise 6 asks you to find minimally 
sufficient sets of covariates that identify the coefficient for the path C  Y in Figure 
8.4(a).

INSTRUMENTaL VaRIaBLES

Another way to identify direct effects in linear models involves instrumental variables. 
For example, an instrument for a causal variable X involved in a nonrecursive rela-
tion with outcome variable Y should be correlated with X but should be uncorrelated 
with the error term of Y (e.g., Figure 7.3). In larger models with multiple outcomes or 
omitted confounders, it can be difficult to determine proper instruments. Graph theory 
offers a clear definition of instruments based on the concept of d- separation (Pearl, 
2012, pp. 82–83):

A variable Z is a proper instrument for the path X  Y if (Rule 8.5)

1. Z is d- separated from Y in the modified graph formed  
by deleting the edge X  Y from the original graph; and

2. Z is not d- separated from X in the modified graph.
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Consider the causal DAG in Figure 8.4(c) for a linear model and continuous vari-
ables. The direct effect of X on Y is not identified. This is because in the modified graph 
where the path X  Y is deleted, two unblocked paths remain, including

 X  A  B  Y

 X  U1  Y

The second path cannot be closed by conditioning on the latent variable U1; thus, the 
direct effect of X on Y cannot be identified by covariate adjustment. Is variable A in Fig-
ure 8.4(c) a proper instrument for X? No, it is not. This is because in the modified graph 
without the path X  Y, which is shown in Figure 8.4(d), variable A is d- connected to 
Y by the path

 A  B  Y

which violates the first requirement of Rule 8.5. With no instrument, it might seem that 
the direct effect of X on Y in Figure 8.4(c) is not identified unless more measured vari-
ables are added.

But we can actually find a proper instrument for X in Figure 8.4(c) by creating a 
conditional instrument that satisfies Rule 8.5. Here, variable A is rendered a proper 
instrument after controlling for B. This is because the conditional instrument A | B is 
d- separated from Y, or

 (A | B) ^ Y

in the original graph (Figure 8.4(c)), but A | B is not d- separated from X, or

 (A | B) ^ X

in the modified graph where the path X  Y is deleted (Figure 8.4(d)). Because Rule 8.5 
is satisfied, variable A | B is a proper instrument that identifies the direct effect of X on Y. 
For more examples of conditional instruments, see Brito and Pearl (2002).

Causal Mediation

Estimation of mediation in the SCM is referred to as causal mediation analysis. It is 
based on Pearl’s (2014) mediation formula, which (1) allows for interaction between the 
causal variable and the mediator and (2) defines mediation in a consistent way for linear 
versus nonlinear models and also for continuous versus binary mediators or outcomes. 
These definitions are based on a counterfactual approach to mediation. Next, we assume 
a design where X is an experimental variable with two levels (treatment, control), M is 
the presumed mediator, and Y is the outcome.
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Presented in Figure 8.5(a) is a basic measurement- of- mediation model (Bullock, 
Green, & Ha, 2010), where the mediator is an individual difference variable that is 
measured, not manipulated (e.g., patient compliance). Because X is a manipulated vari-
able, over replications it will be isolated from confounders that also affect M or Y. This 
explains why there are no confounders in Figure 8.5(a) for either the pair (X, M) or the 
pair (X, Y). But because neither M nor Y are manipulated, it is plausible that they share 
at least one confounder (i.e., their disturbances are correlated), represented as U1 in the 
figure. Consequently, the coefficient for the path M  Y is not identified.

One way to identify the coefficient for the path M  Y in a measurement- of- 
mediation model is to specify an instrument for the mediator, such as a variable that 
directly affects M but not Y and is also unrelated to the disturbance of Y (Antonakis et 
al., 2010). Exogenous variables make ideal instruments because by definition they are 
unrelated to all disturbances in the model. An example is a manipulated instrument 
where cases are randomly assigned to conditions that should directly affect M but not 
Y. Suppose that patients are randomly assigned to conditions that offer varying levels 
of incentive (including none) for adherence to treatment. This randomized manipula-
tion to change M may indirectly affect Y, but over replications there should be no direct 
effect. Instruments can also be measured variables, but finding nonexperimental instru-
ments can be challenging. In designs with a single mediator, it must be assumed that M 
completely mediates the relation between X and Y. This is a strong assumption that is 
not always convincing. See MacKinnon and Pirlott (2015) for additional discussion of 
instrumental variable methods in mediation analysis.

A stronger model is a manipulation- of- mediation model (Bullock et al., 2010), 
in which the mediator is also a manipulated variable. Examples of mediators that are 
potentially manipulable include self- efficacy, goal difficulty, performance norms, and 
arousal, but manipulating other kinds of internal states or situational factors may be dif-
ficult or unethical in some cases (Stone- Romero & Rosopa, 2011). It must be assumed in 
experimental mediational designs that manipulation affects just the mediator in ques-
tion and no other mediators. This requirement can be tricky given multiple mediators. 
The results may apply only to the subset of participants who responded to the manipula-
tion of the mediator and not to the whole sample. Challenges of manipulating mediators 

U1 

X 

Y 

M 

(a)  Measurement of  
       mediation 

(b)  Manipulation of
       mediation 

X 

Y 

M 

FIGURE 8.5. Basic nonparametric mediational models where X is randomized and where 
the mediator M is a measured variable (a) versus a manipulated variable (b). The omitted 
confounder of M and Y is U1.
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are substantial, but successfully doing so isolates over replication studies any confound-
ers of X or M and Y. It also identifies the coefficient for the path M  Y without an 
explicit instrument.

As nonparametric causal models, both Figure 8.5(a) and Figure 8.5(b) allow for 
the possibility that X and M interact in how they affect Y. In contrast, the parametric 
counterpart of Figure 8.5(b)—which is presented in Figure 6.5(b) as a standard path 
model— assumes that the cause and the mediator do not interact. In linear models with 
continuous mediators and outcomes and assuming no interaction, there is a single esti-
mator of the direct effect of X on Y (e.g., coefficient e in Figure 6.5(b)). But if we allow for 
interaction between X and M, there is more than one direct effect of X because it changes 
over the levels of M. If the latter is continuous, then theoretically X has an infinite num-
ber of direct effects. This plurality of direct effects changes the meaning of indirect and 
total effects, too.

In Pearl’s SCM, the researcher routinely assumes that X and M interact, and thus 
estimates the magnitude of this interaction in causal mediational analysis. This assump-
tion underlies the distinction between a controlled direct effect (CDE) and a natural 
direct effect (NDE).3 Each type of direct effect just mentioned is also associated with 
a different statement of counterfactual propositions. They are defined next for a binary 
causal variable X (0 = control, 1 = treatment) (Petersen, Sinisi, & van der Laan, 2006).

The CDE estimates how much Y would change as X changes from one level to the 
other if the mediator M were controlled uniformly at the same fixed value for all cases. 
If X and M interact, the value of the direct effect of X changes depending on the level of 
M. If M is a continuous variable, then X has an infinite number of direct effects on Y. In 
practice, the CDE may be estimated as the level of this direct effect at a weighted average 
value of M. The NDE allows for variation in the mediator. Specifically, it estimates how 
much Y would change on average if X were allowed to change from control to treatment, 
but the mediator M were kept at the level it would have taken in the control condition 
(X = 0). This says that X is allowed to change, but M is held constant at the values that 
would be naturally observed among untreated cases. Unlike the case for the CDE, the 
level of M is not fixed to the same value for all cases. If there is no interaction, then esti-
mates of the controlled direct effect and the natural direct effect are equal for continuous 
variables in a linear model.

The parallel to the NDE is the natural indirect effect (NIE). It estimates the amount 
of change in Y in the treatment group (X = 1) if the mediator were changed from the level 
that would be observed in the control group to the level it would take in the treatment 
group; that is, Y is influenced by X due solely to its influence on M (Muthén, 2011). The 
total effect is thus

 TE = NDE + NIE (8.1)

3 With no interaction of X and M in a linear model with continuous mediator and outcome variables, CDE 
= NDE for causal variable X.
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and it estimates the causal effect of X on Y both directly and indirectly through M. The 
effect decomposition in Equation 8.1 holds in both linear and nonlinear models regard-
less of interaction. In contrast, the CDE of X does not have a simple additive relation to 
any of the quantities in Equation 8.1, so it is not part of the definition of a total effect 
when X and M interact.

At first glance, the counterfactual definitions of the various effects just reviewed 
can seem awfully abstract, but this example by Petersen et al. (2006) may help to clarify 
things: Suppose that X = 1 is an antiretroviral therapy for HIV-infected persons and 
X = 0 is control. The mediator M is the blood level of HIV (viral load), and outcome Y 
is the level of CD4 T-cells, or “helper” white blood cells that are part of the immune 
system. The CDE of treatment is the difference in average CD4 T-cell count if viral load 
were controlled at a single level for all cases. In contrast, the NDE is the effect of treat-
ment on CD4 T-cell count as it would have been observed if viral load were as in the 
control condition. The NIE is the change in CD4 T-cell count in treatment if viral load 
shifted to what it would be without treatment to the level under treatment. The total 
effect of antiretroviral therapy on CD4 T-cell count both directly and indirectly through 
viral load is the sum of its NDE and NIE. See Appendix 8.B for definitions of these vari-
ous effects in the language of counterfactuals and expected values.

Estimation of the direct and indirect effects just defined generally requires the 
assumption of no confounding of the relation between any pair of variables among X, M, 
and Y. These assumptions are probably met when both X and M are manipulated (Fig-
ure 8.5(b)), but probably not when M is measured, not manipulated (Figure 8.5(a)). For 
natural effects, it is also assumed that no confounder of the relation between M and Y is 
caused by X. Altogether these requirements are very strict. Estimating mediation typi-
cally relies on very strong assumptions, but it is better to be aware of all that is assumed 
in mediational analyses (Bullock et al., 2010). Estimation of mediation in traditional 
path analysis has the same general requirements plus the additional assumption that X 
and M do not interact.

SUMMaRy

Graph theory and the SCM offer unique perspectives on causal modeling. One is the 
capability to generate testable implications about conditional independences between 
pairs of measured variables. Evaluation of each specific prediction with data is a local fit 
test. Another contribution is a principled framework for specifying covariates in regres-
sion analysis when there is a causal model for the problem. By analyzing a causal graph, 
the researcher can tell whether to include or exclude certain variables as covariates 
when estimating causal effects between a pair of variables X and Y. Specifically, vari-
ables that block noncausal associations, or back-door paths, between X and Y should be 
selected as covariates, but other variables that are mediators or colliders along paths that 
connect X and Y should generally not be selected. If no set of measured variables meets 
both requirements just listed— that is, there is no sufficient set of covariates— then the 
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researcher must rely on other methods, such as instrumental variables, to identify the 
causal effect. In causal mediation analysis, the cause and the mediator are assumed 
to interact, and counterfactual- based definitions of direct and indirect effects apply to 
mediators or outcomes that are continuous or binary in linear or nonlinear models. 
Considered in the next chapter are the specification and identification of CFA measure-
ment models in SEM.

LEaRN MORE
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ExERCISES

1. Specify a DAG that implies the same conditional independence as Figures 8.1(a) and 
8.1(b).

2. List all the conditional independences implied by the graph in Figure 8.2(c).

3. Find a basis set for Figure 8.2(c).

4. Show that the pair X2 and Y1 in Figure 8.3(b) cannot be d- separated.

5. Show that (A) and (X, C) are minimally sufficient sets for the total effect of D on Y in 
Figure 8.4(a).

6. Assuming a linear model, find all minimally sufficient sets that identify the coef-
ficient for the direct effect of C on Y in Figure 8.4(a). Hint: There are three.
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Spirtes (1995) described a set of rules to transform a DCG with causal loops to a special DAG 
with no causal loops for the sake of obtaining conditional independences. This transformation is 
done by constructing a collapsed graph as follows:

1. Remove all the arrows between the variables within each causal loop.

2. Arbitrarily number the variables in step 1, and then add an arrow pointing from each 
lower- numbered variable to the variable with the next- higher number.

3. Add an arrow pointing from each parent of a variable inside the loop to all variables 
inside the loop.

4. Apply the d- separation criterion in the usual way to the resulting DAG.

A collapsed graph is not unique owing to the arbitrariness in numbering, but all collapsed graphs 
based on the same DCG imply the same d- separation relations (Spirtes, 1995). Illustrated next 
from left to right is the application of the first three steps beginning from a DCG with a single 
causal loop (far left):

X2 

X1 

Y2 

Y1 

X2 

X1 

Y2

Y1

X2 

X1 

Y2 

Y1 

 

 

X2 

X1 

Y2 

Y1 

In a linear model, the sole independence implied by the collapsed graph (far right) is X1 ^ X2. 
This is the fourth step in Spirtes’s method for this example.

Appendix 8.A

Locating Conditional Independences  
in Directed Cyclic Graphs
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We assume that X is a binary experimental variable (0 = control, 1 = treatment), M is a mediator, 
and Y is the outcome, and that X and M interact. The controlled direct effect of X on Y is

 CDE = E [ Y (X = 1, M = m) ] – E [ Y (X = 0, M = m) ] (8.2)

where the whole expression is the expected (average) difference on Y between treated and control 
cases for a particular value of the mediator, m, for all cases. The natural direct effect is

 NDE = E [ Y (X = 1, M = m0) ] – E [ Y (X = 0, M = m0) ] (8.3)

which is the expected difference in outcome if the mediator for each case were equal to that in 
the control group (M = m0). The natural indirect effect is

 NIE = E [ Y (X = 1, M = m1) ] – E [ Y (X = 1, M = m0) ] (8.4)

or the expected outcome among treated cases if the mediator changed from what it would 
be in the control condition to what it would be in the treatment condition. The total effect is  
TE = NDE + NIE, which algebraically simplifies to

 TE = E [ Y (X = 1, M = m1) ] – E [ Y (X = 0, M = m0) ] = E [ Y (X = 1) ] – E [ Y (X = 0)] (8.5)

which is the expected difference in outcome through the direct and indirect effects of treatment.

Appendix 8.B

Counterfactual Definitions of Direct and Indirect Effects
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This chapter focuses on the specification of CFA measurement models and their evaluation 
for identification and describes types of latent variables in CFA. The technique of CFA is 
contrasted with that of exploratory factor analysis (EFA), which is not part of the SEM fam-
ily. A key difference between the two techniques is that unrestricted measurement models 
are analyzed in EFA, but CFA deals with restricted measurement models. The chapter 
also discusses indicator selection and the representation of hypotheses about measure-
ment dimensionality and directionality in CFA and considers how to determine whether a 
CFA model is identified. A research example dealt with in more detail in a later chapter 
is introduced.

LaTENT VaRIaBLES IN CFa

A substantive latent variable in CFA is conceptualized as a single dimension, or con-
tinuum, along which cases (or other units of analysis) can vary. It is also an explanatory 
variable that corresponds to the local independence assumptions that (1) one or more 
latent variables create the association between observed variables, and (2) when the 
latent variables are held constant, the indicators are independent, if their error variances 
are independent of both one another and of the latent variables as well (Bollen, 2002). In 
other words, the indicators are conditionally independent, given the correctly specified 
latent variable model.

Local independence corresponds to d- separation. For example, consider the graphs 
in Figure 9.1, which represent latent variable A as the common cause of observed vari-
ables X1–X4. Because latent variables are estimated as factors in CFA, factor A is allowed 
to appear in the conditioning set that d- separates X1–X4. Listed next are all the condi-
tional independences implied by Figure 9.1(a) with independent errors:

9

Specification and Identification 
of Confirmatory Factor  
Analysis Models
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 X1 ^ X2 | A X1 ^ X3 | A X1 ^ X4 | A

 X2 ^ X3 | A X2 ^ X4 | A X3 ^ X4 | A

For continuous variables and assuming linearity, Figure 9.1(a) implies the vanishing 
partial correlations listed next:

 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅r = r = r = r = r = r =
1 2 1 3 1 4 2 3 2 4 3 4

0X X A X X A X X A X X A X X A X X A

Exercise 1 asks you to prove that Figure 9.1(b) with correlated errors for a pair of indi-
cators implies fewer conditional independences compared with Figure 9.1(a) with inde-
pendent errors.

Another view is the nondeterministic function of observed variables defi nition: 
The equation for a latent variable in a linear model cannot be manipulated so as to 
express that variable as a function of just the indicators (Bollen, 2002). This is the idea 
behind factor indeterminancy, which states that v indicators cannot be uniquely trans-
formed into v + m variables, where m is the number of factors. So although the results 
of the analysis might suggest that a particular model fi ts the data, there are, in theory, 
infi nitely many other models that are just as consistent with the same data. Also, indi-
cators are never perfectly precise (i.e., rXX < 1.0). With infi nitely many indicators in an 
infi nitely large sample, factor indeterminacy would be nil, but this goal is not practical; 
thus, latent variables are inherently estimated with uncertainty.

FaCTOR aNaLySIS

The basic logic and mathematics of factor analysis were developed in the early 1900s in 
order to test theories about the nature of intelligence (e.g., Spearman, 1904). This makes 
factor analysis one of the oldest statistical techniques for discovering and describ-
ing latent variables, given initially only sample covariances among a set of indicators 
(Mulaik, 1987). Factor analysis is still widely used today. It is also a primary technique 
for many researchers, especially those who conduct measurement- related studies. The 
rationale of factor analysis is also exactly half that of SEM—the other half comes from 
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FIGURE 9.1. Measurement models as directed acyclic graphs with independent errors (a) 
and with an error correlation between a pair of indicators (b).
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regression analysis— so it is important to know about the basics of factor analysis when 
learning about SEM.

Basically, all factor- analytic methods partition standardized indicator variance in 
the way shown in Figure 9.2. Common variance is shared among the indicators and 
is a basis for observed covariances among them that depart appreciably from zero. It is 
generally assumed in factor analysis that (1) common variance is due to the factors and 
(2) the number of factors of substantive interest is less than the number of indicators. It 
is impossible to estimate more factors than indicators, but for parsimony’s sake, there is 
no point in retaining a model with just as many explanatory entities (factors) as there 
are entities to be explained (indicators) (Mulaik, 2009a).

The proportion of total variance that is shared is called communality, which is esti-
mated by the statistic h2. For example, if h2 = .70, then 70% of total indicator variance is 
common and thus potentially explained by the factors. The rest, or 30%, is unique vari-
ance, which consists of specifi c variance and random measurement error. Specifi c vari-
ance is systematic variance that is not explained by any factor in the model. It may be 
due to characteristics of individual indicators, such as the particular stimuli that make 
up a task. Another source is method variance, or the use of a particular measurement 
method (e.g., self- report) or informant (e.g., parents) to obtain the scores.

kinds of Factor analysis

There are two broad categories of factor analysis: exploratory (EFA) and confi rmatory 
(CFA). The differences between these two methods are as follows.

1. The method of EFA does not require a priori specifi cation of the number of fac-
tors. Without specifi c instruction to do otherwise, an EFA computer procedure could 
theoretically generate all possible solutions, from a one- factor model up to a model 
with as many factors as indicators. In some EFA computer procedures the researcher 
can optionally request a solution with a specifi ed number of factors (e.g., three), and 
the computer will analyze just that particular model. But in CFA, the researcher must 
always specify the exact number of factors.

FIGURE 9.2. Basic partition of standardized indicator variance in factor analysis. h2, propor-
tion of common variance, or communality; rXX, score reliability coeffi cient.
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2. There is no possibility in EFA to specify the exact correspondence between indi-
cators and factors. This means that indicators are allowed to depend on (theoretically, 
measure) all factors; thus, it is unrestricted measurement models that are analyzed in 
EFA. But in CFA, each indicator is allowed to depend on only the factor(s) specified by 
the researcher; that is, restricted measurement models are analyzed in CFA.

3. Models with multiple factors in EFA are not actually identified because such 
models have more free parameters than observations. Thus, there is no unique set of 
statistical estimates for a particular multifactor EFA model. This property concerns the 
rotation phase in EFA. In contrast, CFA models must be identified before they can be 
analyzed, so there is only one exclusive set of parameter estimates. Accordingly, CFA 
has no rotation phase.

4. It is generally assumed in EFA that the specific variance of each indicator is not 
shared with that of any other indicator. But CFA permits, depending on the model, esti-
mation of whether specific variance is shared between certain pairs of indicators (i.e., 
error correlations).

ChaRaCTERISTICS OF EFa MOdELS

Depicted in Figure 9.3(a) is a measurement model for six continuous indicators and 
two factors of the kind analyzed in EFA. Linearity is assumed plus a method of factor 
extraction, such as the principal- axis method, that replaces the 1.0s in the main diago-
nal of the sample correlation matrix with estimated communalities. Such methods ana-
lyze common variance and, consequently, explicitly distinguish between observed and 
latent variables.1 This distinction also implies that each indicator has an error term that 
reflects unique variance (see Figure 9.2).

Figure 9.3(a) is unrestricted in that every indicator is regressed on both factors. 
The paths that point from factors to indicators represent the direct effects of factors on 
indicators. The proper name of the statistical estimates of these direct effects is pat-
tern coefficients. Many researchers refer to pattern coefficients as factor loadings or just 
loadings, but these terms are ambiguous for reasons explained later and thus are not 
used here. The larger point is that all possible pattern coefficients are estimated for each 
indicator in EFA. The arc with two arrowheads in the figure represents the possibility to 
estimate the factor correlation. But because it is not required in EFA to estimate factor 
correlations, the symbol for an unanalyzed association in the figure is shown as dashed 
instead of solid. Most EFA computer procedures by default do not analyze correlated 
factors. Instead, the researcher must typically select a rotation option that permits the 
factors to covary when the goal is to analyze correlated factors.

1 The principal components method analyzes total indicator variance, not common variance. Thus, it 
assumes rXX = 1.0 for all indicators, and factors are estimated as linear combinations of the indicators. For 
this reason, some methodologists do not consider it a “true” method of factor analysis.
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The goal of rotation in EFA is to enhance the interpretability of retained factors. 
It works by reweighting the initial solution (the factor axes are shifted) according to 
statistical criteria that vary with the particular method. The target outcome is a solu-
tion that exhibits simple structure, where each factor explains as much variance as 
possible in nonoverlapping sets of indicators. This means that absolute values of corre-
lations between factors and indicators should shift toward either 0 or 1.0, which makes 
factor– indicator associations more distinct. There are infi nitely many rotations for mod-
els with two or more factors, and they all explain the data to the same degree (they are 
equivalent). This describes rotational indeterminacy. In practice, either the researcher 
specifi es a particular rotation or the computer will use its default method. This choice 
identifi es the model, but the estimates are unique only for that particular method.

In orthogonal rotation, the factors are all uncorrelated just as they are extracted 
in the initial solution. The most widely used method is varimax rotation, which is the 
default in many EFA computer procedures. There are many other orthogonal rotation 

FIGURE 9.3. An exploratory factor analysis (EFA) model and a confi rmatory factor analysis 
(CFA) model for six indicators and two factors.
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methods (quartimax, equamax, etc.), but all such methods assume uncorrelated factors, 
which is sometimes implausible. For example, it makes little sense to believe that cogni-
tive abilities, such as verbal versus spatial reasoning, would be independent. It would be 
just as implausible to assume that anxiety and depression are unrelated owing to their 
high comorbidity in clinical populations. Methods for oblique rotation allow correlated 
factors. Promax rotation is probably the most widely used oblique rotation method, but 
there are others (e.g., oblimin). It is important to know that specifying oblique rotation 
does not “force” the factors to covary. Instead, such methods estimate factor correla-
tions, given the model and data, so these estimates are “allowed” to be close to zero, if 
such estimates are consistent with the data.

There are many other rotation methods, and it can be difficult to decide which 
method is best. In addition, their use entails some trial and error. For example, two dif-
ferent methods may generate appreciably different results for the same model and data. 
There may be little basis for preferring one solution over another. But given a robust 
population measurement model with simple structure assessed with psychometrically 
sound indicators, similar estimates should be obtained using different rotation methods, 
but there is no guarantee; see Mulaik (2009a).

When analyzing raw data, some EFA computer procedures can calculate and save 
estimated factor scores, which estimate relative standing on the factors. Different meth-
ods can be used to compute factor scores, including multiple regression applied to esti-
mated correlations between factors and indicators. There is also factor score indeter-
minacy, which means that actually an infinite number of sets of factor scores would all 
be equally consistent with the same pattern coefficients. It can also happen that a case 
with a high standing on a particular set of estimated scores could obtain a low ranking 
on a different set of scores for the same factor. Given such indeterminacy, researchers 
should probably refrain from making too fine a distinction on estimated factor scores 
(DiStefano, Zhu, & Mîndrilă, 2009).

ChaRaCTERISTICS OF CFa MOdELS

A restricted measurement model for six indicators and two factors of the kind analyzed 
in CFA is presented in Figure 9.3(b). It represents the hypothesis that X1–X3 and X4–X6 
measure, respectively, factors A and B, which are assumed to covary. This figure is a 
standard CFA model with the following characteristics:

1. Each indicator is continuous with two causes— a single factor that the indicator 
is supposed to measure and all unique sources of influence represented by the 
error term.

2. The error terms are independent of each other and of the factors.

3. All associations are linear and the factors covary. This is why the symbol for an 
unanalyzed association in Figure 9.3(b) is depicted as solid instead of dashed.
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Some pattern coefficients are zero in standard CFA models with two or more fac-
tors. For example, there is no direct path from factor B to indicator X1 in Figure 9.3(b). 
This specification implies that the corresponding pattern coefficient is zero and, conse-
quently, the computer will not estimate it. But the specification for a zero direct causal 
effect does not say that B and X1 are uncorrelated. This is because there is an undirected, 
back-door path between B and X1, or

 X1  A  B

This path may convey statistical association but not causation. Although the pattern 
coefficient for the pair B and X1 is zero, the structure coefficient for the same pair may 
not also equal zero. The structure coefficient estimates the Pearson correlation between 
a factor and a continuous indicator, and it reflects any source of association, causal or 
noncausal. If the estimated structure coefficient for the pair B and X1 is not zero, then 
all of this association is spurious, given the model. The failure to correctly distinguish 
between pattern coefficients and structure coefficients is a source of confusion in both 
EFA and CFA (Graham, Guthrie, & Thompson, 2003).

The numerals (1) in Figure 9.3(b) that appear next to paths from the factors to one 
of their indicators are scaling constants, or unit loading identification (ULI) constraints. 
The specifications that

 A  X1 = 1.0 and B  X4 = 1.0

scale the factors in a metric related to that of the explained (common) variance of the 
corresponding indicator, or reference (marker) variable. Assuming that indicators of 
the same factor have equally reliable scores, it is arbitrary in single- sample analyses 
which indicator is selected as the reference variable. This is because the choice does 
not usually change model fit. Most computer tools for SEM that automatically scale 
the factors use the reference variable method. Whatever indicator is listed first in the 
syntax that regresses a set of indicators on its common factor is usually selected by the 
computer as the reference variable, and its unstandardized pattern coefficient is auto-
matically fixed to equal 1.0. Other options for scaling factors are described later in this 
chapter. The other scaling constants in Figure 9.3(b), such as

 E1  X1 = 1.0

are ULI constraints that assign to error terms a metric related to that of the unexplained 
variance in the corresponding indicator. There are actually scaling constants in EFA 
(not shown in Figure 9.3(a)), but EFA computer procedures automatically impose such 
constraints in the analysis.

Because restricted measurement models are identified through their specification, 
there is no rotation phase in CFA. There is also little need to work with estimated factor 
scores because the factors are themselves available in the analysis as either predictors or 
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outcomes of other variables in the model (Brown, 2006). This possibility describes SR 
models, not CFA models, but SEM offers much flexibility for testing hypotheses about 
latent variables.

OThER CFa SPECIFICaTION ISSUES

Considered next are additional matters of specification. How CFA models are repre-
sented in LISREL notation is described in Appendix 9.A.

Indicator Selection

Selection of the indicators is critical because the quality of the results in factor analy-
sis depends on the quality of the scores analyzed. In summary, Fabrigar and Wegener 
(2012) make the following suggestions: First, define the hypothetical constructs of inter-
est. If the goal is to delineate dimensions of anxiety, for example, then consult relevant 
theoretical and empirical works about the nature and number of factors, such as state 
anxiety, trait anxiety, and social anxiety. Next, identify candidate indicators that as a set 
adequately sample the various domains. Ideally, not all indicators of the same factor will 
rely on the same measurement method. This is because common method variance can 
affect all the scores, and method variance could mistakenly be attributed to the factors. 
This explains why the standard practice in anxiety studies is to measure physiological 
variables, such as galvanic skin response, in addition to self- report.

The minimum number of indicators per factor for CFA models with two or more 
factors is two. But CFA (or SR) models where some factors have only two indicators are 
more prone to technical problems, such as failure of iterative estimation. It can be dif-
ficult to estimate error correlations for factors with only two indicators, which may lead 
to specification error. A better practical minimum is three to five indicators for each 
anticipated factor. Kenny’s (1979) rule of thumb about the number of indicators is apro-
pos: “Two might be fine, three is better, four is best, and anything more is gravy” (p. 143; 
emphasis in original).

dimensionality

The specifications of standard CFA models where (1) each observed variable is a simple 
indicator that depends on a single factor and (2) the errors are independent describe 
unidimensional measurement. It is multidimensional measurement that is specified 
in nonstandard CFA models, which have at least one complex indicator that is caused 
by two or more factors or have at least one error correlation. For example, adding the 
path B  X1 to Figure 9.3(b) would respecify X1 as a complex indicator. There is con-
troversy about the specification of complex indicators. On the one hand, some tests 
may actually measure more than one domain. Suppose that the items of an engineering 
aptitude test are either text-based or involve the interpretation of data graphics. The test 
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yields a single total score, which may reflect both verbal reasoning and visual- spatial 
ability. On the other hand, unidimensional models offer more precise tests of convergent 
validity. If many indicators depend on the same two factors, the distinctiveness of those 
factors may be blurred, which can also muddy the evaluation of discriminant validity.

Error correlations can be specified as a way to test hypotheses about shared sources 
of variation besides the factors. For repeated measures indicators, this specification rep-
resents autocorrelated errors. The same specification can also reflect the hypothesis that 
the two indicators share common method variance. In latent- variable models, omission 
of theoretically defensible error correlations may not in some cases harm fit, but their 
absence could change the meaning of those variables and thus lead to inaccurate results 
(Cole, Ciesla, & Steiger, 2007).

The specification of multidimensional measurement makes a CFA model more 
complex (dfM gets smaller, fit improves) relative to standard (unidimensional) model. 
There are also implications for identification, which are considered later in this chapter. 
Thus, it is important to evaluate whether a nonstandard CFA model is identified when 
it is specified and before the data are collected. One way to respecify a nonidentified 
CFA model is to add indicators, which increases the number of observations available 
to estimate effects.

directionality

Each indicator in a standard CFA model has two unrelated causes, such as

 A  X1  E1

in Figure 9.3(b). This specification is consistent with the view in classical reliability 
theory that observed scores are determined by a true (systematic) component and an 
error component. This also describes reflective measurement, where latent variables 
are assumed to cause observed variables. Observed variables in reflective measurement 
models are called effect (reflective) indicators. Measurement models analyzed in CFA 
are reflective, and all indicators are effect indicators.

The rationale for reflective measurement comes from the domain sampling model 
(Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994), where effect indicators of the same construct should be 
internally consistent. Their intercorrelations should therefore be positive and at least 
moderately high in magnitude. Also, correlations between indicators of the same fac-
tor should be greater than cross- factor correlations with indicators that are supposed 
to measure different factors. These patterns correspond to, respectively, convergent 
validity and discriminant validity. The domain sampling model also assumes that effect 
indicators of the same construct with equally precise scores are interchangeable, which 
means that they can be substituted for one another without appreciably affecting con-
struct measurement.

Sometimes a measure is negatively worded compared with other indicators of the 
same factor. Suppose that high scores on two indicators of life satisfaction mean greater 
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contentment, but a third indicator is scaled to reflect the degree of unhappiness, which 
implies negative correlations with scores from the other two indicators. Negative cor-
relations reduce the reliability of factor measurement (see Equation 4.7 for analyses with 
observed variables). In this case, the researcher could use reverse coding or reverse 
scoring to reflect the scores on the negatively worded measure. That is, multiply the 
scores by –1.0 and then add a constant to the reflected scores so that the minimum score 
is at least 1.0. Now high scores on the original measure are reflected as low scores, and 
vice versa. After reflection, intercorrelations among the three indicators for this example 
should all be positive.

It makes no sense in reflective measurement to specify a factor with indicators 
that do not measure something in common. Suppose that gender, ethnicity, and level of 
education are specified as indicators of a “background” factor. There are two problems 
here. First, gender and ethnicity are unrelated in representative samples, so one could 
not claim that these variables somehow measure a common domain. Second, none of 
these indicators, such as gender, is in any way “caused” by some latent variable that cor-
responds to a “background” continuum.

The specification that latent variables affect indicators is not always appropriate. For 
example, causal indicators have a conceptual unity, and they are specified to cause the 
factor, not the other way around (Bollen & Bauldry, 2011). Suppose that income, educa-
tion, and occupation are used to measure the construct of socioeconomic status (SES), 
which is usually viewed as a continuum. In a CFA model, these observed variables  would 
be specified as effect indicators. But we usually think of SES as the outcome of these indica-
tors (and others), not vice versa. For instance, a change in any one of these indicators, such 
as an income boost due to winning a lottery, may change SES; that is, it makes more sense 
to see the indicators as causes of SES, not the other way around. This describes formative 
measurement, where indicators are specified as causes of latent variables and where the 
latent variables have disturbances that reflect unexplained variation. The hypothesis of 
formative measurement cannot be represented in CFA, but it may be possible to do so 
when analyzing an SR model where some factors are specified as endogenous (outcomes). 
Analysis of formative measurement models in SEM is described later in the book.

do Not Reify “Exploratory” versus “Confirmatory”

You should not overinterpret the labels “exploratory” versus “confirmatory” (i.e., EFA 
vs. CFA). It is true that EFA requires no a priori hypotheses about factor– indicator cor-
respondence or even the number of factors. There are also more confirmatory modes 
in EFA, such as instructing the computer to extract a specific number of factors based 
on theory. The technique of CFA is not strictly confirmatory. It happens in many, if not 
most, analyses that the initial restricted measurement model does not fit the data. In this 
case, the researcher typically modifies the hypotheses on which the initial model was 
based and specifies a revised model. The respecified model is then tested again with the 
same data. This process should be guided by theory (see Figure 6.1), but relatively few 
applications of CFA are strictly confirmatory.
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CFa after EFa

You should also know that CFA does not generally “verify” or “confirm” EFA results for 
the same data and number of factors. Accordingly, it is neither required nor even advis-
able to conduct CFA as a follow- up analysis to an EFA (if a model is retained in EFA). It 
can happen that the specification of CFA model based on EFA outcomes and analyzed 
with the same data will lead to rejection of the CFA model (van Prooijen & van der 
Kloot, 2001). This is because indicators in EFA often have relatively high secondary pat-
tern coefficients for factors other than the one for which they have their primary pattern 
coefficients. These secondary coefficients may account for relatively high proportions of 
variance, so constraining them to zero in CFA may be too conservative. Consequently, 
the more restrictive CFA model may not fit the data.

The best way to replicate EFA results is to collect more data and apply the same 
method in a replication sample. There are procedures for evaluating whether EFA results 
for the same variables replicate over independent samples (Osborne & Fitzpatrick, 
2012). If somehow a researcher in a single- sample analysis gets lucky and finds that the 
CFA version of an EFA model is retained when fitted to the same data, he or she cannot 
justifiably claim evidence for replication. This is because (1) there was no replication 
sample and (2) the two procedures, EFA and CFA, may have capitalized on the same 
chance variation. This is more likely to happen if the same estimation method, such as 
maximum likelihood, is used in both analyses. Less mature research areas may not be 
ready for the more restrictive CFA, and in this case there is nothing wrong with using 
EFA; that is, CFA is not inherently superior to EFA. Use the right tool for the right job, 
and CFA is not always the right technique in factor analytic studies.

IdENTIFICaTION OF CFa MOdELS

Measurement models analyzed in CFA must meet the same two general requirements 
for identification as any other type of structural equation model: Every latent variable 
(including errors) must be scaled, and the model degrees of freedom must be at least 
zero (dfM ≥ 0). The number of free parameters and the number of observations are both 
counted the same way in CFA as in path analysis (respectively, Rules 6.1 and 6.2) when 
all indicators are continuous. Residual terms are also scaled the same way in both tech-
niques by imposing ULI constraints.

Scaling Factors

There are three basic options for scaling factors. Use of one method or another does 
not generally affect model fit for standard CFA models, but Millsap (2001) describes 
some exceptions for nonstandard models with many complex indicators. Each method 
is described next with reference to Figure 9.4, which shows parameters for the pattern 
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coefficients (l) and the factor variances and covariance (f) in LISREL notation (see 
Appendix 9.A).

The first method, the reference variable method, was described earlier. If X1 and X4 
are the reference variables for, respectively, factors A and B in Figure 9.4, then we impose 
a ULI constraint on the unstandardized pattern coefficient of each reference variable, or

 l11 = l42 = 1.0 (9.1)

The remaining pattern coefficients (4) and the factor variances and covariance (3) are 
freely estimated (7 free parameters altogether). Because the factors are unstandardized, 
the term f12 for their statistical association is estimated as a covariance.

The second method to scale factors standardizes them by imposing a unit variance 
identification (UVI) constraint on each of their variances. For the model in Figure 9.4,

 f11 = f22 = 1.0 (9.2)

which standardizes both factors. In this method, all six pattern coefficients are freely 
estimated as is the term f12 (7 free parameters in total). Because the factors are standard-
ized, the term f12 for the unanalyzed association between the factors is estimated as a 
Pearson correlation. Note that scaling the factors through either ULI constraints (Equa-
tion 9.1) or UVI constraints (Equation 9.2) reduces the number of free parameters by 
one for each factor.

The choice between these two methods is usually based on the relative merits of 
analyzing factors in unstandardized versus standardized form. When a CFA model is 
analyzed in a single sample and there are no repeated measures variables, either method 
is probably fine. Fixing the variance of a latent factor to 1.0 to standardize it has the 

FIGURE 9.4. Parameters for the pattern coefficients (l) and factor variances and covariance 
(f) in a standard confirmatory factor analysis model.
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advantage of simplicity and does not require the selection of reference variables. A short-
coming of this method, though, is that it is usually applicable only to exogenous factors. 
Although basically all SEM computer tools allow the imposition of constraints on any 
free model parameter, the variance of endogenous factors are not free parameters. Only 
some programs, such as LISREL, SEPATH, and RAMONA, allow the predicted variances 
of endogenous factors to be constrained to 1.0. This is not an issue for CFA models, 
wherein all factors are exogenous, but it can be for SR models, wherein some factors are 
endogenous.

There are times when standardizing factors is not appropriate— for example, (1) 
the analysis of a structural equation model across independent samples that differ in 
their variabilities and (2) longitudinal measurement of variables that show changing 
variances over time. In both cases, important information may be lost when factors are 
standardized. (How to appropriately scale factors in multiple- samples CFA is considered 
in a later chapter.)

Little, Slegers, and Card (2006) describe a third method to scale factors in models 
where (1) the indicators of the same factor all have the same raw score metric and (2) 
most indicators are specified to measure a single factor (they are simple indicators). 
Their effects coding method does not require the selection of a reference variable, 
such as when ULI constraints are imposed (Equation 9.1), nor does it standardize fac-
tors, such as when UVI constraints are imposed (Equation 9.2). Instead, it relies on the 
capability of modern SEM computer tools to impose linear constraints on a set of two 
or more parameter estimates— in this case, the unstandardized pattern coefficients for 
indicators of the same factor.

The effects coding method works by telling the computer to constrain the average 
pattern coefficient across all indicators of the same factor to equal 1.0 in the unstan-
dardized solution. So scaled, the variance of the factor will be estimated as the average 
explained variance across all the indicators in their original metric, weighted by the 
degree to which each indicator contributes to factor measurement. In this way, all indi-
cators contribute to the scale of their common factor. For the indicators of factor A in 
Figure 9.4, the average pattern coefficient for indicators X1–X3 is fixed to equal unity, or

 11 21 31 1.0
3

l + l + l
=  (9.3)

which is algebraically equivalent to any of the three expressions listed next:

 l11 = 3 – l21 – l31 (9.4)

 l21 = 3 – l11 – l31

 l31 = 3 – l11 – l21

The researcher selects any one of the three formulas in Equation 9.4 and then specifies 
that linear constraint in the syntax of an SEM computer tool. Exercise 2 asks you to 
derive the corresponding constraints that scale factor B in Figure 9.4 using this method. 
This exercise assumes that scores on X4–X6 are all based on the same metric.
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RULES FOR STaNdaRd CFa MOdELS

Sufficient identification requirements for CFA models are described next. For standard 
CFA models, some straightforward rules concern the minimum numbers of indicators 
per factor,2 as follows in Rule 9.1:

If a standard CFA model (Rule 9.1)

1. with a single factor has at least three indicators, or

2. has two or more factors where each factor has two or more indicators,

then the model is identified.

That’s it. The first part of Rule 9.1 for single- factor models is the three- indicator rule, 
and the second part for models with multiple factors is the two- indicator rule. Recall 
that CFA (and SR models, too) with factors that have only two indicators per factor are 
prone to technical problems in the analysis, especially in small samples. It is better to 
have at least three to five indicators per factor to prevent such problems, but two indica-
tors per factor is the required minimum for CFA models with multiple factors.

Let’s apply these requirements to the standard CFA models in Figure 9.5. The model 
in Figure 9.5(a) has a single factor with two indicators. This model is underidentified 
because it has only two indicators, or one short of the minimum number (3) (Rule 9.1). 
Exercise 3 asks you to verify that dfM = –1 for this model. The imposition of a constraint, 
such as one of equality, or

 A  X1 = A  X2 = 1.0

may render this model analyzable because dfM would be zero in the respecified single- 
factor, two- indicator model. For such models, Kenny (1979) noted that if the correlation 
between the two indicators is negative, then the just- identified model that results by 
imposing an equality constraint on the pattern coefficients does not exactly reproduce 
the observed correlation. This is an example of a just- identified model that does not 
perfectly fit the data.

Because the single- factor model in Figure 9.5(b) has three indicators, it is identified; 
specifically, it is just- identified. Exercise 4 asks you to prove that dfM = 0 for this model. 
Note that a standard CFA model with a single factor must have at least four indicators in 
order to be overidentified (dfM > 0). Because each of the two factors in Figure 9.5(c) has 
two indicators, it is also identified (Rule 9.1). Exercise 5 asks you to verify for this model 
that dfM = 1 (i.e., it is overidentified).

2 Measurement models in CFA with ordinal indicators, such as Likert-scale items, have special identifica-
tion requirements that are considered later in the book.
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RULES FOR NONSTaNdaRd CFa MOdELS

There is a different— and more complicated— set of identifi cation heuristics for non-
standard CFA models with complex indicators or error correlations. The potential ben-
efi t for dealing with this greater complexity is that the researcher can represent an even 
wider range of hypotheses about measurement in nonstandard CFA models compared 
with standard CFA models.

O’Brien (1994) describes a set of rules for nonstandard measurement models where 
every indicator depends on just one factor but some error correlations are freely esti-
mated. These rules are applied “backwards” starting from patterns of independent 
(uncorrelated) pairs of error terms to prove the identifi cation of pattern coeffi cients, 
then of error variances, next of factor covariances in models with multiple factors, and 
fi nally of measurement error correlations. The O’Brien rules work well for relatively 
simple measurement models, but they can be awkward to apply to more complex mod-
els. A different set of identifi cation rules by Kenny, Kashy, and Bolger (1998) that may 
be easier to apply is listed in Table 9.1 as Rule 9.2. This rule spells out requirements that 
must be satisfi ed by each factor (Rule 9.2a), pair of factors (Rule 9.2b), and individual 
indicator (Rule 9.2c) in order to identify models with error correlations.

Rule 9.2a in Table 9.1 is a requirement for a minimum number of indicators per 
factor— either two or three depending on the pattern of error correlations or constraints 
imposed on pattern coeffi cients. Rule 9.2b refers to the specifi cation that for every pair 
of factors, there must be at least two indicators, one from each factor, whose error terms 
are not correlated. Rule 9.2c concerns the requirement for every indicator that there is 
at least one other indicator in the model with which it does not share an error correla-
tion. Rule 9.2 assumes that all factor covariances are free parameters and that there 
are multiple indicators of every factor. Kenny et al. (1998) describe additional rules for 
exceptions to these cases that are not considered here.
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Kenny et al. (1998) also describe identification heuristics for complex indicators 
that depend on two or more factors. The first requirement is listed in the top part of 
Table 9.2 as Rule 9.3, and it concerns sufficient requirements for the identification of 
the multiple pattern coefficients of complex indicators. Basically, this rule requires that 
each factor on which a complex indicator depends has a sufficient number of indica-
tors (i.e., each factor meets Rule 9.2a in Table 9.1). Rule 9.3 also requires that each one 
of every pair of such factors has an indicator that does not share an error correlation 
with a corresponding indicator of the other factor (see Table 9.2). If a complex indicator 
shares error correlations with other indicators, then the additional requirements listed 
as Rule 9.4 in Table 9.2 must also be satisfied. This rule requires that for each factor on 
which a complex indicator depends, at least one simple indicator does not share an error 
correlation with the complex indicator. The requirements of Rules 9.3 and 9.4 are usu-
ally addressed by specifying that some indicators depend on just a single factor (i.e., the 
model has a sufficient number of simple indicators).

Let’s apply the identification heuristics just discussed to the nonstandard CFA mod-
els in Figure 9.6. To save space, I use compact symbolism in the figure where indicators 
are designated as X and factors are represented as A, B, or C. But do not forget the vari-
ance parameter associated with each exogenous variable in the figure that is normally 
represented by the  symbol in diagrams elsewhere in this book. Scaling constants 
are also not shown in the figure, but they are assumed. The single- factor, four- indicator 
model in Figure 9.6(a) has two error correlations, or

 E2  E4 and E3  E4

TaBLE 9.1. Identification Rule 9.2 for Nonstandard Confirmatory Factor analysis 
Models with Correlated Errors

For a nonstandard CFA model with error correlations to be identified, all three of the 
conditions listed next must hold:

(Rule 9.2)

For each factor, at least one of the following must hold: (Rule 9.2a)

1. There are at least three indicators whose errors are uncorrelated with each 
other.

2. There are at least two indicators whose errors are uncorrelated and either
a. the errors of both indicators are not correlated with the error term of a 

third indicator for a different factor, or
b. an equality constraint is imposed on the loadings of the two indicators.

For every pair of factors, there are at least two indicators, one from each factor, 
whose error terms are uncorrelated.

(Rule 9.2b)

For every indicator, there is at least one other indicator (not necessarily of the same 
factor) with which its error term is not correlated.

(Rule 9.2c)

Note. These requirements are described as Conditions B–D in Kenny, Kashy, and Bolger (1998, pp. 253–254).
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This model is just- identified because it has zero degrees of freedom (dfM = 0), its factor 
(A) has at least three indicators whose error terms are uncorrelated (X1–X3) (Rule 9.2a), 
and all other requirements of Rule 9.2 (Table 9.1) are met.

The single- factor, four- indicator model in Figure 9.6(b) also has two error correla-
tions, but in a different pattern, or

 E1  E2 and E3  E4

Although this model has at least two indicators whose error terms are independent, such 
as X2 and X3, it nevertheless fails Rule 9.2a because factor A does not have three indica-
tors whose errors are independent of each other. There are also no other factors in the 
model, so the alternative requirement in Rule 9.2 that factor A have at least two indica-
tors whose errors are unrelated and the errors of both those indicators are not correlated 
with the error term of a different factor (Table 9.1) does not apply; therefore, Figure 
9.6(b) is not identified. But this model would be identified if an equality constraint were 
imposed on the pattern coefficients of X2 and X3. That is, the specification that

 A  X2 = A  X3

TaBLE 9.2. Identification Rule 9.3 for Pattern Coefficients of Complex Indicators 
in Nonstandard Confirmatory Factor analysis Models and Rule 9.4 for Error 
Correlations of Complex Indicators

Pattern coefficients

For every complex indicator in a nonstandard CFA model: (Rule 9.3)

In order for the multiple pattern coefficients to be identified, both of the following 
must hold:

1. Each factor on which the complex indicator depends must satisfy Rule 9.2a for a 
minimum number of indicators.

2. Every pair of those factors must satisfy Rule 9.2b that each factor has an 
indicator that does not have an error correlation with a corresponding 
indicator on the other factor of that pair.

Error correlations

In order for error correlations that involve complex indicators to be identified, both of 
the following must hold:

(Rule 9.4)

1. Rule 9.3 is satisfied.
2. For each factor on which a complex indicator depends, there must be at least 

one indicator with a single loading that does not have an error correlation 
with the complex indicator.

Note. These requirements are described as Condition E in Kenny, Kashy, and Bolger (1998, p. 254).
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would be sufficient to identify the model in Figure 9.6(b) because then Rule 9.2 would 
be met.

The two- factor, four- indicator model in Figure 9.6(c) with a single error correlation, 
E2  E4, is just- identified because dfM = 0 and all three requirements for Rule 9.2 are 
satisfied (Table 9.1). But the two- factor, four- indicator model in Figure 9.6(d) with a dif-
ferent error correlation, E3  E4, is not identified because it violates Rule 9.2a. Specifi-
cally, factor B in this model does not have two indicators whose errors are independent. 

FIGURE 9.6. Identification status of nonstandard confirmatory factor analysis models.
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It is generally easier to identify cross- factor error correlations (e.g., Figure 9.6(c)) than 
within- factor error correlations (e.g., Figure 9.6(d)) when there are only two indicators 
per factor without imposing additional constraints.

The three- factor, six- indicator model in Figure 9.6(e) with two cross- factor error 
correlations, or

 E1  E3 and E2  E4

is overidentified because the degrees of freedom are positive (dfM = 4) and Rule 9.2 
is satisfied. This model also demonstrates that adding indicators— along with a third 
factor— identifies additional error correlations compared with the two- factor model in 
Figure 9.6(c). The model in Figure 9.6(f) has a complex indicator that depends on two 
factors, or

 A  X3 and B  X3

Because this model meets the requirements of Rule 9.3 (see Table 9.2) and has positive 
degrees of freedom (dfM = 3), it is overidentified. Exercise 6 asks you to add an error 
correlation to this model and then evaluate Rule 9.4 in order to determine whether the 
respecified model is identified or not identified.

EMPIRICaL UNdERIdENTIFICaTION IN CFa

The phenomenon of empirical underidentification can affect the analysis of CFA 
models— and SR models, too—that are actually identified. Suppose that the estimated 
pattern coefficient for the path A  X2 in the single- factor, three- indicator model of 
Figure 9.5(b) is close to zero. Practically speaking, this model would resemble the one 
in Figure 9.5(a) in that factor A has only two indicators, which is too few for a stan-
dard single- factor CFA model. The two- factor model of Figure 9.5(c) may be empirically 
underidentified if the estimated covariance (or correlation) between factors A and B is 
close to zero. The virtual elimination of the path A  B from this model transforms it 
into two single- factor, two- indicator models, each of which is underidentified. The non-
standard model in Figure 9.6(f) where X3 depends on both factors may be empirically 
underidentified if the absolute estimate of the factor correlation is close to 1.0. Specifi-
cally, this extreme collinearity, but now between factors instead of observed variables, 
can complicate estimation of the pattern coefficients for the complex indicator X3.

CFa RESEaRCh ExaMPLE

The first edition of the Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children (KABC-I; Kaufman & 
Kaufman, 1983) is an individually administered cognitive ability test for children ages 
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2½ to 12½ years. The test’s authors claimed that the KABC-I’s eight subtests represented 
in Figure 9.7 measure two factors. The three tasks believed to reflect sequential process-
ing all require the correct recall of auditory stimuli (Number Recall, Word Order) or 
visual stimuli (Hand Movements) in a particular order. The other five tasks— Gestalt 
Closure, Triangles, Spatial Memory, Matrix Analogies, and Photo Series—are supposed 
to measure more holistic, less order- dependent reasoning, or simultaneous processing. 
The data for this example come from the test’s standardization sample for 10-year-old 
children (N = 200).

Results of some CFA analyses of the KABC-I conducted in the 1980s–1990s gener-
ally supported the two- factor model presented in Figure 9.7 (Cameron et al., 1997). But 
other results indicated that some subtests, especially Hand Movements, may measure 
both factors and that some of the error terms may covary (Keith, 1985). Exercise 7 asks 
you to prove that the model in Figure 9.7 is overidentified with dfM = 19. Detailed analy-
sis of the CFA model just described is considered in Chapter 13.

SUMMaRy

The technique of CFA analyzes restricted measurement models, where the researcher 
must specify in advance the number of factors, the correspondence between factors and 
indicators, and pattern of error correlations (if any). These models assume reflective 
measurement, where the factors cause the indicators, not the reverse. Standard CFA 
models feature continuous indicators that each depend on just a single factor with 
independent errors. This combination specifies unidimensional measurement, and the 
evaluation of standard models with two or more factors tests hypotheses of convergent 
validity and discriminant validity. In nonstandard CFA models, some indicators depend 
on two or more factors or share error variance. It is more difficult to determine whether 
a nonstandard model is identified, but there are heuristics for certain types of nonstan-
dard models. Empirical underidentification is more likely to happen with CFA models 
where some factors have just two indicators and the sample size is not large. The next 
chapter deals with structural regression models where some factors are endogenous 
(they are outcomes).

LEaRN MORE

Bollen and Hoyle (2012) describe the specification of latent variable models in SEM. A non-
technical introduction to EFA is available in Fabrigar and Wegener (2012), and Kline (2013b) 
elaborates on similarities and differences between EFA and CFA.

Bollen, K. A., & Hoyle, R. H. (2012). Latent variable models in structural equation model-
ing. In R. H. Hoyle (Ed.), Handbook of structural equation modeling (pp. 56–67). New 
York: Guilford Press.
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Fabrigar, L. R., & Wegener, D. T. (2012). Exploratory factor analysis. New York: Oxford Uni-
versity Press.

Kline, R. B. (2013b). Exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis. In Y. Petscher & C. 
Schatsschneider (Eds.), Applied quantitative analysis in the social sciences (pp. 171–
207). New York: Routledge.

ExERCISES

1. Show that Figure 9.1(b) implies fewer conditional independences than Figure 9.1(a).

2. Show how to scale factor B in Figure 9.4 using the effects coding method.

3. Verify that dfM = –1 for Figure 9.5(a).

4. Show that dfM = 0 for Figure 9.5(b).

5. Prove that dfM = 1 for Figure 9.5(c).

6. If E3  E5 were added to Figure 9.6(f), would the resulting respecified model be 
identified?

7. Determine whether the model in Figure 9.7 is identified and show that dfM = 19.
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Described next for CFA models when means are not analyzed is LISREL all-X notation, where 
the symbol X represents the indicators of exogenous factors. Lowercase Greek letters in this 
notation include d (delta), q (theta), l (lambda), x (xi), and f (phi); uppercase letters include Q 
(theta), L (lambda), and F (phi). Symbols for variables, parameters, and error terms appear in 
their proper places in the CFA model presented next:

ϕ
21 

X4 

1 
δ

4 

θ
44 

X5 

1 
δ

5 

θ
55 

X6 

1 
δ

6 

θ
66 

θ
43 

ϕ
22 ξ

2 
ϕ

11 ξ
1 

λ
21 1 λ

31 

λ
52 1 λ

62 

X1 

1 
δ

1 

θ
11 

X2 

1 
δ

2 

θ
22 

X3 

1 
δ

3 

θ
33 

Measurement equations for the indicators are shown next:

 X1 = x1 + d1     X4 = x2 + d4   (9.7)
 X2 = l21 x1 + d2   X5 = l52 x2 + d5

 X3 = l31 x1 + d3   X6 = l62 x2 + d6

The measurement equations can be expressed in matrix algebra terms as follows:

 
 
 
 

d     
     l d     
     l dx 

= +       dx      
     l d
     

l d          

1 1

2 21 2

3 31 31

4 42

5 52 5

6 62 6

1 0

0

0

0 1

0

0

X

X

X

X

X

X

 = LX x + d (9.8) 
 
 

Appendix 9.A

LISREL Notation for CFA Models
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where LX (lambda-X) is the parameter matrix for the pattern coefficients, x is the matrix of the 
exogenous factors, and d is the matrix of error terms for the indicators. The other parameter 
matrices are

 
 
 
 F = 

f 
 f f 

11

21 22

 and Qd = 

q 
 q 
 q
 q q 
 q
 

q  

11

22

33

43 44

55

66

0

0 0

0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

 (9.9) 
 
 

where F is the covariance matrix of the factors and Qd (theta–delta) is the covariance matrix of 
the errors. Thus, LISREL parameters matrices for CFA models in all-X notation include

 LX, F, and Qd
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The most general kind of model in SEM is an SR model, also called a full LISREL model. 
This term reflects the fact that LISREL was one of the first computer programs to analyze 
SR models, but nowadays any modern SEM computer tool can do so. The structural part 
of an SR model represents hypotheses about direct or indirect effects among observed or 
latent variables, and the measurement part represents the correspondence between latent 
variables and their indicators. The capability to test hypotheses about both structural and 
measurement relations within a single model affords much flexibility. This chapter outlines 
the specification of SR models with continuous indicators and requirements for their identifi-
cation. Research examples considered in more detail later in the book are also introduced.

CaUSaL INFERENCE WITh LaTENT VaRIaBLES

In contrast to CFA models where all factors are exogenous and assumed to simply 
covary, causal effects between factors are represented in SR models. But causal infer-
ence in latent variable modeling is potentially more difficult compared with the analysis 
of path models, where each substantive domain is measured with a single indicator. 
One reason is factor indeterminacy: Just as in CFA models, factors in SR models are 
theoretical variables that are measured only indirectly through their indicators. Because 
theoretical variables and their proxies (indicators) are almost never identical, estimates 
of causal relations between latent variables are approximate at best. In other words, fac-
tor indeterminacy limits predictive utility, blurring estimates of correlations between a 
factor and external variables (Rigdon, 2014). This is because such correlations are not 
unique and can be estimated only within a particular range (Steiger & Schönemann, 
1978). These issues argue for caution against overinterpretation of results from analyses 
of SR models.

10

Specification and Identification 
of Structural Regression Models
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TyPES OF SR MOdELS

Presented in Figure 10.1(a) is a traditional path model. Exogenous variable X1 is 
assumed to be measured without error, an assumption usually violated in practice. 
This assumption is not required for the endogenous variables in this model, but ran-
dom error in Y1 or Y3 is manifested in their disturbances. Figure 10.1(b) is an SR model 
with both structural and measurement components. Its measurement model has the 
same three manifest variables represented in the path model, X1, Y1, and Y3. Unlike the 
path model, though, each of these three indicators in the SR model is specified as one 
of a pair for a latent variable.1 Consequently, all observed variables in Figure 10.1(b) 
have error terms.

The structural model of Figure 10.1(b) represents the same basic pattern of direct 
and indirect causal effects as the path model of Figure 10.1(a) but among latent vari-
ables, or

 A  B  C

The structural model just listed is recursive, but it is also generally possible to specify an 
SR model with a nonrecursive structural component. Each endogenous factor in Figure 
10.1(b) has a disturbance (DB, DC). Unlike in path models, disturbances for endogenous 
factors in Figure 10.1(b) reflect only omitted causes and not also measurement error in 
that factor’s indicators. For the same reason, estimates of the coefficients for the paths

 A  B and B  C

in Figure 10.1(b) are adjusted for measurement error, but those for the paths

 X1  Y1 and Y1  Y3

in Figure 10.1(a) are not. Exercise 1 asks you to calculate the degrees of freedom (dfM) 
for the SR model in Figure 10.1(b). Observations and free parameters are counted for SR 
models in the same ways as they are for path models and CFA models (see Rules 6.1 and 
6.2). Described in Appendix 10.A is LISREL notation for SR models.

Figure 10.1(b) could be described as a fully latent SR model because every vari-
able in its structural part is latent with multiple indicators. It is also possible to repre-
sent single- indicator measurement in SR models. This reflects the reality that some-
times there is just a single measure of some domain of interest. It also happens that the 
researcher collects data on multiple indicators but later finds that some of those indica-
tors have poor psychometrics, so their scores are not further analyzed. Models with sin-
gle indicators could be called partially latent SR models because at least one variable 

1 I saved space in Figures 10.1–10.4 by showing only two indicators per factor, but remember that having so 
few indicators may cause technical problems in the analysis.
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in their structural part is a single indicator. Two examples are presented in Figure 10.2. 
Variable X1 in Figure 10.2(a) is a single indicator. Because X1 is specifi ed as exogenous, 
it is assumed to have no measurement error. Variable Y1 in Figure 10.2(b) is also a single 
indicator, but it is specifi ed as endogenous; thus, scores on Y1 are not assumed to be per-
fectly reliable, but measurement error is confounded with omitted causes of Y1.

SINGLE INdICaTORS

There is an alternative to representing a single indicator in the structural part of an SR 
model as one would in path analysis. It requires an a priori estimate of the proportion 
of variance in a single indicator that is due to measurement error (.10, .20, etc.). This 
estimate may be based on the researcher’s experience or on results of prior empirical 
studies. Recall that one minus a reliability coeffi cient, 1 – rXX, estimates the proportion 
of total variance due to error. Because a particular reliability coeffi cient may estimate 
only one kind of error, the quantity 1 – rXX may underestimate the extent of measurement 
error.

Suppose that X1 is the only measure of an exogenous construct A. Given rXX = .80, 
we can say that at least 1 – .80 = .20, or 20% of X1’s total variance is due to random error. 
Now we can specify an SR model like the one in Figure 10.3(a). Note in the fi gure that 

(b)  Fully latent SR model 
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FIGURE 10.1. Examples of a path analysis model (a) and a corresponding fully latent struc-
tural regression model (b).
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X1 is specifi ed as the single indicator of factor A and has an error term. The unstandard-
ized error variance is specifi ed as a fi xed parameter that equals .20 times the observed 
variance, or .20

1

2
Xs . For example, if the observed variance of X1 is 30.00, then 20% of this 

value, or .20 (30.00) = 6.00, is specifi ed as the error variance. Because factor A must be 
scaled, the unstandardized pattern coeffi cient for X1 in Figure 10.3(a) is fi xed to equal 
1.0. With the specifi cation of an error term for X1, the direct effect of factor A and the 
disturbance variance of factor B are both estimated controlling for measurement error 
in the single indicator.

Now look at Figure 10.3(b), in which Y1 is specifi ed as the single indicator of endog-
enous factor B. Given rYY = .70, the proportion of total variation in Y1 due to measure-
ment error is estimated to be .30. This means that the variance of the error term for Y1 
is fi xed to equal .30 times the observed variance of Y1. Because Y1 has an error term, the 
direct effects of factors A and B and the disturbance variance for factor C are all esti-
mated controlling for measurement error in the single indicator. Four points should be 
noted about this method for single indicators:

FIGURE 10.2. Examples of partially latent structural regression models with a single indicator 
of an exogenous construct (a) and an endogenous construct (b).
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1. It does not affect the complexity of the model (i.e., dfM is not changed). Exercise 
2 asks you to verify this fact. Model fit is also unchanged.

2. A common question is, why not just specify that the error variance for a single 
indicator as a free parameter and let the computer estimate it? Such a specifica-
tion may result in an identification problem (Bollen, 1989, pp. 172–175). It is 
safer to fix the error variance to a constant based on a prior estimate.

3. A related question is, what if the researcher is uncertain about the estimate of 
error variance for a single indicator? The model can be analyzed with a range of 
estimates, which allows evaluation of the impact of different assumptions about 
measurement error on the solution.

4. A path model can be respecified in order to control for measurement error in 
every single indicator. This tactic is akin to fitting a path model to a data matrix 

FIGURE 10.3. Two structural regression models with single indicators that correct for mea-
surement error. It is assumed that the proportion of error variance is .20 for X1 and .30 for Y1.
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based on correlations disattenuated for unreliability (Equation 4.9). Exercise 3 
asks you to apply this method to Figure 10.1(a).

Hayduk and Littvay (2012) recommend the single- indicator specification for demo-
graphic variables because demographics are sometimes measured with error (e.g., a par-
ticipant reports the wrong age). Specifying a small, nonzero error variance, such as 
.05, or 5% of the total variance is safer than assuming that demographics are perfectly 
measured. The same authors also remind us that multiple- indicator measurement is not 
always better than single- indicator measurement. For example, given a choice between 
a single indicator with good psychometrics and strong theoretical connection to the 
target construct versus a set of multiple indicators that are more or less thrown together 
with little regard for theory, the single indicator is preferred. Among multiple indicators, 
there may be a best indicator with the greatest relevance to theory. If so, then fixing the 
error variance of that best indicator to a constant using the method just described may 
improve factor measurement compared with freely estimating the error variances of all 
indicators. This is because freely- estimated error variances or covariances can become a 
“fudge factor” that absorbs different types of potential specification errors.

IdENTIFICaTION OF SR MOdELS

If one understands something about the identification of path models and CFA models, 
there is relatively little new to learn about SR models. This is because the evaluation of 
whether SR models are identified is conducted separately for each part of the model, 
measurement and structural. A theme of this evaluation is that a valid (i.e., identified) 
measurement model would be needed before it would make sense to assess the struc-
tural part of an SR model.

As with CFA models, meeting the two necessary requirements—dfM ≥ 0 and every 
latent variable is scaled— does not guarantee the identification of SR models. Additional 
requirements reflect the view that the analysis of a fully latent SR model is essentially a 
path analysis conducted with estimated variances and covariances among the factors. 
Thus, it must be possible for the computer to derive unique estimates of factor vari-
ances and covariances before specific direct effects among them can be estimated. Bollen 
(1989) describes this requirement as the two-step identification rule, and the steps to 
evaluate it are outlined in Rule 10.1.

A fully latent SR model is identified if the (Rule 10.1)

1. measurement part respecified as a CFA model is identified (evaluate the 
CFA model against Rules 9.1–9.4); and the

2. structural part is identified (evaluate the structural model against Rules 
7.1–7.3 or apply the graphical rules in Figure 7.3).
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The two-step rule is a suffi cient condition: Fully latent SR models that satisfy both 
parts of Rule 10.1 are identifi ed. Evaluation of the two-step rule is demonstrated next for 
Figure 10.4(a). This model meets the necessary requirements because every latent vari-
able (including the errors) is scaled and there are more observations than free param-
eters. (You should verify this statement.) But we still do not know whether Figure 10.4(a) 
is identifi ed. To fi nd out, we apply the two-step rule. The specifi cation of this fully latent 
SR model as a CFA measurement model is presented in Figure 10.4(b). Because this 
standard CFA model has at least two indicators per factor, it is identifi ed. The fi rst part 

FIGURE 10.4. Evaluation of the two-step rule for identifi cation of a fully latent structural 
regression model.
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of the two-step rule is satisfi ed. The structural part of the original SR model is presented 
in Figure 10.4(c). Because the structural model viewed as a path model is recursive, it, 
too, is identifi ed. Because the original SR model in Figure 10.4(a) meets both parts of the 
two-step rule (Rule 10.1), it is identifi ed— specifi cally, overidentifi ed.

The two-step rule does not apply to partially latent SR models with single indica-
tors. Such models will always fail the fi rst part of Rule 10.1, which requires at least two 
indicators per factor for CFA models with multiple factors. For example, if either model 
in Figure 10.3 is respecifi ed as a CFA model, one factor (A or B) will have only one 
indicator, which is one less than the minimum required number (2). Fixing the error 
variance of X1 in Figure 10.3(a) or Y1 in Figure 10.3(b) to a constant along with setting 
a scale for the corresponding factor, however, identifi es the measurement model. The 
structural parts of both Figures 10.3(a) and 10.3(b) are recursive, which means that they 
are identifi ed. Because both the measurement and structural parts of Figures 10.3(a) and 
10.3(b) are actually identifi ed, the original SR models are identifi ed, too.

ExPLORaTORy SEM

Special types of SR models are analyzed in exploratory structural equation modeling
(ESEM). Some part of the measurement model in ESEM is unrestricted in that indica-
tors depend on all factors, just as in EFA. But other parts of the measurement model are 

FIGURE 10.5. An exploratory structural equation model with an unrestricted measurement 
component (for indicators of factors A and B ) and a restricted measurement component (for 
indicators of factors C and F).
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restricted in that indicators depend only on factors specified by the researcher, just as in 
CFA. This type of analysis may be suitable when the researcher has weaker hypotheses 
about measurement for some constructs than is ordinarily allowed in SEM. Consider 
the ESEM model in Figure 10.5. The measurement model for X1–X6 is unrestricted in 
that all these variables are specified to depend on both factors, A and B. In the Mplus 
program, the factor solution for this part of the model is rotated according to the method 
requested by the user. Factors A and B are scaled by fixing their variances to 1.0, which 
standardizes them. In contrast, the measurement model for Y1–Y6 is restricted in that 
each indicator depends on a single factor. There is a structural model in Figure 10.5, 
too, and it features direct or indirect effects among factors A, B, C, and F. Marsh, Morin, 
Parker, and Kaur (2014) describe applications of ESEM in clinical psychology research.

SR Model ReSeaRch exaMpleS

Introduced next are two research examples in which the hypotheses are represented in 
SR models. The analysis of both models is described in Chapter 14.

Fully latent SR Model of Job Satisfaction Factors

Within a sample of 263 full-time university employees, Houghton and Jinkerson (2007) 
administered measures of four different theoretical domains: constructive (opportunity- 
oriented) thinking, dysfunctional (obstacle- oriented) thinking, subjective well-being, 
and job satisfaction. Based on their review of relevant theory and empirical results, 
Houghton and Jinkerson (2007) specified the 4- factor, 12- indicator fully latent SR model 
presented in Figure 10.6. The structural part of the model represents the hypotheses 
that (1) dysfunctional thinking and subjective well-being each have direct effects on job 
satisfaction; (2) constructive thinking has a direct effect on dysfunctional thinking; (3) 
constructive thinking indirectly affects subjective well-being through the intermediary 
variable of dysfunctional thinking; and (4) constructive thinking affects job satisfaction 
indirectly through the other two factors (see the figure). Because there is no time prece-
dence in this design, the indirect effects are not described as mediation.

The measurement part of the SR model in Figure 10.6 features three indicators per 
factor. Briefly, indicators of (1) constructive thinking include measures of belief evalua-
tion, positive self-talk, and positive visual imagery; (2) dysfunctional thinking includes 
two scales regarding worry about performance evaluations and a third scale about need 
for approval; (3) subjective well-being include ratings about general happiness and two 
positive mood rating scales; and (4) job satisfaction include three scales that reflect one’s 
work experience as positively engaging. Exercise 4 asks you to verify for this model that 
dfM = 50.

The article by Houghton and Jinkerson (2007) is exemplary in that the authors 
describe the theoretical rationale for each and every direct effect among the four factors 
in the structural model, give detailed descriptions of all measures including internal 
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consistency score reliabilities, report the correlations and standard deviations for the 
covariance matrix they analyzed, and tested alternative models. But the authors did not 
report unstandardized parameter estimates, nor did they consider equivalent versions 
of their final model.

Single Indicators in a Nonrecursive Model of Organizational 
and Occupational Turnover Intention

Within a sample of 177 nurses out of 30 similar hospitals in Taiwan, Chang, Chi, and 
Miao (2007) administered measures of occupational commitment (i.e., to the nursing 
profession) and organizational commitment (i.e., to the hospital that employs the nurse). 
Each commitment measure consisted of three scales: affective (degree of emotional 
attachment), continuance (perceived cost of leaving), and normative (feeling of obliga-
tion to stay). The affective, continuance, and normative aspects belong to a three-part 
theoretical and empirical model.

Results of studies reviewed by Chang et al. (2007) indicate that commitment pre-
dicts turnover intention concerning careers (occupational turnover intention) and place 
of employment (organizational turnover intention). That is, workers who report low lev-
els of organizational commitment are more likely to seek jobs in different organizations 
but in the same field, and workers with low occupational commitment are more likely 
to change careers altogether. The authors also predicted that organizational turnover 
intention and occupational turnover intention are reciprocally related: Plans to change 
one’s career may prompt leaving a particular organization, and vice versa. Accordingly, 
Chang et al. (2007) also administered measures of occupational turnover intention and 
organizational turnover intention to the nurses in their sample. Reported in Table 10.1 
are values of sample standard deviations and internal consistency reliability (Cronbach’s 
alpha) coefficients for all measured variables.

Besides mutual causation between organizational turnover intention and occu-
pational turnover intention, Chang et al. (2007) also hypothesized that (1) the three 
components of organizational commitment (affective, continuance, normative) directly 
affect organizational turnover intention and (2) the three components of occupational 

TaBLE 10.1. Sample Standard deviations and Score Reliability Coefficients 
for Measures of Organizational Commitment, Occupational Commitment, 
and Turnover Intention

Statistic

Organizational commitment Occupational commitment Turnover intention

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

SD 1.04 .98 .97 1.07 .78 1.09 1.40 1.50

rXX  .82 .70 .74  .86 .71  .84  .86  .88

Note. These data are from H.-T. Chang et al. (2007); N = 177. Score reliabilities are internal consistency 
(Cronbach’s alpha) coefficients. 1, 4 = affective; 2, 5 = continuance; 3, 6 = normative; 7 = organizational; 
8 = occupational.
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commitment directly affect occupational turnover intention. A nonrecursive path model 
that represents these hypotheses would consist of a direct feedback loop between orga-
nizational turnover intention and occupational turnover intention, direct effects of the 
three organizational commitment variables on organizational turnover intention, and 
direct effects of the three occupational commitment variables on occupational turnover 
intention. But a conventional path analysis would not permit the explicit representa-
tion of measurement error in any of the single indicators. Fortunately, the availability 
of score reliability coefficients for these data (Table 10.1) allows specification of the SR 
model in Figure 10.7 that controls for measurement error.

Each manifest variable in Figure 10.7 is represented as the single indicator of an 
underlying factor. The unstandardized pattern coefficient of each single indicator is 
fixed to 1.0 in order to scale the corresponding factor. Error variance for each indica-
tor is fixed to equal the product of the sample variance of that indicator, or s2, and one 
minus the score reliability for that indicator, or 1 – rXX. For instance, the reliability coef-
ficient for scores on the affective organizational commitment variable is .82, and the 
sample standard deviation is 1.04 (see Table 10.1). The quantity

 (1 – .82) 1.042 = .18 (1.0816) = .1947

estimates the amount of the unstandardized total variance that is due to measurement 
error. Accordingly, the unstandardized error variance for the affective organizational 
commitment indicator is fixed to equal .1947 (see Figure 10.7). Error variances for the 
remaining seven single indicators in the figure are calculated in similar ways. Exercise 5 
asks you to calculate the value of the fixed error variance for the continuance organiza-
tional commitment indicator in Figure 10.7, given the data in Table 10.1.

Given the single indicator specifications just described, the estimation of the direct 
effects and disturbance variances and covariance for the structural part of the model 
in Figure 10.7 controls for measurement error. To save space, not all possible covari-
ances among the six exogenous factors are shown in the figure, but they are assumed. 
Exercise 6 asks you to prove that dfM = 4 for this model. Chang et al. (2007) analyzed a 
nonrecursive path model that involved the eight observed variables in Figure 10.7 but 
without controlling for measurement error. They also did not report the unstandardized 
solution.

SUMMaRy

Analysis of CFA models tests no hypotheses about causal relations between factors, but 
SR models have both exogenous and endogenous factors, where the endogenous factors 
are specified as the outcomes of other variables in the model. If every factor in the struc-
tural part of the model has multiple indicators, the SR model is fully latent; otherwise, 
the model is partially latent such that at least one hypothetical construct has a single 
indicator. It is possible to specify that the error variance of a single indicator in a par-
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FIGURE 10.7. A nonrecursive model of organizational and occupational commitment and 
turnover intention with single- indicator specification that controls for measurement error. 
Names of observed variables are presented in lowercase characters. Pairwise covariances 
between the exogenous factors are omitted to save space. Unstandardized error variances for 
single indicators are fixed to the values indicated.
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tially latent SR model is fixed to equal a constant provided by the researcher and based 
on an estimate of score precision. Doing so forces the computer to control for measure-
ment error in single indicators when estimating parameters for the structural model. In 
order for an SR model to be identified, both its measurement and structural parts must 
be identified. This requirement reflects the view that the analysis of an SR model is basi-
cally a path analysis conducted with estimated covariances among its factors. We are 
ready to consider the analysis phase of SEM in Part III of this book.

Learn More

Cole and Preacher (2014) describe potential negative consequences of failing to control for 
measurement error in single indicators; Hayduk and Littvay (2012) consider possible disadvan-
tages of multiple- indicator measurement compared with the use of best indicators; and Marsh 
et al. (2014) describe ESEM in clinical research.

Cole, D. A., & Preacher, K. J. (2014). Manifest variable path analysis: Potentially serious and 
misleading consequences due to uncorrected measurement error. Psychological Meth-
ods, 19, 300–315.

Hayduk, L. A., & Littvay, L. (2012). Should researchers use single indicators, best indicators, 
or multiple indicators in structural equation models? BMC Medical Research Methodol-
ogy, 12(159). Retrieved from www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2288/12/159

Marsh, H. W., Morin, A. J. S., Parker, P. D., & Kaur, G. (2014). Exploratory structural equa-
tion modeling: Integration of the best features of exploratory and confirmatory factor 
analysis. Annual Review of Clinical Psychology, 10, 85–110.

exercises

1. Calculate dfM for Figure 10.1(b).

2. Show that dfM is the same for Figures 10.2(a) and 10.3(a).

3. Respecify Figure 10.1(a) to control for measurement error in all single indicators. 
Assume reliability coefficients of .80, .75, and .90 for, respectively, variables X1, Y1, 
and Y3.

4. Calculate dfM for Figure 10.6.

5. Calculate the error variance for the continuance affective organizational commit-
ment indicator in Figure 10.7 using the data in Table 10.1.

6. Calculate dfM for Figure 10.7.
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Described next is LISREL notation for fully latent SR models when means are not analyzed. Indi-
cators of exogenous factors are designated X, and indicators of endogenous factors are designated 
Y. Relevant lowercase Greek letters include b (beta), g (gamma), d (delta), ϵ (lunate epsilon), z 
(zeta), h (eta), q (theta), l (lambda), x (xi), f (phi), and y (psi); uppercase letters include B (beta), 
G (gamma), Q (theta), L (lambda), F (phi), and Y (psi). Symbols for variables, parameters, and 
residual terms appear in their proper places in the SR model shown next:
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Following are the measurement equations for the indicators:

 X1 = x1 + d1     Y1 = h1 + ϵ1     (10.1)
 X2 = l

21X x1 + d2   Y2 = l
21Y

h1 + ϵ2     
 X3 = l

31X
x1 + d3   Y3 = h2 + ϵ3       

            Y3 = l
42Y

h2 + ϵ4

These equations can be expressed in matrix algebra terms as follows:
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 = LX x + d (10.2) 
 

Appendix 10.A

LISREL Notation for SR Models
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where LX (lambda-X) is the parameter matrix of pattern coefficients for the X indicators and LY 
(lambda-Y) is the corresponding matrix for the Y indicators. Other parameter matrices for the 
measurement model are
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where F, Qd (theta-delta), and Qϵ (theta- epsilon) are the covariances matrices of, respectively, the 
exogenous factors, error terms of the X indicators, and error terms of the Y indicators.

Equations for the structural part of the example SR model are

	 h1 = g11 x1 + z1 (10.5)
	 h2 = b21 h1 + z2

and the corresponding matrix algebra expression is

 
h h zg        

= x + +           h b h z        
1 1 111

1
2 21 2 2

0 0

00
 (10.6)

 = G x + B h + z

where G is the parameter matrix for direct effects of exogenous factors on endogenous factors and 
B is the parameter matrix for direct effects of endogenous factors on each other. The only other 
parameter matrix is

 Y = 
y 

 y 
11

220
 (10.7)

where Y is the covariance matrix for the disturbances of endogenous factors. Thus, full LISREL 
notation for SR models consists of a total of eight parameter matrices listed next:

	 B, G, Qd, Qϵ, LX, LY, F, and Y

Notation in LISREL for path models or CFA models is just a subset of the notation for SR models 
(Appendices 6.A, 9.A).

For SR models some authors use the simpler LISREL all-Y notation, which does not distin-
guish between exogenous and endogenous variables. For example, all factors and indicators are 
designated, respectively, with the symbols h and Y. Variances and covariances among exogenous 
factors are now represented in the matrix Y along with the corresponding terms among the dis-
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turbances of the endogenous factors. Each element in Y is designated as associated with either 
an exogenous or endogenous variable in the original model. In addition, direct effects on endog-
enous factors from exogenous factors or other endogenous factors are now represented in the B 
matrix, and error variances and covariances for all indicators are represented in the Qϵ matrix. 
Thus, the parameter matrices in LISREL all-Y notation are

	 B, Qϵ, LY, and Y



Part III

Analysis
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This chapter is organized into three main parts. Described in the first part are the two basic 
categories of estimators of causal effects in SEM, methods that analyze a single equation 
at a time versus methods that simultaneously analyze the whole model. Characteristics 
of maximum likelihood estimation, a simultaneous method that is the default in most SEM 
computer tools, are also outlined. Next, local fit testing is described. Although global fit 
testing predominates in SEM, it is critical to evaluate the particulars of model–data cor-
respondence in local fit testing. These topics are illustrated through the detailed analysis of 
a recursive path model with continuous outcomes. The last part of this chapter considers 
alternative estimators for outcomes that are not continuous. The topics dealt with here will 
help prepare you to learn about global fit testing, the subject of the next chapter.

TyPES OF ESTIMaTORS

There are two main kinds of estimation methods in SEM. The first category, single- 
equation methods—also known as partial- information methods or limited- 
information methods—analyzes the equation for a single endogenous variable at a 
time. These methods do not assume multivariate normality, nor do they require identi-
fied models; in addition, they can be less affected by specification error than simultane-
ous methods. A drawback of single- equation methods is that there are no significance 
tests of global model fit or continuous measures of model–data correspondence. For this 
reason, local fit testing is emphasized when single- equation methods are used (there is 
no practical alternative).

The second category, simultaneous methods or full- information methods, esti-
mate all free model parameters at once. These methods require identified models. Under 
conditions that may not hold in many actual studies, simultaneous methods are gen-

11

Estimation and Local Fit Testing
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erally more efficient than single- equation methods. An efficient estimator has lower 
variation among estimates of the same parameter than a less efficient estimator, when 
analyzing a correctly specified model in random samples. This property of simultane-
ous methods is realized because they take more advantage of information in the data 
than single- equation methods. But this potential benefit may be more theoretical than 
tangible because researchers rarely analyze correctly specified models in representative 
samples. Global fit testing is usually emphasized when simultaneous methods are used, 
but local fit testing can—and should— be conducted, too.

CaUSaL EFFECTS IN PaTh aNaLySIS

Let’s assume that every endogenous variable in a path model is continuous and there 
are no interactions. A direct effect quantifies the sensitivity of Y to changes in X while 
controlling for other variables (covariates) that sever all paths from X to Y except for 
the direct link X  Y, for which there are no intermediaries (e.g., mediation) (Pearl, 
2009b). It is also the slope of the tangent line for the functional relation between X and Y, 
controlling for other parents of Y. For linear effects, this slope is constant over all levels 
of X (e.g., Figure 2.1), and a single quantity— the path coefficient— estimates the direct 
effect. If the relation is curvilinear, the slope of the tangent line changes across the levels 
of X; that is, the direct effect is not constant. From this perspective, curvilinear relations 
are a special kind of interaction effect where the magnitude or direction of the associa-
tion changes across the levels of X (e.g., Figure 1.1). In this case, the direct effect cannot 
be estimated with a single number.

A path coefficient for a linear effect is interpreted exactly as a regression coefficient 
that may be either in unstandardized or standardized form. Specifically, an unstandard-
ized path coefficient estimates the amount of raw score change in Y, given a change of 
one point in the original metric of X, controlling for other parents of Y. The coefficient 
for the standardized direct effect estimates the corresponding amount of change in Y as 
the proportion of a standard deviation, given a change in X of a full standard deviation 
(i.e., it is interpreted as beta weight).

With no interactions, an indirect effect of X on Y is estimated as the product of the 
individual coefficients for each direct effect that makes up that indirect causal pathway 
(e.g., the quantity cd for Figure 6.5(b)). This product is also interpreted as a regression 
coefficient, but one that estimates the amount of change in Y, given a unit change in X, 
through the indirect pathway while controlling for the direct effect of X on Y. In mod-
els with multiple indirect effects of X on Y, the total indirect effect is estimated as the 
sum of the coefficients for each individual indirect effect. Coefficients for total indirect 
effects are also interpreted as regression coefficients, but now those that represent the 
effect of X on Y through all indirect pathways between them, again controlling for the 
direct effect of X.

The total causal effect of X on Y is estimated controlling for other variables that 
sever all back-door (noncausal) paths between X and Y, leaving only direct or indirect 
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causal paths between them. Total effects are also interpreted as regression coefficients, 
but those that estimate the expected change in Y, given a unit change in X through all 
direct or indirect causal connections between them, after eliminating noncausal asso-
ciations. The total effect is the sum of the direct effect and total indirect effect of X on Y.

Single‑equation MethodS

Described next are single- equation estimators for path models with continuous endog-
enous variables.

Multiple Regression

Multiple regression (i.e., OLS estimation) can be used for recursive path models. The 
total effect of X on Y is estimated by regressing Y on X and the covariates that meet the 
back-door criterion (Rule 8.3). These covariates for the total effect block all noncausal 
paths between X and Y. The direct effect of X on Y is estimated by regressing Y on X 
and the covariates that satisfy the single- door criterion (Rule 8.4). These covariates for 
the direct effect d- separate X and Y in the modified model formed by deleting the path 
X  Y from the original model. Depending on the model, there can be two or more 
sets of covariates that identify the same total effect or direct effect. The values of these 
different estimators should be similar, if the model is correct. Other analysis details are 
summarized next:

1. Variances and covariances of measured exogenous variables are simply the 
observed (sample) values. For example, the Pearson correlation between a pair 
of continuous exogenous variables estimates their association in the standard-
ized solution, and the covariance for the same pair estimates their unstandard-
ized association.

2. To estimate a disturbance variance, record R2 from each analysis where an 
endogenous variable is regressed on all its parents.1 The product (1 – R2) 2

Ys , 
where 2

Ys  is the observed variance of the corresponding endogenous variable, 
equals the unstandardized disturbance variance. The quantity (1 – R2) esti-
mates the standardized disturbance variance as the proportion of unexplained 
variance.

3. Disturbance covariances for pairs of endogenous variables in a bow-free pattern 
are estimated as follows: The unstandardized estimate is the partial covariance 
between the endogenous variables controlling for their common causes, and the 
standardized estimate is the corresponding partial correlation (Kenny, 1979, 
pp. 52–61).

1 An alternative to R2 in samples that are not large is 2R̂ , the shrinkage- corrected estimate (Equation 2.14).
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Two‑Stage Least Squares

Standard OLS estimation is not appropriate for nonrecursive path models with causal 
loops or bow- pattern disturbance correlations because regression residuals are calcu-
lated to be independent of the predictors. In a causal model, this aspect of OLS translates 
to the requirement that the causes of an endogenous variable cannot covary with its 
disturbance. Nonrecursive causal relations violate this requirement, so an alternative 
is needed.

The method of two-stage least squares (2SLS) is a type of instrumental variables 
regression that is suitable for analyzing nonrecursive models.2 It involves instruments 
that identify nonrecursive causal relations (e.g., Figure 7.3). As its name suggests, 2SLS 
is actually nothing more than OLS estimation but applied over two steps. The aim of the 
first stage is to replace a problematic causal variable with a newly created predictor. A 
“problematic” causal variable is correlated with the disturbance of the outcome variable. 
The problematic causal variable is regressed on the instrument(s). The predicted crite-
rion variable in this analysis will be uncorrelated with the disturbance of the outcome 
variable. When similar replacements are made for all problematic causal variables, we 
proceed to the second stage of 2SLS, which is just standard OLS estimation conducted 
for each outcome variable but using the predictors created in the first step whenever the 
original causal variable was replaced.

As an example, look back at Figure 6.6(a). This nonrecursive model specifies two 
direct causes of Y1, the variables X1 and Y2. From the perspective of OLS estimation, Y2 is 
a problematic cause because it covaries with the disturbance of Y1. The predicted asso-
ciation is represented in the figure by the noncausal path

 Y2  D2  D1

The instrument here is X2 because it is excluded from the equation for Y1 and has a 
direct effect on Y2, the problematic causal variable (i.e., X2 satisfies Rule 8.5). Therefore, 
we regress Y2 on X2 in a standard regression analysis. The predicted criterion variable 
from this first analysis, 2Ŷ , replaces Y2 as a predictor of Y1 in a second regression analysis 
where X1 is the other predictor. The coefficients from the second regression analysis are 
taken as the estimates of the direct effects of X1 and Y2 on Y1.

The 2SLS technique is widely used in disciplines such as epidemiology and eco-
nomics. Many computer programs for general statistical analysis have 2SLS procedures. 
The LISREL program uses a special form of 2SLS estimation that calculates start values 
for latent- variable models. A variation known as three-stage least squares (3SLS) adds 
a third step to the basic 2SLS method that controls for correlated errors in the model. 
This makes 3SLS more like a simultaneous method in that it takes account of features in 
the whole model when estimating its parameters. See Bollen (2012) for more examples 
of analyses with instrumental variables.

2 The 2SLS method can also analyze recursive path models, but the results in this case are identical to those 
from standard multiple regression.
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SIMULTaNEOUS METhOdS

Because full- information methods estimate all free parameters at once, the overriding 
assumption is that the model is correctly specified. This assumption is critical due to 
propagation of specification error. Simultaneous methods tend to spread such errors 
throughout the entire model. That is, a specification error in one parameter can affect 
results for other parameters elsewhere in the model. Suppose that a common cause of 
a pair of endogenous variables is not measured, but their disturbances are specified as 
independent. This specification error may propagate to estimation of the direct effects 
or disturbance variances for this pair of outcomes. It is difficult to predict the direction 
or magnitude of this “contamination,” but the more serious the specification error, the 
more serious may be the resulting bias in other parts of the model.

When misspecification occurs, single- equation methods may outperform simultane-
ous methods. This occurs because single- equation methods may better isolate the effects 
of errors to misspecified parts of the model instead of allowing them to spread to other 
parts. In a computer simulation study, Bollen, Kirby, Curran, Paxton, and Chen (2007) 
found that bias in maximum likelihood (ML) estimation— a simultaneous method— 
and various 2SLS estimators was generally negligible when a three- factor measurement 
model was correctly specified. But when model specification was incorrect, there was 
greater bias of the ML estimator compared with that of the 2SLS estimator, even in large 
samples. Based on these results, Bollen et al. (2007) suggested that researchers consider 
a 2SLS estimator as a complement to or even a substitute for ML estimation when there 
is doubt about specification.

MaxIMUM LIkELIhOOd ESTIMaTION

The ML method can be applied to the whole range of structural equation models. It 
“knows” how to use instruments, so it can estimate nonrecursive causal relations in 
path models. It can also analyze models with substantive latent variables. The term 
maximum likelihood describes the principle that underlies the derivation of parameter 
estimates: The estimates are the ones that maximize the likelihood that the data (the 
observed covariances) were drawn from this population. Default ML estimation is a 
normal theory method that assumes multivariate normality for the joint population dis-
tribution of the endogenous variables, given the exogenous variables. Only continuous 
variables can have normal distributions; therefore, if the endogenous variables are not 
continuous or if their distributions are severely non- normal, then an alternative method 
may be needed.

The statistical criterion minimized, or the fit function, is related to the discrepancy 
between sample covariances and those predicted by the researcher’s model. The final set 
of parameter estimates minimizes squared differences between the respective elements 
of the two matrices just mentioned. Parameters are estimated iteratively in a nonlinear 
optimization algorithm that minimizes the fit function. The mathematics of ML estima-
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tion are complex, and it is beyond the scope of this section to describe them in detail— 
see Enders (2010, chap. 3) for a gentle introduction or Mulaik (2009b, chap. 7) for a 
more quantitative presentation. There are points of contact between ML estimation and 
OLS estimation. For example, estimates of path coefficients for recursive path models 
are basically identical. Estimates of disturbance variances may differ slightly in small 
samples, but the two methods generally yield similar results in large samples.

Variance Estimates

The population variance s2 is estimated in the ML method as S2 = SS/N, where the 
numerator is the total sum of squared deviations from the mean. In OLS estimation, s2 
is estimated as s2 = SS/df, where df = N – 1. In small samples, S2 estimates s2 with nega-
tive bias. In large samples, values of S2 and s2 are similar, and they are asymptotic in very 
large samples. Variances calculated as s2 in a computer program for general statistical 
analysis, such as SPSS, may not exactly equal those calculated in an SEM computer as 
S2 for the same variables. Check the documentation of your SEM computer tool to avoid 
confusion about this issue. Some SEM computer tools, such as the sem command in 
Stata, allow the user to specify whether variances should be estimated as s2 or S2 (i.e., 
with, respectively, N – 1 or N in the denominator).

Iterative Estimation and Start Values

Implementations of ML estimation are typically iterative, which means that the com-
puter derives an initial solution and then attempts to improve these estimates through 
subsequent cycles of calculations. The computer therefore repeatedly “auditions” some-
what different values until it finds the set of parameters estimates that is most likely to 
have generated the observed data. “Improvement” means that the overall fit of the model 
to the data gradually gets better. For most just- identified models, the fit of the model to 
the data will eventually be perfect. For overidentified models, the fit of the model may 
be imperfect, but iterative estimation will continue until improvements in fit fall below 
a predefined value. When this happens, the estimation process has converged.

The Wnyx program for SEM (von Oertzen et al., 2015) uses a multi-agent estima-
tion algorithm (Pinter, 1996) as it attempts to fit the model to the data. For example, 
after the first converged solution is found and displayed onscreen, the program contin-
ues to refine the estimates in the background. If better estimates are found later, the 
researcher is notified. The algorithm also alerts the researcher to multiple optima, or 
the existence of multiple solutions that satisfy the same statistical criterion nearly to the 
same degree. In contrast, most other SEM computer tools display just the best solution 
regardless of whether other solutions are nearly as good. If two solutions with quite 
different parameter estimates generate about the same degree of fit between model and 
data, then little confidence may be warranted in either solution.

Iterative estimation may converge more quickly if the procedure is given reasonably 
accurate start values or initial estimates of some parameters. If these initial estimates 
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are grossly inaccurate— for instance, the start value for a path coefficient is positive 
when the actual direct effect is negative— then iterative estimation may fail to converge, 
which means that a stable solution has not been reached. Computer programs typically 
issue a warning if iterative estimation fails. When failure of iterative estimation occurs, 
whatever final set of estimates was derived by the computer warrants little confidence. 
Some SEM computer tools automatically generate their own start values. But computer- 
derived start values do not always lead to converged solutions. Sometimes it is necessary 
for the researcher to provide better start values; see Appendix 11.A. Another tactic is to 
increase the program’s default limit on the number of iterations to a higher value, such 
as from 30 to 100. Allowing the computer more “tries” may lead to a converged solution.

Inadmissible Solutions and heywood Cases

Although usually not a problem when analyzing recursive path models, a converged 
solution may be inadmissible in ML estimation and other iterative methods. This prob-
lem is most evident by a parameter estimate with an illogical value, such as Heywood 
cases (after the statistician H. B. Heywood). These cases include negative variance esti-
mates (e.g., an unstandardized disturbance variance is –12.58) or estimated absolute 
correlations > 1.0 (e.g., the correlation between a pair of factors is 1.08). Another exam-
ple of a problem is when the standard error of a parameter estimate is so large that no 
interpretation seems plausible. Causes of Heywood cases (Chen, Bollen, Paxton, Cur-
ran, & Kirby, 2001) include:

1. Specification errors.

2. Nonidentification of the model.

3. The presence of outliers that can distort the solution.

4. A combination of small sample sizes and only two indicators per factor in latent- 
variable models.

5. Bad start values.

6. Extremely low or high population correlations that result in empirical under-
identification.

An analogy may help to give a context for Heywood cases: ML estimation (and 
related simultaneous methods) is like a religious fanatic in that it so believes the model’s 
specification that it will do anything, no matter how crazy, to force the model on the 
data. Some SEM computer tools do not permit certain Heywood cases. For example, 
EQS automatically imposes a lower bound—an inequality constraint— of zero on vari-
ance estimates, which precludes negative values. But solutions in which one or more 
estimates have been constrained by the computer to prevent an illogical value should 
not be trusted. It is better to try to determine the source of the problem instead of con-
straining an error variance to be positive and then rerunning the analysis.
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Always carefully inspect the solution, unstandardized and standardized, for any 
sign that it is inadmissible. Computer programs for SEM generally issue warning mes-
sages about Heywood cases, but they are not foolproof. It is possible for a solution to 
be inadmissible but no warning was given. It is the researcher, not the computer, who 
provides the ultimate quality control check for solution admissibility.

Scale Freeness and Scale Invariance

The ML method is generally both scale free and scale invariant. Scale free means that if 
a variable’s scale is linearly transformed, a parameter estimated for the transformed vari-
able can be algebraically converted back to the original metric. Scale invariant means 
that the value of the fit function in a particular sample remains the same regardless of the 
metrics of the original variables (Kaplan, 2009). These properties may be lost if a corre-
lation matrix is analyzed instead of a covariance matrix. This is because ML estimation 
and most other simultaneous methods assume unstandardized variables; that is, either 
a covariance matrix or a raw data file of scores that are not standardized is submitted.

Other Requirements

Additional requirements of the default ML method include large samples, independent 
scores, normally distributed errors, no missing values when a raw data file is analyzed, 
and independence of the exogenous variables and disturbances. An extra assumption 
when a path model is analyzed is that the exogenous variables are measured without 
error. This requirement can be relaxed if the researcher applies the single- indicator 
respecification that controls for measurement error (e.g., Figure 10.3(a)).

Variations

Many SEM computer tools offer variations on default ML estimation, but it may be nec-
essary to explicitly request them. A special version for incomplete raw data files was 
described in Chapter 4. Robust maximum likelihood (MLR) estimation is for continu-
ous endogenous variables with severely non- normal distributions. It is an alternative to 
normalizing the original variables with transformations and then analyzing the trans-
formed data with default ML estimation. The MLR estimator is a corrected normal 
theory method. That is, the original data are analyzed with a normal theory method, 
such as default ML, but robust standard errors and corrected model test statistics are 
to be used (Savalei, 2014). Robust standard errors are estimates of standard errors 
that are supposedly robust against non- normality. A corrected model test statistic is 
a significance test of fit of the whole model to the data matrix that is adjusted for non- 
normality. Analysis of a raw data file is required for the MLR method.

Summarized next are the possible consequences of analyzing continuous but 
severely non- normal outcomes with the default ML (i.e., not MLR) method (Olsson, 
Foss, Troye, & Howell, 2000):
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1. Values of parameter estimates may be relatively accurate in large samples, but 
their standard errors tend to be too low, perhaps by as much as 25 to 50%, given the 
model and data. This results in rejection of the null hypothesis that the corresponding 
population parameter is zero more often than is correct (Type I error rate is inflated).

2. Values of model test statistics tend to be too high, which results in rejection of 
the null hypothesis that the model has perfect fit in the population more often than is 
correct. This means that true models are rejected too often. The actual rate of this error 
may be as high as 50% when the expected rate assuming normality is 5%, again depend-
ing on the model and data.

Another option is to use default ML but with nonparametric bootstrapping, which 
assumes only that the population and sample distributions have the same shape. In this 
approach, parameters and standard errors are estimated in empirical sampling distribu-
tions (e.g., Figure 3.3). The Bollen–Stine bootstrap (Bollen & Stine, 1993) generates 
adjusted p values for model test statistics. Each generated sample is drawn from trans-
formed data that assume perfect model–data correspondence in the population, and the 
computer records the proportion of times that the model test statistic from the generated 
samples exceeds the model test statistic for the observed data. This proportion is the 
corrected p value. Nevitt and Hancock (2001) found in computer simulations that boot-
strapped estimates were generally less biased than those from default ML estimation 
under conditions of non- normality and large sample sizes. But in smaller samples (e.g., 
N < 200), bootstrapped estimates had relatively large standard errors, and many gener-
ated samples had nonpositive definite data matrices. These problems are consistent with 
the caution that bootstrapped results in small samples can be very inaccurate.

Some SEM computer tools, such as Mplus, allow use of the MLR method with any 
combination of continuous, ordered- categorical (ordinal), unordered- categorical (nom-
inal), or censored endogenous variables. For instance, analyses for binary outcomes, 
such as relapsed– not relapsed, can be analyzed in logistic- type regressions where the 
path coefficients are odds ratios. Latent continuous variables with normal distributions 
are generally presumed to underlie binary or ordinal data (e.g., Figure 4.4). Other esti-
mators for noncontinuous outcomes are described later in this chapter.

dETaILEd ExaMPLE

Considered next is parameter estimation and local fit testing for the recursive path 
model of illness introduced in Chapter 7. In the next chapter, you will learn about how 
to evaluate the same model in global fit testing. Parameter estimation is discussed before 
global testing because too many researchers are so preoccupied with global fit that they 
pay insufficient attention to the meaning of the parameter estimates (Kaplan, 2009).

Briefly, Roth et al. (1989) administered measures of exercise, hardiness, fitness, 
stress, and illness in a sample of 373 university students. These data are summarized in 
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Table 4.2. The recursive path model in Figure 7.5 represents the hypotheses that effects 
of exercise and hardiness on illness are purely indirect through a single intermediary, 
fitness for exercise and stress for hardiness. You can download from this book’s website 
all computer syntax, data, and output files for this example in Amos, EQS, LISREL, 
lavaan for R, Mplus, SPSS, and Stata.

Conditional Independences

A total of five nonadjacent pairs of measured variables in Figure 7.5 can be d- separated, 
so the size of the basis set is 5. Listed in the first and second columns of Table 11.1 are 
the conditional independences of a basis set that satisfies Rule 8.2. For example, given 
the model, the variables exercise and stress should be independent controlling for har-
diness, the parent of stress. Listed in the third column of the table is the value of the 
partial correlation that corresponds to each conditional independence. If the model is 
correct, these sample correlations should all “vanish,” or be approximately zero. Each 
coefficient just mentioned is also a correlation residual, or the difference between the 
observed value and a predicted value (zero). The rule of thumb is that absolute discrep-
ancies between predicted and observed correlations of .10 or more may signal apprecia-
ble model–data disagreement. Although it is difficult to say how many absolute correla-
tion residuals of .10 or more is “too many,” the more there are, the worse the explanatory 
power of the model at the level of pairs of variables.

There is one absolute correlation residual that is just .10 or more. This result, –.103 
(shown in boldface in Table 11.1), is for the pair fitness and stress. The model predicts 
that fitness and stress are independent, given exercise and hardiness, but their observed 
residual association differs appreciably from zero. In Figure 7.5, there is a single back-
door path between fitness and stress:

 Fitness  Exercise  Hardiness  Stress

A possible specification error is that fitness and stress are related through paths omitted 
from the original model. For example, perhaps fitness affects stress (Fitness  Stress) 

TaBLE 11.1. a Basis Set of Conditional 
Independences for a Recursive Path Model 
of Illness and Corresponding Partial Correlations

Independence Conditioning set Partial correlation

Exercise ^ Stress Hardiness –.058

Exercise ^ Illness Fitness, Stress  .039

Hardiness ^ Fitness Exercise  .089

Hardiness ^ Illness Fitness, Stress –.081

Fitness ^ Stress Exercise, Hardiness –.103
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or stress affects fitness (Stress  Fitness). In the next chapter, we will deal with 
respecification in more detail, but we have already detected a problem with model–data 
correspondence in local fit testing. There are additional problems concerning local fit, 
as we shall see.

Single‑Equation Estimation with Multiple Regression

The unstandardized coefficient for the covariance between exercise and hardiness in 
Figure 7.5 is just the sample covariance, which is calculated from the summary statistics 
in Table 4.2 as

 –.03 (66.50) (38.00) = –75.81

The standardized estimate is just the observed correlation, or –.03.
Estimates of direct effects are reported in Table 11.2. Because the variables exercise 

and fitness are already d- separated in the modified model formed by deleting the direct 
effect between them (see Figure 7.5), the set ∅ (i.e., no covariates) is minimally sufficient 
to identify this direct effect (Rule 8.4). Thus, the bivariate regression of fitness on exer-
cise estimates the causal effect of exercise on fitness. The unstandardized coefficient is 
.108 (see the table), which says that fitness is expected to increase by .108 points, given 
a one-point increase in exercise. Its standard error is .013, so z = .108/.013 = 8.31, which 
exceeds the critical value for two- tailed statistical significance at the .01 level, or 2.58. 
The standardized coefficient is .390, which says that fitness increases by .39 standard 
deviations, given an increase in exercise of a full standard deviation. Exercise 1 asks you 
to interpret results in Table 11.2 for the direct effect of hardiness on stress.

Listed next are the three minimally sufficient sets that meet Rule 8.4 and thus each 
identify the direct effect of fitness on illness in Figure 7.5:

 (Exercise), (Hardiness), and (Stress)

This means that we can obtain three different estimators by regressing illness on fitness 
plus one of the covariates exercise, hardiness, or stress. Coefficients for fitness in the 
analyses just described are reported in Table 11.2. All three sets of results are similar. 
For example, unstandardized estimates for fitness range from –1.036 to –.849, and the 
corresponding standardized coefficients range from –.305 to –.250 (see the table). Look-
ing now only at results with both parents of illness (shown in boldface), we find that a 
one-point increase in fitness predicts a decrease in illness of .849 points, and an increase 
in fitness of one standard deviation leads to a decrease in illness of .250 standard devia-
tions, both controlling for stress. Exercise 2 asks you to interpret the results in Table 
11.2 for the direct effect of stress on illness.

Reported in the second column of Table 11.3 is the observed variance (s2) for the 
endogenous variables fitness, stress, and illness (Table 4.2). Listed in the third column 
are values of R2 where the predictors are the parents of each outcome. Standardized 
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estimates of disturbance variances are calculated as 1 – R2 and reported in the fourth 
column, and the unstandardized disturbance variances calculated as (1 – R2) s2 are 
listed in the last column. For example, R2 = .152 for fitness where the parent is exercise, 
so the standardized disturbance variance is the proportion of unexplained variance, or 
1 – .152 = .848. Given s2 = 338.56 for fitness, the unstandardized disturbances variance 
is .848 (338.56), or 287.099. Exercise 3 asks you to interpret the results in Table 11.3 for 
the illness variable.

We now have OLS estimates for all parameters. The unstandardized values are 
shown in their proper places in Figure 11.1(a), and the standardized results are pre-
sented in Figure 11.1(b). Estimates of direct effects on illness control for both of its par-
ents, fitness and stress (Table 11.2). Because not all measured variables have the same 
score metric, the unstandardized path coefficients for direct effects of fitness and stress 
on illness cannot be directly compared. This is not a problem for the standardized coef-
ficients. These values for fitness and stress are, respectively, –.250 and .307. Thus, the 
absolute magnitude of the standardized direct effect of stress on illness exceeds that of 
fitness by about 23% (.307/.250 = 1.23).

The direct effects of both exercise and hardiness on illness are fixed to zero. Each 
causal variable just mentioned has a single indirect effect on illness, exercise through 
fitness and hardiness through stress (see Figure 11.1). Both of these indirect effects are 
also total effects, so they can be estimated for this example in two different ways: (1) as 
products of the coefficients from the direct paths that comprise each indirect pathway 
and (2) through covariate adjustment. Both types of estimates assume no interactions 
and are described next.

The product estimator for the unstandardized indirect effect of exercise on illness 
through fitness is .108 (–.849), or –.092, which equals the product of the unstandard-
ized path coefficients for the direct effects that make up this indirect pathway (see Fig-
ure 11.1(a)). Thus, given a 1-point increase in exercise, we predict a decrease in illness 
of .092 point through the intervening variable of fitness. For the standardized indirect 
effect, the product estimator is .390 (–.250), or –.098. The last-named quantity is the 
product of the standardized coefficients for the constituent direct effects (see Figure 

TaBLE 11.3. Ordinary Least Squares Estimates of disturbance 
Variances for a Recursive Path Model of Illness

Outcome s2 R2
Standardized 

estimate
Unstandardized 

estimate

Fitness   338.56 .152 .848   287.099

Stress 1,122.25 .053 .947 1,062.771

Illness 3,903.75 .177 .823 3,212.786

Note. The parent(s) of fitness, stress, and illness are, respectively, exercise, hardiness, and both 
fitness and stress.
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(b)  Standardized estimates 

.390 

−.230 

−.250 

.307 

−.030 

Exercise 

Hardiness 

Stress 
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Fitness 
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Illness 
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.848 

1.000 

1.000 
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(a)  Unstandardized estimates 

.108 

−.203 

−.849 

.574 

−75.810 

Exercise 

Hardiness 

Stress 

1 
DSt 

Fitness 

1 
DFi 

Illness 

1 
DIl 

1,440.000 

4,422.25 

287.099 

1,062.771 

3,212.786 

FIGURE 11.1. A recursive path model of illness with ordinary least squares estimates. Stan-
dardized estimates for the disturbance variances are proportions of unexplained variance. 
Results for illness are based on both fitness and stress as direct causes.
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11.1(b)).3 This result says that given an increase in exercise of one standard deviation, 
we expect a decrease in illness of .098 standard deviations through the intervening vari-
able of fitness. Exercise 4 asks you to calculate and interpret product estimators for the 
indirect effect of hardiness on illness through stress.

Because product estimates of indirect effects have complex distributions, it can be 
difficult to estimate their standard errors in significance testing. The best known exam-
ple of an approximate method for unstandardized indirect effects that involve just three 
variables is the Sobel test (Sobel, 1982). Suppose that a is the unstandardized coefficient 
for the path X  W and that SEa is its standard error. Let b and SEb, respectively, repre-
sent the same things for the path W  Y. The product ab estimates the unstandardized 
indirect effect of X on Y through W. Its standard error is approximated as

 = +2 2 2 2
ab a bSE b SE a SE  (11.1)

In large samples, the ratio ab/SEab is interpreted as a z test of the unstandardized indirect 
effect. A webpage by K. Preacher automatically calculates the Sobel test and other varia-
tions, such as the Goodman test, that are based on somewhat different approximations 
of the standard error.4

Do not expect p values from the Sobel test or related methods to be accurate. The 
z test assumes normality, but distributions of product estimators are not generally nor-
mal. This is also more than a way to approximate standard errors, and the same unstan-
dardized indirect effect may be “significant” in one test but not in another. The Sobel 
and related tests may give incorrect results in small samples. An alternative method for 
significance testing of product estimators of indirect effects is nonparametric bootstrap-
ping (Preacher & Hayes, 2008), which does not assume normality. This method can 
also be applied to indirect effects that involve four or more variables, but bootstrapped 
significance tests can be inaccurate in samples that are not large. Emphasize instead 
whether the magnitudes of indirect effects are meaningful in your research area, not just 
whether or not they are statistically significant.

Now we estimate the same indirect effect (also a total effect) through covariate 
adjustment. Two different minimally sufficient covariate sets identify the total effect of 
exercise on illness and thus satisfy the back-door criterion (Rule 8.3); they are

 (Hardiness) and (Stress)

Reported in Table 11.4 are values of path coefficients for exercise from two different 
regression analyses where hardiness is the covariate in one analysis and stress is the 
covariate in the other. The product estimators we just calculated for the same indi-

3 Both results are based on the direct effect of fitness that controls for the other parent of illness, stress. 
There are other estimates of the same direct effect (see Table 11.2). This example shows that there can be 
multiple product estimators of the same indirect effect.
4 http://quantpsy.org/sobel/sobel.htm
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rect effect are also reported in the table. Results across the three different estimators of 
the same indirect effect are similar. For example, the unstandardized coefficients range 
from –.092 to –.059, and the standardized coefficients range from –.099 to –.063 (see the 
table). Outcomes of significance testing are inconsistent over different estimators. For 
example, the unstandardized product estimator is significant at the .05 level because z = 
–.092/.021 = –4.38, p < .01, but neither unstandardized coefficient from covariate adjust-
ment for the same effect is significant at the same level. (You should verify this statement 
working with the information in Table 11.4.) Exercise 5 asks you to interpret the results 
in the table for the indirect effect of hardiness on illness through stress.

In models where a cause has both a direct and an indirect effect on an outcome, a 
suppression effect may be indicated when the direct and indirect effects have opposite 
signs. This pattern is inconsistent mediation (MacKinnon, Krull, & Lockwood, 2000), 
but note that use of the term mediation assumes a proper design for estimating media-
tion. If the absolute values of inconsistent direct versus indirect effects are equal (e.g., 
direct = .30, indirect = –.30), then the total effect is zero, assuming no other causal 
pathways between cause and outcome. But the total effect of zero in this case is due to 
direct versus indirect effects that exactly cancel each other out. Inconsistent mediation 
is contrasted with consistent mediation, wherein the direct and indirect effects have 
the same sign. See Maasen and Bakker (2001) for more information about suppression in 
path models. Preacher and Kelley (2011) describe measures of relative effect size when a 
cause has both direct and indirect effects on an outcome.

Estimation with Maximum Likelihood

Using an SEM computer tool to estimate a path model brings with it a few conveniences. 
One is that values of the global fit statistics described in the next chapter are automati-
cally computed and printed in the output. Other types of output may be optional, such 
as effect decompositions or graphical plots of the residuals. Some of these results can be 
calculated by hand, but doing so for larger models is tedious.

A drawback is that SEM computer tools do not typically inform the researcher 
about multiple estimators of the same effect. For example, basically all SEM computer 
programs estimate direct effects controlling for the parents of each endogenous variable. 
If the same direct effect is identified by other sets of covariates that meet the single- door 
criterion (Rule 8.4), the computer program will not tell you about this fact and will nei-
ther calculate nor print those other estimates. The same is true for total effects: They are 
typically estimated by SEM computer tools as sums of direct effects as just described 
and product estimators of indirect effects, not through covariate adjustment based on 
the back-door criterion (Rule 8.3). But knowing about graphical identification rules can 
help the researcher to avoid this limitation.

You may be thinking, is a researcher required to use an SEM computer tool to esti-
mate a path model? The answer is no. The use of single- equation estimators, such as the 
2SLS method for nonrecursive models, in path analysis combined with the application 
of graphical identification criteria and local fit testing, is perfectly acceptable. Doing so 
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is more familiar in economics and epidemiology than in the social sciences. Although 
SEM computer tools offer conveniences, there are also drawbacks (e.g., absence of mul-
tiple estimators of the same effect).

I used the default ML method in LISREL (Scientific Software International, 2013) to 
fit the path model in Figure 7.5 to a covariance matrix constructed from the data in Table 
4.2. The LISREL program estimates variances for path models as s2 (i.e., the denomina-
tor is N – 1). This makes the ML variance estimates directly comparable with those from 
OLS estimation for the same parameter. The analysis in LISREL converged normally to 
an admissible solution. Reported in Table 11.5 are the ML estimates of model parameters 
except for the variances and covariance of the two measured exogenous variables, exer-
cise and hardiness. Estimates of these parameters are just the sample values (Table 4.2). 
Values of the unstandardized coefficients for direct effects from ML estimation in Table 
11.5 are basically identical to those from OLS estimation in Table 11.2 that control for 
the parents of each endogenous variable. As expected, there are some slight differences 
in estimates of standardized direct effects or disturbance variances in ML versus OLS 
estimation (see Tables 11.2 and 11.3).

In this analysis of a path model, LISREL generated the standardized solution in 
Table 11.5 where the variances of all variables is unity (1.0). The Mplus program prints 
two different standardized solutions for a path model:

1. STDYX: All variables are standardized. This solution is directly comparable 
with the LISREL standardized solution for this example (Table 11.5).

2. STDY: All variables are standardized except for the measured exogenous vari-
ables.5

Both solutions are equally correct because there is more than one way to conceptualize 
standardization (Byrne, 2012b). Option STDY may be preferred for binary exogenous 
variables, such as gender, because change in a standard deviation metric is not very 
meaningful for such variables; otherwise, option STDYX for continuous predictors is 
fine. Check the documentation of your SEM computer to see how it derives a standard-
ized solution for a path model. If more than one choice is available, then tell your readers 
which estimates are reported.

I asked LISREL to compute direct, total indirect, and total effects and to summarize 
these results in effect decompositions. Presented in Table 11.6 is the decomposition 
for the effects of exogenous variables on endogenous variables with standard errors 
for unstandardized results only. (Note that the direct effects in Table 11.6 match the 
corresponding ones in Table 11.5.) For example, hardiness is specified to have a single 
indirect effect on illness through stress (Figure 7.5). This sole indirect effect is also the 
total indirect effect because there are no other indirect causal pathways between hardi-
ness and illness. The same indirect effect is also the total effect because there is no direct 

5 A third option in Mplus is STD, which standardizes factors only. This solution is identical to the unstan-
dardized solution for a path model because such models have no factors.
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TaBLE 11.5. Maximum Likelihood Estimates for a Recursive 
Path Model of Illness

Parameter Unstandardized SE Standardized

Direct effects

Exercise  Fitness  .108 .013  .390

Hardiness  Stress –.203 .044 –.230

Fitness  Illness –.849 .160 –.253

Stress  Illness  .574 .088  .311

Disturbance variances

Fitness   287.065  21.049 .848

Stress 1,062.883  77.935 .947

Illness 3,212.568 235.558 .840

Note. Standardized estimates for disturbance variances are proportions of unexplained 
variance. All results were computed by LISREL.

TaBLE 11.6. decomposition for Effects of Exogenous Variables 
on Endogenous Variables for a Recursive Path Model of Illness

Endogenous 
variables

Causal variable

Exercise Hardiness

Unst. SE St. Unst. SE St.

Fitness
Direct .108 .013 .390 0 — 0
Total indirect 0 — 0 0 — 0
Total .108 .013 .390 0 — 0

Stress
Direct 0 — 0 –.203 .044 –.230
Total indirect 0 — 0 0 — 0
Total 0 — 0 –.203 .044 –.230

Illness
Direct 0 — 0 0 — 0
Total indirect –.092 .021 –.099 –.116 .031 –.071
Total –.092 .021 –.099 –.116 .031 –.071

Note. Unst., unstandardized; St., standardized. All results were computed by LISREL.
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effect between these variables. Note that the standard errors printed by LISREL for each 
indirect effect in Table 11.6 match those calculated using Equation 11.1 for the Sobel 
test in Table 11.4. Presented in Table 11.7 is the decomposition for effects of endogenous 
variables on other endogenous variables. Both fitness and stress have direct effects on 
illness but no indirect effects through any other variables, so these direct effects are also 
total effects.

Not all SEM computer tools print standard errors for total indirect effects or total 
effects. But some programs, such as Amos and Mplus, can use the bootstrapping method 
to estimate standard errors for unstandardized or standardized total indirect effects or 
total effects. When there is a statistically significant total effect, the direct effect, total 
indirect effect, or both, may also be significant, but this is not guaranteed.

The standardized total effect of one variable on another estimates the part of their 
observed correlation due to presumed causal relations. The sum of the standardized 
total effects and all other noncausal associations, such as spurious associations, implied 
by the model equal predicted correlations that can be compared against the observed 
correlations. Predicted covariances, or fitted covariances, have the same general 
meaning, but they concern the unstandardized solution.

All SEM computer programs that calculate predicted correlations or covariances 
use matrix algebra methods. There is an older method for recursive structural models 
amenable to hand calculation known as Wright’s tracing rules (Wright, 1934). The trac-
ing rules should be understood more for their underlying principles than for their now 
limited utility. In these rules, a predicted correlation is the sum of all standardized causal 
effects and noncausal associations from all valid tracings by which the two variables are 
connected in the model, such that the value from each valid tracing is the product of the 
coefficients from the constituent paths. A valid tracing is defined next (Kenny, 1979):

A valid tracing means that a variable is not entered (Rule 11.1)

1. through an arrowhead and exited by the same arrowhead; nor

2. twice in the same tracing.

TaBLE 11.7. decomposition for Effects of Endogenous Variables 
on Endogenous Variables for a Recursive Path Model of Illness

Endogenous 
variable

Causal variable

Fitness Stress

Unst. SE St. Unst. SE St.

Illness
Direct –.849 .159 –.253 .574 .087 .311
Total indirect 0 — 0 0 — 0
Total –.849 .159 –.253 .574 .087 .311

Note. Unst., unstandardized; St., standardized. All results were computed by LISREL.
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An alternative definition comes from Chen and Pearl (2015): A valid tracing does not 
involve colliding arrowheads, such as

          or   

Recall that paths blocked by a collider do not convey a statistical association between the 
variables at either end of the path, if the collider is not included among the covariates.

Two principles follow from the tracing rule: (1) The predicted correlation for two 
variables connected by all possible paths in a just- identified portion of the path model 
will typically equal the observed (sample) value. If the whole model is just- identified, 
then each and every predicted correlation will exactly equal its observed counterpart. 
(2) But if the variables are not connected by all possible paths in an overidentified part 
of the model, then predicted and observed correlations may differ.

As an example of the application of the tracing rule to calculate predicted correla-
tions with the standardized solution, look again at Figure 7.5 and find the variables 
hardiness and illness. There are two valid tracings between them. One is the indirect 
causal pathway

 Hardiness  Stress  Illness

The product of the standardized coefficients from ML estimation in Table 11.5 for this 
path is

 –.230 (.311) = –.0715

The other valid tracing is the noncausal path

 Hardiness  Exercise  Fitness  Illness

and the product of the standardized coefficients6 for the noncausal path just listed is

 –.030 (.390) (–.253) = .0030

The predicted correlation between hardiness and illness is the sum of the two products 
just calculated, or

 –.0715 + .0030 = –.0685

The sample correlation between these two variables is –.16 (see Table 4.2), so the cor-
relation residual is

6 Remember that the standardized estimate of the unanalyzed association between hardiness and exercise 
is their observed correlation, –.030 (Table 4.2).
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 –.16 – (–.0685) = –.0915

or –.092 at three- decimal accuracy. Thus, the model underpredicts the association 
between hardiness and illness by this amount. That the model does not perfectly repro-
duce the observed correlation is not surprising because there is no direct effect between 
these variables.

Use of the tracing rules is error-prone because it can be difficult to spot all of the 
valid tracings in larger models, and these rules do not apply to models with causal loops. 
A more complicated version of the tracing rules that include the variances of exogenous 
variables (including disturbances) is needed to generate predicted covariances. These 
are reasons to appreciate the fact that many SEM computer tools automatically calculate 
predicted correlations or predicted covariances for either recursive or nonrecursive path 
models (and other kinds of structural equation models, too).

Correlation residuals are standardized versions of covariance residuals or fitted 
residuals, which are differences between observed and predicted covariances. It can be 
difficult to interpret covariance residuals because they are not standardized. This dif-
ficulty in interpretation arises because the metric of a covariance residual depends on 
the scales of the two original variables that contribute to it. That is, covariance residuals 
for different pairs of variables are not directly comparable unless the original metric of 
all original variables is the same. For example, a covariance residual of, say, –17.50, for 
one pair of variables does not necessarily indicate greater model–data discrepancy than 
a covariance residual of, say, –5.25, for a different pair, if scores from all those variables 
are not all based on the same metric. In contrast, correlation residuals are standardized 
and thus are directly comparable across different pairs of observed variables regardless 
of their original scales.

Many SEM computer programs print standardized residuals, or ratios of covari-
ance residuals over their standard errors.7 In large samples, this ratio is interpreted as a 
z test. If this test is statistically significant, then the hypothesis that the corresponding 
population covariance residual is zero is rejected. This test is sensitive to sample size, 
which means that covariance residuals close to zero could be significant in a large sam-
ple. Likewise, a relatively large covariance residual could fail to be significant in a small 
sample. The interpretation of correlation residuals is not as closely bound to sample 
size, but there is generally no significance test for correlation residuals. Under the null 
hypothesis that the model perfectly fits the population covariance matrix, standardized 
residuals should be normally distributed, but not correlation residuals under the same 
hypothesis.

Some programs, such as lavaan, Mplus, and Stata, can also print normalized 
residuals, or ratios of covariance residuals over the standard error of the sample cova-
riance, not the standard error of the difference between the sample and predicted val-
ues. (The latter is the denominator in standardized residuals.) For the same covari-
ance residual, an absolute normalized residual is usually less than the corresponding 

7 In EQS, results labeled as “standardized residuals” are correlation residuals.
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absolute standardized residual. Accordingly, normalized residuals are more conserva-
tive as significance tests than standardized residuals; that is, p values for normalized 
residuals are generally higher than p values for standardized residuals. For a complex 
latent- variable model, the computer may be unable to compute the denominator of a 
particular standardized residual. In this case, the corresponding normalized residual 
provides an alternative, but more conservative, significance test, if a significance test is 
really needed.

Correlation residuals for the example analysis are reported in the top portion of 
Table 11.8. The absolute residual for fitness and stress, –.133 (shown in boldface), exceeds 
.10; thus, the model does not explain very well the observed association between these 
two variables. Exercise 6 asks you to reproduce this correlation residual. Two other 
absolute correlation residuals are close to .10, including .082 for fitness and hardiness 
and –.092 for fitness and illness. (Earlier, we calculated the correlation residual just 
stated using the tracing rule.) Standardized residuals are reported in the bottom part of 
Table 11.8. The z test for the fitness– stress covariance residual is significant, z = 2.573, 
p < .05. Other significant z tests (also shown in boldface) indicate that the model does 
not adequately explain either the observed variance of illness or its covariance with fit-
ness and stress, but the corresponding correlation residuals are not large.

Presented in Figure 11.2 is a Q-plot of the standardized residuals in Table 11.8 gen-
erated by LISREL. In a correctly specified model, the points in a Q-plot of the standard-
ized residuals should fall along a diagonal line, but this is clearly not the case in the fig-
ure. Taken altogether, results from local fit testing based on conditional independences 
(Table 11.1) and other kinds of residuals (Table 11.8, Figure 11.2) indicate that the path 
model in question poorly explains certain observed associations, especially for fitness 
and stress. We will see in the next chapter that the values of some, but not all, global 
fit statistics indicate problems for the same model and data. But I would conclude now 
that the fit of the example model is unacceptable, given the results of local fit testing 
and regardless of global fit testing. Models can theoretically “pass” global fit testing but 
still “fail” local fit testing. They say the devil is in the details, and those details regarding 
model fit are evaluated in local fit testing.

FITTING MOdELS TO CORRELaTION MaTRICES

Default ML estimation assumes the analysis of unstandardized variables. If the variables 
are standardized, then ML results may be inaccurate, including estimates of standard 
errors and model test statistics. This can happen if the model is not scale invariant (its fit 
depends on whether the variables are standardized or unstandardized). Whether or not 
a model is scale invariant is determined by a complex pattern of features, including how 
factors are scaled and whether certain parameter estimates are constrained to be equal 
(Cudeck, 1989). One symptom of scale invariance when a correlation matrix is analyzed 
with default ML estimation is the observation that some of the diagonal elements in a 
predicted correlation matrix do not equal 1.0.
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The constrained estimation or constrained optimization method can be used 
to correctly fit a model to a correlation matrix instead of a covariance matrix (Browne, 
1982). This method involves the imposition of nonlinear constraints on certain param-
eter estimates to guarantee that the model is scale invariant. It can be complicated to 
program these constraints manually (Steiger, 2002, p. 221). Some SEM computer tools, 
including SEPATH and RAMONA, allow constrained estimation to be performed auto-
matically by selecting an option. The EQS and Mplus programs can also correctly ana-
lyze correlations, but they require raw data files. Constrained estimation can be used on 
at least three occasions:

1. A researcher is conducting a secondary analysis based on a source wherein cor-
relations are reported, but not standard deviations. The raw data are also not 
available.

2. There is a theoretical reason to impose equality constraints on standardized 
estimates, such as when the standardized direct effects of different causes of the 
same outcome are presumed to be equal. When a covariance matrix is analyzed, 
equality constraints are imposed in the unstandardized solution only.

3. A researcher wishes to report the results of significance tests for the standard-
ized solution. This means that correct standard errors are needed. Note that 
Mplus and Stata automatically report correct standard errors for the standard-
ized solution in default ML estimation; that is, constrained estimation is not 
needed to calculate these standard errors.

TaBLE 11.8. Correlation Residuals and Standardized Residuals 
for a Recursive Path Model of Illness

Variable 1 2 3 4 5

Correlation residuals

1. Exercise 0

2. Hardiness 0 0

3. Fitness 0 .082 0

4. Stress –.057 0 –.133 0

5. Illness .015 –.092 –.041 .033 .020

Standardized residuals

1. Exercise 0

2. Hardiness 0 0

3. Fitness 0 1.714 0

4. Stress –1.130 0 –2.573 0

5. Illness .335 –1.951 –2.539 2.519 2.333

Note. The correlation residuals were computed by EQS, and the standardized residuals 
were computed by LISREL.
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aLTERNaTIVE ESTIMaTORS

Standard ML estimation works fine in many applications of SEM, but you should be 
aware of other methods. Some of these alternatives are for continuous endogenous vari-
ables with severely non- normal distributions, but others are intended for categorical 
outcomes, including ordinal or nominal variables. In some disciplines, such as educa-
tion or epidemiology, categorical outcomes may be analyzed as often as continuous out-
comes. The methods described next are generally simultaneous, iterative, full informa-
tion, and available in many SEM computer programs.
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FIGURE 11.2. Quantile plot of standardized residuals for a recursive model of illness gener-
ated by LISREL.
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Other Normal Theory Methods for Continuous Outcomes

Two methods for continuous endogenous variables with multivariate normal distribu-
tions include generalized least squares (GLS) and unweighted least squares (ULS). 
The ULS method is actually a type of OLS estimation that minimizes the sum of squared 
differences between sample and predicted covariances. It can generate unbiased esti-
mates across random samples, but it is not as efficient as the ML method (Kaplan, 2009). 
A drawback of the ULS method is the requirement that all observed variables have the 
same scale (i.e., the method is neither scale free nor scale invariant). A potential advan-
tage is that, unlike ML, the ULS method does not require a positive definite covariance 
matrix. It is also robust concerning start values. Thus, ULS estimation could be used to 
generate user- specified initial estimates for a second analysis of the same model and data 
but with the ML method.

The GLS method is a member of a larger family of methods known as fully weighted 
least squares (WLS) estimation, and some other methods in this family can be used 
for severely non- normal data. In contrast to ULS, the GLS estimator is both scale free 
and scale invariant, and under the assumption of multivariate normality, the GLS and 
ML methods are asymptotic. The GLS method generally requires less computation time 
and computer memory, but this potential advantage is not very meaningful today, given 
fast processors and abundant memory in relatively inexpensive personal computers. In 
general, ML is preferred over both ULS and GLS.

Elliptical and arbitrary distribution Estimators for Continuous 
but Non‑Normal distributions

Alternatives to a corrected normal theory method, such as MLR, for continuous but non- 
normal outcomes are methods that do not assume multivariate normality. For example, 
a class of estimators based on elliptical distribution theory requires only symmetrical 
distributions (Shapiro & Browne, 1987). These methods estimate the degree of kurtosis 
in raw data. If all endogenous variables have a common degree of kurtosis, positive or 
negative, skew is allowed; otherwise, zero skew is assumed. Various elliptical distribu-
tion estimators are available in EQS.

The arbitrary distribution function (ADF) estimator makes no distributional 
assumptions for continuous outcomes (Browne, 1984). This is because it estimates the 
degree of both skew and kurtosis in the raw data. Calculations in this method are com-
plex in part because it derives a relatively large weight matrix as part of its fit function. 
The number of rows or columns in this square matrix equals the number of observa-
tions, or v (v + 1)/2, where v is the number of observed variables and means are not 
analyzed. For a model with many observed variables, the weight matrix can be so large 
that it can be difficult for the computer to derive the inverse. For example, if v = 15, 
the dimension of the weight matrix is 120 × 120 for a total of 1202 = 14,400 elements. 
Very large samples are needed. Bare-bones (i.e., uninteresting) models may require 200 
to 500 cases, and thousands may be needed for larger models. These requirements are 
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often impractical. Results of some computer simulation studies indicate that the ADF 
method yields overly optimistic values of fit statistics for misspecified models (Olsson 
et al., 2000).

Options for analyzing Categorical Outcomes

Endogenous variables are not always continuous. The most obvious example is a binary 
outcome, such as relapsed– not relapsed, which may be coded as 0 versus 1 in the data 
file. There are also ordered- categorical variables with three or more levels that imply a 
rank order, such as the following item with a Likert scale:

 I am happy with my life (1 = disagree, 2 = neutral, 3 = agree)

The numeric scale for this item (1, 2, 3) can distinguish among only three levels of 
agreement. It would be nigh impossible to argue that the numbers assigned to the three 
response alternatives make up a continuous scale with equal intervals. There is no 
“golden rule” concerning the minimum number of levels required before scores on a 
discrete variable can be approximately normally distributed, but a score range of at least 
15 points or more may be needed. Likert scales with 5 to 10 points may be favorable in 
terms of people’s ability to discriminate between scale values (anchors). But with ten 
or so anchors on a Likert scale, respondents may arbitrarily choose between adjacent 
points; thus, it is not practical to somehow “force” a variable with a Likert scale to 
become continuous by adding levels beyond 10 or so.

Numerical values associated with a particular Likert scale, such as the values “1,” 
“2,” and “3” for, respectively, disagree, neutral, and agree, are arbitrary; that is, they have 
no objective numerical or theoretical basis. For example, the values (–1, 0, 1) for the 
same response options would work just as well as would any other set of three num-
bers in either ascending or descending order where the distance between successive 
categories is the same. Accordingly, means, variances, and covariances among Likert-
scale items are also arbitrary. Recall that estimation methods in SEM for continuous 
outcomes generally analyze covariance matrices, but such summary statistics for Likert-
scale items are meaningless. Another problem is that covariances include Pearson cor-
relations, which are for continuous variables.

Results from some computer simulation studies indicate that ML estimates may be 
inaccurate when analyzing ordinal or binary outcomes with relatively few levels or cat-
egories, such as five or less (DiStefano, 2002). These simulations generally assume a true 
population model with continuous indicators. Within generated samples, the indicators 
are categorized to approximate noncontinuous data. In general, ML estimates and their 
standard errors may both be too low when the data analyzed are from categorical indi-
cators, and the degree of this negative bias is higher as distributions of item responses 
become increasingly non- normal. If there is only a single factor in the population but 
indicators have few categories, one- factor models are rejected too often; that is, cat-
egorization can spuriously suggest multiple factors (Bernstein & Teng, 1989). But with 
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more categories, such as 6–7, and symmetrical distributions, results from ML estimation 
may be reasonably accurate in large samples (Rhemtulla, Brosseau- Liard, & Savalei, 
2012). The message of all these studies and others is that ML estimation is probably not 
an appropriate method for analyzing noncontinuous variables with few categories or 
severely asymmetrical distributions.

Summarized next are three options for analyzing models with categorical outcomes 
that are described in more detail later in the book:

1. The full WLS estimator does not assume any particular distributional form and 
thus can analyze continuous or noncontinuous variables. (The elliptical and arbitrary 
estimators for continuous outcomes described earlier are also members of the WLS 
family.) Full WLS estimation is just as computationally complex as ADF estimation, 
requires very large samples, and is subject to technical problems in the analysis (Finney 
& DiStefano, 2006), such as the failure of the computer to derive the inverse of its large 
weight matrix.

2. Muthén, du Toit, and Spisic (1997) describe robust WLS estimation, which uses 
simpler matrix calculations than does the full WLS method. Specifically, robust WLS 
methods use only the diagonal in the weight matrix from full WLS estimation. These 
robust methods also generate corrected standard errors and model test statistics. Other 
terms for robust WLS estimation include diagonally weighted least squares or modi-
fied weighted least squares. Such methods have generally performed well in computer 
simulation studies except when the sample size is only about N = 200 or when distri-
butions on categorical indicators are markedly skewed (Muthén et al., 1997; see also 
Finney & DiStefano, 2013).

3. There is a version of full- information ML estimation for categorical outcomes 
that analyzes raw data files and is related to methods used in logistic or probit regres-
sion. It relies on numerical integration to estimate response probabilities in joint mul-
tivariate distributions of the latent response variables presumed to underlie observed 
categorical data. Numerical integration is computationally complex, especially as the 
number of latent variables increases. Computer implementation may feature the use 
of methods that randomly sample from probability density functions, such as Markov 
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) routines, or that approximate areas in the distribution 
with simpler functions, such as adaptive quadrature. Large samples may be needed to 
avoid technical problems in the analysis. Another drawback is a reduction in available 
measures of global fit compared with other estimation methods, such as robust WLS.

a hEaLThy PERSPECTIVE ON ESTIMaTION

Segal’s law states that a person with one clock always knows the time, but a person with 
two clocks never does. This adage speaks to the challenge of dealing with too much 
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information. It may also describe how newcomers to SEM may feel after learning about 
the availability of so many different estimators. Here is some advice about how to cope:

Use the simplest method that you understand that also makes reasonable assump-
tions. Think about sample size. Certain methods, such as full WLS for ordinal data, 
need bigger samples in order for the results to be precise. Consider alternatives, such as 
robust WLS, if the sample size is not large. Remember that the results can be specific to 
a particular method; that is, it can happen that two different estimators applied to the 
same model and data generate appreciably different results. This is especially true for 
the results of significance tests, for which small differences in estimated standard errors 
can make a big difference in outcome. One should therefore not make hair- splitting 
distinctions among p values in SEM. If two alternative estimators that yield appreciably 
different solutions are both viable choices, then report both sets of results instead of 
selecting the solution that most favors your hypotheses.

SUMMaRy

Single- equation estimation methods analyze just one endogenous variable at a time and 
are less efficient than simultaneous methods that estimate all free parameters at once, 
but simultaneous methods are more susceptible to the effects of the propagation of spec-
ification error. If all endogenous variables are continuous, the technique of multiple 
regression can be used to analyze recursive path models, but some type of instrumental 
variables regression, such as the two-stage least squares method, is needed for nonrecur-
sive path models. The default method in most SEM computer tools is maximum likeli-
hood estimation, which is a simultaneous, full- information, normal theory, and itera-
tive method for continuous outcomes. Sometimes iterative estimation fails due to poor 
start values. When this happens, it may be necessary to specify better initial estimates 
in order to “help” the computer reach a converged solution. Local fit testing involves 
evaluating conditional independences implied by the model, deriving multiple estimates 
of the same parameter (when that parameter is identified by multiple sufficient sets of 
covariates), and inspecting the residuals. Problems in local fit testing should inform 
global fit testing, the subject of the next chapter.

LEaRN MORE

Bollen (2012) describes instrumental variable estimation in the social sciences, Finney and 
DiStefano (2013) outline estimators for nonnormal or categorical outcomes, and Lei and Wu 
(2012) cover estimation principles in SEM and the most widely used methods.

Bollen, K. A. (2012). Instrumental variables in sociology and the social sciences. Annual 
Review of Sociology, 38, 37–72.
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ExERCISES

1. Interpret the results in Table 11.2 for the direct effect of hardiness on stress.

2. Interpret the results in Table 11.2 for the direct effect of stress on illness.

3. Interpret the results in Table 11.3 for the illness outcome variable.

4. Given the coefficients in Figure 11.1, calculate and interpret the unstandardized and 
standardized indirect effect of hardiness on illness through stress.

5. Interpret results in Table 11.4 for the indirect effect of hardiness on illness through 
stress.

6. Calculate the correlation residual of –.133 for the variables stress and fitness (Table 
11.8), given the model in Figure 7.5 and the standardized coefficients in Table 11.5.
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These recommendations concern structural models with continuous variables, whether those 
models are path models or part of a structural regression model. First, think about the expected 
direction and magnitude of standardized direct effects. Suppose that a researcher predicts that 
variable Y will increase by about one-third of standard deviation, given a change of a full stan-
dard deviation in variable X while controlling for other causes. Then .30 is a reasonable guess 
for the standardized path coefficient, and the start value for the unstandardized coefficient for 
the path X  Y would be .30 (SDY /SDX). Start values for disturbance variances can be calculated 
in a similar way, but now think about standardized effect sizes in terms of the proportion of 
explained variance (i.e., R2). Suppose that a researcher predicts that all direct causes of Y will 
explain about 15% of its variance (R2 = .15). This corresponds to a proportion of unexplained 
variance of 1 – .15, or .85. Thus, the start value for the disturbance variance would be .85 ( 2

Ys ).
The start value for a disturbance covariance is the product of the square roots of the dis-

turbance variances from the two corresponding endogenous variables and the expected Pear-
son correlation between their residuals. A positive correlation indicates that a common omitted 
cause affects both endogenous variables in the same direction, but a negative correlation says 
just the opposite (one variable increases, the other decreases, given change in the omitted cause). 
Suppose that Y1 and Y2 are two endogenous variables in a structural model and that D1 and D2 are, 
respectively, their disturbances. The model includes the path D1  D2. The start values for the 
unstandardized variances of D1 and D2 are, respectively, 9.0 and 16.0. The expected correlation 
between the two disturbances is .40. Given these values, the start value for the unstandardized 
disturbance covariance would be .40 (9.0 × 16.0)1/2, or 6.30.

Appendix 11.A

Start Value Suggestions for Structural Models
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Introduced next are the two categories of global fit statistics in SEM, model test statistics 
and approximate fit indexes. Global fit statistics measure only average or overall model–
data correspondence, so deciding whether to retain or reject a model should not be 
based solely on the values of such statistics. Hypothesis testing in SEM where alternative 
models are fitted to the same data is also considered. The main point in this discussion is 
that the choice between alternative models should be guided more by rational than statisti-
cal considerations. Related topics are power analysis in SEM and evaluation of equivalent 
or near- equivalent models that fit the same data just as well as the researcher’s preferred 
model or nearly so. Chapter exercises concern the ongoing detailed example.

STaTE OF PRaCTICE, STaTE OF MINd

For at least 40 years the SEM literature has carried an ongoing discussion about the best 
ways to assess model fit. This is also an active research area, especially computer simu-
lation studies. Discussion and research about this topic is likely to continue because 
there is no single, black-and-white statistical framework within which we can clearly 
distinguish correct from incorrect hypotheses in SEM. Nor is there ever likely to be such 
a thing.

Part of the challenge is a natural tension between what Little (2013) described as the 
classical and modeling schools in statistics. The classical school deals mainly with tests 
of single hypotheses, and it emphasizes explicit decision rules that should be followed 
by all. The modeling school deals with the evaluation of entire models in a context where 
the rules are fuzzier and less clear cut. This provides needed flexibility because few sta-
tistical models are alike and models must be adapted to different kinds of research ques-
tions. Consequently, there is greater ambiguity about rules for testing statistical models.

12

Global Fit Testing
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Another matter is the philosophical question of whether correct statistical models 
really exist. The recognition of this possibility reflects the view that basically all sta-
tistical models are wrong to some degree; that is, they are imperfect approximations 
that help researchers to structure their thinking about the target phenomenon. If that 
approximation is too coarse, the model will be rejected, but an overly complex model 
that closely mirrors the target phenomenon is also of little scientific value. Box (1976) 
put it like this:

Since all models are wrong the scientist cannot obtain a “correct” one by excessive elabora-
tion. On the contrary . . . [the scientist] should seek an economical description of natural 
phenomena. Just as the ability to devise simple but evocative models is the signature of the 
great scientist so overelaboration and overparameterization is often the mark of mediocrity. 
(p. 792)

There is also the reality in SEM that fit statistics do not provide a simple yes-or-no 
answer to the question, should the model be retained? Various guidelines about how to 
interpret fit statistics as providing something like a yes-or-no answer have been devel-
oped over the years, but these rules of thumb are just that. That some of these interpre-
tive guidelines do not apply to the whole range of structural equation models analyzed 
by researchers is becoming increasingly clear. It is also true that the SEM community 
has collectively relied too much on unsubstantiated guidelines about what fit statistics 
say about models.

The previous chapter and the present one describe what I believe to be a rigorous 
approach to modeling testing that addresses problems seen in too many SEM studies. 
Not all experts may agree with each and every specific detail of this approach, but I 
think most experts would concur that authors of SEM studies need to give their readers 
more information about model specification and fit (MacCallum & Austin, 2000; Shah 
& Goldstein, 2006). Specifically, I want you to be hardheaded in the sense that you are 
your model’s toughest critic. But I do not want you to be bullheaded and blindly follow 
the method described here as though it were the path to truth in SEM. Instead, use your 
good judgment about what makes the most sense in your research area at the same time 
you follow a rigorous method of hypothesis testing. To paraphrase Millsap (2007), this 
is SEM made difficult, not easy. The hard part is thinking for yourself in a disciplined 
way at every step from specification to reporting the results.

a hEaLThy PERSPECTIVE ON GLOBaL FIT STaTISTICS

Dozens of global fit statistics are described in the SEM literature, and new ones are 
being developed all the time. It is also true that some SEM computer tools print in their 
output the values of many more fit statistics than are typically reported for the analysis, 
which presents a few difficulties. One problem is that different fit statistics are reported 
over studies, and another is that different reviewers of the same manuscript may request 
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statistics that they know or prefer. It can therefore be difficult for researchers to decide 
which particular statistics and which values to report. Another possibility is “cherry 
picking,” or selective reporting of fit statistics with favorable values. A related problem 
is fit statistic tunnel vision, a malady among practitioners of SEM who focus so much on 
global fit that they overlook other crucial information, such as whether parameter esti-
mates make sense. The cure is to closely inspect the whole computer output— including 
information about local fit—not just the section on fit statistics.

Before any individual fit statistic is described, it is useful to keep in mind the fol-
lowing limitations of basically all global fit statistics in SEM:

1. Values of global fit statistics indicate only average model fit. This is because fit 
statistics collapse many discrepancies into a single measure (Steiger, 2007). It is thus 
possible that some parts of the model may poorly fit the data even if the overall value of 
a global fit statistic seems favorable. In this case, the model may be inadequate despite 
the values of its fit statistics. This is why I recommend the reporting of more specific 
diagnostic information about model fit of the type that cannot be directly indicated by 
fit statistics alone. Tomarken and Waller (2003) discuss potential problems with models 
that seem to fit the data well based on global fit statistics.

2. Because a single statistic reflects only a particular aspect of fit, a favorable value 
of that statistic does not by itself indicate acceptable fit. There is no such thing as a magi-
cal, single- number summary that says everything worth knowing about model fit.

3. Unfortunately, little direct relation exists between values of global fit statistics 
and the degree or type of misspecification (Millsap, 2007). Researchers can glean rela-
tively little about just where and by how much the model departs from the data from 
inspecting values of fit statistics. For example, fit statistics cannot tell you whether you 
have specified the correct directionalities in a structural model or the correct number 
of factors (3, 4, etc.) in a measurement model. Other kinds of diagnostic information 
from local fit testing, such as correlation residuals and standardized residuals, can speak 
more directly to this issue.

4. Values of global fit statistics that seem to suggest adequate fit do not also indicate 
that the explanatory power of the model is high for individual outcomes as measured 
by effect sizes such as R2. In fact, overall model fit and R2 for individual outcomes are 
basically independent. For example, disturbances in structural models with perfect fit 
can still be large (i.e., R2s are low), which means that the model accurately captures the 
relative lack of predictive validity in the data.

5. Fit statistics do not indicate whether the results are theoretically meaningful. 
For instance, the sign of some path coefficients may be unexpectedly in the opposite 
direction. Even if values of fit statistics seem reasonable, such anomalous results require 
explanation.

6. Fit statistics say little about person– level fit, or the degree to which the model 
generates accurate predictions for individual cases. Rensvold and Cheung (1999) 
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describe procedures to study the impact of the record from each individual case on 
global model fit.

Described next are the two categories of global fit statistics and the status of inter-
pretive guidelines associated with each. Each category actually represents a different 
mode or contrasting way of evaluating model fit.

MOdEL TEST STaTISTICS

These are the original SEM fit statistics. They are generally chi- square statistics that test 
the exact-fit hypothesis that there is no difference between the covariances predicted 
by the model, given the parameter estimates, and the population covariance matrix. 
Rejecting this hypothesis says that (1) the data contain covariance information that 
speak against the model, and (2) the researcher should explain model–data discrepan-
cies that exceed those expected by sampling error.

The chi- square test just described is an accept– support test where the null hypoth-
esis represents the researcher’s belief that the model is correct; thus, it is failure to reject 
the null hypothesis, or the absence of statistical significance (e.g., p ≥ .05), that supports 
the model. This logic is “backwards” from the more typical reject– support test where 
rejecting the null hypothesis (e.g., p < .05) supports the researcher’s theory. Of the two, 
accept– support tests are logically weaker because the failure to disprove an assertion 
(the exact-fit hypothesis) does not prove that the assertion is true (Steiger, 2007). Low 
power in accept– support testing means that there is little chance of detecting a false 
model. This means that analyzing the model in a sample that is too small (i.e., low 
power) makes it more likely that the model will be retained. In reject– support testing, 
though, the penalty for low power due to an insufficient sample size is that the research-
er’s hypotheses are less likely to be supported.

Specifying lower values of a in reject– support testing (e.g., .001) guards against 
false claims. This is because a Type I error means in this context that the researcher’s 
theory is wrong. But in accept– support testing, we should worry more about Type II 
error because false claims in this context arise from not rejecting the null hypothesis 
(Steiger & Fouladi, 1997). So, insisting on low values of a in accept– support testing 
may actually facilitate the publication of erroneous claims. Hayduk (1996) reminds us 
that correct models are just as likely to have a p value in the .05 region as in the .95 
region. This is also true for the .25 region and the .75 region, and hence striving for 
correctly specified models is striving for models with p values that should ideally be 
considerably > .05. Thus, the convention a = .05 is not a golden rule in accept– support 
testing.

The binary decision of whether to reject or not reject the exact-fit null hypothesis does 
not by itself determine whether to reject the model or to retain it. One reason is power, 
which means that appreciable differences between model and data could be missed in 
small samples, but trivial differences could be flagged in large samples. At best, a failed 
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significance test (the exact-fit hypothesis is rejected) gives preliminary evidence against 
the model, just as passing the test gives preliminary support for the model. Other infor-
mation from local fit testing must also be considered. In this way, a model test statistic 
is like a smoke detector: If the alarm sounds, there may or may not be a fire (serious 
model–data discrepancy), but it is prudent to treat the alarm seriously (conduct more 
detailed evaluation of fit).

aPPROxIMaTE FIT INdExES

Approximate fit indexes are not significance tests, so there is no binary decision about 
whether to reject or retain a null hypothesis just as there is no demarcation of the lim-
its to sampling error. Instead, these indexes are intended as continuous measures of 
model–data correspondence. Some are scaled as “badness- of-fit” statistics where higher 
values indicate worse fit, but others are “goodness- of-fit” measures where higher values 
indicate better fit. Values of some goodness- of-fit indexes are more or less standardized 
so that their range is 0–1.0 where a value of 1.0 indicates the best result.

Four categories of approximate fit indexes are described next. These categories are 
not mutually exclusive because some indexes can be classified under more than one:

1. Absolute fit indexes measure how well an a priori model explains the data. 
That model is the researcher’s model because there is no other point of reference for an 
absolute fit index. Explaining the data does not by itself say that the model is adequate. 
This is because any misspecified model can be made to explain the data by adding free 
parameters to the point where no degrees of freedom remain (dfM = 0); that is, most just- 
identified models will perfectly explain the observed covariances.

2. Incremental (relative, comparative) fit indexes measure the relative improve-
ment in fit of the researcher’s model over that of a baseline model. The baseline model 
is usually the independence (null) model, which assumes covariances of zero between 
the endogenous variables. The null model in Mplus uses the sample covariances among 
the exogenous variables, but other computer programs, such as EQS and LISREL, fix the 
covariances between pairs of measured exogenous variables to zero, too. Check the defi-
nition of the null model in the documentation of your SEM computer tool. The assump-
tion of zero covariances is often implausible. This is why Miles and Shevlin (2007) 
remarked that incremental fit indexes based on the null model “effectively say, ‘How is 
my model doing, compared with the worst model there is?’” (p. 870). This means that 
the null model is a “strawman” argument that is probably false.

3. Parsimony- adjusted indexes include in their formulas a correction or “penalty” 
for model complexity. The same penalty can be viewed as a “reward” for parsimony. 
Mulaik (2009b, pp. 342–345) defines model parsimony as the fewness of freely esti-
mated parameters relative to the number of observations. Parsimony is related to dfM, 
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but the two are not synonymous. This is because dfM is not a proportionate measure of 
the relation between observations and parameters. For example, the value of dfM can 
be relatively high when there are many observed variables, but it can still be propor-
tionately small compared with the number of observations when there are many free 
parameters in a very complex model. Mulaik (2009b) defines the parsimony ratio (PR) 
as the ratio of dfM from the researcher’s model over the degrees of freedom from the null 
model. The ideal (most parsimonious) model would have a PR of 1.0, which says that 
the model has just as many degrees of freedom as there are available in the data (as per 
the null model). Such models are potentially more disconfirmable with the data than 
models where the value of the PR is less than 1.0.

4. Predictive fit indexes estimate model fit in hypothetical replication samples of 
the same size and randomly drawn from the same population as the original sample. 
Thus, these indexes may be seen as population based rather than sample based. They 
may also correct for model degrees of freedom or sample size. There is a specific context 
for predictive fit indexes that is described later in this chapter, but most applications of 
SEM do not fall under it.

Formulas of some approximate fit indexes include model test statistics. There is a 
similar relation in more standard data analyses between test statistics and measures of 
effect size: many effect sizes can be expressed as functions of test statistics and vice versa 
(Kline, 2013a). The relation between model test statistics and approximate fit indexes 
means that both are based on the same distributional assumptions. If these assumptions 
are untenable, then values of both the approximate fit index and the corresponding test 
statistic (and its p value) may be inaccurate.

A natural question about continuous approximate fit indexes concerns the range 
of values indicating “acceptable” model fit. There is no simple answer to this question 
because there is no direct correspondence between values of approximate fit indexes 
and the seriousness or type of specification error. Most interpretive guidelines originate 
from computer simulation studies from the 1980s–1990s about the behavior of approxi-
mate fit indexes under varying data and model conditions for measurement models of 
the kind analyzed in the technique of CFA. Gerbing and Anderson (1993) review many 
of these early studies, and more recent examples include Hu and Bentler (1998) and 
Marsh, Balla, and Hau (1996). Based on these findings as well as their own simulation 
studies, Hu and Bentler (1999) proposed a set of thresholds for approximate fit indexes 
that are the most widely known and cited in the literature. Whether these thresholds are 
accurate is a critical question.

Hu and Bentler (1999) never intended their rules of thumb for approximate fit 
indexes to be treated as anything other than just that. One reason is that it is impos-
sible in Monte Carlo studies to evaluate the whole range of models and data analyzed in 
real studies. Another is that seriously misspecified models are not typically studied in 
computer simulations. Instead, authors of such studies tend to impose relatively minor 
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specification errors on known measurement models (e.g., a factor variance is misspeci-
fied in generated samples). The case of a more serious specification error, such as the 
wrong number of factors, may not be studied at all. Finally, thresholds for approximate 
fit indexes are associated with maximum likelihood (ML) estimation for continuous 
outcomes, so they may not generalize to other methods or when analyzing categorical 
outcomes.

Results of several more recent simulation studies cast doubt on the generality of 
thresholds for approximate fit indexes. Marsh, Hau, and Wen (2004) found that the 
accuracy of thresholds depends on the particular misspecified model studied in com-
puter simulations. This was especially true for models with approximate fit index values 
very close to their suggested thresholds. Yuan (2005) studied properties of approximate 
fit indexes when distributional assumptions were violated. He found that (1) expected 
values of these indexes had little relation to thresholds; and (2) shapes of their dis-
tributions varied as complex functions of sample size, model size, and the degree of 
misspecification. For measurement models of a type evaluated in personality research, 
Beauducel and Wittman (2005) found that (1) threshold accuracy was affected by the 
relative sizes of pattern coefficients and whether measurement was specified as unidi-
mensional versus multidimensional, and (2) different approximate fit indexes did not 
generally “agree” in their results for the same model.

Given results of the kind just summarized, Barrett (2007) suggests a ban on 
approximate fit indexes. Hayduk et al. (2007) argue that thresholds for such indexes are 
so untrustworthy that only model test statistics (and their df and p values) should be 
reported. Relying on thresholds for approximate fit indexes has the consequence that 
they are treated as though they generate two qualitative outcomes, “acceptable” ver-
sus “unacceptable” fit (Markland, 2007). But values of approximate fit indexes reported 
as point estimates (without confidence intervals) ignore (disregard) sampling error, 
and values of these indexes for the same model vary across samples. Others argue that 
approximate fit indexes have a limited role (Mulaik, 2009b), but the consensus is that 
blind reliance on thresholds is no longer up to standard.

RECOMMENdEd aPPROaCh TO FIT EVaLUaTION

The method outlined next calls on researchers to report more specific information about 
model fit than has been true of recent practice. The steps are as follows:

1. If you use a simultaneous estimation method, report the chi- square with its 
degrees of freedom and p value. If the model fails the exact-fit test, then tentatively 
reject the model. Next, diagnose both the magnitude and possible sources of misfit 
(conduct local fit testing). The rationale is to detect statistically significant but slight 
model–data discrepancies that explain the failure. This is most likely to happen in a 
large sample. But if the model passes the exact-fit test, you still have to conduct local 
fit testing. The rationale is to detect model–data discrepancies that are not statistically 
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significant but still great enough to cast doubt on the model. This is most likely in a 
small sample.

2. Report a matrix of residuals, such as correlation residuals, or at least describe 
the pattern of residuals for a big model. This includes the locations of larger residuals 
and their signs. Look for patterns that may be of diagnostic value in understanding how 
the model may be misspecified. Any report of the results without information about the 
residuals is incomplete.

3. If you report values of approximate fit indexes, then include those for the mini-
mal set described next. But do not try to justify retaining the model by depending solely on 
discredited thresholds for such fit statistics. This is especially true if the model failed the 
exact-fit test and the pattern of residuals suggests a particular kind of specification error 
that is not trivial.

4. If you respecify the initial model, then explain the rationale for doing so. You 
should also explain the role that diagnostic statistics, such as residuals, played in the 
respecification. In other words, point out the connection between the numerical results 
for the model, relevant theory, and modifications to the original model. If you retain a 
respecified model that still fails the exact-fit test, then demonstrate that model–data 
discrepancies are truly slight; otherwise, you have failed to show that there is no appre-
ciable covariance evidence against the model.

5. If no model is retained, then your skills as a scholar are needed to explain the 
implications for the theory tested in your analysis. At the end of the day, regardless of 
whether or not you have retained a model, the real honor comes from following to the 
best of your ability a thorough testing process to its logical end. The poet Ralph Waldo 
Emerson put it this way: The reward of a thing well done is to have done it.

Listed next is a minimum set of fit statistics that should be reported whenever it is 
possible to do so. It consists of a model test statistic and three approximate fit indexes:

1. Model chi- square with its degrees of freedom and p value.

2. Steiger– Lind Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA; Steiger, 1990) 
and its 90% confidence interval.

3. Bentler Comparative Fit Index (CFI; Bentler, 1990).

4. Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR).

There are many other approximate fit indexes in SEM—so many that they could not all 
be described here in any real detail. Some older indexes have problems, so it would do 
little good to describe them because I could not recommend their use; see Kaplan (2009, 
chap. 6) or Mulaik (2009b, chap. 15) for more information. Besides, you do not really 
need more than the minimal set just listed, especially if you properly emphasize local fit 
testing over global fit testing.
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MOdEL ChI‑SqUaRE

Depending on the particular SEM computer tool, the model chi- square is calculated in 
one of the two different ways listed next:

 (N – 1) FML or N (FML) (12.1)

where FML is the value of the fit function minimized in ML estimation. In very large sam-
ples, the two products in Equation 12.1 are asymptotic, and, assuming multivariate nor-
mality, both products follow a central chi- square distribution with degrees of freedom 
equal to that of the model, or dfM. For this reason, either expression in Equation 12.1 is 
called the minimum fit function chi- square or the likelihood ratio chi- square. It is 
designated here as M

2c  for the chi- square for the researcher’s model in the ML method. 
The value of M

2c  for a just- identified model generally equals zero, but technically it is not 
defined for models with no degrees of freedom. If M

2c  = 0, the model perfectly fits the 
data (each observed covariance equals its predicted counterpart). If the fit of an over-
identified model that is not correctly specified becomes increasingly worse, the value of 

M
2c  increases, so it is a badness- of-fit statistic.

In large samples and assuming multivariate normality, the hypothesis of exact fit is 
tested by M

2c  for an overidentified model. For a correctly specified model analyzed over 
random samples, the expected value of M

2c  equals that of its degrees of freedom, dfM, 
regardless of the sample size. This means that in about half the random samples drawn 
from a population where the model has perfect fit, M

2c  ≤ dfM. It is also true that in 19 of 
20 random samples the p value for M

2c (dfM) will be ≥ .05 regardless of the sample size. 
Thus, the exact-fit hypothesis will be rejected for correct models in less than 1 out of 20 
samples when testing at the .05 level.

Another way of looking at M
2c  is that it tests the difference in fit between a given 

overidentified model and whatever unspecified model would predict a covariance matrix 
that perfectly corresponds to the data covariance matrix. Suppose for an overidentified 
model that M

2c  > 0 and dfM = 5. Adding five more free parameters to this model would 
make it just- identified— thereby making its covariance implications perfectly match the 
data covariance matrix, even if that model were not correctly specified— and reduce 
both M

2c  and dfM to zero.
Model and data are consistent within the limits of sampling error if the exact-fit 

hypothesis is retained, but whether the model is actually correct is unknown. It could 
be seriously misspecified or it could be one of potentially many other equivalent or 
near- equivalent models that imply covariance matrices identical or very similar to the 
observed data (Hayduk et al., 2007). This is why Markland (2007) cautioned that “even 
a model with a non- significant chi- square test needs to have a serious health warning 
attached to it” (p. 853). One reason is that M

2c  tends to miss a single large covariance 
residual or a pattern of smaller but systematic residuals that indicate a problem with 
the model. Another is that the value of M

2c  is easily reduced by adding free parameters, 
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which generates more complex models. If those parameters are added without justifica-
tion, the resulting overparameterized model may have little scientific value.

The value of M
2c  can also be affected by:

1. Multivariate non- normality. Depending on the pattern and severity of non- 
normality, the value of M

2c  can be either increased so that model fit appears worse than 
it really is or decreased so that model fit looks better than it really is (Hayduk et al., 
2007). This is why it is so important to screen your data for severe non- normality when 
using a normal theory method. You can also report a corrected chi- square that controls 
for non- normality.

2. Correlation size. Bigger correlations among observed variables generally lead 
to higher values of M

2c  for incorrect models. This happens because larger correlations 
allow greater potential discrepancies between observed and predicted correlations (and 
covariances, too).

3. Unique variance. Analyzing variables with high proportions of unique variance— 
which could be due to score unreliability— results in loss of statistical power. This prop-
erty of M

2c  could potentially “reward” the selection of measures with poor psychomet-
rics because low power in accept– support testing favors the researcher’s model. If there 
is low power to detect problems, but the model still fails the chi- square test, then those 
problems may be serious. Thus, the researcher should pay especially careful attention to 
local fit testing in this case.

4. Sample size. For incorrect models that do not imply covariance matrices similar 
to the sample matrix, the value of M

2c  tends to increase along with the sample size. In 
“typical” sample sizes in SEM studies (N = 200–300), failing the chi- square test may sig-
nal a problem serious enough to reject the model. In very large samples, though, much 
smaller model–data discrepancies could lead to rejection of the exact-fit hypothesis, but 
you won’t know whether this is true without inspecting the residuals.

Results of simulation studies by Cheung and Rensvold (2002) and Meade, John-
son, and Braddy (2008) suggest that M

2c  is overly sensitive to sample size when testing 
whether the same factor structure holds across different groups, that is, whether a mea-
surement model is invariant. But values of some approximate fit indexes are less affected 
by sample size. Mooijaart and Satorra (2009) remind us that M

2c  is generally insensi-
tive to the presence of interaction (moderator) effects because the distribution of M

2c  
may not be distorted even when there is severe misspecification of interaction effects. 
Consequently, they cautioned against concluding that if a model with no product terms 
that represent interaction effects passes the chi- square test, then the underlying model 
must truly be without interaction. Approximate fit indexes based on M

2c  would be just 
as insensitive to interaction misspecification.

Because of the increasing power of M
2c  to detect model–data discrepancy with 

increasing sample size, it was once common practice for researchers to (1) ignore a 
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failed chi- square test but then (2) refer to threshold values for approximate fit indexes in 
order to justify retaining the model. Many published models had statistically significant 

M
2c  values, but authors paid little attention to this fact while at the same time they inter-

preted the results of significance tests of individual parameter estimates (Markland, 
2007). This poor practice highlights a weird contradiction where researchers ignore 
covariance evidence against the model (i.e., M

2c ) but then get all excited about z tests of 
individual parameters that are significant. This form of confirmation bias usually favors 
the researcher’s hypotheses (i.e., the model). It is also a form of evidence disrespect that 
fosters the publication of false claims (Hayduk, 2014b).

A brief mention of a statistic known as the normed chi- square is needed mainly 
to discourage you from ever using it. In an attempt to reduce the sensitivity of the 
model chi- square to sample size, some researchers in the past divided this statistic 
by its expected value, or M

2c /dfM, which reduced the value of this ratio for dfM > 1 
compared with M

2c . There are three problems with the normed chi- square: (1) M
2c  

is sensitive to sample size only for incorrect models; (2) dfM has nothing to do with 
sample size; and (3) there were really never any “acceptable” clear-cut guidelines about 
maximum values of the normed chi- square (e.g., < 2.0?—< 3.0?). Because there is little 
statistical or logical foundation for the normed chi- square, it should have no role in 
global fit testing.

Chi‑Squares for Other Estimators

The statistic M
2c  is associated with ML estimation, but model chi- squares have the same 

general form under different methods. For example, the symbol 2
ADFc  designates the 

model chi- square in Browne’s (1984) asymptotically distribution free (ADF) estimator. 
It equals the product of either N – 1 or N and FADF, the value of the fit function mini-
mized in the ADF method. Its degrees of freedom are dfM.

The test statistic in robust maximum likelihood (MLR) is generally the Satorra– 
Bentler scaled chi- square (Satorra & Bentler, 1994), designated as 2

SBc . It is computed 
by applying a scaling correction factor, c, to the unscaled model chi- square. The spe-
cific relation is

 
2

2 M
SB c

c
c =  (12.2)

The value of c reflects the average kurtosis in the raw data. Distributions of 2
SBc  over ran-

dom samples only approximate central chi- square distributions but have asymptotically 
correct means (i.e., the expected value is dfM).

The Satorra– Bentler adjusted chi- square is based on a different scaling correction 
factor such that its distributions more closely follow central chi- square distributions 
with asymptotically correct means and variances. This statistic has an estimated degree 
of freedom that is typically a fractional number (e.g., 15.75) that is used to compute 
the p value. The Satorra– Bentler scaled chi- square is more widely known and reported 
than the adjusted version. Special comment is needed for version 9 of LISREL (Scientific 
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Software International, 2013), which prints up to five different model chi- squares for the 
same model and data—see Appendix 12.A.

RMSEa

The RMSEA, designated here as ê  (lowercase Greek letter epsilon), is an absolute fit 
index scaled as a badness- of-fit statistic where a value of zero indicates the best result. 
It also generally “rewards” models with more degrees of freedom or models analyzed in 
larger samples with lower values of ê . It is usually reported in computer output with the 
90% confidence interval

 L U
ˆ ˆ[ , ]e e  (12.3)

where Lê  is the lower-bound estimate of e, the parameter estimated by ê , and Uê  is the 
upper-bound estimate. If ê  = 0, then Lê  = 0 and the whole interval is a one-sided confi-
dence interval where Uê  > ê . This explains why the confidence level is 90% instead of 
the more typical 95%, the conventional level for two-sided confidence intervals. If ê  > 
0, then Lê  ≥ 0 and the value of ê  does not typically fall at the exact center of interval in 
Equation 12.3.

The model chi- square measures departure from exact or perfect fit, but ê  measures 
departure from close or approximate fit. Thus, ê  = 0 says only that model–data discrep-
ancy fails to exceed the limit of close fit, not that fit is perfect. The limit of close fit is 
defined as follows:

  2
M M M

ˆ max (0, )dfD = c −  (12.4)

which equals the maximum of either zero or the difference between the model chi- 
square and its expected value (i.e., dfM) in a central chi- square distribution that assumes 
perfect fit. If

 M
2c  ≤ dfM

then MD̂  = 0, and there is no departure from close fit; otherwise, MD̂  > 0, which indicates 
that the limit of close fit is exceeded by the amount that the value of M

2c  is greater than 
that of dfM. The term MD̂  estimates the noncentrality parameter DM in the noncentral 
chi- square distribution

 2
M M M( , )dfc D  (12.5)

that describes the distribution of ê  whenever the model does not perfectly fit the popula-
tion covariance matrix (i.e., DM > 0). But if that fit is perfect (i.e., DM = 0), then ê  follows 
a central chi- square distribution with degrees of freedom that equal dfM.
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If MD̂  > 0, then ê  > 0 and the formula is

 M

M

ˆ
ˆ

( 1)df N

D
e =

−
 (12.6)

Note in Equation 12.6 that a greater model degrees of freedom or larger sample size 
reduces the value of ê , but the effect of correcting for dfM diminishes as N becomes 
increasingly large; see Mulaik (2009b, pp. 339–341) for more information. The original 
threshold is from Browne and Cudeck (1993), who suggested that ê  ≤ .05 may indi-
cate “good fit.” But results of computer simulations by Chen, Curran, Bollen, and Pax-
ton (2008) indicated little support for a universal threshold of .05 (or any other value) 
regardless of whether ê  is used alone or jointly with its 90% confidence interval. Browne 
and Cudeck (1993) also suggested that ê  ≥ .10 or so may indicate a serious problem, but 
there is no guarantee. Described in Topic Box 12.1 are options for significance testing 
based on the RMSEA. Some of these tests are part of power analysis in SEM, a topic 
addressed in a later section of this chapter.

TOPIC BOx 12.1

Significance Testing Based on the RMSEa

If the lower bound of the 90% confidence interval equals zero (eLˆ  = 0), the model 
chi- square test will not reject at the .05 level the exact-fit hypothesis

 H0: e0 = 0

The p value for an accept– support test of the exact-fit hypothesis equals that of c2
M 

(dfM) for the same model and data.
Some SEM computer tools also print p values for the test of the close‑fit 

hypothesis, or the one-sided null hypothesis

 H0: e0 ≤ .05

Failure to reject the close-fit hypothesis, such as e ≤0 .05p  = .15 when a = .05, supports 
the researcher’s model; otherwise, a model could fail the more stringent exact-fit test 
but pass the less demanding close-fit test. Hayduk, Pazderka- Robinson, Cummings, 
Levers, and Beres (2005) describe such models as close‑yet‑ failing models. 
Passing the close-fit test does not justify ignoring a failed exact-fit test. As noted by 
Hayduk (2014a, p. 920), “close fit, or a small amount of covariance ill fit, does not 
confidently report that the model is close to being properly causally specified” for 
the reasons explained in the chapter.
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The not‑close‑fit hypothesis is an inversion of the close-fit hypothesis. It is 
expressed as

 H0: e0 ≥ .05

If the upper bound of the 90% confidence interval is less than .05 (eUˆ  < .05), then 
the hypothesis of not close fit is rejected, which supports the researcher’s model. 
This means that (1) the test of the not-close-fit hypothesis is a reject– support test, and 
(2) low power works against the researcher’s model. Greater power here implies 
a higher probability of detecting a reasonably correct model, or at least one that 
predicts a covariance matrix that approximates the sample data matrix within the 
limits of close fit.

If the upper bound of the 90% confidence interval equals or exceeds a value 
that might indicate “poor fit,” such as eUˆ  ≥ .10, then the model may warrant less 
confidence. For example, the test of the poor‑fit hypothesis

 H0: e0 ≥ 10

is a reject– support test of whether the researcher’s model is just as bad as or even 
worse than a poor- fitting population model. The test of the poor-fit hypothesis can 
serve as a kind of reality check against the test of the close-fit hypothesis. The 
tougher exact-fit test can serve this purpose, too.

Do not expect results for these various significance tests to be consistent for the 
same model and data. Based on the results listed next for the detailed example (see 
Table 12.1),

 c2
M(5) = 11.107, p = 0.049

 ê  = .057, 90% CI [.003, .103], e ≤0 .05p  = .336

we can say for the .05 level that the recursive model of illness in Figure 7.5

1. fails the exact-fit test because p < .05 and eLˆ  > 0;

2. passes the close-fit test because e ≤0 .05p  > .05;

3. fails the not-close-fit test because eUˆ  > .05; and

4. fails the poor-fit test because eUˆ  > .10.

The only way to resolve these apparent contradictions in significance testing is to 
consider the entire 90% confidence interval, which says for this example that the 
point estimate of ê  = .057 is so imprecise that it is just as consistent with the close-fit 
hypothesis as it is with the poor-fit hypothesis. A larger sample may be needed to 
obtain more precise results.
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Limitations of the RMSEA are summarized next:

1. Interpretation of ê  (and the lower and upper bounds of its confidence interval) 
relative to thresholds requires that it follows noncentral chi- square distributions. There 
is evidence that casts doubt on this assumption. Olsson, Foss, and Breivik (2004) found 
in computer simulation studies that empirical distributions of ê  for smaller models with 
relatively less specification error generally followed noncentral chi- square distributions. 
Otherwise, the empirical distributions did not typically follow noncentral chi- square 
distributions, especially for models with more specification error. These results and 
others (Chen et al., 2008; Yuan, 2005; Yuan, Hayashi, & Bentler, 2007) question the 
generality of thresholds for the RMSEA.

2. Nevitt and Hancock (2000) evaluated in Monte Carlo studies the performance 
of robust forms of the RMSEA corrected for non- normality, one of which is based on 
the Satorra– Bentler scaled chi- square. Under conditions of non- normality, this robust 
RMSEA statistic generally outperformed the uncorrected version (Equation 12.6).

3. Breivik and Olsson (2001) found in simulation studies that the RMSEA tends 
to impose a harsher penalty on smaller models with relatively few variables. This is 
because smaller models may have relatively few degrees of freedom, but larger models 
have more “room” for higher dfM values.

CFI

The Bentler CFI is an incremental fit index that is also a goodness- of-fit statistic. It 
values range from 0 to 1.0 where 1.0 is the best result. The CFI compares the amount 
of departure from close fit for the researcher’s model against that of the independence 
(null) model. For models where M

2c  ≤ dfM (i.e., MD̂  = 0), then CFI = 1.0 (no departure 
from close fit); otherwise, the formula is

 M

B

ˆ
CFI 1 ˆ

D
= −

D
 (12.7)

where BD̂  is defined for baseline model as

 2
B B B

ˆ max (0, )dfD = c −  (12.8)

where B
2c  and dfB are, respectively, the chi- square and degrees of freedom for the baseline 

model. The value of B
2c  is often relatively large, and the pattern B

2c  ≤ dfB is not usually 
seen in real data. The result CFI = .90, for example, says that the fit of the researcher’s 
model is about .90, or 90% better than that of the baseline model.

The CFI is a rescaled version of the Relative Noncentrality Index (McDonald & 
Marsh, 1990), the values of which can fall outside the 0–1.0 range. A related statistic is 
the Tucker–Lewis index (TLI; Tucker & Lewis, 1973), also called the non- normed fit 
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index (NNFI; Bentler & Bonett, 1980). It controls for dfM from the researcher’s model 
and also for dfB from the baseline model. Values of the NNFI can also exceed 1.0. The 
TLI/NNFI imposes a greater relative penalty for model complexity than the CFI, but 
only one of these two fit statistics should be reported because their values are highly 
correlated (Kenny, 2014a).

All incremental fit indexes have been criticized when the baseline model is the inde-
pendence or null model, which is almost always true. The assumption of zero covari-
ances is improbable in many, if not most, studies. It is possible to specify a different, 
more plausible baseline model than the independence model. For example, Widaman 
and Thompson (2003) describe a longitudinal independence model for panel designs 
with repeated measures. In this baseline model, all covariances are fixed to zero, but the 
means and variances of repeated measures variables at time 1 are constrained to equal 
their counterparts at time 2 (and at time 3, and so on). If observed means or variances 
change appreciably over time, there is more potential information to be extracted by 
the researcher’s model. But if variances and means do not change much, there is less 
information to be recovered by the researcher’s model (Little, 2013). Calculation of the 
CFI for a “special” baseline model (i.e., not the default null model) is accomplished by 
specifying that model in program syntax, fitting it to the data matrix, then recording the 
values of the model’s chi- square and degrees of freedom, and next computing the value 
of the CFI by hand (Equation 12.7).

Hu and Bentler (1999) suggested using the CFI together with an index based on the 
correlation residuals described next, the SRMR. Their rationale was that the CFI seemed 
to be most sensitive to misspecified pattern coefficients, whereas the SRMR seemed to 
be most sensitive to misspecified factor covariances when testing CFA measurement 
models. Their combination rule for concluding “acceptable fit” based on these indexes 
was CFI ≥ .95 and SRMR ≤ .08. This combination rule was not supported in Monte Carlo 
studies by Fan and Sivo (2005), who suggested that the original Hu and Bentler (1999) 
findings about the CFI and SRMR for factor analysis models were artifacts. Results of 
other simulation studies also do not support the respective thresholds just listed (Yuan, 
2005).

SRMR

The SRMR is an absolute fit index that is a badness- of-fit statistic. It is a standardized ver-
sion of the root mean square residual (RMR), which is a measure of the mean absolute 
covariance residual. Perfect model fit is indicated by RMR = 0, and increasingly higher 
values indicate worse fit. A problem with the RMR is that because it is computed with 
unstandardized variables, its value and range depend on the metrics of the observed 
variables. If these metrics are all different, it can be difficult to interpret a given value of 
the RMR. The SRMR is computed as the square root of the average squared covariance 
residual in a standardized metric. It is thus a measure of the mean absolute correlation 
residual, the overall difference between the observed and predicted correlations. Values 
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of SRMR > .10 may indicate poor fit, but the matrix of correlation residuals should be 
inspected in any event.

TIPS FOR INSPECTING RESIdUaLS

Correlation residuals are easier to interpret than covariance residuals, and absolute cor-
relation residuals > .10 deserve special attention as possible evidence for poor local fit. 
But you should know that there is actually no dependable or trustworthy connection 
between the size of the residuals and the type or degree of model misspecification. For 
example, the degree of misspecification indicated by a low correlation residual may be 
slight and yet may be severe.

One reason is that values of residuals and other diagnostic statistics, including 
modification indexes (described later), are themselves affected by misspecification. An 
analogy in medicine would be a diagnostic test for some disease that is less accurate 
in patients who actually have that disease. This problem in SEM is a consequence of 
error propagation when some parts of the model are incorrectly specified. This problem 
may be even greater when the estimation method is simultaneous (e.g., ML) rather than 
single equation (e.g., 2SLS). But we do not generally know in advance which parts of the 
model are incorrect, so it can be difficult to understand exactly what the residuals are 
telling us.

Inspecting the pattern of residuals can sometimes be helpful. Suppose that a pair of 
variables X and Y where rXY > 0 are connected by indirect pathways only in a structural 
model. The residual for that pair is positive, which says that the model underpredicts 
their observed association. In this case, the hypothesis of no direct effect between X and 
Y may be cast in doubt, and a possible respecification is to add a direct effect between 
them. Another possibility consistent with the same positive residual is to specify a dis-
turbance correlation. But just which type of effect to add to the model (  vs. ) or 
their directionalities (e.g., X causes Y vs. Y causes X) are not things that residuals can tell 
you. Just as there is no magic in fit statistics, there is also none in diagnostic statistics, 
at least none that would relieve researchers from the burden of having to think long and 
hard about respecification.

GLOBaL FIT STaTISTICS FOR ThE dETaILEd ExaMPLE

Reported in Table 12.1 are values of global fit statistics computed by LISREL (Scientific 
Software International, 2013) under default ML estimation for the recursive path model 
of illness described in the previous chapter (see also Figure 7.5 and Table 4.2). The 
sample size is N = 373, and the value of the minimized fit function is FML = .0297787. The 
chi- square in LISREL is computed as

 M
2c (5) = 373 (.0297787) = 11.107, p = .049
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The LISREL program also printed the chi- square under Browne’s (1984) ADF estimator 
that assumes normality:

 2
ADFc (5) = 11.103, p = .049

Values of the two test statistics just listed are essentially identical. The model just fails 
the exact-fit test at the .05 level (p = .049), but it passes the less demanding close-fit test 
at the same level because e ≤0 .05p  = .336 (see Table 12.1).

Values of approximate fit indexes in Table 12.1 also suggest a mixed picture. The 
value of the RMSEA is .057, which does not seem terrible, but the upper bound of its 90% 
confidence interval, .103, is so high that the poor-fit hypothesis cannot be rejected. The 
fit of the analyzed path model (Figure 7.5) is about 96.2% better than that of the inde-
pendence model (CFI = .962), which in LISREL assumes zero population covariances for 
all pairs of measured variables. Neither the value of the CFI nor that of the SRMR, which 
equals .051 (see the table), indicates a glaring problem. Exercises 1–3 ask you to calcu-
late some of the results in Table 12.1, and for Exercise 4 you should rerun the analysis 
but specify a larger sample size (N = 5,000) in order to observe the effect of increasing 
just the sample size on values of global fit statistics.

In Chapter 11, we conducted local fit testing for the same model and data, including 
examination of the residuals (see Tables 11.1, 11.8). Thus, we already know the specific 

TaBLE 12.1. Values of Fit Statistics 
for a Recursive Path Model of Illness

N 373

FML .0297787

dfM 5

Model test statistics

Mc2 11.107, p = .049

Normal theory ADFc2 11.103, p = 049

e ≤0 .05p .336

Approximate fit indexes

RMSEA [90% CI] .057 [.003, .103]

CFI .962

SRMR .051

Independence model

Bc2 172.289

dfB 10

Note. CI, confidence interval. All results were com-
puted by LISREL.
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nature of fit problems, including the fact that the model poorly explains the observed 
association between fitness and stress, among other problems. Values of some global fit 
statistics in Table 12.1 signal poor average fit (e.g., M

2c , Uê ), but not others (e.g., ê , CFI, 
SRMR). This example illustrates why local fit testing is so crucial in SEM.

TESTING hIERaRChICaL MOdELS

Next we consider how to test hypotheses about hierarchical (nested) models with the 
same data. Two models are hierarchical or nested if one is a proper subset of the other. 
For example, if a free parameter is dropped from model 1 (i.e., the parameter is replaced 
with a fixed value that is usually zero) to form model 2, the two models are hierarchi-
cally related (model 2 is nested under model 1). This is the most frequent context for 
model comparison in SEM.

Model Trimming and Building

Hierarchical models are compared in one of two different ways. In model trimming, the 
researcher begins with a more complicated model and then simplifies it by eliminating 
free parameters (paths). This is done by specifying that at least one path that was previ-
ously a freely estimated parameter is now constrained to equal zero. The starting point 
for model building is a simpler model to which paths are added (i.e., the initial model 
must be overidentified). Typically, at least one previously fixed-to-zero path is specified 
as a free parameter. As a model is trimmed, its overall fit to the data usually becomes 
worse ( M

2c  increases); similarly, model fit generally improves as paths are added ( M
2c  

decreases). The goal of both trimming and building is to find the model that has a prop-
erly specified covariance structure and is theoretically justifiable.

Models can be trimmed or built according to one of two different standards, theo-
retical or empirical. The first represents tests of specific, a priori hypotheses. Suppose 
that a path model contains the paths

 X  Y2 and X  Y1  Y2

If the researcher believes that the effect of X on Y2 is purely indirect through Y1, then 
he or she can test this hypothesis by constraining the coefficient for the path X  Y2 
to zero. If the fit of the model so constrained is not appreciably worse than the one 
with X  Y2 as a free parameter, the hypothesis about a purely indirect effect is sup-
ported, assuming that the corresponding directionality specifications are correct. The 
main point, however, is that respecification of a model to test hierarchical versions of it 
is guided by specific hypotheses.

This is not the case for empirically based respecification, in which free parameters 
are deleted or added according to statistical criteria. For example, if the sole basis for 
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trimming paths is that their coefficients are not statistically significant, then respecifi-
cation is guided by purely empirical considerations. The distinction between theoreti-
cally or empirically based respecification has implications for interpreting the results 
of model trimming or building, which are considered after a model comparison test 
statistic is introduced.

Chi‑Square difference Test

The chi- square difference statistic, D
2c , can be used to test the statistical significance of 

the decrement in overall fit as free parameters are eliminated in model trimming or the 
improvement in fit as free parameters are added in model building. As its name suggests, 

D
2c  is simply the difference between the M

2c  values of two hierarchical models estimated 
with the same data. Its degrees of freedom, dfD, equal the difference between the two 
respective values of dfM. The D

2c  statistic tests the equal-fit hypothesis for two hierar-
chical models; specifically, smaller values of D

2c  lead to the failure to reject the equal-fit 
hypothesis, but larger values result in its rejection.

In model trimming, rejection of the equal-fit hypothesis suggests that the model 
has been simplified too much. But the same result in model building supports retention 
of the path that was just added. Ideally, the more complex of the two models compared 
with D

2c  should fit the data reasonably well; if not, it makes little sense to compare the 
relative fit of two nested models, neither of which adequately explains the data.

Suppose for an overidentified model that

 M1
2c (5) = 18.30

A direct effect is added to the model (dfM is reduced by 1), and the result is

 M2
2c (4) = 9.10

Given both results,

 dfD = 5 – 4 = 1

 D
2c (1) = 18.30 – 9.10 = 9.20, p = .002

which says that the overall fit of the new model with an additional path (M2) is statisti-
cally better than that of the original model (M1) at the .05 level. In this example, the chi- 
square difference test is univariate because it concerned a single path (dfD = 1). When 
two hierarchical models that differ by two or more paths are compared (dfD ≥ 2), the 
chi- square difference test is a multivariate test of all added (or deleted) paths together. If 
p < .05 for D

2c  in this case, at least one of the paths may be statistically significant at the 
.05 level if tested individually, but this is not guaranteed.
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TOPIC BOx 12.2

Scaled Chi‑ Square difference Tests

The Satorra and Bentler (2001) method calculates by hand a scaled chi- square 
difference statistic when comparing two hierarchical models in MLR estimation. It is 
assumed next that model 1 is simpler than model 2 (i.e., dfM1 > dfM2), the unscaled 
test statistics are the ML chi- squares, c2

M (Equation 12.1), and the scaled test statis-
tics are the Satorra– Bentler scaled chi- squares, c2

SB (Equation 12.2):

1. Calculate the unscaled chi- square difference statistic and its degrees of 
freedom in the usual way, that is:

 c2
D = c2

M1 – c2
M2 and dfD = dfM1 – dfM2

2. Recover the scaling correction factor, c, for each model, as follows:

 
c

=
c

2
M1

1 2
SB1

c  and 
c

=
c

2
M2

2 2
SB2

c  (12.9)

3. Calculate the scaled chi- square difference statistic c2
Dˆ , as follows:

 c
c =

−

2
2 D
D

1 M1 2 M2 D

ˆ
( ) /c df c df df

 (12.10)

where the probability for c2
Dˆ (dfD) in a central chi- square distribution is the p value 

for the scaled chi- square difference test.
The “difftest” option in Mplus automatically computes values of scaled chi- 

square difference statistics. The freely available program SBDIFF.ExE by Crawford 
(2007) for Windows platform computers is another option. There is also a calcu-
lating webpage for the scaled chi- square difference test.* It can happen in small 
samples or when the simpler model is very wrong that the denominator in Equation 
12.10 is < 0, which invalidates the test. Satorra and Bentler (2010) described a 
new scaled chi- square difference test that avoids negative values, but it requires 
information that is not in standard output from SEM computer programs. Bryant and 
Satorra (2012) provide syntax for EQS, Mplus, and LISREL 8 for implementing the 
new difference test. A Microsoft Excel spreadsheet by Bryant and Satorra (2013) 
that automatically calculates the new test for EQS, Mplus, and LISREL 8-9 can be 
freely downloaded.

*www.uoguelph.ca/~scolwell/difftest.html
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Note that the difference between the Satorra– Bentler scaled chi- squares of two 
hierarchical models cannot generally be interpreted as a statistic that tests the equal-
fit hypothesis. This is because such differences do not follow chi- square distributions. 
Described in Topic Box 12.2 are methods to calculate a scaled chi- square difference 
statistic, which follows approximate chi- square distributions. Exercise 5 asks you to 
conduct the scaled chi- square difference test for a pair of hierarchical models. The 
researcher in robust estimation can always compare the relative fit for two hierarchi-
cal models, each fitted to the same data based on each model’s set of approximate fit 
indexes (RMSEA, CFI, SRMR, etc.), but these comparisons are not significance tests. If 
the simpler model has obviously worse correspondence with the data based on values of 
approximate fit indexes, the more complex model would be preferred. This assumes that 
the fit of the more complex model is acceptable based on local fit testing.

Empirical versus Theoretical Respecification

The interpretation of D
2c  as a test statistic depends in part on whether the new model is 

derived empirically or theoretically. For example, if individual paths that are not statisti-
cally significant are dropped from the model, it is likely that D

2c  will not be statistically 
significant. But if the deleted path is also predicted in advance to be zero, then D

2c  is of 
utmost interest. If respecification is driven entirely by empirical criteria such as statisti-
cal significance, the researcher should worry—a lot, actually— about capitalization on 
chance. This is because a path coefficient may be significant due only to chance varia-
tion, and its inclusion in the model would be akin to a Type I error. Similarly, a path 
coefficient that corresponds to a true nonzero causal effect may not be significant, and 
its exclusion from the model would be essentially a Type II error. A buffer against the 
problem of sample- specific results, though, has a greater role for theory in respecifica-
tion.

The issue of capitalization on chance is especially relevant when the researcher 
uses an “automatic modification” option available in some computer tools such as LIS-
REL. These wholly exploratory procedures drop or add paths according to empirical 
criteria such as statistical significance at the .05 level of a modification index, which 
is calculated for every path that is fixed to zero. A modification index is actually a uni-
variate Lagrange Multiplier (LM) (after the Italian mathematician and astronomer J.-L. 
Lagrange), which is expressed as a chi- square statistic with a single degree of freedom, 
or c2(1). It approximates the amount by which M

2c  would decrease if a particular fixed-
to-zero parameter were freely estimated; that is, a modification index estimates D

2c  (1) for 
adding a single path. Thus, the greater the value of a modification index, the better the 
predicted improvement in overall fit if that path were added to the model. Similarly, a 
multivariate LM estimates the effect of allowing a set of constrained- to-zero parameters 
to be freely estimated. Some computer programs, such as Amos and EQS, allow the user 
to generate modification indexes for specific parameters, which lends a more a priori 
sense to this statistic.
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Note three cautions about modification indexes:

1. The computer may print the value of a modification index for an “illegal” param-
eter, such as a covariance between a measured exogenous variable and a distur-
bance. If you actually tried to add that parameter, the analysis would fail.

2. Modification indexes may be printed for parameters that, if actually added to 
the model, would make the respecified model nonidentified.

3. Each individual modification index assumes that the model is correctly speci-
fied, except for the fixed-to-zero parameter associated with that index. These 
assumptions are actually contradictory over a whole set of modification indexes 
for the same model.

The first and second cautions just listed are explained by the fact that modification 
indexes merely estimate D

2c (1) values. These estimates are not derived by the computer 
actually adding the parameter to the model and rerunning the analysis. Instead, the 
computer uses a shortcut method based on linear algebra that “guesses” at the value 
of D

2c (1), given the covariance matrix and estimates for the more restricted (original) 
model.

The Wald W statistic (after mathematician Abraham Wald) is used in model 
trimming. A univariate Wald W estimates the amount by which the overall M

2c  would 
increase if a particular freely estimated parameter were fixed to zero (trimmed); that is, 
a univariate Wald W estimates D

2c (1) for dropping the path. A value of a univariate Wald 
W that is not statistically significant at, say, the .05 level predicts a decrement in overall 
model fit that is not significant at the same level. Model trimming that is empirically 
based would thus delete paths with Wald W statistics that are not significant, but actu-
ally doing so just capitalizes on chance. A multivariate Wald W approximates the value 
of D

2c  for trimming two or more paths from the model.
All the test statistics just described are sensitive to sample size. Accordingly, even 

a trivial change in overall model fit due to adding or dropping a free parameter could 
be statistically significant in a very large sample. In addition to noting the statistical 
significance of a modification index, the researcher should also consider the absolute 
magnitude of the change in the coefficient for the parameter if it is allowed to be freely 
estimated, or the expected parameter change. If the expected change (i.e., from zero) is 
small, the statistical significance of the modification index may reflect more the sample 
size than it does the magnitude of the corresponding effect (Kaplan, 2009, pp. 124–126).

Specification Searches

Results of two early computer simulation studies of specification searches by Mac-
Callum (1986) and Silvia and MacCallum (1988) are eye opening. They took known 
structural equation models, imposed specification errors on them, and evaluated the 
erroneous models using data generated from populations in which the known mod-
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els were true. In MacCallum’s (1986) study, models were respecified using empirically 
based methods, such as modification indexes. Most of the time the changes suggested by 
empirically based methods were wrong, which means that they typically did not recover 
the true model. This pattern was even more apparent for small samples (e.g., N = 100). It 
is not hard to figure out why: Purely empirical respecification chases sampling error and 
accordingly changes the model, but covariance patterns in one sample do not precisely 
mimic those in the population. Silvia and MacCallum (1988) followed a similar proce-
dure except that the application of automatic modification was guided by theory, which 
improved the chances of recovering the true model. The lesson of these studies is clear: 
Learn from your data, but your data should not be your teacher.

Marcoulides and Ing (2012) describe automated, yet “intelligent,” specification 
search methods based on heuristics that try to optimize respecification compared with 
“dumb” specification searches (e.g., automatic modification based on LM statistics). 
These algorithms are based on principles of data mining or machine learning. For exam-
ple, genetic search methods evaluate models through successive “generations” from par-
ent to child model. Ant colony optimization methods aim to maximize fit by converging 
on the correct model in ways that mimic how ants forage for food by accumulating 
pheromones on the shortest route, stimulating other ants to take the same path. These 
methods tend to work best in very large data sets that allow the possibility for replica-
tion. They also perform better when guided by good hypotheses about presumed causes. 
These kinds of algorithms are not yet implemented in SEM computer programs, but I 
am skeptical of any specification search method, “intelligent” or otherwise, that is not 
guided by reason.

Example of Model Building

Recall that the recursive path model of illness for the detailed example (Figure 7.5) does 
not have acceptable fit (e.g., Tables 11.8, 12.1). Reported in Table 12.2 from the LISREL 
analysis are values of modification indexes for all paths that could be added to the origi-
nal model, yet remain recursive. Also reported in the table for each path is D

2c (1), or the 
actual reduction in the model chi- square after each path is individually added to the 
original model. Although modification indexes only estimate the corresponding D

2c (1) 
values, that approximation for this example is close.

Note in Table 12.2 that the modification indexes for three omitted paths,

 Stress  Fitness Fitness  Stress and DFi  DSt

are each significant at the .05 level. The values of these indexes for two of these paths, 
from stress to fitness and the reverse, are similar, respectively, 5.357 and 5.096 (see the 
table). The addition of either path to the model would result in about the same expected 
decrease in M

2c  for the respecified models. A different respecification that would reduce 

M
2c  by a smaller amount (3.896) is to allow the disturbances of fitness and stress to 

covary.
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Now, which respecified model just mentioned is correct— if any? It does make sense 
that fitness could affect the experience of stress: People who are in better physical shape 
may better withstand stress (Fitness  Stress). But is it not also plausible that stress 
could affect measured fitness (Stress  Fitness), or that fitness and stress may have 
common unmeasured causes (correlated disturbances)? Without theory as a guide, there 
is no way to select among the three alternative respecifications (among others). None of 
the remaining modification indexes in Table 12.2 is statistically significant. They were 
all calculated for respecified models with no additional paths between fitness and stress, 
but the omission of a path between these variables could be a specification error. This 
is a limitation of any modification index: Specification errors elsewhere in the model 
could affect its accuracy. (The same is true of covariance, correlation, standardized, and 
normalized residuals.)

COMPaRING NONhIERaRChICaL MOdELS

Sometimes researchers compare alternative models based on the same variables and fit-
ted to the same data matrix that are not hierarchically related.1 The values of M

2c  from 
two nonhierarchical models can be informally compared, but the difference between 
them cannot be interpreted as a test statistic; namely, the chi- square difference test 
(unscaled or scaled) does not apply. This is where the family of predictive fit indexes 
comes in handy.

Perhaps the best known statistic in this category under ML estimation is the 
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1974). It is based on an information the-

1 It is also theoretically possible to compare nonhierarchical models based on different subsets of variables 
measured in the same sample, but such comparisons become less and less meaningful as the common set of 
variables gets smaller to the point where no variables are shared.

TaBLE 12.2. Modification Indexes and actual Chi‑Square 
difference Statistics for a Recursive Path Model of Illness

Path MI p D
2c (1)

Stress  Fitness 5.357 .021 5.424

Fitness  Stress 5.096 .024 5.170

DFi  DSt 3.896 .048 3.972

Hardiness  Fitness 2.931 .087 2.950

Hardiness  Illness 2.459 .117 2.477

Exercise  Stress 1.273 .259 1.278

Exercise  Illness  .576 .448  .578

Note. MI, modification index. All results were computed by LISREL.
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ory approach to data analysis that combines statistical estimation and model selection 
in a single framework. It also controls for dfM in that it may favor simpler models. 
Confusingly, two different formulas for the AIC are presented in the SEM literature. 
The first is

 AIC1 = M
2c  +	2q  (12.11)

where q is the number of free model parameters. Equation 12.11 thus increases the model 
chi- square by a factor of twice the number of freely estimated parameters. The second 
formula is

 AIC2 = M
2c  –	2dfM (12.12)

which decreases the model chi- square by a factor of twice the model degrees of freedom. 
Although the two formulas are different, the key is that the relative change in the AIC 
is the same in both versions, and this change is a function of model complexity. Note 
that the relative correction for complexity of the AIC becomes smaller and smaller as the 
sample size increases.

A predictive fit index that takes more direct account of sample size is the Bayes 
Information Criterion (BIC) (Raftery, 1995). The formula is

 BIC = M
2c  +	q ln (N) (12.13)

where q is the number of free parameters and ln (N) is the natural logarithm (base e, 
approximately 2.7183) of the sample size. The AIC and BIC are generally used to select 
among competing nonhierarchical models; specifically, the model with the smallest 
value of the particular predictive fit index is chosen as the one most likely to replicate. 
This model has relatively better fit and fewer free parameters than competing models. 
More complex models with comparable overall fit may be less likely to replicate owing 
to greater capitalization on chance. An example follows.

Presented in Figure 12.1 are two different recursive path models of recovery after 
cardiac surgery evaluated by Romney, Jenkins, and Bynner (1992). The psychosomatic 
model of Figure 12.1(a) represents the hypothesis that patient morale transmits the 
effects of neurological dysfunction and diminished socioeconomic status (SES) on phys-
ical symptoms and social relationships. The conventional medical model of Figure 12.1(b) 
represents a different pattern of causal relations among the same variables. Reported 
in Table 12.3 are the correlations among the observed variables for a sample of 469 
patients. Unfortunately, Romney et al. (1992) did not report standard deviations, and the 
analysis of a correlation matrix with default ML estimation is not recommended. I used 
the SEPATH module of STATISTICA Advanced (StatSoft, 2013) to fit each model to the 
correlation matrix in Table 12.3 using the method of constrained ML estimation. Both 
analyses converged to admissible solutions.
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(b)  Conventional medical model 
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Symptoms 
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Dysfunction 

(a)  Psychosomatic model 
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FIGURE 12.1. Alternative nonhierarchical recursive path models of adjustment after cardiac 
surgery.

TaBLE 12.3. Input data (Correlations) for analysis of Nonhierarchical 
Recursive Path Models of Recovery after Cardiac Surgery

Variable 1 2 3 4 5

1. Low Morale 1.00

2. Illness Symptoms  .53 1.00

3. Neurological Dysfunction  .15  .18 1.00

4. Poor Relationships  .52  .29 –.05 1.00

5. Diminished SES  .30  .34  .23  .09 1.00

Note. These data are from Romney et al. (1992); N = 469.
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Values of selected fit statistics for the two alternative Romney et al. (1992) path 
models are reported in Table 12.4. It is no surprise that the global fit of the more com-
plex conventional medical model (dfM = 3) is better than that of the simpler psychosomatic 
model (dfM = 5). But the fit advantage of the more complex model is enough to offset the 
penalty for having more free parameters imposed by AIC1 and also the penalty weighted 
by a factor of the sample size levied by the BIC. For example, AIC1 = 27.238 for the con-
ventional medical model, but for the psychosomatic model, AIC1 = 60.402 (see the table). 
Exercise 6 asks you to verify these results, which altogether say that the conventional 
medical model is preferred.

Results of computer simulations by Preacher and Merkle (2012) indicate that model 
selection decisions based on the BIC are subject to sampling error— perhaps so much so 
that claims of model superiority may not hold up. (This caution also applies to the AIC 
and related information criteria.) One reason is that unlike most statistics, variation in 
the BIC actually increases with sample size. This is because values of the M

2c  component 
of the BIC increase with sample size for false models that are not just- identified. Also, 
model selection uncertainty, or sampling variations in the rank order of models based 
on BIC values, did not generally decrease with increasing sample size. Within all sam-
ple sizes studied by Preacher and Merkle (2012) (N = 80 – 5,000), there was consider-
able variation in model rankings. Their results suggest that caution should be exercised 
about declaring a particular model selected by the BIC or other predictive fit indexes as 
the clear “winner” over rival models.

TaBLE 12.4. Values of Selected Fit Statistics for Two 
Nonhierarchical Recursive Path Models of adjustment 
after Cardiac Surgery

Statistic

Model

Psychosomatic model 
(Figure 12.1(a))

Conventional medical model 
(Figure 12.1(b))

Mc2 40.402 3.238

dfM 5 3

p < .001 .356

q 10 12

AIC1 60.402 27.238

BIC 101.908 77.045

RMSEA [90% CI] .120 [.086, .156] .016 [0, .080]

CFI .913 .999

SRMR .065 .016

Note. q, number of free parameters; CI, confidence interval. All results except AIC1 
and BIC were computed by SEPATH in STATISTICA.
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POWER aNaLySIS

Researchers can estimate statistical power at one of two different levels in SEM. The first 
concerns the power to detect an individual effect (parameter). A method for estimating 
the power of single-df tests is described by Saris and Satorra (1993). A drawback of this 
method is that it must be repeated for every individual parameter for which an estimate 
of power is desired. A more contemporary option is to use a Monte Carlo method such 
as the ones implemented in Mplus, EQS, or PRELIS of LISREL, which estimates the pro-
portion of generated samples where the null hypothesis that some parameter of interest 
is zero is correctly rejected (Bandalos & Leite, 2013). An alternative in a simulation is to 
estimate the minimum sample sizes needed in order to attain power levels that equal or 
exceed a target value.

An approach to power analysis at the model level by MacCallum, Browne, and Suga-
wara (1996) and Hancock and Freeman (2001) is based on the RMSEA and noncentral 
chi- square distributions for tests of the exact-fit hypothesis (e0 = 0), the close-fit hypoth-
esis (e0 ≤ .05), and the not-close-fit hypothesis (e0 ≥ .05) (Topic Box 12.1). The analysis 
for any of the null hypotheses just listed is conducted by specifying N, a, dfM, and a suit-
able value of e under the alternative hypothesis, or e1. For example, e1 could be specified 
for the close-fit hypothesis as .08, which exceeds the threshold of .05 for “close fit” but 
not the threshold of .10 for “poor fit.” For the not-close-fit hypothesis, e1 could be speci-
fied as .01, a value that represents even better approximate fit than e1 = .05. A variation 
is to determine the minimum sample size needed to reach a target level of power, given 
a, dfM, e0, and e1. (Recall the earlier discussion about whether thresholds for the RMSEA 
are meaningful.)

Estimated power or minimum samples sizes can be obtained by consulting special 
tables in MacCallum et al. (1996) or Hancock and Freeman (2001) for the not-close-
fit hypothesis or through the use of a computer tool. In an appendix,  MacCallum et 
al. (1996) gives SAS/STAT syntax for power analysis based on the methods just out-
lined. Friendly (2009) describes the csmpower macro for SAS/STAT that carries out 
a MacCallum– Browne– Sugawara power analysis that can be freely downloaded.2 A 
webpage by Preacher and Coffman (2006) generates R code that conducts the same 
type of model-level power analysis, calculates the minimum N needed to obtain a target 
level of power, and estimates power for testing differences between two nested models.3 
Another webpage by Gnambs (2013) generates syntax for R and SPSS for power analysis 
based on the RMSEA and other approximate fit indexes.4 The semTools package for 
R (Pornprasertmanit, Miller, Schoemann, Rosseel, et al., 2014) can also estimate power 
based on the RMSEA for both the close fit and not-close-fit hypotheses.

Another option is the Power Analysis module by J. Steiger in STATISTICA Advanced, 
which can estimate power for structural equation models over ranges of e1 (with e0 

2 www.datavis.ca/sasmac/csmpower.html
3 www.quantpsy.org/rmsea/rmsea.htm
4 http://timo.gnambs.at/en/scripts/powerforsem
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fixed to its specified value), a, dfM, and N. The Power Analysis module also allows the 
researcher to specify the values of both e0 and e1. This feature is handy if there are theo-
retical reasons not to use the values of these parameters suggested by MacCallum et 
al. (1996). The ability to generate and inspect power curves as functions of sample size 
and other assumptions is useful for planning a study, especially when granting agencies 
demand a priori power estimates.

I used the Power Analysis module in STATISTICA (StatSoft, 2013) to estimate 
power for tests of both the close-fit hypothesis and the not-close-fit hypothesis for the 
recursive path model of illness (Figure 7.5) for the original sample size, N = 373. Also 
estimated for this model are the minimum sample sizes needed in order to attain a target 
level of power ≥ .80 for each of the two preceding hypotheses. The results are summa-
rized in Table 12.5. The estimated power for the test of the close-fit hypothesis for the 
original sample size is .317. If this model actually does not have close fit in the popula-
tion, then the estimated probability that we can reject this incorrect model is just greater 
than 30%, given the other assumptions for this analysis (see the table). For the same 
model, the estimated power for the test of the not-close-fit hypothesis for the original 
sample size is .229, so there is only about a 23% chance of detecting a model with “good” 
approximate fit in the population. The minimum sample sizes needed in order for power 
to be at least .80 for tests of the close-fit hypothesis and the not-close-fit hypothesis are, 
respectively, 1,465 and 1,220 cases. Presented in Figure 12.2 is the curve for the analysis 
just described that shows the relation between sample size and power for the test of the 
close-fit hypothesis for this example.

These results reflect a general trend that power at the model level may be low when 
there are few degrees of freedom (here, dfM = 5), even for a sample size that is large 
enough (N = 373) for reasonable statistical precision of the parameter estimates. For 
models with only one or two degrees of freedom, sample sizes in the thousands may 
be required in order for power to be ≥ .80 (MacCallum et al., 1996, p. 144). Sample 

TaBLE 12.5. Power analysis Results 
for a Recursive Path Model of Illness

Power at N = 373

Close fita  .317

Not close fitb  .229

Minimum N for power ≥ .80c

Close fit 1,465

Not close fit 1,220

Note. dfM = 5, a = .05. All results were computed by 
Power Analysis in STATISTICA.
aH0: e0 ≤ .05, H1: e1 = .08.
bH0: e0 ≥ .05, H1: e1 = .01.
cSample size rounded up to closest multiple of 5.
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size requirements for the same level of power drop to some 300 to 400 cases when 
dfM is about 10. Even smaller sample sizes may be needed for a target power of ≥ .80 if  
dfM > 20, but the sample size should not be less than 100 or so. If an analysis in global fit 
testing has a low probability of rejecting a false model, this fact should temper the researcher’s 
enthusiasm for his or her preferred model.

Following is a brief summary of other developments in power estimation at the 
model level. Kim (2005) studied a total of four approximate fit indexes, including the 
RMSEA and CFI, in relation to power estimation and the determination of sample size 
requirements for minimum desired levels of power. Kim (2005) found that estimates of 
power and minimum sample sizes varied as a function of choice of the index, number of 
observed variables and model degrees of freedom, and magnitude of covariation among 
the variables. This result is not surprising considering that (1) different fit statistics 
reflect different aspects of model fit and (2) little direct correspondence exists between 
values of various fit statistics and degrees of freedom or types of model misspecification. 
As Kim (2005) notes, a value of .95 for the CFI does not necessarily indicate the same 
misspecification as a value of .05 for the RMSEA. See Hancock and French (2013) for 
more information on power analysis in SEM.

EqUIVaLENT aNd NEaR‑EqUIVaLENT MOdELS

After a final model is selected from hierarchical or nonhierarchical alternatives, equiva-
lent versions should be considered. Equivalent models have the same degrees of free-
dom (they are equally complex) but feature a different configuration of paths among the 

FIGURE 12.2. Power as a function of sample size for the test of the close-fit hypothesis  
e0 ≤ .05 against the alternative hypothesis e1 = .08 at a = .05 and dfM = 5 for a recursive path 
model of illness.
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same variables. The most general form is observational equivalence, which says that one 
model generates every probability distribution that can be generated by another model 
(Hershberger & Marcoulides, 2013). A particular form for linear models fitted to covari-
ance matrices is covariance equivalence, which means that every covariance matrix pre-
dicted by one model can also be generated by another model. Two covariance equivalent 
models also generate the same residuals and conditional independences, or sets of vanish-
ing correlations (Pearl, 2009b). The latter property refers to d- separation equivalence.

The Lee– Hershberger replacing rules (Lee & Hershberger, 1990), summarized 
in Table 12.6, are the best known rules in the SEM literature for generating equivalent 
structural models. Note that substituting equality- constrained reciprocal direct effects 
for other types of paths would make the model nonrecursive, but it is assumed that the 
new model is identified. Some applications of the replacing rules may be implausible 
owing to the nature of the variables or the timing of their measurement. For example, 
a model with a direct effect from an acculturation variable to chronological age would 
be illogical, and the measurement of Y1 before Y2 in a longitudinal design is inconsistent 
with the specification that Y2 causes Y1.

There are some problems with the replacing rules: They are not guaranteed to be 
transitive (Hershberger, 2006). Reapplying the replacing rules to equivalent versions 
generated by previous applications of the rules is not guaranteed to generate even more 
versions that are all equivalent. A greater concern is that the replacing rules can gener-
ate a new structural model that predicts a different set of conditional independences 
than the original model; that is, applying the replacing rules can sometimes create or 
destroy an implied d- separation in the respecified model compared with the original 
model (Pearl, 2012). I am not aware of a general law that predicts the occurrence of this 
problem, but I suspect that applications of the replacing rules that change the status of 
variables as colliders are more susceptible to this anomaly.

Let’s consider an uncomplicated example where the replacing rules do not alter con-
ditional independences. Presented in Figure 12.3(a) is Romney and associates’ original 
conventional medical model shown with compact symbolism for disturbances. The other 

TaBLE 12.6. Lee–hershberger Replacing Rules for Structural Models

Within a block of variables at the beginning of a structural model that is just-
identified and with unidirectional relations to subsequent variables, direct 
effects, correlated disturbances, and equality-constrained reciprocal effectsa are 
interchangeable. For example, Y1  Y2 may be replaced by Y2  Y1, D1  D2, or  
Y1  Y2. If two variables are specified as exogenous, then an unanalyzed association 
can be substituted, too.

(Rule 12.1)

At subsequent places in the model where two endogenous variables have the same 
causes and their relations are unidirectional, all of the following may be substituted 
for one another: Y1  Y2, Y2  Y1, D1  D2, and the equality-constrained 
reciprocal effect Y1  Y2.

(Rule 12.2)

aThe two unstandardized direct effects are constrained to be equal.
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three models in the figure are generated from the original model using the replacing 
rules in Table 12.6. For example, the equivalent model of Figure 12.3(b) substitutes a 
direct effect for a covariance between illness symptoms and neurological dysfunction. 
It also reverses the direct effects between diminished SES and low morale and between 
diminished SES and neurological dysfunction. The equivalent model of Figure 12.3(c) 
replaces two of three direct effects that involve diminished SES with covariances. The 
equivalent model of Figure 12.3(d) replaces the covariance between illness symptoms 
and neurological dysfunction with an equality- constrained reciprocal effect. It also 
reverses the direct effect between illness symptoms and diminished SES and between 
neurological dysfunction and diminished SES. All four models in the figure have the 
same fit to the data (i.e., M

2c (3) = 3.238 for each model). They also imply the same con-
ditional independences. (You should verify this statement.) This is the best case when 
applying the replacing rules.

Now we consider a more difficult example. Presented in Figure 12.4(a) is an original 
path model with a direct effect from Y1 to Y2 and a disturbance correlation between Y2 
and Y3. There are three paths between X and Y3:

 X  Y2  U  Y3

 X  Y1  Y2  U  Y3

 X  Y1  Y3

where U represents an unmeasured cause of Y2 and Y3 and thus replaces their distur-
bance correlation. The first two paths just listed are blocked by the collider Y2, and con-
trolling for Y1 blocks the open third path. Thus, Figure 12.4(a) implies

 X ^ Y3 | Y1

which for continuous variables in a linear model with no interactions predicts that 

3 1
0XY Y⋅r = .

Because Y1 and Y2 in Figure 12.4(a) have the same cause, X, we can apply Rule 12.2 
(see Table 12.6) and reverse the path between them. The model so respecified is pre-
sented in Figure 12.4(b), and the new paths between X and Y3 are listed next:

 X  Y2  U  Y3

 X  Y1  Y2  U  Y3

 X  Y1  Y3

The first path just listed is blocked by the collider Y2. The second path is also blocked by 
a collider, but that collider in the respecified model is Y1, not Y2. Controlling for Y1 will 
block the open third path, but doing so will open the second path. Controlling for both 
Y1 and Y2 will close the second path, but doing so will open the first path. Therefore, 
variables X and Y3 in Figure 12.4(b) cannot be d- separated. Figures 12.4(a) and 12.4(b) 
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are not d- separation equivalent, even though one model generates the other using the 
replacing rules. Pearl (2009b, pp. 145–149) describes graphical criteria for generating 
d- separation equivalent models.

Relatively simple structural models may have few equivalent versions, but more 
complicated ones may have hundreds or even thousands (MacCallum, Wegener, Uchino, 
& Fabrigar, 1993). In general, more parsimonious structural models tend to have fewer 
equivalent versions. You will learn in the next chapter that CFA measurement mod-
els can have infinitely many equivalent versions; thus, it is unrealistic that researchers 
consider all possible equivalent models. As a compromise, researchers should generate 
at least a few substantively meaningful equivalent versions. Unfortunately, even this 
limited step is usually neglected. Few authors of SEM studies even acknowledge the 
existence of equivalent models (MacCallum & Austin, 2000). This type of confirmation 
bias threatens most published SEM studies.

Pearl (2009b) notes that the existence of equivalent models is inevitable if we agree 
that causal relations cannot be inferred from data alone, that is, without assumptions. 
There are few statistical bases for preferring one equivalent model over another (Hersh-
berger & Marcoulides, 2013, pp. 30–33). There may be stronger grounds for a preference 
in theory or results of empirical studies when presumed causal variables in the model 
are manipulated. So remember that any retained structural model may be just one exem-
plar from a larger equivalence class of models that all explain the same data equally well. 
Specifying models that are simpler is one way to eliminate some equivalent versions. 
Other ways include using designs with time precedence in measurement or applying 
strong theoretical knowledge about the directionalities of causal effects— see Williams 
(2012) for more information.

The problem of equivalent models explains the need for time precedence in studies 
where the goal is to estimate mediation. Suppose that variables X, M, and Y are, respec-

 (a)  Original 
         X ┴ Y3 | Y1 

1 
D1 

Y1 

1 
D2 

Y2 
X 

1 
D3 

Y3 

(b)  Modified 
        X ┴ Y3 

1 
D1 

Y1 

1 
D2 

Y2 
X 

1 
D3 

Y3 

FIGURE 12.4. An original path model (a) and a modified version generated by applying the 
replacing rules that is not d- separation equivalent (b).
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tively, a presumed cause, a mediator, and an outcome. With no time precedence in their 
measurement and also no other variables in the model, any rearrangement of direct 
effects between X, M, and Y generates an equivalent version (six in total). For each of 
the equivalent models just mentioned, substitution of an equality- constrained reciprocal 
effect for a direct effect between variables with the same cause generates another equiva-
lent model (six in total). There are even more possibilities for equivalent models that do 
not include indirect effects, such as the model with the paths listed next:

 Y  X Y  M and DX  DM

where a direct effect between two variables with the same cause is replaced by a distur-
bance correlation (6 in total). Altogether, there are 18 equivalent versions of path models 
for variables X, M, and Y if there is no time precedence in measurement that would rule 
out certain versions.

In addition to equivalent models, there may also be near- equivalent models that 
do not generate the exact same predicted covariances or conditional independences, 
but nearly so. For instance, the recursive path model of illness in Figure 7.5 but with 
(1) a direct effect from fitness to stress or (2) a direct effect from stress to fitness are 
near- equivalent models (see Table 12.2). There is no specific rule for generating near- 
equivalent models. Instead, such models would be specified according to theory. In some 
cases, near- equivalent models may be more numerous than truly equivalent models and 
thus a more serious research threat than the equivalent models.

SUMMaRy

Although optimal strategies for global fit testing are still being debated in the SEM litera-
ture, there is consensus that some routine practices are inadequate. One practice involves 
ignoring a failed exact-fit test in samples that are not large, and another is the claim for 
“good” fit based on values of approximate fit indexes that exceed— or, in some cases, fall 
below— suggested thresholds based on prior simulation studies. Instead, researchers 
should explicitly diagnose possible sources of misspecification by describing patterns of 
residuals or values of modification indexes with a basis in theory. Researchers often seek 
to select a structural equation model from a set of alternative models all analyzed with 
the same data. The most frequent context is when hierarchical models are compared 
where a simpler model is nested within a more complex model. The chi- square differ-
ence test in this case evaluates the equal-fit hypothesis. There is no significance test for 
comparing nonhierarchical models, but predictive fit indexes can be used to evaluate 
such models. If a model is retained, then it is important to estimate statistical power and 
generate at least a few plausible equivalent or near- equivalent versions. If the power to 
reject a false model is low or there are few grounds to choose among equivalent versions, 
then little support for the researcher’s preferred model is indicated. The next chapter 
deals with the analysis of reflective measurement models in the CFA technique.
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LEaRN MORE

Tomarken and Waller (2003) consider examples of poor explanatory power for models with 
apparently “good” fit based on values of global fit statistics, and the special issue of the 
journal Personality and Individual Differences on SEM concerns the roles of test statistics and 
approximate- fit statistics in global fit testing (Vernon & Eysenck, 2007). West, Taylor, and Wu 
(2012) address the general challenge of model selection in SEM.

Tomarken, A. J., & Waller, N. G. (2003). Potential problems with “well- fitting” models. Jour-
nal of Abnormal Psychology, 112, 578–598.

Vernon, P. A., & Eysenck, S. B. G. (Eds.). (2007). Structural equation modeling [Special 
issue]. Personality and Individual Differences, 42(5).

West, S. G., Taylor, A. B., & Wu, W. (2012). Model fit and model selection in structural 
equation modeling. In R. H. Hoyle (Ed.), Handbook of structural equation modeling 
(pp. 209–246). New York: Guilford Press.

ExERCISES

1. Calculate the value of the RMSEA in Table 12.1.

2. Calculate the value of the CFI in Table 12.1.

3. Compare the value of the SRMR in Table 12.1 with the average absolute correlation 
residual in Table 11.8 for the same model and data.

4. Fit the path model in Figure 7.5 to the data in Table 4.2 but specify N = 5,000. What 
results in Table 12.1 do you expect to change compared with the original analysis 
where N = 373?

5. Calculate the scaled chi- square difference statistic given the results listed next for 
two hierarchical models (see Topic Box 12.2):

Model 1: dfM1 = 17, M1
2c  = 57.50, SB1

2c  = 28.35

Model 2: dfM2 = 12, M2
2c  = 18.10, SB2

2c  = 11.55

6. Calculate the values of the AIC1 and BIC based on the results in Table 12.4 for the 
non- nested path models in Figure 12.1.
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Under ML estimation assuming multivariate normality, when the observed (uncorrected) cova-
riance matrix is analyzed, LISREL 9 (Scientific Software International, 2013) prints two model 
chi- squares. One is the product N (FML) (i.e., M

2c ), which is labeled maximum likelihood ratio chi- 
square and C1 in program documentation. The other is labeled Browne’s (1984) ADF chi- square 
and C2 (WNT) in documentation. The latter is based on the weight matrix in ADF estimation that 
assumes multivariate normality. If this assumption is tenable, the values of these two statistics 
should be similar. I recommend reporting C1 instead of C2 (WNT) in order to more closely match 
the results generated by other SEM computer tools for the same model and data.

When the covariance matrix is asymptotic— that is, it is estimated in PRELIS and then fit-
ted to the model (e.g., robust estimation)—LISREL prints three additional chi- squares. One is 
C2 (WNNT), where the weight matrix is from the ADF estimator that does not assume normality. 
This matrix may be unstable unless the sample size is very large. A better alternative for smaller 
samples is labeled Satorra– Bentler (1988) scaled chi- square and C3 in documentation.1 It is defined 
by Equation 12.2. The statistic labeled Satorra– Bentler (1988) adjusted chi- square and C4 in docu-
mentation has its own degrees of freedom that is typically a fractional number. In LISREL 8 
(Scientific Software International, 2006), the statistics C2 (WNT) and C2 (WNNT) were called C2 
and C4, respectively— see Jöreskog (2004) for more information.

Appendix 12.A

Model Chi- Squares Printed by LISREL

1 The expression “Satorra–Bentler (1988)” refers to a conference presentation by Satorra and Bentler (1988). The 
corresponding journal article is Satorra and Bentler (1994).
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This is the first of two chapters about the analysis of core latent- variable models in SEM, in 
this case reflective measurement models as evaluated in CFA. Topics include hypothesis- 
testing strategies, respecification, and equivalent CFA models. Special types of models 
are described, including hierarchical models and bifactor models. The detailed example 
concerns a model with continuous indicators, but methods for analyzing ordinal indicators, 
such as Likert-scale items, are also described and demonstrated in a second example. If 
you know how to analyze CFA models, it is easier to learn about the analysis of SR mod-
els, which is covered in the next chapter.

FaLLaCIES aBOUT FaCTOR OR INdICaTOR LaBELS

The specification of CFA models was introduced earlier using diagrams where factors 
are designated with letters, such as A and B (e.g., Figure 9.3). In LISREL notation, factors 
are designated with Greek letters, such as x1 and x2 (Appendix 9.A). In actual analyses, 
researchers usually assign meaningful names to factors, such as “sequential processing” 
(Figure 9.7). It is important to avoid three logical errors concerning factor names.

The first of these errors is the naming fallacy: Just because a factor is named does 
not mean that the hypothetical construct is understood or even correctly labeled. Fac-
tors require designation, though, if for no other reason than communication of the 
results. Although verbal labels are more “reader friendly” than more abstract symbols, 
they are conveniences, not substitutes for critical thinking. The second error is that of 
reification: the belief that a factor must correspond to a real thing. For example, a gen-
eral cognitive ability factor, often called g, may not actually correspond to any particular 
genetic or neurological substrate. To automatically consider g as real instead of a statisti-
cal abstraction (i.e., a factor) is a potential error of reification. Along these lines, Gardner 

13

Analysis of Confirmatory Factor 
Analysis Models
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(1993) reminded educators not to reify g by assuming that “intelligence” corresponds 
to a single dimension (i.e., educators should also emphasize artistic, social, athletic, and 
other domains).

Jingle– jangle fallacies concern names for indicators and are the third kind of error 
to avoid. The jingle fallacy is the assumption that because different things are called by 
the same name, they must be the same thing. The jangle fallacy refers to the belief that 
things must be different from each other because they are called by different names. In 
measurement, the jingle fallacy is indicated when low intercorrelations are observed 
among tests claimed to measure the same construct. In this case, no single test can be 
relied on as actually reflecting the target domain. The jangle fallacy is apparent when 
very high intercorrelations are observed among tests that are supposed to measure differ-
ent constructs. The lesson of jingle– jangle fallacies is that interpretations of test scores 
should not be based on test names; instead, researchers should rely on more rigorous 
methods, including CFA, to establish convergent validity and discriminant validity.

ESTIMaTION OF CFa MOdELS

This discussion assumes continuous indicators, which are most likely to happen when 
each indicator is a scale that generates a total score over a set of items. A later section 
of this chapter deals with the analysis of Likert-scale items as indicators (the data are 
ordinal).

Interpretation of the Estimates

Parameter estimates in CFA are interpreted as follows:

1. Pattern coefficients are interpreted as regression coefficients. For example, if an 
unstandardized pattern coefficient is 4.0, then we expect a 4-point increase in the indi-
cator, given an increase of 1 point in the factor. Coefficients fixed to 1.0 to scale a factor 
remain so in the unstandardized solution and have no standard errors, and thus have 
no significance (z) test.

2. In a standardized solution where all variables have unit variance (1.0), standard-
ized pattern coefficients for simple indicators (they depend on a single factor) are esti-
mated Pearson correlations. In this case, squared standardized pattern coefficients are 
proportions of explained variance. If a standardized coefficient is .80, for example, then 
the factor explains .802 = .64, or 64.0% of the observed variance of that simple indicator. 
An ideal result in CFA is that the model explains the majority of the variance (> .50) in 
every continuous indicator.

3. For complex indicators that depend on two or more factors, standardized pattern 
coefficients are interpreted as standardized regression coefficients (beta weights) that 
control for correlated causes (factors). Because standardized coefficients for complex 
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indicators are not correlations, one cannot generally square their values to derive pro-
portions of explained variance. Fortunately, many SEM computer tools print R2 for each 
indicator, whether simple or complex.

4. The ratio of an unstandardized error variance over the observed variance of the 
corresponding indicator equals the proportion of unexplained variance. Suppose that 
the variance of an indicator is 25.0 and that in CFA its error variance is 9.0. The propor-
tion of unexplained variance is 9.0/25.0, or .36, and the proportion of explained variance 
is R2 = 1 – .36, or .64.

The estimated Pearson correlation between an indicator and a factor is a structure 
coefficient. The standardized pattern coefficient for a simple indicator is a structure 
coefficient, but not for a complex indicator. Graham, Guthrie, and Thompson (2003) 
remind us that the specification that a pattern coefficient is zero does not mean that the 
correlation between that indicator and factor must be zero; that is, a zero pattern coeffi-
cient does not generally imply a zero structure coefficient. This is because factors in CFA 
models are assumed to covary, which generally implies nonzero correlations between 
each indicator and all factors. But indicators should have higher estimated correlations 
with the factors they are specified to measure.

Types of Standardized Solutions

Some SEM computer tools print multiple standardized solutions for CFA models. In LIS-
REL, for example, the variances of just the factors are unity in its standardized solution 
(output option “SS”), which means that estimates of pattern coefficients are still in the 
original metrics of the indicators. This solution in LISREL is analogous to the STD solu-
tion in Mplus, where just the factors are standardized. Either standardized solution may 
be preferred if raw scores on the indicators are meaningful, such as performance time 
in seconds. This is because the original metric is lost when a variable is standardized. 
Both factors and indicators are standardized in LISREL’s completely standardized solution 
(output option “SC”) and in the STDYX solution in Mplus.1 Both standardized solutions 
are analogous to the only standardized solution generated in EQS, where all latent and 
observed variables are standardized. Inform your readers about the particular standard-
ized solution you selected.

Problems

Failure of iterative estimation in CFA can be caused by poor start values; see Appen-
dix 13.A for suggestions. Inadmissible solutions include Heywood cases such as neg-
ative variance estimates or estimated absolute correlations > 1.0. Nonconvergence or 

1 Option STDY in Mplus standardizes all variables except for covariates, but there are no predictors in CFA 
models, so results for options STDYX and STDY are identical when all indicators are continuous.
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improper solutions are more likely when there are only two indicators per factor or the 
sample size is less than 100–150 cases (Marsh & Hau, 1999). Marsh and Hau give the 
following suggestions for analyzing CFA models when the sample size is not large:

1. Use indicators with good psychometrics that will each also have standardized 
coefficients > .70 or so. Such models are less susceptible to Heywood cases 
(Wothke, 1993).

2. Imposing equality constraints on the unstandardized coefficients of indicators 
of the same factor all based on the same score metric may help to prevent inad-
missible solutions. This tactic makes more sense if the corresponding indicators 
share the same metric.

3. If the indicators are items, it may be better to analyze them in groups (parcels) 
rather than individually. The technique of parceling is discussed later in this 
chapter.

Solution inadmissibility can also occur at the parameter matrix level. The computer 
estimates in CFA a factor covariance matrix and an error covariance matrix (Appendix 
9.A). If any element of either matrix is out of bounds, then the whole matrix is nonposi-
tive definite. The causes of nonpositive definite parameter matrices include the follow-
ing (Wothke, 1993):

1. The data provide too little information (e.g., small sample, two indicators per 
factor).

2. The model is overparameterized (too many free parameters).

3. The sample has outliers or severely non- normal distributions (poor data screen-
ing).

4. There is empirical underidentification concerning factor covariances (e.g., Fig-
ure 9.5(c)).

5. The measurement model is misspecified.

Empirical Checks for Identification

It is theoretically possible for the computer to generate a converged, admissible solution 
for a model that is not really identified, yet print no warning or error message. This is 
most likely to happen in CFA when analyzing a nonstandard model with both cor-
related error terms and complex indicators for which application of heuristics cannot 
prove identification. Described next are empirical tests for solution uniqueness that can 
be applied when analyzing any type of structural equation model. These tests concern 
necessary but insufficient requirements; that is, if any test is failed, the solution is not 
unique, but passing it does not prove identification:
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1. A second analysis of the same model should be done, but different start values 
than in the first analysis should be used. If estimation converges to a different solution 
working from different initial estimates, the original solution is not unique and the 
model is not identified.

2. This check applies to overidentified models only: Use the predicted covariance 
matrix from the first analysis as the input data for a second analysis of the same model. 
If the second analysis does not generate the same parameter estimates as the first, the 
model is not identified.

3. Some SEM computer programs optionally print the matrix of estimated cor-
relations among the parameter estimates. Although parameters are fixed values in the 
population, their estimates vary randomly over samples. Estimates of their covariances 
are based on the Fisher information matrix, which is associated with simultaneous 
estimation methods. If the model is identified, this matrix has an inverse, which is the 
matrix of covariances among the parameter estimates. Correlations among the param-
eter estimates are derived from this matrix. A problem is indicated if any of these abso-
lute correlations is close to 1.0, which indicates extreme linear dependency. Bollen and 
Bauldry (2010) describe additional empirical tests for identification.

dETaILEd ExaMPLE

This example concerns the analysis of the CFA model for the first edition of the Kaufman 
Assessment Battery for Children (KABC-I) introduced in Chapter 9 (see Figure 9.7). 
Briefly, three subtests are specified to measure one factor (sequential processing) and 
five subtests are specified to measure a second factor (simultaneous processing).2 The 
data for this analysis, summarized in Table 13.1, are from the test’s standardization 
sample for 10-year-old children (N = 200). I used Mplus (Müthen & Müthen, 1998–
2014) for the analyses described next. Variances are calculated in Mplus as S2 with N 
in the denominator, not as s2 with N – 1 in the denominator. You can download from 
this book’s website all computer files for this analysis in Mplus and also in Amos, EQS, 
lavaan, LISREL, SPSS, and Stata.

Single‑Factor Model

If the target model has two or more factors, the first model analyzed in CFA is often a 
single- factor model. If a single- factor model cannot be rejected, there is little point in 
evaluating models with more factors. I submitted to Mplus the covariance matrix based 
on the data in Table 13.1 for ML estimation of a single- factor model. The unstandard-
ized coefficient of the Hand Movements subtest was fixed to 1.0 to scale the single fac-

2 Keith (1985) suggested alternative factor names, including “short term memory” instead of “sequential 
processing” and “visual- spatial reasoning” instead of “simultaneous processing.”
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tor. Exercise 1 asks you to verify that dfM = 20 for the single- factor model. Estimation in 
Mplus converged to an admissible solution. Values of selected fit statistics for the single- 
factor model, reported in the second column of Table 13.2, suggest poor global fit. For 
example, the model fails both the exact-fit and close-fit tests (p < .001 for both), and the 
lower bound of the RMSEA’s 90% confidence interval, or .119, exceeds .10, a value that 
may suggest poor fit. Exercise 2 asks you to generate and inspect the residuals for the 
single- factor model, but I can tell you that local fit is poor, too.

A single- factor CFA model is nested under any other CFA model with two or more 
factors for the same indicators. This is because a one- factor model is just a restricted ver-
sion of any model with multiple factors where, conceptually, all absolute pairwise factor 
correlations are fixed to 1.0. If so, then all factors are identical, which is the same as 
replacing multiple factors with just one. This also means that the chi- square difference 
test can be conducted to directly compare the relative fit to the same data of single- ver-
sus multiple- factor CFA models.

To demonstrate the chi- square difference test for this example, I fitted the two- 
factor model of the KABC-I in Figure 9.7 to the data in Table 13.1 using the ML method 
in Mplus. The analysis converged normally to an admissible solution. The test statistic 
for the two- factor model is

 M
2c (19) = 38.325, p = .006

TaBLE 13.1. Input data (Correlations, Standard deviations) for analysis 
of a Two‑Factor Model of the kaBC‑I

Indicator 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Sequential scale

1. Hand Movements 1.00

2. Number Recall  .39 1.00

3. Word Order  .35  .67 1.00

Simultaneous scale

4. Gestalt Closure  .21  .11  .16 1.00

5. Triangles  .32  .27  .29  .38 1.00

6. Spatial Memory  .40  .29  .28  .30  .47 1.00

7. Matrix Analogies  .39  .32  .30  .31  .42  .41 1.00

8. Photo Series  .39  .29  .37  .42  .58  .51  .42 1.00

SD 3.40 2.40 2.90 2.70 2.70 4.20 2.80 3.00

Note. KABC-I, Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children, first edition. Input data are from Kaufman and Kaufman 
(1983), N = 200.
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The two- factor model fails the chi- square test, so we tentatively reject it, but we will 
revisit this model soon. The same results for the single- factor model are

 M
2c (20) = 105.427, p < .001

Given both sets of results, we calculate

 D
2c (1) = 105.427 – 38.325 = 67.102, p < .001

which says that the fit of the model with two factors is statistically better than that of 
the model with a single factor. The implication of this result is not yet clear because the 
two- factor model is tentatively rejected. In general, the outcome of the chi- square differ-
ence test is most meaningful when the more complex of the two models being compared 
has acceptable fit.

Kenny (1979) noted that the test for a single factor is also relevant for path models. 
The inability to reject a single- factor model in this context means that the variables mea-
sure only one domain (they do not show discriminant validity). I conducted this test for 
the five variables of the recursive path model of illness in Figure 7.5 by fitting a single- 
factor CFA model to the data in Table 4.2 with the ML method in LISREL (Scientific 
Software International, 2013). Values of fit statistics reported next say that a single- factor 
model has poor global fit (local fit is poor, too), which provides a “green light” to proceed 
with the evaluation of a path model:

 M
2c (5) = 60.549, p < .001

 RMSEA = .173, 90% CI [.135, .213], pe0 ≤ .05 < .001

 CFI = .644; SRMR = .096

TaBLE 13.2. Values of Selected Fit Statistics 
for One‑ and Two‑Factor Models of the kaBC‑I

Statistic

Model

One factor Two factors

Mc2 105.427 38.325

dfM 20 19

p < .001 .006

RMSEA [90% CI] .146 [.119, .174] .071 [.038, .104]

e ≤0 .05p < .001 .132

CFI .818 .959

SRMR .084 .072

Note. KABC-I, Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children, first edition; 
CI, confidence interval. All results were computed by Mplus.
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Two‑Factor Model

Reported in the last column of Table 13.2 are values of fit statistics for the two- factor 
model of the KABC-I. As mentioned, the exact-fit test is failed at p < .001. Results based 
on the RMSEA are mixed: The close-fit test is passed because Lê  = 038 is ≤ .05 (pe0 ≤ .05 
= .138). But the not-close-test fit test is failed at the .05 level because Uê  = .104 is ≥ .05, 
and the poor-fit test is also failed at the same level because Uê  = .104 is ≥ .10 (see the 
table). Values of the CFI and SRMR are, respectively, .959 and .072, and neither result is 
clearly problematic.

The power of the tests for the close-fit hypothesis and the not-close-fit hypothesis 
estimated in the Power Analysis procedure of STATISTICA Advanced (StatSoft, 2013) 
are both low, respectively, .440 and .302.3 Minimum sample sizes of over twice that of 
the actual size for this analysis (N = 200) would be needed in order for power to be at 
least .80. For the close-fit hypothesis, this minimum sample size is about 455 cases, and 
the minimum sample size for the not-close-fit hypothesis is about 490 cases, both for a 
target level of power at .80.

Presented in Table 13.3 are parameter estimates for the two- factor model with stan-
dard errors for both solutions. Note that the unstandardized pattern coefficients for ref-
erence variables equal 1.0 and have no standard errors. All other results are statistically 
significant, but of greater interest are the standardized pattern coefficients, which are 
also structure coefficients, so their squared values are proportions of explained vari-
ance. For example, the standardized coefficient for the Hand Movements task is .497, 
so its factor explains .4972, or about .247 (25%) of its variance. This is a poor result for 
a continuous indicator. Altogether the two- factor model fails to explain the majority 
(> .50) of variance for a total of four out of eight indicators (see the table), which indi-
cates poor convergent validity. Conversely, the estimated factor correlation (.557) is only 
moderate in size, which suggests reasonable discriminant validity.

Reported in Table 13.4 are structure coefficients for the two- factor model. Values 
presented in boldface are also standardized pattern coefficients for the corresponding 
indicators. For example, Hand Movements is not specified to measure simultaneous 
processing (Figure 9.7). Structure coefficients for this task are .497 and .277. The .497 
coefficient equals the standardized pattern coefficient for this indicator of the sequential 
processing factor (Table 13.3). The .277 coefficient is the predicted correlation between 
the Hand Movements task and the simultaneous processing factor. It is calculated by 
applying the tracing rule to the path

 Hand Movements  Sequential Processing  Simultaneous Processing

which is estimated as .497(.577) = .277, where the second operand is the factor correla-
tion (Table 13.3). Exercise 3 asks you to calculate structure coefficients for the other 
indicators in Table 13.4 using the tracing rule. These results indicate that structure 

3 Close-fit hypothesis, H0: e0 ≤ .05, e1 = .08; not-close-fit hypothesis, H0: e0 ≥ .05, e1 = .01; a = .05 for both.
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TaBLE 13.3. Maximum Likelihood Estimates for a Two‑Factor Model 
of the kaBC‑I

Parameter

Unstandardized Standardized

Estimate SE Estimate SE

Pattern coefficients

Sequential factor

Hand Movements 1.000 —  .497 .062

Number Recall 1.147  .181  .807 .046

Word Order 1.388  .219  .808 .046

Simultaneous factor

Gestalt Closure 1.000 —   .503 .061

Triangles 1.445  .227  .726 .044

Spatial Memory 2.029  .335   .656 .050

Matrix Analogies 1.212  .212   .588 .055

Photo Series 1.727  .265  .782 .040

Error variances

Hand Movements 8.664  .938   .753 .061

Number Recall 1.998  .414  .349 .075

Word Order 2.902  .604  .347 .075

Gestalt Closure 5.419  .585   .747 .061

Triangles 3.425  .458  .472 .064

Spatial Memory 9.998 1.202   .570 .065

Matrix Analogies 5.104  .578   .654 .065

Photo Series 3.483  .537  .389 .063

Factor variances and covariance

Sequential 2.839  .838 1.000 —

Simultaneous 1.835  .530 1.000 —

Sequential  Simultaneous 1.271  .324  .557 .067

Note. KABC-I, Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children, first edition. Standardized estimates for er-
ror variances are proportions of unexplained variance. All results were computed by Mplus for which 
the standardized solution is STDYX.
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coefficients are not typically zero for corresponding zero pattern coefficients when the 
factors covary.

The two- factor model in Figure 9.7 implies that (1) each pair of indicators of the 
same factor is d- separated by that factor and (2) each pair of indicators where one mem-
ber measures one factor but the other measures the other factor is d- separated by both 
factors. Reported in Table 13.5 are values of partial correlations that correspond to the 
basis set (Rule 8.2) just described. Absolute partial correlations > .10 are shown in bold-
face in the table. Most of the results just mentioned are associated with two indicators, 
Hand Movements and Number Recall, both of which are specified to measure sequential 
processing. For both indicators, the model poorly explains their associations with four 
out of five indicators of simultaneous processing.

Correlation residuals are reported in the top part of Table 13.6, and standardized 
residuals are reported in the bottom part. Absolute correlation residuals ≥ .10 and stan-
dardized residuals that are significant at the .05 level (> 1.96) are shown in boldface. 
Many of the results just mentioned concern Hand Movements and most of the indicators 
of the other factor. All these residuals are positive, which says that the model underes-
timates the corresponding sample associations. Given all the results considered so far, 
the two- factor model in Figure 9.7 is rejected.

RESPECIFICaTION OF CFa MOdELS

In the face of adversity, the protagonist of Kurt Vonnegut’s novel Slaughterhouse- Five 
often remarks, “So it goes.” And so it often goes in CFA that the initial model is rejected. 
Respecification is more challenging for a CFA model than for path models because 
there are more possibilities for change. Thus, respecification in CFA should be guided 

TaBLE 13.4. Structure Coefficients for a Two‑Factor Model 
of the kaBC‑I

Indicator

Factor

Sequential Simultaneous

Hand Movements .497 .277

Number Recall .807 .449

Word Order .808 .450

Gestalt Closure .280 .503

Triangles .405 .726

Spatial Memory .365 .656

Matrix Analogies .327 .588

Photo Series .435 .782

Note. KABC-I, Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children, first edition. All results 
were computed by Mplus.
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as much as possible by substantive considerations; otherwise, respecification could put 
the researcher in the same situation as the sailor in this adage attributed to Leonardo da 
Vinci: One who loves practice without theory is like a sailor who boards a ship without 
a rudder and compass and never knows where he or she may be cast.

The first category of possible changes involves the indicators. Sometimes an indica-
tor fails to have a substantial pattern coefficient for the factor it is supposed to measure. 
One option is to specify that the indicator measures a different factor. Inspection of the 
residuals can help to identify the other factor to which the indicator’s correspondence 
may be switched. Suppose that the residuals between an indicator of factor A and those 
for indicators of factor B are large and positive. This suggests that the indicator may 
measure factor B more than it does factor A. Note that an indicator can have a relatively 
high pattern coefficient for its own factor but also have high residuals between it and 
the indicators of another factor. This pattern suggests that the indicator may measure 
both factors. Another prospect is that these indicators share something that is unique to 
them, such as stimuli or informants (e.g., parents), but unrelated to the factors. Shared 
unique variance is represented by specifying correlated errors.

The second class of possible changes involves the factors. The researcher may have 
specified the wrong number of factors. For example, poor discriminant validity is evi-
denced by very high factor correlations (there are too many factors), but poor convergent 
validity within sets of indicators for the same factor suggests that the model may have 
too few factors. Changing the number of factors is a more radical change than adjusting 
factor– indicator correspondence or error correlations; that is, the original hypotheses 
about measurement were very wrong.

A starting point for respecification often includes inspection of the residuals and 
modification indexes. Earlier we examined the residuals in Table 13.6 for the two- factor 

TaBLE 13.5. Partial Correlations for Conditional Independences of a Basis Set 
for a Two‑Factor Model of the kaBC‑I

Indicator 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Sequential scale

1. Hand Movements —

2. Number Recall –.022 —

3. Word Order –.101  .052 —

Simultaneous scale

4. Gestalt Closure  .094 –.227 –.130 —

5. Triangles  .199 –.139 –.092  .025 —

6. Spatial Memory  .334 –.009 –.033 –.046 –.012 —

7. Matrix Analogies  .324  .118  .075  .020 –.012  .040 —

8. Photo Series  .321 –.165   .051  .049  .029 –.006 –.079 —

Note. KABC-I, Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children, first edition. These results were computed in SPSS.
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model of the KABC-I. Most of the larger and positive residuals are between Hand Move-
ments and other tasks specified to measure the other factor. Because the standardized 
pattern coefficient of Hand Movements is at least moderate (.497; Table 13.3), it is pos-
sible that this task may measure both factors. Reported in Table 13.7 are the 10 larg-
est modification indexes for unstandardized pattern coefficients and error covariances 
fixed to zero in the original model (Figure 9.7). Note in the table that the c2(1) statistics 
for the paths

 Simultaneous  Hand Movements and ENR  EWO

TaBLE 13.6. Correlation Residuals and Standardized Residuals for a Two‑Factor 
Model of the kaBC‑I

Indicator 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Correlation residuals

Sequential scale

1. Hand Movements 0

2. Number Recall –.011 0

3. Word Order –.052 .018 0

Simultaneous scale

4. Gestalt Closure .071 –.116 –.066 0

5. Triangles .119 –.056 –.037 .015 0

6. Spatial Memory .218 –.005 –.015 –.030 –.007 0

7. Matrix Analogies .227 .056 .035 .014 –.007 .024 0

8. Photo Series .174 –.061 .018 .027 .012 –.003 –.040 0

Standardized residuals

Sequential scale

1. Hand Movements —

2. Number Recall –.595 —

3. Word Order –3.803 1.537 —

Simultaneous scale

4. Gestalt Closure 1.126 –2.329 –1.315 —

5. Triangles 2.046 –1.558 –1.001 .427 —

6. Spatial Memory 3.464 –.112 –.354 –.785 –.268 —

7. Matrix Analogies 3.505 1.129 .727 .323 –.246 .664 —

8. Photo Series 2.990 –2.001  .524 .909 .676 –.144 –1.978 —

Note. KABC-I, Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children, first edition. The correlation residuals were computed by 
EQS, and the standardized residuals were computed by Mplus.
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are nearly identical, respectively, 20.091 and 20.042. This means that allowing Hand 
Movements to also depend on the simultaneous processing factor or adding an error cor-
relation between Number Recall and Word Order would reduce M

2c  by about 20 points. 
Among other changes suggested by the modification indexes, two have nearly the same 
value: Allow the errors of the Hand Movements and Word Order tasks to covary (7.015) 
or to respecify Number Recall as a complex indicator (7.010). Based on my knowledge 
of the KABC-I (Kline, Snyder, & Castellanos, 1996) and results of other factor- analytic 
studies (e.g., Keith, 1985), specifying that Hand Movements measures both factors is 
plausible. Kline (2012) describes the analysis of the unrestricted two- factor model of the 
KABC-I for the same data in EFA.

SPECIaL TOPICS aNd TESTS

Score reliability coefficients for observed variable analyses were reviewed in Chapter 4. 
Coefficients that estimate the reliability of factor measurement in SEM are described in 
Topic Box 13.1. Exercise 4 asks you to calculate a reliability coefficient for the simultane-
ous processing factor in Figure 9.7 based on the results in Table 13.3.

The choice between analyzing factors in unstandardized versus standardized form 
usually does not affect model fit. Steiger (2002) describes an exception called constraint 
interaction that can occur for CFA models where some factors have only two indicators 
and a cross- factor equality constraint is imposed on the coefficients for indicators of 
different factors. In some cases the value of D

2c (1) for the test of the equality constraint 
depends on how the factors are scaled. Constraint interaction probably does not occur 

TaBLE 13.7. The Ten Largest Modification Indexes 
for a Two‑Factor Model of the kaBC‑I

Path MI p

Simultaneous  Hand Movements 20.091 < .001

ENR  EWO 20.042 < .001

EHM  EWO  7.015  .008

Simultaneous  Number Recall  7.010  .008

EHM  ESM  4.847  .028

EHM  EMA  3.799  .051

Sequential  Matrix Analogies  3.247  .072

ENR  EPS  3.147  .076

Sequential  Gestalt Closure  2.902  .089

EMA  EPS  2.727  .099

Note. KABC-I, Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children, first edition; 
MI, modification index; NR, Number Recall; WO, Word Order; HM, 
Hand Movements; SM, Spatial Memory; MA, Matrix Analogies; PS, 
Photo Series. All results were computed by Mplus.
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TOPIC BOx 13.1

Reliability of Factor Measurement

Raykov (2004) and Hancock and Mueller (2001) describe coefficients that estimate 
the reliability of factor measurement in CFA models or SR models where reflective 
measurement is specified. These coefficients are generally better alternatives than 
Cronbach’s alpha (Equation 4.7), which does not directly measure whether the indi-
cators depend on a single factor. The composite reliability (CR), also called the 
factor rho coefficient, is the ratio of explained variance over total variance. For 
factors with no error correlations between its indicators, the composite reliability is 
estimated in the unstandardized solution as
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where Σ l̂i  is the sum of the unstandardized pattern coefficients among indicators 
of the same factor, f̂ is the estimated factor variance, and Σ q̂ii  is the sum of the 
unstandardized error variances. A different formula is needed for when indicators 
share at least one error covariance:
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where Σ q̂ij  is the sum of the nonzero unstandardized error covariances. Other 
variations of these equations are described by Raykov (2004) and Hancock and 
Mueller (2001).

A computationally simpler alternative is the average variance extracted 
(AVE), which is just the average of the squared standardized pattern coefficients 
for indicators that depend on the same factor but are specified to measure no other 
factors (they are simple indicators). Because AVE is based on standardized coef-
ficients, its values may not be directly comparable for the same indicators across 
different samples. In this case, CR would be preferred because its equation requires 
unstandardized coefficients that are more directly comparable over samples.

Next we calculate CR for the three indicators of the sequential processing fac-
tor in the two- factor model of Figure 9.7, given the results in Table 13.3. There are 
no error correlations in the model, so we need Equation 13.1:

 Σ l̂i  = 1.000 + 1.147 + 1.388 = 3.535
 f̂ = 2.839
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in most CFA applications, but you should know about this phenomenon in case it ever 
crops up in your own work—see Appendix 13.B.

Remember that equality- constrained pattern coefficients are equal in the unstan-
dardized solution, but the corresponding standardized coefficients are typically unequal. 
Thus, it usually makes no sense to compare standardized estimates for equality- constrained 
pattern coefficients. If it is really necessary to constrain a pair of standardized coefficients 
to equality, then one option is to analyze a correlation matrix using the method of con-
strained estimation.

Whether indicators are congeneric, tau- equivalent, or parallel can be tested by com-
paring hierarchical models with the chi- square difference test. Congeneric indicators 
measure the same construct but not necessarily to the same degree. The congenerity 
model imposes no constraints except the specification that a set of indicators depends on 
the same factor. If this model is retained, next test for tau equivalence. Tau- equivalent 
indicators are congeneric and have equal true score variances. This hypothesis is tested 
by fixing all unstandardized pattern coefficients to 1.0. If the fit of the tau equivalence 
model is not appreciably worse than that of the congenerity model, next test for parallel-
ism. Parallel indicators have equal error variances. If the fit of the model with equality- 
constrained errors is not appreciably worse than that of the tau- equivalence model, the 
indicators may be parallel. All these models assume independent errors and must be 
fitted to a covariance matrix, not a correlation matrix; see Brown (2015, chap. 7) for 
examples.

Merging all factors in a multifactor model generates a single- factor model that 
is nested under the original. The comparison with the chi- square difference test just 
described is the test for redundancy. A variation is to fix the covariances between mul-
tiple factors to zero, which provides a test for orthogonality. This procedure is unnec-
essary for models with two factors because the significance test of the factor covariance 
in the unconstrained model provides the same information. For models with three or 
more factors, the test for orthogonality is akin to a multivariate test for whether all factor 
covariances together differ from zero. Each factor should have at least three indicators 
for the redundancy test; otherwise, the constrained model may not be identified.

 Σ q̂ii  = 8.664 + 1.998 + 2.902 = 13.564

 = =
+

2

2

3.535 (2.839)
CR .723

3.535 (2.839) 13.564
 

which is not a terrible result, but still the evidence for convergent validity among the 
three indicators of this factor is dubious (see Table 13.3). Bentler (2009) describes 
coefficients within the CFA framework that are suitable for ordinal data, such as 
when the indicators are binary or polytomous items.
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Vanishing tetrads are a kind of overidentifying restriction for factors with at least 
four continuous indicators and no error correlations. In his work on factor analysis, 
Spearman (1904) showed that differences in products of covariances or correlations 
between certain pairs of indicators must be zero, if all indicators depend on the same 
factor. For indicators X1–X4 of the same factor, there are three vanishing tetrads in a cor-
relation metric:

 r12 r13 – r13 r24 = 0 (13.3)

 r12 r34 – r14 r23 = 0

 r13 r24 – r14 r23 = 0

where the symbol r12 represents the population correlation between indicators X1 and 
X2, and so on. If any two of the restrictions hold in Equation 13.3, the third must also 
be true, so there are actually just two independent overidentifying restrictions. For each 
factor with k ≥ 4 indicators, there are a total of k (k – 3)/2 independent overidentifying 
restrictions. Kenny and Milan (2012) describe additional types of between- or within- 
factor vanishing tetrads for CFA models.

Spirtes, Glymour, and Scheines (2001) describe exploratory tetrad analysis (ETA), 
a computer- based search algorithm that tries to locate unidimensional, single- factor 
measurement models based on observed vanishing tetrads among four or more indica-
tors. The freely available computer program TETRAD V (Glymour, Scheines, Spirtes, 
Ramsey, 2014) implements related search methods.4 Bollen and Ting (1993) describe 
confirmatory tetrad analysis (CTA) which, unlike ETA, requires a priori measurement 
models. Both local and global fit can be evaluated by examining vanishing tetrads for 
normal or non- normal variables. Because vanishing tetrads are estimated from observed 
variables, the technique of CTA may be useful for analyzing measurement models that 
are not identified in the CFA/SEM framework.

EqUIVaLENT CFa MOdELS

There are two sets of principles for generating equivalent CFA models— one for mod-
els with multiple factors and another for single- factor models. As an example of the 
first set, consider the two- factor model of self- perception of ability and achievement 
by Kenny (1979) presented in Figure 13.1(a) with compact symbolism for error terms. 
I used the method of constrained ML estimation in the SEPATH procedure of STATIS-
TICA Advanced (StatSoft, 2013) to fit this model to the correlation matrix reported in a 
sample of 556 Grade 8 students (presented in Table 13.8). Values of selected fit statistics 
indicate reasonable global fit:

 M
2c (8) = 9.256, p = .321

4 www.phil.cmu.edu/tetrad
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 RMSEA = .012, 90% CI [.017, .054]

 CFI = .999; SRMR = .012

The other three CFA models in Figure 13.1 are equivalent versions of the origi-
nal model that yield the same values of fit statistics and predicted correlations. Figure 
13.1(b) is a hierarchical CFA model in which the covariance between the factors of the 
original model is replaced by a second- order factor (A), which has no indicators and is 
presumed to directly affect the first-order factors (Ability, Plans). This specification pro-
vides an account of why the two first-order factors (which are endogenous in this model) 
covary. Because the second- order factor has only two indicators, it is necessary to con-
strain its unstandardized direct effects on the first-order factors to be equal. The other 
equivalent versions are unique to models wherein some factors have only two indicators. 
Figure 13.1(c) features the substitution of the Plans factor with a correlation between the 
errors of its indicators. Figure 13.1(d) features replacement of the factor correlation with 
the specification that two indicators depend on both factors, which explains the sample 
correlations just as well as the original model. The pattern coefficients for the indicators 
of the Plans factor must be equal in order for this model to be identified.

The situation regarding equivalent versions of CFA models with multiple factors is 
even more complex than suggested by the last example. It is possible to apply the replac-
ing rules (Table 12.6) to substitute factor correlations with direct effects, which makes 
some factors endogenous. The resulting model is an SR model, but it will fit the data 
equally well. For example, substitution of the factor correlation in Figure 13.1(a) with 
a direct effect generates an equivalent SR model. Raykov and Marcoulides (2001) show 
that there are infinitely many equivalent versions of standard CFA models. For each 
equivalent model, the factor correlations are eliminated (orthogonality is specified) and 
replaced by one or more factors not represented in the original model with fixed unit 
pattern coefficients (1.0) for all indicators. These models with additional factors explain 
the data just as well as the original.

Equivalent versions of single- factor CFA models can be derived using Hershberger 
and Marcoulides’s (2013) reversed indicator rule, where one indicator is specified as 

TaBLE 13.8. Input data (Correlations) for analysis of a Two‑Factor 
Model of Perceived ability and Educational Plans

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6

1. Ability Self-Concept 1.00

2. Perceived Parental Evaluation  .73 1.00

3. Perceived Teacher Evaluation  .70  .68 1.00

4. Perceived Friends’ Evaluation  .58  .61  .57 1.00

5. Education Aspiration  .46  .43  .40  .37 1.00

6. College Plans  .56  .52  .48  .41  .71 1.00

Note. Input data are from Kenny (1979); N = 556.
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causal and the others remain as effect indicators. Consider the CFA model of reading in 
Figure 13.2(a). The effect indicators represent phonics, word and letter recognition, and 
word attack. The equivalent version in Figure 13.2(b) specifies phonics as a cause of the 
reading factor, which is now endogenous and thus has a disturbance. In addition, the 
causal phonics indicator is exogenous. Figure 13.2(b) is actually an SR model. A total 
of three other equivalent models could potentially be generated, one with each of the 
remaining effect indicators respecified as causes. Not all of the equivalent versions may 
be theoretically plausible, but the one with phonics as a causal indicator is logical. Fig-
ure 13.2(b) has a multiple- indicators and multiple- causes (MIMIC) factor with both 
causal indicators and effect indicators. Models with MIMIC factors are SR models, not 

FIGURE 13.2. Application of the reversed indicator rule to generate an equivalent one- factor 
model of reading.

(a)  Original model with effect indicators 
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CFA models, because MIMIC factors are always endogenous. The analysis of SR models 
with MIMIC factors is covered in the next chapter.

SPECIaL CFa MOdELS

This section describes three special kinds of CFA models. The first two types are for 
hierarchically structured constructs, and the third concerns models with features that 
represent method effects.

hierarchical Models

The second- order model in Figure 13.3(a) shown with compact symbolism for error 
terms represents the hypothesis that a general second- order factor, g, causes each of 
three first-order factors, A–C. The first-order factors have indicators, but the general 
factor has none; that is, the second- order factor is measured only indirectly through the 
indicators of the first-order factors. The specification of g as a common cause of A–C in 
the figure implies that associations between the first-order factors are spurious (i.e., g 
explains why the factors covary). The other direct cause of each first-order factor is a 
disturbance, which represents variation not explained by g.

To identify a second- order CFA model, there must be at least three first-order 
factors or their disturbance variances may be underidentified. Each first-order factor 
should have at least two indicators, but having more is better. Figure 13.3(a) satisfies 
both of these requirements. The general factor in the figure is scaled by fixing the 
direct effect of g on A to 1.0. Another option is to fix the variance of g to 1.0 (stan-
dardize it). This approach leaves all three direct effects of g on the first-order factors 
as free parameters. Either way of scaling g in a single- sample analysis is probably 
fine, but it is usually inappropriate to standardize factors in multiple- samples analyses. 
There are examples of second- order CFA models in assessment research where g is 
conceptualized as a superordinate ability factor that affects more specific skills such as 
verbal reasoning or memory (Williams, McIntosh, Dixon, Newton, & Youman, 2010). 
Second-order CFA models are also analyzed in studies of personality and quality of 
life, among others.

Bifactor Models

Bifactor models—also called nested- factor models or general- specific models—may 
be less familiar than hierarchical models, but they also concern situations where sev-
eral correlated specific constructs make up a more general construct of interest (Chen, 
West, & Sousa, 2006). The main difference between a second- order model and a bifactor 
model is that the general factor in the bifactor model directly affects the indicators but is 
orthogonal to the specific factors. Bifactor models where the general factor covaries with 
the specific factors may not be identified.
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Presented in Figure 13.3(b) is a bifactor model where the general factor (g) causes 
all indicators and is unrelated to the specific factors A–C. This model partitions indica-
tor variance into three nonoverlapping sources, the specific factors, the general factor, 
and error. Because the specific and general factors in a bifactor model are orthogonal, it 
is actually the disturbances in a second- order model that resemble the specific factors 
in a bifactor model. For example, terms DA–DC in the second- order model of Figure 
13.3(a) correspond to the specific factors A–C in the bifactor model of Figure 13.3(b) 
in that both sets of variables are independent of the general factor. Also, specific factors 
in a bifactor model are not intervening variables, but first-order factors in second- order 
models are always specified as mediators.

FIGURE 13.3. A second- order model (a) and a bifactor model (b) shown with compact sym-
bolism for indicator error terms.
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Chen et al. (2006) described a bifactor model of life quality where the indicators 
reflect both general quality of life and adjustment in more specific domains, such as 
mental health and physical health. The general quality- of-life factor is unrelated to the 
domain- specific factors. In contrast, a second- order model would assume that a general 
quality- of-life factor causes each of the domain- specific (first-order) factors. Thus, the 
two models make very different assumptions about whether the general factor is unre-
lated to the other factors (bifactor model) or covaries with—and actually causes— those 
other factors (second- order model).

Because the general factor in a second- order model has no indicators, it may be 
more difficult to interpret than the general factor in a bifactor model, where all observed 
variables are indicators of the general factor (Gignac, 2008). Another advantage of bifac-
tor models is that the predictive validity of specific factors, which are independent of 
the general factor, can be directly estimated by “embedding” a bifactor model in a larger 
SR model where outcomes are predicted by specific versus general factors (Chen et al., 
2006). It is trickier to do so for second- order models where the general and first-order 
factors overlap; see Chen et al. (2006) and Gignac (2008) for more information.

Models for Multitrait–Multimethod data

The method of CFA can also be used to analyze data from a multitrait– multimethod 
(MTMM) study, the logic of which was first articulated by Campbell and Fiske (1959). 
In such a study, two or more traits are measured with two or more methods. Traits 
are hypothetical constructs about stable characteristics, such as cognitive abilities, and 
methods refer to multiple- test forms, occasions, ways of collecting data (e.g., self- report), 
or informants (e.g., teachers). The goals are to (1) evaluate the convergent validity and 
discriminant validity of tests that vary in their measurement method and (2) derive 
separate estimates of the effects of traits versus methods on the observed scores.

The earliest procedure for analyzing data from an MTMM study involved inspec-
tion of the correlation matrix for all variables. For example, convergent validity would 
be indicated by the observation of high correlations among variables that supposedly 
measure the same trait but with different methods. If correlations among variables that 
should measure different traits but use the same method are relatively high, then com-
mon method effects are indicated. This implies that correlations between different vari-
ables based on the same method may be relatively high even if they measure unrelated 
traits.

When CFA was first applied to the problem in the 1970s, researchers typically 
specified models like the one presented in Figure 13.4(a), a correlated trait– correlated 
method (CTCM) model. Such models have separate trait and method factors that are 
assumed to covary, but method factors are assumed to be independent of trait factors. 
In the figure, indicators X1–X3 are based on one method, X4–X6 are based on another 
method, and X7–X9 are based on a third method. This model also specifies that the set 
of indicators (X1, X4, X7) measures one trait but that each of the other two sets, (X2, X5, 
X8) and (X3, X6, X9), measures a different trait. Given these specifications, relatively high 
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FIGURE 13.4. A correlated trait– correlated method model (a) and a correlated– uniqueness 
model (b) for multitrait– multimethod data shown with compact symbolism for indicator error 
terms.

(b)  Correlated–uniqueness model 
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pattern coefficients for trait factors would suggest convergent validity, high coefficients 
for method factors would indicate common method effects, and moderate correlations 
(not too high) between the factors would indicate discriminant validity.

There are reports of “successful” analyses of CTCM models in the literature, but 
others have found that such analyses tend to yield inadmissible or unstable solutions. 
For example, Marsh and Bailey (1991) found in computer simulations that illogical esti-
mates were derived about 75% of the time for CTCM models. Kenny and Kashy (1992) 
noted part of the problem: CTCM models are not identified if the pattern coefficients on 
the trait or method factors are equal. If the pattern coefficients are different but similar 
in value, then CTCM models may be empirically underidentified.

Some simpler alternatives to CTCM models have been proposed, including those 
with multiple but uncorrelated method factors and a model such as the one in Figure 
13.4(b), which is a correlated- uniqueness (CU) model (Marsh & Grayson, 1995). This 
model has error correlations among indicators based on the same method instead of 
separate method factors. Method effects are assumed to be a property of each indicator, 
and relatively high correlations among their residuals are taken as evidence for common 
method effects. Saris and Alberts (2003) describe alternatives that could account for cor-
related residuals in CU models, including models that represent response biases, effects 
due to relative answers (when respondents compare their answers), and method effects; 
see Eid et al. (2008) for more information.

Suppose that all indicators rely on a common measurement method and there is 
concern about common method variance. Antonakis et al. (2010) remind us that spec-
ifying what is essentially a bifactor model where all indicators depend on a general 
“method” factor in addition to specific factors that represent substantive latent variables 
does not generally control for common method variance. This is because it is actually 
impossible to estimate the exact effect of a common method without measuring mark-
ers of the common source variable and including them in the model. Such markers are 
theoretically unrelated to at least one substantive latent variable but may be affected 
by common method variance. An example of a marker for social desirability bias is 
the Marlowe– Crowne Social Desirability Scale (Crowne & Marlowe, 1960). Multiple 
markers should reflect various facets of common method effects, and in CFA they are 
specified as the indicators of a common method factor; see Richardson, Simmering, and 
Sturman (2009) for more information.

aNaLyzING LIkERT‑SCaLE ITEMS aS INdICaTORS

Estimation methods for continuous variables are not the best choice when the indicators 
are Likert-scale items with a relatively small number of categories (e.g., five or fewer) or 
response distributions are severely asymmetrical. Described next are alternative esti-
mators for CFA models with ordered- categorical (ordinal) indicators. The first method 
is robust weighted least squares (WLS) estimation, which is a computationally simpler 
version of full WLS estimation. This method makes no distributional assumptions but 
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requires very large samples. The robust WLS method is available in several SEM com-
puter tools, and its use with noncontinuous outcomes is increasingly being described in 
the literature.

Robust WLS Estimation

The logic of WLS estimation (full or robust) of CFA models with ordinal indicators is 
based on an approach to estimating structural equation models with any combination of 
ordinal, nominal, or continuous outcomes known as continuous/categorical variable 
methodology (Muthén, 1984). In this framework, each ordinal indicator is associated 
with a latent response variable, which is the underlying amount of a continuous and 
normally distributed continuum that is required to respond in a certain way on the 
corresponding indicator. For dichotomous items, this amount or threshold is the point 
on the latent variable where one response option is given (e.g., true), if the threshold is 
exceeded. It is also the point where the other response option is given (e.g., false), if the 
threshold is not exceeded.

Dichotomous items have a single threshold, but the number of thresholds for poly-
tomous items with three or more response categories equals the number of categories 
minus one. Suppose that item X has the 3-point Likert response format listed next:

 1 = disagree, 2 = neutral, 3 = agree

The scale just described can be viewed as a crude categorization of X*, the underlying 
latent response variable. Item X has two threshold parameters, t1 and t2, where t is the 
lowercase Greek letter tau. When X* has a mean of 0 and a variance of 1.0, thresholds 
are values of the normal deviate (z) that divide a normal distribution into categories and 
thus relate discrete responses on X to continuous X* values. Specifically, the observed 
data are considered to be generated as follows:

 

≤ t
= t < ≤ t
 > t

1

1 2

2

1, if * ;

2, if * ;

3, if * .

X

X X

X

 (13.4)

In words, an observed response of “1” (disagree) is expected if the level of X* is less than 
that of t1 in standard deviation units. For levels of X* greater than t1 but less than or 
equal to t2, the predicted response is “2” (neutral), and X* > t2 corresponds to a response 
of “3” (agree) on item X. An example follows.

Presented in Figure 13.5(a) is the histogram of responses to hypothetical item X 
with a 3-point Likert scale. Cumulative probabilities over the three categories are also 
shown in the figure. Thresholds are estimated based on cumulative response probabili-
ties. For example, the cumulative probability for endorsing “1” (disagree) is .25, so 1t̂  
= –.67, which is the value of the normal deviate that falls at about the 25th percentile 
and is shown in Figure 13.5(b). The same result also says that responses to item X are 
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expected to switch from “1” (disagree) to “2” (neutral) when the level of X* increases to 
about two- thirds below the mean. Exercise 5 asks you to interpret the result 2t̂  = .25 in 
Figure 13.5(b), given the cumulative probability of .60 over the response categories of 
“1” (disagree) and “2” (neutral) together.

For a set of items, estimated thresholds and observed cross tabulations of item 
responses are used by the computer to estimate the matrix of Pearson correlations 
between the latent response variables. For a pair of dichotomous items, this estimated 
correlation is a tetrachoric correlation; otherwise, the estimated correlation is a poly-
choric correlation. The polychoric correlation is the most general estimated Pearson 
correlation, so just the term polychoric correlation is used from this point. Next, the 
computer generates the asymptotic covariance matrix (i.e., information matrix) of the 
polychoric correlations, the inverse of which is the weight matrix in full WLS estima-
tion. Diagonal elements in the asymptotic covariance matrix estimate the variance of 

FIGURE 13.5. Histogram for observed responses on hypothetical item X with a 3-point Likert 
scale (a) and the corresponding latent response variable X* with estimated thresholds, t̂ (b).
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the polychoric correlations over random samples, and the off- diagonal elements rep-
resent the covariances between these estimates. Robust WLS estimation uses just the 
diagonal of the whole asymptotic covariance matrix (i.e., the error variances) in its fit 
function, which also includes the polychoric correlation matrix and thresholds depend-
ing on the computer program.5

The measurement model analyzed consists of the latent response variables as the 
continuous indicators of the common factors. Both the number of factors and the cor-
respondence between indicators and factors are specified by the researcher just as in 
“regular” CFA for a linear measurement model (i.e., when the indicators are continu-
ous observed variables). Although relations between factors and latent response vari-
ables are assumed to be linear, associations between the latent response variables and 
the indicators (Likert-scale items) are nonlinear (e.g., Figure 4.4). Parameters estimated 
in robust WLS estimation are derived by the computer such that the correspondence 
between the observed polychoric correlations and those predicted by the model is as 
close as possible, given both the model and the parameter estimates.

Values of standard errors or model test statistics based on just the diagonal of the 
asymptotic covariance matrix would be biased over random samples. This is why robust 
WLS estimation uses information from the full asymptotic covariance matrix (but not 
its inverse) to calculate robust standard errors and corrected model test statistics, such 
as the Satorra– Bentler scaled chi- square. These adjusted results in robust WLS esti-
mation for ordinal indicators are analogous to those derived in MLR estimation for 
continuous- but-non- normal indicators. See Finney and DiStefano (2013) and Edwards, 
Wirth, Houts, and Xi (2012) for more information about robust WLS estimation and 
other methods for analyzing ordinal data in SEM.

Presented in Figure 13.6 is the diagram for a single- factor CFA model that repre-
sents application of the WLS estimator to a set of five items X1–X5. All items have the 
same four-point Likert scale. Each path in the figure from a latent response variable X* 
to its corresponding item has a “zigzag” that represents the set of thresholds (three in 
total) for each item (Edwards et al., 2012). This threshold structure associates the X* 
and X variables. The common factor is designated as A, and its indicators are the latent 
response variables, which have error terms. The items in the figure all have the same 
Likert scale, but it is no special problem to analyze items with different scales (e.g., some 
items are true–false, others have three or more response options). The total number of 
thresholds for each item is just one less than the number of its response categories.

Some SEM computer tools, such as Mplus and the lavaan package for R, offer 
a choice of two different ways to scale latent response variables. Thresholds are free 
parameters in both methods. In delta scaling (parameterization), the total variance 
of the latent response variables is fixed to 1.0. This metric is consistent with that of the 
polychoric correlations, which assume variances of 1.0 for the latent response variables. 
In the standardized solution of delta scaling (i.e., common factor variances are also fixed 
to 1.0), (1) pattern coefficients estimate the amount of standard deviation change in a 

5 The Mplus program analyzes the thresholds, polychoric correlations, and asymptotic covariance matrix, 
and the LISREL program analyzes just the polychoric correlations and asymptotic covariance matrix.
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latent response variable, given a change of one standard deviation in the common factor; 
and (2) thresholds are normal deviates that correspond to cumulative areas of the curve 
to the left of a particular category (Finney & DiStefano, 2013). These interpretations are 
familiar and straightforward.

Specification of theta scaling (parameterization) instead of delta scaling does not 
change model fit in a single sample analysis. The main difference is that in theta scaling 
the residual variance of each latent response variable is fixed to 1.0. This metric for the 
error variance is consistent with the scaling in probit regression. In the unstandardized 
solution, (1) pattern coefficients estimate the amount of change in probit (normal devi-
ate) units in the latent response variable for every 1-point change in the factor; and (2) 
thresholds are predicted normal deviates for the next lowest response category where 
the latent response variable is not standardized (its variance is not 1.0). Interpretation of 
unstandardized estimates in theta scaling can be difficult, given that the total variance 
of each latent response variable is not 1.0 (Finney & DiStefano, 2013). Fortunately, the 
completely standardized solution in theta scaling is identical to the corresponding solu-
tion in delta scaling, which is easier to interpret.

Two kinds of robust WLS estimators are available in Mplus: mean- adjusted 
least squares (WLSM) and mean- and variance- adjusted weighted least squares 
(WLSMV). Parameter estimates and robust standard errors from these two methods 
are the same, but WLSMV estimation can make somewhat different adjustments to the 
model chi- square or degrees of freedom compared with WLSM estimation. For example, 
the WLSMV method estimates the degrees of freedom in order to better approximate 
a chi- square distribution, and they can vary over samples for the same model (Lei & 
Wu, 2012). Thus, values of the same fit statistics can differ over the two methods due 
to different chi- square or degrees of freedom values used in the calculations. Results 
of computer simulation studies generally favor the WLSMV estimator over the WLSM 

FIGURE 13.6. Single- factor model for five Likert-scale items (X), each with four response 
categories shown with latent response variables (X*), compact symbolism for error terms, and 
free parameters in delta scaling. t, thresholds; l, pattern coefficients; f factor variance. Error 
variances are not free parameters in delta scaling.
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estimator (Finney & DiStefano, 2013), and WLSMV may be preferred when the number 
of observed variables is relatively small.

The robust WLS method in LISREL is referred to as robust diagonally weighted 
least squares (RDWLS). In LISREL 8 (Scientific Software International, 2006), the 
researcher had to input the raw data to PRELIS in order to estimate item thresholds, 
the polychoric correlation matrix, and the asymptotic covariance matrix. The latter two 
matrices were then input to LISREL for analysis of the measurement model with ordi-
nal indicators. Both steps can now be performed automatically in LISREL 9 (Scientific 
Software International, 2013). Namely, use of PRELIS to prepare the data is no longer 
required, although doing so remains an option.

Example analysis with the Robust WLS Estimator

Described next is the analysis of the single- factor model in Figure 13.6 with the WLSMV 
estimator and delta scaling in Mplus (Müthen & Müthen, 1998–2014). The data for this 
example are the responses of 2,004 white men to five items (nos. 1, 2, 7, 11, and 20) from 
the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression (CES-D) scale (Radloff, 1977). These 
items concern somatic complaints or reports of reduced activity related to depression. 
Their 4-point Likert scale indicates the degree to which each symptom was experienced 
during the prior week:

 0 = < 1 day, 1 = 1–2 days, 2 = 3–4 days, 3 = 5–7 days

These data were collected as part of the National Health and Nutrition Examination Sur-
vey (NHANES) 1982–1984 Epidemiological Follow-up (Cornoni- Huntley et al., 1983; 
Madans et al., 1986). The raw data are available from the website for the Inter- university 
Consortium for Political and Social Research (ICPSR).6 Through permission of the 
ICPSR, these raw data are also available on the website for this book.

The number of observations in this analysis with v = 5 indicators include 5(4)/2, 
or 10 polychoric correlations plus 15 thresholds (3 per item) for a total of 25. The total 
number of free parameters is 20, including 15 thresholds, 4 pattern coefficients for the 
latent response variables, and the variance of the common factor (see Figure 13.6), so dfM 
= 25 – 20 = 5. Because the numbers of sample versus estimated thresholds are the same 
(15), each observed threshold will equal its predicted counterpart; that is, all threshold 
residuals will be zero. Estimation in Mplus converged to an admissible solution. Val-
ues of selected fit statistics are reported next where the model chi- square is the scaled 
Satorra– Bentler statistic:

 2
SBc (5) = 17.904, p = .003

 RMSEA = .036, 90% CI [.019, .055]

 CFI = .994

6 www.icpsr.umich.edu
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Note that Mplus does not compute the standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) 
for this type of analysis. The exact-fit test is failed, so the model is tentatively rejected. 
Results on other fit statistics do not seem problematic, but note that interpretive guide-
lines for approximate  fit indexes based on the analysis of continuous data may not apply 
when analyzing ordinal data. In a moment we will inspect the residuals, but I can tell 
you now that no obvious problems are indicated, so the single- factor model with ordinal 
indicators is retained.

Parameter estimates for delta scaling are reported in Table 13.9. The unstandard-
ized pattern coefficients estimate the amount of change in each latent response variable, 
given a 1-point change in their common factor, or A (depression). Each standardized 
pattern coefficient estimates the Pearson correlation between the depression factor and 
each latent response variable. These same coefficients also estimate the amount of the 
change in standard deviation units in the latent response variables, given a change of 
one full standard deviation in the depression factor. The squares of these coefficients 
indicate the proportions of explained variance (R2), but these values concern the latent 
response variables, not the original items (observed variables).

Reported in the top part of Table 13.10 are the correlation residuals, or differences 
between the estimated (sample) polychoric correlations and values predicted by the 
model. None of the correlation residuals exceed .10 in absolute value. The standardized 
residuals are reported in the bottom part of Table 13.10, and only one of these values 
(shown in boldface) is statistically significant at the .05 level, but the corresponding 
correlation residual (.024) is not large. Given all these results, I would retain the model 
because it closely reproduces the sample correlations. The two failed significance tests 

TaBLE 13.9. Robust Weighted Least Squares Estimates 
for a Single‑Factor Model with Ordinal Indicators

Parameter

Unstandardized Standardized

Estimate SE Estimate SE R2

Pattern coefficients

A  X*1 1.000 —  .609 .028 .370

A  X*2 1.070 .065  .651 .029 .424

A  X*3 1.285 .065  .782 .020 .612

A  X*4 1.004 .056  .611 .023 .373

A  X*5 1.266 .065  .771 .021 .594

Factor variance

A  .370 .034 1.000 — —

Note. Factor A refers to a depression factor. Thresholds: X1, .772, 1.420, 1.874; X2, 1.044, 
1.543, 1.874; X3, .541, 1.152, 1.503; X4, .288, 1.000, 1.500; X5, .558, 1.252, 1.712. All re-
sults were computed with Mplus in delta parameterization and STDYX standardization.
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(model chi- square, standardized residual) are probably more due to the relatively large 
sample size (N = 2,004) than to gross specification error. In the LISREL analysis for the 
same model and data, I used the PRELIS program to generate the matrix of polychoric 
correlations and the asymptotic covariance matrix that were subsequently analyzed in 
LISREL. You can download from this book’s website all Mplus, LISREL, and PRELIS 
syntax, data, and output files for this example.

Other Estimation Methods

Described next are some additional options for analyzing CFA models with ordinal indi-
cators. The EQS program uses a two-stage method by Lee, Poon, and Bentler (1995) for 
analyzing models with any combination of continuous or categorical endogenous vari-
ables. In the first stage, a special form of ML estimation is used to estimate correlations 
between the latent response variables. In the second stage, an asymptotic covariance 
matrix is computed, and the model is analyzed with a method that in EQS is referred to 
as arbitrary generalized least squares (AGLS), which is full WLS estimation.

The Amos program takes a Bayesian approach to the analysis of ordinal data. It 
generates posterior distributions of parameter estimates and provides the user with dif-
ferent kinds of graphical displays about precision, but knowledge of Bayesian methods is 
required. Forero, Maydeu- Olivares, and Gallardo- Pujol (2009) described an unweighted 
least squares (ULS) estimator for ordinal data. It performed well against robust WLS 

TaBLE 13.10. Correlation Residuals and Standardized Residuals 
for a Single‑Factor Model with Ordinal Indicators

Indicator X*1 X*2 X*3 X*4 X*5

Correlation residuals

X*1 —

X*2 .041 —

X*3 –.005 –.029 —

X*4 .030 .020 –.024 —

X*5 –.046 –.013 .024 –.005 —

Standardized residuals

X*1 —

X*2 1.331 —

X*3 –.213 –1.193 —

X*4 1.110 .679 –1.230 —

X*5 –1.935 –.511 2.370 –.282 —

Note. The correlation residuals were computed by Mplus, and the standardized residuals 
were computed by LISREL.
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in computer simulations, but the ULS method is not scale invariant and it requires the 
same response format for all indicators.

A full- information version of ML (FIML) estimation for noncontinuous indicators is 
becoming increasingly available in SEM computer tools, including LISREL, Mplus, Stata, 
and others. It does not fit the model to a bivariate correlation structure as in the limited- 
information WLS method. Instead, it directly analyzes the raw data and estimates the 
latent response variables using methods for numerical integration. This means that the 
computer attempts to estimate probabilities of the data within the probability integral 
for the multivariate normal distribution of the latent response variables. For example, 
presented in Figure 13.7 is a bivariate normal distribution for two variables. The whole 
distribution is defined by a double probability integral,7 but it is difficult to get comput-
ers to solve probability integrals for even a single dimension, much less over multiple 
dimensions.

Instead, computer algorithms for FIML estimation rely on approximate methods 
that basically select random samples from the joint distribution of the latent response 
variables. One method is the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method, and another 
is adaptive quadrature, among other methods of sampling from multidimensional 
probability integrals using simpler geometric structures such as rectangles or chains. 
Computational requirements greatly increase as the number of dimensions increases. 
Another drawback is a reduction in information about fit that is available in the output. 
For example, Mplus prints the values of a small number of fit statistics, such as the AIC 
and BIC, for models with more than a relatively small number of ordinal indicators, 
and no residuals are available, depending on analysis options. A potential advantage of 
the FIML estimator is presumably better precision compared with limited- information 
methods, but very large samples are needed— see Edwards et al. (2012).

Parceling is an older method for analyzing items in CFA, but it is less relevant 
nowadays, given the increasing availability of methods for ordinal indicators. Briefly, a 

7 For example, see http://mathworld.wolfram.com/BivariateNormalDistribution.html

FIGURE 13.7. A bivariate normal distribution for two latent response variables.
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parcel is an average or total score across a set of homogeneous items, each with a Likert 
scale. Little (2013) recommends using the average instead of the total score because the 
average will be in the same metric as the original items. If the number of items going 
into each parcel differs, then parcels based on total scores will have different metrics, 
but their averages will have similar metrics. Parcels are generally treated as continuous 
variables, and score reliabilities of parcels (average or total scores) tend to be greater 
than that for individual items. If the distributions of all parcels are normal, then default 
ML estimation could be used to analyze the data. Parcels are then typically specified as 
continuous indicators of substantive latent variables in a measurement model, such as 
in a CFA model or when analyzing an SR model.

There are two potential drawbacks to parceling. First, there are many different ways 
to parcel items, including random assignment and grouping items based on rational 
grounds, among others, and the choice can affect the results. Second, parceling is not 
recommended if unidimensionality cannot be assumed. Specifically, parceling should 
not be part of an analysis aimed at determining whether a set of items is unidimensional. 
This is because it is possible that parceling can mask a multidmensional factor structure 
in such a way that a seriously misspecified model may nevertheless fit the data. Yang, 
Nay, and Hoyle (2010) describe situations where parceling as a form of data aggregation 
may be helpful when analyzing questionnaires with a large number of items. Parceling 
may also be advantageous in small- sample analyses where many individual items are 
replaced with a smaller number of parcels.

The technique of EFA is also an alternative to CFA for analyzing items. The advan-
tage is that EFA analyzes unrestricted measurement models, where items are allowed to 
depend on all factors. Items in EFA often have relatively high pattern coefficients over 
multiple factors, and forcing such items to depend on a single factor in a restricted mea-
surement model, as in CFA, may be too demanding (i.e., the CFA model may be rejected). 
Estimation methods for ordinal data, such as robust WLS and FIML, are increasingly 
available in computer procedures for EFA. This includes SEM computer tools, such as 
LISREL and Mplus, with capabilities for EFA. The technique of EFA is more “forgiving” 
than CFA in item-level analyses, and sometimes this is exactly what is needed when 
theory is weak.

ITEM RESPONSE ThEORy aS aN aLTERNaTIVE TO CFa

Wirth and Edwards (2007) show that parameter estimates in item-level CFA analyses, 
such as pattern coefficients and thresholds, can be rescaled as item discriminations and 
item difficulties in two- parameter item response theory (IRT) models (e.g., Figure 4.4), 
and vice versa. Some SEM computer tools can optionally print IRT-type estimates, too. 
These sets of estimates (IRT, CFA) are simple transformations of each other, but CFA 
has relatively few advantages over IRT-based analyses of item-level data. One is that it 
is easy to specify correlated errors in CFA, but IRT models generally assume local inde-
pendence. Another is that indicators can be specified as complex or multidimensional 
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in CFA, but doing so in IRT is more difficult. Measurement models analyzed in SEM can 
include predictors (covariates). Such models are SR models, not CFA models, but it is 
easy to include covariates in SEM.

The IRT approach offers more flexibility than CFA in a few key areas. One is the 
capability to develop tailored tests, or subsets of items that may optimally assess a par-
ticular person based on the correctness of his or her previous responses. If the examinee 
fails initial items, then the computer presents easier ones. Testing stops when more dif-
ficult items are consistently failed. A reliability coefficient can be estimated for each per-
son, given the particular items administered. In contrast, CFA analyzes static measure-
ment models fitted to data from whole samples, not individual cases. There are specific 
methods in IRT for equating different tests for difficulty and for shortening an extant 
questionnaire in a way that ensures optimal precision of the new scores compared with 
the old ones.

SUMMaRy

Many types of hypotheses about reflective measurement can be tested in CFA. The anal-
ysis of a model with multiple factors that specifies unidimensional measurement allows 
precise tests of convergent validity and discriminant validity. Respecification of a mea-
surement model can be challenging because many possible changes could be made to a 
given model. Another problem is that of equivalent measurement models. The only way 
to deal with both of these challenges is to rely more on substantive knowledge than on 
statistical considerations in model evaluation. There are special estimation methods for 
analyzing ordinal data. Limited- information estimators, such as robust weighted least 
squares, fit the model to a correlation structure for the latent response variables, and 
full- information methods based on maximum likelihood directly analyze the raw data. 
These methods for items with relatively few response categories or severely asymmetri-
cal distributions are more appropriate than default ML estimation for continuous data.

LEaRN MORE

Books by Brown (2015) and Harrington (2009) are excellent resources for CFA. Edwards, 
Wirth, Houts, and xi (2012) describe the analysis of ordinal data in SEM.

Brown, T. A. (2015). Confirmatory factor analysis for applied research (2nd ed.). New York: 
Guilford Press.

Edwards, M. C., Wirth, R. J., Houts, C. R., & xi, N. (2012). Categorical data in the structural 
equation modeling framework. In R. Hoyle (Ed.), Handbook of structural equation mod-
eling (pp. 195–208). New York: Guilford Press.

Harrington, D. (2009). Confirmatory factor analysis. New York: Oxford University Press.
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ExERCISES

1. Show that dfM = 20 for the single- factor model of the KABC-I (see Figure 9.7).

2. Use an SEM computer tool to fit the single- factor model of the KABC-I to the data in 
Table 13.1. Evaluate the residuals for this model.

3. Reproduce the values of the structure coefficients in Table 13.4 using the tracing rule 
with the parameter estimates in Table 13.3.

4. Calculate the composite reliability (CR) for the simultaneous processing factor, 
given the results in Table 13.3.

5. Interpret 2t̂  = .25 in Figure 13.5(b), given the information in Figure 13.5(a).
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These recommendations concern reflective measurement models, whether these models are CFA 
models or part of an SR model. Unstandardized variables, including the factors, are assumed. 
In the reference (marker) variable method of scaling factors, initial estimates of factor variances 
should probably not exceed 90% of that of the observed (sample) variance of the corresponding 
reference variable. In the effects coding method, all indicators of the same factor have the same 
metric, so the start value for the factor variance should be less than 90% of the average observed 
variance over all the indicators. Start values for factor covariances follow the initial estimates of 
their variances; that is, they are the product of each factor’s standard deviation (the square root 
of the initial estimates of their variances) and the expected correlation between them.

If indicators of the same factor have similar variances to that of the reference variable, then 
initial estimates of their pattern coefficients can also be 1.0. If the reference variable is, say, 
one-tenth as variable as another indicator, the initial estimate of the other indicator’s pattern 
coefficient could be 10.0. Conservative start values for indicator error variances could be 90% 
of the observed variance of the associated, which assumes that only 10% of the variance will be 
explained. Bentler (2006) suggests that it is probably better to overestimate the variances of fac-
tors and error variances than to underestimate them.

Appendix 13.A

Start Value Suggestions for Measurement Models
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Suppose that a researcher specifies a standard two- factor CFA model where the indicators of fac-
tors A are X1 and X2 and the indicators of factor B are X3 and X4. The sample covariance matrix 
where the order of the variables is X1–X4 and N = 200 is as shown here:

25.00 (I)

 7.20 9.00

 3.20 2.00 4.00

 2.00 1.25 1.20 4.00

It is believed that the unstandardized pattern coefficients of X2 and X4 are equal. To test this 
hypothesis, an equality constraint is imposed on the unstandardized estimates, or

 A  X2 = B  X4

Next, the model so restricted is compared to the one without this constraint. Ideally, the value 
of D

2c (1) for this comparison should not depend on how the factors are scaled, but this ideal is 
not realized for this example. If X1 and X3 are the reference variables for their respective unstan-
dardized factors, then D

2c (1) = 0. But if instead the factor variances are fixed to 1.0 (the factors 
are standardized), then D

2c (1) = 14.087 calculated in the student version of LISREL for the same 
comparison. Try it!

This unexpected result is an example of constraint interaction, which means that the value 
of the chi- square difference statistic for the test of the equality constraint depends on how the 
factors are scaled. It happens in this example because the imposition of the cross- factor equality 
constraint has the unintended consequence of making unnecessary one of the two identification 
constraints that scale the factors. But removing the unnecessary identification constraint from 
the model with the equality constraint would result in two nonhierarchical models with equal 
degrees of freedom. In other words, we could not conduct the chi- square difference test.

Steiger (2002) describes this test for constraint interaction: Obtain M
2c  for the model with 

the cross- factor equality constraint. If the factors are unstandardized, fix the pattern coefficient 

Appendix 13.B

Constraint Interaction in CFA Models
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of the reference variable to a different constant, such as 2.0. If the factors are standardized, fix 
the variance of one of these factors to a constant other than 1.0. Fit the model so respecified to 
the same data. If the value of M

2c  for the respecified model is not identical to that of the original, 
constraint interaction is present. If so, the choice of how to scale the factor should be based on 
substantive grounds. If no such grounds exist, the test results for the equality constraint may not 
be meaningful. Gonzalez and Griffin (2001) describe how the estimation of standard errors in 
SEM is not always invariant to how the factors are scaled.
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Described next are two different strategies for analyzing fully latent SR models where every 
substantive variable in the structural model is a factor measured by multiple indicators. 
These strategies address the problem of how to locate the source(s) of specification error 
by separating the evaluation of the measurement part of the model from the analysis of 
the structural part. The detailed example for this chapter follows the two-step approach just 
mentioned. Also discussed in this chapter is (1) the analysis of partially latent SR models 
while controlling for measurement error in single indicators and (2) the estimation of forma-
tive measurement models in SEM. The advanced techniques covered in the next part of 
this book extend the rationale of SR models to other kinds of analyses.

TWO‑STEP MOdELING

Suppose that a researcher specified the fully latent, three- factor SR model in Figure 
10.4(a). The data are collected and the researcher uses one-step modeling to estimate 
this model, which means that its measurement and structural components are analyzed 
simultaneously in a single analysis. The results indicate poor fit. Now, where is the 
model misspecified? the measurement part? the structural part? or both? With one-step 
modeling, it is hard to precisely locate the source of the problem. Two-step modeling 
by Anderson and Gerbing (1988) parallels the two-step heuristic (Rule 10.1) for the 
identification of SR models:

1. In the first step, a fully latent SR model is respecified as a CFA measurement 
model, which is then analyzed in order to determine whether it fits the data. If the fit 
of this CFA model is poor, then not only may the researcher’s hypotheses about mea-
surement be wrong, but also the fit of the original SR model may be even worse if its 
structural model is overidentified. Suppose that the fit of the three- factor CFA model in 
Figure 10.4(b) is poor. This model has three paths among the factors that represent all 

14

Analysis of Structural 
Regression Models
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possible covariances. In contrast, the structural part of the original SR model in Figure 
10.4(a) has only two paths that represent direct effects. If the fit of the CFA model with 
three paths among the factors is poor, then the fit of the SR model with only two paths 
may be even worse. The first step thus involves finding an adequate measurement model 
(follow the suggestions in the previous chapter).

2. Given an acceptable measurement model, the second step is to compare the fits of 
the original SR model (with modifications to its measurement part, if any) and those with 
different structural models to one another and to the fit of the CFA model with the chi- 
square difference test. (This assumes that hierarchical models are compared.) Here is the 
procedure: If the structural part of an SR model is just- identified, the fits of the SR model 
and the CFA respecification of it are identical because these two models are equivalent. 
For example, if the path A  C were added to the SR model of Figure 10.4(a), then it 
would have just as many free parameters as does the CFA model of Figure 10.4(b). The 
original SR model of Figure 10.4(a) with its overidentified structural part is thus nested 
under the CFA model of Figure 10.4(b). But it may be possible to trim a just- identified 
structural part of an SR model without appreciable deterioration in fit. Structural por-
tions of SR models are respecified according to the same principles as in path analysis.

Given a retained CFA model, one should observe only slight changes in the pat-
tern coefficients as SR models with alternative structural components are tested. If so, 
then the assumptions about measurement may be invariant to changes in the structural 
part of an SR model. But if values of the pattern coefficients change markedly when the 
different structural models are specified, the measurement model is clearly not invari-
ant. This phenomenon may lead to interpretational confounding (Burt, 1976); that is, 
the empirical definitions of the constructs depend on hypotheses about causal effects 
between them. It is generally easier to detect interpretational confounding in two-step 
modeling than in one-step modeling.

FOUR‑STEP MOdELING

Four-step modeling (Hayduk & Glaser, 2000; Mulaik & Millsap, 2000) for fully latent 
SR models extends the two-step method to even more precisely diagnose misspecifica-
tion in the measurement model. The researcher tests a sequence of at least four hierar-
chical models. In order for these models to be identified, each factor should have at least 
four indicators. As in two-step modeling, if the fit of a model in four-step modeling with 
fewer constraints is poor, then a model with even more constraints should not even be 
considered. The steps are outlined next:

1. The least restrictive model specified at the first step is an EFA model where each 
indicator depends on all factors and the number of factors is the same as that in the 
target SR model. This EFA model should be analyzed with the same estimation method, 
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such as robust WLS when the data are ordinal, as used to analyze the final SR model 
(at the fourth step). This first step is intended to test the provisional correctness of the 
hypothesis regarding the number of factors, but it cannot confirm that hypothesis if 
model fit is adequate (Hayduk & Glaser, 2000).

2. The second step of four-step modeling corresponds to the first step of two-step 
modeling: A CFA model is specified where some pattern coefficients are fixed to zero. 
If the fit of the CFA model at this step is reasonable, one goes on to test the original SR 
model; otherwise, the measurement model should be revised.

3. The third step involves testing the SR model with the same set of zero pattern 
coefficients as represented in the measurement model from the second step but where at 
least one factor covariance from the second step is respecified as a direct causal effect.

4. The last step involves tests of a priori hypotheses about parameters free from the 
onset of model testing. These tests typically involve imposing zero constraints or drop-
ping a path from the structural model. The third and fourth steps of four-step modeling 
are basically a more specific statement of activities that would fall under the second step 
of two-step modeling.

Which approach to analyzing fully latent SR models is best, two-step or four-step 
modeling? Both methods have their critics and defenders, and both capitalize on chance 
variation when hierarchical models are tested and respecified using the same data. The 
two-step method is simpler, and it does not require four or more indicators per factor. 
Both two-step and four-step modeling are better than one-step modeling, where there is 
no separation of measurement issues from structural issues. Neither is a “gold standard” 
for testing SR models, but there is no such thing (Bentler, 2000). Bollen (2000) describes 
additional methods for testing SR models.

INTERPRETaTION OF PaRaMETER ESTIMaTES  
aNd PROBLEMS

Interpretation of estimates from the analysis of an SR model should not be difficult if one 
knows something about path analysis and CFA. For example, path coefficients are inter-
preted for SR models as regression coefficients between factors. Total effects between 
factors can be decomposed into direct and total indirect effects, just as in path analysis. 
Pattern coefficients are interpreted as regression coefficients for direct effects of factors 
on indicators, just as in CFA.

Many SEM computer tools print estimated R2 values for each endogenous variable. 
This includes, for SR models, the indicators in the measurement model and the factors 
specified as outcomes in the structural model. Values of R2 are usually computed for 
indicators in the unstandardized solution as one minus the ratio of the estimated error 
variance over the sample variance of that indicator. Although variances of endogenous 
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factors are not model parameters, they nevertheless have predicted variances; therefore, 
values of R2 are usually calculated for endogenous factors as one minus the ratio of the 
estimated disturbance variance over the predicted variance for that factor. Watch for 
Heywood cases that suggest a problem with the data, specification, sample size, number 
of indicators per factor, or identification status of the model. If iterative estimation fails 
due to poor start values set automatically by the computer, the guidelines in Appendix 
11.A can be followed for generating your own start values for the structural model or the 
guidelines in Appendix 13.A for the measurement model.

Most SEM computer tools calculate a standardized solution for SR models by first 
finding the unstandardized solution with unit loading identification (ULI) constraints 
for endogenous factors and then transforming it to standardized form. Steiger (2002) 
notes that this method assumes that ULI constraints function only to scale the endog-
enous variables. In other words, there is no constraint interaction. See Appendix 14.A 
for more information about constraint interaction in SR models.

Depending on the SEM computer tool, more than one standardized solution may 
be printed in the output for the same SR model and data. For example, all variables are 
standardized in LISREL’s completely standardized solution and in the STDYX solution 
of Mplus, but just the factors are standardized in LISREL’s standardized solution and in 
Mplus’s STD solution. For fully latent SR models with no measured exogenous variables 
in the structural model, the Mplus STDYX and STDY solutions will be identical. But in 
partially latent SR models with measured exogenous variables in the structural model 
(e.g., Figure 10.2(a)), the two solutions may differ. This is because the STDY solution in 
Mplus does not use the variances of measured exogenous variables (covariates) in its 
standardized solution.

dETaILEd ExaMPLE

This example of the two-step analysis of a fully latent SR model of job satisfaction was 
introduced in Chapter 10. Briefly, Houghton and Jinkerson (2007) measured within 
a sample of 263 full-time university employees three indicators each of constructive 
thinking, dysfunctional thinking, subjective well-being, and job satisfaction. They 
hypothesized that constructive thinking reduces dysfunctional thinking, which leads 
to an enhanced sense of well-being, which in turn results in greater job satisfaction. 
They also predicted that dysfunctional thinking directly affects job satisfaction. Their 
SR model is presented in Figure 10.6. We will first analyze whether its measurement part 
is consistent with the data summarized in Table 14.1. All results described next are from 
converged, admissible solutions.

I submitted the correlations and standard deviations in Table 14.1 to Stata (Stata-
Corp, 1985–2015) for analysis with the sem command. Variances are calculated with 
N – 1 in the denominator, not N. The first model analyzed with ML estimation was a 
standard one- factor CFA model with 12 indicators. Values of selected fit statistics for this 
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initial measurement model are reported in Table 14.2. The fit of the one- factor CFA model 
is clearly poor. For example, the exact-fit test is failed, M

2c (54) = 566.797, p < .001, and the 
upper bound of the 90% confidence interval based on the RMSEA is .204 (see the table).

Next, I specified the measurement part of Figure 10.6 as a standard four- factor CFA 
model. Values of selected fit statistics for this four- factor CFA model are listed in Table 
14.2. The exact-fit hypothesis is not rejected, M

2c (48) = 62.468, p = .078. The relative 
improvement in fit of the four- factor CFA model over that of the one- factor CFA model is 
statistically significant, D

2c (6) = 504.329, p < .001, and values of approximate- fit indexes 
for the four- factor model are generally favorable (e.g., upper-bound RMSEA = .056; CFI 
= .986; see the table).

Inspection of the residuals for the four- factor CFA model indicated few appar-
ent problems. For example, two absolute correlation residuals (computed in EQS) just 
exceed .10, which is not a bad result in a larger model. A total of three standardized 
residuals are significant at the .05 level. One of these results was for the “Happy” (per-
cent time happy) and “Mood2” indicators of the subjective well-being factor. One of the 
largest modification indexes (5.380) was for an error covariance between the same pair 
of variables.

Because it seems reasonable that common item content across the two indicators 
just mentioned could explain shared error variance, I respecified the four- factor CFA 
model by allowing the error covariance between the “Happy” and “Mood2” indicators to 
be freely estimated in a third analysis. The results are summarized in Table 14.2. Its fit to 
the data is statistically better than that of the four- factor CFA model with no correlated 
errors, D

2c (1) = 5.806, p = .016. The exact-fit hypothesis is not rejected for the respecified 
measurement model, M

2c (47) = 56.662, p = .158. Values of other fit statistics are gener-
ally favorable (RMSEA = .028; CFI = .991). Finally, no absolute correlation residuals 
exceeded .10.

Based on the results just described, the four- factor CFA model in Figure 14.1 was 
retained but with an error correlation. In contrast, Houghton and Jinkerson’s (2007) 
final measurement model was a standard four- factor model, so my conclusion differs 
somewhat from theirs. Reported in Table 14.3 are estimates of pattern coefficients and 
error variances for the CFA model in Figure 14.1 but with an error correlation. Values 
of standardized pattern coefficients for indicators of some factors, such as job satisfac-
tion (range = .749–.839), are uniformly high. A few other standardized coefficients are 
rather low, such as .433 for the self-talk indicator of constructive thinking, so evidence 
for convergent validity is mixed. Values of R2 for indicators range from .188 to .817 (see 
the table).

Estimates of factor variances and covariances and of the error covariance for the 
final CFA measurement model are listed in Table 14.4. Exercise 1 asks you to verify 
that a total of two factor covariances are not statistically significant at the .05 level. Of 
greater interest are the estimated factor correlations, which range from –.480 to .466. 
These moderate intercorrelations suggest discriminant validity. The error covariance is 
–.043, and the corresponding error correlation is –.243. This correlation does not seem 
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large, but its presence helps to “clean up” local fit problems in the standard four- factor 
CFA model without this parameter.

The analyses described next concern the second step of two-step modeling— the 
testing of SR models, with the measurement part established in the first step but with 
alternative versions of structural models. The first SR model analyzed is one with a 
just- identified structural component. Because this SR model and the CFA measurement 
model in Figure 14.1 have the same number of paths among the factors (6), they are 
equivalent models. This fact is verified by the observation of identical global fit sta-
tistics in Table 14.2 for the two models just mentioned. Equivalence also implies that 
estimates of pattern coefficients and error variances and covariance will be identical 
within rounding error for the two models. Accordingly, we consider just the parameter 
estimates for the structural part of the SR model.

Presented in Figure 14.2 are estimates for the just- identified structural model. The 
direct effects in the figure depicted with dashed lines were predicted by Houghton and 
Jinkerson (2007) to be zero. Neither the unstandardized coefficient for the direct effect 

TaBLE 14.3. Maximum Likelihood Estimates of Pattern Coefficients and Residuals 
for a Measurement Model of Thought Strategies and Job Satisfaction

Indicator

Pattern coefficients Error variances

Unstandardized Standardized Unstandardized Standardized

Est. SE Est. SE Est. SE Est. SE

Job satisfaction

Work1 1.000 — .839 .030  .261 .042 .297 .051

Work2 1.035 .082 .802 .032  .369 .051 .357 .052

Work3  .891 .073 .749 .035  .386 .044 .439 .052

Subjective well-being

Happy 1.000 — .671 .061  .174 .026 .550 .081

Mood1 1.490 .227 .739 .053  .262 .045 .453 .078

Mood2  .821 .126 .591 .062  .179 .022 .651 .073

Dysfunctional thinking

Perform1 1.000 — .830 .029  .106 .015 .311 .048

Perform2 1.133 .079 .904 .026  .068 .017 .183 .047

Approval  .993 .088 .660 .040  .302 .030 .564 .053

Constructive thinking

Beliefs 1.000 — .648 .065  .293 .044 .580 .084

Self-Talk 1.056 .179 .433 .062 1.026 .098 .812 .053

Imagery 1.890 .340 .870 .073  .243 .127 .242 .127

Note. Est., estimate. All results were computed by Stata. The standardized solution is completely standardized.
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of constructive thinking on dysfunctional thinking (–.131) nor the standardized coeffi-
cient (–.124) is significant at the .05 level. It is no surprise, then, that constructive think-
ing explains only about 1.5% of the variance in dysfunctional thinking (R2 = .015). The 
other two sets (unstandardized, standardized) of coefficients for direct effects of con-
structive thinking on subjective well-being and job satisfaction are also not statistically 
significant. This is consistent with predictions. Direct effects of dysfunctional thinking 
on subjective well-being and of subjective well-being on job satisfaction are both signifi-
cant and appreciable in standardized magnitude (respectively, –.470, .382). These results 
support the hypothesis that effects of dysfunctional thinking on job satisfaction are 
largely indirect through subjective well-being. About 25% of the variance in both sub-
jective well-being and job satisfaction is explained (R2s are, respectively, .237 and .245).

The final SR model retained by Houghton and Jinkerson (2007) had the four paths 
in the structural model represented with solid lines in Figure 14.2. Values of selected fit 
statistics for this restricted SR model are reported in Table 14.2. The exact-fit hypothesis 
is not rejected, M

2c (49) = 60.010, p = .135, and its fit is not statistically worse than that 
of the unrestricted SR model with six direct effects, D

2c (2) = 3.348, p = .188. Inspection 
of the correlation residuals for the restricted SR model indicates some problems. For 
example, the residual for the “Work2” indicator of job satisfaction and the “Imagery” 
indicator of constructive thinking is .142. Other absolute residuals > .10 involved the 
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FIGURE 14.1. Measurement component in a structural regression model of thought strategies 
and job satisfaction with compact symbolism for indicator error terms.
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“Beliefs” indicator of constructive thinking and both mood indicators of subjective well-
being. This example illustrates how deleting paths that are not significant can apprecia-
bly worsen fit elsewhere in the model. Thus, I would retain the SR model with the just- 
identified structural part (see Figure 14.2). Exercise 2 asks you to calculate a standard-
ized effect decomposition for the just- identified structural model. Yon can download all 
computer files for this analysis in Amos, EQS, lavaan, LISREL, Mplus, and Stata from 
this book’s website.

I used the Power Analysis procedure in STATISTICA Advanced (StatSoft, 2013) to 
estimate power for the final SR model, given N = 263, dfM = 47, and a = .05. Assuming  
e1 = .08 for the test of the close-fit hypothesis (e0 ≤ .05), power is .869. Now assuming  
e1 = .01 for the test of the not-close-fit hypothesis (e0 ≥ .05), power is .767. These results 
say that the probability of rejecting a false model or detecting a correct model is reason-
ably good. Although the sample size for this analysis is not large, there are sufficient 
model degrees of freedom to offset the negative impact of a smaller sample on power.

TABLE 14.4. Maximum Likelihood Estimates of Factor Variances and Covariances 
and Error Covariance for a Measurement Model of Thought Strategies 
and Job Satisfaction

Parameter

Unstandardized Standardized

Est. SE Est. SE

Factor variances and covariances

Job Satisfaction  .620 .082 1.000 —

Subjective Well-Being  .142 .031 1.000 —

Dysfunctional Thinking  .236 .031 1.000 —

Constructive Thinking  .213 .051 1.000 —

Constructive  Dysfunctional –.028 .018 –.124 .073

Constructive  Subjective Well-Being  .024 .014  .140 .080

Constructive  Job Satisfaction  .060 .029  .165 .074

Dysfunctional  Subjective Well-Being –.088 .018 –.480 .063

Dysfunctional  Job Satisfaction –.132 .030 –.344 .064

Subjective Well-Being  Job Satisfaction  .139 .027  . 466 .066

Error covariance

Happy  Mood2 –.043 .018 –.243 .116

Note. All results were computed by Stata. The standardized solution is completely standardized.
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EquivalEnt SR ModElS

It is often possible to generate equivalent versions of SR models. An equivalent version 
of a fully latent SR model with a just- identified structural part was mentioned earlier: 
the model respecified as a CFA model, which assumes only covariances between factors. 
Regardless of whether or not the structural part of an SR model is just- identified, it may 
be possible to generate equivalent versions of it using the replacing rules (Table 12.6), 
but verify that the respecified and original structural models are d- separation equiva-
lent. With the structural part of an SR model held constant, it may also be possible to 
generate equivalent versions of the measurement part using the reversed indicator rule 
(e.g., Figure 13.2). Given no change in the structural part, alternative SR models with 
equivalent measurement parts will fit the same data equally well; see Hershberger and 
Marcoulides (2013) for examples.

Equivalent versions of the just- identified structural model in Figure 14.2 for analy-
sis of the Houghton and Jinkerson (2007) data include any other possible just- identified 
variation of this model. This includes structural models where causal effects “flow” in 
the opposite direction, such as from job satisfaction to subjective well-being to dys-
functional thinking to constructive thinking. Houghton and Jinkerson (2007) offered 
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FiGuRE 14.2. Structural component in a structural regression model of thought strategies 
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 unstandardized (standard error); estimates in the bottom row are standardized (standard 
error). Standardized estimates are from a completely standardized solution. All estimates are 
statistically significant at the .05 level except for those designated “ns,” which means not sig-
nificant.
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a detailed rationale for their directionality specifications, but without such arguments, 
there is no way to prefer one just- identified structural model over an equivalent varia-
tion.

SINGLE INdICaTORS IN a NONRECURSIVE MOdEL

This example was introduced in Chapter 10. Briefly, Chang et al. (2007) administered 
measures about occupational commitment, organizational commitment, and turnover 
intention to 177 nurses. Because these authors reported reliability coefficients (Table 
10.1), we can use the specification that explicitly controls for measurement error in sin-
gle indicators— see Figure 10.7. The structural model represents three hypotheses: (1) 
affective, continuance, and normative organizational commitment affect organizational 
turnover intention; (2) affective, continuance, and normative occupational commitment 
affect occupational turnover intention; and (3) organizational and occupational turn-
over intention mutually cause each other.

I fitted the model in Figure 10.7 to the covariance matrix based on the correlations 
and standard deviations in Table 14.5 using ML estimation in the lavaan package for R 
(Rosseel, 2012). You can download the lavaan script and output files for this analysis 
from this book’s website as well as the computer files for the same analysis in LISREL 

TaBLE 14.5. Input data (Correlations, Standard deviations, Score Reliabilities) 
for analysis of a Nonrecursive Model of Organizational and Occupational 
Commitment and Turnover Intention

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Organizational commitment

1. Affective  .82

2. Continuance –.10  .70

3. Normative  .66  .10  .74

Occupational commitment

4. Affective  .48  .06  .42  .86

5. Continuance  .08  .58  .15  .22  .71

6. Normative  .48  .12  .44  .69  .34  .84

Turnover intention

7. Organizational –.53 –.04 –.58 –.34 –.13 –.34  .86

8. Occupational –.50 –.02 –.40 –.63 –.28 –.58  .56  .88

M 4.33 4.07 4.02 5.15 4.17 4.44 4.15 3.65

SD 1.04  .98  .97 1.07  .78 1.09 1.40 1.50

Note. These data are from Chang et al. (2007); N = 177. Values in the diagonal are internal consistency (Cronbach’s 
alpha) score reliability coefficients.
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(Scientific Software International, 2013). The analysis in lavaan converged normally 
to an admissible solution. Values of selected fit statistics generated by lavaan are as 
follows:

 M
2c (4) = 9.420, p = .051

 RMSEA = .087, 90% CI [0, .161], pe0
 ≤ .05 = .159

 CFI = .991; SRMR = .018

The model just passes the exact-fit test at the .05 level; it also passes the close-fit test 
at the same level. Values of the CFI and SRMR are generally favorable, but results on 
the RMSEA are poor: the upper bound of its confidence interval (.161) suggests poor fit 
within the limits of sampling error (i.e., the poor-fit test is failed). Next we examine the 
residuals.

No absolute correlation residual exceeded .10. A few standardized residuals were 
statistically significant, of which the largest in absolute value (z = 2.665) concerned 
the association between the indicator of continuance organizational commitment and 
the indicator of occupational turnover intention. A respecification consistent with this 
result is to add to the initial model in Figure 10.7 a direct effect from the continuance 
organizational commitment factor to the occupational turnover intention factor. The 
model so respecified was fitted to the same data. Reported next are values of selected fit 
statistics for the respecified model:

 M
2c (3) = .809, p = .847

 RMSEA = 0, 90% CI [0, .070], pe0
 ≤ .05 = .913

 CFI = 1.000; SRMR = .005

These results are all favorable. Also, the largest absolute correlation residual is .02, and 
there are no significant standardized residuals for the revised model. The improvement 
in fit of the revised model relative to that of the initial model is also significant, or

 D
2c (1) = 9.420 – .809 = 8.611, p = .003

Based on all these results, the respecified nonrecursive model with a direct effect from 
continuance organizational commitment to occupational turnover intention is retained.

There are no free parameters in the measurement part of the respecified SR model 
except for the variances of the six exogenous factors and their pairwise covariances. To 
save space, these estimates are not reported here. Presented in Table 14.6 are the ML 
estimates of the direct effects (including two reciprocal effects) and the disturbance 
variances and covariance in the structural part of the respecified model. The best predic-
tor of organizational turnover intention is normative organizational commitment. The 
standardized path coefficient is –.665, so a stronger sense of obligation to stay within the 
organization predicts lower levels of the intention to leave that organization. The best 
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predictor of occupational turnover intention is continuance occupational commitment, 
for which the standardized path coefficient is –.672; thus, higher estimation of the cost 
to leave a discipline predicts a lower level of the intention to do so.

The second strongest predictor of occupational turnover intention is continuance 
organizational commitment, and, surprisingly, the standardized coefficient for this pre-
dictor is positive, or .579. Higher perceived costs of leaving an organization therefore 
predicts a higher level of intention to leave the discipline. This result is an example of 
a suppression effect because, although the Pearson correlation between continuance 
organizational commitment and occupational turnover intention is about zero (–.02; see 
Table 14.5), the standardized weight for the continuance organizational commitment is 
positive (.579) once other predictors are held constant.

As expected, the direct effects of organizational turnover intention and occupa-
tional turnover intention on each other are positive. Of the two, the standardized mag-

TaBLE 14.6. Maximum Likelihood Estimates for the Structural 
Component in a Nonrecursive Model of Organizational 
and Occupational Commitment and Turnover Intention

Parameter Unstandardized SE Standardized

Direct effects

AOC  OrgTI –.062 .413 –.045

COC  OrgTI .030 .174  .019

NOC  OrgTI –1.033 .408 –.665

APC  OccTI –.754 .231 –.532

CPC  OccTI –1.441 .647 –.672

NPC  OccTI .094 .309  .067

COC  OccTI .996 .454  .579

Reciprocal effects

OccTI  OrgTI .037 .147  .040

OrgTI  OccTI .287 .145  .265

Disturbance variances and covariance

OrgTI .767 .192  .458

OccTI .461 .157  .234

OrgTI  OccTI .226 .178  .380

Note. AOC, affective organizational commitment; COC, continuance organizational 
commitment; NOC, normative organizational commitment; APC, affective occupational 
commitment; CPC, continuance occupational commitment; NPC, normative occupa-
tional commitment; OrgTI, organizational turnover intention; OccTI, occupational 
turnover intention. Standardized estimates for disturbance variances are proportions of 
unexplained variance. All results were computed by lavaan. The standardized solution 
is completely standardized.
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nitude of the effect of organizational turnover intention on occupational turnover inten-
tion (.287) is stronger than the effect in the other direction (.037). If there is reciprocal 
causation between these two variables, then it is stronger in one direction than in the 
other. In other words, the impact of the intention to leave one’s place of work on the 
intention to leave one’s profession is greater than the magnitude of the influence in 
the other direction by a ratio of almost eight (.287/.037 = 7.76). Exercise 3 asks you to 
rerun this analysis but to constrain the direct effects of organizational and occupational 
turnover intention on each other to equality and then comment on the values of the cor-
responding path coefficients.

Two special topics in the analysis of nonrecursive structural models are described 
in the appendices of the chapter. These issues are relevant whether the structural model 
is a path model or part of an SR model. Appendix 14.B deals with effect decomposition 
in nonrecursive structural models and the assumption of equilibrium, and Appendix 
14.C is about the estimation of corrected R2-type proportions of explained variance for 
endogenous variables involved in feedback loops.

aNaLyzING FORMaTIVE MEaSUREMENT MOdELS IN SEM

A reflective measurement model with four effect (reflective) indicators, X1–X4, is depicted 
in Figure 14.3(a). Grace and Bollen (2008) use the term L  M block (latent to mani-
fest) to describe the “flow” of causation from the factor to the indicators. Reflective 
measurement assumes that indicators with equally reliable scores are interchangeable. 
It also requires positive intercorrelations among the indicators of a common factor. Mea-
surement error in such models is represented at the indicator level by the terms E1–E4. 
The factor in Figure 14.3(a) is exogenous, but a factor can also be endogenous in a reflec-
tive measurement model (e.g., SR models). In two-step modeling, pattern coefficients for 
effect indicators should remain invariant over respecification of the structural model.

A formative measurement model with causal indicators is represented in Figure 
14.3(b). Causal indicators have a conceptual unity in that they all measure the same 
latent continuum (Bollen & Bauldry, 2011). But that latent variable is caused by its indi-
cators, which is described as an M  L block (manifest to latent) (Grace & Bollen, 
2008). For example, income, education, and occupation, among other variables, deter-
mine a person’s standing on a latent socioeconomic status (SES) dimension. A change 
in any of the variables just listed could affect the level of SES. In economics, costs of 
food, shelter, household furnishings, transportation, health care, and durable goods are 
examples of causal indicators of a formative cost of living factor. The disturbance in 
Figure 14.3(b) represents the possibility that causal indicators X1–X4 do not explain all 
the variance in the corresponding latent variable. To scale the latent variable in Figure 
14.3(b), the unstandardized direct effect of one of its causal indicators, X1, is fixed to 1.0, 
which is a scaling constant.

Causal indicators are exogenous variables and thus have no error terms. Causal 
indicators are free to vary and covary, which explains the symbols in Figure 14.3(b) that 
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represent their variances and covariances. Measurement error in a formative measure-
ment model like the one in Figure 14.3(b) is manifested in the disturbance term (DLV)—
that is, at the construct level, not at the indicator level as in reflective measurement 
(Figure 14.3(a)). Exercise 4 asks you to respecify an M  L block like the one in Figure 
14.3(b) but with three causal indicators so that measurement error is represented at the 
indicator level instead of at the construct level.

Causal indicators may have any pattern of intercorrelations, positive, negative, or 
even zero. What connects them is the researcher’s theory that a set of causal indicators 
matches up with a target construct (Bollen & Bauldry, 2011). Direct effects of causal 
indicators should remain invariant over different outcomes of the latent variable mea-
sured by those indicators. Also, omitting a causal indicator that covaries with measured 
causal indicators may lead to bias. This can happen because the omission of such an 
indicator changes the empirical definition of the construct. So unlike effect indicators, 
causal indicators are not generally interchangeable.

The stumbling block in SEM to analyzing models where a factor has causal indicators 
only and its disturbance variance is freely estimated is identification. This is because it can 
be difficult to specify such a model that reflects the researcher’s hypotheses and is identi-
fied. The need to scale a factor with causal indicators was mentioned earlier in this sec-
tion, but meeting this requirement is not difficult (Bollen & Bauldry, 2011, describe other 
options). MacCallum and Browne (1993) noted that in order for the disturbance variance 
of a factor with causal indicators only to be identified, that factor must have direct effects 
on at least two other endogenous variables, such as factors with effect indicators. This 
requirement is the 2+ emitted paths rule. If a factor measured with causal indicators 
only emits a single path, its disturbance variance will be under identified. In models with 
multiple indirect pathways from effect- indicated factors to other such factors that pass 
through causal- indicated factors, some path coefficients may be underidentified.

The first two models in Figure 14.3 illustrate the identification issues just raised. 
Specifically, the model in Figure 14.3(a) with effect indicators is a standard CFA model. 
This model is identified (Rule 10.1); thus, it could be analyzed as a “stand-alone” model. 
But the model in Figure 14.3(b) with causal indicators is not identified. In order to esti-
mate its parameters, it would be necessary to “embed” it within a larger SR model where 
the causal- indicated factor emits at least two direct effects, among other requirements 
for identification.

One way to deal with the identification problem is to add effect indicators to causal- 
indicated factors; that is, specify a MIMIC (multiple indicators and multiple causes) 
factor with both effect and causal indicators. Adding two effect indicators means that 
a factor previously with only causal indicators will now emit at least two directs (see 
Diamantopoulos, Riefler, & Roth, 2008). Any such respecification requires a rationale. For 
example, Hershberger (1994) described a MIMIC depression factor with indicators that 
represented various behaviors. Some of these indicators, such as “crying” and “feeling 
depressed,” were specified as effect indicators because they are symptoms of depression. 
But another indicator, “feeling lonely,” was specified as a causal indicator because this 
feeling may lead to depression, not vice versa.
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If the disturbance variance in Figure 14.3(b) were fixed to zero (i.e., it is dropped 
from the model), the formerly latent variable is converted to a composite, or a linear 
combination of the indicators. The model just described is illustrated in Figure 14.3(c). 
It is called an M  C block (manifest to composite) (Grace & Bollen, 2008). These 
authors represent composites in diagrams with hexagons, which are also used in Figure 
14.3(c). The hexagon is not a standard symbol, but it conveys the fact that a composite 
with no disturbance is not latent. Grace and Bollen also distinguish between a fixed- 
weights composite where coefficients for direct effects of composite indicators are spec-
ified a priori, such as unit weighting where all coefficients equal 1.0, and an unknown 
weights composite where the coefficients are estimated from the data. Figure 14.3(c) 
assumes an unknown weights composite.

Composite indicators, such as X1–X4 in Figure 14.3(c), can be any arbitrary com-
bination of variables; that is, they are not required to have a conceptual unity (Bollen & 
Bauldry, 2011). This means that (1) a set of composite indicators is not assumed to be 
unidimensional and (2) composite indicators can have any pattern of intercorrelations. 
Coefficients for composite indicators are not generally expected to be invariant over dif-
ferent outcomes predicted by the composite. This is because such coefficients could be 
optimized by the computer to predict a particular outcome. If the outcome changes, then 
the coefficients for the composite indicators could also change. This situation describes 
an unknown weights composite. An alternative is to assign a prior weights based on 
specific hypotheses regardless of the outcome variable.

A composite represents a convenient way to summarize the effects of several vari-
ables that may have little to do with each other. This is why the coefficients for com-
posite indicators generally have little, if any, causal interpretation: The coefficients act 
simply to form the composite. For example, a composite of the variables age, gender, 
and ethnicity would have an imprecise unity in being demographic variables, and direct 
effects of such a composite would estimate the combined influence of these variables 
(Bollen & Bauldry, 2011). A drawback is that individual effects of age, gender, or ethnic-
ity are lost when these variables are summed to form a composite. Instead, demographic 
variables are usually represented as individual covariates in structural equation models, 
a point elaborated next.

Covariates in SR models may be specified as correlated exogenous variables with 
direct effects on latent variables. A covariate is included in order to control for the effect 
of the corresponding variable. For example, including gender as a cause of a latent vari-
able controls for differences between women and men when the computer calculates the 
path coefficients for other presumed causes of the same latent variable. Although covari-
ates may have direct effects on factors, covariates do not measure those factors; that is, 
they are neither effect indicators nor causal indicators. Covariates can also be specified 
as causes of effect indicators or causal indicators, which may avoid bias in estimating the 
correspondence between latent variables and their indicators (Bollen & Bauldry, 2011).

Worland, Weeks, Janes, and Strock (1984) administered measures of verbal reason-
ing and scholastic achievement (reading, arithmetic, and spelling) within a sample of 
158 adolescents. They also collected teacher reports about the classroom adjustment 
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(motivation, harmony, and emotional stability) and measured family SES and the degree 
of severe parental psychiatric disturbance. For pedagogical reasons, I generated the 
hypothetical correlations and standard deviations presented in Table 14.7 to match the 
basic pattern of associations reported by Worland et al. (1984) among these nine vari-
ables.

Suppose that risk is conceptualized as a latent variable with the causal indicators 
low family SES, parental psychopathology, and adolescent verbal IQ; that is, risk is 
affected by any combination of the variables just mentioned (plus error variance). Inter-
correlations among these variables are not all positive (see Table 14.7), but this is irrel-
evant for causal indicators. Presented in Figure 14.4 is an SR model where a latent risk 
variable has causal indicators only. The risk factor emits two direct effects onto reflec-
tive factors (achievement, classroom adjustment), each measured with effect indicators 
only. These specifications meet the 2+ emitted paths rule and identify the disturbance 
variance for risk. It also reflects the hypothesis that the association between achieve-
ment and classroom adjustment is spurious due to risk. This assumption may not be 
plausible. For example, achievement may affect classroom adjustment (e.g., students 
with better scholastic skills may be better adjusted). But including the direct effect or, 
alternatively, a disturbance covariance between the two respective factors, would render 
Figure 14.4 not identified.

Exercise 5 asks to verify that dfM = 22 for the model in Figure 14.4. I fitted this 
model to the covariance matrix based on the data in Table 14.7 using ML estimation in 

TaBLE 14.7. Input data (hypothetical Correlations and Standard deviations) 
for analysis of a Model of Risk as a Latent Variable with Causal Indicators

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Risk

1. Parental 
psychiatric

1.00

2. Low family SES .22 1.00

3. Verbal IQ –.43 –.49 1.00

Achievement

4. Reading –.39 –.43 .58 1.00

5. Arithmetic –.24 –.37 .50 .73 1.00

6. Spelling –.31 –.33 .43 .78 .72 1.00

Classroom adjustment

7. Motivation –.25 –.25 .39 .52 .53 .54 1.00

8. Harmony –.25 –.26 .41 .54 .43 .47 .77 1.00

9. Stability –.16 –.18 .31 .50 .46 .47 .60 .62 1.00

SD 13.00 13.50 13.10 12.50 13.50 14.20 9.50 11.10 8.70

Note. N = 158.
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LISREL (Scientific Software International, 2013) and Mplus (Müthen & Müthen, 1998–
2014). All computer files for these analyses can be downloaded from this book’s website. 
It is somewhat tricky to specify a causal- indicated factor in LISREL SIMPLIS syntax 
or Mplus syntax. In LISREL, it is necessary to specify the “SO” option of the “LISREL 
output” command. This option suppresses LISREL’s automatic checking of the scale for 
each latent variable regardless of user specifications. A factor with causal indicators only 
is specified in Mplus using its syntax for regression (keyword “on”) instead of its syntax 
for measurement (keyword “by”), which is for factors with effect indicators only. But 
use of the keyword “by” in Mplus is required to specify the direct effects emitted by a 
causal- indicated factor. It is also necessary in Mplus syntax to explicitly specify that all 
such direct effects are free parameters.

Analyses in LISREL and Mplus both generated converged and admissible solutions. 
Values of fit statistics and parameter estimates are similar across both computer pro-
grams. Results from Mplus are as follows:

 M
2c (22) = 35.308, p = .036

 RMSEA = .062, 90% CI [.016, .098]

 CFI = .980; SRMR = .031

The model fails the chi- square test at the .05 level. Values of the CFI and SRMR are 
not bad, but the RMSEA results are marginal. No absolute correlation residuals (calcu-
lated in EQS) exceeded .10, but among larger positive residuals were ones for pairwise 
associations between indicators of achievement and indicators of classroom adjustment. 
Thus, the model underpredicts these cross- factor associations. Although only three 
standardized residuals generated by Mplus were statistically significant, several others 
were almost so at the .05 level. Based on all these results, the model with the causal- 
indicated risk factor in Figure 14.4 is rejected.

The absence of a direct effect from achievement to classroom adjustment or a distur-
bance correlation between these two factors in Figure 14.4 may be a specification error, 
but adding either parameter to the model would make it not identified. Listed next are 
some options to respecify the model in order to estimate either parameter:

1. Respecify the causal- indicated risk factor in the original model as a MIMIC fac-
tor with at least one effect indicator, such as adolescent verbal IQ. This respecification 
makes sense because it assumes that family or parent variables (causal indicators) affect 
a characteristic of adolescents (effect indicator) through the latent risk variable. After 
respecification of risk as a MIMIC factor, it can be demonstrated using the replacing 
rules that model 1 with the direct effect

 Achievement  Classroom Adjustment

but no disturbance correlation between these two factors and model 2 with the distur-
bance correlation but no direct effect between the same two factors are equivalent. Thus, 
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model 1 and model 2 would have exactly the same fit to the data, so in practice they are 
not empirically distinguishable.

2. Drop the disturbance DRi from the model in Figure 14.4, which would convert 
the latent risk variable into a weighted combination of its indicators (i.e., a composite). 
This option is not ideal. Dropping the disturbance by fixing its variance to zero would be 
akin to assuming that the indicators explain all the variance in risk, which is unlikely. 
MacCallum and Browne (1993) show that dropping a composite that emits a single path 
and converting the indirect effects of its indicators to direct effects on other variables 
result in an equivalent model.

3. Drop the latent risk variable altogether and replace it with direct effects from low 
family SES, parental psychopathology, and adolescent verbal IQ in the original model to 
each of two endogenous factors with effect indicators. Because the latent risk variable 
in the original model emits two direct effects (see Figure 14.4) instead of just one, this 
respecification would not generate an equivalent model.

FIGURE 14.4. An identified model of risk as a latent variable with causal indicators.
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Analyzed next is a model with risk as a MIMIC factor with two causal indicators 
(low family SES, parental psychopathology) and one effect indicator (adolescent verbal 
IQ). Model 1 has a direct effect from the achievement factor to the classroom adjustment 
factor but no disturbance correlation. You should verify that dfM = 23 for model 1. I fitted 
this model to the data in Table 14.7 using ML estimation in LISREL and Mplus. No spe-
cial syntax is needed for this respecified model with a MIMIC factor and two reflective 
factors. Reported next are values of selected fit statistics calculated by Mplus:

 M1
2c (23) = 35.308, p = .049

 RMSEA = .058, 90% CI [.005, .094]

 CFI = .983; SRMR = .031

The respecified model 1 just fails the chi- square test at the .05 level, and values of the 
RMSEA and CFI are marginally better than those for the original model in Figure 14.4.1 
There may be ways to improve the fit of model 1 that are not pursued here, but the esti-
mated standardized direct effect of achievement on classroom adjustment calculated by 
Mplus is .627.

Analysis of respecified model 2 with a correlation between the disturbances of the 
achievement and classroom adjustment factors but with no direct effect between these 
factors generates exactly the same values of all fit statistics as model 1. In the Mplus 
output for model 2, the estimated disturbance correlation is .507. Computer files for the 
analyses in LISREL and Mplus of models with risk as a MIMIC factor can also be down-
loaded from this book’s website.

Formative measurement and the analysis of composites are better known in eco-
nomics, commerce, and biology than in the social sciences. For example, Grace (2006) 
and Grace and Bollen (2008) describe the analysis of composites in the environmental 
sciences. There is a special issue about formative measurement in the Journal of Busi-
ness Research (Diamantopoulos, 2008). Jarvis, MacKenzie, and Podsakoff (2003) advised 
readers in the consumer research area—and the rest of us, too—not to automatically 
specify factors with effect indicators only because doing so may result in specification 
error, perhaps owing to lack of familiarity with formative measurement. This familiarity 
should make researchers aware that there are options for specifying the directionality of 
effects between latent variables and their indicators. This possibility should also prompt 
researchers to think very hard about measurement.

But formative measurement is no panacea. Because causal indicators are exogenous, 
their variances and covariances are not explained, which makes it more difficult to 
assess the construct validity of such indicators (Edwards, 2010), but Diamantopoulos 
and Winklhofer (2001) offer suggestions. Edwards (2010) notes that the lack of internal 
consistency expected for causal indicators can lead to misunderstanding. Suppose that 

1 Note that the model chi- squares for both the original model (Figure 14.4) and model 1 as just described 
are equal, 35.308, but the two models have different degrees of freedom, respectively, 22 versus 23. This 
explains the difference in the RMSEA and CFI results across the two models.
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a researcher observes low intercorrelations among a set of measures and concludes that 
they must be formative indicators. This decision is not justified because low intercorre-
lations in this case could merely indicate poorly constructed measures. Howell, Breivik, 
and Wilcox (2007) conclude that (1) formative measurement is not an equally attractive 
alternative to reflective measurement, and (2) researchers should try to include effect 
indicators whenever other indicators are specified as causal indicators of the same con-
struct, but see Bollen (2007) for other views.

An alternative to SEM for analyzing models with both measurement and structural 
parts is partial least squares path modeling. It is a two-stage, iterative, components- 
based method that estimates hypothetical constructs as linear combinations (compos-
ites). In the first stage of iterative estimation, weights that associate indicators with com-
ponents are estimated. Observed variables specified as effect indicators are eventually 
regressed on their common component. In the second stage, weights that associate the 
components are estimated with an emphasis on maximizing predictive power. Although 
SEM is better for testing strong hypotheses about measurement, the partial least squares 
method is well suited for situations where (1) prediction is emphasized over theory test-
ing and (2) it is difficult to meet the requirements for larger samples or identification of 
causal- indicated factors in SEM—see Topic Box 14.1 for more information.

TOPIC BOx 14.1

Partial Least Squares Path Modeling

A good starting point for outlining the logic of partial least squares path modeling 
(PLS-PM) is the distinction between principal components analysis versus common 
factor analysis. Briefly, principal components analysis analyzes total variance and 
estimates factors as linear combinations of indicators, but common factor analysis 
analyzes shared (common) variance only and makes an explicit distinction between 
indicators, underlying factors, and error (unique) variance. Of these two EFA meth-
ods, it is principal components analysis that is directly analogous to PLS-PM.

The idea behind PLS-PM is based on soft modeling, an approach developed 
by H. Wold (1982) for situations where theory about measurement is not strong, but 
the goal is to estimate predictive relations between latent variables. Latent variables 
are initially estimated as simple composites based on their indicators in an iterative 
algorithm. Later in iterative estimation, indicators are regressed on the composites. 
The method is basically an extension of canonical correlation but one that (1) explic-
itly distinguishes indicators and components and (2) permits the estimation of direct 
or indirect effects among components. Similar to canonical correlation, indicators 
in PLS-PM are weighted in order to maximize prediction. In contrast, the goal of 
estimation in SEM is to minimize residual covariances, which may not maximize 
prediction.
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SUMMaRy

The evaluation of an SR model is essentially a simultaneous path analysis and confir-
matory factor analysis. Single- or multiple- indicator assessment of constructs is repre-
sented in the measurement part of an SR model, and presumed causal effects are repre-
sented in the structural part. In two-step modeling, hypotheses about measurement are 
evaluated in the first step. An acceptable measurement model is required before going 
to the second step, which involves testing hypotheses about the structural model. The 
specification of reflective measurement wherein effect indicators are specified as caused 
by latent variables is not appropriate in all research problems. An alternative is for-
mative measurement where indicators are conceptualized as causes of latent variables. 

Estimation methods in PLS-PM make fewer demands of the data. For example, 
they do not generally assume a particular distributional form for the original scores, 
and the process of iterative estimation is not as complex. Consequently, it may be 
possible to apply PLS-PM in smaller samples than SEM, and there are generally no 
problems concerning inadmissible solutions. There are also few issues about identi-
fication in PLS-PM. For example, there is no problem in PLS-PM with specifying that 
a component with causal indicators emits a single direct effect. These characteristics 
make the analysis of complex models with many indicators (effect or causal) easier 
in PLS-PM compared with SEM.

A drawback of PLS-PM is that its limited- information estimators are statistically 
inferior to those generated under full- information methods (e.g., ML in SEM) in terms 
of bias and consistency, but this is less so in very large samples. Standard errors in 
PLS-PM are estimated using adjunct methods, including bootstrapping. Researchers 
generally evaluate models in PLS-PM by inspecting values of pattern coefficients, 
path coefficients, and R2-type statistics for outcome variables (i.e., local fit testing). 
There are statistics for global fit testing in PLS-PM, but it is harder to evaluate overall 
model fit in PLS-PM compared with SEM. One could argue that PLS-PM, which gen-
erally analyzes unknown weights composites, does not really estimate substantive 
latent variables compared with SEM. The advantages of PLS-PM over SEM include 
flexibility, robustness, and fewer demands concerning distributional assumptions 
and requirements for identification (see Rigdon (2013) and McIntosh, Edwards, & 
Antonakis (2014) for more information).

Several commercial and open- source computer tools are now available for 
PLS-PM. For example, SmartPLS (Ringle, Wende, & Becker, 2014) is a commercial 
program with a graphical interface where users generate models on the screen with 
a palette of drawing tools. There is a free student version. The PLS–Graph program 
(Chin, 2001) has similar features and is free for academic users. There are also  
PLS-PM packages for R, such as semPLS (Monecke, 2014).
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The evaluation of SR models represents the apex in the SEM family for the analysis of 
covariances. Part IV deals with some advanced methods, starting with the analysis of 
means. Best practices in SEM are considered in the last chapter, which may be the most 
important one in the book.

LEaRN MORE

Bollen and Bauldry (2011) define effect, causal, and composite indicators, Edwards (2010) 
criticizes the concept of formative measurement, and Rigdon (2013) introduces the technique 
of PLS-PM from the perspective of SEM.

Bollen, K. A., & Bauldry, S. (2011). Three Cs in measurement models: Causal indicators, 
composite indicators, and covariates. Psychological Methods, 16, 265–284.

Edwards, J. R. (2010). The fallacy of formative measurement. Organizational Research Meth-
ods, 14, 370–388.

Rigdon, E. E. (2013). Partial least squares path modeling. In G. R. Hancock & R. O. Mueller 
(Eds.), Structural equation modeling: A second course (2nd ed.) (pp. 81–116). Char-
lotte, NC: IAP.

ExERCISES

1. Evaluate the factor covariances in Table 14.4 for statistical significance at the .05 
level.

2. Use the results in Figure 14.2 to conduct a standardized effect decomposition.

3. Reanalyze the final nonrecursive model of turnover intention (see Figure 14.2 for 
the initial model) by constraining to equality the direct effects of the feedback loop. 
Compare the unstandardized and standardized coefficients.

4. Respecify Figure 14.3(b) but with just three causal indicators in order to control for 
measurement error at the indicator level.

5. Verify that dfM = 22 for Figure 14.4.
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Recall that constraint interaction for CFA models is indicated when the value of the chi- square 
difference statistic for the test of the equality of the pattern coefficients for indicators of differ-
ent factors depends on how the factors are scaled (Appendix 13.B). Steiger (2002) shows that the 
same phenomenon can happen with SR models where some factors have only two indicators and 
when estimates of direct effects on two or more different endogenous factors are constrained to 
be equal. Constraint interaction can also result in an incorrect standardized solution for an SR 
model if it is calculated in the way described earlier (unstandardized solution with ULI con-
straints, then standardize that solution).

The presence of constraint interaction can be detected the same way for SR and CFA models: 
While imposing the equality constraint, change the value of each identification constraint for the 
factors from 1.0 to another positive scaling constant and then rerun the analysis. If the value of 
the model chi- square changes by an amount that exceeds what is expected by rounding error, 
there is constraint interaction. Steiger (2002) suggests a way to deal with constraint interaction 
in SR models: If the analysis of standardized factors can be justified, the method of constrained 
estimation can be used to test hypotheses of equal standardized path coefficients and to generate 
correct standard errors. Constrained estimation of an SR model standardizes all factors, exog-
enous and endogenous.

Appendix 14.A

Constraint Interaction in SR Models
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The tracing rule does not apply to nonrecursive structural models with feedback loops. Variables 
in feedback loops have indirect effects— and thus total effects— on themselves, which is appar-
ent in effect decompositions calculated by SEM computer programs for nonrecursive models. 
Consider the reciprocal relation Y1  Y2. Suppose that the standardized direct effect of Y1 on Y2 
is .40 and that the effect in the other direction is .20. An indirect effect of Y1 on itself would be 
the sequence

 Y1  Y2  Y1

which is estimated as .40 × .20, or .08. There are additional indirect effects of Y1 on itself through 
Y2, however, because cycles of mutual influence in feedback loops are theoretically infinite. The 
indirect effect

 Y1  Y2  Y1  Y2  Y1

is one of these, and its estimate is .40 × .20 × .40 × .20, or .0064. Mathematically, these terms 
head quickly to zero, but the total effect of Y1 on itself is an estimate of all possible cycles through 
Y2. Indirect and total effects of Y2 on itself are similarly derived.

Calculation of indirect and total effects among variables in a feedback loop as just described 
assumes equilibrium. Recall that there is no statistical test of whether the equilibrium assump-
tion is tenable when the data are cross sectional. In a computer simulation study, Kaplan et al. 
(2001) found that the stability index, which is printed in the output of some SEM computer 
programs, did not accurately measure the degree of bias due to lack of equilibrium. It is based 
on certain mathematical properties of the matrix of coefficients for direct effects among all the 
endogenous variables in a structural model, not just those involved in feedback loops. These 
properties concern whether estimates of the direct effects would get infinitely larger over time. 
If so, the system is said to “explode” because it may never reach equilibrium, given the observed 
direct effects among the endogenous variables. The mathematics of the stability index are com-
plex (Kaplan et al., 2001, pp. 317–322). A standard interpretation of this index is that values less 
than 1.0 are taken as positive evidence for equilibrium, but values greater than 1.0 suggest the 
lack of equilibrium. But this interpretation is not generally supported by Kaplan and colleagues’ 
simulation results, which emphasizes the need to evaluate equilibrium on rational grounds.

Appendix 14.B

Effect Decomposition in Nonrecursive Models 
and the Equilibrium Assumption
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Several authors note that R2 calculated as one minus the ratio of the disturbance variance over 
the total variance may be inappropriate for endogenous variables involved in feedback loops. 
This is because the disturbances of such variables may be correlated with one of their presumed 
causes, which violates the least squares requirement that the residuals (disturbances) are uncor-
related with all predictors (causal variables). Some corrected R2 statistics for nonrecursive mod-
els are described next:

1. The Bentler– Raykov corrected R2 (Bentler & Raykov, 2000) is based on a respecifica-
tion that repartitions the variance of endogenous variables controlling for correlations between 
disturbances and causal variables. This statistic is automatically printed by EQS, Stata, and some 
other SEM computer tools for nonrecursive models.

2. Version 8 of LISREL (Scientific Software International, 2006) printed a reduced- form R2 
for each endogenous variable in a structural model. In reduced form, the endogenous variables 
are regressed on the exogenous variables only. This regression also has the consequence that all 
direct effects of disturbances on their respective endogenous variables are removed or blocked, 
which also removes any contribution from all other endogenous variables (Hayduk, 2006). For 
nonrecursive models, the value of the reduced- form R2 can be substantially less than that of R2 
for the same variable.

3. Hayduk (2006) describes the blocked- error R2 for variables in feedback loops or with 
correlated errors. It is calculated by blocking the influence of the disturbance of just the variable 
in question (the focal endogenous variable). An advantage of this statistic is that it equals the 
value of R2 for each endogenous variable in a recursive model. The blocked- error R2 is automati-
cally printed by Version 9 of LISREL (Scientific Software International, 2013) for nonrecursive 
models. Hayduk (2006) describes a method for calculating the blocked- error R2 using any SEM 
program that prints the predicted covariance matrix when all parameters are fixed to equal user- 
specified values.

Depending on the model and data, the corrected R2s just described can be either smaller 
or larger than that of R2 for endogenous variables in feedback loops. For example, reported next 
are values of R2 (calculated using the results in Table 14.6), the Bentler– Raykov R2 (computed 
in EQS), the reduced- form R2 (computed in LISREL 8), and the blocked- error R2 (computed in 
 LISREL 9) for the two endogenous variables involved in a causal loop in Figure 10.7. These 

Appendix 14.C

Corrected Proportions of Explained Variance 
for Nonrecursive Models
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results are from the analysis of the final model with a direct effect from continuance organiza-
tional commitment to occupational turnover intention:

 

Endogenous variable R2 BR R2 RF R2 BE R2

OrgTI .542 .541 .520 .521

OccTI .766 .764 .658 .690

Note. BR, Bentler– Raykov; RF, reduced- form; BE, blocked- error; OrgTI, 
organizational turnover intention; OccTI, occupational turnover intention.

The three sets of corrected R2 values for the same model and data are equally correct because they 
represent somewhat different ways to control for predicted correlations between causal variables 
and disturbances. Indicate in written reports the particular R2 statistic used to estimate the pro-
portions of explained variance for endogenous variables in nonrecursive models.
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The basic datum of SEM, the covariance, does not convey information about means. If 
only covariances are analyzed, then all variables are effectively mean- deviated (centered) 
so that all substantive latent variables must have means of zero. Sometimes this loss of 
information is too restrictive, such as when the means of repeated measures variables are 
expected to differ. Means are estimated in SEM by adding a mean structure to the model’s 
basic covariance structure. The input data for the analysis of a model with a mean structure 
are covariances and means (or the raw scores). The SEM approach is distinguished by the 
capability to test hypotheses about the error covariances or about the means of substantive 
latent variables. The analysis of latent growth models with longitudinal data from a single 
sample is also considered in this chapter. Latent growth models are analyzed in several 
different research areas, so they have wide application.

LOGIC OF MEaN STRUCTURES

Multiple regression provides the basic rationale for analyzing covariance structures of 
observed variables in SEM. It also provides the logic for analyzing means. Recall that 
unstandardized regression equations have both a covariance structure (B weights) and 
a mean structure in the form of the intercept (A) (e.g., Equation 2.1). For example, con-
sider the scores on variables X and Y in Table 15.1. The unstandardized regression equa-
tion for these data is

 Ŷ  = .455X + 20.000

The regression coefficient, .455, conveys no information about the means of either vari-
able (see Equation 2.2). The intercept, 20.000, reflects the mean of both variables and the 

15

Mean Structures  
and Latent Growth Models
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regression coefficient, albeit with a single number. Given MX = 11.000 and MY = 25.000 
(Table 15.1), the intercept can be expressed according to Equation 2.3 as

 A = 25.000 – .455 (11.000) = 20.000

Likewise, the mean of Y can be expressed as a function of the intercept, regression coef-
ficient, and mean of X, as follows:

 MY = 20.000 + .455 (11.000) = 25.000

How a computer calculates the intercept in regression analysis provides the key to 
understanding the analysis of means in SEM. Look again at Table 15.1 and in particular 
at the column labeled 1 , which represents a constant that equals 1 for every case in this 
application of McArdle–McDonald RAM symbolism. Results of two regression analy-
ses with the constant are summarized in Table 15.2. Both analyses were conducted by 
instructing the computer to omit from the analysis the intercept term it would otherwise 
automatically calculate. In the first analysis, Y is regressed on both X and the constant. 
Note that the coefficient for X is the same as before, .455, and for the constant it is 
20.000, the intercept. The second analysis in Table 15.2 concerns the regression of X on 
the constant. The coefficient in this analysis is 11.000, or the mean of X. These results 
illustrate two basic principles about mean structures:

For a continuous criterion and predictor, (Rule 15.1)

1. if the criterion is regressed on both the predictor and constant, 
the unstandardized coefficient for the constant is the intercept; and

2. if the predictor is regressed on the constant, the unstandardized coefficient 
for the constant is the mean of the predictor.

TaBLE 15.1. Example Bivariate data Set

Case

Raw scores Constant

X Y 1

A  3 24 1

B  8 20 1

C 10 22 1

D 15 32 1

E 19 27 1

M 11.000 25.000 —

SD  6.205  4.690 —

s2 38.500 22.000 —

Note. rXY = .601.
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A path- analytic representation of the analyses is presented in Figure 15.1, if we now 
assume that X causes Y. Unlike a standard path model, the one in the figure has both a 
covariance structure and a mean structure. The covariance structure includes the direct 
effect of X and the variances of both X and the disturbance DY. Analyzing this covariance 
structure with the data in Table 15.1 using OLS estimation yields an unstandardized 
path coefficient of .455—the same as the unstandardized regression coefficient— and a 
disturbance variance of 14.054.1 No means are represented in this covariance structure.

The mean structure in Figure 15.1 consists of direct effects of the constant on both 
X and Y. Although the constant is depicted as exogenous in the figure, it is not a variable 
in the usual sense because it has no variance. The unstandardized coefficient for the 
direct effect of the constant on X is 11.000, or the mean of X, just as in the corresponding 
regression analysis (Table 15.2). The mean of X is thus represented in the mean structure 
of the path model in the form of an unstandardized path coefficient. Because the con-
stant has no indirect effects on X through other variables, the unstandardized coefficient 
for the path 1   X is also the total effect.

The unstandardized coefficient for the direct effect of the constant on endogenous 
variable Y is 20.000, or the intercept from regressing Y on X. The constant also has an 
indirect effect on Y through X. Using the tracing rule for this model, we obtain this 
result:

1 The error variance is calculated in bivariate OLS estimation as (1 – 2
XYr ) 2

Ys  = (1 – .6012) 22.000 = 14.054.

TaBLE 15.2. Results of Regression analyses 
with a Constant for the data in Table 15.1

Regression Predictor(s)
Unstandardized 

coefficient(s)

1. Y on X and 1 X   .455

1 20.000

2. X on 1 1 11.000

FIGURE 15.1. A path model with a mean structure.
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 Total effect of 1  on Y = 1   Y + 1   X  Y

              = 20.000 + .455 (11.000) = 25.000

which equals the mean of Y. Two additional principles about mean structures can thus 
be expressed in path analytic language:

For a continuous endogenous and exogenous variable, (Rule 15.2)

1. the mean of the endogenous variable is a function of three parameters—
(a) the intercept, (b) the unstandardized path coefficient, and (c) the mean 
of the exogenous variable; and

2. the predicted mean for either variable is the total effect of the constant.

The mean structure in Figure 15.1 is just- identified (i.e., two means, two direct effects 
of 1 ), so the predicted means for X and Y equal their observed counterparts. This fact 
is elaborated next.

When an SEM computer tool analyzes means, it automatically creates a constant on 
which variables in the model are regressed. A variable is included in a mean structure 
by specifying that the constant has a total effect on it. This leads to two more principles:

In structural equation models with continuous variables, (Rule 15.3)

1. for exogenous variables, the unstandardized path coefficient for the direct 
effect of the constant is a mean; and

2. for endogenous variables, the direct effect of the constant is an intercept 
but the total effect is a mean.

If a variable is excluded from the mean structure, its mean is assumed to be zero. Error 
terms are never included in mean structures because their means are always assumed 
to equal zero. The mean structure may not be identified if the mean of an error term is 
inadvertently specified as a free parameter. Three points warrant special mention:

1. There is no standard symbol in the SEM literature for mean structures. The sym-
bol 1  is used in diagrams here so that you can quickly recognize the presence of a mean 
structure and determine which variables it includes. But it is not absolutely necessary to 
explicitly represent mean structures in model diagrams. Some authors just present the 
covariance structure in a diagram and report estimates about means in accompanying 
tables.

2. When a mean structure is added to a path model (e.g., Figure 15.1), an intercept 
is included in the equation for each endogenous variable, and estimates of those inter-
cepts are reported in computer output along with the estimates of other free parameters. 
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The presence of an intercept makes it easier to calculate a predicted score for each case 
in the metric of the corresponding endogenous variable. This can be done manually by 
creating in a data editor a new composite where the weights match those of the path 
coefficients and intercept from the equation for a particular outcome. The sem com-
mand in Stata can automatically save predicted scores to the raw data file for either 
observed or latent endogenous variables.

3. Special forms of the ML method for incomplete raw data files, including the 
expectation– maximization (EM) algorithm, estimate both covariances and means; that 
is, they add a mean structure to the model. Depending on how these special methods are 
implemented in a particular computer tool, it may or may not be necessary to explicitly 
specify a mean structure even if the original model has only a covariance structure.

IdENTIFICaTION OF MEaN STRUCTURES

The principles listed next concern identification:

The parameters of a model with a mean structure include the (Rule 15.4)

1. means of the exogenous variables (except errors);

2. intercepts of the endogenous variables; and

3. number of parameters in the covariance structure counted in the usual way 
for that type of model.

A simple rule for counting the number of observations is stated next:

If v is the number of observed variables, then the number  (Rule 15.5)  
of observations equals v (v + 3)/2 when means are analyzed.

The value of the expression in Rule 15.5 gives the total number of variances, nonredun-
dant covariances, and means of observed variables. If there are three continuous vari-
ables, for example, then there are 3(6)/2, or nine observations, including three means, 
three variances, and three unique covariances (e.g., see the lower right side of Table 4.1).

In order for a mean structure to be identified, the number of its parameters cannot 
exceed the total number of observed means. The identification status of a mean structure 
must be considered separately from that of the covariance structure. For example, an 
overidentified covariance structure will not identify an underidentified mean structure, 
and vice versa. If the mean structure is just- identified, it has as many free parameters 
(direct effects of the constant) as observed means; therefore, (1) the predicted means 
(total effects of the constant) will exactly equal the corresponding observed means, and 
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(2) the fit of the model with just the covariance structure will be identical to that of the 
model with both the covariance and mean structures.

For example, the mean structure of the path model in Figure 15.1 has two param-
eters,

 1   X and 1   Y

respectively, the mean of X and the intercept when regressing Y on X. Because there are 
two observed means (MX, MY), the mean structure here is just- identified. It was dem-
onstrated earlier for this model that the total effect of the constant on X is 11.000 and 
on Y it is 25.000. Each of these predicted means equals the corresponding observed 
mean (Table 15.1). It is only when the mean structure is overidentified that the pre-
dicted means could differ from the observed values; that is, some mean residuals may 
not equal zero. Mean residuals are differences between observed means and predicted 
means. A standardized mean residual is the ratio of a mean residual over the estimated 
standard error of that difference (i.e., a z test in large samples).

ESTIMaTION OF MEaN STRUCTURES

Most estimation methods described in earlier chapters for analyzing models with cova-
riance structures only can be applied to models with both covariance and mean struc-
tures. Incremental fit indexes, such as the Bentler CFI, may not be calculated for models 
with mean structures, or they may be calculated for just the covariance part of the 
model. The independence model is more difficult to define for models with mean struc-
tures. For example, an independence model where both covariances and means are fixed 
to zero may be very unrealistic. An alternative for outcomes that are not repeated mea-
sures variables allows for means to equal their observed (sample) values. For repeated 
measures, though, the null model should set the means as equal (i.e., no change), such 
as when means from the same variable are fixed to equal the value at the first measure-
ment occasion (Kenny, 2014a). Check the documentation of your SEM computer tool to 
determine how it defines the independence model when means are analyzed.

LaTENT GROWTh MOdELS

The term latent growth model (LGM)—also known as a latent curve model—refers 
to a class of models for longitudinal data that can be analyzed in SEM or other statisti-
cal techniques, such as hierarchical linear modeling (HLM) (Garson, 2013). It may be 
the most common type of structural equation model with a mean structure evaluated in 
a single sample. The kinds of latent growth models outlined in this section have been 
described by several authors in SEM (Bollen & Curran, 2006; Preacher, Wichman, Mac-
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Callum, & Briggs, 2008), are specified as SR models with a mean structure and can be 
analyzed with standard SEM software.

The analysis of an LGM in SEM typically requires scores that have the same units 
(metric) across time and can be said to measure the same construct at each assessment. 
It also generally requires that the data are time structured, which means that all cases 
are tested at the same intervals. These intervals need not be equal. Suppose that a group 
of children are observed at 3, 6, 12, and 24 months of age. If other children are tested at, 
say, 4, 10, 15, and 30 months, their data cannot be analyzed together with those tested at 
other intervals, if time- structured data are required. In contrast, HLM does not require 
time- structured data.2 Another advantage of HLM is that it is more flexible than SEM 
concerning missing or unbalanced data (different numbers of cases are tested at differ-
ent occasions). The SEM approach offers these relative advantages: the availability of 
global fit statistics and the capability to simultaneously analyze multiple growth curves 
or to model growth of latent variables, not just observed variables.

The raw scores are not generally needed to analyze an LGM. This is because such 
models can be analyzed with matrix summaries, if all endogenous variables are continu-
ous. But these summaries must include the covariances (or correlations and standard 
deviations) and means of all variables, even those that are not repeated measures vari-
ables. Willett and Sayer (1994) note that inspection of the empirical growth record 
(raw scores for each case) can help to determine whether it may be necessary to model 
curvilinear change over time. Curvilinear growth means that the rate of change is condi-
tional in that it depends on the particular measurement occasion. Simple linear growth 
is uniform over all occasions. It is also possible to generate predicted growth curves for 
individual cases, but only when a raw data file is analyzed.

As noted by Bauer (2003) and Curran (2003), latent growth models are actually 
multilevel (two-level) models that explicitly acknowledge the fact that scores are clus-
tered under individuals (repeated measures). Scores from the same case are probably 
not independent, and this lack of independence must be controlled in the analysis. The 
parameterization of an LGM in HLM is different, but HLM and SEM computer tools gen-
erate the same basic parameter estimates for the same model and data. This is a point of 
isomorphism between HLM and SEM (Curran, 2003).

dETaILEd ExaMPLE

The data for this example are from Browne and Du Toit (1991), who analyzed scores 
from a six-trial computerized air traffic controller task where the score is the number of 
successful landings. This task was administered by Kanfer and Ackerman (1989) within 
a sample of 137 military pilots. This sample size is so small that technical problems may 

2 Some SEM computer tools, such as Wnyx and Mplus, do not require time- structured data when analyzing 
latent growth models.
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be encountered in the analysis. To avoid this problem, I specified a more realistic sample 
size of N = 250. This changes the standard errors and values of some fit statistics, but not 
the basic parameter estimates for this pedagogical example.

Presented in Table 15.3 are summary statistics for the six trials. The mean increases 
from 11.77 at trial 1 to 34.20 at trial 6. The standard deviation increases, too, from 
7.60 to 9.62 from the first trial to the last trial; that is, the scores become more variable 
over trials. Correlations between adjacent trials are generally higher than those between 
nonadjacent trials (see the table), which is typical for learning trial data. The ability 
variable in the table refers to a measure of general cognitive aptitude where a higher 
score indicates a better result. This variable is analyzed later as a predictor of both initial 
performance and change in performance. Mean scores over trials exhibit both linear 
and curvilinear trends, which are apparent in Figure 15.2. The specific form of the cur-
vilinear trend is a negative quadratic trend, which says that increases in performance 
decelerate over trials.

Modeling Change

Latent growth models are often analyzed in two steps. The first concerns a basic change 
model of just the repeated measures variables. This model attempts to explain the covari-
ances and means of these variables. Given an acceptable change model, the second step 
adds covariates to the model that may predict change. For example, does level of general 
cognitive ability predict initial performance in the air traffic controller task or the rate 
of improvement over subsequent trials? The two-step approach makes it easier to detect 

TaBLE 15.3. Input data (Correlations, Standard deviations, Means) 
for Latent Growth Models of Performance on a Computerized air 
Traffic Controller Task

Variable

Trial

Ability1 2 3 4 5 6

Trial

1  1.00

2   .77  1.00

3   .59   .81  1.00

4   .50   .72   .89  1.00

5   .48   .69   .84   .91  1.00

6   .46   .68   .80   .88   .93  1.00

Ability   .50   .46   .36   .26   .28   .28 1.00

M 11.77 21.39 27.50 31.02 32.58 34.20  .70

SD  7.60  8.44  8.95  9.21  9.49  9.62 5.62

Note. These data are from Browne and Du Toit (1991); N = 250.
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potential specifi cation error compared with the analysis of a prediction model in a single 
step. There is a similar rationale for analyzing SR models in two steps.

A basic change model for the air traffi c controller task is presented in Figure 15.3. 
It has the following features:

1. The model in the fi gure represents a strategy for analyzing latent growth models 
described by Meredith and Tisak (1990) and Kaplan (2009) and referred to as nonlin-
ear curve fi tting. Models analyzed in this approach have two latent growth factors, 
designated as Initial and Shape in the fi gure. The indicators of both factors are repeated 
measures variables, or the six trials of the learning task. The six trials are specifi ed as 
endogenous variables with error terms. This implies that estimates for the latent growth 
factors are adjusted for unexplained variation (which includes measurement error) in 
their indicators (trials 1–6 on the learning task).

2. Because the Initial factor is analogous to the intercept in a latent variable regres-
sion equation, the unstandardized pattern coeffi cients for this factor are all fi xed to 1.0 
(see Figure 15.3). Two pattern coeffi cients for the Shape factor are fi xed to constants 
that correspond to times of measurement, beginning with zero for the fi rst trial and 
then 1.0 for the second trial. The former (the fi xed coeffi cient of 0) specifi cation sets the 
initial level (origin) at trial 1. Consequently, the Initial factor will be based on the trial 1 
measurement.3 The latter specifi cation (i.e., the fi xed coeffi cient of 1.0) scales the Shape 
factor, which is required for identifi cation.

3 The origin can be set to other times besides the fi rst observation. For example, the weights (–1, 0) for, 
respectively, trials 1 and 2 would specify that the initial level is now based on the second measurement. 
Where the origin is set may affect estimates of factor variances and covariances; see Willett and Sayer 
(1994) for more information.
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FIGURE 15.2. Means and 95% confi dence intervals for the learning trial data in Table 15.3.
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3. The remaining pattern coefficients for the Shape factor, designated as l3–l6 for 
trials 3–6 in Figure 15.3, are free parameters. This specification results in what is basi-
cally an empirical trend made up of linear or curvilinear facets that optimally fit the 
Shape factor to the data in a particular sample. Relative values of these freely estimated 
coefficients together with the fixed coefficients for trials 1 and 2 describe the overall pat-
tern of change. For example, if the relative increases in values of all pattern coefficients 
for the Shape factor are not constant over trials, then change is curvilinear.

4. The covariance between the Initial and Shape factors indicates the degree to 
which initial performance predicts the rate of subsequent change. A positive covariance 
would indicate that better performance on trial 1 predicts a higher rate of improve-
ment over subsequent trials (higher initial level and then faster growth), and a negative 
covariance would indicate just the opposite (lower initial level but then faster growth). 
A covariance close to zero would say that initial level of performance has no bearing on 
the rate of subsequent improvement.

5. The constant in Figure 15.3 has direct effects on the Initial and Shape factors. 
This specification includes the means of the latent growth factors as free parameters, 
which are designated in the figure as kIn and kSh for, respectively, the Initial and Shape 
factors. The character k (lowercase Greek letter kappa) designates means of exogenous 

FIGURE 15.3. Latent growth model of change in performance on a computerized air traffic 
controller task. k, means of exogenous latent growth factors; l, freely estimated pattern coef-
ficients for the Shape factor.
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factors in LISREL symbolism. The mean of the Initial factor, kIn, is the average initial 
level of performance at trial 1, controlling for error variance at the first trial. This aver-
age is a characteristic of the whole sample. In contrast, the variance of the Initial factor 
(see the figure) reflects variation around the average initial level. The mean for the Shape 
factor, kSh, reflects the average amount of improvement in performance from trial 1 to 
trial 2, also adjusted for unexplained variation. The variance of the Shape factor pro-
vides information about the range of individual differences in the rate of improvement 
over subsequent trials.

6. Means over the six trials, which are endogenous, are not model parameters. But 
the unstandardized total effects of the constant on them are predicted means that can be 
compared with the observed means. We can apply the tracing rule to Figure 15.3 to see 
how the model generates predicted means, which are determined by the factor means 
and pattern coefficients. For example, the constant has the two indirect effects on trial 
1 presented next:

 1   Initial  Trial 1 = kIn × 1.0 = kIn

 1   Shape  Trial 1 = kSh × 0 = 0

The total effect of the constant on trial 1 is the sum of the two indirect effects just listed, 
or kIn. In words, the predicted mean for trial 1 is the mean of the Initial factor. The pre-
dicted mean for trial 2 is the sum of both indirect effects of constant through the latent 
growth factors, or

 1   Initial  Trial 2 = kIn × 1.0 = kIn

 1   Shape  Trial 2 = kSh × 1.0 = kSh

The predicted mean for trial 2 thus equals kIn + kSh. The latter term, kSh, indicates the 
average amount of improvement from trial 1 to trial 2.

Applying the tracing rule once again to Figure 15.3, we find that the total effect of 
the constant on the third trial is the sum of the indirect effects, listed next:

 1   Initial  Trial 3 = kIn × 1.0 = kIn

 1   Shape  Trial 3 = kSh × l3

So the predicted mean for the third trial equals kIn + l3 (kSh). The pattern coefficient in 
this expression, l3, indicates the proportion of the average improvement over the first 
two trials that must be added to the initial mean in order to generate the predicted mean 
for the third trial. If l3 = 1.50, for example, then the average for trial 3 is predicted to 
equal the initial mean plus 1.5 times the average improvement over the first two trials. 
Exercise 1 asks you to generate and interpret in symbolic form the predicted mean for 
trial 4.
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7. The error terms of the adjacent trials are assumed to covary in Figure 15.3. Other 
patterns are possible, including no error covariances (the errors are independent) or the 
specification of additional error covariances, such as E1  E3. The capability to explic-
itly model the error covariance structure is an advantage of SEM over more traditional 
statistical techniques. For example, repeated measures ANOVA assumes that the error 
variances are equal and independent, which is unlikely for learning trial data.4 The 
technique of MANOVA (multivariate ANOVA) makes less restrictive assumptions about 
error variances (e.g., they can covary), but both ANOVA and MANOVA treat individual 
differences in growth trajectories as error variance. In contrast, a goal of analyzing an 
LGM in SEM is to explicitly model these differences.

The change model in Figure 15.3 has 20 free parameters. These include (1) two fac-
tor means (of Initial and Shape); (2) eight variances (of two factors and six error terms); 
(3) six covariances (one between the factors and five error covariances); and (4) four pat-
tern coefficients (trials 3–6 for the Shape factor). With six observed variables, there are 
6(9)/2, or 27 observations (6 variances, 15 unique covariances, and 6 means) available 
to estimate the model, so dfM = 7. I fitted the change model in Figure 15.3 to the data in 
Table 15.3 for the six trials with the ML method of Amos (Amos Development Corpora-
tion, 1983–2013). The Amos program calculates variances with N in the denominator, 
not N – 1. You can download the Amos input and output files for this analysis from this 
book’s website. Computer files for the same analysis in EQS, lavaan, LISREL, Mplus, 
and Stata are also available.

Analysis of the change model in Figure 15.3 converged to an admissible solution. 
Values of selected fit statistics are reported in the first row of Table 15.4. The Amos pro-
gram does not automatically print the SRMR. The exact-fit hypothesis is rejected at the 
.05 level, M

2c (7) = 16.991, p = .017, and the upper bound of 90% confidence interval based 
on the RMSEA, .122, is a troubling result. The value of the Bentler CFI, .995, does not 
suggest an obvious problem.5 Things are clearer in local fit testing: None of standardized 
residuals or standardized mean residuals are statistically significant; no absolute cor-
relation residual exceeds .10; and the predicted means are close to the observed values. 
Given these results, the change model in Figure 15.3 is retained. Reported in the second 
row of Table 15.4 are values of selected fit statistics for a change model with no corre-
lated errors. The fit of this constrained model is poor, so the hypothesis of independent 
errors for these data is rejected.

Estimates of free parameters for the change model in Figure 15.3 are reported in 
Table 15.5. Unstandardized direct effects of the constant on the latent growth factors are 
estimated means. The mean of the Initial factor is 11.763, which is close to the observed 
average score on the first trial (11.77; see Table 15.3). The two means just stated are not 

4 Such data are also likely to violate the sphericity assumption in repeated measures ANOVA that the vari-
ances of all population pairwise difference scores are equal.
5 The default independence model in Amos requires the observed variables to be uncorrelated, but their 
means and variances are not constrained.
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identical because one is for an observed variable and the other is for a latent variable. The 
estimated mean of the Shape factor is 9.597, which indicates that the average increase 
from trial 1 to trial 2 is about 9.60 points. The statistical significance of the variances of 
the latent growth factors may be of interest. For example, the estimated variances of the 
Initial and Shape factors are, respectively, 50.430 and 12.929, and each is significant at 
the .01 level (see Table 15.5). These results say that participants are not homogeneous in 
either their initial performance or their rate of improvement.

The estimated covariance between the latent growth factors is –7.221. Given its 
standard error of 3.705 (Table 15.5), this covariance falls just short of statistical signifi-
cance at the .05 level (z = 1.95, p = .051). The corresponding estimated factor correla-
tion is –.283. This result says that higher levels of performance on trial 1 predict lower 
rates of improvement after trial 1; that is, those who start off with better initial perfor-
mance show relatively less improvement over later trials, and vice versa. Other results in 
the table concern error variances of trials 1–6 and their error covariances. The change 
model explains relatively high proportions of the total variance of the indicators. The R2 
values range from .699 for trial 2 to .905 for trial 5, or a majority of the variance for each 
trial. The range of estimated error correlations is .057–.434. As expected in a learning 
study with multiple trials, the error correlations are positive.

Freely estimated pattern coefficients for indicators of the Shape factor (trials 3–6) 
are also reported in Table 15.5. The unstandardized coefficient for trial 3 is 1.639. This 
result indicates that the average score on trial 3 is predicted to equal the sum of the 
mean for the Initial factor and 1.639 times the improvement from trial 1 to trial 2 (i.e., 
the mean of the Shape factor). For trail 4, the unstandardized pattern coefficient is 2.015 
(see the table). It has a similar interpretation except that the proportion of the improve-
ment in performance over the first and second trials is 2.015. Exercise 2 asks you to 
interpret the unstandardized pattern coefficients reported in Table 15.5 for trials 5 and 
6 as indicators of the Shape factor.

Listed next are the six unstandardized pattern coefficients for, respectively, trials 
1–6 as indicators of the Shape factor (Figure 15.3, Table 15.5):

  0 1.0 1.639 2.015 2.171 2.323

TaBLE 15.4. Values of Selected Fit Statistics for Latent Growth Models 
of Performance on a Computerized air Traffic Controller Task

Model Mc2 dfM p D
2c dfD p

RMSEA 
(90% CI) CFI

Change model  16.991  7  .017 — — — .076 (.030–.122) .995

Change model, 
uncorrelated errors

105.824 12 < .001 88.833 5 < .001 .177 (.147–.209) .949

Prediction model  27.333 11  .004 — — — .077 (.041–.114) .991

Note. CI, confidence interval. All results were computed by Amos.
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TaBLE 15.5. Maximum Likelihood Parameter Estimates 
for a Latent Growth Model of Change in Performance 
on a Computerized air Traffic Controller Task

Parameter Unstandardized SE Standardized

Mean structure

Latent growth factor means

1   Initial 11.763 .482 0

1   Shape 9.597 .346 0

Covariance structure

Pattern coefficients

Shape  Trial 1 0 — 0

Shape  Trial 2 1.000 — .430

Shape  Trial 3 1.639 .042 .672

Shape  Trial 4 2.015 .057 .798

Shape  Trial 5 2.171 .061 .830

Shape  Trial 6 2.323 .066 .840

Variances and covariances

Latent growth factors

Initial 50.430 8.276 1.000

Shape 12.929 2.175 1.000

Initial  Shape –7.221 3.705 –.283

Indicator error terms

Trial 1 7.484 6.881 .129

Trial 2 21.096 2.825 .301

Trial 3 15.359 1.823 .200

Trial 4 8.553 1.707 .104

Trial 5 8.439 2.137 .095

Trial 6 12.260 2.337 .124

E1  E2 5.457 3.504 .434

E2  E3 6.259 1.185 .348

E3  E4 3.939 1.282 .344

E4  E5 .488 .906 .057

E5  E6 3.881 1.899 .382

Note. All unstandardized pattern coefficients for the Initial factor are fixed to 1.0. Standard-
ized estimates for error terms are proportions of unexplained variance calculated as the ratio 
of the error variance over the predicted variance for the corresponding trial. All results were 
computed by Amos. The standardized solution is completely standardized.
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These coeffi cients are represented on the Y-axis in Figure 15.4 over the six trials repre-
sented on the X-axis. Note that the shape of the curve described by the unstandardized 
pattern coeffi cients in Figure 15.4 matches that described by the original means over the 
trials in Figure 15.2. Specifi cally, both curves have a positive linear trend and a negative 
quadratic trend. The unstandardized pattern coeffi cients thus optimize the fi t of the 
Shape factor to the data.

The observed means for trials 1 and 2 are, respectively, 11.77 and 21.39 (Table 15.3). 
Given the results in Table 15.5, the predicted means for these trials are calculated as 
total effects of the constant as follows:

Total effect of 1  on Trial 1 = 1   Initial  Trial 1 +

1  Shape  Trial 1

= 11.763 (1.0) + 9.597 (0) = 11.763

Total effect of 1  on Trial 2 = 1  Initial  Trial 2 +

1   Shape  Trial 2

= 11.763 (1.0) + 9.597 (1.0) = 21.360

Each predicted mean just calculated is similar to its observed counterpart. For trial 3, 

3l̂  = 1.639, so its implied mean is calculated as follows:

Total effect of 1  on Trial 3 = 1   Initial  Trial 3 +

1  Shape  Trial 3

= 11.763 (1.0) + 9.597 (1.639) = 27.492

FIGURE 15.4. Unstandardized pattern coeffi cients for indicators of the Shape factor in the 
change model. Coeffi cients for trials 1–2 are fi xed parameters that equal, respectively, 0 and 
1.0. Values for trials 3–6 are freely estimated.
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which is close to the observed mean for this trial, 27.50 (Table 15.3). Exercise 3 asks you 
to calculate predicted means for trials 4–6. Completing this exercise should convince 
you that the change model closely reproduces the observed means. We are ready for the 
next step.

Predicting Change

Predictors are added to a change model by regressing the latent growth factors on them, 
as illustrated in Figure 15.5. Because the Initial and Shape factors are endogenous in the 
prediction model, they have disturbances, and the disturbance covariance represents 
their association controlling for ability. Unstandardized coefficients for direct effects of 
ability are designated in the figure as gIn and gSh. Because ability is exogenous, the direct 
effect of the constant equals its mean, which is designated as kAb in the figure even 
though this variable is not latent.6

Direct effects of the constant on latent growth factors are not means in the predic-
tion model; instead, they are intercepts from their regressions on ability. These inter-
cepts are designated in Figure 15.5 as aIn and aSh, where the lowercase Greek letter alpha 
in LISREL symbolism represents the intercept for a latent endogenous variable. Means 
of latent growth factors are still total effects of the constant, which are outlined next for 
the prediction model:

Total effect of 1  on Initial = 1   Ability  Initial + (15.1)

1   Initial

= kAb (gIn) + aIn

Total effect of 1  on Shape = 1   Ability  Shape +

1   Shape

= kAb (gSh) + aSh

Exercise 4 asks you to interpret the expression just listed for the Initial factor. The mea-
surement part of the prediction model in Figure 15.5 is identical to the measurement 
part of the change model in Figure 15.3, including error covariances between adjacent 
trials and freely estimated pattern coefficients for trials 3–6 as indicators of the empiri-
cal Shape factor.

With seven variables, a total of 7(10)/2 = 35 observations are available to estimate 
the 24 free parameters of the prediction model in Figure 15.5. These include (1) three 
direct effects of the constant (the mean of ability, two latent growth factor intercepts); (2) 
nine variances (of ability, two factor disturbances, and six error terms); (3) six covari-
ances (one disturbance covariance and five error covariances); (4) two direct effects of 

6 It is not strictly required to include the predictor in the mean structure, but I do so here because the mean 
of the predictor is part of the input data for the analysis of the model in Figure 15.5.
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ability on the latent growth factors; and (5) four pattern coefficients (trials 3–6 for the 
Shape factor), so dfM = 11.

I fitted the prediction model in Figure 15.5 to the data in Table 15.3 with Amos. 
Estimation with the ML method converged to an admissible solution, and values of 
selected fit statistics are reported in Table 15.4. The prediction model fails the chi- square 
test, M

2c (11) = 27.333, p = .004, and the upper bound of the 90% confidence interval 
based on the RMSEA, .114, exceeds .10, so the poor-fit hypothesis cannot be rejected. 
But at the level of local fit, the model seems fine (e.g., all absolute correlation residuals 
< .10; predicted means are similar to the observed means), so the prediction model in 
Figure 15.5 is retained.

Reported in Table 15.6 are the ML parameter estimates for just the mean structure 
and the structural part of covariance structure for the prediction model in Figure 15.5. 
Estimates for the measurement part of the prediction model, including pattern coef-
ficients and error variances and covariances, are similar to their counterparts in the 
change model (Table 15.5) and are not described next. The unstandardized coefficient 
for the direct effect of the constant on ability equals the observed mean of that variable, 
.70 (see Table 15.3). In contrast, the unstandardized direct effects of the constant on the 
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FIGURE 15.5. Latent growth model for prediction of change in performance on a comput-
erized air traffic controller task. k, mean of the exogenous ability variable; a, intercepts of 
endogenous latent growth factors; g, path coefficients for direct effects of ability; l, freely 
estimated pattern coefficients for the Shape factor.
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latent growth factors, Initial (11.287) and Shape (9.608), are intercepts. The means of the 
latent growth factors can be derived as total effects of the constant. Using results from 
Table 15.6, we can estimate these means as follows:

 Total effect of 1  on Initial = .700 (.678) + 11.287 = 11.762

 Total effect of 1  on Shape = .700 (–.096) + 9.608 = 9.541

where .678 and –.096 are the unstandardized direct effects of ability on, respectively, the 
Initial factor and the Shape factor. These predicted means are similar to those estimated 
for the change model (Table 15.5), and they are interpreted the same way, too.

Both unstandardized coefficients (.678, –.096) for direct effects of ability on the 
latent growth factors are statistically significant at the .05 level. More informative are 
values of the standardized coefficients. For every increase in ability of one standard 
deviation, the level of the Initial factor is expected to increase by .541 standard devia-

TaBLE 15.6. Selected Maximum Likelihood Parameter 
Estimates for a Latent Growth Model of Prediction of Change in 
Performance on a Computerized air Traffic Controller Task

Parameter Unstandardized SE Standardized

Mean structure

Predictor mean

1   Ability .700 .355 0

Latent growth factor intercepts

1   Initial 11.287 .421 0

1   Shape 9.608 .351 0

Covariance structure

Direct effects

Ability  Initial .678 .074 .541

Ability  Shape –.096 .043 –.153

Disturbance variances and covariance

Initial 34.841 6.904 .707

Shape 12.145 1.996 .977

DIn  DSh –4.526 3.209 –.220

Note. Unstandardized pattern coefficient for the Shape factor over the six trials are, respec-
tively, 0, 1.0, 1.647, 2.027, 2.185, and 2.338. Standardized estimates for disturbance terms are 
proportions of unexplained variance calculated as the ratio of the disturbance variance over 
the predicted variance for the corresponding latent growth factor. All results were computed 
by Amos. The standardized solution is completely standardized.
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tions (Table 15.6), so higher general ability predicts better trial 1 performance. Ability 
explains about 29.3% of the total variation in initial performance (R2 = 1 – .707 = .293). 
But given a one standard deviation increase in ability, the level of the Shape factor is 
predicted to decrease by .153 standard deviations. This means that participants of higher 
ability show less improvement relatively over subsequent trials, and vice versa. The per-
centage of explained variation for the Shape factor is about 2.3% (R2 = 1 – .977 = .023). 
Thus, ability better predicts initial performance than the rate of subsequent improve-
ment. The estimated disturbance correlation is –.220, which says that higher initial lev-
els of performance are associated with lower rates of subsequent improvement after con-
trolling for ability. This result parallels a similar one for the change model (Table 15.5).

The unstandardized total effect of the constant on each trial in Figure 15.5 is the 
predicted mean for that trial. Each of these total effects is comprised of four indirect 
pathways. Given the results from Table 15.6 listed next

 Abk̂  = .700, Inâ  = 11.287, Shâ  = 9.608

 Inĝ  = .678, Shĝ  = –.096, and 3l̂  = 1.647

we can calculate the predicted mean for the third trial as follows:

Total effect of 1  on Trial 3 = 1   Initial  Trial 3 +

1   Ability  Initial  Trial 3 +

1   Shape  Trial 3 +

1   Ability  Shape  Trial 3

= 11.287 (1.0) + .700 (.678) (1.0) +

9.608 (1.647) + .700 (–.096) (1.647)

= 27.475

The observed mean for trial 3 is 27.50, which is close to the predicted mean. Exercise 
5 asks you to calculate the predicted means for trials 1–2 and 4–6 for the prediction 
model. Many SEM computer tools automatically generated predicted means, which is 
convenient in a larger model.

COMPaRISON WITh a POLyNOMIaL GROWTh MOdEL

Presented in Figure 15.6 is a polynomial change model for the six trials of the air traffic 
controller task.7 In contrast to the change model in Figure 15.3, which we analyzed in 
nonlinear curve fitting, the change model in Figure 15.6 has separate Linear and Qua-

7 The ability predictor would be added to the polynomial change model in Figure 15.6 in the usual way 
(i.e., all latent growth factors are regressed on ability) in order to specify a polynomial prediction of change 
model, but this possibility is not elaborated further.
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dratic latent growth factors. All unstandardized pattern coefficients are fixed to equal 
the constants displayed in the figure. For example, because the pattern coefficients for 
the Linear factor, or

(0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5)

are evenly spaced over the trials, they specify a linear trend. Coefficients for the Qua-
dratic factor, or

(0, 1, 4, 9, 16, 25)

are just the squares of the corresponding weights for the Linear factor. The Initial fac-
tor is defined in the usual way (all pattern coefficients are fixed to 1.0). The three latent 
growth factors are assumed to covary.

There are three direct effects of the constant in Figure 15.6, one on each of the 
exogenous latent growth factors. Each direct effect just mentioned is also a total effect 
that equals the mean of the corresponding factor, represented with the symbols kIn, kLi, 
and kQu in the figure. The interpretation of kIn is unchanged (the mean performance 
at trial 1). The value of kLi is the average linear slope over all six trials, and a positive 
versus negative value of kLi indicates, respectively, a positive versus negative trend. The 
average departure from linearity over trials (i.e., the curve is accelerating or decelerat-
ing) is indicated by the value of kQu, and positive versus negative values of kQu indicate, 
respectively, a positive or negative quadratic trend. Within the limits of identification, it 
may be possible to specify additional curvilinear trends, such as by adding a Cubic fac-
tor to Figure 15.6 that covaries with the Initial, Linear, and Quadratic factors and where 
the pattern coefficients for the Cubic factor are the cubed values of those for the Linear 
factor. However, it is rarely necessary to estimate curvilinear trends higher than a cubic 
one for most behavioral science data.

An advantage of the polynomial change model in Figure 15.6 is that it can be tested 
hierarchically, first with just the Initial factor (i.e., no change is predicted), then next 
with just the Initial and Linear factors (i.e., only linear change is expected), and finally 
with all three latent growth factors (i.e., linear and quadratic trends are estimated). 
At each step, the improvement in fit due to adding a latent growth factor to the model 
should be appreciable; otherwise, a more parsimonious model with fewer latent growth 
factors would be preferred. A drawback is increased complexity relative to a change 
model of the kind analyzed in nonlinear curve fitting, which has a latent shape fac-
tor that “captures” all linear or nonlinear trends in the data (see Figure 15.3). Another 
challenge is that at least four waves of data are needed in order to identify a polynomial 
model like the one in Figure 15.6. Just three waves of data are required in nonlinear 
curve fitting.

If we fit the polynomial change model in Figure 15.6 to the data in Table 15.3 for 
just the six trials, the computer will issue a warning or error message that the variance– 
covariance matrix of the three latent growth factors, Initial, Linear, and Quadratic, is 
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nonpositive definite. Thus, the solution is inadmissible owing to an invalid parameter 
matrix. (Try this analysis on your own.) Perhaps the sample size (N = 250) is just too 
small for the relatively complex model in Figure 15.6 or some sample correlations are 
so high (e.g., r = .91 for trials 4 and 5; Table 15.3) that extreme collinearity causes the 
analysis of the more complex polynomial growth model to fail. Polynomial factors can 
be very highly correlated, and the data for this example may not be precise enough to 
adequately distinguish between the Linear and Quadratic factors. Another potential dif-
ficulty is that the variances of polynomial factors beyond a linear slope factor are often 
relatively small, which can restrict the statistical power of tests for curvilinear trajecto-
ries. For this example, it is good to know about nonlinear curve fitting, which provides 
a simpler— and workable— alternative (Figure 15.3) to a polynomial growth model with 
separate Linear and Quadratic factors (Figure 15.6).

ExTENSIONS OF LaTENT GROWTh MOdELS

The basic framework for univariate growth curve modeling in a single sample can be 
extended in many ways. For example, the ability variable in Figure 15.5 is a time- invariant 
predictor that was measured only once. It is also possible to include a time- varying pre-
dictor that is a repeated measures variable, typically assessed at the same intervals as 
the indicators of the latent growth factors. It is also no special problem to analyze latent 
growth models with binary or ordinal repeated measures. Such outcomes are simply 
specified as indicators of latent response variables, which are then regressed on the latent 
growth factors. Thresholds associate categorical outcomes with their latent response vari-
able counterparts (e.g., Figure 13.6); see Masyn, Petras, and Liu (2014) for more details.

The ability predictor in Figure 15.5 is represented as an error-free exogenous vari-
able. Given an a priori estimate of its error variance, one could use the method described 
earlier to control for measurement error in single indicators (e.g., Figure 10.7). The same 
method could be used to explicitly control for measurement error in the repeated mea-
sures variable (trials): Specify each trial as the single indicator of a latent variable that is 
regressed on the latent growth factor. Another way to control for measurement error on 
the predictor side is to use multiple indicators of an exogenous factor specified to pre-
dict the latent growth factors; that is, the prediction side of a growth model can be fully 
latent, too. It is straightforward in SEM to estimate indirect effects among predictors of 
latent growth factors. Even another variation is to analyze a model where the repeated 
measures variables are all latent and each is measured with multiple indicators. Such a 
model is called a curve-of- factors model because the latent repeated measures variables 
are regressed on second- order latent growth factors in order to explain or predict change 
in the former; see Park and Schutz (2005).

An alternative to a polynomial model like the one shown in Figure 15.6 is a piece-
wise latent trajectory model that captures nonlinear change at particular times or 
phases within a longer period of observation. Each phase or “piece” has its own latent 
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growth factor, and the end of one piece is the beginning of the next piece, if the phases 
are in sequential order. The specification of a piecewise growth model may be especially 
well suited for the study of phenomena that occur during certain critical periods or 
in treatment outcome studies where symptom reduction may be most apparent during 
phases of active treatment; see Flora (2008) for more information.

It is possible to analyze multivariate latent growth models of change across two 
or more domains. If these domains are measured at the same points in time, then the 
model reflects a parallel growth process (Kaplan, 2009). For example, George (2006) 
analyzed data from a longitudinal annual survey of attitudes about the utility of sci-
ence in everyday life. The model analyzed was one of cross- domain change in which 
the within- domain latent growth factors were allowed to covary across the domains. 
The results indicated that while students’ interest in science courses steadily declines 
during the middle school and high school years, their views of science utility generally 
increase over the same time. Higher initial interest in science classes predicted a more 
positive attitude about science utility, and changes in one domain covaried positively 
with changes in the other domain. Furthermore, initial levels of these domains were 
negatively associated with changes in the other domain. For example, students who in 
Grade 7 expressed more positive attitudes about science utility exhibited a more gradual 
decline in their interest in science classes from Grades 7 to 11.

A factor- of- curves model is a kind of parallel growth process model where separate 
first-order latent growth factors explain the trajectories within each domain (e.g., inter-
est in science, attitudes about science utility), and second- order latent growth factors 
explain the associations among the first-order latent growth factors. This type of model 
can be more parsimonious compared with one where all associations among first-order 
latent growth factors are specified as unanalyzed (i.e., they covary), but it can be diffi-
cult to specify the model when two or more repeated measures outcomes show different 
patterns of change (Park & Schutz, 2005). See Bishop, Geiser, and Cole (2015) for more 
information.

Bollen and Curran (2004) describe autoregressive latent trajectory (ALT) models 
in which the indicators of latent growth factors are allowed to have direct and indirect 
effects on each other over time. An autoregressive structure is one in which past values 
of a variable are used to predict future values of that same variable (i.e., a Markov chain); 
that is, lagged (prior) variables are specified as predictors of later measurements on the 
same variable. For example, the specification for the empirical example presented next

Trial 1  Trial 2  Trial 3  Trial 4  Trial 5  Trial 6

illustrates an autoregressive model of lag one where performance on the previous trial 
affects performance on the current trial. The structure just listed implies indirect effects, 
too, such as the effect of trial 1 on trial 3 through trial 2, the mediator. The autoregres-
sive part of an ALT model is basically a Markov chain that controls for direct effects 
among the indicators not explained by the latent growth factors.
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There are many statistical techniques for analyzing autoregressive structures, 
including the autoregressive integrative moving average (ARIMA) model, which uses 
shifts and lags in a time series to uncover patterns, such as seasonal trends or various 
kinds of intervention effects. In contrast, a standard growth model does not incorpo-
rate lagged effects among the indicators. Instead, indicators are assumed to be spuri-
ously associated (locally independent) because of common causes, in this case the latent 
growth factors and correlated errors (e.g., Figure 15.5). Bollen and Curran (2004) argue 
that this assumption is unrealistic in certain cases. The basic logic of an ALT model can 
be extended to analysis of panel data from one or more repeated measures variables. A 
drawback is that integration of the autoregressive and latent growth curve parts of an 
ALT model rests on the strong assumption that neither part is misspecified, but non-
linearity in the latent growth component can violate this requirement (Voelkle, 2008). 
Little (2013, pp. 271–273) notes that the simultaneous estimation of the autoregressive 
and latent growth curve parts of an ALT model with the same covariance information in 
the data conflates two questions that cannot be answered in the same model.

SUMMaRy

Means are estimated in SEM when the computer regresses exogenous or endogenous 
variables on a constant that equals 1.0. The parameters of a mean structure include 
the means of the exogenous variables and the intercepts of the endogenous variables. 
Means of endogenous variables are not model parameters, but predicted means of these 
variables, calculated as total effects of the constant, can be compared with the observed 
means. In order to be identified, the number of parameters in a mean structure cannot 
exceed the number of observed means. A latent growth model for longitudinal data is 
basically an SR model with a mean structure. Each repeated measures variable is speci-
fied as an indicator of at least two different latent growth factors. One of these factors 
represents initial status (origin), and the pattern coefficients for all indicators are fixed 
to 1.0. In nonlinear curve fitting, the only other latent growth factor estimates the shape 
of the growth trajectory. In a polynomial model, there is a separate slope factor for each 
individual trend, beginning with a linear change factor, followed next by a quadratic 
change factor, and so on. Latent growth factors are usually assumed to covary, which 
allows for the possibility that initial status is related to the rate of subsequent change. 
The next chapter introduces multiple- samples analysis in SEM. It also deals with the 
topic of measurement invariance in CFA.

LEaRN MORE

Books by Bollen and Curran (2006) and Preacher et al. (2008) are excellent resources for 
latent growth modeling. Park and Schutz (2005) describe latent growth models in exercise 
and sport, but the examples are meaningful for readers in other areas.
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Bollen, K. A., & Curran, P. J. (2006). Latent curve models: A structural equation perspective. 
Hoboken, NJ: Wiley.

Park, I., & Schutz, R. W. (2005). An introduction to latent growth models: Analysis of 
repeated measures physical performance data. Research Quarterly for Exercise and 
Sport, 76, 176–192.

Preacher, K. J., Wichman, A. L., MacCallum, R. C., & Briggs, N. E. (2008). Latent growth 
curve modeling. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.

ExERCISES

1. Apply the tracing rule to Figure 15.3 and interpret the symbolic expression for the 
predicted mean of trial 4.

2. Interpret the unstandardized pattern coefficients in Table 15.5 for trials 5 and 6 as 
indicators of the Shape factor in Figure 15.3.

3. Given the information in Tables 15.3 and 15.5, calculate the predicted means for tri-
als 4–6.

4. Interpret Equation 15.1 for the Initial factor in Figure 15.5.

5. Calculate predicted means for trials 1–2 and 4–6 in Figure 15.5 (see Table 15.6).
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This chapter concerns SEM analyses where a model is simultaneously fitted to data matri-
ces from two or more samples. The hypothesis that certain unstandardized parameters 
differ over populations is tested by imposing cross-group equality constraints on estimates 
of those parameters. If model fit while imposing the equality constraints is poor, there is 
evidence for group differences on those parameters. Multiple- samples CFA is concerned 
with whether a set of indicators measures the same constructs with equal precision over dif-
ferent samples, a property that is called measurement invariance. Testing for measurement 
invariance in CFA is explained and illustrated with two examples, first for a model with 
continuous indicators and then for a model with categorical indicators (Likert-scale items).

RaTIONaLE OF MULTIPLE‑SaMPLES SEM

The main question in a multiple- samples SEM analysis is whether values of model 
parameters of substantive interest vary appreciably across different samples.1 Another 
way to express this question is in terms of interaction: Does sample membership mod-
erate the relations specified in the model? If so, there is evidence for a group × model 
interaction, where the computer must be allowed to derive separate estimates of some 
parameters in each sample in order for the model to have acceptable fit over all samples.

Perhaps the simplest way to address these questions is to separately estimate the 
same model within each of two or more different samples and then compare the unstan-

1 Statistical significance of differences over samples in estimates for the same parameter are irrelevant, if 
those differences are of trivial magnitude.

16

Multiple-Samples Analysis 
and Measurement Invariance
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dardized solutions. Recall that unstandardized estimates instead of standardized esti-
mates should generally be compared across different samples. For the same reason, 
covariance matrices with means (or the raw scores) should be analyzed when the model 
has both covariance and mean structures. If the unstandardized estimates for the same 
parameter are substantially different, then the populations from which the samples were 
selected may not be equal on that parameter.

More sophisticated comparisons are available by using an SEM computer tool to 
simultaneously fit a model to data from multiple samples. Through the specification 
of cross-group equality constraints, group differences on any individual parameter or 
set of parameters can be directly tested. An equality constraint forces the computer to 
derive equal unstandardized estimates of that parameter within all samples. The fit of 
the constrained model can then be compared with that of the model without equality 
constraints with the chi- square difference test. If the fit of the constrained model is 
much worse, we can conclude that the parameters may not be equal in the populations 
from which those samples were drawn. This assumes that the unconstrained model fits 
the data from all samples reasonably well. Remember that estimates constrained to be 
equal in the unstandardized solution will typically be unequal in the standardized solu-
tion.

Note that LISREL can optionally print up to four different standardized solutions 
in multiple- samples analyses. The within- groups standardized solution and the within- 
groups completely standardized solution are both derived by standardizing the within- 
groups covariance matrices except that only the factors are standardized in the former 
versus all variables in the latter. In the LISREL common metric standardized solution, the 
weighted average factor covariance matrix over samples is a correlation matrix, but all 
variables are so scaled in the common metric completely standardized solution. Common 
metric standardized results may be more directly comparable over samples than within- 
groups standardized results, but the unstandardized estimates are still preferred for this 
purpose. Check the documentation of your SEM computer tool to see how it calculates 
the standardized solution in a multiple- samples analysis.

Any type of structural equation model—path, SR, or CFA model—can be tested 
across multiple samples. For example, Molina, Alegría, and Mahalingam (2013) ana-
lyzed a path model of self-rated health among Latin American adults. They found that 
the magnitude of indirect effects of psychological distress on self-rated health depended 
on both gender and ethnicity. Specifically, Cuban men’s self-rated health was relatively 
more affected by psychological distress compared with other ethnic or gender groups. 
Benyamini, Ein-Dor, Ginzburg, and Solomon (2009) analyzed a latent growth model of 
self- reported health among Israeli veterans of the 1982 Lebanon War who were tested at 
1, 2, 3, and 20 years after the conflict. The veterans were divided into two groups based 
on whether a combat stress reaction (CSR) was exhibited during the war. Benyamini et 
al. (2009) found that although the health trajectory of CSR veterans was positive over 
time (they improved), their levels of reported health remained lower than that of control 
veterans.
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The goal of a multiple- samples CFA is to establish whether a set of indicators has 
the property of measurement invariance (defined in the next section) over two or more 
samples. Invariance testing in CFA involves (1) specifying a measurement model with 
a mean structure; (2) constraining to equality over samples the unstandardized param-
eters for pattern coefficients, intercepts, thresholds, or error variances and covariances; 
and (3) simultaneously fitting a series of models so constrained to the data in each mul-
tiple group.

MEaSUREMENT INVaRIaNCE

Measurement invariance concerns whether scores from the operationalization of a 
construct have the same meaning under different conditions (Meade & Lautenschlager, 
2004). These different conditions could involve time of measurement, test administra-
tion methods, or populations. The absence of this property says that findings of differ-
ences between persons cannot be unambiguously isolated from differences owing to 
time, methods, or group membership (Horn & McArdle, 1992); that is, there is no clear 
basis for drawing inferences from the scores.

Stability in measurement parameters over time for the same population corre-
sponds to longitudinal measurement invariance. It is well known in longitudinal 
research that administering the same test over multiple occasions does not guarantee 
that the same construct is assessed at each occasion. But if the results of a longitudi-
nal factor analysis indicate that the same factor structure fits the data from multiple 
occasions equally well, then measurement over time may be invariant (Little, 2013, 
chap. 5). Similarly, finding that the same factor structure holds over different ways of 
giving the same test, such as Internet versus paper-and- pencil format, suggests that 
measurement is invariant over administration methods (Whitaker & McKinney, 2007). 
Because the logic of invariance testing over populations is basically the same as for 
invariance testing over time or methods, only invariance testing over populations is 
described next.

In this discussion we assume continuous indicators, but later we will deal with 
special considerations for categorical indicators. There are four basic kinds of measure-
ment invariance. Unfortunately, different authors do not always use the same label to 
refer to the same invariance type. To avoid confusion, next I use the simplest versions of 
these labels, but I give alternative names in footnotes. Types of measurement invariance 
include (1) configural invariance, (2) weak invariance, (3) strong invariance, and (4) 
strict invariance (Wu, Li, & Zumbo, 2007). These types represent increasingly restric-
tive hypotheses about invariance, and each successive hypothesis requires more evi-
dence than the preceding hypothesis. This means that measurement invariance is not 
an all-or-none property, and the task of the researcher is to decide about the particular 
level of measurement invariance (including none) supported by the data.

Configural invariance is the least restrictive level. It is tested by specifying the 
same CFA model in each group. In this model, both the number of factors and the cor-
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respondence between factors and indicators are the same, but all parameters are freely 
estimated in each group. If this model is not consistent with the data, then measurement 
invariance does not hold at any basic level.2 Otherwise, the hypothesis of configural 
invariance is retained, which says that the same factors are manifested in somewhat 
different ways in each group. These different ways refer to unequal pattern coefficients, 
intercepts, or error variances for some indicators over the groups. If factor scores were 
calculated assuming just configural invariance, a different weighting scheme would be 
needed for each group.

The hypothesis of weak invariance assumes configural invariance. It also requires 
equality of the unstandardized pattern coefficients.3 This hypothesis is tested by (1) 
imposing an equality constraint over groups on the unstandardized coefficient of each 
indicator, and (2) comparing with the chi- square difference test the configural invari-
ance model and the weak invariance model. If the fit of the weak invariance model is not 
appreciably worse than that of the invariance model, the more restrictive weak invari-
ance hypothesis is retained. This outcome says that the constructs are manifested in the 
same way in each group; specifically, the slopes from regressing the indicators on their 
respective factors are equal across groups. Factor scores would be calculated using the 
same weighting scheme in all groups.

Gregorich (2006) offered two alternative accounts for rejecting the weak variance 
hypothesis. One possibility is that the factors— or at least a subset of items that cor-
respond to those factors— have different meanings over groups. For example, psycho-
logical symptoms of depression are emphasized in Western samples, but somatic symp-
toms are more apparent in Asian samples (Ryder et al., 2008). Another possibility is an 
extreme response style (ERS) that affects the response variability. Low ERS is the ten-
dency to avoid endorsing the most extreme response options (e.g., never, always) in favor 
of middling options (e.g., sometimes), and may be found in cultural groups that empha-
size modesty or humility. High ERS is just the opposite: the most extreme response 
options are favored, which is a pattern that may be found in populations where deci-
siveness or firmness is encouraged. Cheung and Rensvold (2000) offer suggestions for 
detecting ERS and other response styles in multiple- samples CFA.

Retaining the weak invariance hypothesis justifies the formal comparison (e.g., 
with a significance test) of estimated factor variances or covariances over groups. This 
is because common variance from each indicator is allocated to the corresponding fac-
tor in the same way over groups. Any group differences in residual variation cannot 
contaminate group differences in common factor variation. But because the indicators 
are affected both by factors and sources of unique (residual) variation, weak invariance 
by itself does not support the formal comparison of observed variances or covariances 
over groups (Gregorich, 2006).

2 Dimensional invariance requires only that indicators depend on the same number of factors across 
groups, but does not also require the same pattern of factor– indicator correspondence. The latter aspect of 
dimensional invariance is incompatible with the concept of measurement invariance.
3 Weak invariance is also known as pattern invariance or metric invariance.
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Strong invariance assumes weak invariance.4 It also requires equal unstandard-
ized intercepts over the groups. The intercept estimates the score on an indicator, given 
a true score of zero on the corresponding factor. Equality of intercepts says that different 
groups use the response scale of that indicator in the same way; that is, a person from 
one group and a person from a different group with the same level on the factor should 
obtain the same score on the indicator. The strong invariance hypothesis is supported if 
the fit of the model with equality- constrained unstandardized pattern coefficients and 
intercepts is not appreciably worse than that of the model with equality- constrained pat-
tern coefficients only (i.e., weak invariance).

Rejection of strong invariance suggests the presence of a differential additive 
(acquiescence) response style, which refers to systematic influences unrelated to the 
factors that decrease or increase the overall level of responding on an indicator in a par-
ticular population (Cheung & Rensvold, 2000). Suppose that men and women differ in 
their willingness to acknowledge certain health problems described in a questionnaire. 
This difference could affect the observed means but not response variation, that is, the 
effect is additive. Other sources of differential additive response styles include cultural 
differences, cohort effects, or procedural differences in data collection. An example of 
these procedural differences is when patients are weighed in their street clothes in one 
clinic but wearing examination gowns in a different clinic (Gregorich, 2006). In this 
case, the constant that is added to true body weight depends on where patients were 
tested. It also contaminates estimates of mean weight differences over the two clinics. 
Note that if a response style affects all indicators, then invariance testing will not detect 
this pattern. Instead, the estimates of the construct will be influenced by response styles 
that are uniform over all indicators.

The pattern that an indicator has appreciably unequal pattern coefficients or inter-
cepts over groups is differential item functioning (DIF). In this case, a person’s score 
on the indicator, given his or her true score on the corresponding factor, will depend on 
his or her membership in a particular group, which violates the idea of measurement 
invariance. A goal in multiple- samples CFA is thus to locate the indicator(s) responsible 
for rejection of the hypothesis of weak invariance or strong invariance. In test develop-
ment, items so flagged are candidates for deletion or alteration (e.g., change wording so 
it does not disadvantage members of a particular group), if the source of DIF is not part 
of the construct being tested (Karami, 2012).

Strong invariance guarantees that (1) group differences in estimated factor means 
will be unbiased and (2) group differences in indicator means or estimated factor scores 
will be directly related to the factor means and will not be distorted by differential 
additive response bias (Gregorich, 2006). The factors have a common meaning over 
groups and any constant effects on the indicators are canceled out when observed means 
are compared over groups. Thus, strong invariance is the minimal level required for 
meaningful interpretation of group mean contrasts. Some significance tests for mean 
contrasts, such as the standard t test, assume equal population variances. This assump-

4 Strong invariance is also known as scalar invariance.
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tion can be tested in CFA by imposing equality constraints on factor variances and then 
comparing the relative fits of the model so constrained with the unrestricted model. 
Rejection of the hypothesis of homoscedasticity in CFA would rule out the use of the 
standard t test, but other versions, such as the Welch–James test described in Appendix 
16.A, do not rely on this assumption. Note that measurement invariance of the indica-
tors requires neither equality of factor variances nor equality of factor means.

Strict invariance is the highest level of measurement variance. It assumes strong 
invariance and equality in error variances and covariances across the groups. This means 
that the indicators measure the same factors in each group with the same degrees of pre-
cision. Deshon (2004) and Wu et al. (2007) argue that residual invariance is required 
in order to claim that the factors are measured identically across groups. This is because 
unmodeled systematic effects on observed scores can be confounded with differences 
in pattern coefficients or intercepts over groups, which can result in specification error. 
Little (2013, p. 143) argued that because unique (residual) indicator variance reflects 
both random measurement error and specific variance that is systematic (e.g., Figure 
9.2), the hypothesis of strict invariance is actually that the sum of these two components 
is equal for each indicator over the groups. Although it may be reasonable to assume 
that specific variance is invariant over groups, the expectation that the random error 
component would also be invariant may be less reasonable. Some researchers consider 
strict invariance as required for formal comparisons of observed differences in vari-
ances or covariances over groups. In this case, such differences are not confounded 
with group differences in error variances or covariances. Little (2013) cautions against 
enforcing this requirement because if the sum of the random and systematic parts of 
unique variance is not exactly equal, the amount of misfit due to equality- constrained 
residual variances must contaminate estimates elsewhere in the model (propagation of 
specification error).

Too many researchers fail to evaluate all aspects of measurement invariance. Van-
denberg and Lance (2000) reviewed a total of 67 published measurement invariance 
studies and found that weak invariance (equal pattern coefficients) was evaluated in 
virtually all studies (99%). But residual variance and covariance equality was evaluated 
in 49% of the studies, and intercept equality was investigated in only 12% of reviewed 
works. Although researchers seem to appreciate the potential impact of pattern coeffi-
cient inequality on measurement invariance, many are not as aware of the implications 
of intercept inequality or residual inequality.

TESTING STRaTEGy aNd RELaTEd ISSUES

The hierarchy of measurement invariance hypotheses corresponds to a model trimming 
strategy in which an initial unconstrained model (configural invariance) is gradually 
restricted by adding cross-group equality constraints in a sequence that corresponds to 
weak invariance, strong invariance, and then strict invariance. Stark, Chernyshenko, 
and Drasgow (2006) refer to this strategy as the free baseline approach. Failure to 
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retain the invariance hypothesis at a particular step means that even more restricted 
models are not considered.

It is also possible to test for measurement invariance through model building where 
constraints on an initially restricted model, such as one represented by the strict invari-
ance hypothesis (equal pattern coefficients, intercepts, and residuals), are gradually 
released (e.g., next test strong invariance by allowing error variances and covariances to 
be freely estimated in each group). This method is the constrained baseline approach 
(Stark et al., 2006). The problem with this method is that it may not be clear which par-
ticular set of cross-group equality constraints— those for pattern coefficients, intercepts, 
or residuals— should be released, if the initial fully- constrained model is rejected. If 
theory is not specific, the choice may be arbitrary. Ideally, model trimming versus model 
building for the same data would each select the same final measurement model, but this 
is not guaranteed.

Because invariance testing involves the evaluation of a series of hierarchically 
related models, decisions made about models tested earlier affect results found for mod-
els tested later. Sometimes these decisions can have unintended consequences. For 
example, what seems like a small respecification in an earlier model can affect the choice 
of the final model at the end of the analysis. This is why Millsap and Olivera- Aguilar 
(2012) noted that effective use of computer tools for invariance testing relies heavily on 
the experience and judgment of the researcher.

Cheung and Rensvold (2002) remind us that the chi- square difference test in very 
large samples could be statistically significant even though the absolute differences in 
parameter estimates are of trivial magnitude. Thus, the outcome of the chi- square differ-
ence test could indicate lack of measurement invariance when the imposition of cross-
group equality constraints makes relatively little difference in fit. One way to detect this 
outcome is to compare the unstandardized solutions across the groups. Another is to 
inspect changes in approximate fit indexes, but there are few guidelines for doing so in 
invariance testing. Cheung and Rensvold (2002) found in computer simulation studies 
that values of the Bentler CFI were relatively unaffected by model characteristics such as 
the number of indicators per factor. They suggested that changes in CFI values less than 
or equal to .01, or DCFI ≤ .01, indicate that the stricter invariance hypothesis should not 
be rejected. A second approximate- fit index that performed relatively well in the same 
simulation study is McDonald’s (1989) noncentrality index (NCI).5

Meade, Johnson, and Braddy (2008) studied the performance of several approximate- 
fit indexes in generated data with different levels of measurement invariance. This 
included different factor structures (no invariance), different pattern coefficients, or 
different intercepts across two groups. In very large samples, such as 6,000 cases per 
group, the D

2c  statistic indicated lack of measurement invariance most of the time when 
there were just slight differences in model parameters over groups. In contrast, values 
of approximate  fit indexes were generally less affected by group size and also by the 

5 NCI = exp [–.5 ( 2
Mc  – dfM)/N] where exp is the exponential function ex and e is the natural base, approxi-

mately 2.7183. The range of the NCI is 0–1.0 where 1.0 indicates the best fit. Mulaik (2009b) notes that 
values of the NCI tend to drop off quickly with small decreases in fit.
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number of factors or indicators than the chi- square difference test in large samples. The 
CFI was among the best performing approximate  fit indexes along with the McDonald 
NCI. Based on their results, Meade et al. (2008) suggested that changes in CFI values 
less than or equal to .002, or DCFI ≤ .002, may indicate deviations from measurement 
invariance that are functionally trivial when group sizes are very large.

Simulation results by Chen (2007) raise doubts about the accuracy of thresholds for 
invariance testing with approximate fit indexes. For example, in cases where the group 
sizes are both small (n < 300) and unequal, the decision rules DCFI ≤ .005 and DRMSEA 
≤ .010 were reasonably accurate in detecting the lack of invariance. But more stringent 
rules were needed when the group size was larger (n > 300) and equal and the pattern of 
invariance was mixed. The latter means that there are at least two invariant parameters, 
each of which is from a different category, pattern coefficients, intercepts, or residual 
variances. In this case, the thresholds DCFI ≤ .010 and DRMSEA ≤ .0.015 worked rea-
sonably well. Of the CFI and RMSEA, the latter tended to over- reject true invariant 
models when the sample size is smaller. Results by Cheung and Rensvold (2002), Meade 
et al. (2008), and Chen (2007) indicate that researchers working with very large samples 
should look more to approximate fit indexes than significance tests to establish mea-
surement invariance, but no single rule works in all situations. Sass, Schmitt, and Marsh 
(2014) caution that thresholds based for approximate fit indexes may not perform espe-
cially well with misspecified models when the data are ordinal.

Power of significance tests in multiple- samples CFA are often low unless the group 
sizes are reasonably large. For example, Meade and Bauer (2007) found in simulation 
studies that power to detect population differences in pattern coefficients was only 
about .40 when the group size was n = 100. In contrast, power was generally high 
when the group size was n = 400, but power estimates for an intermediate group size 
of n = 200 were quite variable. This is because power in invariance testing is affected 
not just by group size but also by model and data characteristics, such as magnitude 
of factor intercorrelations. Meade and Bauer’s (2007) results did not indicate a general 
rule about a ratio of group size to the number of indicators that could ensure adequate 
power to detect the absence of measurement in variance when the group sizes are not 
large.

Byrne, Shavelson, and Muthén (1989) described partial measurement invariance 
as an intermediate state of invariance. For example, weak invariance assumes cross-
group equality of each unstandardized pattern coefficient. If some, but not all, pattern 
coefficients are invariant, then only partial weak invariance holds. In this case, testing 
for intercept equality could still be performed because noninvariant pattern coefficients 
are freely estimated in each group, which controls for these differences. It is difficult 
that there are no clear guidelines for determining the degree of partial invariance in all 
situations that would be acceptable for concluding that the indicators measure approxi-
mately the same things over groups (Steenkamp & Baumgartner, 1998). Suppose that a 
single pattern coefficient out of 20 altogether is not invariant. There may be little harm 
in testing for the invariance of other parameters, such as intercepts or residuals, given 
that 19/20, or 95% of the pattern coefficients are equal across groups. But as more and 
more pattern coefficients are found to be unequal across the groups, such as > 10 (i.e., 
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the majority out of 20), there should be less and less confidence that the indicators 
define the same factors in each group.

In a simulation study, Steinmetz (2011) found negligible effects of a minority of one 
or two indicators with unequal pattern coefficients on the accuracy of group differences 
in average factor scores (composites) as estimators of true differences in factor means. 
But inequality of even one intercept had a substantial impact on the composites; specifi-
cally, an unequal intercept can lead to spurious composite differences between groups 
with equal factor means. The same inequality can also result in attenuated differences 
on composites for groups with unequal factor means. These results suggest that full 
invariance of the intercepts may be required for correct interpretation of group differ-
ences on observed variables; otherwise, group mean differences on the indicators may 
be confounded with differences in intercepts and factor means.

Asparouhov and Muthén (2014) describe the alignment method for estimating 
group- specific factor means and variances while assuming only approximate measure-
ment invariance. It is intended to be more convenient to apply when analyzing data from 
many groups than traditional multiple- samples CFA as described to this point. The final 
(aligned) model in this method has the same fit to the data as the configural invariance 
model. In the alignment method, the degree of noninvariance in pattern coefficients or 
intercepts between each pair of groups is estimated with a loss function. The computer 
then uses Bayesian estimation to re- weight the estimates in the configural invariance 
model in order to minimize the degree of noninvariance in the aligned model. Mea-
sures of the amount of nonvariance are calculated for each measurement parameter. The 
alignment method relies heavily on significance testing in order to “discover” the opti-
mal aligned model that minimizes noninvariance. Also, it does not yet work for models 
with complex indicators that depend on two or more factors. The alignment method is 
implemented in Mplus (Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2014).

Analyses for measurement invariance are often complex because multiple CFA 
models each of which represents different hypotheses about invariance, ranging from 
configural invariance at the lowest level through strict invariance at the highest level, 
are typically analyzed. Thus, you should thoroughly annotate your syntax files so that 
later on you can more easily remember exactly what you did at each step; that is, docu-
ment your decisions at every point.

Presented next are two examples of testing for measurement invariance. Both 
examples feature the simultaneous analysis of a single- factor model with five indicators 
over groups from two different populations. The indicators are treated as continuous 
variables in the first example, and as ordinal in the second example (Likert-scale items). 
Special issues in each type of analysis, such as identification requirements, are empha-
sized. A limitation is that it is not possible in these secondary analyses to specify a priori 
hypotheses about which particular parameters may be invariant or not invariant over the 
two different populations in these analyses. Thus, there is an unavoidable exploratory 
bent to the analyses described next, as models are respecified to better fit the data. In 
actual primary analyses, the better practice is to respecify models according to theoreti-
cal predictions or results of previous empirical studies.
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ExaMPLE WITh CONTINUOUS INdICaTORS

Dillman Carpentier at al. (2008) administered measures of parent– child conflict within 
a sample of 450 Hispanic adolescents. The total sample was divided into groups based 
on the primary language spoken at home, English (n1 = 193) or Spanish (n2 = 257). 
Correlations, standard deviations, and means reported by Millsap and Olivera- Aguilar 
(2012) for the five indicators within each group are presented in Table 16.1.

The initial CFA model with a mean structure is presented in Figure 16.1. The direct 
effect of the constant on the exogenous conflict factor estimates its mean, which is desig-
nated as k in the figure. Direct effects of the constant on the indicators are intercepts in 
their regressions on the common factor. Intercepts are designated in the figure with the 
symbol n (lowercase Greek letter nu).6 Total effects of the constant generate predicted 
indicator means. For example, the total effect of the constant on indicator X1 is

Total effect of 1  on X1 = 1   Conflict  X1 + (16.1)

1   X1

= k (l1) + n1

In words, the predicted mean of X1 in a particular group is a function of the group fac-
tor mean (k), the unstandardized coefficient when X1 is regressed on the common factor 
(l1), and the intercept in this analysis (n1). Exercise 1 asks you to explain why Equation 
16.1 implies that strict invariance is required in order to meaningfully compare the 
mean of X1 (or that of any other indicator) over groups.

6 In Mplus, the parameter matrix for intercepts of continuous indicators is labeled Nu. The same parameter 
matrix in LISREL is referred to as Tau-X.

TaBLE 16.1. Input data (Correlations, Standard deviations, Means) 
for a Single‑Factor Model of Parent–Child Conflict analyzed 
across English and Spanish Samples

Indicator X1 X2 X3 X4 X5

English

M SD

X1 —  .381  .599  .416  .601 2.280  .887

X2 .227 —  .393  .445  .404 1.518  .925

X3 .400  .322 —  .476  .661 2.052  .972

X4 .324  .330  .354 —  .519 1.689 1.014

X5 .473  .370  .486  .540 — 1.684  .901

Spanish M 2.113 1.175 1.708 1.366 1.319

SD 1.034  .597  .836  .785  .701

Note. These data are from Millsap and Olivera-Aguilar (2012). English speaking (above diagonal), 
n1 = 193; Spanish speaking (below diagonal), n2 = 257.
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For two reasons, the model in Figure 16.1 is not identified if it were estimated in a 
single sample. First, the mean structure would be underidentified: There are five obser-
vations (means of indicators X1–X5), but the mean structure has six parameters, includ-
ing the factor mean (k) and five intercepts (n1–n5). Second, the latent conflict variable 
requires a scale. There are three basic options to scale the factor and identify the mean 
structure in Figure 16.1 in a multiple- samples CFA (Little, Slegers, & Card, 2006). These 
methods, outlined next, usually generate the same value of the model chi- square and all 
other fit statistics for the same model and data:

1. In the reference group method, one group is selected as the reference group, 
and the factor mean and variance are fixed to equal, respectively, 0 and 1.0 in this 
group. While imposing cross-group equality constraints on the unstandardized pattern 
coefficients and intercepts, factor means and variances are freely estimated in the other 
groups, each scaled relative to the values in the reference group. For example, the factor 
mean in other groups is estimated as the average difference across the set of indicators 
weighted by the pattern coefficients of those indicators. The factor variance in other 
groups is estimated as the proportional differences in the common variance of the indi-
cators explained by the factor (Little et al., 2006).

2. A second option is the marker variable method, where the unstandardized pat-
tern coefficient of one indicator per factor is fixed to 1.0 and its intercept is fixed to 0. 
The same indicator should be selected as the marker (reference) variable in each group. 
This method scales each factor in a metric related to that of the explained variances of 
the corresponding marker variable. The remaining pattern coefficients and intercepts 
are estimated but equated across the groups. Means and variances of the factors are 
freely estimated in all groups in this method.
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FIGURE 16.1. Initial single- factor model of parent– child conflict analyzed over English and 
Spanish samples. k, mean of the exogenous conflict factor; n, indicator intercepts; l, indicator 
pattern coefficients.
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A drawback of both methods is that the selection of a reference group or marker 
variable may be arbitrary. The choice should not affect the overall fit of the model most 
of the time, but Millsap (2001) described some exceptions for very unrestricted models. 
Both the reference group and marker variable methods require an invariance assump-
tion but of a different type for each method. Because factor variances are fixed to 1.0 in 
the reference group, it must be assumed that the true variances in this group are equal 
across all factors. Because the pattern coefficient and intercept of the marker variable 
are fixed to, respectively, 1.0 and 0 in all groups, it is assumed that these coefficients are 
invariant over groups. This is because these fixed coefficients are excluded from tests 
of measurement invariance, so it must be assumed a priori that the unstandardized 
regression of the marker variable on its factor is identical in each group. If the researcher 
inadvertently selects a marker variable that is not invariant over groups, the results may 
be distorted. The third option, described next, avoids both of these problems.

3. The effects coding method is an option when all indicators of the same factor 
have the same metric (Chapter 9). In multiple- samples CFA, this method involves (1) 
fixing the average unstandardized pattern coefficient to 1.0 and (2) fixing the average 
intercept of the same indicators to 0. For the model in Figure 16.1, the average pattern 
coefficient is fixed to 1.0, or

  1 2 3 4 5 1.0
5

l + l + l + l + l
=  (16.2)

in each group. There are a total of five algebraically equivalent reexpressions of Equation 
16.2, of which just one is listed next:

  l1 = 5 – l2 – l3 – l4 – l5 (16.3)

The average intercept for the indicators is fixed to equal zero in each group, or

  1 2 3 4 5 0
5

n + n + n + n + n
=  (16.4)

and presented next is just one of five algebraically equivalent versions of Equation 16.4:

 n1 = 0 – n2 – n3 – n4 – n5 (16.5)

Equations 16.3 and 16.5 represent linear constraints where the value of one parameter, 
such as l1 in Equation 16.3, is specified as a linear combination of the other parameters, 
or l2–l5.

No individual pattern coefficient is fixed to 1.0, and no individual intercept is fixed 
to 0 in the effects coding method. Instead, pattern coefficients in each group are freely 
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estimated as an optimal balance around 1.0. This says that factors in each group are 
assigned a metric related to that of the average explained variance in their indicators. 
The intercepts are estimated as optimal averages of zero in each group. Factor means are 
estimated in all groups as optimal weighted averages of their indicators, and factor vari-
ances are estimated as the average amount of variation explained in the set of indicators 
for each factor (Little et al., 2006).

I fitted the single- factor model with a mean structure in Figure 16.1 to the data in 
Table 16.1 in Mplus (Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2014) using ML estimation. The effects 
coding method was used to scale the common factor and identify the mean structure. 
Reported in Table 16.2 are values of selected fit statistics for a total of seven invariance 
models from converged and admissible solutions. Model 1 represents the configural 
invariance hypothesis. With five indicators, there are 5(8)/2 = 20 observations in each 
of two groups for a total of 40 observations altogether. For each group, the free param-
eters include a total of four pattern coefficients and four intercepts. The only other free 
parameters in each group are the mean and variance of the common factor and the error 
variances of the five indicators. This makes for 15 free parameters in each of the two 
groups for a grand total of 30, so dfM = 40 – 30 = 10 for the configural invariance model.

Model 1 is not rejected by the chi- square test, M
2c (10) = 15.363, p = .119 (see Table 

16.2). The contribution to the overall model chi- square is 8.991 (58.5%) from the Eng-
lish group and 6.372 (41.5%) from the Spanish group. The upper bound of the 90% 
confidence interval based on the RMSEA, .095, is close to indicating poor fit. Inspec-
tion of the residuals indicated that the configural invariance model closely reproduces 
the means in both groups and the covariances in just the Spanish group. There is one 
statistically significant standardized residual in the English group, z = 2.466, p = .014, 
for indicators X2 and X4. The correlation residual for this pair of indicators is .119, so the 
model underpredicts the observed correlation by this amount. Given all these results, 
model 1 is rejected.

Model 2 includes an error covariance between indicators X2 and X4 in the English 
group only. This modified configural invariance model is not rejected by the chi- square 
test, M

2c (9) = 7.850, p = .549, and contributions to the overall chi- square from the Eng-
lish and Spanish groups are, respectively, 1.478 (18.8%) and 6.372 (81.2%). Values of 
other fit statistics for model 2 do not look problematic (Table 16.2). No severe problems 
were apparent in the residuals for both groups (e.g., no standardized mean residuals are 
statistically significant, no absolute correlation residuals exceed .10). Also, the relative 
fit of model 2 is statistically better than that of model 1, D

2c (1) = 7.513, p = .006. The 
modified configural invariance model with a single error covariance for the English 
group only is thus retained.

Note that the claim for configural invariance (model 2) is possibly confounded with 
unmodeled systematic effects that underlie the error covariance in the model for the 
English group only. Here, I remind you of the argument that error covariance homo-
geneity is required in order to claim that the five indicators really measure the same 
factor with the same degree of precision, so there is also doubt for these data about the 
hypothesis of weak invariance.
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Each unstandardized pattern coefficient is constrained to equality across the groups 
in model 3, which tests the weak invariance hypothesis. Note that the linear constraint 
among the pattern coefficients defined by Equation 16.3 is no longer needed in both 
groups, so it was dropped from the Mplus syntax for the Spanish group. This model 
passes the chi- square test, M

2c (13) = 13.361, p = .423, and the relative contributions to 
the overall chi- square in the English and Spanish groups are, respectively, 3.617 (27.0%) 
and 9.744 (73.0%). Based on the chi- square difference test, the relative fit of model 3 is 
not statistically worse than that of the less restricted model 2, and values of approximate 
fit indexes do not indicate an obvious problem with model 3 (Table 16.2). Two standard-
ized residuals are statistically significant, one in each group, but both of the correspond-
ing absolute correlation residuals are < .10; therefore, model 3 is retained.

In model 4, the intercept of each indicator is constrained to equality over groups, 
which tests the strong invariance hypothesis. This model is not rejected by the chi- 
square test— M

2c (17) = 22.717, p = .159, English group contribution (7.780; 34.2%), Span-
ish group contribution (14.937; 65.8%)—and values of other fit statistics look fine (Table 
16.2). In each group, the standardized mean residuals for indicators X1 and X2 are both 
significant. This pattern suggests that model 4 does not predict the group means for 
this pair of indicators as well as it does the group means on indicators X3–X5. For these 
reasons, the weak invariance hypothesis is rejected.

In model 5, the equality constraints on the intercepts of indicators X1 and X2 are 
released (they are freely estimated in both groups). The exact-fit hypothesis is not 
rejected for this model— M

2c (15) = 13.462, p = .567, English group contribution (3.809; 
28.3%), Spanish group contribution (9.653; 71.7%)—and its relative fit is not statisti-
cally worse than that of model 3 (weak invariance) in which all intercepts are freely 
estimated in each group, D

2c (2) = .101, p = .951. Values of all other fit statistics are accept-
able (Table 16.2), and the residuals indicate no obvious local fit problems. Model 6 with 
equality- constrained error variances has poor fit (e.g., M

2c (20) = 87.658, p < .001; RMSEA 
= .123). Further testing for error variance homogeneity was not pursued. The relative 
fit of model 7 where just the factor variances are constrained to equality is also statisti-
cally worse that of model 5 where the factor variances are freely estimated in each group  
( D

2c (1) = 11.469, p < .001), and there are many significant standardized residuals in both 
groups for model 7. These results suggest that model 5 is the final invariance model.

Overall, these findings support partial strong invariance: There is evidence for 
pattern coefficient homogeneity, but there is only partial intercept homogeneity (3 of 
5 indicators) across the English and Spanish samples. There is evidence against error 
variance homogeneity and factor variance homogeneity. These five indicators seem to 
measure roughly the same factor but with unequal precision over the groups. These 
interpretations are clouded by the need to include an error covariance in the model for 
just the English sample. Thus, an unmeasured common cause of two indicators (X2, X4) 
for this group may confound the hypothesis of partial strong invariance. My conclusions 
about these models and data are somewhat different from those of Millsap and Olivera- 
Anguilar (2012, p. 387), but major areas of agreement include full pattern coefficient 
homogeneity and partial intercept homogeneity.
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Reported in Table 16.3 are estimates for the parameters of the covariance structure 
for model 5 in both groups. Note in the table that the unstandardized pattern coef-
ficient of each indicator is equal across the groups (weak invariance). As expected, 
standardized pattern coefficients for the same indicator are not equal over the groups. 
Error variances and factor variances are freely estimated in both groups except for the 
error covariance between indicators X2 and X4, which is estimated in just the English 
group. Listed in Table 16.4 are unstandardized estimates for the mean structure in 
both groups. A total of three of five indicator intercepts are equal across the groups 
(X3–X5), but different estimates in each group are required for indicators X1–X2. This 
pattern suggests that mean comparisons of the groups on the latter pair of indicators 
may confound group differences in factor means with differences in intercepts. Exer-
cise 2 asks you to calculate predicted means for each group, given the results in Tables 
16.3 and 16.4.

TaBLE 16.3. Maximum Likelihood Parameter Estimates 
for the Covariance Structure of a Single‑Factor Model of Parent–Child 
Conflict analyzed across English and Spanish Samples

Parameter

English Spanish

Unst. SE St. Unst. SE St.

Unconstrained estimates

Factor variance

Conflict .412 .051 1.000 .235 .027 1.000

Error variances and covariance

X1 .356 .047 .433 .741 .071 .737

X2 .651 .069 .797 .273 .026 .742

X3 .354 .049 .396 .427 .045 .581

X4 .648 .073 .617 .370 .038 .617

X5 .249 .041 .306 .165 .027 .339

E2  E4 .139 .052 .213 — — —

Equality-constrained estimates

Pattern coefficients

Conflict  X1 1.062 .059 .753 1.062 .059 .513

Conflict  X2  .635 .055 .451  .635 .055 .507

Conflict  X3 1.144 .053 .777 1.144 .053 .647

Conflict  X4  .988 .056 .619  .988 .056 .619

Conflict  X5 1.171 .049 .833 1.171 .049 .813

Note. These estimates are for model 5 (see Table 16.2). Unst., unstandardized; St., standardized. 
Standardized estimates for error variances are proportions of unexplained variance. All results were 
computed by Mplus. The standardized solution is STDYX.
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The estimated means on the conflict factor for the English and Spanish samples are, 
respectively, 1.843 and 1.532 (Table 16.4). Because factor variances are not homogeneous 
across the groups (Table 16.3), it is not appropriate to pool the within- groups variances. 
Instead, I used a latent variable form of the Welch–James test (Appendix 16.A), which 
does not assume homoscedasticity. Given estimates from Tables 16.3 and 16.4 summa-
rized next,

 Engk̂  = 1.843, 2
Engŝ  = .412, n1 = 193

 Spak̂  = 1.532, 2
Spaŝ  = .235, n2 = 257

the results of the Welch–James test are

 
1.843 1.532

(344.33) 5.63, .001
.0552

t p
−= = <

which say that the group factor means are statistically different. Exercise 3 asks you to 
reproduce these results for the Welch–James test.

An effect size estimate of the magnitude of the group factor mean difference between 
the English and Spanish samples is more informative than results of a significance test. 
Because the within- groups variances are heteroscedastic, two different standardized 
mean differences can be calculated, each based on the standard deviation in just one 
group (Kline, 2013a, chap. 5), as follows:

TaBLE 16.4. Unstandardized Maximum Likelihood Parameter Estimates 
for the Mean Structure of a Single‑Factor Model of Parent–Child Conflict 
analyzed across English and Spanish Samples

Parameter

English Spanish

Estimate SE Estimate SE

Unconstrained estimates

Factor mean

1   Conflict 1.843 .051 1.532 .039

Indicator intercepts

1   X1  .323 .115  .486 .105

1   X2  .346 .113  .202 .089

Equality-constrained estimates

Indicator intercepts

1   X3 –.051 .095 –.051 .095

1   X4 –.144 .097 –.144 .097

1   X5 –.474 .087 –.474 .087

Note. All results were computed by Mplus. The standardized solution is STDYX.
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 Eng

1.843 1.532 .311
.48

.642.412
d

−= = =

 Spa

1.843 1.532 .311
.64

.485.235
d

−= = =

Thus, the group contrast on the factor (.311) is approximately .50–.60 standard devia-
tions in magnitude. This is the amount by which by the English group reports higher 
average levels on the latent conflict factor compared with the Spanish group relative 
to the variation on the factor in both groups. Choi, Fan, and Hancock (2009) describe 
additional two-group latent contrast effect size measures.

You can download from this book’s website all Mplus data, syntax, and output 
files for this example. Computer files for analyses of the same models and data in LIS-
REL (Scientific Software International, 2013) are also available. Because the SIMPLIS 
programming language in LISREL 9 does not support linear constraints among two or 
more parameters, I used LISREL’s original, matrix- based programming language for this 
analysis.

ExaMPLE WITh ORdINaL INdICaTORS

The general definition of measurement invariance for ordinal indicators, such as Likert-
scale items, can be stated as follows: For an individual item, it means that the probabil-
ity of selecting a particular response option is the same across groups, given the same 
standing on the common factor that corresponds to that item. Measurement invariance 
is established if this property holds for all items (Millsap, 2011). But observed responses 
on ordinal indicators are only indirectly related to the common factors. This is because 
(1) each item is associated with a continuous latent response variable through a set of 
c – 1 thresholds, where c is the number of item response categories; and (2) the latent 
response variables are the indicators of the common factors, not the observed variables 
(items) (e.g., Figure 13.6). Thus, there are special considerations for invariance testing 
when the data are ordinal.

Consider the single- factor CFA model in Figure 16.2. Its threshold structure associ-
ates each latent response variable X* with an item X, each of which has a Likert scale 
with four response options (coded as 0, 1, 2, 3). The threshold parameters (three per 
item) are designated with the symbol t. The covariance structure in the figure specifies 
that the X* variables are indicators of a common factor labeled depression. Parameters 
for the pattern coefficients, intercepts, and error variances of the X* variables are des-
ignated, respectively, with the symbols, l, a, and q, and the mean of the exogenous 
depression factor is labeled k in the figure.

Next we consider the minimum conditions required in order to identify the model 
of Figure 16.2 in a multiple- samples CFA with ordinal data (Millsap & Yun-Tein, 2004). 
These requirements assume that each item is polytomous with three or more response 
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options and that each latent response variable is a simple indicator with a single pat-
tern coefficient. These requirements assume theta parameterization, where the residual 
variance of each X* variable is fixed to 1.0 in a group to be designated as the reference 
group. Error variances in other groups may be freely estimated. Theta parameterization 
in multiple- samples CFA with ordinal data is generally preferred over delta parameter-
ization, where the error variances are not free parameters. This means that it is not pos-
sible to directly evaluate error homogeneity over groups in delta parameterization (see 
Newsom, 2015, chap. 2).

The model in Figure 16.2 is identified by imposing the constraints outlined next:

1. In the reference group, specify that the mean of the common factor is zero and 
standardize the variance of every residual. These specifications correspond in the figure 
to

 k = 0 and q1 = q2 = q3 = q4 = q5 = 1.0

in just the reference group.

2. In every group, fix the direct effect of the constant on every X* (i.e, the intercept, 
a) to zero. Next, select the same X* across the groups as the marker (reference) variable 
and fix its unstandardized pattern coefficient to 1.0. The latter specification scales the 
common factor in the same way across the groups. It also assumes pattern coefficient 
homogeneity for the corresponding reference variable. Assuming that X*1 is the reference 
variable, these requirements in Figure 16.2 correspond to the specifications that
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FIGURE 16.2. Initial single- factor model of depression analyzed over white and African 
American samples shown with compact symbolism for error terms. k, mean of the exogenous 
depression factor; a, latent response variable intercepts; l, latent response variable pattern 
coefficients; q, residual variances; t, item thresholds.
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 l1 = 1.0 and a1 = a2 = a3 = a4 = a5 = 0

in every group.

3. For every X*, constrain one threshold parameter to equality across the groups. In 
addition, for each X* that is a reference variable, constrain a second threshold parameter 
to equality over the groups. These constraints in Figure 16.2 correspond to

 t11A = t11B, t12A = t12B

 t21A = t21B, t31A = t31B, t41A = t41B, t51A = t51B

where the last subscript for the parameters just listed indicates group A or group B in a 
two- samples analysis. Millsap and Yun-Tein (2004) describe identification requirements 
for models with binary items (e.g., true–false) or where some latent response variables 
are complex indicators with two or more pattern coefficients.

Parameters not mentioned in any of the three sets of identifying constraints are free 
parameters. This includes the variance of the common factor in Figure 16.2, which is 
freely estimated in each group. All pattern coefficients except those for reference vari-
ables (X*1 in the figure) are also freely estimated in each group. In all groups except the 
reference group, the factor mean and residual variances are free parameters. The combi-
nation of identifying constraints and free parameters specifies the configural invariance 
model in the multiple- samples CFA with ordinal indicators for this example. If this con-
figural invariance model is rejected as inconsistent with the data, then the measurement 
properties of the indicators are not invariant over groups at any level.

But if the model that specifies configural invariance is retained, then the weak 
invariance hypothesis can be tested. This is done by (1) constraining the unstandard-
ized pattern coefficient for each latent response variable to equality over groups (coef-
ficients for the reference variables are already equality- constrained to 1.0) and then (2) 
comparing the relative fit of the model so constrained with that of the configural invari-
ance model. If the fit of the weak invariance model is not substantially worse than that 
of the configural invariance model, the weak invariance hypothesis is retained.

The strong invariance hypothesis assumes weak invariance. It is tested by imposing 
equality constraints on thresholds not already constrained for the sake of model iden-
tification (i.e., in the configural invariance and weak invariance models). This model is 
retained if its correspondence to the data is not appreciably worse than that of the weak 
invariance model. Equality of both pattern coefficients and thresholds are required in 
order to claim that ordinal indicators measure the same common factors, but perhaps 
with different degrees of precision. Assuming retention of the strong invariance model, 
the final model to be tested corresponds to the strict invariance hypothesis, which 
assumes equal error variances and covariances for the latent response variables over 
groups. Retention of the strict invariance hypothesis supports the claim that the indica-
tors measure the same common factors in identical ways across all groups.
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The hypothesis of measurement invariance at any level does not require homogene-
ity in factor variances or means over groups, so group differences in these parameters 
do not affect the measurement properties of ordinal indicators. It is also less relevant 
to formally compare common factor variances or means over groups in these types of 
analyses. This is because ordinal indicators are indirectly affected by the factor structure 
for the underlying latent response variables (see Figure 16.2), unlike continuous indi-
cators (see Figure 16.1). Besides, values of means and variances for Likert-scale items 
are arbitrary because they depend on the particular numerical coding scheme for the 
response categories.

The data for the first of two groups compared in this empirical example were 
described in Chapter 13. Briefly, a sample of 2,004 white men completed five items about 
symptoms of depression from the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression (CES-D) 
scale (Radloff, 1977). The response categories are coded 0, 1, 2, or 3, where a higher 
score indicates greater frequency of the rated symptom over the prior week. This first 
group is designated as the reference group in this analysis. The second sample consists 
of 248 African American men who completed the same five items. Reported in Table 16.5 
are the sample polychoric correlations and item thresholds for each group estimated in 
Mplus. All polychoric correlations are positive in both samples, and item thresholds do 
not appear to differ greatly over groups (see the table). Exercise 4 asks you to convert 
the thresholds in Table 16.5 to proportions of responses in each of the four response 
categories of item X1 for both groups.

TaBLE 16.5. Polychoric Correlations and Item Thresholds in White 
and african american Samples for Ratings of depression Symptoms

Indicator X*1 X*2 X*3 X*4 X*5

White (n1 = 2,004)

X*1 —

X*2 .437 —

X*3 .471 .480 —

X*4 .401 .418 .454 —

X*5 .423 .489 .627 .465 —

African American (n2 = 248)

X*1 —

X*2 .508 —

X*3 .351 .373 —

X*4 .305 .336 .398 —

X*5 .464 .371 .531 .483 —

Note. Sample thresholds: white, X1, .772, 1.420, 1.874; X2, 1.044, 1.543, 1.874; X3, .541, 1.152, 
1.503; X4, .288, 1.000, 1.500; X5, .558, 1.252, 1.712; African American, X1, .674, 1.487, 1.849; X2, 
.753, 1.487, 1.622; X3, .235, .726, .973; X4, .361, 1.057, 1.374; X5, .529, 1.233, 1.661. All results 
were computed by Mplus.
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I fitted the single- factor CFA model with both mean and threshold structures in 
Figure 16.2 to the raw data file for this analysis using the WLSMV estimator and theta 
parameterization in Mplus. The initial model tested is that of configural invariance, 
which is specified by imposing the three sets of identifying constraints described earlier. 
Given p = 5 items each with c = 4 response categories and q = c – 1 = 3 thresholds, there 
are a total of

 2pq = 2(5)(3) = 30

independent response proportions over the two groups. In each group, there are  
p (p – 1)/2 unique polychoric correlations (Table 16.5), so the total number across two 
groups is

 p (p – 1) = 5(4) = 20

The total number of observations for this analysis over two groups is thus

 2pq + p (p – 1) = 30 + 20 = 50

Freely estimated parameters include

1. one factor mean and p = 5 residual variances in the African American group; 
and

2. two factor variances, a total of 2(p – 1) = 2(4) = 8 pattern coefficients, and a total 
of

   2pq – p – 1 = 2(5)(3) – 5 – 1 = 30 – 6 = 24

 thresholds in both groups.

The grand total for free parameters is 1 + 5 + 2 + 8 + 24, or 40. This grand total also 
equals

 2p (q + 1) = 2(5)(4) = 40

(Millsap & Yun-Tein, 2004). The degrees of freedom for the configural invariance model 
are thus dfM = 50 – 40 = 10.

Reported in Table 16.6 are values of fit statistics for the configural invariance model 
and a total of five additional invariance models. The model chi- squares for WLSMV esti-
mation, designated as 2

SBc  in the table, cannot be used for difference testing in the usual 
way, but specification of the “difftest” option in Mplus automatically generates correct 
values of scaled chi- square difference statistics, 2

Dĉ . Model 1 is rejected by the exact-fit 
test, 2

SBc (10) = 25.210, p = .005, and the contribution to the overall model chi- square 
is 15.552 (61.7%) from the white group and 9.657 (38.3%) from the African American 
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group. The correlation residual in the African American group for the pair of indicators 
X*1 and X*2 is .128, which is the amount by which model 1 underpredicts the sample poly-
choric correlation of .508 (Table 16.5) for these variables. This pair of indicators may 
share an omitted cause in the African American group only.

Given these results, an error covariance for the pair X*1 and X*2 was added to the 
original model in just the African American sample. The configural invariance model so 
respecified is model 2, which is rejected by the chi- square test, 2

SBc (9) = 18.404, p = .031 
(Table 16.6). It is not surprising that most of the contribution to the overall model chi- 
square now comes from the white group (17.064, 92.7%) instead of the African Ameri-
can group (1.340, 7.3%). Values of absolute correlation residuals in both groups are  
< .10, and values of threshold residuals are also relatively small in both groups. Model 
2 closely predicts the univariate proportions of responses in the four categories of items 
X1–X5, and its fit is statistically better than that of model 1, 2

Dĉ (1) = 5.066, p = .025. Val-
ues of other fit statistics are also reasonable, so model 2, the revised configural invari-
ance model, is retained.

In model 3, the unstandardized pattern coefficients for indicators X*2–X*4 are con-
strained to equality across groups (X*1 is the reference variable in both groups and its 
coefficient is already constrained to 1.0). This weak invariance model is rejected by the 
chi- square test, 2

SBc (13) = 26.638, p = .014, and the contribution to the overall model 
chi- square is 15.666 (58.8%) from the white group and 10.972 (41.2%) from the African 
American group (Table 16.6). But no indications of severe misspecification are apparent 
in the residuals, and the fit of the weak invariance model is not statistically worse than 
that of the less restrictive configural invariance model, 2

Dĉ (4) = 8.656, p = .070, so model 
3 is retained.

In model 4, the hypothesis of strong invariance is specified by constraining to 
equality over groups all unstandardized thresholds not already so restricted in the origi-
nal model. Model 4 is rejected by the chi- square test, 2

SBc (22) = 35.633, p = .033, and the 

TaBLE 16.6. Values of Selected Fit Statistics for Measurement Invariance hypotheses 
for a Single‑Factor Model of depression analyzed across White and african american 
Samples

Invariance model Retained? c2
SB dfM

Model 
comparison 2

Dĉ dfD

RMSEA 
(90% CI) CFI

1. Configural N 25.210** 10 — — — .037 [.019, .055] .994

2. Configurala Y 18.404*  9 2 vs. 1 5.066* 1 .030 [.009, .050] .996

3. Weaka Y 26.638* 13 3 vs. 2 8.656 4 .031 [.013. .047] .995

4. Stronga Y 35.633* 22 4 vs. 3 10.788 9 .023 [.007, .037] .995

5. Stricta N 71.607** 27 5 vs. 4 28.029** 5 .038 [.028, .049] .983

6. Partial stricta, b Y 39.555* 26 6 vs. 4 5.266 4 .022 [.004, .034] .995

Note. CI, confidence interval. All results were computed by Mplus for theta parameterization.
aE1  E2, African American group only; bError variance for X*3 freely estimated, African American group only.

*p < .05; **p < .01.
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contribution to the overall model chi- square is 15.468 (43.4%) from the white group and 
20.165 (56.6%) from the African American group (Table 16.6). But its global fit is not 
statistically worse than that of model 3, 2

Dĉ (9) = 10.788, p = .291, and inspection of the 
residuals suggests no severe local fit problems, so model 4 is retained.

Model 5 represents the strict invariance hypothesis, where the error variance for 
each of the five indicators is constrained to equal 1.0 across the groups. This model is 
rejected by the exact-fit test, 2

SBc (27) = 71.607, p < .001, with contributions to the overall 
model chi- square of 19.026 (26.6%) in the white group and 52.582 (73.4%) in the Afri-
can American group (Table 16.6). The fit of model 5 with equality- constrained resid-
ual variances is also statistically worse than that of model 4 without these constraints,  

2
Dĉ (5) = 28.029, p < .001. In both samples, the modification index for the error variance 

of the X*3 indicator is significant (white, z = 8.284, p < .001; African American, z = 8.154, 
p < .001). Given all these results, the strict invariance hypothesis is rejected.

In model 6, the cross-group equality constraint for the error variance of the X*3 indi-
cator is released. This model of partial strict invariance is rejected by the chi- square test, 

2
SBc (26) = 39.555, p = .043, with contributions to the model chi- square of 14.542 (36.8%) 

in the white sample and 25.013 (63.2%) in the African American sample (Table 16.6). But 
because the fit of model 6 is not statistically inferior to that of model 4, 2

Dĉ (4) = 5.266, 
p = .261, and no problems are apparent in the residuals, model 6 is retained.

To summarize, the five items just analyzed appear to measure a depression factor in 
roughly the same way for both white men and African American men (strong invariance, 
or equal pattern coefficients and thresholds), but with different degrees of precision for 
at least one indicator (partial strict invariance). The need to specify an error covariance 
for a pair of indicators in the African American sample only is additional evidence for 
error heterogeneity over the groups. The possibility that there are unmodeled systematic 
effects in the African  American sample should temper enthusiasm for the interpretation 
of measurement invariance for these five items.

Parameter estimates for the final model (partial strict invariance, model 6) are 
reported in Tables 16.7–16.9. Results freely estimated in each group are presented in 
Table 16.7. The estimated factor mean of .086 in the African American sample is actu-
ally a contrast; that is, the mean for the African American men is higher by this amount 
than the mean for the white men. Factor variances and sizes for the white and African 
American samples are

 2
Wŝ  = .577 and 2

AAŝ  =.585

 nW = 2,004 and nAA = 248

The variances are similar, so they are pooled in order to calculate a standardized mean 
difference:

 

.086
.11

2,003 (.577) 247 (.585)

2,250

d = =
+
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TaBLE 16.7. Robust Weighted Least Squares Estimates of Unconstrained 
Parameters for a Single‑Factor Model of depression analyzed across 
White and african american Samples

Parameter

White African American

Unst. SE St. Unst. SE St.

Depression factor

Variance  .577 .081 1.000  .585 .128 1.000

Mean 0 — 0  .086 .077 0

Error variance and covariance

X*3 1.000 —  .372 3.498 .883  .672

E1  E2 — — —  .192 .130  .192

Note. Unst., unstandardized; St., standardized. These estimates are for model 6 (Table 16.6). Standard-
ized estimates for error variances are proportions of unexplained variance. All results were computed 
by Mplus for theta parameterization. The standardized solution is STDYX.

TaBLE 16.8. Robust Weighted Least Squares Estimates 
of Equality‑Constrained Pattern Coefficients and Residual 
Variances for a Single‑Factor Model of depression 
analyzed across White and african american Samples

Parameter

White African American

Unst. SE St. Unst. SE St.

Pattern coefficients

Depression  X*1 1.000 — .605 1.000 — .607

Depression  X*2 1.104 .104 .643 1.104 .104 .645

Depression  X*3 1.710 .159 .792 1.710 .159 .573

Depression  X*4 1.008 .086 .608 1.008 .086 .610

Depression  X*5 1.579 .144 .768 1.579 .144 .770

Error variances

X*1 1.000 — .634 1.000 — .631

X*2 1.000 — .587 1.000 — .584

X*4 1.000 — .630 1.000 — .627

X*5 1.000 — .410 1.000 — .407

Note. Unst., unstandardized; St., standardized. These estimates are for model 6 
(Table 16.6). Standardized estimates for error variances are proportions of unex-
plained variance. All results were computed by Mplus for theta parameterization. 
The standardized solution is STDYX.
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Thus, the mean of African American men on the depression factor is about .10 standard 
deviations higher than the mean of the white men. Other results in Table 16.7 are for 
parameters estimated in the African American sample only. These include the error vari-
ance for X*3 (3.498) and the error covariance for the pair X*1 and X*2 (.192). Because the 
residual variances for this indicator pair are both 1.0 in the unstandardized solution, the 
error covariance just mentioned equals the error correlation.

Reported in Table 16.8 are equality- constrained estimates of pattern coefficients for 
all five indicators and residual variances for all indicators except X*3. Note in the table 
that the unstandardized estimates only are equal across the groups, which is expected. 
Given the results in Tables 16.7 and 16.8, Exercise 5 asks you to calculate R2 for each 
indicator in both groups. Estimates of equality- constrained thresholds for both sam-
ples are reported in Table 16.9. In the standardized solution of theta parameterization, 
thresholds are interpreted in the usual way; that is, as normal deviates each of which 
estimates the point on the corresponding latent response variable with a mean of 0 and 
a variance of 1.0 where the observed responses “cross over” from one response category 
to the next. In general, estimated item thresholds are similar across the groups, and the 

TaBLE 16.9. Robust Weighted Least Squares Estimates 
of Equality‑Constrained Thresholds for a Single‑Factor Model 
of depression analyzed across White and african american Samples

Item Threshold

White African American

Unst. SE St. Unst. SE St.

X1 1  .966 .045  .769  .966 .045  .767

2 1.801 .062 1.434 1.801 .062 1.431

3 2.360 .080 1.880 2.360 .080 1.875

X2 1 1.326 .058 1.016 1.326 .058 1.013

2 2.017 .075 1.546 2.017 .075 1.542

3 2.412 .087 1.848 2.412 .087 1.843

X3 1  .873 .062  .532  .873 .062  .383

2 1.881 .093 1.148 1.881 .093  .824

3 2.456 .113 1.498 2.456 .113 1.076

X4 1  .382 .036  .303  .382 .036  .303

2 1.276 .046 1.013 1.276 .046 1.011

3 1.880 .058 1.493 1.880 .058 1.489

X5 1  .882 .059  .565  .882 .059  .562

2 1.967 .088 1.260 1.967 .088 1.255

3 2.681 .113 1.717 2.681 .113 1.711

Note. Unst., unstandardized; St., standardized. These estimates are for model 6 (Table 16.6). All 
results were computed by Mplus for theta parameterization. The standardized solution is STDYX.
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standardized thresholds in Table 16.9 are similar to their observed counterparts in Table 
16.5 for both white and African American men.

You can download the Mplus computer files for the analyses just described from 
this book’s website. Also available are computer files for the same analysis in the 
lavaan package. Millsap and Yun-Tein (2004) describe differences between Mplus and 
 LISREL in the analysis of CFA models for ordinal data over multiple samples when test-
ing for measurement invariance. Hirschfeld and von Brachel (2014) demonstrate use of 
lavaan, semPlot, and semTools for measurement invariance testing in R.

Structural InvarIance

The analysis of an SR model with a mean structure over multiple samples follows the 
same basic rationale as for a CFA model with a mean structure. A notable difference is 
that direct effects of the constant on endogenous factors in SR models are intercepts for 
the regressions of those factors on their presumed causes, such as exogenous factors. It 
is total effects of the constant on the endogenous factors that estimate their means. Oth-
erwise, testing for invariance in the measurement part of an SR model follows the same 
basic rationale as in CFA. It is also possible to test for structural invariance, or to deter-
mine whether the unstandardized coefficients for direct effects or disturbance variances 
and covariances are equal across groups. Such tests are conducted by imposing cross-
group equality constraints on the corresponding parameter estimates for the structural 
model and then comparing the relative fits of the model so constrained with that of the 
model without equality constraints. If the fit of the constrained model is not much worse 
than that of the unrestricted model, there is evidence for structural invariance. Invari-
ance over groups of the measurement part of an SR model should be conducted before 
testing for structural invariance. The path coefficients or disturbance terms may not be 
directly comparable if the same factors are not measured in the same way in each group.

alternatIve StatIStIcal technIqueS

Item response theory (IRT) offers a powerful set of techniques for detecting DIF within 
a set of items presumed to measure a common factor. Through the analysis of item char-
acteristic curves, the presence of DIF is indicated when item difficulty, discrimination, 
or lower asymptote (e.g., due to a guessing effect) parameter estimates differ apprecia-
bly across groups with the same underlying true ability (Zumbo, 2007). There are also 
IRT-based methods that estimate the amount of differential test functioning (DTF), 
or whether total scores based on cumulative responses over subsets of items relate to 
the underlying dimension in the same way over different populations. Oliveri, Olson, 
Ercikan, and Zumbo (2012) describe the application of parametric and nonparametric 
forms of IRT and the technique of ordinal logistic regression to simultaneously estimate 
DIF and DTF over samples of English- versus French- speaking students who completed 
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an objective measure of problem solving. They found that differential functioning at the 
item level was not generally detected by analysis at the test level. The direction of DIF 
was such that some items favored English- speaking students but others favored French- 
speaking students, so the overall effect of bias at the item level canceled out when item 
responses were summed to form total scores. Karami (2012) and Millsap (2011) describe 
additional statistical techniques for detecting DIF.

The technique of EFA is another alternative for invariance testing. Just as in CFA, 
there are special methods in EFA for analyzing ordinal indicators that generate estimates 
of item thresholds and pattern coefficients for latent response variables, in addition to 
estimates of factor means, variances, and covariances (Wirth & Edwards, 2007). There 
are various statistical measures of the similarity or convergence of factor solutions for 
the same indicators over different groups in EFA (Nimon & Reio, 2011). Millsap (2011) 
describes invariance testing that begins with EFA for unrestricted measurement models 
and then progresses to CFA for restricted measurement models.

SUMMaRy

In multiple- samples SEM analyses, it is common to impose cross-group equality con-
straints on certain unstandardized estimates. This is done in order to test the hypothesis 
that the constrained parameters are equal in the populations from which two or more 
samples were selected. If the fit of the model with equality constraints is appreciably 
worse than that of the unconstrained model, then the hypothesis of equality is rejected. 
Multiple- samples CFA tests hypotheses about measurement invariance, or whether a 
set of indicators measures the same constructs in different groups. The most basic form 
is configural invariance, where the same CFA model is fitted to data from two or more 
samples but with no constraints other than those needed to identify the model. The next 
level is weak invariance, which assumes that the unstandardized pattern coefficient for 
each indicator is equal across the groups. The hypothesis of strong invariance requires 
equality over samples of intercepts for continuous indicators or thresholds for ordinal 
indicators. Strict invariance requires all the equality constraints as well as error vari-
ance and covariance homogeneity. Evidence for strict invariance is required in order to 
conclude that the indicators measure the factors identically in each sample.

LEaRN MORE

The authoritative book by Millsap (2011) deals with CFA, IRT, and other statistical methods for 
invariance testing with continuous or ordinal data. An additional example of testing for invari-
ance is available in Wu, Li, and Zumbo (2007).

Millsap, R. E. (2011). Statistical approaches to measurement invariance. New York: Rout-
ledge.
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Wu, A. D., Li, Z., & Zumbo, B. D. (2007). Decoding the meaning of factorial invariance and 
updating the practice of multi-group confirmatory factor analysis: A demonstration with 
TIMSS data. Practical Assessment Research & Evaluation, 12(3). Retrieved from http://
pareonline.net/pdf/v12n3.pdf

ExERCISES

1. Explain why Equation 16.1 says that strict invariance is required in order to mean-
ingfully compare the mean of a continuous indicator over different groups.

2. Calculate the predicted means for all indicators in each group based on the results 
in Tables 16.3 and 16.4.

3. Calculate the Welch–James test for the group contrast on the conflict factor, given 
the information in Tables 16.3 and 16.4.

4. Convert the thresholds in Table 16.5 for item to proportions of responses in each of 
the four categories (0, 1, 2, 3) for item X1 in both groups.

5. Calculate R2 for each indicator in both groups using the results in Tables 16.7 and 
16.8.
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The Welch–James (WJ) test for independent samples (James, 1951) assumes normality, 
but not homoscedasticity. The equation is
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which is referred to as the Welch– Satterthwaite equation. Non- integer values of dfWJ 
are expected. The standard error of the WJ test statistic is
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A central t distributional calculator that accepts that either integer or non- integer df 
values and generates critical values for the WJ test is freely available over the Internet.1 

1 www.usablestats.com/calcs/tinv

Appendix 16.A

Welch–James Test
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This chapter introduces two classes of advanced techniques: estimation of interactive 
effects of observed and latent variables and multilevel SEM. Also described are tech-
niques for estimating mediation when interaction is assumed, including conditional process 
analysis and causal mediation analysis. Entire books are written about some of these top-
ics, so they cannot be reviewed here in great detail. Instead, I want to make you aware 
that these possibilities exist in SEM and cite enough advanced works so that you can learn 
more through additional study. As you read this chapter, keep in mind this advice credited 
to the French chemist and microbiologist Louis Pasteur: Chance only favors invention for 
minds that are prepared for discoveries by patient study and persevering efforts.

INTERaCTIVE EFFECTS OF OBSERVEd VaRIaBLES

Estimation of interactive effects of continuous observed variables in SEM uses the same 
method as in moderated multiple regression. It involves product terms that represent 
interaction effects. A product term is literally the product of the scores from two differ-
ent variables, such as XW = X × W. The same basic method is used to estimate curvilin-
ear effects (trends) except that power terms (also known as polynomials) are created 
by exponentiation where the scores (base numbers) are raised to a power, such as X2 = 
X × X, which represents a quadratic trend. Estimation of the curvilinear effects is not 
described here, but the principles are the same as for estimating interactive effects— see 
Cohen et al. (2003, chap. 6).

Consider the data in Table 17.1. Regressing Y on both X and W yields R2 = .033, and 
the unstandardized prediction equation is

 Ŷ  = .112X – .064W + 8.873 (17.1)

17

Interaction Effects and Multilevel 
Structural Equation Modeling
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where .112 is the slope of the regression plane along the X-axis across all levels of W and 
–.064 is the slope of the regression plane along the W-axis across all levels of X (e.g., 
Figure 2.2). The intercept, 8.873, is the predicted score on Y, given X = W = 0. But scores 
of zero are not within the range of observed scores for X and W (see Table 17.1). Exercise 
1 asks you to center the scores on X and W, or create the variables

 x = X – MX and w = W – MW

where x and w are mean- deviated scores, and then regress Y on x and w. You should 
verify for this second analysis that R2 = .033 and

  Ŷ  = .112x – .064w + 8.625 (17.2)

The new intercept, or 8.625, equals the predicted score on Y, given X = MX and W = 
MW. Centering the predictors changed the intercept but neither R2 (.033) nor the partial 
regression coefficients (compare Equations 17.1 and 17.2).

Both analyses without a product term just described concern unconditional linear 
effects, but inspection of the scores in Table 17.1 indicates that effects are actually con-
ditional: The linear relation between X and Y is positive for cases with lower scores on 
W, but it is negative for cases with higher scores on W. This pattern is depicted in Figure 
17.1 where cases with scores < MW are represented with closed circles and cases with 
scores > MW are represented with open circles. There is a similar change in the direc-
tion of the relation between W and Y: It is positive at higher levels of X, negative at lower 
levels. Here, W moderates the relation of X to Y just as X moderates the relation of W to 
Y. This describes interaction, which is symmetrical. Exercise 2 asks you to explain the 
difference between moderation and mediation.

TaBLE 17.1. data Set for 
Moderated Multiple Regression

Predictors Criterion

X W XW Y

 2 10  20  5

 6 12  72  9

 8 13 104 11

11 10 110 11

 4 24  96 11

 7 19 133 10

 8 18 144  7

11 25 275  5

Note. MX = 7.125, SDX = 3.137, MW = 16.375, 
and SDW = 6.022.
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The product term XW in Table 17.1 represents the interactive effect when Y is 
regressed on X, W, and XW. In the analysis just described, R2 = .829 and

  Ŷ  = 1.768X + .734W – .108XW – 3.118 (17.3)

The intercept in Equation 17.3 has the usual interpretation: Ŷ  = –3.118, given X = W = 
0. The coefficient for XW, or –.108, says that the slope for the linear regression of Y on X 
decreases by .108 for every increase in W of one point. Similarly, the slope of the regres-
sion line for predicting Y from W decreases by the same amount, .108, given a 1-point 
increase in X. Presented in Figure 17.2 is the regression surface defined by Equation 
17.3. Note in the figure that slopes for regressing Y on X change across the levels of W, 
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FIGURE 17.1. Scatterplot for the data set in Table 17.1 for variables X and Y. Closed circles 
indicate scores on W below the mean, and open circles indicate scores on W above the 
mean.
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FIGURE 17.2. Unstandardized regression surface for predicting Y from X, W, and XW for 
the data in Table 17.1.
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and vice versa. Compare Figure 17.2 for a prediction equation with a product term with 
Figure 2.2 for an equation with no product term.

Coefficients for X and W in Equation 17.3 estimate conditional linear effects. For 
example, the coefficient 1.768 is the slope of the line for regressing Y on X, but only if 
W = 0. Similarly, the coefficient .734 is the slope of the Y-on-W regression line, but only 
if X = 0. Note that scores of zero are not within the range of observed scores for either 
predictor (Table 17.1). Perhaps zero is not even a possible score on either predictor. If so, 
then interpretation of the regression coefficients for X or W in Equation 17.3 may have 
little practical value.

Centering the predictors (i.e., calculate x and w) will deal with the problem that 
zero is not among their original scores. Next, take the product of the centered scores, or 
xw, and then regress Y on x, w, and xw. Doing so for the data in Table 17.1 generates the 
results R2 = .829 and

 Ŷ  = –.001x –.035w – .108xw + 8.903 (17.4)

Note that centering changed neither the value of R2 (.829) nor the coefficient for the 
product term, or –.108. But centering alters the partial regression coefficients for both 
predictors and the intercept, too (compare Equations 17.3 and 17.4). The latter, or 8.903, 
is the predicted score on Y, if x = w = 0. Scores of zero on the centered variables corre-
spond to scores that equal the mean of each predictor in their original units. This means 
that Ŷ  = 8.903, if X = MX and W = MW.

The coefficients for x and w in Equation 17.4 are interpreted as follows: The slope 
of the regression line for predicting Y from X is –.001, if w = 0; that is, the case has an 
average score on W. That is, variables X and Y are basically unrelated, given W = MW 
Similarly, the slope for predicting Y from W is –.035 for cases with average scores on X. 
In analyses with a product term, centering shifts the interpretation of the intercept and 
partial regression coefficients from scores of zero in the original units (X = W = 0) (e.g., 
Equation 17.3) to scores of zero in mean- deviated units (x = w = 0) (e.g., Equation 17.4), 
which corresponds to the means in the original units (MX, MW). This is the only effect of 
centering in moderated multiple regression.

Some researchers believe that centering is required in moderated multiple regres-
sion, but this widespread conviction is false (Edwards, 2009). Centering is optional, but 
it may be useful when scores of zero are not possible on a particular predictor. There is 
also no problem with centering the scores on some predictors (e.g., those for which zero 
is not a valid score), while at the same time analyzing original scores on other predictors 
(e.g., those for which zero is a valid score). Centering does not alter essential multicol-
linearity in the data, or the overlap of effects of individual predictors with that of their 
interactive effect. Centering affects only nonessential multicollinearity, which refers 
to intercorrelations among original variables and product terms due to the scales of the 
variables and not to underlying effects in the data (Cohen et al., 2003). Exercise 3 asks 
you to calculate the intercorrelations among X, W, and XW for the original scores in 
Table 17.1 and also among x, w, and xw based on the centered scores. For these data, you 
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will find that centering results in lower intercorrelations among centered versus original 
scores, but centering has no other effect.

Interpretation of the interactive effect of continuous variables is described next. 
Begin with Equation 17.3 for regressing Y on X, W, and XW for the data in Table 17.1. 
Next, rearrange the terms in this equation so that there is no product term. For example, 
the expression

 Ŷ  = (1.768 – .108W)X + (.734W – 3.118) (17.5)

is algebraically equivalent to Equation 17.3 but has no product term. The regression 
coefficient for X in Equation 17.5, or

 (1.768 – .108W) X

is the simple slope that depends on W. This means that as W changes, so does the slope 
of the regression line for predicting Y from X. The simple intercept in Equation 17.5, or

 (.734W – 3.118)

is the value of the intercept for predicting Y from X that depends on W (see Figure 17.2).
Now substitute in Equation 17.5 meaningful values of W and inspect the resulting 

simple regressions for predicting Y from X as a function of W. For the data in Table 17.1, 
MW = 16.375 and SDW = 6.022. Scores on W that fall –2, –1, 0, +1, and +2 standard devia-
tions from the mean are, respectively,

 4.331, 10.353, 16.375, 22.397, and 28.419

Suppose that W = 22.397, or MW + SDW. Plugging this constant into Equation 17.5 gener-
ates the prediction equation listed next:

 22.397
ˆ .651 13.321WY X= = − +

Presented in Table 17.2 are all simple regression equations for predicting Y from X at 
each of the five levels of W just defined. The same equations are plotted in Figure 17.3. 
The simple slopes progressively change from positive values for W < MW to negative 
values for W > MW. For cases with average scores of W, the simple slope is basically zero 
(–.001), so X and Y are unrelated at this level of W. Note that the values of the simple 
intercepts in Table 17.2 and Figure 17.3 also vary over the levels of W.

In large samples assuming normality, the ratio of a simple slope over its standard 
error is a z test. A related concept is that of regions of significance, or a range of values 
on W for which the simple slope for predicting Y from X is statistically significant. A 
more useful explanatory device involves confidence intervals based on simple slopes 
called confidence bands, which can be plotted in order to interpret interaction. In this 
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case, a third variable W moderates the relation between X and Y where the confidence 
bands do not include slopes of zero. Preacher, Rucker, and Hayes (2007) describe com-
puter utilities for analyzing simple slopes that are freely available over the Internet.1 
Scripts for visualizing interactions with spin plots in SAS/STAT are also freely available.2

Standardized regression coefficients (beta weights) do not have the normal inter-
pretation for product terms. This is because, in most cases, the product of normal devi-
ates from two original variables, such as zX × zW, does not equal the z score of their 
unstandardized product, or zXW. Computer procedures for multiple regression typically 
report beta weights for the data in Table 17.1 that correspond to the model

 ˆ
Yz  = bXzX + bWzW + bXWzXW (17.6)

1 www.quantpsy.org/medn.htm
2 www.ats.ucla.edu/stat/sas/faq/spplot/reg_int_cont.htm
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FIGURE 17.3. Simple regression lines for predicting Y from X as a function of W for the data 
in Table 17.1.

TaBLE 17.2. Simple Regression Equations 
for Predicting Y from X Conditional on 
the Level of W for the data in Table 17.1

W

Regression equationLevel Score

–2 SDW 4.331 Ŷ  = 1.300 X + .061

–SDW 10.353 Ŷ  = .650 X + 4.481

MW 16.375 Ŷ  = –.001 X + 8.901

+SDW 22.397 Ŷ  = –.651 X + 13.321

+2 SDW 28.419 Ŷ  = –1.301 X + 17.742
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but the coefficient bXW does not correctly estimate the standardized interaction effect. 
The correct standardized model would include a coefficient for the term “zX × zW,” not 
zXW. Cohen et al. (2003, pp. 282–284) describe how to obtain correct standardized esti-
mates of interaction.

Extensions and Challenges

A residualized product term is created using the technique of residual centering that 
controls for effects of lower-order variables X and W and consequently is uncorrelated 
with them (Lance, 1988; Little, Bovaird, & Widaman, 2006). A residualized product is 
created in two steps by first regressing XW on X and W. The residuals from the regres-
sion analysis just described are uncorrelated with both X and W but still convey infor-
mation about the interaction. In the second step, Y is regressed on X, W, and XWres, the 
residualized XW term created in the first analysis. Exercise 4 asks you to perform the 
two analyses just described for the data in Table 17.1.

The term XW represents a linear × linear interaction (e.g., Figure 17.3). The term 
XW2 represents a linear × quadratic interaction, which means that the linear relation of 
X to Y changes faster at higher (or lower) levels of W. It also means that the quadratic 
relation between W and Y changes at a constant (linear) rate across the levels of X. Esti-
mation of the interactive effect just described requires that Y is regressed on X, W, W2, 
XW, and XW2 (e.g., Cohen et al., 2003, pp. 292–295). The product term XWZ represents 
the three-way linear interaction among these variables when all lower-order terms are 
also included in the equation. A three-way linear interaction means that the linear × lin-
ear interaction between any two predictors, such as X and W, changes in a linear across 
the levels of the other predictor, or Z in this case—see Dawson and Richter (2006).

Judd, Kenny, and McClelland (2001) describe analyses for repeated measures data 
where difference scores are regressed on a presumed moderator. The difference score 
measures the effect of X on Y for each case, and the hypothesis of interaction is sup-
ported if the magnitudes of those effects vary over levels of the moderator. Edwards 
(1995) describes the analysis of interaction when congruence, or the degree of similar-
ity between two constructs, such as supervisor– subordinate agreement, is the outcome 
variable. Cohen et al. (2003, chap. 9) and Hayes and Matthes (2009) describe the esti-
mation of interactive effects of categorical variables. Interaction can also be analyzed in 
multilevel modeling, a point considered later in this chapter.

Score reliability is a critical problem. This is because measurement error can be 
much greater in product terms than in either constituent variable. This in turn reduces 
both the absolute coefficient for the product term and the power of its significance test 
(Edwards, 2009). Measurement error in the criterion that varies over the levels of a pre-
dictor can also bias the regression coefficient for product terms that involve that predic-
tor (Baron & Kenny, 1986). One way to address these problems is to use predictor vari-
ables with excellent scores reliabilities (e.g., > .90). Another is to estimate the interactive 
effects of latent variables in the multiple- indicator (i.e., SEM) approach described in a 
later section. Both very large samples and very precise scores are needed for adequate 
power when testing for interaction (Aguinis, 1995).
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INTERaCTIVE EFFECTS IN PaTh aNaLySIS

Presented in Figure 17.4 are four different ways to represent the interactive effect of two 
continuous variables in moderated path analysis. Figure 17.4(a) depicts the regression 
of Y on X, W, and XW, just as in moderated multiple regression. The symbols gX, gW, and 
gXW designate, respectively, the direct effects of these variables, where gXW in particular 
estimates the interactive effect. Compact symbolism associated with Mplus is used in 
Figure 17.4(b) to represent the product term with a closed circle. The path emitted from 
the closed circle represents the interaction. The product term is not explicitly shown in 
Figures 17.4(c) and 17.4(d), but its analysis along with X and W is assumed. The hypoth-
esis that the effect of focal variable X changes over the levels of the moderator W is rep-
resented in Figure 17.4(c) by the path from W that bisects the X-to-Y path. The parameter 
for this effect is gXW, just as in Figures 17.4(a) and 17.4(b). The roles of focal variable and 
moderator are reversed in Figure 17.4(d), but this switch is allowed because interaction 
is symmetrical. All four models in Figure 17.4 are equivalent for the same data.

The models in Figure 17.4 do not have mean structures, so only slopes are analyzed, 
not intercepts. But it is no special problem in moderated path analysis to analyze means 
along with covariances, which adds a mean structure to the basic covariance structure. 
In this case, both simple slopes and simple intercepts (and regions of significance and 

FIGURE 17.4. Path- analytic representations of an interactive effect of continuous observed 
variables.
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confidence bands, too) can be estimated in moderated path analysis (Preacher et al., 
2007). Keep in mind the following points:

1. Kenny (2013) reminds us that just as a mediational model is a causal model, so 
too is a model of moderation; thus, if the basic directionality assumptions are incorrect, 
the results may have little value. For example, an interactive effect between X and W can 
be reversed if the direct effect between X and Y is reversed.

2. Kenny (2013) gives this example of how curvilinear and interactive effects can 
be confounded. Suppose that X is income and Y is work motivation. Their relation is 
curvilinear such that their association is stronger at lower income levels. If variable W 
is age, then because younger workers earn less money, the “interaction” between age 
and income could be found, such that the relation between income and motivation is 
stronger for younger workers. In order to avoid confusing curvilinear and interactive 
effects, Edwards (2009) recommends the routine inclusion of the power terms X2 and 
W2 whenever estimating coefficients for the product term XW.

3. Edwards (2009) reminds us that although a product term can be represented as a 
causal variable in a path diagram (e.g., Figure 17.4(a)), it actually has no causal potency. 
This is because a product term does not represent a distinct entity apart from its com-
ponents variables. It is merely a mathematical construction that represents joint effects 
when analyzed together with its components. This idea is consistent with Figures 17.4(c) 
and 17.4(d), where the product term is assumed but not depicted as causal.

CONdITIONaL PROCESS MOdELING

The researcher in conditional process modeling is concerned with analyzing the 
boundary conditions of direct or indirect effects, or the circumstances under which 
causal effects occur (Hayes, 2013a). In the discussion of mediation that follows, 
research designs with time precedence in measurement of the presumed causes, medi-
ators, and outcomes are assumed; otherwise, the term indirect effect is preferred for 
cross- sectional designs. A key concept in conditional process modeling is that of medi-
ated moderation, which describes when an interactive effect, or moderation, is trans-
mitted at least in part through at least one intervening variable, or mediation (Baron & 
Kenny, 1986). Consider Figure 17.5(a), which features compact symbolism to represent 
the hypothesis that the interactive effect of X and W on Y is entirely indirect through 
M, the mediator. Lance (1988) tested basically the same path model where Y represents 
recall accuracy for the script of a lecture, X stands for memory demand, W symbolizes 
complexity of social perception, and M corresponds to specific behaviors mentioned 
in the script. The results indicated that the interactive effects of memory demand and 
perception complexity on recall accuracy were mainly indirect through the mention of 
specific behaviors.
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Moderated mediation, also known as a conditional indirect effect (James & Brett, 
1984; Preacher et al., 2007) is another key concept. It is indicated when the strength of 
at least one direct effect in an indirect pathway depends on the level of an external vari-
able. The external variable in multiple- samples path analysis is group membership: if 
the size of an indirect effect differs over samples, then that effect is conditional. It is also 
possible to estimate conditional indirect effects in a single- sample analysis where the 
external variable is just another variable in the same model, a point that is elaborated 
next.

There is more than one kind of moderated mediation. Look back at Figure 17.5(a). 
It represents mediated moderation (described earlier) and also first-stage moderation 
(Edwards & Lambert, 2007), where the first path of the indirect effect of X on Y, or  
X  M, depends on the external variable W. This interactive effect is represented in the 
figure by the regression of M on X, W, and XW. Thus, the direct effect of X on M changes 
over the levels of W. The same model also represents the hypothesis that the first path of 
the indirect effect of W on Y, or W  M, depends on X (i.e., interaction is symmetrical). 
Figure 17.5(b) represents second- stage moderation, where just the second path of the 
indirect effect of X on Y, or M  Y, depends on the level of the external variable W. This 
interaction is represented in the figure by the regression of Y on X, M, W, and MW. In this 
way, the direct effect of M on Y depends on W.

Other forms of moderated mediation are summarized next (Edwards & Lambert, 
2007):

1. First-and- second- stage moderation occurs when W moderates both direct paths 
of the indirect pathway from X to Y through M. A variation is when one variable, such as 
W, moderates X  M, and a different variable, such as Z, moderates M  Y.

2. In direct effect and first-stage moderation, both the direct effect of X on Y and 
the first path of the indirect effect, or X  M, are moderated by an external variable. 
In direct effect and second- stage moderation, an external variable moderates both 
the direct effect and just the second path of the indirect effect, or M  Y. And in total 
effect moderation, an external variable moderates both paths of the indirect effect and 
also the direct effect.

Curran, Hill, and Niemiec (2013) evaluated a conditional process model of chil-
dren’s engagement and disaffection with soccer. They found that structure from coaches 
related positively to engagement and negatively to disaffection, and that these relations 
are indirect through children’s psychological need satisfaction. These indirect effects 
were appreciable only among children who reported higher levels of autonomy support 
from their coaches. Preacher et al. (2007) provide SPSS macros for analyzing path mod-
els with conditional indirect effects of the kind represented in Figure 17.5 (see footnote 
1). Additional computer tools for conditional process analysis by Hayes (2013b) are also 
freely available over the Internet.3

3 www.afhayes.com
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CaUSaL MEdIaTION aNaLySIS

Causal mediation analysis was introduced in Chapter 8. Briefly, direct, indirect, and 
total effects are defined in terms of counterfactuals for linear or nonlinear models as 
well as for continuous or dichotomous mediators or outcomes. Interaction between the 
causal variable X and the mediator M is assumed. Conversely, the classical Baron and 
Kenny (1986) method assumes no interaction and estimates indirect effects for continu-
ous variables in linear models as products of the coefficients for direct effects that make 
up an indirect pathway (e.g., Table 11.4). If there is no interaction, the results of a causal 
mediation analysis and the Baron–Kenny method for a linear model are the same; other-
wise, the two approaches can generate quite different estimates for the same data. This is 
why causal mediation analysis extends the Baron–Kenny method for the types of models 
just described to allow for interaction (Valeri & VanderWeele, 2013). It is also possible 
to estimate cause– mediator interaction in conditional process modeling (Preacher et al., 
2007), but such effects are not defined from a counterfactual perspective.

Figure 17.5(c) is a moderated path model of interaction between causal variable X 
and mediator M. We assume for this discussion a binary variable X that represents ran-
dom assignment of cases to either control (X = 0) or treatment (X = 1) conditions. Both 
the mediator M and outcome Y are continuous. Randomization for X guarantees over 
random replication samples no confounding between treatment and mediator and also 
between treatment and outcome, but it does not rule out confounding between mediator 
and outcome. Causal mediation analysis generally assumes no mediator– outcome con-
founding, but this is a strong assumption when the mediator is an individual difference 
variable. Experimental mediation designs covered in Chapter 8, such as manipulation- 
of- mediation designs, may reduce the biasing effects of confounders of the mediator and 
outcome. See MacKinnon and Pirlott (2015) for more information.

If means are analyzed along with covariances, Figure 17.5(c) with cause– mediation 
interaction generates the two unstandardized regression equations listed next:

 = b + b0 1M̂ X  (17.7)

 0 1 2 3Ŷ X M XM= q + q + q + q

where b0 and q0 are the intercepts for, respectively, the regressions of M on X and of Y on 
X, M and the product term XM; the coefficient for X when predicting M is b1; and q1–q3 
are the coefficients for, respectively, X, M, and XM when predicting Y.

The controlled direct effect (CDE) of X is how much outcome Y would change on aver-
age if the mediator were controlled at the same level M = m for all cases but the treatment 
were changed from X = 0 (control) to X = 1 (treatment). The natural direct effect (NDE) is 
how much the outcome would change on average if X were changed from control to treat-
ment, but the mediator is kept to the level that it would have taken in the control condi-
tion. The natural indirect effect (NIE) is the amount the outcome would change on average 
in the treatment condition, but the mediator changes from as it would from the control 
condition to the treatment condition. The total effect of X on Y is the sum of NDE and NIE.
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Given the expressions in Equation 17.7 for the model in Figure 17.5(c), the CDE, 
NDE, and NIE can be expressed as follows (Valeri & VanderWeele, 2013):

CDE = q1 + q3 m (17.8)

NDE = q1 + q3 b0

NIE = (q2 + q3)b1

In the equations, note that the CDE is defined for a particular level of the mediator (M = m) 
and that the NDE is defined at the predicted level of the mediator in the control group 
(X = 0). This predicted level is b0, which is the intercept in the equation for regressing M 
on X. Also note that if there is no interaction, then q3 = 0 (see Equation 17.7). In this case, 
both the CDE and NDE are equal to the direct effect in the Baron–Kenny approach, or 
q1, and the NIE equals the Baron–Kenny product estimator of the indirect effect, or b1 q2.

Presented next is a numerical example based on one by Petersen et al. (2006), where 
X = 1 is an antiretroviral therapy for HIV and X = 0 is control; the mediator M is the 
blood level of HIV (viral load); and the outcome Y is the level of CD4 T-cells (helper 
white blood cells). We assume that the scores are not centered. Suppose that the two 
unstandardized regression equations are

 M̂  = 1.70 – .20 X (17.9)

 Ŷ  = 450.00 + 50.00 X – 20.00 M – 10.00 XM

In words, the predicted viral load in the control group is 1.70, but treatment reduces this 
count by .20. For control patients with no viral load, the predicted level of CD4 T-cells 
is 450.00. Treatment increases this count by 50.00 for patients with no viral load, and 
for every one-point increase in viral load for control patients, the level of CD4 T-cells 
decreases by 20.00. For treated patients, the slope of the regression line for predict-
ing the level of CD4 T-cells from viral load decreases by 10.00 compared with control 
patients. These equations imply that

 b0 = 1.70 and b1 = –.20

 q0 = 450.00, q1 = 50.00, q2 = –20.00, and q3 = –10.00

Continuing with the same example, the direct effect of treatment versus control at 
a given level of viral load M = m is

 CDE = 50.00 – 10.00 m

The researcher can select a particular value of m and then estimate the CDE by substitut-
ing this value in the formula just listed. Another option is to estimate the direct effect at 
the weighted average value of M for the whole sample. The direct effect of treatment esti-
mated at the level of viral load that would have been observed in the control condition is
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 NDE = 50.00 – 10.00 (1.70) = 33.00

where 1.70 is the predicted value of the viral load in the control condition (X = 0) (see 
Equation 17.9). The indirect effect of treatment allowing viral load to change as it would 
from the control condition to the treatment condition is estimated as

 NIE = (–20.00 – 10.00)(–.20) = 6.00

where –.20 is the difference in viral load between the control and treatment conditions 
(see Equation 17.9). The total effect (TE) of treatment is the sum of the natural direct and 
indirect effects just calculated, or

 TE = 33.00 + 6.00 = 39.00

That is, antiretroviral therapy increases the level of CD4 T-cells by 39.00 through both 
its natural direct effect (33.00) and its natural indirect effect through viral load (6.00).

MacKinnon and Pirlott (2015) describe causal mediation analysis and other tech-
niques, such as instrumental variable estimation, for enhancing the causal interpre-
tation of mediator- to- outcome direct effects. Valeri and VanderWeele (2013) describe 
macros for SPSS and SAS/STAT for causal mediation analysis that allow covariates, such 
as variables that control for treatment history.4 The decomposition of the total effect of 
the cause on the outcome into parts due (1) to neither mediation nor moderation, (2) to 
just mediation but not moderation, (3) to just moderation but not mediation, and (4) to 
both mediation and moderation is outlined by VanderWeele (2014). Muthén and Aspa-
rouhov (2015) describe causal mediation analysis with latent variables that controls for 
measurement error in observed variables. Imai, Keele, and Yamamoto (2010) describe 
the mediation package for R that also conducts sensitivity analyses about the effects 
of violated assumptions.5 Special syntax for causal mediation analysis is available in 
Mplus (Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2014). Hicks and Tingley (2011) describe the MEDIA-
TION module for causal mediation analysis in STATA.6 See VanderWeele (2015) for 
more information about causal mediation analysis.

INTERaCTIVE EFFECTS OF LaTENT VaRIaBLES

In the indicant product approach in SEM, product terms are specified as multiple 
indicators of latent product variables that represent interactive or curvilinear effects. 
We will consider only the estimation of interactive effects of latent variables, but the 
same principles apply to the analysis of curvilinear effects of latent variables. We assume 

4 http://dx.doi.org/10.1037/a0031034.supp
5 http://cran.r- project.org/web/packages/mediation
6 http://econpapers.repec.org/software/bocbocode/s457294.htm
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that all indicators are continuous. Suppose that factor A has two indicators, X1 and X2, 
and factor B has two indicators, W1 and W2. The reference variable for A is X1, and the 
corresponding indicator for B is W1. Equations that specify the measurement model for 
these indicators are:

 X1 = A + EX1
    W1 = B + EW1

    (17.10)

 X2 = lX2
A + EX2

   W2 = lW2
B + EW2

 

The free parameters of these equations (17.10) include the pattern coefficients for X2 and 
W2, the variances of the four error terms, and the variances and covariance of factors A 
and B.

The latent product variable AB represents the linear × linear interactive effect of 
factors A and B when an outcome variable is regressed on A, B, and AB. Its indicators are 
the four product indicators

 X1W1, X1W2, X2W1, and X2W2

By taking the products of the corresponding expressions in Equation 17.10 for the non-
product indicators, the equations of the measurement model for the product indicators 
are

X1W1 = AB + AEW1
 + BEX1

 + EX1
EW1

(17.11)

X1W2 = lW2
AB + AEW2

 + lW2
BEX1

 + EX1
EW2

X2W1 = lX2
AB + lX2

AEW1
 + BEX2

 + EX2
EW1

X2W2 = lX2
lW2

AB + lX2
AEW2

 + lW2
BEX2

 + EX2
EW2

These equations (17.11) show that the product indicators depend on a total of eight 
additional latent product variables besides AB. For example, X1W1 depends on

 AB, AEW1
, BEX1

, and EX1
EW1

The last term just listed is the residual for X1W1. All pattern coefficients in Equation 
17.11 are either the constant 1.0 or functions of the coefficients for the nonproduct indi-
cators X2 and W2 (Equation 17.10). Thus, no new coefficients need to be estimated for 
the product indicators.

The only other parameters of the measurement model for the product indicators 
are the variances and covariances of the latent variables implied by Equation 17.11. 
Assuming normal distributions for all nonproduct latent variables (Equation 17.10) and 
centered scores on all nonproduct indicators, Kenny and Judd (1984) showed that (1) 
covariances among the latent product variables and the nonproduct factors A and B are 
all zero; (2) variances of the latent product variables can be expressed as functions of the 
variances of the nonproduct latent variables, or
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2 2 2 2
,AB A B A Bs = s s + s

1 1 1 1

2 2 2

X W X WE E E Es = s s (17.12)

1 1

2 2 2

X XBE B Es = s s
1 2 1 2

2 2 2

X W X WE E E Es = s s

2 2

2 2 2

X XBE B Es = s s
2 1 2 1

2 2 2

X W X WE E E Es = s s

1 1

2 2 2

W WAE A Es = s s
2 2 2 2

2 2 2

X W X WE E E Es = s s

2 2

2 2 2

W WAE A Es = s s

where the term 2
,A Bs  represents the covariance between factors A and B. For example, 

the variance of the latent product factor AB equals the product of the variances for fac-
tors A and B plus their covariance. All variances of the other latent product variables 
are related to variances of the nonproduct latent variables; thus, no new variances need 
to be estimated, so the measurement model for the product indicators is theoretically 
identified.

Presented in Figure 17.6 is the entire SR model for the regression of Y on factors A, 
B, and AB in the Kenny–Judd approach. The measurement models for the nonproduct 
indicators and the product indicators defined by, respectively, Equations 17.10 and 17.11 
are also represented in the figure. Among parameters for the structural model in the 
figure, coefficients for the paths

A  Y, B  Y, and AB  Y

estimate, respectively, the linear effects of factors A and B and their linear × linear inter-
action, each controlling for the other effects.

Estimation in the kenny–Judd Method

Kenny and Judd (1984) were among the first to describe a method for estimating struc-
tural equation models with product indicators. The Kenny–Judd method is generally 
applied to observed variables in mean- deviated form; that is, scores on nonproduct indi-
cators are centered before creating product indicators. It has two potential complica-
tions:

1. The method requires the imposition of nonlinear constraints in order to estimate 
some parameters of the measurement model for the product indicators (see Equation 
17.12). Not all SEM computer tools support nonlinear constraints. Correctly specifying 
all such constraints can be tedious and error prone.

2. A product variable is not normally distributed even if each of its components is 
normally distributed. For example, the Kenny–Judd method assumes that factors A and 
B and the error terms for their nonproduct indicators in Figure 17.6 are normally dis-
tributed. But the products of these variables, such as AB, are not normally distributed, 
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which violates the normality requirement of default maximum likelihood estimation. 
Yang- Wallentin and Jöreskog (2001) demonstrate the estimation of a model with prod-
uct indicators using a corrected normal theory method that can generate robust stan-
dard errors and adjusted model test statistics. Also, minimum sample sizes of 400–500 
cases may be needed for large samples when estimating even relatively small models.

Presented in Table 17.3 is a covariance matrix generated by Kenny and Judd (1984) 
for a hypothetical sample of 500 cases. I fitted the model in Figure 17.6 to the data in 

FIGURE 17.6. Model with interactive and lower-order effects of factors A and B in the Kenny–
Judd method.
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Table 17.3 using the Kenny–Judd method in Mplus (Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2014). 
You can download from the website for this book all computer files for this analysis. The 
Mplus syntax file is annotated with comments that explain the specification of nonlin-
ear constraints. Because Kenny and Judd (1984) used a generalized least squares (GLS) 
estimator in their original analysis of these data, I specified the same estimator in this 
analysis with Mplus. The input data for this analysis are in matrix form, so it is not pos-
sible to use a corrected normal theory method or to analyze a mean structure because 
such methods require raw data files.

With a total of nine observed variables (four nonproduct indicators, four product 
indicators, and Y; see Figure 17.6), a total of 9(10)/2, or 45 observations are available for 
this analysis. There are 13 free parameters, including

1. two pattern coefficients for X2 and W2;

2. seven variances of A, B, EX1
, EX2

, EW1
, EW2

, and DY;

3. the covariance between A and B; and

4. three directs of A, B, and AB on Y,

so dfM = 45 – 13 = 32. The analysis in Mplus converged to an admissible solution. Values 
of selected fit statistics are reported next and generally indicate acceptable global fit:

 M
2c (32) = 41.989, p = .111

 ê  = .025, 90% CI [0, .044], pe0 ≤ .05 = .988

 CFI = .988, SRMR = .046

TaBLE 17.3. Input data (Covariances) for analysis of a Model 
with an Interactive Effect of Latent Variables with the kenny–Judd Method

Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1. X1 2.395

2. X2 1.254 1.542

3. W1 .445 .202 2.097

4. W2 .231 .116 1.141 1.370

5. X1 W1 –.367 –.070 –.148 –.133 5.669

6. X1 W2 –.301 –.041 –.130 –.117 2.868 3.076

7. X2 W1 –.081 –.054 .038 .037 2.989 1.346 3.411

8. X2 W2 –.047 –.045 .039 –.043 1.341 1.392 1.719 1.960

9. Y –.368 –.179 .402 .282 2.556 1.579 1.623 .971 2.174

Note. These data for a hypothetical sample are from Kenny and Judd (1984); N = 500.
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The Mplus- generated GLS parameter estimates for the model of Figure 17.6 are 
similar to those reported by Kenny and Judd (1984) in their original analysis. Factors A, 
B, and AB together explain .868 of the total variance in Y. The unstandardized equation 
for predicting Y is

 Ŷ  = –.169 A + .321 B + .699 AB

This prediction equation has no intercept because no means were analyzed. But you 
could use the same method demonstrated earlier to rearrange this equation to (1) elimi-
nate the product term and (2) generate simple regressions of say, Y on factor B where the 
slope of the equation varies as a function of factor A. Following these steps will show 
that the relation between Y and B is positive for levels of A above the mean (i.e., > 0) but 
negative for levels of A below the mean (< 0) for the model in Figure 17.6 and the data 
in Table 17.3.

alternative Estimation Methods

When using the Kenny–Judd method to estimate the interactive effects of latent vari-
ables, Jöreskog and Yang (1996) recommend adding a mean structure to the model. (The 
basic Kenny–Judd method does not analyze means.) They argue that because the means 
of the indicators are functions of other parameters in the model, their intercepts should 
be added to the model in order for the results to be more accurate. They also note that a 
single product indicator is all that is needed for identification, not every possible product 
indicator as in the Kenny–Judd method. Marsh, Wen, and Hau (2006) recommended 
analyzing matched-pairs indicators in which information from the same indicator is 
not repeated. For example, given indicators X1 and X2 for factor A and indicators W1 and 
W2 for factor B, the pair of product indicators X1W1 and X2W2 is a set of matched- pairs 
indicators because no individual indicator appears twice in any product term. The pair 
X1W2 and X2W1 is the other set of matched- pairs indicators for this example.

Ping (1996) describes a two-step estimation method that does not require nonlinear 
constraints, so it can be used with just about any SEM computer tool. In the first step, 
the model is analyzed without product variables. Parameter estimates from this analysis 
are used to calculate the parameters of the measurement model for the product indica-
tors. These calculated values are then specified as fixed parameters in the second step 
where all indicators, product and nonproduct, are analyzed together. Included in the 
results of the second analysis are estimates of latent interactive effects. Microsoft Excel 
templates for Ping’s method are freely available.7

Bollen’s (1996) two-stage least squares (2SLS) method for latent variables is another 
estimation option. This method requires at least one product indicator of a latent prod-
uct variable and a separate product indicator specified as an instrument. It does not 
assume normality nor is the method iterative, so 2SLS estimation may be less suscep-

7 www.wright.edu/~robert.ping
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tible to technical problems in the analysis. In a simulation study, Yang- Wallentin (2001) 
compared default ML estimation with Bollen’s (1996) 2SLS method applied to the esti-
mation of latent interactive effects. Neither method performed especially well for sample 
sizes of N < 400, but for larger samples differences in bias across the two methods were 
generally slight.

Wall and Amemiya (2001) describe the generalized appended product indicator 
(GAPI) method for estimating latent curvilinear or interaction effects. As in the Kenny–
Judd method, products of the observed variables are specified as indicators of latent 
product variables, but the GAPI method does not require normality. Consequently, it 
is not assumed that the latent product variables are independent. Instead, these covari-
ances are estimated as part of the analysis of the model with a mean structure. But 
all other nonlinear constraints in the Kenny–Judd method are imposed in the GAPI 
method. A drawback of this method is that its implementation in computer syntax can 
be complicated (Marsh et al., 2006).

Marsh et al. (2006) describe an unconstrained approach to the estimation of latent 
interactive and curvilinear effects that does not assume multivariate normality. It fea-
tures product indicators, but it imposes no nonlinear constraints on estimates of the 
correspondence between product indicators and latent product variables. This uncon-
strained approach is generally easier to implement in computer syntax than the GAPI 
method (Marsh et al., 2006). Results of computer simulation studies by Marsh, Wen, and 
Hau (2004) generally support the unconstrained method for large samples.

Klein and Moosbrugger’s (2000) latent moderated structural equations (LMS) 
method uses a special form of ML estimation that assumes normal distributions for 
nonproduct variables but estimates the degree of non- normality implied by the latent 
product variables. This method adds a mean structure to the model, and it uses a form 
of the expectation– maximization (EM) algorithm in estimation. The LMS method 
directly analyzes raw data (there is no matrix input) from the nonproduct indicators 
without the need to create any product indicators. Of all the methods described here, 
the LMS method may be the most precise because it explicitly estimates the degree of 
non- normality.

The LMS method is computationally intensive. Klein and Muthén (2007) describe 
a simpler version known as quasi- maximum likelihood (QML) estimation that closely 
approximates the results of the LMS method. A version of the QML method is imple-
mented in Mplus. It relies on numerical integration to generate the parameter estimates. 
It also features special compact syntax. For example, the keyword “xwith” automatically 
creates a latent product variable. A drawback is that most traditional SEM fit statistics 
(including residuals) are not available in the Mplus implementation of the QML method. 
Instead, the relative fit of different models can be compared using predictive fit indexes 
such as the AIC or BIC.

Little, Bovaird, and Widaman (2006) describe an extension of residual centering 
for estimating interactive or curvilinear effects of latent variables. In this approach, the 
researcher creates every possible product indicator and then regresses each product indi-
cator on its own set of constituent nonproduct indicators. The residuals from this analysis 
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represent interaction but are uncorrelated with the corresponding nonproduct factors. 
The only special parameterization in this approach is that error covariances are specified 
between pairs of residualized product indicators based on common nonproduct indica-
tors. This method can be implemented in basically any SEM computer tool, and it relies on 
traditional fit statistics in the evaluation of global fit. Based on computer simulation stud-
ies by Little, Bovaird, and Widaman (2006), their residualized product indicator method 
generally yielded similar parameter estimates compared with the LMS/QML method and 
also the Marsh et al. (2004) unconstrained method used with mean centering.

No single method for estimating the curvilinear or interactive effects of latent vari-
ables has emerged as the “best” approach, but this is an active research area—see Marsh, 
Wen, Nagengast, and Hau (2012) for more information. An empirical example is briefly 
described next. Klein and Moosbrugger (2000) applied the LMS method in a sample of 
304 middle- aged men in order to estimate the latent interactive effects of flexibility in 
goal adjustment and perceived physical fitness on level of complaining about one’s men-
tal or physical state. They found higher levels of perceived fitness neutralized the effects 
of goal flexibility, but effects of goal flexibility on complaining were more substantial at 
lower levels of perceived fitness.

Multilevel Modeling and SeM

Multilevel modeling (MLM)—also called hierarchical linear modeling and random coef-
ficient modeling, among other variations— is a set of statistical techniques for analyzing 
hierarchical (nested) data where (1) scores are clustered into larger units and (2) scores 
within each unit may not be independent. Repeated measures data are inherently hier-
archical in that multiple scores are nested under the same person. Dependence among 
such scores is explicitly estimated in various statistical techniques for repeated mea-
sures data, including SEM (e.g., autocorrelated errors in latent growth models).

In a complex sampling design, the levels of at least one higher- order variable are 
selected prior to sampling cases within each level. Suppose that a sample is composed 
of 7,000 students who attend 50 different schools. Scores from students who attend the 
same school may not be independent. This is because such students are exposed to com-
mon influences that include school staff, discipline policy, or curriculum that are not 
exactly repeated in any other school. Score dependence implies that the use of formulas 
for estimating standard errors in a single- level sample that assume independence (e.g., 
Equation 3.2) may not yield correct results; specifically, such formulas tend to underes-
timate sampling error in complex samples. Because standard errors are the denomina-
tors of significance tests, underestimation leads to rejection of the null hypothesis too 
often. Thus, one motivation for MLM is to correctly estimate standard errors in complex 
sampling designs.

Many SEM computer tools have the capability to automatically adjust the standard 
errors in a complex sample. The researcher typically specifies at least one higher- order 
variable that in syntax may be designated as a cluster, stratification, or grouping vari-
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able, such as “school” in the example where students are sampled from different schools. 
Such variables may not appear in the model, but the computer “knows” how to adjust 
estimates of standard errors for lack of independence of scores within each level of 
a cluster. The same computer program may also accept sampling weights that adjust 
proportions of cases that belong to a particular group to make them conform to known 
population base rates. If too many high- income households were sampled, for instance, 
then weights could be applied to reduce the relative contribution of scores from such 
households. Doing so also increases the relative weight of data from households with 
lower incomes.

But there is more to MLM than just adjusting standard errors or assigning probabil-
ity weights in complex sampling designs. An example is the estimation of contextual 
effects of higher- order variables on scores of cases in a hierarchical data set. The goal is 
to explain within- groups variation with a combination of within- and between- groups 
predictors. Suppose that the amount of time spent playing computer games (Game) and 
scholastic achievement (Ach) are measured among students who attend 50 different 
schools. The schools vary in their numbers of enrolled students, or size. This is a char-
acteristic of schools, not of students.

In a two-level regression analysis, the relation between Game and Ach could be ana-
lyzed at two- different levels, within schools and between schools. The within- schools 
association would be estimated from the pooled within- schools covariance matrix for 
these variables, and the between- school level would be estimated from the between- 
schools covariance matrix, which is based on average (aggregated) values in each 
school. It is possible that the within- schools association between Game and Ach differs 
from that observed at the between- schools level. For example, the two variables may be 
unrelated at the level of individual students within schools but negatively related at the 
between- schools level. This can happen if the within- schools slopes or intercepts differ 
from those based on averages over schools (Stapleton, 2013).

Presented in Figure 17.7(a) is a diagram for the two-level regression analysis. It fea-
tures compact symbolism for diagrams of multilevel models associated with Mplus. The 
slope for the regression of Ach on Game at each level, between or within, is designated in 
the figure with a closed circle labeled “s” that falls in the middle of the path from Game 
to Ach. Intercepts are represented by the unlabeled closed circles that lie at the ends 
of the same paths. A mean structure is assumed in Figure 17.7(a) but is not explicitly 
represented. Curran and Bauer (2007) describe an alternative symbolism for multilevel 
models that explicitly represents mean structures.

Figure 17.7(b) represents a random coefficients regression analysis for a slopes- 
and- intercepts- as- outcomes model. At the within level, Ach is regressed on Game, 
just as in Figure 17.7(a). But school size (Size) is specified as a contextual variable at the 
between level in Figure 17.7(b), such that the slopes and intercepts from the within level 
are regressed on Size at the between level. These slopes and intercepts are assumed to 
vary and covary over schools and thus are specified as random latent variables in the 
between part of the model in Figure 17.7(b). These specifications correspond to cross-
level interactions where the regression of Ach on Game at the within level varies as 
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function of school size at the between level. For example, if the slopes for predicting Ach 
from Game are steeper for larger schools than for smaller schools— that is, the two vari-
ables are more strongly related in bigger schools— then there is an interaction between 
a within variable (Game) and a between variable (Size). It is also possible to specify that 
slopes only are random (slopes- as- outcomes model) or to specify that intercepts only 
are random (intercepts- as- outcomes model). The complexity of the analysis increases 
quickly in designs with more than two levels, such as students within schools within 
neighborhoods. This is probably why most applications of random coefficients regres-
sion concern just two levels.

Some limitations of traditional MLM are summarized next (Bauer, 2003; Curran, 
2003):

1. Scores on within or between predictors, such as Game and Size in Figure 17.7(b), 
are assumed to be perfectly reliable. This is because there is no direct way in 
MLM to represent measurement error.

2. There is also no direct way in MLM to represent predictors or outcomes as latent 
variables with multiple indicators; that is, it is difficult to specify a measure-
ment model.

3. There are methods to estimate indirect effects in MLM, but they can be difficult 
to apply.

4. This is no single inferential test of the whole model (i.e., global fit) in MLM. 
Instead, the relative predictive power of alternative models can be evaluated in 
the same sample.

Convergence of MLM and SEM

The relative weaknesses of MLM correspond to the relative strengths of SEM. Briefly, it 
is straightforward in SEM to represent error variance for either single or multiple indica-
tors through specification of a measurement model. Latent variables can be specified as 
either predictors or outcomes in a structural model. The estimation of direct or indirect 
effects is routine in SEM, and there are inferential tests of global model fit.

Early efforts to extend capabilities of SEM to MLM analyses were based on tricking 
SEM computer programs into analyzing two-level models (e.g., Duncan, Duncan, Hops, 
& Alpert, 1997). The trick was to exploit the capability of the software to simultaneously 
estimate a structural equation model across two groups. But in this case the “groups” 
corresponded to two different models, a within and between model, each estimated in 
the same complex sample. The pooled within- groups covariance matrix is the input 
data for the within model, and the between- groups covariance matrix based on group 
averages is the input data for the between model. Because older versions of many SEM 
computer tools had no built-in capabilities for handling data from complex samples, it 
was usually necessary to calculate these two data matrices separately using an external 
program, such as SPSS.
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Writing the syntax required to trick older versions of SEM programs into analyz-
ing even relatively simple two-level models, such as Figure 17.1(b), quickly “becomes a 
remarkably complex, tedious, and error-prone task” (Curran, 2003, p. 557)—that is, a 
data management nightmare. Fortunately, newer versions of some programs, including 
EQS, LISREL, Mplus, and Stata, feature special syntax that makes it easier to specify and 
analyze multilevel models in complex samples. This special syntax is more compact to 
use than programming languages of the kind used to trick older versions of SEM com-
puter programs into analyzing two-level models.

The relatively new capability just described supports the full integration of MLM 
and SEM in a framework known as multilevel structural equation modeling (ML-
SEM). For example, it would be no special problem to specify in an SEM computer 
tool that supports MLM the model in Figure 17.7(c), which is a two-level, slopes- and- 
intercepts- as- outcomes path model. Family income (Inc) is represented as a cause of 
both Game and Ach in the within model. In the between model, two pairs of correlated 
random slopes and intercepts from the within model are regressed on Size. The first pair 
is from the regression of Game on Inc, and the second pair is from the regression of Ach 
on Game and Inc, both from the within level. The between model represents the cross-
level interactions that involve school size.

Using an SEM computer tool with built-in MLM support makes possible the basic 
types of ML-SEM analyses summarized next:

1. Estimation of correct standard errors when fitting a model to data from a com-
plex sample.

2. Analysis of one model at the within level but a different model at the between 
level. The within model could be identical to the between model (e.g., Figure 
17.7(a)), but the between model could also be a different model. Structural mod-
els at either level can include indirect effects. Preacher, Zhang, and Zyphur 
(2011) outline the possible advantages of estimating indirect effects in ML-SEM.

3. Analysis of a slopes- and- intercepts- as- outcomes model where random slopes 
and intercepts from either observed or latent variables at the within level are 
regressed on either observed or latent variables that represent contextual vari-
ables at the between level.

Two examples of ML-SEM analyses that correspond to the second category are 
briefly described next. Wu (2008) administered to 333 students questionnaires about life 
satisfaction, what respondents say they want (amount), and the gap between what they 
have and what they want (have–want discrepancy) in 12 different areas (social, financial, 
etc.). Because such ratings are repeated measures, the various areas are nested within 
persons, and the between level corresponds to differences across people that affect their 
satisfaction ratings in the various areas. The final multilevel path model retained by Wu 
(2008) is presented in Figure 17.8(a). At the within level, have–want discrepancy has both 
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direct and indirect effects on satisfaction. But at the between level, effects of have–want 
discrepancy are entirely indirect through the amount variable. Wu (2008) interpreted the 
results as suggesting that life satisfaction involves an explicit have–want comparison, 
but whether the effect is entirely indirect through what people say they want depends on 
the level of analysis, within or between.

Kaplan (2000, pp. 48–53) describes a multilevel CFA in a large sample of high school 
students enrolled in different schools. The students rated their perceptions of teacher 
quality, negative school environment (e.g., safety concerns), and disruptive behavior by 
other students. The final model retained by Kaplan (2000) is presented in Figure 17.8(b). 
The within model is a three- factor CFA model where the factors correspond to the three 
domains rated by students. The between model is simpler in that all indicators depend 

FIGURE 17.8. (a) Two-level path analysis model analyzed by Wu (2008). (b) Two-level con-
firmatory factor- analytic model analyzed by Kaplan (2000).
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on a single school climate factor. Thus, variation in student ratings within schools is 
differentiated along three dimensions, but a single factor explains variation between 
schools. See Stapleton (2013) for additional examples of ML-SEM.

Summary

In moderated path analysis, the interactive effects of observed variables are represented 
by product terms included in the model along with terms for the constituent variables. 
Path coefficients for the product terms estimate the corresponding interaction effects. 
One way to interpret an interactive effect between two continuous variables is to gener-
ate the simple regressions of the outcome variable on one predictor at different levels of 
the other predictor. One of the first approaches to estimate interactive effects of latent 
variables is the Kenny–Judd method, which features use of all possible product indica-
tors of latent product variables and the imposition of nonlinear constraints. More recent 
methods are easier to implement. Causal mediation analysis estimates controlled direct 
effects, natural direct effects, and natural indirect effects, all defined from the perspec-
tive of counterfactuals. It offers consistent definitions of these effects, and interactions 
between causal variables and mediators are routinely estimated. Conditional process 
modeling also permits the estimation of mediation and moderation in the same analysis 
in the form of conditional indirect effects and indirect interactive effects. The conver-
gence of multilevel modeling and SEM offers the capability to (1) analyze observed or 
latent predictors from both the within level and the between level (contextual effects) of 
observed or latent outcomes at the within level, (2) take account of measurement error, 
and (3) estimate both direct and indirect effects when structural models are specified. 
The increasing availability of SEM computer tools that directly support multilevel analy-
ses in complex sampling designs is making it easier for researchers to actually reap these 
potential benefits.

Learn more

Marsh, Wen, Nagengast, and Hau (2012) describe options for estimating the interactive 
effects of latent variables, Stapleton (2013) reviews the rationale of ML-SEM, and Valeri and 
VanderWeele (2013) offer a clear account of causal mediation analysis.

Marsh, H. W., Wen, Z., Nagengast, B., & Hau, K. T. (2012). Structural equation models 
of latent interaction. In R. H. Hoyle (Ed.), Handbook of structural equation modeling 
(pp. 436–458). New York: Guilford Press.

Stapleton, L. M. (2013). Using multilevel structural equation modeling techniques with com-
plex sample data. In G. R. Hancock & R. O. Mueller (Eds.), A second course in struc-
tural equation modeling (2nd ed., pp. 521–562). Greenwich, CT: IAP.
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Valeri, L., & VanderWeele, T. J. (2013). Mediation analysis allowing for exposure– mediator 
interactions and causal interpretation: Theoretical assumptions and implementation with 
SAS and SPSS macros. Psychological Methods, 2, 137–150.

ExERCISES

1. Center the predictors for the data in Table 17.1 and verify Equation 17.2.

2. Explain the difference between a moderator and a mediator.

3. Compare correlations among X, W, and XW versus x, w, and xw for the data in Table 
17.1.

4. For the data in Table 17.1, regress Y on X, W, and XWres. Comment on the results.
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The techniques that make up the SEM family provide researchers with an extensive set of 
tools for hypothesis testing. As with any complex procedure, though, its use must be guided 
by reason. Some issues considered next were mentioned in earlier chapters, but they are 
discussed altogether here in the form of best practices. They are addressed under cat-
egories that involve specification, identification, measures, sample and data, estimation, 
respecification, tabulation, and interpretation. Other topics include avoiding confirmation 
bias and bottom- line perspectives, or the most important things about SEM. These catego-
ries are not mutually exclusive, but they offer a useful way to focus this discussion. You are 
encouraged to use these points as a checklist to guide the conduct of your own analyses. 
By adopting best practices and avoiding common mistakes, you are helping to improve 
the state of practice. This saying attributed to the psychologist William James is relevant 
here: Act as if what you do makes a difference; it does.

RESOURCES

Listed in Table 18.1 are citations for works about reporting practices, problems, and 
guidelines in SEM. Works presented in the top of the table concern recommendations 
for better reporting. For example, Hoyle and Isherwood (2011) devised a questionnaire 
that covers all phases of the analysis in SEM. It is intended to supplement more general 
standards for the reporting of quantitative results in journal articles (American Psycho-
logical Association Publication and Communications Board Working Group on Journal 
Article Reporting Standards, 2008). DiStefano and Hess (2005) and Jackson, Gillaspy, 
and Purc- Stephenson (2009) offer recommendations for reporting CFA results. Thomp-

18

Best Practices  
in Structural Equation Modeling
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TaBLE 18.1. Citations for Works about Reporting Practices and Guidelines 
for Written Summaries of Results in Structural Equation Modeling

Citation Comment

General reporting guidelines

Boomsma, Hoyle, and Panter (2012) Guidance about latent-variable analyses and Monte 
Carlo studies

DiStefano and Hess (2005) Use of CFA in construct validation

MacCallum and Austin (2000) Review of shortcomings in reporting and 
recommendations for better practice

McDonald and Ho (2002) Recommendations for reporting about data 
preparation and results of model testing

Hoyle and Isherwood (2011) Questionnaire that verifies thorough and detailed 
reports of SEM analyses

Jackson, Gillaspy, and Purc-Stephenson (2009) Reporting guidelines for CFA studies

Mueller and Hancock (2008) Summary of best practices and reporting

Thompson (2000) “Ten commandments” of SEMa

Applying SEM in specific disciplines

Chan, Lee, Lee, Kubota, and Allen (2007) Rehabilitation counseling

Chin, Peterson, and Brown (2008) Marketing

Grace (2006) Natural systems

Khine (2013) Educational research and practice

Nunkoo, Ramkissoon, and Gursoy (2013) Travel and tourism

Okech, Kim, and Little (2013) Social work

Schreiber (2008) Social and administrative pharmacy

Shah and Goldstein (2006) Operations management

aNo small samples; analyze covariance, not correlation matrices; simpler models are better; verify distributional as-
sumptions; consider theoretical and practical significance, not just statistical significance; report multiple fit statis-
tics; use two-step modeling for SR models; consider theoretically plausible alternative models; respecify rationally; 
acknowledge equivalent models.
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son’s (2000) “ten commandments” of SEM, summarized in the table footnote, are also 
pertinent. Citations at the bottom of the table concern the use of SEM in particular 
disciplines such as education (Khine, 2013) and natural systems (Grace, 2006), among 
others.

Presented next are recommendations for the conduct of SEM organized by phases of 
the analysis. Carefully review these suggestions and use them wisely; see also Mueller 
and Hancock (2008) and Schumaker and Lomax (2010, chap. 11) for related tips.

SPECIFICaTION

Despite all the statistical machinations in SEM, specification is the most important part, 
but occasionally researchers spend the least amount of time on it. Listed next are several 
ways to do your homework in this critical area:

•	 Describe the theoretical framework or body of empirical results that form the 
basis for specification. Articulate the specific problem addressed in the analysis. Explain 
why the application of SEM is relevant, including why using a simpler statistical tech-
nique is not better.

•	 For models with latent variables, define the corresponding constructs, especially 
if that construct is relatively unfamiliar in a particular literature. Avoid vague construct 
names such as “aggression.” Instead, specify the particular kinds or aspects of aggres-
sion that correspond to the construct of interest, and use more precise names, such as 
verbal aggression, defensive aggression, dominance aggression, and so on.

•	 Multiple- indicator measurement is generally better than single- indicator mea-
surement. An exception is when only one among a set of indicators of the same construct 
has good psychometric characteristics. In this case, it may be better to rely on the single 
best indicator.

•	 If multiple indicators are specified for a factor, then (1) all of those indicators 
should have good psychometrics and (2) each factor should have at least three indica-
tors. Having only two indicators per factor may lead to problems, including failure of 
iterative estimation or empirical underidentification. It is also more difficult to estimate 
error correlations for factors with only two indicators, which can result in specification 
error.

•	 Avoid the specification where a single indicator of an exogenous construct is 
assumed to have no measurement error, especially if this assumption is known to be 
false. Instead, estimate the score reliability of the single indicator and specify an error 
term for that indicator, which explicitly controls for score imprecision. An alternative is 
to specify an instrument for the single indicator, which removes random error from that 
indicator, but the instrument must have good psychometrics— see Bollen (2012).
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•	 State the rationale for directionality specifications. This includes both the mea-
surement model and the structural model. For example, is reflective measurement 
appropriate for describing the directionalities of factor– indicator correspondences? Or 
would the specification of formative measurement make more sense? For the structural 
model, explain hypotheses about causal priority, especially if your research design has 
no formal elements, such as time precedence, that directly support causal inference.

•	 Specify reciprocal causation between a pair of variables in a cross- sectional 
design, if there is a theoretical rationale for such effects. But do not specify feedback 
loops as a way to mask uncertainty about directionality. Not only do feedback relations 
have their own assumptions (e.g., equilibrium), but their presence also makes a struc-
tural model nonrecursive, which introduces potential problems (e.g., identification) in 
analyzing the model.

•	 Be mindful about the consequences of omitting causes that are correlated with 
other variables in the model. If an omitted cause is uncorrelated with measured causes, 
then estimates of direct effects are not affected due to this omission. But it is rare that 
the types of causes studied by behavioral scientists are independent. Depending on the 
pattern of correlations between measured and unmeasured causes, estimates of direct 
effects can be too high or too low.

•	 Use insights from Pearl’s structural causal model (graph theory) to help you 
specify the model and plan the study. For example, you can work with directed acyclic 
graphs where some causes are assumed to be unmeasured in order to enumerate which 
causal effects are identified versus others that are not identified. Awareness of those not 
identified should prompt you to think about how to measure at least proxies (indicators) 
of omitted confounders.

•	 Specify design- driven correlated residuals, such as correlated disturbances in a 
structural model or correlated errors in a measurement model, if doing so is theoreti-
cally justifiable and identification requirements can be satisfied. Omission of such terms 
can lead to inaccurate results, especially for latent variables. In some disciplines, such as 
economics, the specification of correlated residuals is routine. Such specification should 
not be seen as a necessary evil. The flip side of this advice is to add correlated residuals 
without a basis in theory or study design (e.g., repeated measures), such as to improve 
model fit when there is no good reason to expect such effects. Doing so makes the model 
more complex, which will improve its fit, but at the cost of capitalizing on chance varia-
tion.

•	 Sometimes it is appropriate to expect that an indicator depends on two or more 
factors, but this specification should come from prior knowledge of that variable. Just 
like error correlations, the specification that an indicator is complex instead of simple 
makes a measurement model less parsimonious.

•	 In reflective measurement models, indicators of the same factor should have posi-
tive intercorrelations. It is a specification error if any of those correlations are close 
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to zero or negative. The specification of formative measurement where indicators are 
viewed as causing latent variables is an alternative, but you should have good theoretical 
reasons for specifying formative measurement instead of reflective measurement. It is 
also more difficult to assess construct validity in formative measurement models.

•	 Do not rely on empirical tests of whether a set of indicators is causal or reflec-
tive. For example, do not automatically conclude that a set of indicators is causal if their 
intercorrelations are not all positive. Also, do not rely on such tests of whether a variable 
is a proper instrument for another variable that is involved in a nonrecursive causal rela-
tion with a third variable. These kinds of specifications should come from your knowl-
edge of measurement or substantive issues about causation in a particular research area. 
Empirical tests will just capitalize on chance variation, especially in small samples.

•	 Respect the parsimony principle: Specify the simplest model possible as your ini-
tial model, one that includes the effects of highest priority, given relevant theory. Doing 
so in single- sample analyses corresponds to model building, where the simplest model 
in a set of nested models is tested first. But when testing for measurement invariance 
in multiple- samples CFA, it is usually better to analyze the most complex model first. 
This is the model of configural invariance, which is then made simpler (it is trimmed) 
by imposing equality constraints on certain parameters, such as pattern coefficients, 
intercepts, thresholds, or error variances.

•	 The previous comments on parsimony are not intended to dissuade you from 
analyzing complex models per se. This is because a phenomenon that is complex may 
require a relatively complicated statistical model in order to capture its basic essence. 
The main point is that the model should be as simple as possible while respecting theory 
and prior empirical results. Models that are complex without justification are probably 
so specified in order to maximize fit.

•	 Declare whether the model includes a mean structure. If so, then describe which 
variables are included in the mean structure either in text or in the model diagram (e.g., 
use the symbol 1  for the constant).

•	 If the model includes interaction effects, then explain how those effects were 
specified. Also state the theoretical rationale for expecting interaction.

•	 State the expected directions, positive or negative, of presumed causal effects. 
Give a complete diagram of your model. If possible, represent all error terms and unana-
lyzed associations (covariances) in the diagram. Make sure that the diagram is consis-
tent with the text.

•	 Explain the rationale for constraints in parameter estimation. Relate these con-
straints to requirements for identification, relevant theory, previous empirical results, 
or aims of your study.

•	 Outline theoretically plausible alternative models. State the role of these alterna-
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tive models in your plan for model testing. Describe this plan, such as comparing hier-
archical models versus nonhierarchical models.

•	 In multiple- samples CFA, state the particular forms of measurement invariance 
to be tested and in what sequence (i.e., free vs. constrained baseline approach).

•	 Properly scale latent variables. In multiple- samples SEM, standardizing factors by 
fixing their variances to 1.0 is incorrect if the groups differ in their variabilities. Fixing 
the pattern coefficient for a reference variable to 1.0 (i.e., the factor is unstandardized) 
is preferable, but note that (1) the same pattern coefficient must be fixed in each group 
and (2) indicators with fixed pattern coefficients are assumed to be invariant across all 
samples. The effects coding method, where average unstandardized pattern coefficients 
or intercepts are fixed to equal, respectively, 1.0 or 0 in all groups, is an alternative for 
indicators of the same factor that also share the same metric. In single- sample analyses, 
fixing to 1.0 the variances of factors measured over time is also wrong if factor variabil-
ity is expected to change.

•	 In complex sampling designs, do not assume that the within model and the 
between models are the same without verification. A lesson from multilevel modeling 
is that different models may describe covariance patterns at the within versus between 
levels of analysis.

IdENTIFICaTION

The problem of identification must be dealt with in virtually all SEM studies. Some rec-
ommendations for managing identification are listed next:

•	 Tally the number of observations and free parameters in your initial model. State 
(or indicate in a diagram) how latent variables are scaled; that is, demonstrate that nec-
essary but insufficient conditions for identification are met.

•	 Comment on sufficient requirements that identify the particular kind of struc-
tural equation model you are analyzing. For example, if the structural model is non-
recursive, is the rank condition sufficient to identify it? If the measurement model has 
complex indicators and error covariances, does their pattern satisfy the required suf-
ficient conditions?

•	 If your model is especially complex, you need to ensure your readers that it is 
actually identified. Remember that it is theoretically possible for the computer to gener-
ate a converged, admissible solution for a model that is not actually identified, yet give 
no warning about the problem. Whatever solution is so computed, it is but one in an 
infinite number of solutions (i.e., it has no meaningful interpretation), if the model is 
not really identified.
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MEaSURES

Your scores come from your measures, so those measures better be good. Some advice 
for dealing with the measurement problem in SEM are considered next:

•	 Explain your operationalizations for constructs of interest; that is, establish the 
links between construct definitions and specific characteristics or behaviors that are to 
be measured.

•	 State the psychometric characteristics of your measures, including evidence for 
score reliability (i.e., are they precise?) and score validity (e.g., do they actually measure 
target constructs?). It is best practice to estimate score reliability in your own sample.

•	 If it is impossible to estimate reliability in your own sample, report coefficients 
from other samples (reliability induction), but describe whether those other samples are 
similar to yours.

•	 If you anticipate missing data—for example, the design is longitudinal and par-
ticipants can choose to withdraw from the study at any point—then specify and mea-
sure auxiliary variables that may predict the data loss pattern. These variables need not 
be included in the model, but they may be helpful when imputing multiple scores for 
each missing observation.

•	 The specification of parcels— average or total scores over sets of items—as con-
tinuous indicators in CFA requires the assumption that the items in each parcel are uni-
dimensional, a requirement that should be addressed before analyzing the data in CFA. 
This is because trying to establish the unidimensionality of parcels in the same analysis 
is likely to capitalize heavily on chance. If so, then parceling can mask the true absence 
of unidimensionality and distort the results.

•	 Avoid jingle- jangle fallacies, which together involve confusion of test names with 
what those tests may actually measure. Construct validity is established over a series of 
empirical studies, not by the name given to a test by its author(s).

SaMPLE aNd daTa

The nature of samples and data are critical in any type of statistical analysis, SEM or 
otherwise. Emphasized next are issues more specific to SEM:

•	 Check the accuracy of data input or coding. Then check it again. Data entry mis-
takes are so easy to make, whether in recording the raw data or in typing the values of 
a correlation or covariance matrix. Even computer- based or automated data entry is not 
error free (e.g., programming errors lead to calculation of incorrect scores). Mistaken 
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specification of codes in statistical software is also common (e.g., “9” for missing data 
instead of “–9”).

•	 Clearly describe the characteristics of your sample (cases). If the sample is a con-
venience (ad hoc) sample, then explain how the cases may not be representative of the 
intended population of interest, given how they were selected.

•	 Explain on what basis the sample size was determined. Considerations include 
the results of a power analysis, use of a sample size heuristic (e.g., the N:q rule, where q 
is the number of free parameters), or resource constraints.

•	 Use a sample size that is large enough for your model and estimation method. 
As models become more complex relative to the number of cases, the statistical preci-
sion of the estimates becomes more doubtful. There is greater capitalization on chance 
in smaller samples, too. Methods that make fewer distributional assumptions generally 
require more cases. The analysis of ordinal data may require more cases compared with 
analyzing continuous data. Convince your readers that the sample size is large enough 
to do the job. There is no shame in using a simpler type of statistical technique in a 
smaller sample.

•	 If a target sample size was established in a power analysis, state the target power 
(e.g., ≥ .90) and describe the level of the analysis (i.e., whole model vs. individual param-
eter). State the particular null and alternative hypotheses and other power analysis 
parameters, such as the level of significance (a) and population values of approximate 
fit indexes.

•	 If any data were simulated, state the computer tool and algorithm used, the num-
ber and sizes of generated samples, and how many generated samples were lost due to 
nonconvergence or other problems in the analysis.

•	 If the sample is archival— that is, you are fitting a structural equation model 
within an extant data set—then mention possible specification errors due to omission 
of relevant causal or outcome variables. Another drawback to archival samples is the 
realization that the model is not identified. With the data already collected, it may be 
too late to do anything about identification. Adding exogenous variables is one way to 
remedy an identification problem for a nonrecursive structural model, and adding indi-
cators can help to identify a measurement model.

•	 Do not standardize the raw scores (i.e., convert them to normal deviates, z), espe-
cially if you plan to use an estimation method that assumes unstandardized variables. 
Situations when standardizing the scores is especially inappropriate include the analysis 
of a model across independent samples with different variabilities, longitudinal data 
characterized by changes in variances or means over time, or a type of SEM analysis that 
requires the analysis of means, such as a latent growth model, which needs the input of 
not only means but covariances, too.
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•	 Describe how data- related complications were handled. This includes the extent 
and strategy for dealing with missing observations or outliers, how extreme collinearity 
was managed, and the use of transformations, if any, to normalize continuous variables.

•	 Evaluate whether the pattern of missing data loss is random or systematic. This 
point assumes that there are more than just a few missing scores. Classical methods for 
dealing with missing data, such as case deletion or single- imputation methods, gener-
ally assume that the data loss pattern is missing completely at random, which is prob-
ably unlikely. These classical techniques have little basis in statistical theory and take 
scant advantage of information in the data. Modern alternatives, including those that 
impute multiple scores for missing observations based on theoretical predictive distri-
butions, generally assume that the data loss mechanism is missing at random, a less 
strict assumption. But such methods may generate inaccurate results if the data loss pat-
tern is systematic. If so, then (1) there is no statistical “fix” for the problem, and (2) you 
need to explicitly qualify the interpretation of the results, given the data loss pattern.

•	 If the choice of a method to handle missing data or outliers makes a difference 
in the results, then report those different findings, not just the ones that more closely 
favor your model. Doing so makes it plain that the results depend on how these com-
mon problems in data collection and analysis are managed. This can be an interesting 
result by itself.

•	 Verify distributional assumptions of your estimation method, such as multi-
variate normality for continuous endogenous variables. For example, report values of 
the skew index and kurtosis index for all continuous outcome variables. Also verify 
that relations between continuous variables are linear. Curvilinear relations between 
a causal variable and an outcome variable are no special problem, if (1) the researcher 
detects them and (2) includes the appropriate power terms in the analysis.

•	 Report sufficient descriptive statistics— including means, standard deviations, 
and correlations for continuous variables— so that another researcher could perform a 
secondary analysis based on your data summaries (e.g., someone else can verify your 
results). To save space, reliability coefficients and values of skew or kurtosis indexes can 
be reported in the same place. Give the final sample size in this summary.

•	 Even better, make the raw data file accessible to other researchers after remov-
ing confidential information about cases or settings. This option may be best for SEM 
analyses that require raw data, such as when the data are ordinal or when using a special 
estimation method for incomplete data files that corrects for non- normality in continu-
ous outcomes.

•	 Clearly state the type of data matrix analyzed, which is ordinarily a covariance 
matrix for continuous data or a matrix of polychoric correlations, along with a matrix of 
asymptotic covariances for ordinal data or thresholds. If just a correlation matrix is ana-
lyzed for continuous data, then use an appropriate estimation method that is intended 
for analyzing correlation structures.
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•	 Verify that your data matrix is positive definite.

•	 If the data are nested, such as repeated measures or collected in a complex sam-
pling design, explain how nonindependence of the scores was taken into account (e.g., 
correlated disturbances are specified for repeated measures variables, a two-level model 
was analyzed).

ESTIMaTION

Undetected problems at earlier stages may make the problems in the analysis considered 
next more likely to happen:

•	 State which SEM computer tool was used (and its version), and list the syntax for 
your final model in an appendix. If the latter is not feasible due to length limitations, tell 
your readers how they can access your code (e.g., a website address).

•	 Specify the estimation method used, even if it is default maximum likelihood. 
If a different method is used, then clearly state this method and give your rationale for 
selecting it (e.g., the data are ordinal).

•	 Use an appropriate method for ordinal data, especially if the number of ordered 
categories is relatively small (e.g., < 6) and response distributions are asymmetrical. 
Robust weighted least squares is one option. Another is full information maximum like-
lihood with some type of method for numerical integration, but very large sample sizes 
may be needed.

•	 Carefully check your computer syntax, then check it again. Just as in data entry, 
it is easy to make an error in computer syntax that misspecifies the model, data, or anal-
ysis. Although SEM computer tools have become easier to use, they still cannot detect 
a mistake that is logical rather than a syntax error. A logical error does not cause the 
analysis to fail but instead results in an unintended specification, for instance, Y1  Y2  
is specified when Y2  Y1 is intended. Carefully check to see that the model analyzed 
was actually the one that you intended to specify.

•	 Say whether estimation converged and whether the solution is admissible. 
Describe any complications, such as failure of iterative estimation or Heywood cases, 
and how such problems were handled (e.g., increasing the default limit on the number 
of iterations). Remember that SEM computer programs do not always print warning 
or error messages for inadmissible solutions, so you must carefully inspect the whole 
output. Likewise, do not interpret results from a solution that is not admissible as it is 
untrustworthy.

•	 Never retain a model based solely on global fit testing; specifically, do not rely on 
“golden rules” for approximate  fit indexes to justify the retention of the model, especially 
if that model failed the chi- square test or the endogenous variables are not continuous.
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•	 Always conduct local fit assessment; that is, inspect fit at a more molecular level 
by examining the residuals, including conditional independences, covariance residuals, 
correlation residuals, mean residuals, or threshold residuals. Treat significance tests of 
the residuals just mentioned, such as standardized residuals for covariance residuals, 
with caution. In smaller samples, such tests can fail to be significant even when the 
corresponding discrepancy between sample and predicted values is substantial. In very 
large samples, these significance tests can signal discrepancies that are trivial in mag-
nitude.

•	 If alternative models are compared (whether nested or not nested), then state 
the decision rules used to select one model over another. Report the results of the chi- 
square difference test for relevant comparisons of hierarchical models. Remember that it 
is perfectly acceptable in SEM to retain no model, if there is no theoretically defensible 
respecification that leads to satisfactory model–data correspondence.

•	 In multiple- samples analyses, do not forget that equality constraints for the same 
parameter usually apply in the unstandardized solution only. It is expected that values 
of the standardized estimates for the same parameter will be different across the groups. 
Remember also that standardized estimates are, in general, not directly comparable 
across groups.

•	 Check for constraint interaction when testing for equality of unstandardized pat-
tern coefficients across different factors or of direct effects on different endogenous vari-
ables. If the results of the chi- square difference test for the equality- constrained param-
eters depend on how the factors are scaled, there is constraint interaction. One option 
is to analyze a correlation matrix using constrained estimation, assuming that it makes 
sense to analyze standardized variables.

•	 When testing fully latent SR models, establish that the measurement model is 
consistent with the data before estimating versions with alternative structural models; 
that is, use two-step modeling, not one-step modeling.

•	 When testing latent growth models, first analyze a basic change model that 
includes just the repeated measures variables. Assuming that a change model is retained, 
next add predictors of change (covariates) to the model.

•	 Before formally comparing group means on observed variables, determine 
whether those scores measure the same latent variables in each group. In other words, 
test for strict invariance, which assumes equality of pattern of coefficients, intercepts 
or thresholds, and error variances and covariances over groups; otherwise, appreciable 
differences in the parameters just mentioned can confound group differences on the 
observed variables.

•	 In order to formally compare group means on latent variables, strong measure-
ment invariance should be established. This is because appreciable group differences in 
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pattern coefficients or intercepts say that the indicators do not measure the factors in 
the same way across the groups. Formal comparison of groups on factor variances or 
covariances requires only weak invariance, or cross-group equality of the unstandard-
ized pattern coefficients.

•	 As a relative novice to SEM, you should not be in the position of trying to analyze 
a model so complex that you are not certain whether it is identified or not identified. 
There are empirical tests for whether a converged, admissible solution is unique, but 
such tests are not foolproof. Failing an empirical check—for example, specifying differ-
ent start values leads to a different solution— proves that the solution is not unique, but 
passing an empirical check does not prove that the model is really identified.

•	 Another challenge is empirical underidentification, which can occur due to data- 
related problems such as extreme collinearity or estimates of key parameters that are 
close to zero or nearly equal to each other. Measurement models where some factors 
have just two indicators may be especially susceptible to empirical underidentification. 
Respecification of a model when the data are the problem may lead to a specification 
error.

RESPECIFICaTION

Except when working in a strictly confirmatory mode, respecification is part of most 
SEM analyses. It is critical to get right the things considered next:

•	 Explain the theoretical basis for respecifying a model; that is, how are the 
changes justified? Indicate the particular statistics, such as correlation residuals, stan-
dardized residuals, or modification indexes, consulted in respecification and how the 
values relate to theory.

•	 Plainly differentiate between results from a priori specifications versus those 
found after fitting the model and otherwise examining the data. A specification search 
guided entirely by statistical criteria such as modification indexes is unlikely to lead to 
the correct model. Use your knowledge of theory and empirical results to inform the use 
of such statistics.

•	 Clearly state the nature and number of such respecifications such as, how many 
paths were added or dropped and which ones?

•	 If the final model is quite different from your initial model, reassure your readers 
that its specification was not merely the result of chasing sampling error. If there is no 
such rationale, the model may be overparameterized (good fit is achieved at the cost of 
too many parameters), and results from such models are unlikely to replicate. It is better 
to retain no model in this case.
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TaBULaTION

At the conclusion of the analysis, you must organize the statistical results so that they 
can be reported. Here are some suggestions for doing so in a clear and thorough way:

•	 Report the parameter estimates for your model (if a model is retained). This 
includes the unstandardized estimates, their standard errors, and the standardized 
estimates. Explain how the standardized solution was derived in a multiple- samples 
analysis (e.g., common metric vs. within- groups standardized solution). In analyses of 
latent variable models in a single sample, describe the particular standardized solution 
reported (e.g., just the factors are standardized vs. all variables are standardized).

•	 Do not indicate anything about statistical significance for the standardized 
parameter estimates unless you used a method, such as constrained estimation, or a 
computer tool that prints in the output correct standard errors for the standardized 
solution.

•	 For structural models, report an effect decomposition, which breaks down total 
effects into direct effects and total indirect effects. Estimate and interpret any individual 
indirect effects that are theoretically meaningful.

•	 Estimation of indirect (mediator) effects in the conventional way, or as products 
of the coefficients for the direct effects that make up the indirect pathway, assumes 
that the causal variable and the intervening (mediating) variable do not interact. If this 
assumption is not reasonable, then use an appropriate method, such as one that ana-
lyzes controlled direct effects, natural direct effects, and natural indirect effects (causal 
mediation analysis).

•	 Report information about the residuals, either in text, in a table, or in an appen-
dix. Show your readers the details about model fit. Just reporting values of global fit statis-
tics is inadequate.

•	 Report information for individual outcome variables about predictive power, 
such as R2 or a corrected-R2 for endogenous variables in nonrecursive relations. Remem-
ber that R2 for an ordinal indicator in CFA applies to the corresponding latent response 
variable, and thus not directly to that indicator. Also remember that R2 for individual 
endogenous variables has nothing to do with global model fit. Interpret effect sizes (e.g., 
unstandardized or standardized path coefficients, R2) in reference to results expected in 
a particular research area.

•	 Always report the model chi- square and its degrees of freedom and p value. If 
the model fails the chi- square test, then explicitly state this result and tentatively reject 
the model. If possible, report the values of a minimal set of approximate fit indexes that 
include the RMSEA and its 90% confidence interval, Bentler CFI, and SRMR. Avoid 
selective reporting of the values of just those fit statistics that favor the model. If the 
model has a mean structure, explain the specification of the independence model (e.g., 
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all means are assumed to equal zero vs. their sample values), if you report the CFI or a 
related type of incremental fit index.

InterpretatIon

Issues in the interpretation of SEM results for various kinds of effects and models are 
considered next:

•	 Comment on whether the signs and magnitudes of the parameter estimates make 
theoretical sense. Look for “surprises” that may indicate suppression or other unex-
pected results.

•	 Do not make hair- splitting distinctions among p values from significance tests 
for indirect effects. These tests, including the Sobel test, may be inaccurate because they 
make assumptions that are usually untenable. Bootstrapped significance tests for indi-
rect effects may also be inaccurate, especially if the sample size is not large. Rely more 
on whether the magnitudes of indirect effects are substantively meaningful, given the 
research context.

•	 Do not confuse statistical significance with effect size or whether results are 
clinically, theoretically, or practically significant. Be careful not to commit one of many 
kinds of cognitive errors about statistical significance (e.g., the false belief that “sig-
nificant” results are not due to chance). Do not be dazzled by asterisks (i.e., statistical 
significance), for they do not light the path to truth in SEM—or in any other kind of 
statistical analysis.

•	 Do not refer to indirect effects as “mediation” unless your research design 
includes time precedence between a causal variable, a presumed mediator, and an out-
come variable. If the causal variable is experimental but the mediator is an individual 
difference variable, be especially wary that omitted common causes of the mediator and 
the outcome could bias the results.

•	 Do not automatically interpret “closer to fit” as “closer to truth.” Close model–data 
correspondence could reflect any of the following (not all mutually exclusive) possibilities: 
(1) the model accurately reflects reality; (2) the model is an equivalent or near- equivalent 
version of one that corresponds to reality but itself is incorrect; (3) the model fits the data 
in a nonrepresentative sample but has poor fit in the population; or (4) the model has so 
many freely estimated parameters that it cannot have poor fit even if it were grossly mis-
specified. In a single study, it is usually impossible to determine which of these scenarios 
explains the acceptable fit of the researcher’s model. If the analysis is never replicated, 
then we will never know. This is another way of saying that SEM is more useful for reject-
ing a false model than for somehow “confirming” whether a given model is actually true, 
especially without replication. For the same reasons, close fit to the data does not “prove” 
the directionality specifications (causal effects) represented in the model.
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•	 Do not commit the naming fallacy, or the false belief that naming a factor means 
that it is understood. Factor names are not explanations. For example, if a three- factor 
CFA model fits the data, this does not prove that the verbal labels assigned by the 
researcher to the factors are correct. Alternative explanations of factors are often pos-
sible in many, if not most, factor analyses. Do not reify factors, or believe that constructs 
in your model must correspond to things in the real world. Perhaps they do, but do not 
assume it.

•	 If there are appreciable interaction effects, then explain their patterns. For exam-
ple, by how much does a moderator variable change the association between two other 
variables? Report effects sizes for interaction effects, not just whether they are statisti-
cally significant or not.

aVOId CONFIRMaTION BIaS

Perhaps the most serious form of confirmation bias in SEM involves the failure to address 
the existence of equivalent or near- equivalent models:

•	 Explicitly acknowledge the issue of equivalent models. Generate some plausi-
ble equivalent versions of your final model and give reasons why your preferred model 
should be favored over those equivalent versions. Without such arguments, there can be 
no preference.

•	 It may also be possible to consider alternative models that are not equivalent but 
are based on the same variables and fitted to the same data matrix. Among alternative 
models that are near equivalent, give reasons why your model should be preferred.

•	 If you compare the relative fits of alternative- but-not- nested models with pre-
dictive fit indexes, such as the AIC or BIC, do not forget that the particular rank order 
indicated by the statistic is subject to sampling error; that is, the model preferred by the 
index may not be the “real” model in the population. The amount of this sampling error 
in model selection also increases along with the sample size instead of getting smaller. 
These problems explain why replication is a gold standard in science, not statistical 
prediction about the model that is most likely to replicate in hypothetical future studies.

BOTTOM LINES aNd STaTISTICaL BEaUTy

The points summarized next deal with the role of SEM as a tool for science:

•	 The technique of SEM is about testing theories, not just models. The model ana-
lyzed represents predictions based on a particular body of work, but outside of this role, 
the model has little intrinsic value. This means that it provides a vehicle for testing 
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ideas, and the real goal of SEM is to evaluate these ideas in a meaningful and valid way. 
Whether or not a model is retained is incidental to this purpose.

•	 If no model is retained, then explain the implications for theory. For example, in 
what way(s) could theory be incorrect, based on your results?

•	 If a model is retained, explain to your readers just what was learned as a result 
of your study; that is, what is the substantive significance of your findings? How has the 
state of knowledge in your area been advanced? What new questions are posed? What 
comes next?

•	 If your sample is not large enough to randomly split and cross- validate your anal-
yses, then clearly state this as a limitation. If so, replication is a necessary “what comes 
next” activity.

•	 A strong analytical method such as SEM cannot compensate for poor study design 
or slipshod ideas. For example, expressing poorly thought out hypotheses in a path dia-
gram does not give them credibility. The specification of direct or indirect effects cannot 
be viewed as a substitute for an experimental or longitudinal design. Inclusion of an 
error term for a test with poor psychometrics cannot somehow transform it into a good 
measure. Applying SEM in the absence of good design, measures, and ideas is like using 
a chain saw to slice butter: one will accomplish the task, but without a more substantial 
base, one is just as likely to make a mess.

SUMMaRy

So concludes this journey of discovery about SEM. As on any guided tour, you may have 
found some places along the way more interesting than others. You may decide to revisit 
certain sites by using particular techniques in your own work. In any event, I hope that 
reading this book has given you new ways of looking at your data and hypotheses. Use 
SEM to address new questions or to provide new perspectives on older ones, but use 
it guided by good sense and strong domain knowledge. Use it also as a way to reform 
methods of data analysis by focusing more on models instead of specific effects analyzed 
with traditional significance tests. As Garrison Keillor says at the conclusion of The 
Writer’s Almanac, the long- running radio program about poetry and literature: Be well, 
do good work, and keep in touch.

LEaRN MORE

McCoach, Black, and O’Connell (2007) outline sources of inference error, Tomarken and 
Waller (2005) survey common misunderstandings, and Tu (2009) addresses the use of SEM 
in epidemiology and reminds us of its limitations.
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ChaPTER 2

1. Given the descriptive statistics and with slight rounding error:

  
10.870

.686 2.479
3.007XB

 = =  

  AX = 102.950 – 2.479 (16.900) = 61.054

2. Given MX = 16.900, mean- centered scores (x) are

  –.90, –2.90, –.90, –4.90, 1.10,
  1.10, –3.90, –.90, 1.10, 5.10,
  1.10, 2.10, –.90, –.90, 5.10,
 –4.90, 3.10, –2.90, 4.10, .10

 and Mx = 0, SDx = 3.007, rxY = .686, so with slight rounding error

  
10.870

.686 2.479
3.007XB

 = =  

  Ax = 102.950 – 2.479 (0) = 102.950

3. Given Ŷ  = 2.479 X + 61.054, the predicted scores Ŷ  are

 100.719, 95.761, 100.719, 90.803, 105.677,
 105.677, 93.282, 100.719, 105.677, 115.593,
 105.677, 108.156, 100.719, 100.719, 115.593,
  90.803, 110.635, 95.761, 113.114, 103.198

Suggested Answers to Exercises
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ES  and the residual scores Ŷ  – Y are

 –.719, –3.761, –12.719, 4.197, –7.677,
 –4.677, 3.718, –2.719, 4.323, 8.407,
 –3.677, 6.844, –8.719, 1.281, –11.593,
 –5.803, 7.365, 9.239, –2.114, 18.802

 With slight rounding error,

  2
Ys  = 2

Ŷ
s  + 2

ˆY Y
s −  = 55.570 + 62.586 = + 118.155

  2
XYr  = 2

Ys / 2
Ŷ

s  = 55.570/118.155 = .470, so rXY = .686

4. Given the descriptive statistics and with slight rounding error:

  
2

.686 .499(.272)
.594

1 .272Xb
−= =
−

 and 
10.870

.594 2.147
3.007XB

 = =  
 

  
2

.499 .686(.272)
.337

1 .272Wb
−= =
−

 and 
10.870

.337 1.302
2.817WB

 = =  

  AX, W = 102.950 – 2.147 (16.900) – 1.302 (49.400) = 2.340

  2
, .595(.686) .337(.499) .576Y X WR ⋅ = + =

5. For N = 20, k = 2 and 2
,Y X WR ⋅  = .576:

  2
,

20 1ˆ 1 (1 .576) .526
20 2 1Y X WR ⋅

− = − − =  − −

6. Presented next is the distribution of standardized residuals for the regression of Y on both 
X and W generated in SPSS with a superimposed normal curve:

Fr
eq

ue
nc

y 

Standardized residual 
−2.0 −1.0 0 1.0 2.0 

3 

4 

0 

1 

2 

7. For rXY = .686, rWY = .499, rXW = .272, and 2
,Y X WR ⋅  = .576 with slight rounding error:

  
2

2 2
( ) 2

(.499 .686(.272))
.576 .686 . .105

1 .272Y W Xr ⋅
−= − = =

− 

  
2 2

2
2 2 2

.576 .686 (.499 .686(.272))
. .199

1 .686 (1 .272 )(1 .686 )WY Xr ⋅
− −= = =

− − −

 Respectively, variable W uniquely explains about 10.5% of the total variance in Y, and of 
variance in Y not already explained by X, predictor W accounts for about 19.9% of the rest.
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ChaPTER 3

Comments about the selected quotes:

1. Representativeness is determined by how cases are selected, which has nothing to do with 
statistical significance. If “reliability” means “repeatability,” then statistical significance 
does not directly indicate the likelihood of replication. But if “reliability” means “sampling 
error,” then, yes, there is less sampling error over larger random samples. Also, p is not the 
probability of error, which is virtually 1.0 for sample results, and neither is p the probability 
that the null hypothesis is true.

2. This is a statement of the odds against chance fallacy. A p value does not indicate the 
likelihood that a particular result is due to chance, nor does 1 – p measure the probability 
that the data are due to any “real” effect. All sample results are affected by error.

3. The probability of sampling error is virtually 1.0 and thus cannot be specified in advance. 
The level of a is specified by the researcher in advance, but there is actually no requirement 
to specify an arbitrary criterion level of statistical significance. The rest of the quote is 
correct, including the claim that significance testing assumes random sampling.

4. I used the NDC calculator for this problem. We can say that F (2, 47) = 31.925 falls at

a. 97.5th percentile in the noncentral F (2, 47, 28.573) distribution; and the same observed 
F falls at the

b. 2.5th percentile in the noncentral F (2, 17, 109.201) distribution.

 So the 95% confidence interval for l is [28.573, 109.201]. Using Equation 3.4 to convert the 
lower and upper bounds of this interval to r2 units for N = 50 gives us the noncentral 95% 
confidence interval based on R2 = .576, which is [.364, .686]. As expected, this interval is 
narrower than the corresponding interval based on N = 20, which is [.173, .722].

ChaPTER 4

1. There is slight rounding error in these calculations based on the statistics in Table 4.1:

  2
Xs  = 3.00702 = 9.0422, 2

Ws  = 2.81722 = 7.9366, and 2
Ys  = 10.86992 = 118.0895

  covXW = .2721 (3.0070) (2.8172) = 2.3050

  covXY = .6858 (3.0070) (10.8699) = 22.4159

  covWY = .4991 (2.8172) (10.8699) = 15.2838

2. Given covXY = 13.00, 2
Xs  = 12.00, and 2

Ys  = 10.00, the covariance is

  cov 12.00 10.00 (10.9545) 13.00XY XY XYr r= × = =

 Solving for the correlation gives a value that is out of bounds:

  rXY = 13.00/10.9545 = 1.19
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ES 3. For the data in Figure 4.2, 1ĝ  = 3.10 and 2ĝ  = 15.73. Before applying a transformation to 

these data, add the constant –9.0 to each score so that the lowest score is 1.0. For a square 
root transformation, 1ĝ  = 2.31 and 2ĝ  = 9.95. Even greater reduction in non- normality is 
afforded by the transformation ln X, for which 1ĝ  = 1.655 and 2ĝ  = 5.788.

4. The covariance matrix with effective sample sizes derived using pairwise deletion for the 
data in Table 4.3 is presented next:

X Y W
X cov 86.400 –22.500 15.900

N 6 4 5

Y cov –22.500 8.200 –9.667
N 4 5 4

W cov 15.900 –9.667 5.200
N 5 4 6

 I submitted the whole covariance matrix (without the sample sizes) to an online matrix 
calculator. The eigenvalues are (95.937, 7.074, –3.211), and the determinant is –2,178.864. 
The matrix is clearly nonpositive definite. The correlation matrix implied by the covariance 
matrix for pairwise deletion is presented next in lower diagonal form:

X Y W
X 1.00

Y –.85 1.00

W .75 –1.48 1.00

5. Presented next for these five items are their intercorrelations at four- decimal accuracy 
shown without 1.0s in the diagonal:

I1 I2 I3 I4 I5
I1 —
I2 .3333 —
I3 .1491 .1491 —
I4 .3333 .3333 .1491 —
I5 .3333 .3333 .1491 .3333 —

 Calculations for aC are as follows:

  
6 (.3333) 4 (.1491)

.2596
10ijr
+= =  and 

5 (.2596)
.6368

1 (5 1).2596Ca = =
+ −

 which, within the limits of rounding error, is equivalent to aC = .63 computed by the 
Reliability Analysis procedure of SPSS for these data.
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ChaPTER 6

1. One option is to specify a set of two dummy codes, d1 and d2, to represent both degrees of 
freedom for group membership, as follows:

Group d1 d2

1 1 0
2 0 1
3 0 0

 Code d1 specifies the contrast of groups 1 and 3, and d2 specifies the contrast of groups 2 
and 3. Specify d1 and d2 as a pair of correlated exogenous variables in a path model.

2. Increasing the measurement error in Y of Figure 6.3 would decrease the score reliability 
coefficient, rYY, increase the disturbance variance, and decrease R2.

3. Coefficient a in Figure 6.4(a) for the model X  Y and coefficient b in Figure 6.4(b) for the 
model Y  X in unstandardized form are just different rearrangements of the elements in

  covXY = rXY SDX SDY

 When regressing Y on X, the unstandardized coefficient is

  rXY (SDY / SDX)

 and when regressing X on Y, the unstandardized coefficient is

  rXY (SDX / SDY)

 In standardized form, the coefficient for both X  Y and Y  X is rXY, so in this way the 
path models in Figures 6.4(a) and 6.4(b) are clearly equivalent.

4. In Figure 6.6(b), there are four direct effects on endogenous variables. There are a total 
of four exogenous variables, two measured (X1, X2) and two unmeasured (D1, D2). The 
variances (4) and covariances (2) of all the variables just listed are free parameters. The 
total number of free parameters for Figure 6.6(b) is 10. There are three direct effects on 
endogenous variables in Figure 6.6(c), four variances of exogenous variables, and two 
covariances between pairs of exogenous variables for a total of nine free parameters.

5. Part of the relation of Y1 and Y2 in Figure 6.6(c) is causal due to the direct effect of the 
former variable on the latter. There are also two aspects of their association that are 
spurious: (1) they share at least one common but measured cause and (2) their direct 
causes, X1 and X2, are correlated. Variable X1 indirectly affects Y2 through the intermediary 
Y1.

6. With 6 observed variables, there are 6(7)/2, or 21 observations. There are a total of six 
direct effects on endogenous variables. Additional free parameters include six variances and 
three covariances between pairs of exogenous variables, so the total number is 6 + 6 + 3, or 
15. Thus, dfM = 21 – 15 = 6.
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1. For Figure 7.1(a), the number of observations is 4(5)/2 = 10. Free parameters include a total 
of 4 variances (of X1, X2, D1, and D2), 2 covariances (X1  X2 and D1  D2), and 4 direct 
effects on variables Y1 and Y2 from other measured variables for a total of 10, so dfM = 0. For 
Figure 7.1(b), the number of observations is 6(7)/2 = 21. There are a total of 18 parameters: 
6 variances (of X1–X3 and D1–D3), 6 covariances, and 6 direct effects on Y1–Y3, so dfM = 3.

2. The number of endogenous variables in Figure 7.1(a) is 2, so the rank of the system matrix 
for each equation must be at least 2 – 1 = 1.

 Evaluation for Y1:

X1 X2 Y1 Y2

 Y1 1 0 1 1

Y2 0 1 1 1 → 1 → Rank = 1

 Evaluation for Y2:

X1 X2 Y1 Y2

Y1 1 0 1 1

 Y2 0 1 1 1 → 1 → Rank = 1

 Both equations pass the rank condition, so the model is identified.

3. There are no variables excluded from the equation for Y1 in Figure 7.4(b), so the order 
condition is failed. Evaluation of the rank condition follows:

 Evaluation for Y1:

X Y1 Y2

 Y1 1 1 1

Y2 0 1 1 → → Rank = 0

 Evaluation for Y2:

X Y1 Y2

Y1 1 1 1

 Y2 0 1 1 → 1 → Rank = 1

 The equation for Y1 fails the rank condition, but Figure 7.4(b) is nevertheless identified.

4. The model in Figure 7.4(b) with no disturbance correlation is identified but (dfM = 0). In 
order to estimate the disturbance correlation, a unique instrument would be needed for Y2. 
The respecified model just described corresponds to Figure 7.1(a). That model is also just- 
identified, but the z test for the disturbance covariance evaluates the hypothesis that the 
corresponding parameter equals zero.
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5. Shown next is the revised version of Figure 7.4(a):

Y1 

D1 1 

Y2 

D2 1 

D3 

Y3 

1 

X1 

X2 

X4 

X3 

 Because each variable in the feedback loop now has a unique instrument (X3 for Y1, X4 for 
Y2), their equations are identified. The recursive block with Y3 is also identified; thus, the 
respecified model is identified.

ChaPTER 8

1. The graph Y  W  X implies the same conditional independence, or X ^ Y | W, as 
Figures 8.1(a) and 8.1(b), so all three graphs are d- separation equivalent.

2. Figure 8.2(c) implies the 24 conditional independences listed next:

Nonadjacent pair Conditional independences

X, C X ^	C | B X ^	C | (B, A)

X ^	C | (B, Y) X ^	Y | (B, A, Y)

X, Y X ^	Y | B X ^	Y | (B, C)

X ^	Y | (B, A) X ^	Y | (B, C, A)

A, B A ^	B | X A ^	B | (X, C)

A ^	B | (X, Y) A ^	B | (X, C, Y)

A, C A	^	C | B A	^	C | X

A	^	C | (B, X) A	^	C | (B, Y)

A	^	C | (X, Y) A	^	C | (B, X, Y)

A, Y A	^	Y | B A	^	Y | X

A	^	Y | (B, X) A	^	Y | (B, C)

A	^	Y | (X, C) A	^	Y | (B, C, X)
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the size of the basis set is 5. Listed next are the parents of each nonadjacent pair and the 
associated conditional independences of the basis set:

Nonadjacent pair Parents Conditional independence

X, C B X ^	C | B

X, Y B, C X ^	Y | (B, C)

A, B X A ^	B | X

A, C B, X A	^	C | (B, X)

A, Y B, C, X A	^	Y | (B, C, X)

4. Listed next are the four paths between X2 and Y1 in Figure 8.3(b):

  X2  Y2  Y3  Y1

  X2  Y2  U3  Y1

  X2  U1  X1  Y1

  X2  U1  X1  U2  Y1

 The first, second, and fourth paths just listed are blocked by colliders, but the third path is 
open. Conditioning on X1 would close the third path, but doing so would open the fourth 
path, where X1 is a collider. Controlling also for U1 would close the fourth path opened by 
controlling for X1 alone, but U1 is unmeasured, so it cannot be part of any conditioning set.

5. In Figure 8.4(a), there are two back-door paths between the pair D and Y, including

  D  A  X  E  Y

  D  A  X  C  Y

 The second path just listed is blocked by the collider X. The set (A) is sufficient because 
it would block the first back-door path just listed but leave the second back-door path 
blocked. This set is also minimally sufficient because its only proper subset is the empty set 
∅, which is not sufficient itself. The set (C, X) is also sufficient because conditioning on this 
set would also close the open back-door path but does not open the blocked back-door path. 
This set is also minimally sufficient because neither (C) nor (X) is sufficient to close both 
paths.

6. The sets (A, X), (D, E), and (D, X) each d- separate variables C and Y in a modified version 
of Figure 8.4(a) where the path C  Y is deleted. Each set just listed is also a minimally 
sufficient set that identifies the direct effect of C on Y. There are other sufficient sets that 
identify the same direct effect, such as (A, D, X), but none are minimally sufficient.
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ChaPTER 9

1. Presented next is Figure 9.1(b) respecified as a causal DAG:

A 

X1 

X2 

X3 

X4 

U

 Because U is not a substantive latent variable, it cannot appear in any conditioning set. 
Thus, the back-door path with U as a common cause of X2 and X4 cannot be blocked by 
conditioning, so the figure implies:

  X1 ^	X2 | A    X1 ^	X3 | A    X1 ^	X4 | A

  X2 ^	X3 | A    X3 ^	X4 | A

2. If we constrain the average unstandardized pattern coefficient for the indicators of factor B 
in Figure 9.4, we obtain the equation

  42 52 62 1.0
3

l + l + l
=

 which implies all three relations listed next:

  l42 = 3 – l52 – l62, l52 = 3 – l52 – l62, and l62 = 3 – l42 – l52

 Select any of the formulas just listed and represent the corresponding linear constraint 
in the syntax of an SEM computer tool in order to scale factor B using the effects coding 
method.

3. With two indicators in Figure 9.5(a), there are 2(3)/2 = 3 observations. There are four free 
parameters, including the variances of 3 exogenous variables (of A and E1–E2) and 1 pattern 
coefficient for X2, so dfM = 3 – 4 = –1.

4. The number of observations for Figure 9.5(b) is 3(4)/2 = 6. Free parameters include the 
variances of 4 exogenous variables (of A and E1–E3) and 2 pattern coefficients for X2–X3, so 
dfM = 6 – 6 = 0.

5. There are 4(5)/2 = 10 observations for Figure 9.5(c). The total number of free parameters is 
9, including 6 variances (of A, B, E1–E4), 1 factor covariance, and 2 pattern coefficients for 
indicators X2 and X4, so dfM = 10 – 9 = 1.

6. Yes, the model in Figure 9.6(f) but with the error correlation E3  E5 identified. This is 
because the respecified model satisfies Rule 9.4 in Table 9.2. Specifically, the respecified 
model satisfies Rule 9.3 (and by implication Rule 9.2; see Table 9.1), and there is at least one 
simple indicator of both factors A and B with which the complex indicator X3 does not share 
an error correlation (e.g., X2  A, X4  B).

7. Figure 9.7 is a standard CFA model that satisfies Rule 9.1 concerning the minimum number 
of indicators for each factor. Each factor and error term is scaled through a ULI constraint. 
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parameters, including 10 variances of exogenous variables (of the two factors and 8 error 
terms), 1 factor covariance, and a total of 6 pattern coefficients (for all indicators except the 
marker variables), so dfM = 36 – 17 = 19. Given all these facts, Figure 9.7 is identified.

ChaPTER 10

1. There are 6(7)/2 = 21 observations for Figure 10.1(b). Free parameters include the variances 
of 9 exogenous variables (of A, errors for X1–X2 and Y1–Y4, and disturbances for factors B and 
C) and 5 direct effects on endogenous variables (X2, Y2, Y4, B, and C) for a total of 14. Thus, 
dfM = 21 – 14 = 7.

2. There are 5(6)/2 = 15 observations for both Figures 10.2(a) and 10.3(a). Free parameters 
in Figure 10.2(a) include the variances of 7 exogenous variables (of X1, errors for Y1–Y4, 
disturbances for factors B and C) and a total of 4 direct effects on endogenous variables (Y2, 
Y4, B, and C), so dfM = 15 – 11 = 4. Free parameters in Figure 11.3(a) include the variances of 
7 exogenous variables (of A, errors for Y1–Y4, disturbances for factors B and C) and the same 
4 direct effects on endogenous variables, so dfM = 15 – 11 = 4.

3. Given reliabilities of .80, .75, and .90 for, respectively, X1, Y1, and Y3 in Figure 10.1(a), we 
specify the SR model that controls for measurement error shown next:

1 1 1 

B C A 

DB 

1 
DB 

1 

1 
EX1

 

.20 1

2
Xs  

X1 

1 
EY1

 

.25 1

2
Ys  

Y1 

1 

.10 3

2
Ys  

EY3
 

Y3 

4. There are 12(13)/2 = 78 observations for Figure 10.6. Free parameters include the variances 
of 16 exogenous variables (of constructive thinking, 12 error terms for the indicators, 
and 3 disturbances for endogenous factors) and the coefficients for 12 direct effects on 
endogenous variables (including 8 pattern coefficients [2 per factor] in the measurement 
model and 4 direct effects in the structural model) for a total of 28 free parameters. Thus, 
dfM = 78 – 28 = 50.

5. For the continuance organizational commitment indicator in Figure 10.7, s2 = .982 = .9604 
and rXX = .70 (Table 10.1). Thus, the unstandardized error variance is fixed to equal

  .30 (.9604) = .2881
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6. With 8 observed variables in Figure 10.7, there are a total 8(9)/2, or 36 observations 
available to estimate the 32 free parameters, including 8 variances (of 6 exogenous factors 
and 2 disturbances), 16 covariances (1 disturbance covariance and 15 covariances among 
the 6 exogenous factors), and 8 direct effects in the structural model, so dfM = 36 – 32 = 4.

ChaPTER 11

1. Given the results in Table 11.2, a 1-point increase in hardiness predicts a decrease in stress 
of .203 points. This amount of change is statistically significant because

  z = –.203/.045 = –4.51, p < .01

 An increase in hardiness of a full standard deviation predicts a decrease in stress of .230 
standard deviations.

2. A total of three different sufficient sets, (Exercise), (Hardiness), and (Fitness), satisfy Rule 
8.4 and thus identify the direct effect of stress on illness. Given results in Table 11.2, the 
three different estimators for stress range from .574 to .628 in the unstandardized solution 
and from .307 to .337 in the standardized solution. Now we consider only results that 
control for both parents of illness: A 1-point increase in stress predicts an increase in illness 
of .574 points, and a one standard deviation increase in stress leads to an increase in illness 
of .307 standard deviations, both controlling for fitness.

3. Given the results in Table 11.3, fitness and stress explain .177 of the total variance for 
illness, so the standardized disturbance variance is 1 – .177, or .823. The observed variance 
is 3,903.75, so the unstandardized disturbance variance is .823 (3,903.95), or 3,212.786.

4. Given the results in Figure 11.1 for the indirect effect of hardiness on illness through stress, 
the unstandardized estimate is –.203 (.574), or –.117, so a 1-point increase in hardiness 
leads to a decrease in illness of .117 points through the intervening variable of stress. The 
standardized estimate is –.230 (.307), or –.071, so an increase in hardiness of one standard 
deviation predicts a decrease in illness of .071 standard deviations through the intervening 
variable of stress.

5. The product estimates of the unstandardized and standardized indirect effects of hardiness 
on illness through stress are, respectively, –.117 and –.071. Given the results in Table 11.2, 
the approximate standard error of the unstandardized product estimator is

  2 2 2 2.574 (.045 ) ( .203) .089 .032abSE = + − =

 (see Table 11.4) and z = –.117/.032 = 3.71, p < .05. The other two estimates in Table 11.4 
of the same indirect effect are based on covariate adjustment, and both are statistically 
significant. Over all three results, the standardized estimates range from –.163 to –.071, and 
the unstandardized estimates range from –.267 to –.117.

6. There is a single noncausal path between fitness and stress (Figure 7.5); it is

  Fitness  Exercise  Hardiness  Stress
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  .390 (–.030) (–.230) = .003

 so the predicted correlation is .003. The observed correlation is –.130 (Table 4.2), so the 
correlation residual equals –.130 – .003, or –.133.   

ChaPTER 12

1. Given the results in Table 12.1, the RMSEA is calculated as follows:

  MD̂  = 11.107 – 5 = 6.107, N = 373, dfM = 5

  
6.107

RMSEA .057
5 (372)

= = 

2. The CFI is calculated from the results in Table 12.1 as

  MD̂  = 11.107 – 5 = 6.107, BD̂  = 172.289 – 10 = 162.289

  
6.107

CFI 1 .962
162.289

= − = 

3. In Table 12.1, SRMR = .051. The average absolute correlation residual excluding the 
diagonal entries in the top part of Table 11.8 is

  (.057 + .015 + .082 + .092 + .133 + .041 + .033)/10 = .045

 The value of the SRMR varies with that of the average absolute correlation residual, but the 
two may not be exactly equal.  

4. Summarized next are values of fit statistics generated by the student version of LISREL 
when fitting the model in Figure 7.5 to the data in Table 4.2 at two different sample sizes:

Statistic N = 373 N = 5,000

2
Mc (5) 11.107, p = .049 148.894, p < .001

RMSEA [90% CI] .057 [.003, .103] .076 [.066, .087]

CFI .962 .937

SRMR .051 .051

 As expected, the value of the model chi- square is greater and that of the corresponding 
p value is smaller in the analysis in the larger sample. The value of RMSEA is somewhat 
higher in the larger sample, but it is more precise (its 90% confidence interval is narrower). 
The value of CFI is also somewhat worse in the larger sample, owing to an increase in the 
model chi- square, but the value of the SRMR is unchanged.
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5. The scaled chi- square difference statistic is calculated for these data as follows:

  dfD = 17 – 12 = 5

  D
2c (5) = 57.50 – 18.10 = 39.40

  1

57.50
2.028

28.35
c = =  and 2

18.10
1.567

11.55
c = =

  D
2 39.40 39.40ˆ (5) 12.57, .028

[2.028(17) 1.567(12)] 5 3.134
pc = = = =

−
 

6. For both models, N = 469. Given the data in Table 12.4 for the psychosomatic model:

  2
Mc (5) = 40.402, q = 10

  AIC1 = 40.402 + 2(10) = 60.402

  BIC = 40.401 + 10 [ln (469)] = 101.908

 and for the conventional medical model:

  2
Mc (3) = 3.238, q = 12

  AIC1 = 3.238 + 2(12) = 27.238

  BIC = 3.238 + 12 [ln (469)] = 77.045

ChaPTER 13

1. With 8 indicators, there are 8(9)/2 = 36 observations. If we assume that the Hand 
Movements task is the reference variable, then free parameters for a single- factor model 
include 7 pattern coefficients, 8 residual variances, and the factor variance for a total of 16. 
Thus, dfM = 36 – 16 = 20.

2. Listed next in the lower part of the matrix are the standardized residuals for the Mplus 
analysis of single- factor model of the KABC-I. Values that are statistically significant at the 
.05 level are shown in boldface. Reported in the upper part of the matrix are correlation 
residuals computed in EQS. Absolute values > .10 are shown in boldface. These results 
indicate many problems with local fit:

Indicator 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1. Hand — .101 .047 –.056 –.069 .028 .046 –.034

2. Number 2.062 — .397 –.130 –.081 –.045 .010 –.092

3. Word 1.026 6.218 — –.091 –.077 –.071 –.025 –.030

4. Gestalt –1.231 –2.727 –1.953 — .057 –.009 .025 .068

5. Triangles –2.201 –2.364 –2.355 1.378 — .019 .003 .066

6. Spatial .723 –1.188 –1.996 –.210 .595 — .011 .018

7. Matrix 1.086 .236 –.601 .544 .088 .313 — –.034

8. Photo –1.240 –3.420 –1.037 1.833 2.178 .675 –.036 —
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Indicator Simultaneous Indicator Sequential

HM .497 (.557) = .277 GC .503 (.557) = .280

NR .807 (.557) = .449 Tr .726 (.557) = .404

WO .808 (.557) = .450 SM .656 (.557) = .365

MA .588 (.557) = .328

PS .782 (.557) = .436 

4. Given the results in Table 13.3, the CR coefficient for the simultaneous processing factor is 
calculated as follows:

  ˆ
iΣ l  = (1.000 + 1.445 + 2.029 + 1.212 + 1.727) = 7.413

  f̂  = 1.835

  ˆ
iiΣ q  = (5.419 + 3.425 + 9.998 + 5.104 + 3.483) = 27.429

  
2

2

7.413 (1.835)
CR .786

7.413 (1.835) 27.429
= =

+
 

 

5. The threshold 2t̂  = .25 for the item illustrated in Figure 13.5 is the value of the normal 
deviate that corresponds to the 60th percentile in a normal distribution. It marks the point 
on the continuous variable X* where the responses on X shift from “2” for neutral to “3” for 
agree.   

ChaPTER 14

1. Results of the z test for the factor covariances in Table 16.4 are summarized next:

Covariance Test

Constructive  Dysfunctional z = –.028/.017 = –1.65, p = .099

Constructive  Subjective Well-Being z = .024/.014 = 1.17, p = .242

Constructive  Job Satisfaction z = .060/.029 = 2.07, p = .039

Dysfunctional  Subjective Well-Being z = –.088/.017 = –5.18, p < .001

Dysfunctional  Job Satisfaction z = –.132/.030 = –4.40, p < .001

Subjective Well-Being  Job Satisfaction z = .139/.027 = 5.15, p < .001
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2. Listed next is the standardized effect decomposition for Figure 14.2. The total indirect effect 
of constructive thinking on job satisfaction consists of three indirect pathways:

Endogenous Effect Constructive Dysfunctional Subjective

Dysfunctional Direct –.124 — —

Total indirect — — —

Total –.124 — —

Subjective Direct  .082 –.470 —

Total indirect –.058 — —

Total  .024 –.470 —

Satisfaction Direct  .093 –.149 .382

Total indirect  .072 –.180 —

Total  .165 –.329 .382

3. Presented next is lavaan syntax that imposes the equality constraint by assigning the 
same label to both direct effects (see Figure 10.7):

  OrgTI ~ a*OccTI

  OccTI ~ a*OrgTI

 In the reanalysis with the equality constraint, 2
Mc (4) = 2.221, p = .695, and both 

unstandardized reciprocal direct effects equal .155. But the standardized direct effect of 
OccTI on OrgTI is .169, and the standardized direct effect of OrgTI on OccTI is .142.

4. A diagram for the respecification of Figure 14.3(b) but with three indicators where r11, r22, 
and r33 are reliability coefficients and 2

1s , 2
2s , and 2

3s  are the sample variances for the causal 
indicators is presented next. This model is not identified in isolation, but it shows how to 
control for measurement error at the indicator level for a formative factor:

(1 – r33)
2
3s

X1 

1 

1
EX1

(1 – r11)
2
1s

A 

X3 

1
EX3

1 

C

1 

X2 

1
EX1

(1 – r22)
2
2s

B 

DLV

1 

Latent 
variable 

1 
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(of 3 causal indicators, 3 disturbances, and 6 errors for effect indicators), three covariances 
(among the 3 causal indicators), two direct effects in the structural model, and a total of six 
pattern coefficients in the measurement model for a total of 23, so dfM = 45 – 23 = 22.

ChaPTER 15

1. In Figure 15.3, the total effect of the constant on the fourth trial is

  1   Initial  Trial 4 = kIn × 1.0 = kIn

  1   Shape  Trial 4 = kSh × l4

 The predicted mean for the fourth trial equals kIn + l4 (kSh), where l4 indicates the 
proportion of the average improvement over the first two trials that must be added to the 
initial mean in order to generate the predicted mean for the fourth trial.

2. From Table 15.5, 5l̂  = 2.171, so the predicted mean on trial 5 equals the sum of the 
estimated mean for the Initial factor, or 11.763, and 2.171 times the estimated mean 
improvement from trial 1 to trial 2, or 9.597. The result 6l̂  = 2.323 for trial 6 has the same 
interpretation except that the proportion of the improvement in performance over trials 1–2 
is 2.323.

3. The observed means on trials 4–6 are, respectively, 31.02, 32.58, and 34.20 (Table 15.3). 
Given the results in Table 15.5, the predicted means are calculated as follows:

Total effect of 1  on Trial 4 = 1   Initial  Trial 3 +
1   Shape  Trial 3

= 11.763 (1.0) + 9.597 (2.015) = 31.101

Total effect of 1  on Trial 5 = 1   Initial  Trial 5 +
1   Shape  Trial 5

= 11.763 (1.0) + 9.597 (2.171) = 32.598

Total effect of 1  on Trial 6 = 1   Initial  Trial 6 +
1   Shape  Trial 6

= 11.763 (1.0) + 9.597 (2.323) = 34.057

4. In symbolic form, the predicted mean of the Initial factor in Figure 15.5 is

Total effect of 1  on Initial = 1   Ability  Initial +
1   Initial

= kAb (gIn) + aIn

 In words, the expected average of this factor is the sum of (1) the mean of the ability 
variable (kAb) times the unstandardized coefficient for the regression of the Initial factor on 
ability (gIn) and (2) the unstandardized intercept for the regression analysisjust described, 
or aIn.
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5. The observed means for trials 1–2 and 4–6 are, respectively, 11.77, 21.39, 31.02, 32.58, and 
34.20 (Table 15.3). Given the results in Table 15.6, predicted means for trials 1–2 and 4–6 
are calculated as follows:

Total effect of 1  on Trial 1 = 1   Initial  Trial 1 +
1   Ability  Initial   Trial 1 +
1   Shape  Trial 1 +
1   Ability  Shape   Trial 1

= 11.287 (1.0) + .700 (.678) (1.0) +

9.608 (0) + .700 (–.096) (0)

= 11.762

Total effect of 1  on Trial 2 = 1   Initial  Trial 2 +
1   Ability  Initial  Trial 2 +
1   Shape  Trial 2 +
1   Ability  Shape  Trial 2

= 11.287 (1.0) + .700 (.678) (1.0) +

9.608 (1.0) + .700 (–.096) (1.0)

= 21.302

Total effect of 1  on Trial 4 = 1   Initial  Trial 4 +
1   Ability  Initial  Trial 4 +
1   Shape  Trial 4 +
1   Ability  Shape  Trial 4

= 11.287 (1.0) + .700 (.678) (1.0) +

9.608 (2.027) + .700 (–.096) (2.027)

= 31.101

Total effect of 1  on Trial 5 = 1   Initial  Trial 5 +
1   Ability  Initial  Trial 5 +
1   Shape  Trial 5 +
1   Ability  Shape  Trial 5

= 11.287 (1.0) + .700 (.678) (1.0) +

9.608 (2.185) + .700 (–.096) (2.185)

= 32.608

Total effect of 1  on Trial 6 = 1   Initial  Trial 6 +
1   Ability  Initial  Trial 6 +
1   Shape  Trial 6 +
1   Ability  Shape  Trial 6

= 11.287 (1.0) + .700 (.678) (1.0) +

9.608 (2.338) + .700 (–.096) (2.338)

= 34.068
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1. Suppose that the model in Figure 16.1 is evaluated over samples drawn from two different 
populations. The population means on the single factor are k1 and k2. We do not assume 
that k1 = k2. Suppose that l1A and n1A are, respectively, the unstandardized pattern 
coefficient and the intercept for regressing X1 on the common factor in population A. The 
terms l1B and n1B represent the corresponding quantities in population B. Given the model, 
the mean on X1 can be expressed in both populations as follows:

	 	 m1A = k1 (l1A) + n1A

	 	 m1B = k2 (l1B) + n1B

 Unless both l1A = l1B and n1A = n1B, the contrast m1A – m1B will reflect something other 
than the difference between the factor means, k1 and k2. That is, any differences in 
unstandardized pattern coefficients or intercepts are confounded with the factor mean 
contrast.

2. Given Figure 16.1, these unstandardized results in Table 16.4 are freely estimated in both 
samples:

  Engk̂  = 1.843, 1Engn̂  = .323, 2Engn̂  = .346

  Spak̂  = 1.532, 1Span̂  = .486, 2Span̂  = .202

 These unstandardized estimates in Tables 16.3 and 16.4 are equal across both samples:

  1l̂  = 1.062, 2l̂  = .635, 3l̂  = 1.144, 4l̂  = .988, 5l̂  = 1.171

  3n̂  = –.051, 4n̂  = –.144, 5n̂  = –.474

 Using Equation 16.1, the predicted indicator means for both samples are calculated as 
follows:

1Engm̂ = 1.843 (1.062) + .323 = 2.280 1Spam̂ = 1.532 (1.062) + .486 = 2.113

2Engm̂ = 1.843 (.635) + .346 = 1.516 2Spam̂ = 1.532 (.635) + .202 = 1.175

3Engm̂ = 1.843 (1.144) – .051 = 2.057 3Spam̂ = 1.532 (1.144) – .051 = 1.702

4Engm̂ = 1.843 (.988) – .144 = 1.677 4Spam̂ = 1.532 (.988) – .144 = 1.370

5Engm̂ = 1.843 (1.171) – .474 = 1.684 5Spam̂ = 1.532 (1.171) – .474 = 1.320

 These predicted means are similar to the observed means in both samples (see Table 16.1).

3. Given Engk̂  = 1.843, 2
Engŝ  = .412, n1 = 193, Spak̂  = 1.532, 2

Spaŝ  = .235, and n2 = 257, the 
Welch–James test is calculated with slight rounding error as follows:

  WJ
WJ

1.843 1.532
( )

ˆ
t df

−=
s

   
 
 

2

WJ 2 2

2 2

.412 .235

193 257
344.33

(.412) (.235)

193 (192) 257 (256)

df

 +  
= =

+
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  WJ

.412 .235ˆ .0552
193 257

s = + =  

  t (344.33) = 
.311

.0552
 = 5.63, p < .001

4. Thresholds for X1 in the white sample are .772, 1.420, and 1.874 (Table 16.5), and percentile 
equivalents in the normal curve are, respectively, 77.99, 92.22, and 96.95. Thresholds in the 
African American sample for X1 are .674, 1.487, and 1.849, and percentile equivalents in the 
normal curve are, respectively, 74.98, 93.15, and 96.78. Proportions of responses in each 
category (0, 1, 2, 3) for each sample are listed next:

Sample 0 1 2 3

White .7799 .1423 .0443 .0335

African American .7498 .1817 .0363 .0322

5. The R2 values reported next apply to the latent response variables, not to the original items:

Variable White African American

X*1 1 – .634 = .366 1 – .631 = .639

X*2 1 – .587 = .413 1 – .584 = .416

X*3 1 – .372 = .628 1 – .672 = .328

X*4 1 – .630 = .370 1 – .627 = .373

X*5 1 – .410 = .590 1 – .407 = .593

ChaPTER 17

1. Listed next are the centered scores on the predictors, their product, and scores on the 
criterion for the data in Table 17.1:

x w xw Y
–5.125 –3.375 17.2969 5
–1.125 –1.375 1.5469 9

.875 –.375 –.3281 11
3.875 –3.375 –13.0781 11
–3.125 10.625 –33.2031 11
–.125 5.625 –.7031 10
.875 4.625 4.0469 7
3.875 11.625 45.0469 5

 The unstandardized regression equation for predicting Y from x and w is

  Ŷ  = .112x – .064w + 8.625

 (i.e., Equation 17.2) where the regression coefficients for the centered predictors x and w are 
the same as those for the original (not centered) predictors (see Equation 17.1).

2. A moderator changes the relation between two variables, either dampening or strengthening 
that association, depending on the level of the moderator. In causal modeling, a moderator 
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of moderator versus cause (focal variable) can be exchanged. A mediator is an intervening 
variable that transmits the causal effect of one variable to a third variable. A mediator must 
be a variable that can change as a result of another variable’s influence on it before changes 
in the mediator affect the outcome (Little, 2013). Mediation is not symmetrical; that is, the 
role of the cause and mediator cannot be exchanged. This is because mediation implies a 
specific causal order (an indirect effect). Both mediators and moderators are causal variables 
in that each is assumed to affect the outcome. In causal mediation analysis, the causal 
variable and mediator are assumed to interact. In this case, the variable that is a mediator is 
also a moderator.

3. Bivariate correlations among predictors and product terms for the original scores versus 
centered scores in Table 17.1 are listed next:

X W XW x w xw
X — x —
W .156 — w .156 —
XW .747 .706 — xw .284 .113 —

 Centering reduces correlations between the predictors and the corresponding product term 
(e.g., .747 vs. .284). This reduction reflects nonessential multicollinearity due to the scales 
of X and W.

4. For the data in Table 17.1, the unstandardized equation for regressing XW on X and W is

  ˆ 15.3372 7.3892 111.0248XWY X W= + −

 Residuals are calculated as

  res
ˆ

XWXW XW Y= −

 and are displayed next for individual cases:

XW Predicted XW XWres
20 –6.4589 26.4589

72 69.6681 2.3319

104 107.7317 –3.7317

110 131.5758 –21.5758

96 127.6636 –31.6636

133 136.7294 –3.7294

144 144.6774 –.6774

275 242.4130 32.5870

 You should verify that the bivariate correlations between XWres and each of X and W are 
zero within slight rounding error. The equation for regressing Y on X, W, and XWres is

  res
ˆ .112 .064 .108 8.873Y X W XW= − − +

 where the coefficients for X, W, and the intercept equal their counterparts in Equation 17.1 
with no product term. The coefficients for X and W in their analysis with XWres estimate the 
unconditional linear relations of each predictor to Y controlling for the other predictor.
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directed cyclic graphs and, 165
overview and description, 135–137

Nonrecursive structural models
corrected proportions of explained variance for, 

365–366
effect decomposition and the equilibrium 

assumption, 364
identification

with feedback loops and all possible disturbance 
correlations, 150–153

graphical rules for other types, 153–155, 156f
overview, 150, 159–160

respecification, 155–157
single indicators in a model of organizational and 

occupational turnover intention, 222–223, 
224f, 349–352

Nonsingular data matrix, 69
Nonstandard CFA models, 202–206, 207
Normal deviates, 25
Normality, 74–77
Normality assumption, 51
Normalized residuals, 252–253
Normalizing transformations, 77–79
Normal ogive model, 46
Normal probability plots, 76
Normal theory methods, 77, 256
Normed chi-square, 272
Not-close-fit hypothesis, 275, 290

N:q rule, 16
Null hypotheses, 52–54
Null model, 266
Numerical integration, 258

Oblique rotation, 193
Observational equivalence, 293
Observations

minimum degrees of freedom and model 
identification, 145–148

model complexity and, 127–128
rule for counting, 373

Observed correlations, versus estimated correlations, 
41–44

Observed variable analyses, 91, 92, 312
Observed variable models. See Path models
Observed variables

comparing group means on, 462–463
interactive effects

estimation of, 424–428
extensions and challenges, 430
interpretation of, 428–430
summary, 450

nondeterministic function of, 189
overview and description, 12, 13
in reflective measurement models, 196
representation in diagrams, 121

Occupational turnover intention (research example), 
222–223, 224f

Odd-powered polynomial transformations, 78
Odd-root function transformations, 78
Odds

against chance fallacy, 55–56
in logistic regressions, 44–45

Odds ratio, 44–45
OLS. See Ordinary least squares estimation
One-sided null hypothesis, 274
One-step modeling, of fully latent SR models, 338–339
Wnyx program, 9, 102t, 106–109
OpenMX package, 102t, 108–109
Optima, multiple, 9
Order condition, 152–153
Ordered-categorical indicators, analyzing Likert-scale 

items as, 323–332
Ordered-categorical outcomes, 257
Ordinal data, best practices in estimation, 461
Ordinal indicators. See also Likert-scale items

measurement invariance testing example, 411–420
robust WLS estimation example, 328–330

Ordinary least squares (OLS) estimation
in bivariate regression, 26
ML estimation and, 236
overview and description, 233–234
recursive path model of illness example, 241–247
variance estimates, 236

Organizational and occupational turnover intention 
(research example), 222–223, 224f, 349–352

Orthogonality, test for, 314
Orthogonal rotation, 192–193
Outcome variables, 119. See also Endogenous variables

best practices in reporting on, 464
noncontinuous, SEM and, 20
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Outliers, 72–73
Out of bounds matrix elements, 67–68
Outputs, from SEM, 10
Overcontrol bias, 170
Overidentified (overdetermined) models

with all possible disturbance correlations, 150, 151f
defined and described, 147, 148
structural equation models, 147

Overidentifying restrictions, 148

Pairwise deletion, 86
Panel models, 138–139
Parallel-forms reliability, 92
Parallel growth process, 391
Parallel indicators, 314
Parameter estimates

best practices in interpreting, 465
best practices in tabulation, 464
interpretation in CFA models, 301–302
interpretation in SR models, 340–341
unique estimates and model identification, 148–149

Parameterization, 326–327
Parameters

estimation (see Estimation)
expected parameter change, 284
free, fixed, or constrained, 128–129
minimum degrees of freedom and model 

identification, 145–148
model complexity and, 127–128
representation in diagrams, 122

Parametric bootstrapping, 62
Parceling, 331–332
Parcels, 332, 458
Parent–child conflict study (research example), 

403–411
Parents, 166
Parsimony-adjusted indexes, 266–267
Parsimony principle, 128, 456
Parsimony ratio, 267
Part correlation, 39–41
Partial correlation, 39–41
Partial-information models, 231. See also Single-

equation estimation methods
Partial least squares path modeling (PLS-PM), 360–361
Partially latent SR models

identification, 219
overview and description, 213–214, 215f, 223

Partially recursive models, 136
Partial measurement invariance, 401–402, 417
Path, defined, 166
PATH1 programming language, 110
Path analysis

causal effects in, 232–233
elemental models and assumptions, 131–134
identification example, 159
JWK model and, 23
overview and basics of, 129–131

Path coefficients, 132, 232, 261
Path models. See also Nonrecursive path models

identification example, 159
interactive effects, 431–432

with a mean structure, 371–373
multilevel, 448–449
overidentified, 148
single-equation estimators, 233–234
slopes-and-intercepts-as-outcomes, 446f
specification

elemental models and assumptions, 131–134
LISREL notation, 143–144
for longitudinal data, 138–141
overview and basics of, 129–131
recursive and nonrecursive models, 135–138
summary, 141–142

Pattern coefficients
in CFA models, 194

identification rules for nonstandard models, 202, 
203, 204–205, 206

interpretation, 301–302
in EFA models, 191

Pattern invariance. See Weak invariance
Pattern matching, 87
Pearson correlation, 41–42, 43, 302
Percentage or proportion of maximum scoring 

(POMS) transformation, 79–80, 101
Perfect fit, 60
Person-level fit, 264–265
Phi coefficient, 42
Piecewise latent trajectory model, 390–391
Platykurtic distributions, 74, 75f
PLS–Graph program, 361
Point-biserial correlation, 42
Poisson distributions, 79
Poisson regression, 79
Polychoric correlations, 43, 325–326
Polynomial growth model, 387–390, 392
Polyserial correlation, 42–43
POM (potential outcomes model), 18–19
Poor-fit hypothesis, 275
Positive definite data matrix, 67–71
Positive kurtosis, 74, 75f
Positive skew, 74, 75f, 78
Potential outcomes model (POM), 18–19
Power, of null hypotheses, 52–53
Power analysis, 290–292
Power terms, 44
Predicted correlations, 250–253
Predicted covariances, 250–253
Prediction latent growth models, 384–387
Predictive fit indexes, 267, 286–289, 466
Predictors

assumption of no causal effects, 34
assumption of no measurement error, 33–34
assumption of no specification error, 35
categorization and pseudo-groups, 43–44
centering in moderated multiple regression, 425, 

427–428
left-out variables error, 35–36
partial and part correlation, 39–41
in prediction latent growth models, 384, 385f
selection and entry, 37–39
suppression, 36–37
time-varying or time-invariant, 390
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PRELIS program
censored variables, 43
incomplete data procedures, 85, 87
LISREL and, 104 (see also LISREL program)
polyserial or polychoric correlations, 43
power analysis, 291
robust WLS estimation example, 330

Principal components method, 191n
Probabilistic causality, 11–12
Probabilistic graph models, 164
Probability weights, 102
Probit function, 46
Probit regression, 46–47
Product estimators, 134
Product indicators, 439–442
Product terms

interactive effects in path analysis, 431, 432
moderated multiple regression, 424–430

Prolog computer language, 149
Propagation of measurement error, 33–34
Propagation of specification error, 235
Proportionality constraint, 129, 156
Pseudo-groups, of predictors or outcomes, 43–44
Pseudo-isolation, 27
Psychometrics

item response theory and item characteristic 
curves, 94–95

reporting practices, 88, 90
score reliability, 90–93
score validity, 93–94
selection of measures, 88–90

Psychosomatic model of recovery after cardiac surgery 
(research example), 287–289

p values. See also Significance testing
best practices in interpreting, 465
criticisms and controversies, 54–57

Quadratic latent growth factor, 387–390
Quasi-maximum likelihood (QML) estimation, 443

RAMONA (Reticular Action Model or Near 
Approximation) procedure, 102t, 111, 254

Random coefficient modeling. See Multilevel modeling
Random experimental designs, establishing causal 

inference, 123–124
Random hot-deck imputation, 87
Rank condition, 153, 161–163
Rasch model, 95
Raw data

best practices, 459, 460
files, 65
matrix summaries, 65–67

Reciprocal causation, estimating in nonrecursive 
models, 137–138

Reciprocal suppression, 37
Recursive path model of illness (research example)

global fit statistics, 278–280
model building, 285–286
near-equivalent models, 297
parameter estimation and local fit testing

conditional independences, 240–241

estimation with maximum likelihood, 247–253, 
254t, 255f

overview, 239–240
single-equation estimation with multiple 

regression, 241–247
power analysis, 291–292

Recursive path models
assumptions of, 137
detailed example (see Recursive path model of 

illness)
directed acyclic graphs and, 165
features, 135
identification, 149–150, 159
single-equation estimator, 233–234

Reduced form, 365
Reduced-form R2, 365
Redundancy test, 314
Reference group method, 404
Reference variable, 194, 199
Reflective indicators, 196, 352. See also Effect 

indicators
Reflective measurement, 196–197
Reflective measurement models, 352, 353f, 455–456
Regions of significance, 428
Regression analysis. See also individual types of 

regression
implications of the SCM for, 170–173
left-out variables error, 35–36
multiple (see Multiple regression)
observed versus estimated correlations, 41–44
partial and part correlation, 39–41
predictor selection and entry, 37–39
SEM and, 8, 21, 47
suppression, 36–37

Regression coefficients
analyzing means and, 369–370
assumptions regarding, 33
SEM and, 8
standardized, 28, 29
standardized partial, 30–32
unstandardized, 25, 26–28, 29
unstandardized partial, 30–31

Regression models, slopes-and-intercepts-as-
outcomes, 445–447

Regression rule, 27
Regression substitution, 86–87
Reification, 300–301
Reject–support test, 265
Relative fit indexes, 266. See also Incremental fit 

indexes
Relative Noncentrality Index, 276
Relative variances, 81–82
Reliability. See also Score reliability

importance of reporting, 90
Reliability coefficients, 90–91
Reliability induction, 90
Replacing rules. See Lee–Hershberger replacing rules
Replicability fallacy, 56
Resampling, 60
Residual centering, 430, 443–444
Residualized product term, 430
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Residuals
assumptions regarding in regression analysis, 34
best practices in reporting on, 464
correlation residuals, 252–253, 254t, 255f
disturbances are distinct from, 131
heteroscedasticity and homoscedasticity, 80–81
normalized residuals, 252–253
respecification of CFA models and, 310–312
SEM and, 13
standardized residuals, 252, 253, 254t, 255f
tips for inspecting in fit testing, 278

Resources, for SEM, 452–454
Respecification

best practices, 463
of CFA models, 309–312
of hierarchical models, empirical versus 

theoretical, 283–284
of nonrecursive models, 155–157
in SEM, 118f, 120
specification searches, 284–285

Restricted measurement models, 191, 192f, 193–195. 
See also Confirmatory factor analysis

Results
best practices in interpretation, 465–466
best practices in tabulation, 464–465
reporting, 120–121

Reticular action model (RAM), 106
Reverse coding, 197
Reversed indicator rule, 317–318
Reverse scoring, 197
Ridge adjustment, 70–71
RMSEA. See Steiger–Lind Root Mean Square Error of 

Approximation
Robust diagonally weighted least squares (RDWLS), 

328
Robust maximum likelihood (MLR) estimation, 

238–239, 272
Robust standard errors, 238
Robust weighted least squares (WLS) estimation, 258, 

323–330
Root mean square residual (RMR), 277
Rotation indeterminacy, 192
Rotations, of EFA models, 192–193
R programming language

causal mediation analysis, 437
dagR package, 112–113
overview and description, 107–109
semPLS package, 361
semTools package and power analysis, 109, 290
WLS estimation, 326–327

Sample median, 72–73
Samples

archival, 459
best practices, 458–461

Sample size
best practices, 459
minimum, estimation in power analysis, 290, 

291–292
reporting on, 467
requirements for SEM, 14–16
unique, impact on the model chi-square, 271

Sampling distribution, 49–51
Sampling error, 49
Sampling weights, 102
SAS/STAT program

causal mediation analysis, 437
csmpower macro, 290
incomplete data procedures, 88
overview and description, 9, 102t, 109
power analysis, 290

Satorra–Bentler adjusted chi-square, 272–273
Satorra–Bentler scaled chi-square, 272, 276, 282,  

283
SBDIFF.EXE program, 282
Scalar invariance. See Strong invariance
Scaled chi-square difference test, 282, 283
Scale free, 238
Scale invariance, 238
Scaling

of disturbances, 148
of factors in CFA models, 198–200

Scaling constant, 130, 148
Scaling correction factor, 272
SCM. See Structural causal models
Score reliability

discussion of, 90–93
with interactive effects of observed variables, 430
selection of measures and, 127

Score reliability coefficients, 312
Scores

product terms, 424
reporting the psychometric characteristics of, 90

Score validity, 93–94
Second-order CFA models, 319, 320, 321
Second-order factors, 319
Second-order partial correlation, 39
Second-stage moderation, 433f, 434
Seed, 62
Seemingly uncorrelated regressions, 108
sem command, 102t, 110, 236, 341–345
Semipartial correlation, 39
SEMNET, 9
sem package, 102t, 107
semPlot package, 109
semPLS package, 361
semTools package, 109, 290
Sensitivity analysis, 85
SEPATH (Structural Equation Modeling and Path 

Analysis) module
Bayes Information Criterion example, 287–289
constrained estimation, 254
equivalent CFA models, 317
overview and description, 102t, 110–111

Sequential entry, of predictors, 38
Shape latent growth factor

in basic change models, 377–384
in prediction models, 384–387

Shrinkage-corrected estimate of r2, 33
Significance testing

assumptions regarding in regression analysis, 34
based on the Steiger–Lind Root Mean Square Error 

of Approximation, 274–275
cognitive errors in, 55–56
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critical ratios, 51–52
criticisms and controversies, 8, 54–57, 62
interval estimation as an alternative to, 57–60
power and types of null hypotheses, 52–54
in SEM, 8, 17
standard errors, 49–51

Simple indicators, 195
Simple intercept, 428
Simple linear growth, 375
Simple regressions, 428–429
Simple slope, 428
Simple structure, 192
SIMPLIS computer language, 105, 357, 411
simsem package, 109
SimStat program, 61–62
Simulated data, 459
Simultaneous causation, 123n
Simultaneous entry, of predictors, 38
Simultaneous estimation methods

overview and description, 231–232, 235
recommended approach to fit evaluation, 268–269

Sine function transformations, 78
Single-door criterion, 179–180
Single-equation estimation methods

defined, 231
drawbacks of, 231
with multiple regression

description, 233
recursive path model of illness example, 241–247

simultaneous methods and, 235
two-stage least squares, 234

Single-factor CFA models
analysis of the Kaufman Assessment Battery for 

Children, 304–306
of depression, with ordinal indicators

measurement invariance testing, 414–420
robust WLS estimation, 328–330

equivalent models, 317–319
of parent-child conflict, measurement invariance 

testing, 403–411
Single-imputation methods, 85, 86
Single-indicator measurement, 127
Single indicators

best practices in specification, 454
in SR models, 213–217, 222–223, 224f, 349–352

Singular data matrix, 69
Skew, 74–75
Skew index, 76, 77
Slopes-and-intercepts-as-outcomes model, 445–447
Slopes-as-outcomes model, 447
SmartPLS program, 361
Sobel test, 245
Soft modeling, 360
Spearman’s rank order correlation, 42
Spearman’s rho, 42
Specification

best practices, 454–457
of CFA models, 188–198, 300–301
model complexity, 127–128
parameter status, 128–129
of path models, 129–142 (see also Path models)
selection of measures, 127

in SEM, 118t, 119
of SR models, 212–217
what variables to include, 126–127

Specification error, 35, 235
Specification searches, 284–285
Specific variance, 190
Split-half reliability, 91
SPSS program

causal mediation analysis, 437
diagnosing missing data, 85
random hot-deck imputation, 87
regression analysis, 32

Square root transformations, 78
SRMR. See Standardized Root Mean Square Residual
Stability index, 364
Stable unit treatment value assumption, 123
Standard CFA models

characteristics of, 193–195
identification rules, 201, 202f
overview, 207

Standard deviations (SD), 25
Standard errors

critical ratios and, 51–52
description, 49–51
robust, 238
for unstandardized estimates, 52

Standardized mean residuals, 374
Standardized partial regression coefficients, 30–32
Standardized pattern coefficients, 301–302
Standardized regression coefficients, 28, 29, 429–430
Standardized residuals, 252, 253, 254t, 255f
Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR), 

269, 277–278
Standardized scores, 25
Standardized variance, 131
Start values

iterative estimation and, 101, 236–237
suggestions for measurement models, 335
suggestions for structural models, 261

Stata program
analysis of latent variable models, 18
example analysis of a fully latent SR model of job 

satisfaction, 341–345
MEDIATION module for causal mediation analysis, 

437
overview and description, 9, 102t, 110
sem command, 236

Statgraphics Centurion, 44, 45, 46
Stationarity assumption, 137
STATISTICA Advanced program

analysis of the Kaufman Assessment Battery for 
Children example, 307

power analysis, 111, 290–291, 347
SEPATH module (see SEPATH module)

Statistical beauty, 22, 466–467
Statistical significance, 62, 465. See also Significance 

testing
STATISTICA program, 9, 102t, 110–111
Statistics

classical and modeling schools in, 262
discussion of fit testing, 262–263

Statistics reform, 54
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Steiger–Lind Root Mean Square Error of 
Approximation (RMSEA)

description, 273–276
measurement invariance testing and, 401
power analysis and, 290, 292

Stem-and-leaf plots, 74, 75f
Stepwise regression, 38
Stochastic regression imputation, 87
Strict invariance

description, 396, 399, 421
testing for, 399–400, 403, 413, 417

Strictly confirmatory applications, 11
Strong causal assumption, 131
Strong invariance

description, 396, 398–399, 421
testing for, 399–400, 408, 413, 416–417

Structural causal models (SCM)
basis set, 173–174, 175t
causal directed graphs, 174–177
causal inference and, 164–165
causal mediation and causal mediation analysis, 

181–184
computer tools for, 112–113
description and summary, 18, 19–20, 184–185
elementary directed graphs and conditional 

independences, 166–169
graphical identification criteria, 177–180
graph vocabulary, 165–166
implications for regression analysis, 170–173
instrumental variables, 180–181
model identification, 119–120
specification and, 454

Structural equation modeling (SEM)
Bayesian statistics and, 23
best practices

avoiding confirmation bias, 466
estimation, 461–463
identification, 457
interpretation of results, 465–466
measures, 458
resources, 452–454
respecification, 463
sample and data, 458–461
specification, 454–457
tabulation of results, 464–465
using SEM as a tool in science, 466–467

causal inference, 122–126
convergence with multilevel modeling, 447–450
data analyzed in, 13–14
definition of, 9–10
as a disconfirmatory procedure, 21
forms of input data, 64–67 (see also Data; Input data)
goals of, 14, 22
hierarchical linear modeling and, 375
inputs and outputs, 9–10
model diagram symbols, 121–122
model testing and model generation, 11
myths about, 20–21
observed variables and latent variables, 12–13
origins and history of, 23–24
other causal inference frameworks and, 18–20
other statistical techniques and, 17–18

parametric bootstrapping, 62
Pearson correlations, 43
popularity of and problems with applying correctly, 

21–22
preparing to learn, 7–9
probabilistic causality and, 11–12
regression analysis and, 8, 21, 47
sample size requirements, 14–16
significance testing in, 17
specification concepts, 126–129
steps of

basic steps, 117–121
optional steps, 121

theory testing and, 10–11
Structural invariance, 420
Structural models

Lee–Hersberger replacing rules, 293–296
of observed variables (see Path models)
start value suggestions, 261

Structural regression (SR) models. See also Fully 
latent structural regression models; 
Nonrecursive structural models

analysis, summary of, 361–362
analyzing formative measurement models in SEM, 

352–361
constraint interaction in, 363
with continuous variables, mean structures and, 372
equivalent models, 348–349
exploratory structural equation modeling, 219–220
four-step modeling, 339–340
identification, 217–219, 225
interpretation of parameter estimates and 

problems, 340–341
LISREL notation for, 226–228
with multiple-indicators and multiple-causes 

factors, 318–319
research examples

fully latent model of job satisfaction factors, 
220–222

single indicators in a nonrecursive model of 
organizational and occupational turnover 
intention, 222–223, 224t, 349–352

specification
causal inference with latent variables, 212
model types, 213–214, 215f

standardized solutions of computer tools, 341
structural invariance, 420
summary, 223, 225
testing across multiple samples, 395
two-step modeling, 338–339

Structure coefficient, 194, 302
Sufficient set, 177
Sum of squared deviations (SS), 25
Suppression, 36–37
Supriousness, 39
Symbolic processing, 149
SYSTAT program, 9, 102t, 111
systemfit package, 102t, 108
System matrix, 161–163

Tailored tests, 94, 333
Tau-equivalent indicators, 314
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TCALIS, 109
Templates (“wizards”), 98, 99
Temporal precedence, 123, 125–126
Test for orthogonality, 314
Test for redundancy, 314
Test–retest reliability, 92
Tetrachoric correlation, 43
TETRAD V program, 315
Theory testing, 10–11
Theta scaling, 327
Three-indicator rule, 201, 202f
Three-parameter IRT model, 94–95
Three-stage least squares (3SLS) estimation, 234
Threshold residuals, 328
Thresholds, in WLS estimation, 324–325
Threshold structure, 326
Time-invariant predictors, 390
Time precedence, 296–297
Time structured data, 375
Time-varying predictors, 390
Tolerance, 71
Total effect moderation, 434
Total effects

causal mediation analysis, 435–437
defined, 134

Total indirect effects, 232
Tracing rules, 250–253
Trained incapacity, 54
Transformations, 77–81
Triangle inequality, 68
Tucker–Lewis index, 276–277
Two-factor CFA models

equivalent models, 315–317
Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children, 305–

306, 307–309, 310t, 311t
Two-indicator rule, 201, 202f
Two-level regression analysis, 445, 446f
Two-parameter IRT model, 94, 95f
2+ Emitted paths rule, 354
Two-stage least squares (2SLS) estimation, 234, 235, 

442–443
Two-step identification rule, 217–219
Two-step modeling, of fully latent SR models, 338–

339, 341–347
Type I errors, 56, 57
Type II errors, 56–57

Unconstrained approach to estimation, 443
Undecidable identification problem, 149
Underidentification, empirical, 157–158
Underidentified (underdetermined) models, 146, 147
Undirected path, 166
Unidimensional measurement, 195
Unique variance, 190, 271
Unit loading identification (ULI) constraint, 148, 199
Unit variance identification (UVI) constraint, 199
Univariate outliers, 72–73
Unknown weights composite, 355
Unrestricted measurement models, 191–193. See also 

Exploratory factor analysis
Unstandardized bivariate regression, 25–28

Unstandardized partial regression coefficients, 30–31
Unstandardized regression coefficients, 25, 26–28, 29
Unstandardized residual path coefficients, 130
Unweighted least squares (ULS) estimation, 256, 

330–331

Validity. See Score validity
Valid research hypothesis fallacy, 56
Valid tracings, 250–251
Vanishing tetrads, 315
Variables. See also Continuous variables; Endogenous 

variables; Exogenous variables; Instrumental 
variables; Latent response variables; Latent 
variables; Outcome variables

auxiliary, 84
censored, 43
count, 79
d-connected, 171
demographic, 217
extreme collinearity, 71–72
in graph theory, 165–166
instrumental, 150–152, 180–181
marker, 194
reference, 194, 199
specification, 126–127
transformations, 77–81

Variance inflation factor (VIF), 71
Variances

corrected proportions of explained variance for 
nonrecursive structural models, 365–366

estimation in the maximum likelihood method, 236
in factor analysis, 190
relative, 81–82
specific, 190
standardized variance for a continuos endogenous 

variable in a path model, 131
unique, 190, 271

Vertices, 165

Wald W statistic, 284
Weak causal assumption, 131
Weak invariance

description, 396, 397, 421
testing for, 399–400, 406, 408, 409, 413, 416

Weighted least squares (WLS) estimation, 256, 258, 
259. See also Mean- and variance-adjusted 
weighted least squares; Robust weighted least 
squares estimation

Weight matrix, 256
Welch–James test, 410, 423
Welch–Satterthwaite equation, 423
Wherry equation, 33
Within-groups completely standardized solutions,  

395
Within-groups standardized solutions, 395
“Wizards” (templates), 98, 99
WLS. See Weighted least squares
Wright’s tracing rules, 250–253

Zero-order associations, 37–38
z Scores, 72
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